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SCOPE OF THE WORK 
The investigation of the u:ttderground water resources of Iowa 
wws planned and carried out along three lines. The artesian 
waters of the state were studied by W. H. Norton, the waters 
of the drift and country ~ock by Howard E. Simpson, O. E. 
Meinzer and a number of assistants, and the chemical and indus-
trial qualities of all ground waters by W. S. Hendrixson. Three 
reports were therefore submitted for publication. It was later 
decided, however, to publish thes,e' in a single volume. In the edi-
torial recasting thus made needful the three reports have been 
combined, so that several chapters are now compos,ed of excerpts 
taken from the work of two or more writers, but throughout the 
volume each writer is responsible for all statements respecting . 
his allotted field of inv,estigation. In each of the county reports 
data as to the artesian Wie'l1S1 ·of the district and forecasts of 
artesian conditions for towns not now supplied with deep welts 
have been inserted from the report of the senior author. 
The line -of demarcation between artesian waters and waters 
of the drift and of the country rock-tha.t is, the rock which 
outcrops at the surface or immediately underlies the drift-
though not everywh!e're exact, is fairly definite and was placed 
where it would best subserve the uses of the public. The ar-
tesian waters of the state, except some of minor importance, rise 
from a few r,elated formations of early Paleozoic age. These for-
mations underlie practically the entire state -and form a well-
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defined artesian system. The water beds or aquifers of this sys-
tem are as a rule readily distinguished from thoHe of the coun-
try !"lock as w.ell as from those from the drift, but in one or_two of 
t.he northeastern counties of the state the artesian aquifers ap-
proach the surface and might be· included in the country rock. 
In the investigation of the waters of the drift and of the coun-
try rock, the county was made the areal unit, and each county in 
the state was · visited and studied. The officials of each town 
wer·eo asked to contribute the facts as to .the municipal water 
supply. From the well driller.,3 were procured data of great 
value as to the type of wells in common use, their depths in dif-
ferent localities, the materials they passled through, an:! the 
sources from which they drew their waters . .As le~s than a week 
could be given, on the average, to each of the 99 counties of the 
state, the investigation was necm;~ari]y far more cursory than 
could have been wished. Fortunately the Iowa Geological Sur-
vey had m ·arly completed its areal work with the county as the 
unit, and thus a large amount of material was at halld relating 
to the geologic conditions which control the distribution of 
ground water, the topography of the state, and the stl'ucture 
1:111d composition of the country rock, and of the Quaternary de-
posits (ground moraines of succes,sive ice invasions with their 
. /)lltwash sands and gravels and interbedded deposits of inter-
glacial epochs). All this material, both publishect and unppb-
Ii shed, was generously placed at the disposal of the writers ~y 
the late Dr. Samuel Calvin, director of the Iowa Geological 
Survey, and it has been very freely drawn upon in each of the 
county reports. 
OBJECT OF THE INVESTIGA1ION 
The need of the scientific inve.~tigation of artesian wat'2TS is 
obvious to all. Many of these deep zones of flow lie far below 
the surface and below the sources that supply the common wells. 
The· local well driller can not be expected to know either the 
quantity or the quality of artesian waters Dr the depth at whicb 
they can be reached. Town councils in considering municipal 
supply often send committees to the nearest towns which have 
deep wells to obtain such facts as may throw light upon th2 10c:ll 
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problem. Information thus gathered may be useful or it may 
be misleading; it is always insufficie~t and inconclusive. There 
is needed the iskillful interpretation of data collected from a wide 
area, a knowledge of the geologic structure and acquaintance 
with the distribution and movements of deep waters. For house 
wens in towns, and for common farm wells, the knowledge of local 
conditions held by the well drillers of the district is, 'ordinarily 
sufficient. Yet even here a scientific knowledge of general as 
well as local conditions often makes it possible to sugge.st new 
and better sources of ground water or new and better methods 
of utilizing those now in use. 
The object of the investigation, whos.e results ar'8i here pre· 
sented, is to furnish to each community so far as possible de-
ductions made from the entire body of facts obtainable, showing 
whether artesian water can be found at that loeality, at what 
de'pths, it may be reached, through what formations the drill 
must pass, what mineral compounds-healthful or harmful-' 
the w.ater is likely to contain, how high it will rise, how large . 
will be its discharge, and how such a supply will compare in cost, 
purity, permanence, and general availability with that from 
other sources. 
COOPERATION WITH THE UNITED STATES GEOLOG· 
ICAL SURVEY 
So far as the investigation concerns artesian waters, it has 
been carried on jointly by the United States Geological Sur-
vey and the Iowa Geological Survey. The ,state Surv,ey began 
this investigation at the time of its inception, the work being 
under the charge of W. H. Norton. 'The earlier results are pub-
lished in its annual I1e'Po,rts.' Since 1896 the Iowa Survey has 
continued to gather data and to furnish to towns, corporations, 
and individuals all obtainable information relating to deep wells, 
together with forecasts of local :artesian conditions. The cooper-
ation between the state and national surveys has resulted in a 
more thorough investigation. 
In the present report free use is made of all material gathered 
under the direction of both Isurveys. It seems desirable to c01-
'Ann. Rept. Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 3, 1893, pp. 169-210; vol. 6, 1896, pp. 115-(28 
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lect in one report the entire body of data relating to the sub-
ject as a basis for the deductions which may be drawn there-
from .. 
GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATION OF WELLS 
MEANS OF INVESTIGATION. 
The distribution and the quality of artesian waters are so 
intimately connected with geologic conditiollis that their profit-
able study must concern itself first with the 'attitude, the tex-
ture, .and the composition of the deep rocks from which the 
waters ris,e'. In a genera.l way much may be inferred as to 
these features from the character of the fo·rmations where they 
outcrop, for here their thickn8lss may be measured and their 
various physical characteristics may be obs€·rved. The dip or in-
clination of any terrane gives some clue to the probable depth 
at which it may be found at a given distance from the outcrop. 
But in an area so large as Iowa formations th~t dip below the 
surface may be expe'Cted ·to thicken or to thin, to pinch out, to 
be replaced by other formations which may have no outcrop, I 
to change their chemical composition or their texture, and to, be 
affected by various upwarps and downwarps which may have 
no surface expression. 
For all these reasons the investigation of the deeper water 
beds ml]s,t be based not only on the surface geology 'of the state 
but also on all geologic facts obtainable from drill holes as to 
the strata through which they have passed as set forth in the 
logs of drillers and' the Isamples of the rock cuttings of the drill. 
From these data the attempt is made to correlate the strata 
penetrated by ,any well with known terranes outcropping else-
wher,e and found in other wells, to ascertain the geologic forma-
tions to which the strata belong, and thus to· construct a geologic 
section at the locality of the well to the depth of the boring. 
By connecting the sections of different wells .in different parts 
of the state, cross s·e'ctiollis may be had which show the .geologic 
structure 'of many parts of the area to depths of 2,000 and even 
of 3,000 feet, and which indicate the depth to which new wens 
in the area must be sunk to reach the de,ep-lying water beds. 
Plates V to XVIII Isupply examples of such sections in different 
parts of the state. 
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AVAILABLE DATA. 
The data on which a geologic investigation of deep wells must 
rest consist of l"1eeords made and samples of drillings collected 
when the well was put down. Necessarily they are largely sec-
ond-hand and are incapable of verification. A report Isuch as 
this deals with thousands of statements and observations made 
by many individuals, and the write'r can do little except to deter-
mine the lithologic character of deep-well drillings, and in draw-
ing inferences from these he must accept the reports of others 
as to the thickness and location of the strata which they r'epre-
sent. Fortunately, many o,wners of deep wells and many oLiter 
citizens realize the scientific and practical value or the . facts 
which can be obtained when a W 2U ~s, being drilled and at that 
time only, and these persons have placed on r'ecord many val-
uable data ,as to diameters of the bore and casings, fluctuations 
of water in the tube, depth, discharge, and head of watiel' hor-
izons, and have obtained both the driller's log and samples of 
the drillings. In practically every place where such data have 
been gathered, and preserved they have been placed at the ser-
vice and disposal of the surveys. Unfortunately, of many wells 
little or nothing, except the exi'sting head, discharge, and quality 
of the water, is known or can ever be known. In many parts 
of the state the writer is quite in the dark as to artesian con-
ditions and is unable to make reliable forecasts fo'r towns de-
siring to 'sink deep wells, not because no deep wells have ever 
been drilled within the area, but because when they were put 
down no record was made of the essential f.acts. 
SAMPLES OF DRILLINGS. 
COLLECTION AND STORAGE. 
Since the beginning of this investigation a special effort has 
been made to obtain full sets of isamples of the drillings of the 
de-ep wells of the state, 'and it is on these samples that the geo-
logic part of this report is largely based. Where such 'samples 
. are taken directly from the slush bucket and labeled at once 
with the exact depth from which they were drawn, they form 
the most authentic record possible of the strata penetrated. 
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When thus taken, at intervals: not exceeding 10 feet. a.nn at every 
"change" in the Is,trata, they afford a lithologic record and sec-
tion inferior in value ,only to ,an exposure of the ed~e's of the 
strata in an outcrop. Such reliable data have been obtained 
from 'an exceptionally large number of Iowa deep wells. 
The value of se'ts of cuttings from some wells haS' been im· 
paired by the neglect of precautions which should be obvious. 
Thus, if the samples .are taken only at every "change" of the 
strata, it is left entirely to the judgment of the. workman who 
empties the contents of the slush bucket to decide whether or 
not there has been any change . . Sev,2Tal hundred feet of lime-
stone, including two or more geologic formations, may be rep-
resented by 'a single sample. The depth is not alwayS' ca,refully 
taken, and remeasurements of the wen on completion have 
shown that the driller's estimates of depth placed on samples 
or in the log were incorrect. If, however, the inaccuracy affects 
all depth about alike little serious ,enol' is likely to result. 
Some samples of driUings seem to have been labeled ~r,om 
memory after 'a considerable lapse of time. This. fact affords 
an explanation of the' reported occurrence of drift clays 1,000 
feet and more below the surface, ~nd perhaps also 10£ the 
occurrence of several samples of nonmagnesian limestones of 
Platteville fa,cies below the Saint Peter sandstone. Some sam-
ples seem, to have been scraped up from the ground instead of 
being taken in some clean receptacle immediat'81y from the Isand 
pump. The cinders which may be included are ea,sily disre-
garded, but the admixture of chippings from higher lev,els is 
serious . In one or two extreme cases it seems, probable that at 
the completion of the well the workmen went over the outwash 
from the slush bucket, dug up a sample here and there, and 
labeled it according to their recollection. But ev,en'such a record 
may be of value if nothing better is available. 
The samples collected under the direction of the United States 
Survey were sent to Washington in stout canvaS' bags provided 
with labels and were there transferred to wide-mouthed glass 
hottles with screw aluminum .coveI1S,. In the collection made 
earlier for the Iowa State Survey most of the samples. were 
taken directly from the slush bucket, put into empty cigar boxes, 
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labeled, and shipped to the writer at Mount Vernon, where they 
were transferred to wide-mouthed glass bottlesi for permanent 
preservation, each sampl,er being thuS! kept separate and access-
ibJ.e. Some lof the samples presented to the survey had been 
mounted in long glass tubes, in which the chippings of any ter-
rane are supposed to occupy a space proportional to the actual 
thickness of the terrane. Such a method of mounting haJs, a 
c~rt,ain advantage for purposes of exhibition, but its disadvan-
tages are so gre'at that it must be unqualifiedly condemned. The 
drillingS! from different strata settle and tend to mix. They can 
not be taken from the · tube for study, and no adequate inspec-
tion can be made through the glass. Sooner or later the long 
tube is sure to be broken and the record of the geologic sec-
tion is irretrievably lost. 
Drillings should not be ~ashed. When the drill is working 
in ,a pure limestone walshing does little harm, . £or it removes 
only the :fine flour of the stone, whose quality is fully repre-
sented in the larger chippings. · But with some marls and shales 
and with clayey sandstones the removal of the finer material 
in washing leaves a residue far from repres,entative of the rock. 
In some sets certain samples had been washed and others not, 
thus making error possible in the determinations, exoept where 
the treatment to which the cuttings had been subjected wars, in-
dicated on the labels or could be told by inspection. 
For all scientific purpos,e's samples should be taken directly 
from the sand pump at every 5 or 10 feet, at the end of a clean-
ing out, and ,at every change of stratum. They Ishould be placed, 
unwashed, in wide-mouthed bottles 'or glass jars (one to' four 
ounoe bottles are large enough) and plainly and accurately la-
beled in india ink with the names of the town or other location: 
and of the owner, the date, and the depth from which each wa::;, 
taken. 
STUDY OF SAMPLES. 
PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION. 
The drillings were s,tudied petrographically as an aid in ident-. 
ifying from wen to well, the Is,trata from which they came. With: 
some samples a simple inspection was sufficient, but, as a rule .. 
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this inspection was supplemented by other tests. Under polar-
ized light in the field of the petrographic microscope the min-
erals making up thel meal or flour of the drillings were gener-
ally readily determined and their rela,tive proportion in the 
rock was roughly indicated by their proportion in the micro-
scopic field. Crystalline silica, flint and chalcedony, gypsum and 
anhydrite, glauconite, pyrite, and calcite-to mention only com-
mon minerals, of the sedimentary rocksL-were thus distinguish-
ed. The microscope was used also in determining the texture 
'of such rocks as oolites, fine-grained sandstonesl composed of 
angular quartZOls,e particles, sandstones of grains of crystalline 
quartz of various degrees of rounding and assortment, and sand-
stones whose grains have been enlarged by secondarily depos-
ited silica. Limelstones were tested with weak cold hydrochloric 
acid, free ,effervescence indicating ·a small percentage or total 
absence of magnesium carbonate, and a slow and feeble ,effer-
vescence a high percentage of the same carbonate, unless at-
tributabl,e to siliceous, or other impurities,. Residues after di-
gestion in strong acid determined the argillaceous and siliceous 
contents of impure limestones. The relative amount of mag-
nesium carbonate in some lim8lstones was roughly estimated 
after a solution in hydrochloric acid had been neutralized with 
ammonium carbonate and treated successively with ammonium 
oxalate and hydric disodic phosphate. Through the kindness of 
Dr. Nicholas Knight, professor of chemistry in Cornell College, 
Iowa; the services of several of his advanced students were 
placed at the disPQsal of the writer, and a number of quantita-
tive analyses of isamples 'of terranes of special interest were 
made in the chemical laboratory of that college. ' 
poSSmILITIES OF ERROR. 
Mention should be made of certain possibilities of error in 
any dete'rmination of the nature and thickness of the rock by 
means of drillings. 
The most Iserious of these errors is due to fewness of sam-
ples,. Where, as in some deep wells, samples are taken at reg-
, ular inte'rvals of 100 feet, little indeed can be determined as to 
the geological succeslsion. Where samples are taken at irregu-
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1ar or considerable intervals, it may be naturaJly assumed that 
each sample represented to the dril1er a stratum of homogen-
eous rock and that each isample was taken at the change and thus 
designates the summit of its own terrane and the base of the 
terrane above it. This assumption mayor may not be correct. 
Any such sample may possibly be taken midway or at any 
other point within a terrane instead of at its top, and the as-
sumed thickness of ~ne terrane may be as much too little as that 
of the next terrane is too great. 'This. source of error is avoided 
when a sample is labeled not only with its own depth but with 
the upper and lower limits of the stratum which it is, supposed 
to represent. In the columnar geologic sections. of this r,eport 
the uncertainty attaching to the thickness of a terrane from this 
cause is indicated by drawing the terrane over the area of 
uncertainty as a right triang1e with apex downward. (See Tip-
ton section, PI. X.) , 
Another source of possible error lies in the fact that the con-
tents of the slush bucket may not correctly repres'ent the rock in 
which the drill is working. Along with cuttings from the con-
tiguous rock a~e fragments of other and high~r strata. The vib-
ration of ropes and rods and the lifting and lowering of the drill 
and other implements may detach pieces of rock from any higher 
stratum. Caving shales 'and incoherent sandstones furnish a 
large admixture of shale and 'sand to the cuttings at the bottom 
of the drill h01e'. Thus black coaly shale from the Coal Measures 
(Pennsylvanian) may be recognized in otherwise clean limestone 
chips of the Missi'ssippian or inferior terranes; the fossiliferous 
green shale of the Plattevil1e is seen mingled with cuttings in 
the dolomites of the Prairie du Chien stage; and the Saint Peter 
and Jordan sandstones. contribute a large arenaceous content to 
the cuttings 'of the dolomites below. 
Where strata. of different character alternate at short inter-
vals the mingli:Qg of cuttings makes the determination of the 
rocks peculiarly difficult. Drillings from Ordovician and Cam-
brian strata below the Saint Peter in many places contain a mix-
ture of rolled quartz grains and chips of d010mite, and it may be 
a delicate question to decide whether the sand is Wholly for'eign, 
having fallen in from water-washed, loose, oVle'flying s'andstones, 
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'or whether it is more or less native-that is, whether the sample 
represents either a pure dolomite' on the Olliel hand or an aren-
aceous dolomite or a calciferous sandstone on the other. If it is 
decided that some of the sand is native to the Istratum, it still 
remains to he< discovered whether the sand is disseminated 
through the dolomite or exists in thin interbedded layevs. In 
some samples an interbedded sand grain or mold of sand in some 
larger chips of dolomite may decide in favor of dissemination. 
In Isome drillings material fal1e'll from above may be dis-
tinguished by its lithologic nature or by the size or shape of its 
fvagments. The dislodged pieces from the sides of the d1;'ill hole 
should as a rule be larger than drill cuttingls and of different 
shape'. Fragments of easily worn shales fallen fr om overlying 
beds soon assume a rounded form. But in many wells, 8)S·, for 
exoample, where fragments from above have themselves been 
cut into chips- by the drill, these tests are not dec]sive and the 
real nature , of the bottom rock must be left in some doubt. To 
keep distinct the facts ,observed in the study of well drillings 
from the inferences drawn by the observer, a complete statement 
of the composition of the drillings should be given as well as 
an opinion as to the character of rock which they represent. 
OORRELATION OF ROCK FORMATIONS. 
The methods in correlation and the degree of oertainty to be 
a.tta.ined must next be considered. If an unbroken series of drill-
ings from the top to the bottom of the well has been obtained, 
by what · methods can the different rocks thus represented be 
assigned to known formations ~ 
FOSSILS. 
The occurrence of a series of fossils in a given terrane-the 
sure means employ,ed by the geologist whenever possible in his 
correlatiollls,-is lacking in well records, and samples. The drill 
cuts 'and crushes the harder rocks to fine meal or powder and 
the softer to small chips. It is the rarest of good fortune that 
the drill leaves any fossil unbroken into unidentifiabl~ frag-
ments:. 'The smaller the fossil the greater its chances of escape. 
The minute tests of the foraminifer Fusulina are sometimes, ob-
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tained intact in considerable numbers from certain strata in the 
Coal Measurels. Rocks fallen from higher strata in the drill 
hole give fragments of considerable size, and when these aDe 
fossiliferous 'and their own horizon can be determined by lith-
ologic identity, they are of the greatest value. Thus the caving 
green shale of the Platteville is in pla,ceis highly fossiliferous 
and its fragments, along with bits of Ordovician brachiopods 
characteristic of the horizon, are often brought up when the drill 
is working in the subjacent Istrata. But such fossils will be a 
source of the gravest error if it is assumed that they belong to 
the same formation as that of the cuttings brought up with them 
from the bottom of the well. 
LITHOLOGIC SIMILARITY. 
The lithologic method ,employed by geologists in the field in 
tracing a terrane from point to point ils by no means infallible 
when applied in studies of deep wells, but it is used when other 
methods -are lacking. Certain terranes exhibit the same: well-de-
fined lithologic characteristics, over a large part of Iowa and ad-
jacent states. The coaly Ishale of the Pennsylvanian can hardly 
be mistaken for the calcareous '(mud rock) shale of the Ma-
quoketa, nor can either be confounded with the glauconiferous 
shales -of the Cambrian. The white crystalline encrinital lime-
stone and the cherts and oolite-s and geodiferoUiS beds of the 
Mississippian are diagnostic, and the same is true of the arena-
cous cherty dolomites of the magnesian Prairie du Chien stage. 
The presence of anhydrite or gypsum in 0e-rtain beds has been 
used to. correlate rocks in widely sep;;t.rated wells. 
The magnesian carbonate content of limestones: can be used 
as a means of correlation, but must be used with care. Thus, so 
far as known, from the Shakopee dolomite down all limestones 
throughout the state are thoroughly dolomitized. But above th~ 
Shakopee the changes: in the magnesian content in the same ter-
rane may be rapid and complete. Thus at Dubuque the Galena is 
a dolomite, but at Manchester, forty miles west, a deep-well sec-
tion findS. it wholly of ordinary limestone. Similarly, some of the 
Devonian limestones of east-central Iowa palSs into dolomites in 
the northern counties. 
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The lithologic nature of a teTrane may be expected to change 
over so broadly extended an area as the state of Iowa. One 
formation may thin and dis'appear and give place to other for-
mations of the same series. Thus the Niagaran dolomite of north-
easte'rn Iowa apparently gives place to Silurian sandstones or 
sandy limestone in southerustern Iowa; 'and gypsiferous beds, 
perhaps of Salina age, appear in deep wells at stations as far 
separated as Mount Pleasant, Des Moines, Bedford 'and Glen· 
wood. An entil\6t system may disappear; for example, the Sil-
urian in the extreme northeastern parts of the area occupied by 
the Devonian in Iowa. 
Lithologic similarity may only exceptionally be used as the 1801e 
means of correlation. It is a beli,ef as mistaken as it is prevalent 
that a geologist can identify a formation simply by means of the 
ph}'1sical characteristics of its rocks. In the study of deep wells 
this means should be used only with the greatest care and in 
combination with other and betteT methods. 
, ORDER OF SUCCESSION. 
A third means of correlation is that of order ,of succession. 
The terranes of Iowa, for example, do not occur haphazard. They 
were laid down in a definite order during the long ages of geologic 
time and f'or the most part on the floors of ancient seas. The old-
est is therefore found 'at the bottom and the most reeent at the 
top, the strata having suffered no inversive deformation. The 
application of this method of correlation may be illust:r;,ated from 
the general columnar Isection of Iowa (PI. II), in which the for-
mations 'are arranged in the due order of their succession. It is 
plain that on the 'areas of outcrop of the Silurian the first heavy 
shale which the drill encounters must be the Maquoketa. In the 
Miss~ssippian area a heavy shale found near the surface may be 
identified as belonging to the Kinderhook, and the Maquoketa 
will be re'ached only after passing through the intervening De-
vonian ,and Silurian limestones. In the Pennsylvanian area an-
othe'r and still higher body of shales belonging to the country 
rock is fiDst penetrated and the Maquoketa becomes the third 
heavy shale bed in the descending series. 
• 
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DIP OF STRATA. 
A fourth aid in interpreting the drillings is the known dip of 
the strata. A glanoe at any of the geologic sections of the state, 
such as that shown in Plate XI (along the Chicago & North W,est-
ern railway from Clinton west), shows a general westward·down-
ward slope to all terranes: The second body of shale at Belle 
Plaine may be recognized 'as the Maquoketa, not only by lithologic 
similarity to the limy shales of that formation over its outcrops 
to' the northeast and by its position in the series, but also by the 
fact that it occurs at about the depth to which the known westerly 
dip of the strata would carry it from its known position at Cedar 
Rlapids. 
Local exoe'ptions , to prevailing dips, may be expected any-
where. Upwarps and downwarps, sags and swells, thickenings 
and thinnin~s: may bring any formation riearer to 'or farther 
from the surface at a given point than would be expected. Thus 
at Ames (see PI. XI) an upwarp of. the entire body of strata 
br,ings ,each formation higher than the position which would have 
been deduced from the general dip. In southeastern Iowa also 
the dip of the surface formations ]s found reversed in the deeper 
terranes. 
DIFFICULTY OF DEMARCA'rloN. 
In some deep-well sections insuperable difficulties are found 
in drawing the boundaries between adjoining terranes. No at-
tempt has been made to discriminate the limestone of the Kinder-
hook stage from the limestones of the Osage stage (Burlington 
and Keokuk) which rest upon it nor the limestones of the upper 
part of the Maquoketa shale from the Silurian limestones which 
they underlie. Upper De'vonian shales can not be separated 
with any certainty from the shales of the Kinderhook where the 
two ,are in immediate succession. With increasing distance from 
the outcrops: of Devonian and Silurian limestone·s and with a 
changing facies in each it becomes in places impossible to dr,aw 
any Isure line between them. It must be understood, therefore, 
that in the interpretation of the sections the assignment of for-
mations is not offered with the confidence of the field geologist. 
In many of the s,e'Ciions, there may be ,a close approach to cer-
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tainty; in others the reference is made from scanty data and on ' 
some slight turn of the scale of evidence; Realizing the nature 
of the data dealt with, the mea~e'r, 'second-hand, and sometimes 
untrustworthy evidence at hand, the difficulties of interpretation, 
and the possibilities of error, the writer submits his tentative 
conclusions in a spirit far removed from any dogmatism. 
FORECASTS. 
Information is often sought by cities, officials, and representa-
tives of railways and other corporations and by private citizens 
as to probabilities of .an artesian supply in their localities. In 
response to such requests many forecas,ts have been made · as 
to the depth at which artesian water may be found, its pressure, 
quantity, quality, and availability for specific uses. To make 
this, report as helpful ,as possible, f'orecasts have been made for . 
all the towns of the state whose population indicates that an 
artesian supply may be needed, and in which the artesian field 
has not been already fully exploit~d.These forecasts will be 
found in the county descriptions. 
In using these for~casts: as a basis for estimating the depth to 
water-bearing strata at any given point, it must bel remembered 
that many of the data ·on which they rest are scanty, some are 
conflicting, and others are no doubt erroneous. Estimates as to 
the depth to w.ater beds necessarily assume uniform degree of 
dip and uniform thickness of strata over given areas, whereas in 
fact the strata vary in thickness from place to place and are 
affieded by local upwarpsl and downwarps that tend to bring 
them nearer to or farther from the surface than would be com-
puted on the assumption of an unva,rying dip. The information 
given must not be used ,as if it had the exactness of calculations 
based 'on accurate data. 
N everthe1ess enough is known of the attitude and nature of 
the deeper rocks of Iowa to permit forecasts that may be of 
considerable value and perhaps sufficiently close for the pur-
pose for which they are made. The degree of approximation 
which the data permit is evident by comparing forecasts: already 
made with the facts afterward disclosed by the drill. Thus at 
Osage (PI. VII) the Saint Peter s.andstone was predicted at 700 
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to 750 feet from the surface and was ~ound at 715 feet; at Charles 
City (PI. VII) the same formation was forecast at 800 f'eet and 
was found at 780 feet; at Fort Dodge (PI. VI) it was foreoast at 
1,300 to 1,500 feet and was found at 1,408 feet; at Waterloo (PI. 
VI) it was forecast at 835 feet and was found at 815 feet; at 
Bloomfield it was forecast at 1,230 feet and was found either at 
1,190 or, more probably, at 1,445 feet, 'the records of the well 
being very incomplete. At Mount Pkasant (PI. XIII) the Saint 
Peter sandstone was found within 57 feet of the predicted depth. 
, How far local deformations, entirely unknown before the drill-
ing of a well, may cause an ,error in forecast is indicated by the 
deep well.at Ames:. No prec1,ictions were made, but if it had been 
aSlsumed that the Saint Peter had the same dip west of Cedar 
Rapids that it is known to have ,east of that city, the estimates 
of its depth at Ames would have been 250 feet too low, as the 
drill disclosed a local upwarp which brought the Saint Peter that 
far above its normal place (PI. XI). At New Hampton (PI. V) 
the Saint Peter Ww& found 150 feet below where it would have 
been expect.ed and predicted on the assumption of an uniform 
southward dip from Mason City to Ack1ey. In southwestern 
Iowa, where data .are exceedingly scanty, the base of the Penn-
sylvanian at Bedford (PI. XVIII) was forecast at 140 feet be-
low sea level. The balse 'of the Pennsylvanian shale was, indeed, 
found at 82 fe,et below sea level, but the intervention of 'a hea,vy 
sandstone, which probably should be clasBed with the Pennsyl-
vanian, brought the base of the latter to 240 feet below sea level 
(see fig. 6.) The water ho,rizons of the heavy magnesian lime-
stones of this area were predicted to occur not more than 900 
feet below sea level, 'and were found at Bedford at 850 f,eet 
below that datum. Contr,acts for artesian wells should make 
provision for drilling at specified rates for several hundred feet 
beyond the supposedly neces:sary depth. 
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has done much work in the state, were destroyed ;some years ago 
by fire, 'and some other firms s'€'em to have preserved few or no 
data as to the wells which they h.,ave drilled. The opinion of 
the foreman as to the character of the strata in which the 
drill is working i,g alwaYis of value, for he has means of inference 
as to the strata in the" chuck" and in the wear of the drill as 
well as in the character of the drillings brought up in the slush 
bucket. 
CHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF WELL WATERS 
BY w. s. HENDRIXSON . 
. SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION. 
In the investigation of the quality of Iowa ground waters 
the. practical aim has been kept in view. No Ia.ttempt has been 
made to find exceptional waters containing uncommon mineral 
matter or common mineral constituents in uncommon propor-
tions. The object has been to determine the inorganic chemical 
substances in average and representative well water.s in many 
localities from the three sources:, the alluvium, the drift, . and 
the stratified rock. Springs of large flows from known forma-
tions have also received attention. Wens supplying towns or 
important industrial establishments have been investigated in 
preference to those supplying only la single home or farm. 
Little attention hasl been given to shallow wens reaching only 
a short distance into the clay and supplied from it by seepage, 
or to wells on river banks which' evidently obtain their water 
from the rivers ,by percolation through a few feet of sand or 
c1ay. 
'The small funds for the work have made it necessary to avoid 
duplication. 'One or two wells of about the same depth and 
casing in a locality have been deemed sufficient to indicate the 
quality at that place, unless the wells were very deep ,and 
reached the extensive aquifers. Wells of the latter type are 
likely to be of more importance, and as a matter of fact their cas-
ings are likely to be of very different lengths and are frequently 
defective. . It was, therefore, considered desirable to secure an-
aly,ses 'of 'Several such wells, even if close together, in order to 
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eliminate the accidental to some degree and to draw more nearly 
accurate oonciUlsiO'ns as to' what quality O'f water the main 
sO'urces O'f supply might be expected to' furnish at that PO'int. 
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this number nearly one,-half have been made by the writer with 
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AbO'ut 45 analyses have been taken frO'm N ortO'n: MO'st O'f them 
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DavidsO'n, engineer of tests of the OhicagO' & North Weste'rn 
Hailway. He has also contributed a very full statement of the 
plants and processes used by his road in sO'ftening the waters 
along its lines for use in its engines. 
Other whO' have shown the same generous and obliging spirit 
are Mr. W. D. Wheeler, of the Minneapolis & St. LO'uis Rail-
road; Mr. W. H. Ohadburn, of the OhicagO' Great Western Rail-
rO'ad; Mr. M. H. WickhO'rst, O'f the OhicagO', BurlingtO'n & Quincy 
Railroad; Mr. GeO'r~e N. Prentiss, of the Chicago, Milwaukee & 
St. Paul Railway; and Mr. F. O. Bunnell, O'f the Ohicago, RO'ck 
Island & Pacific Railway. 
' Rept . Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 6, 1896, pp. 353-407. 
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CHA.PTER I. 
TOPOGRAPHY AND CLBfATE . 
BY HOWARD E . SIMPSOX. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
RELIEF. 
Iowa has but one primary physiographic form-the prairie 
plain. Taken as a whole it is the most typical prairie state of 
the Union. Here waving grasses once cov·ered the r_olling up-
lands and deciduous trees bordered the dark and slowly mean-
dering streams. N ow the deep, rich soils, moistened by ample and 
wen distributed rainfall, offer rich return for agriculture, and 
artificial groves dot the landscape in every direction. 
The relief is slight. The general surface elevation varies from 
494 feet above sea level at I{,elok~k in the extreme southeast cor-
ner to 1,551 f·eet at Ocheyedan in Osceola county near the north-
west corner, .a range of slightly more than 1,000 feet. The total 
range in altitude between the low water of Mississippi river 
where it leaves the state at Keokuk and the highest mound on the 
great divide in Osceola county is not exactly known, but it does 
not exceed 1,200 feet, a slight relief for an area of 55,475 square 
mil,e s. 
Originally this plain was an old sea floor. The alternating 
layers of sauds, muds, and lime deposits of which it consisteu 
were slowly oemented and consolidated into sandstones and 
limestones and r,aised by gentle uplift into the gr,e'at interior 
plain which slopes southward from the old lands of Canada and 
. the Lake Superior region. Time did not materially disturb the 
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rock layers of this ancient coastal plain except to bevel off their 
surface and they still dip away slightly to the, southwest, with 
scarcely a fold or fault to break the unity. The surface varia-
tions were largely the result of long-continued erosion by 
weather and running water, greatly modified and almost oblit-
erated over the larger portion of the state by glacial ice. " 
DRAINAGE. 
Though lying entirely within the Missis'sippi basin, the rivers 
of the Istate, when viewed as a whole, ,are readily separable into 
two distinct systems, one of which drains to the Mississippi and 
the other to the Missouri. The divide between these two ISys-
tems enter$ the state a few miles east of Spirit lake, passes 
southward through the eastern parts of Dickinson and Clay 
counties, thence through Buena Vista, Sac, Carr911, Guthrie, 
and Adair counties. Thus far it is a broad, flat, and in-
conspicuous ridge. The direct extension of this ridge, 
somewhat better de'fined than before, continues southward 
through Union, Ringgold and Decatur counties to the Mi,ssouri 
~tate line. The divide pr,oper, however, turns eastward through 
Clarke, Lucas and Monroe counties, and thence goes southward 
through Appanoose county around the' headwaters of Grand and 
Chariton rivers, which turn southwestward after crossing the 
state line and flow into Missouri river. The rivers of the Missis-
sippi ,system have a southeastern trend, those of the Missouri 
sy,stem a southwestern trend consequent upon the original slope 
of the plain. The direction of the minor streams generally does 
not depend in any way on the character or structure of the under-
lying rock. 
SUBDIVISIONS. 
Though Iowa may not be divided into physiographic pJ;ovinces 
on the basis of primary land forms, the work of the continental 
ice sheets in smoothing down the hills, filling up the valleys, and 
spreading a leveling mantle of drift over wide areas, has resulted 
in such marked modification of the preglacial topography that 
the state may be readily divided into the driftless area and the 
drift area: 
4 
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DRIFTLESS AREA. 
All of Iowa, except a narrow strip lying along Mississippi 
river in the northe'ast corner of the state . and including Alla-
makee county and the . northeastern portions of Winneshiek, 
Olayton, Dubuque, and Jackson counties has been overridden 
by glacial ice. 1;he topography of this strip is in ,sharp con-
trast with that ·of the drift-covered area and must fairly r,ep-
resent the topography of the entire state before the great ice 
invasion. Weather ,and running water have had continuous and 
undisturbed action on nearly horizontal rocks of varying hard-
ness for a long period of time, and the surface has reached the 
stage of mature dissection. 
RELIEF. 
Ohief among the many interesting topographic features of 
the driftlesS' ,area is the valley of the Mississippi. The Missis-
sippi flows from the north through a remarkably steep-sided, 
, rock-walled valley 400 to 500 feet deep and one to three miles 
wide, swinging Isouth in great and gentle curves such as could 
be carved only by an earlier stream of far greater volume. The 
present Mississippi clearly misfits its valley, flowing througu a 
br,aided network of shifting channels and leaving in its changes 
nume'rous ponds, lakes, and bayous on the broad plain which now 
forms its v,alley floor. That the valley has been extensively filled 
is evident from well borings, which reveal great thicknesses of 
sand, clay and gravel; at McGregor, for instance, 187 feet of 
sediment, evidently of glacial origin, is found ,above the ancient 
rock channel. The larger tributaries flow in rock-walled, flat-
bottomed vaUeys 100 to 300 feet beneath abrupt bluffs on either 
side and 500 to 600 feet beneath the crests of rounded dividing 
ridges. Near their headwaters they flow through Isteep-sided 
rocky gorges, and their tributaries have sharply carved and 
thoroughly drained the uplands. Farther down the walls retreat, 
the uplands break into rugged .ridges, rounded hills, and flat-
topped mounds-. Here and there, as between Turkey and M~s·sis­
sippi rivers, they terminate in the sharp points crowned with 
pichiresque .pinnacles, towers, ,and long mural escarpments that 
result from the presence of strong cliff-forming rocks under-
lain by weaker slope makers. 
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The main valleys have been cut considerably deeper than their 
pI'le'sent floors and are aggraded with alluvium, probably Pleisto-
cene in age. Thus the wells at New Albin strike rock at from 
130 to 140 feet from the surf,ace, or more than 100 feet below 
the prels·ent river levels. Mor'e"over, old terraces, remnants of ' 
ancient flood plains, standing as high as 60 feet above the riv~rs, 
mark the height of the streams of the region when they ceasled 
aggrading their rock-cut valleys and resumed the task of degra-
dation. 
SOILS. 
T.he soil of the area is chiefly residual, resulting from the 
"decay of the country r·ocks in place. The upland, however, is 
broadly mantled by loess, a fine, porous clay . . -Many of the 
steep slopes characteristic of the region are nearly bare, the 
loess cover being generally absent. The larger valley floors are 
commonly filled with water-bearing sands and grav€ls, overlain 
by rich alluvium. 
DRAINAGE. 
The drainage system of the driftless area is completely de-
veloped except for the lakes and other undrained areas on the 
flood plains. Underground dI'lainage is not uncommon in the area 
underlain by limestones, as is shown by sink holes) limestone cav-
erns in the uplands, and numerous large springs which rise in the 
valleys. The topography of the driftless area has a very marked 
influence on the underground water conditions. In the deep dis-
section of the country the many water-bearing beds, such as 
limestone ·and sandstone, . are cut through in many places by 
the stream valleYls" and the water is permitted to escape as 
seepage and as springs . from numerous joints and fissures or 
over shale horizons. 
'The Is.}opes are so numerous and steep that water can not 
linger on the uplands in pools or ponds, but is shed rapidly into 
the streams, affording little opportunity for eithe-r evaporation 
or absorption and giving rise to occasional floods, which cause 
serious damage to towns like McGregor and Decorah, which are 
situated in the v1alleys. 
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. The residual soil is tenacious and relatively impervious, and 
so absorbs little water. The loess is porous but comparatively 
thin. The broad, flat uplands away from the valleys are the 
best retain~rs of moisture. In them the ground-water level 
stands high, and shallow wells may be had in many pl,aces, though 
the supply is scanty, for s'eepage is slow. The ground-water 
level, as a rule, however, stands low, owing to natural drainage 
through deep dissection. Rock wells are most common and 
depths of from 300 feet to 600 feet are not unusual. In the val-
leys the ground-water level is but slightly below the surface, 
and the gravels and sands in the filled valleys carry a strong un-
derflow, yielding abundant water at slight depths. 
DRIFT AREA. 
GENERAL CHARACTER. 
With the exception of the driftless area above described, 
every portion of the state ot Iowa was occupied by an ice sheet 
at least once during the glacial epoch. . Thel general effect of 
the ice work was to wear away the more prominent topographic 
prominences, to fill the valleys, and to spread rock was,te over 
the area. Portions of the state wer,e several times invaded by 
ice, which left the sheets, of till, varying in smoothnes.s and . 
' thickness, that combine to form the present mantle of drift-a 
mantle averaging in thickness from 100 to 200 feet, with a prob-
able maximum of 600 feet in Louisa county. 
The topography of this region is young as compared With that 
of the driftless area, and is gener,ally independent of the geologic 
structure of the undedying rocks. Only along the margins 
bordering the driftless area and in the valleys of the larger 
streams is it influenoed by the preglacial topography. 'The topo-
graphic features are chiefly due ,either to the manner in which 
the ice laid down its load of waste or to the subsequent action 
of the agents' of ~rosion. 
On the whole., the surface left on the retreat of the glacial ice 
was a gently undulating plain. Only near the margins .. of the 
drift isheets or at places' where long pauses were made in the 
r,etreat of the ice front were marked irregularities produced. 
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Here belts of hills with alternating depressions were formed by 
the irregular . heaping up of the drift material, producing ter-
minal or recessional moraines having characteristic knob and 
kettI,€' topography. The material is chiefly till, a mixture of 
clay, oS,and, pebbles and bowlders of all kinds, deposited directly 
by the ice. Associated with this -are beds of s'and and gravel 
left by streams of running water and fine clays deposited in 
quiet waters. Overlying the drift sheets of the earlier ice in-
vasions over more than half the Etate is a fine, porous clay of 
peculiar vertical cleavage called loess. This formation is of 
eolian or aqueous origin and ' can be readily distinguished .from 
the underlying drift by its lack of pebbles and bowlders. It 
tended to smooth over the slight inequalities of the drift sheets 
on which it was deposited. 
DRIFT SHEETS. 
At least five different ice invasions, each of which de'posited a 
sheet of drift, entered Iowa from slightly different directions 
and at widely separated periods, of time during the glacial 
t€poch. The drift of the first invasion, known as the Nebraskan 
(pre-Kansan) was everywhere overridden by later ice sheets 
and is not known to influence the topogr>aphy of the state. The 
deposits of the remaining four invasions, the Kansan, Illinoian, 
Iowan and Wisconsin are represented on the surface by areas 
of drift differing only slightly in composition but very greatly 
in age and topographic form. 
I~ANSAN DRIFT. 
The oldest drift sheet appearing on the surfaoe' in Iowa is 
the Kansan, which heavily mantles the entire state with the 
exception of the driftless area already described ·and is ex-
posed in the southern and western p'ortions over an ar,e'a; equal 
to half the area of the state. A line connecting Fort Madison, 
Iowa City, Des Moines, Carroll and Sibley roughly separates 
the exposed Kansan area from that to the north and east, which 
is, covered by younger drift sheets. 
The evidence offered by unaltered remnants of the old Kansan 
drift leads to the inf,e'rence that its surface must have been very 
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gently undulating and have been characterized by the absence 
of moraines, drumlins, kames, and other hills due to accumu-
lation. The relief of today has therefore be'en developed by 
the action of weather and running water through long periods 
of time. So long have these agents of erosion been at work 
on the Kansan area that they have in most places drained it and 
reduced it to a high degree of maturity characterized by a 
heavily rolling topography. 
The drainage, is, so complete that lakes, ponds and other 
bodies of standing water ar,e' practically unknown except ,on the 
flood plains of large streams. The slopes are so steep and the 
run-off so rapid that little opportunity for abs{)rption or for 
evaporation is given as compared with the areas of younger 
drift. On the other hand, the loess cov,eT is so porous as to ab-
s{)rb a slow rainfall very rapidly. The ground water is rela-
tively low, especially on the higher region about the Mississippi-
Missouri divide. It is higher, however, than in the maturely dis-
sected region of the driftless area, where slopes are very steep 
and sojls tenacious. 
N at all the uplands are so thoroughly dissected. Away from 
the larger rivers broad flat-topped divides retain many of the 
surface features of the original drift plain. Long, low swells 
'alternate with shallow swales, through which sharp stream 
channels have been excavated by storm waters. A few damp 
sloughs and small patches of marsh grass in gentle depressions 
indicate that here at least youth lingers in the midst of ma-
turity. In such an upland much of the storm rainfall is ab-
sorbed; ground-water level is found clos'e to the surface in the 
swales; and shallow weUs are common, even on the low swells 
where the houses are located. 
Nearer the rivers little of the plain remains and the country 
is sharply broken into hills and valleys. The slopes, though 
not so steep as in the- driftless area, show frequent outcrops of 
bedrock, from which springs flow in places and seepage is com-
mon. The larger streams .occupy broad flat bottomed valleys 
and meander over well developed flood plains. So long have they 
worked that many of them have discovered preglacial channels 
in which they are now flowing. In the valleys the ground-water 
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table coincides with the surface of the stream and rises in general 
toward the valley sides. Shallow dug wells reach water a · few 
feet down; where gravels and sands have been deposited in the 
valley the underflow is st,"ong and easily obtained by means of 
driven wells. 
Owing to the steeper slope of the plain in the southwestern 
portion of the state, west of the Mississippi-Missouri divide', and 
t.he short distance of thel headwaters from the master stream, a 
maturity has been attained beyond that of any otlier drift cov-
ered portion of the state. The rivers flow through deep, broad, 
nearly parallel valleys, the floors of which ·are underlain by 
gravel, sand and clay. Most striking of the· valleys, perhaps, 
are those of Nishnabotna and Nodaway rivers. The val-
ley floors of the'se range from one to four miles -in width and are 
so-terraced that only a narrow belt is exposed to frequent flood 
water. Throughout the valleys shallow wells furnish an abun-
dance of good water fr0m the sand and gravel layers of the 
alluvium. 
Missouri riv'er, on 'the western border of Iowa, lies within the 
area of Kansan drift, and meanders through a ' postglac~al valley 
partly filled with yellow loess. Its broad flood plain, constantly 
shifting channel, muddy waters, and ever present snags, are 
among its most striking characteristics. 
ILLINOIAN DRIFT. 
In the southeast corner of the state a small area of younger 
drift overlies the Kansan, extending along Missis-sippi river 
from Princeton , to Fort Madison in an irregular belt five to· 
twenty miles in width. The depositing ice sheet came from the· 
northeast and the drift is known as the Illinoian. The surfa0c 
of the whole is thickly mantled with loess. 
Several important rivers, among which are the Cedar, Iowa 
and Skunk, have had a marked influence on the topography in:. 
the vicinity, excavating deep, wide valleys in the soft drift. 
The greater part of the' area . retains the characteristic fea-
tures of a young drift plain. Few sloughs remain and the 
storm waters have washed out well-marked drainage channels~ 
but broad tabular areas of the original plain still persist, form-
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ing large, level, floor like divides. The Mississippi here occupies 
a narrow channel whose youth is indicated by rock-cut portions 
at Le Claire, Davenport and Keokuk. 
At its western margin the Illinoian drift sheet thickens 
into' a low morainal ridge, beyond which ,a broad flat channel, 
roughly paralleling the Mississippi from Bellevue to Fort Madi-
son, marks the temporary channel occupied by that river while di-
verted by the Illinoian ice. In "The Forks" between Cedar and 
Iowa rivers in Louisa and Muscatine counti,e s lies a level sandy 
. plain, the bed of an extinct glacial lake, whose waters were held 
between bluffs bordering Iowa river on the west and the ice 
front on the least. The diverted Miss,issippi, flowing down from 
the northeast, was here blocked and ponded until it rose suffi-
ciently to flow away southward over the bluffs through the chan-
nel mentioned above. 
The loes's cover of the Illinoian drift readily absorbs water 
and the general ground-water level stands high except in the 
broken areas near the larger rivers and at the margins of the 
drift. In such places the conditions resemble those in the Kan-
san area. 
IOWAN DRIFT. 
Over the greater part of the northea~t quartleT of the state 
lies the drift left by the Iowan ice sheet. Its borders on the 
south and east are remarkably sinuous owing to the projec-
tion of many long, narrow tongues. It is oVlerlain on the west 
by the YOlillger Wisconsin drift, the margin of which lies near 
Clear Lake and Eldora. Its southern ma.rgin passes near Grin-
nell, Belle Plaine and Iowa City. On the east it is separate·a 
from the driftless ar;e'a by a narrow belt of Kansan drift. 
The topography of the region is chara.cteristic of a youthful 
drift plain. The irregularities left in the drift by the depart-
ing ice sheet still remain. The loess, which so fully mantles the . 
olde'r drift sheets in the southern part of the state, is, conspicu-
ous by its absence, being found only in irregular patches near 
the margin. The surface is gently undulating. Low 
flat swells alternate with swales, on whose broad floors 
"sloughs," marshy remnants of glacial lakes, give rise to 
small creeks which follow a sluggish, winding course' toward t~e 
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master streams. In the northeast portion bowlders strew the 
surface, especially in sags and swales. Near the southern mar-
gin of the Iowan area the even surfaoe rises into low hills with 
parallel axes, apparently drumloid in character, but capped 
with loess. To these hills the name paha has been given. Along 
the southwestern margin in Tama and Benton counties they be-
come more knobby and much resemble a terminal moraine. 
The river valleys are not well developed, as in the area of 
the Kansan drift, but flow in narrow channe'ls between steep 
banks of drift and alluvium except where they have found pre-
glacial channels held open during ice invasion. 
Natural drainage is not complete in the Iowan drift area, but 
the proce.ss is being rapidly hastened by artificial means. In 
no other part of the state can man .so easily aid nature in this 
respect. The young stream courses are well marked and, when 
once the sod in their bottoms has be'en broken by the plow, they 
deepen rapidly and form the outlets for extensive systems of 
tile drainage. The exces's of water which would otherwise form 
ponds and sloughs in the low flat ar,ears is thus readily drained 
off, yet so slightly is the ground-water level lowered ben~ath the 
surface that the normal moisture is retained during dry seasons, 
a most favorable condition for agriculture. 
Thruoghout the Iowan area the ground-water level stands 
high. The lack of the porous, loess cover probably tends to in-
crease evaporation and run-off, but owing to the flatness of the 
surface the run-off is slow, Most wells find water within a few 
feet of the surface, but owing to the imperviousness of the drift 
many fail to obtain a large supply until they penetrate the bed· 
rock. 
WISCONSIN DRIFT. 
The young,est of all the drift sheets in Iowa, that deposited 
during the Wisconsin.ice invasion, lies in a broad lobe extending 
from the north boundary of the state to the city of Des Moines. 
The western margin lies near Sibl,ey, Storm Lake and Panora, 
and the eastern margin near Clear Lake, Iowa Falls and State 
Center. 
The area presents all the characteristics of early youth. It 
is a level, undissected drift plain in which the drainage remains 
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strikingly incomplete, the topography being practically as the 
ice sheet left it. Low rounded swells separate shallow basins, 
in which lie numerous. sloughs, lakes, -ponds and peat bogs,. The 
smaller streams wander in narrow, crooked valleys and in many 
places end in undrained basins. The rivers, are simple conse-
quent streams; some occupy shallow channels on the surface 
of the plain and others have cut deep trenches in the drift, but 
all lack well-developed systems of tributaries. 
A feature of this drift area is the accumulation of weH-marked 
terminal moraines on the eastern and western ma~gins, together 
with several recessional moraines within the area. On the .east-
ern margin a distinct belt ,of knobs 50 to 100 feet in height enters 
the state along the north boundary of Winnebago county and 
passes southward · through Hancock, Cerro Gordo, Franklin and 
Hardin countie1s, dying out in the ~estern part of Marshall 
county. On the west side another belt, partly terminal and 
partly recessional, enters, Dickinson county and curves south-
ward through Clay, Palo Alto, Buena Vista, Sac, Garroll and 
Greene counties and dies out in the northeast corner of Guthrie 
county. W,ell-marked recessional moraines are found in north-
ern Boone and adjacent counties and in Webster county. 
The Wiscons,in drift area is the lake region of Iowa. A few 
ponds and ,sloughs occur in the Iowan drift area, and lagoons, 
cut-offs, and bayous are found on the flood plains of all the 
larger rivers of the driftless ar,ea and of the Kans·an drift area, 
but the only lakesl of importance in the state are found in the 
Wisconsin area and are of glacial origin. They lie chiefly within 
the heavy morainal belt 'already described and occupy irregular 
depressions between the kames. Chief among them are Spirit, 
East and West Okoboji, Storm, Wall and Clear lakes. The last 
named furnishes the water supply for the town of Clear Lake, 
and several are valuable sources. of ice. 
The problem of adequate drainage is more difficult in the 
Wiseonsin area than anywhere else in Iowa. The lakes, ponds 
and sloughs all indicate a high ground-water level. The absence 
of the loes's, leaves the drift without a porous cover and the 
tenacious quality of the' bowlder clay prevents the entrance of 
much water into the ground. Wells in swales therefore find 
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abundant water, but on the higher portions they must be driven 
deep, frequently into rock, to get a plentiful supply. The sur-
face waters are so abundant, however, that fewer stock wells are 
necessary than in other areas. 
SUMMARY. 
The level character of the prairie plain is such a s, to favor the 
ready absorption of rainfall by the soils and to cause the ground 
water to stand near enough to the surface of . the drift or the 
country rock to be within easy reach of comparatively shallow 
wells. The gently rolling character of the topography insures 
good drainage, thus preventing stagnation of water on the sur-
face·, and lowers the ground-water level far enough to permit 
purification of the downward percolating waters by filtration 
before they join the great underground system. The topo-
graphic conditions, in connection with drift soils such as ar e 
found throughout nearly all of the state of Iowa, insure an 
abundant and wholesome supply of underground water s at 
depths which permit most of the inhabitants outside of the large 
cities to be supplied at very slight cost. 
CLIMATE 
GENERAL CONDITIONS.' 
The climatic conditions of the state of Iowa ,ar_e, on the 
whole, favorable to a good ·and constant supply of underground 
water. Most important of these conditions are precipitation and 
temperature, both of which, though liable to marked variations 
from the normal, are shown, by the abundant annual rewards 
of agriculture, to be favorable to the s,torage and conservation 
of the moisture in the soils and country rock. Nothing approacp.-
ing a failure of crops either by drowning or drought has been 
experienced in the history of Iowa-a history which now spans 
more than three-quarters of a century. 
Climatic observations within the present bOlmdaries of Iowa 
were officially taken by the medical officers of the United States 
'Detailed information regarding climatological conditions in Iowa may be found 
In the following reports: Sage. J. R ., Climate and Crops of Iowa: Ann. Rept. 
Iowa Weath er a nd Crop Service for 19()2, appendix. Hen ry, A . J . , Climatol ogy of 
t h e United St ates, U. S . W eather Bureau , Bull. No. Q, 1906, pp. 626-658. 
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military posts as early as 1820, and widely scattered, though 
systematic, records were kept with s,tandard instruments under 
the direction of the War Department and the Smithsonian Insti-
tution until 1870, when the Weather Bureau was established. 
Since 1890 the state government has cooperated with the Weather 
Bureau through the Iowa Weather and Crop Service. 
There exists, therefore, a series of records covering a period 
of riearly ninety years, during all of which time much -attention 
has been given to both temperature and rainfall. Thou'gh the 
early records are few and incomplete they are of value in in-
dicating the constancy of the Iowa climate and the error of many 
who have not carefully studied the conditions in believing that 
marked changes have taken place. The observed facts make it 
highly improbable that any important change in the average 
precipitation of ,either rain or snow has taken place ,since the set-
tlement of the region by civilized people. 
TEMPERATURE. 
The mean annual temperature is 47.5° F. The variation from 
this figure scarcely ever exceeds 2° ; but owing to the location of 
the state in the interior of the continent, ,exposed alike to cold 
waves from the northwest and warm waves from the south, the 
average annual range of temperature amounts, to 1360 • The 
highest temperature recorded is 113° and the lowest is -43°, 
giving the remarkable range of 156° between the highest and 
lowest observed temperatures. The. m'ean annual temperature 
decreas,es gradually and uniformly from Keokuk, the lowest and 
most southerly point in the state, to the higher parts of the north-
central region. 
The table below give& the monthly, sleasonal, and annual mean 
temperatures as recorded at six climatologic stations of the 
United States Weather Bureau in Iowa and one at Omaha, Ne-
braska. The distribution of these s,even stations is, such as to 
represent fairly well all portions of the state. To these are 
added for comparison the corresponding mean temperature for 
the state as a whole. 
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Monthly , seasonal, and annual mean tempe1'atu?'eS (OF.) in Iowa and at 
Omaha, Nebraska . 
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The first killing frosts of autumn occur about October 5 and 
the last of spring about April 25, the time varying about two 
weeks between the northern and southern portions. This gives 
a period of about six months during which frost is liable to occur. 
The streams -are clos,eel by ice for approximately three months 
and the surface of the ground is sufficiently frozen to prevent 
ready absorption of rainfall for abo'ut four and one-half months. 
The relations of temperature to ground water are very com-
plex. They include (1) the immediate and direct relations that 
govern the amount, rate, -and form of the precipitation; (2) 
thosl81 that determine the proportionate parts of the rainfall that 
evaporate, run off, or 'are absorbed, as affected by the char'acter 
of the surface and by its freezing, baking, etc.; and (3) those 
that govern the direct movements of ground water. The last 
item is often overlooked, but its importance may be suggested 
by the fact, determined by experiment, that water at 1000 F. 
percolates twice as rapidly through sand as it does at 50 0 i both 




The moisture which falls in the form of rain or snow over 
Iowa comes chiefly from the Gulf of Mexico, being drawn in 
with the southerly winds toward the rotating areas -of low pres-
sure (or cyclones, as they are technically called), ,which move 
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eastward acros,s the continent with the pI'levailing wes,terly winds. 
These cyclonic storms are great in area, moderate in force, and 
beneficial in effect. They should not be confused with the violent 
rotating storms pr:operly called tornadoes, which occasionally 
occur in the middle and eastern parts of the United States, mak-
ing a very narrow track and extending over a small area. The 
rainfall is directly cyclonic in winter and indirectly cyclonic in 
summer, coming chiefly from thunder storms in the southeastern 
quadrant of the low-pressure areas. Many of the thunder storms, 
which average about 37 annually for each s,tation in the state, 
are, however, of the conventional type and are therefore local. 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION. 
The Iowa Weather and Crop Service has divided the state into 
three sections, northern, central, and southern, each consisting 
of three tiers of counties, extending -across the state from east 
to we'st. ' ~he average annual precipitation of the northern sec-
tion is 29.9 inches, of the central section 31.5 inches, and of the 
southern s'ection 33.6 inches. Each section has been subdivided 
into three districts more ,or less closely approximating rect-
angles and containing from 7 to 15 counties each. The names of 
these districts together with their average annual precipitation 
are: northeast, 32.25 inches; north-central, 29.40 inches; north-
west, 28.16 inches; east-central, 32.61 inches; central, 31.66 
inches; west-central, 29.36 inches; southeast, 33.65 inches; 
south-central, 32.53 inches; southwest, 32.60 inches. 
The highest average precipitation is found in the southe,ast 
district and the lowest in the northwest. The southeast district 
has an annual average of 5.49 inches more than the northwest 
district, 1.40 inches more than the northeast district, and, 1.05 
inches more than the southwest district. From these figures 
it is readily seen that there is a regula.rly decreasing gradient 
from east to west and a slightly steeper one from south to north, , 
the stt:epest gradient being from southeast to northwest. 
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The highest annual average at any of the United States 
Weather Bureau stations is 35.2 at Keokuk in the extreme south-
east corner of the state, and the lowest average is 25.8 at Sioux 
City, near the northwest corner; this confirms the relations 
above stated and gives a range of 9.5 inches in the mean annual 
precipitation as recorded at the different Weather Bureau sta-
tions within the, state. 
Grouped in north-south belts, the eastern or Mississippi river 
belt has an average annual precipitation ,of 32.50 inches; the 
middle belt of 31.51 inches,; and the western or Missouri river 
belt of 30.04 inches. 
Thus, the variations in the· geographic distribution of the pre-
cipitation of Iowa are slight, consisting chiefly of a normal de-
crease l10rthward and a decrease northward and westward with 
increase in distance from and elevation above the chief source 
of the moisture: the Gulf of Mexico, and with increase in dis-
tance from the usual paths of the cyclones. 
SEASONAL DISTRIBUTION. 
To give a perfect idea of the relation of rainfall to under-
ground waters the records should show not only the amount, but 
the Tate of the fall, the cloudiness, the direction and velocity of 
the wind, 'and the condition of the ground surface at the time. 
Precipitation falling on a moderately dry surface is abslOrbed 
more rapidly than that falling on hard-baked ground, and still 
more rapidly than that falling on a frozen surface, which is 
scarcely absorbed at all u.nless it falls as snow. Winter pre-
cipitation is therefore of little value as comparled with summer 
precipi tation. 
In spite of the location in the interior and of the, great distance 
from the source of supply the constancy of the prevailing west-
erly winds and the frequent recurrence of the cyclones produces 
a seasonal constant of rainfall which, coupled with the peculiar 
character of the glacial soil, makes the upper Mississippi v,alley 
a well-watered region. As the supply of ground w!lter, especially 
that near the· surface, depends on the rainfall, the amount of pre-
cipitation land its geographic and seasonal distribution is impor-
tant. The average annual precipitation as shown by official 
ow 
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record is about 31.5 inches. Its seasonal distribution is fairly 
well shown in the table below, which gives the mean monthly, 
seasonal and annual pr·ecipitation for the several Weather Bu-
reau stations and for Iowa as a whole. 
Monthly, seasonal, and annual mean qJrecipitation (inches) in Iowa ana at 
Omaha, Nebraska. 
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Oharles Olty ____________ 0.9 1.0 1.7 3.0 4.3 4.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 2 .' 1.4 1.1 3.0[ 9.0 11.2 6.6 29.8 
Dubuque 
-------------
1.5 1.4 2.2 S.O 4.3 4.7 4.7 2.9 4.2 2.6 1.9 1.6 4.5 9.5 12.3 8.7 35.0 
Sioux City 
--------------
.5 .6 1.2 2.8 4.1 4.0 3.5 S.l 2.4 1.7 .8 .8 1.9 8.1 10.6 4.9 25.5 
Des Moines 
------------
1.2 1.1 1.6 2.9 4.8 5.0 3.7 3.5 3.0 2.6 1.5 1.3 3.6 9.3 12.2 7.3 32.<1 
Davenport 
-----------
1.6 1.6 2.2 2.7 4.4 4.1 3.7 3.6 3.2 2.4 1.8 1.6 4.8 9.8 11.4 7.4 32.9 
Omaha, Nebraska ----- .6 .7 1.4 S.O 4.4 5.2 4.6 3.5 2.9 2 .5 1.0 1.0 2.3 8 .8 13.3 6.4 30.8 
Keokuk ----------------- 1.8 1 .6 2.4 3 .2 4.2 4.4 4. 2 3.0 3.8 2.7 2.0 1.8 5 .<1 9.8 11.6 8.5 35.1 
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
Iowa -------------------- 1.05 1.05 1.92 2.88 4.50 4.52 4.44,8.99 8.41 2.35 1.39 1.19 3.80 9.25 12.95 7.15 82.65 
Iowa has fairly well-defined wet and dry seasons, due to the 
migration of the wind system with the sun. The bulk of the 
rainfall occurs during the spring and summer months ·and 
little of it during the, winter months, the approximate per-
centages being, winter 10 per cent, spring 28 per cent, 
summer 39 per cent, and autumn 23 per cent. Only a 
small proportion falls during the period in which the ground is 
frozen and absorption prevented, and a very large proportion, 
probably 80 per cent, falls in late spring and summer when ab-
sorption is greatest. This natural advantage is gr,eatly in-
creas·ed by the fact that the heaviest rainfall occurs during the 
seasons for the preparation and the cultivation of the soil, thus 
very greatly increasing the absorption. This relative incr·e'ase 
of precipitation of spring and summer over that of winter be-
comes, more marked as the total rainfall decreases from the Mis-
sissippi westward. The summer precipitation at Keokuk is 11.6 
inches and that at Sioux City is 10.6,a difference of but 1 inch; 
whereas the winter pr·ecipitation at Keokuk is 5.4 inches and that 
at Sioux City is 1.9 inches, a difference of 3.5 inches, thus com-
pensating to a large deg~ee for the differences in total rainfall. 
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A marked effect of the diminution of precipitation during the 
winter months is noted in the slightness of the snowfall com-
pared with that of the more eastern states. Though snow falls 
in all parts of the state, the annual average fall for 29 year:s Is 
but 29.2 inches, less than one-tenth of the precipitation. The 
effect of geographic differences in precipitation on the under-
~round-water supply is thus very slight . . 
VARIATIONS . 
. The table below shows that the precipitation for the entire 
state is subject to marked variations from year to year. Since 
1890 the lowest ,average for the whole state for' a single year was 
21.9 inches in 1894 and the highest 43.8 inches in 1902. Between 
these extremes there has been marked variability, but the ten-
dency to one extreme is frequeptly follow€d by a tendency to the 
other, as illustrated in the dry year of 1901 and the wet year of 
1902. The general average has been steadily maintained through 
al\ the long period covered by records. 
Yearly Variations of Rainfall in Iowa. 
Year 
1890 ____ ~ _____ _______________ _ 
1891 ___ _______________________ _ 
1892 __________________________ _ 
1893 __________________________ _ 
1894 __________________________ ~ 
1895 _________________________ _ 
1896 __________________________ _ 
1897 _________________________ _ _ 
1898 ____ ________ ______________ _ 
1899 _____ . ____________________ _ 
1900 __________________________ _ 































1902 __________________________ _ 
1903 __________________________ _ 
1904 __________________________ _ 
1905 __________________________ _ 
1906 __________ ___ _______ " _____ _ 
1907 _________ ; ________________ _ 
1908 ___ __ _______________ __ ____ _ 
1909 __________________________ _ 
1910 __________________________ _ 
1911 _______________________ ___ _ 
Average _______________ _ 
I I 
Varla-




28.51 - 3.01 






31.57 - 1.28 
31.51 _______ _ 
Deficiency of summer rainfall sometimes produces droughts, 
the effect of which is marked on the streams, s,prings, and shal-
low drift wells, producing scarcity of water for stock and for 
domes,tic purposes. Heavy drains are made for stock on the 
deeper rock wells when streams are low, and as these rock wells 
are of small bore they are sometimes temporarily e,xhausted . . 
'rhe texture of the soil and other phys,ical conditions, such as 
5 
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its condition at the beginning of the dry period, determine its 
ability to s,tore water unde'r the least loss by evaporation. 
Rather severe general midsummer droughts occur at irregular 
intervals once or twice in a decade. During all such droughts, 
however, many small 'areas have had practically normal precipi-
tation, and the amount has ~enerally been ample in most parts 
of the state. 
The most severe drought on record 1s that of 1894-95, which 
may be ascribed to slight precipitation and high temperatures for 
two successive seasons. The precipitation for July, 1894, was 
only 0.63 inch, about 15 per cent of normal, and for August was 
1.58, about 44 peT cent of normal. The departure from the an-
nual precipitation during the year was-9.5 inches'. The ex-
treme in the ,other direction in recent years occurred in 1902, 
when the precipitation. reached 43.82 inches for the year, 12.30 
inches above the normal. 
SUMMARY. 
The information for a satisfactory discussion of evaporation, 
humidity, wind velocity, and other minor fact~rs in the meteor-
ologic control of ground-water supply is insufficient, but ,enough 
data are available in regard to the two chief controlling factors, 
temperature and rainfall, to show that Iowa, though possessing 
the variable characteristics of a continental climate, also pos-
sesses, the requis,ite meteorologic conditions for a moderately 
abundant supply of underground water. 
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Missouri Shales. limestones, some sandstones. and coal 
Pennsylvanian 
Carboniferou. 
Des Moines Shales. some sandstones and limestones. and coal 
Limestones, cherts. geodiferous shales 
Devonian 
Salina 11) formation Dolomites and limestones, gypsum ar.1 anhydr.ite marls, sandstones 
Silurian 
Niagara dolomite Dolomites 
Maquoketa 'Shale Shales with some limestones 
Qrdoviclan 
Prairie du Chien 
Cambrian 
Sandstones. marls. shales 
~~go~~~~~~-~-----------t------------~::~==~~=---------------~-------------+~~~~~~~~tt~~~------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Algonkian 
Archean Gneiss and schist 
• As used in this report includes at t.op the lower part of the Warsaw limestone 
• Includes upper part of Warsaw limestone 




BY W. H. NORTON AND HOWARD E. SIMPSON. 
GENERAL CONDITIONS 
The rocks exposed in Iowa belong to four great d.ivisions sep-
arated from each other by pronounced unconformities. (See 
PI. I, in pock,et.) 
The oldest division belongs to the Algonkian system and is 
represented by the Sioux quartzite. This quartzite outcrops 
over only a small area in the northwest corner of the state but 
occurs more widely be10w other formations, and is also found 
at the surface over considerable areas in Minnesota and South 
Dakota. 
The second division is represented by rocks of the Cambrian, 
Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, Carboniferous and Permian sys-
. terns, and includes a basal series of clastic beds that may be of 
Algonkian age. This great assemblage of sediments rests on an 
uneven floor composed of Sioux quartzite and older crystalline 
rocks. It consists of beds of sandstone, shale, and limestone, many 
times r,epeated in varying order. Where these beds come to the 
surface they have been carefully studied, and the order of their 
success,ion has been determined. (See PI. II.) They are for 
the most part apparently conformable with one another, but im-
portant erosional unconformities occur at the base of the Devo-
nian s,ystem and between the Mississippian, the Pennsylvanian, 
and the Permian. The oldest' exposed rocks of this division are 
'of Cambrian age and outcrop in the northeastern part of the 
,state. The strata dip in general toward the southwest, and in 
this direction the younger formations' become successively the 
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. surface rocks. The boundary lines between the formations, at 
the surface or immediately below the drift, follow in general the 
strike of the rocks-, and, hence, are approximately parallel ' and 
cross the state with a northwest-s:outheast trend. (See PI. I.) 
Where the principal unconformities occur, however, the boun-
daries depart from this parallel 'arrangement. 
The third great rock division of Iowa is represented by Upper 
Cretaceous sandstones, .shales, and limestones, which lap over 
the older formations, and cover much ,of the northwest and west-
oontral parts of the state. 
The fourth great division includes the drift sheets 'and as'so-
ciated subaerial, interglacial, and postglacial deposits of the 
Pleistocene ~eries. These deposits were spread over ' nearly 
all of the state except the northeast corner, and in most localities 
they still cover the olde<r rocks. The distribution of the differ-
ent Pleistocene formations is shown in Plate III, in pocket. 
'The rock structure is shown in detail in the geologic sections, 
Plates V to XVIII, inclusive. The location of these sections' is 
indicated in figur,e 1. 
PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS 
ARCHEAN SYSTEM. 
Foliated rocks-schists and possibly gneiss,es-have been 
found in several deep wells in the northwestern part of Iowa. 
At Sioux City they were reached at a depth of 1,260 f,eet (135 
feet below sea level), and continued to the bottom of the drill 
hole, which is, 2,000 feet in depth. At Le Mars a rock called by 
Todd" a gneiss, (~)," consisting of orthoclase, quartz, and mus-
covite, occurs at 215 feet above s'ea level, and crystalline foli-
ated rocks, either gneisses or schists, continued for 500 feet to 
the bottom of the boring. 
ALGONKIAN SYSTEM. 
SIOUX Q.UARTZITE. 
The Sioux quartzite (popularly but errone'ous,ly called" Sioux 
Falls granite' ') outcrops oyer a very small area in the north-
west corner of the state. This familiar building stone of our 
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large cities is, an intensely hard, pink, vitreous rock, consisting 
of rolled sandstone grains cemented mainly with secondary in-
t.erstitial quartz. Quartzite, presumably of the same age, occurs 
in the Baraboo region of southwestern Wisconsin. At Lansing, 
Iowa, the" gr·anite" noted in a driller's log at 71 feet above sea 
1ervel may well be quartzite, here sunk nearly 1,500 feet below 
its elevation at Baraboo, 75 miles east. "Granite" reported at 
Mason City and Emmetsburg is not confirmed by drillings of 
any crystalline rock in the sample preserved. At Cedar Rapids 
an intensely hard, siliceous rock of reddish color was struck 
at 1,417 fee,t below sea level and penetrated for a distance of 75 
feet; but at Tipton, in an adjacent county, a well drilled to 1,886 
feet below sea level failed to discover quartzite or any other 
crystalline rock. At Burlington the reported occurrenoe· of 
"quartzite (~) and slate" at the bottom of the Crapo Park well, 
2,430 feet deep (1,745 feet below sea level), is not fully confirmed 
by the drillings, since the reddish siliceous chips show no signs 
of fracture across grain and cement, and the "slate," though 
an indurated shale, is accompan~ed with chips of s'andstone of 
Cambrian type. In the not f,ar distant deep well at Aledo, Illi-
nois·, no crystalline rock was found, although a depth of 3,000 
feet was attained. 
ALGONKIAN (?) SYSTEM. 
RED CLASTIC SERIES. 
Certain deep wells of Iowa reach red sandstone beneath Cam-
brian terranes. Like the red sandstones of the deep wells of 
Minnesota, these r~d sandstones of Iowa seem to be dry, and 
they may be of Algonkian age. At Tipton the drill reached th~se 
red rocks at 1,435 feet below sea level, or about the level at which 
quartzite occurs at Cedar Rapids, and penetrated them for 431 
feet to the bottom of the drill hole. 
SANDSTONES WITH INTRUSIVE SHEETS. 
The deep well at Hull, in northwestern Iowa, encountered, at 
755 feet from the surface (678 feet above sea level), the first of 
six beds of quartz po,rphyry inte,rcalated between s,accharoidal 
sandstones, the entire series reaching to a depth of 1,228 feet 
from the surface (205 feet above sealevel). 
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In the absenoo' of any physical or lithologic characteris,tics de-
termining the -age of the sandstones, they have been regarded 
as 'probably of Algonkian age, on account of the known igneous 
intrusions of the same nature in the Keweenawan, the dikes, of 
ancient lava'in the Sioux quartzite, and the absence of volcanism 
in Paleozoic strata of the upper Mississippi valley.' 
CAMBRIAN SYSTEM 
OCCURRENCE AND SUBDIVISIONS. 
The Cambrian rocks of Iowa were laid down upon an old sea 
floor which is now expos,ed far to the north in Minnesota and 
Wiscons,in. They probably underlie the entire state, but rise 
to the surface only in the deep valleys of the extreme northeast 
corner. The younger f'OTmations overlie the older in the order 
of their deposition and become j;he country rock to the south 
and west in successive roughly parallel bandH, each in turn dip-
ping gradually to the southwest and passing underneath the 
next younger. The strata of the two oldest sedimentary ,s,ystems 
represented, the Cambrian and Ordovician, f'ollow one another 
in rapid succession 'and the narrow bands of their outcrop rough-
ly parallel one another in intricate patterns. 
The Cambrian, a system of mas,siv,e sandstone formations sev-
eral hundred feet thick, is an excellent water carr~er. At Lan-
sing it was found to have a thickness of 1,000 feet. The Cam-
brian outcrops 'or lies, immediately below the drift only in the 
valleys of Mississippi river and its immediate tributaries from 
the northern boundary of the state to McGregor in Clayton 
county, in the valley of the Oneota and its immediate tributa6es 
in Allamakee county, and over 'an area of less than a square 
mile in Winneshiek county. It outcrops in all of these valleys 
only along the base of the high bluffs, where it has been exposed 
by the deep carving of ancient streams. 
The Cambrian rocks of Iowa cons,is,t of certain undifferen-
tiated sandstones, marls, and shales, at the base, above which 
lie the formations known, from the bottom up, as the Dresbach 
sandstone, the Saint Lawrence formation, and the Jordan sand-
stone. 
'Rept . Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. I, 1893, pp. 165-169; vol. 6, 1896, pp . 112, 180, 199. 
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DRESBACH SANDSTONE AND UNDERLYING CAMBRIAN STRATA. 
DEFINITION. 
In the senior writer's early investigations of Iowa deep wells 
the term" Basal sandstone" was used tentatively to include all 
Cambrian deposits below the base of the Baint Lawrence forma-
tion, since no term used by either the Minnesota or the Wisconsin 
surveys seemed sufficiently inclusive, the term Dresbach being 
employed by the Minnesota geologists to designate only the up-
per formation of the series of strata in question. Since that 
tIme the term Dresbach has been used loosely by some writers 
to include all the underlying Oambrian strata, but it is used in 
this report in the restricted sense, that is, for the sandstone ex-
posed at Dre.sbach, that being the definition adopted by the 
United States Geological Survey. The Dresbach sandstone, 
which in the type region is a white, incoherent, fine-grained sand-
stone, is of Upper Cambrian age, whereas the underlying shales 
and sandstones are believed by geologists of the United States 
Geologlcal Survey to belong to the Middle Cambrian. ' 
DISTRIBUTION. 
Sandstones referred by Calvin to the Dresbach loutcrop in Iowa 
along the base of the Mississippi bluffs in Allamakee county 
from Lansin'g north to the state line, 
It is quite possible, however, that these strata belong to the 
Saint Lawrence formation, -and if this is true the Dresbach sand-
stone nowhere comes to the· surface within the limits of the 
state. 
At Dubuque (PI. VI) the Dresbach and underlying Cambrian 
strata were sounded by the drill to a depth of 1,100 feet, the base 
of the Cambrian not being reached, Toward the west these 
~trata seem to thin. In east-central Iowa their total thickness 
is 360 feet at Cedar Rapids (PI. XI), and 463 feet at Tipton 
(PI. X), not including the red clastic series (Algonkian 1) al-
ready mentioned. In northwestern Iowa the Dresbach and · 
underlying Cambrian strata probably thin rapidly as they rise 
on the western side of the median trough that traverSies the state. 
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In central Iowa, at Des Moines and Boone (PI. XVI), it is diffi-
cult to draw the line separating the Dresbach sandstone from 
the overlying Saint Lawrence formation . 
• LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER. 
The Dresbach and the subjacent Cambrian .s,trata include thick 
beds of sandstone of rolled grains of moderate coarseness, rang-
ing in color from white to yellow and buff. These saccharoidal 
,sandstones are pervious, especially in northeastern Iowa. Close-
textured beds also ·occur whose pore spaces have been filled with 
limy cements. Sandstones are found whose angular grains of 
quartz are so minute and s,o closely packed "that the rock must 
be well-nigh impermeable, and with these may be ranged marls, 
whose :fine siliceous grains were mingled with mud and lime as 
they were laid on the sea fioor. These marls and lmpure .sand-
stones contain many dark green, round, ·subtranslucent grains 
of glauconite. Limestones are unknown. No order of succes>-
sion has been made out for the beds. In several wells, as those 
at Dubuque, Manchester, Anamosa, and Tipton (PIs. VI, IX, :X), 
the upper sandstone (Dresbach sandstone) rests on marls or 
ar,enaceous limy shales, which are in turn succeeded by heavy 
basal sandstones. 
SAINT LAWRENCE FOR.MATION. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
On the Dresbach sandstone rests a heavy body of dolomite 
and shale, kno·wn as the Saint Lawrence formation, which out-
crops as calcareous and sandy shales in the bluffs of the Missis~ 
·sippi in the northeastern county of .the state. In eastern and 
north-central Iowa the limits of the formation are usually well 
drawn in deep-well sections, and its dual nature, dolomitic above 
and argillaceous below, is clearly seen. Southwestward the 
limits 'of the formation become difficult to trace, UBI the · sand-
stones, both .above and below, become more dolomitic or .:ri:I.O,re 
clayey. At McGregor (PI. V) the formation is represented by 
a few feet of arenaceous dolomite, left uneroded in the bottom 
of the preglacial channel of the Mississippi, and by 113 feet of 
green shale immediately ,subjacent. At Waverly (PI. VII) and 
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Sumner the upper dolomitic beds are respectively 150 and 170 
feet thick and the shales and marls beneath reach the surprising 
.thickness of more than 300 feet. In each of these places, sandy 
beds occur near the middle of the shales, and if the upper limit 
of the Dresbach were drawn at the summit of these sands the 
thickne.&s of the shales left to the Saint Lawrence would accord 
with the thickness reported in other deep-well sections. At 
Charles City the formation was penetrated for probably 330 
feet. (See PI. V.) Owing to a gap in the record, the upper 
limit is not certainly known. 
At Dubuque an imperfect record allows less than 200 feet for 
this formation. At Manche.s,ter it reaches a to,tal of 242 feet . 
(See PI. VI.) Southwest of Dubuque· the massive basal shales 
and arenaceous marls fail to maintain themselves. At Anamosa 
(Pl. IX) the formation consists (from above down) of 145 feet. 
of dolomite, 55 feet of shale, and 40 feet 'of dolomite. At Tipton 
(PI. X) the Saint Lawrence embraces 120 feet of dolomite rest-· 
ing on 100 feet of marls. At Boo·ne (PI. XI) the dis,crimination 
of the Saint Lawrence is made, with much uncertainty, to in-
clude 285 feet of glauconiferous shales and marls and close-
grained sandstones reaching nearly to the bottom of the well. 
At Des Moine.& (PI. XIII) about 300 feet of similar strata, lying 
immediately below the Prairie du Chien, may be assigned to 
the Saint Lawrence with much hesitation. 
LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER. 
The upper dolomitic member of the Saint Lawrence is in places 
more or less arenaceous and commonly contains a good deal of 
finely divided angular quartzo,se material. Glauconite is, present 
in many localities. The shales of the lower member are com-
monly somewhat calcareous and siliceous. The rocks, designated 
"marls," for want of a better term, consist of lime, siliea, and 
clay aild give rise to drillings of concreted gray, greenish, bluish; 
broWl'l., or pink powder. The friability of the concreted mass 
indicates roughly the relative proportions of clay and sand, and 
the reaction with hydrochloric acid show.s, a large- amount of 
lime 'and magnesian carbonates to be present in many places. 
The quartzose constitu'ent is in the form of fine rounded grains 
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and still more commonly of impafpably angular particles of 
cry;stalline quartz. N oncalcareous, plastic, pink, red, or green 
shales also occur, and in some places these are hard and fissile. 
For these marls · the characterization of Winchell of outcrops 
in Minne.oota would seem applicable: "Greenish and shaly and 
yet not a shale; calcareous and not a limestone; magnesian but 
not a dolomite; finely siliceous but not a sandstone. ' ,-
JORDAN SANDSTONE. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
The Saint Lawrence formation is 'olverlain by a sandstone 
called the- Jordan, from the name of a town in Minnes,ota at 
which it outcrops. In Iowa it comes to the surface only in Alla-
makee, Winneshiek, and Olayton counties in the valleys of the 
Mississippi and its tributaries>. In these outcrops it has two 
phases- a hard sandstone, whose grains are embedded in a dolo-
mitic matrix, as at Lansing, 'and a soft stone, so destitute of limy 
cement that it can be readily excavated with pick and shovel, as 
a t McGregor. 
West of McGregor, as far at lelast as Oharles Oity (Pl. V), it 
forms a well-defined bed about 75 feet thick, and to the south-
west, at Waverly (PI. VII) and Sumner, it is ,s,till thicker, reach-
ing 110 feet or more. At Manchester (PI. VI) it occurs as 86 
feet of clean quartz sand, including four feet of highly arena-
ceous and calcareous shale. At Waterloo (PI. VI) it attains a 
thickness of nearly 50 feet. At Anamosa (PI. IX) it reaches 
nearly 100 feet, including calciferous sands,tones, both above 
and below the main body of pure quartzose sandstone. At Monti-
cello the drill penetrated it for 59 feet. At Oedar Rapids (PI. 
XI) the data are very meager; but a distinct water-bearing sand-
stone, nearly 50 feet thick, is indicated at this horizon, with 
clo.ser-textured ,s'andstones in juxtaposition both above and be-
low. At Ackley (PI. VI) it is represented by calciferous sand-
stones. A gap' occurs here of 100 feet , from which no drillings 
were saved. 
In central Iowa either the' limestones intervening between the 
Saint Peter and the Jordan greatly increase in thickness, OT the 
'Wlnchell, N. H., Geo!. and Nat. His't . Survey Minnesota, vol. I, 1884, p. 255. 
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.J Qrdan be.cQmes indistinguishable in the rapidly changing as-
semblages Qf sandstQnes, dQlQmites, and shale.s which in this area 
pass dQwnward frQm the ShakQpee dQlQmite. If the fQrmer be 
true the JQrdan is encQuntered at Ames (PI. XI) 600 feet belQw 
the Saint Peter Qn a well-marked sandstQne, 100 feet thick, CQm-
PQsed Qf clean quartz in well-rQlled grains. At BOQne (PI. XI) ~ 
hQwever, this hQrizQn is held by sandstQnes, clQse textured and 
fQr the mQst part calciferQus.At Des MQines (PI. XIII) no. at-
tempt has been made to. divide the Cambrian into. the fQrmatiQns 
Heen farther ·east. In sQutheast IQwa few deep wells reach the 
JQrdan. At BurlingtQn (PI. XIII) the JQrdan, if it is pres,ent, 
lies within a space Qf 300 feet frQm which no. drillings were Qb-
tained; abQve this space the strata are clearly Prairie du Chien, 
and belQw it they are different beds Qf the Saint Lawrence Qr 
Dresbach fades . At Centerville (PI. X) the magnesian .series 
extends dQwnward frQm the Saint Peter for mQre· than 700 feet, 
withQut reaching any heavy sandstQne cQmparable to. the J Qrdan 
nor any glaucQniferQus shales Qr marls Qf the Saint Lawrence 
type. 
LITHQLQGIC CHARACTER. 
Typically the J Qrdan is. a IQns.e-textured sandstQne cQnsisting 
Qf rolled grains Qf clean quartz sand, white Qr light gray in 
cQIQr. In many places the grains are abQut as well sQrted and 
as perfectly rQunded and grQund by abrasiQn as are the quartz 
spherulesl Qf the Saint Peter. In certain beds" hQwever, dQIQ-
mitic grains appear amQng the drillings, indicating either a cal-
careous matrix Qr thin interbedded layers Qf dQIQmite. The 
driller reeognizes the J Qrdan by these characteristics and by its 
place as the fir.s,t heavy sandstQne belQw the Baint Peter, frQm 
which it is separated by an interval Qf nQt less than 300 feet. · 
ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM 
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN STAGE. 
Prairie du Chien stage is a term intrQduced into. geQIQgic liter-
ature in 1906 to. designate the str,ata fQrmerly called "LQwer 
Magne.sian limestQne." This! ,stage is divided, frQm the bQttQm 
up, into. OneQta dolQmite, New RichmQnd sandstQne, and ShakCi-
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pee dolomite. The New Richmond, however, is in many places 
ill defined or absent. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
The Prairie du Chien is a distinct cliff maker, and since it is 
both underlain and overlain by weak sandstones it rises in bold 
'escarpments and castellated walls along Mississippi river and 
aU of its tributaries from the northern boundary of the state 
nearly to Guttenberg. Owing alBlo to its resistant quality it is 
distinctly an upland group of strata, and forms much of the 
country rock of Allamakee and northeastern Winneshiek coun-
ties. In the bold cliffs in which the P rairie du Chien outcrops 
at Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, opposite McGregor, and to the 
north along the Mississippi and its tributaries, it has nowhere 
been found to measure more than 250 feet. In well sections, 
however, it appears as not less than 300 feet in thickness. In 
northeastern Iowa, where the dolomites are well demarked by 
the Saint Peter and Jordan sandstones, the Prairie du Chien . 
varies in thickness between 300 and 400 feet. To the west in 
northern Iowa it maintains a thickness of 300 feet at Mason City 
(PI. vy and of 375 feet at Ackley (PI. VI). At Fort Dodge (PI. 
VI) 300 feet may with certainty be assigned to this terrane. In 
centl'lal Iowa it seems to thicken and appears to reach 600 feet 
at Ames (PI. XI) and nearly as much at Boone (PI. XI) ; at Des 
Moines (PI. XIII) it iSI probably 400 feet thick, although its base 
there can not be accurately determined. In southeastern Iowa, 
at Burlington (PI. XIII), it can hardly measure les.sl than 500 
feet. At Centerville (PI. X) more or less aTenaceous dolomites 
of Prairie du Chien facies were still present when the drill had 
been driven 700 feet below the base of the Saint Peter, and 
n~ither clean sandSltones nor glauconiferous shales were found 
to indicate that the Cambrian had been reached. South and west 
of Des Moine·s no wells have penetrated to this horizon. 
LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER . • 
In all parts of Iowa, unless it be in the extreme northwest, . 
wherever the drill has reached the horizon of the Prairie du 
Chien it haS! not failed to find it with the lithologic characteris-
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tics of its outcrop quite: unchanged. Everywhere it is completely 
. and perfectly dolomitized. Drillings are mostly in the form of 
gray or light buff, sparkling dolomitic sand. So hard is the 
rock that chips of any size are rarely preserved. When such 
are found they show 13. characteristic porous or vesicular tex-
ture. Heavy beds of dolomite occur which are quite free of 
arenaceous materi·al, but with them are always to be found sandy 
dolomite.s and thin interbedded dolomites and sandstones. When 
a complete series of drillings is at hand the Prairie du Chien 
exhibits a :r.apid alternation of beds differing in their arenaceous 
content, and sections based on a few widely separated samples 
can not be reckoned reliable in detail. Quartz sand, native in 
part but no doubt also in part fallen from the Saint Peter, is so 
common in drillings from strata at this horizon that the rock is 
designated "sand and lime" in many drmers' logs. Chert is 
another invariable constituent of the Prairie du Chien. U suaIly 
white in color, it is DJot accompanied by the bluish translucent 
chalcedony characteristic of the geode beds of the Mississippian. 
In places a siliceous oolite is found, both in outcrop~ and in 
drillings; in the latter it is recognized by the white, round grains 
of chert broken from their matrix ·and showing- concentric struc-
ture on fractured surfaces. 
The .sland grains of the Prairie' du Chien are generally r ounded, 
of clear quartz similar in facies to the Saint Peter and Jordan 
sandstones. The New Richmond sandstone, however, in many 
places displays, both in outcrops and in well drillingSi, grains 
which under the microscope show pyramidal secondary enlarge-
ments of crystalline silica in optiCial continuity with the original 
grains. The. e crystal facets give a· distinctive sparkle to the 
sand in mass. 
Along with these typical features of the Prairie du Chien are 
others that are local and exceptional. Such are marly beds, 
which yield drillings of whitish gray or pink powder that effer-
vesce.s· freely in strong hydrochloric acid, leaving a clayey and 
minutely quartzose residue. Thin beds of green or red shales 
·occur in some places. Especially worthy of note is a sandy 
shale found in places as the upper part of the Shakopee dolo-
mite immediately underlying the Saint Peter sandstone j at 
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Boone (PI. XI) this shale is 10 feet thick and at Anamosa 40 
feet (PI. IX). The Shakopee is distinctly argillaceous at Belle 
Plaine. At Holstein 'a red caving shale occurs 20 feet below the 
bottom of the Saint Peter; and at Sanborn, according to the 
driller's log, shale and sand 'extend for 200 feet below this level. 
(See PI. XVII.) . 
A wholly eX'ceptional facies, is that shown in a drill hole sunk 
for oil near Maquoketa (PI. X), the driller's log of which states 
that for 241 feet below the Saint Peter there ,extends 'a brick-
red argillaceous sandstone, of fine, rounded gI'lains, including 
seams of red shale. As only one ·sample waSI supplied for the 
entir'e 241 feet, it was the writer's first impression that the 
drilling might have been colored by particles resulting from the 
continuous caving in of a comparatively thin bed of red shale 
situated near the top of the Shakopee. But the log wtas made 
out with unusual care by the foreman in charge of the work, 
and an inspection of the discharge from the sand pump, made 
after the work was nearly done, showed ,so large an amount of 
the red sandstone as to give much support to the statement of 
the log. If the unconforinity believed by some geologists to exist 
between the Shakopee and the Saint Peter is! found in eastern 
Iowa, the sandstone in question may be a continental deposit in 
a ,small trough or basin, cov,ered on sUbsidence by the Saint Peter 
sandstone. So unlike is it to any other body of rock belonging 
to the Saint Peter or the Shakopee in Iowa that the writer has 
not classed it with either terrane. 
The pres,ence of . rocks of reddish color underneath the Saint 
Peter is reported in a number of wells in Minnesota and Illinois, 
though never to such a thickness as at Maquoketa. Thug, in 
Minnesota the deep well at East Minneapolis. shows 102 feet of 
red limestone 'at this horizon,' and the well at the West Hotel' a 
dolomitic limestone 82 feet thick, reddish in color at top. In 
Illinois a red marl immediately subjacent to the Saint Peter is 
reported as 32 feet thick at Lake Bluff,' 45 feet thick at Winnet-
ka,' and 40 feet thick at Joliet: At the paper mill at Moline 
, 'red marl and limestone" 316 feet thick is reported at this 
'Hall, C. W ., Bull. Minnesota Acad. Nat. ScI., vol. S, p. 139. 
'Stone, Leander, Bull. Chicago Acad. Ecl., vol. 1, p. 96, 1886 . 
' Leverett, Fra nk, Eeventeenth A~n. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, 1896, p. 799. 
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horizon, and Iflt the Easlt Moline well the Saint Peter is under-
lain by 105 feet of limestone r esting on 35 feet of red marU 
If the red argillaceous sandstone at Maquoketa be not a con-
tinental deposit, it must be placed with the Shakopee. 
SAINT PETER SANDSTONE. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
The. Saint Peter sandstone; which overlies the Prairie du Chien 
stage, is one of tb,e most remarkable water-bearing formations 
of the state. Owing to its slight resistence to weathering and 
erosion it outcropsi only in a narrow, sinuous belt about the 
outer margin of the Prairie du Chien. In the valley of . Missis-
sippi river it is seen in the sides of the bluffs as ftar siouth as 
Dubuque, and in the valley of Oneota river and its tributaries 
it extends a short distance into Winneshiek county. Its chief 
exposures are, however, in Allamakee county. It consists of a 
bed of sandstone, normally white but in many places stained 
with iron oxide,s" which reaches a thickness of 70 to 100 feet . . 
The thickness of the formation, as disclosed by the deep wells 
of Iowa, differs widely, though not so widely as in Wisconsin, 
where, owing to the irregular surface of the Shakopee, on which 
the Saint Peter was laid, it ranges in thickness from 200 feet in 
troughs to an exceedingly thin layer on crests of the underlying 
dolomites. In the Iowa wells the maximum reported thickness 
is 110 feet at Emmetsburg (PI. XVI) and the minimum 15 feet 
at Pella (PI. XIV). 
The Saint Peter probably underlies the entire state, except 
the . extreme northwestern part. In the southwestern part it 
has not yet been reached, but its recognition at Lincoln, Ne-
braska,2 and at different places in Missouri makes its presence 
there not improbable. 
The Saint Peter reaches its highest ,elevation in Allamakee 
county, wher.e it lies not flar from 1,200 feet above sea level. It 
sinks continuousily to ' the southwest , and at Des Moines, where 
last found in deep drilling (PI. XVI), it lies at 1,114 feet below 
. sea level, or more than 2,300 feet below its ,elevation in the north-
' Udde nl. . J. A ., Seventeenth Ann . R e pt. U . S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, 1896; p . 848. 
'Sixth J:ll enn. R e pt . Nebraska Commiss ione rs Public Lands and Buildings, 1888, 
pp. 59-84. 
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east corner of tlie state. In northern Iowa it dips both from the 
east and from the west toward the median line of the' great syn-
cline of the Paleozoic strata, and in southe.astern Iowa it rises 
in the Ordovician dome, so that it stands higher at Burlington 
arid Keokuk than ·at Davenport and Mount Pleasant. The forma-
tion is so important, being the first 'of the great series of water-
be.aring beds which constitute the aquifers of the Iowa artesian 
system, and it is so easily recognized by the driller and the lay-
man, that its elev,ation above sea level is presented on the map 
(PI. I, in pocket). 
LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER. 
• In its outcrops the Saint Peter is a massive homogeneous bed 
of sand, so loosely cemented that it is readily excavated with the 
spade. Hand specimens of any size are difficult to obtain. No 
traces of lamination or oblique stratification appear, and the 
few ill-defined bedding planes ar,e' 10 to 15 feet apart. 
The individual grains are exceptionally uniform in size. They 
are of clear quartz, worn no doubt from the crystalline grains 
of acidic igneous rocks and representing the survival of the 
hardest. In this respect they differ from the varicolored grains 
of the Dakota sandstone and the sand beds of the drift. They 
. are also remarkable for the perfection of their rounding. The 
smoothness of these spherules and their "millet seed" appear-
ance suggest that they suffered long attrition under the winds 
of ancient deserts before they were deposited in the sea. Their 
shape distinguishe.sl them from the subangular sands of the Coal 
Measures and from the faceted grains of the New Richmond, as 
well as from those Cambr1an sandstones that are composed of 
minute angular particles of quartz. 
The transition from the Saint Peter, either to the beds above 
it or to those below, is not everywhere abrupt. Arenaceous shales 
may intervene between it and the Shakopee dolomites, and still 
more commonly the Shakopee seems to include thin beds of sand-
stone. The.sle sandy beds were noted in the field by McGee, and 
led him to classify the Shakopee as a part of the Saint Peter:' 
'McGee, W J ; Eleve nth Ann. R e pt . U. S. G. S ., 1889-1890, pt. 1, p. 332. 
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To recognize' such sand beds in the drillings of deep wells is far 
more difficult, but probably the considerable 'amount of quartz 
,&and in many wells, mingled with dolomitic chips .from the Sha-
kopee, comes from intercalated sandstone beds rather than from 
above or from sand disseminated throughout the limestone. At 
Boone and Sabula the Saint Peter apparently includes inter-
c'alated beds of sandy :shale. The Saint Peter is also in places 
overlain by transiti/onal sandy shales and limestones, the depo-
sition of which in some areas inaugurated the Platteville epoch. 
At Des Moines a brown arenaceous dolomite, 30 feet thiGk, is 
parted from the Saint Peter by a hard gr,een shale 10 feet thick. 
(See PI. XII!.) At W'ashington (PI. X) the Saint Peter is over-
lain by a thin bed of sandy shale. At Charles City (PI. V) a 
stratum, 70 feet thick, of fine-grained argillaceous s~ndstone' 
rests on Saint P'eter of normal facies. At Mason City (PI. V) 
a yellow, highly arenaceous dolomite 20 feet thick, and at Belle 
Plaine (PI. VIII) a thin bed of arenaceous limestone occupy this, 
horizon. At Postville (PI. V) the Saint Peter was apparently 
-encountered at 755 feet above sea level; but, after passing 
through 14 feet of this ,slandstone, the drill entered limestone of 
Platteville facies, in which it continued to 689 feet above sea 
level, when it r,eached an arenaceous, nondolomitic limestone, 
which continued 13 feet to the bottom of the boring. If studied 
in the field, it is probable that some of these arenaceous transi-
tion beds would be classed with the Saint Peter, but for the pur-
poses of this investigation it has seemed better to place them 
with the superjacent or subjacent formations. 
ROOU':S BETWEEN THE SAINT PETER SANDSTONE AND THE MAQUO-
KETA SHALE. 
SUBDIVISIONS. 
Upon the Saint Peter sandstone r,e:s,ts a series of limestones, 
shales, and dolomites which extends upward to the base of the 
Maquoketa shale. The upper dolomitized beds of this series 
have long been known 'as the Galena dolomite, while the lower 
limestone and shales have usually been termed the "Trenton." 
In the report of the senior author of the artesian wells, of Iowa' 
'Rept. Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 6, 1896, pp. 145 ff . 
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"the 'entiN3series was treated as ' a single formation, called the 
"Galena-Trento'n," 'whose 'strata were shown to 'be affe-cted by 
; dolomiti~ation to varying depths at different places,. Since the 
_publrcation of this report an intermediate formation, the Decorah 
shale, has been discriminated. 'The calcareous beds which over-
lie the Decorah shale are now known as the" Galena dolomite," 
'while 'the limestones and shales which intervene be'tween the 
.Decorah shale and the Saint Peter sandstone are termed the 
' ''Platteville limestone." These formations rise to the surface 
in northeastern Iowa in a very broken and irregular area, wllich 
ex-tends, from the northwestern part of Winneshiek county as 
- far south as Benevue in Jackson county. 
PLATTEVILLE LIMESTONE AND DECO;RAH SHALE. 
_.. ': ~ 
In well sections the J:>latteville is singularly persistent. It 
embraces a shal,e bed immediately overlying the Saint Peter~ 
the Glenwood shale of the Iowa, State Survey-and an overlying 
body of limestone. Few wen sections in Iowa reach the horizon 
of the Saint Peter without. finding either this bas,al shale of the 
Platteville or the higher Decorah shale, although in many wells 
the three divisions can not be made out. 
The shales. of the Platteville limestone and the Decorah shale 
are typically rather harder, darker, and a brighter green than 
the Maquoketa shale. Even where no record or sample of th!'lID 
is preserved characteristic chips, evidently fallen from above, 
are sometimes brought up from lower levels. At Manchester 
(PI. VI) both the Decorah shale and the basal shale of the 
Platteville were found, the Decorah being five feet thick and 
carrying Orthis perveta ' Conrad, Strophomel1,a trentonensis 
W. & S., and several Bryozoa. A body of typical earthy blue-
gray Platteville limestone, 72 fe et thick, here intervenes between 
the two beds of shale, the lower one of which is lonly seven feet 
thiCk. In northern Iowa, at Hampton, the basal s,hale of the 
Platteville is 40 feet thick; at Charles City (PI. V) 70 feet of 
arenaceous shales are overlain by 90 feet of more typical shale; 
at Waverly (PI. VII), Sumner, Maquoketa (PI. X) and Clinton 
(PI. XI), the Platteville limestone and Decorah shale are well 
exhibited, their total thickness in the laslt two places measuring 
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about 100 feet, including the shale at the base ,of the Platteville. 
In northwestern Iowa the basal shale of the Platteville reaches 
50 £eet at Sanborn (PI. XVII), 95 feet at Emmetsburg (PI. XVI), 
110 feet at Mallard (PI. XVI), and somewhat less than 50 feet 
at Oherokee and Holstein (PI. XVII). At Des Moines the basal 
shale member of the Platteville is also present, and the Platte-
ville and Decorah have a combined thickness of 50 feet (PI. 
XVI), but the limestone of the Platteville is, exceptional in that 
it is ·dolomitic. In southeastern Iowa the Platteville reaches. a 
thickness of 90 feet at Pella and 100 feet at Burlington. (See 
PI. XIII.) 
The Decorah shale extends to the extreme southwest corner -
of the state; for in the deep boring at Nebraska Oity, Nebraska, 
it was found at a depth of 2,754 feet, and its identification by 
stratigraphic and lithologic characteristics was amply confirmed 
by Ulrich's determination of the distinctive foss,ils Stictopom 
angularis and Dalmanella sttbaequata var. minneapolis (?). 
In a number of places the Platteville limestone includes a 
brown bituminolls shale from which the drill chips, fragments 
that readily give forth long flames when ignited. This is the 
case at the Platteville outcrops near Dubuque. In southeastern 
Lowa this bituminous shale occurs at P,ella, Letts, Washington, 
and Burlington. Its presence is of special interest, for it is from 
this horizon that the natural gas and petroleum of some large 
fields in other states rise to be' ,stored in the reservoirs of over-
lying rocks. The presence of bituminous shale or other bitumin-
ous rock as a source is but one of the conditions for the accumu-
lation of these alluminants in paying quantities. As no oil or 
gas has been found in the wells which reach the Platteville, even 
where the formation is bituminous, it is evident that some of the 
other equally necessary conditions do not exist in Iuwa in any 
area yet explored. 
The limestone of the Platteville' is typically compact, blue or 
gray, more or less argillaceous, and in many places fossiliferous j 
under the drill it is. broken to rather large flaky chips of earthy 
luster. The magnesian content is not sufficient to prevent brisk 
effervescence in cold dilute hydrochloric acid. 
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In places the Decorah shale is lacking or unreported, and here 
no definite 1;>oundary can be drawn between the Platteville lime-
stone and the overlying Galena dolomite. 
GALENA DOLOMITE. 
The Decorah shale is. overlain by a heavy body of limestone or 
dolomite, known as the Galena dolomite, which extends upward 
to the base of the Maquoketa shale. In its outcrops in Dubuque 
county, where it is a marked cliff maker along the · bluffs of the 
Missis,sippi river and its tributari~s, the Galena is known as the 
lead-bearing rock, and is a rough, vesicular, buff, cherty and 
c.:rystalline dollomite. More or less of the formation is completely 
dolomitized in other CQunties of it's outcrop in northeastern 
Iowa, but dolomitization is, by no means universal. In well sec-
tions the formation varies, at the same horizons. from a rather 
soft nonmagnesian limestone similar to the Platteville to a 
crystalline dolomite entirely similar to those of its, outcrops near 
Dubuque. Thus in passing from Dubuque 40 miles west to Man-
chester the Galena changes from a homogeneous body of heavily 
bedded dolomite fronting the Mis,sissippi in a wall 250 . feet high 
.to a series of thin-bedded, earthy, blue and gray limestones. 
Dolomite is absent also at Waterloo and Waverly. Where only 
a part of the forma.tion is dolomitized, as at Sumner, Charles 
City, and Hampton, it is generally the upper portion. Dolo-
mitic beds are present at Anamosa, Monticello, Clinton, Cedar 
Rapids, Tipton, Boone, and Fort Dodge. West of Des Moines 
river only dolomites occur in the samples of the drillings of this 
terrane. In oentral Iowa the formation is wholly dolomitic and 
in southeastern Iowa either the entire formation or the great 
bulk of i~ is either dolomitized or is crystalline and strongly 
magnesaan. 
THICKNESS OF THE PLATTEVILLE, DECORAH, AND GALENA FORMATIONS. 
In northeastern Iowa the Galena, Decorah, and Platteville 
formations have ~ combined thickness ranging from 300 to 350 
feeL At Vinton their combined thickness is 401 feet, and at 
Waverly it is 420 feet. In northern Iowa. these formations per-
:sist far to the west. At Charles City (PI. V) they together 
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measure 380 feet, at Mason Oity (PI. \1) 405; feet, 'at Mallard 
(PI. ' XVI) 375 feet; and at EIIlIhletsburg (PI. XVI), hardly less 
than 300 feet. At Osage (PI. VII) they appear to be about '500 
feet thick, but the apparent increase is probably caused by in-
cluding dolomitic portioris of the Maquoketa. At Holsttein mag· 
nesian limestones at this horizon aggregate 500 feet in thick-
ness, and at Oherokee they measure 300 feet. (See PI. XVII.) 
In the extreme northwestern part . of Iowa the formations ap-
pear to thin and may feather out. At Sanborn (PI. XVII) the 
driller's log places, a bed 50 feet thick of "shale with streaks 
of ro"ck' 'immediately above the ,Saint Peter, and this bed may 
represent the entire thicknesS. ot the three formations, Galena, 
Decorah, and Platteville. In central Iowa the combined thick-
ness probably attains its maximum, measuring 410 feet at Boone 
and 508 feet at Des, Moines. (See PI. XVI.) In 'southeastern 
Iowa it thins markedly. At Pella the beds measure 350 feet, at 




The heavy bed of dark bluish gray clay shale overlying the 
Galena dolomite is known as the Maquoketa shale. It forms, a 
thin surface cover over the Galena in a broad but broken belt 
across Winneshiek and Olayton count~es, and it outcrops here 
and there along Mississippi river and its tributaries as far south 
as Olinton: It disintegrates so rapidly as to allow the massive 
overlying Niagaran limestone to form a bold mural escarpment 
extending along the entire length of Turk;ey river on the wes,t-
ern side-an escarpment that clearly marks not only the south 
and west limits of the Maquoketa as country rock but .also fixe::: 
the western boundary of formations . of the Oambrian and 
Ordovician rocks. 
The Miaq-q.oketa varies greatly along its narrow outcrop from 
Olinton northwest to the Minnesota line. To the southeast it is 
a heavy body of shale. Thick;ening to the northwest, it comes to 
include ari upper shale 125 feet thick, a medial bed of cherty 
magnesia~ limestone in places 50 feet thick, and lower beds of 
shales and shaly limestones which ~ay locally attain a thick-
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ness of 100 feet; in well sections this triple division, which was 
perhaps first observed in this investigation, is well demarked. 
Again, in many well, as in its outcrops in J acks()n and Clint9D 
counties, the formation may be a single undivided body of shale. 
The tripartite division obtains in northeastern Iowa and extends 
west at least as far as Ackley. Thus at Sumner the Upper Ma-
quoketa measures 80 feet, the Middle 70 feet, and the Lo'wer 50 
feet. At Manchester (PI. VI) the median bed is 'represented by 
a thin bed of limestone situated about 50 feet from the bottom of 
the terrane. At Waterloo (PI. VI) the upper beds are 160 feet 
thick, the middle 75 feet, and the lower 30 feet. At Charles City 
(PI. V) the Middle Maquoketa is 30 feet thick, and at Ackley 21 
feet (PI. VI). At Hampton the main body of shale is as usual 
the Upper Maquoketa, and below it are · ranged alternately two 
beds of limestone and two of shale, each about 20 feet thick. At 
Fort Dodge alsio beds 0'£ limestone occur at several horizons 
within the supposed limits of the formation. Southward from 
northeastern Iowa the Maquoketa appears as an undivided body 
of shale, as might have been expected from the disappearance of 
its median limes~nes along its southern outcrops. 
LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER. 
r:rhe shales of the Maquoketa are both softer and paler than 
the Cambrian shales, and they lack the arenaceous content found 
in many plaoes in thelatter. Their bluish rather than greenish 
tint helps to distinguish them from the Decorah shale. They are 
not arenaceous:, as are some of the Mississippian shales, and the 
absenoe of carbon and the presence of lime serve to distinguish 
them from many of the Pennsylvanian shales. They resemble 
most nearly the shales of the Kinderhook stage (Lower Missis-
sippian). Drillers know them by the forcible and not inappro-
priate term of "mud-rock" shales, since they appear in the 
slush bucket as a blue mud. Drillings are preserved in hard mold-
ed masses of concreted clay, gritless but calcareous and mag-
nesian. In places the Maquoketa is highly pyritiferous. It in-
cludes in some areas bituminous brown .shales. These are found 
near the base of the formation in the wells at Monticello, Tipton 
and Anamosa, and in the drill hole near Maquoketa s'unk for 
... 
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oil. This drill hole was sunk because of a show of oil found on the 
surface of a spring, or sink-hole pool, nlelar the site where the well 
was afterwards drilled, and if this crude petroleum was derived 
from any ,subterranean source it probably came from the Ma-
quoketa horizon. At Grinnell (PI. XV) bituminous shales 20 




Among the best water-bearing rocks of eastern Iowa must be 
ranked the Niagaran dolomite, the only formation of Silurian 
age that outcrops in the state_ Beginning at the prominent 
Niagaran escarpment which borders Turkey river along its entire 
course, filling the great eastern bend of Mississippi river to Dav-
enport, and lying east of a slightly irregular line drawn from 
West Union to Muscatine stretches the area over which this 
limestone outcrops or lies immediately below the drift. 
LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER. 
Except at one or two localities the Niagaran is completely 
dolomitized. Chert is not uncommon, especially in the lower 
beds. Minor differences in color and texture chara.cteristic of 
the subdivisions of the Niagaran can seldom be discriminated in 
well drillings. Lithologically, the Niagaran of wells situated 
near its outcrops and for some 'distance west is a light buff, gray, 
or bluish dolomite, commonly subcrystalline and vesicular. Un-
der the drill it may be crushed to sparkling sand and drillers 
may therefore report it in well logs as "sand rock." 
Field surveys have shown that the Silurian pinches. out in 
northern Iowa until the Devonian overlaps; upon the Maquoketa 
shale, and the same condition is flonnd' in wells. The formation 
at the Tipton outcrop is 325 feet thick, but at Waterloo it has 
thinned to 107 feet and at Waverly to 50 feet. (See PI. VII.) At 
Osage (PI. VII) but 150 :Deet seems to be left for the combined 
thickness of both Silurian and Devonian. At Hampton but 80 
feet can be allowed for the Niagaran. At Charles City (PI. V) 
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the Silurian may reach 180 feet, but as the rocks assigned to 
this horizon -are not lithologically characteristic the estimate 
may be a good deal too large and may include some rocks prop-
erly belonging either to the Maquoketa or to the Devonian. 
West of its area of outcrop the Silurian suffers: lithologi(~ 
changes which make its boundaries in many places difficult to 
determine. Thu'sl, at Charles City (PI. V) it is supposed to in-
dude a considerable amount of more or less argillaceous lime-
stones that . can hardly be assigned to the Maquoketa, because 
they would increase its thickness beyond probable measures. 
,Vestward from Cedar Rapids, along the line of the Chicago & 
North Western railway, the Niagaran facies is retained at Belle 
Plaine, where the formation measures 345 feet. (See PI. XI.) 
At Marshalltown the Silurian is diminished to about 300 feet 
and includes brown magnesian limestones and nonma,gnesian 
cherty limestones; several samples show more or less gypsum. 
At Ames and Boone the Silurian includes dolomites, thin shales, 
and more or less magnesian sandstones and limestones, the up-
per limit being drawn with great uncertainty, chiefly on strati-
graphic evidence. At Ackley the Niagaran comprises about 180 
feet of dolomite, but at Fort Dodge, farther west, the strata 
have s:o changed lithologically that the summit of the Silurian is 
very uncertain. (See PI. VI.) 
In southeastern Iowa the Silurian includes a calcif,erous, sand-
stone, which at Washington is reported to be 100 feet thick. 
At Des Moines (PI. XVI) arenaceous beds occur near the base 
of the terrane; at Centerville they are 50 feet thick and are com-
pos:ed of fine grains of clear quartz, moderately well rounded 
and sorted, many grains showing secondary enlargements whose 
facets give a peculiar sparkle to the drillings. Beneath this 
sandstone lies 60 feet of sandy limestone. At Ottumwa a sandy 
limestone is reported at about this horizon. 
SALINA (?) FORMATION. 
LITHOLOGIC CHARACTER. 
West and south of its outcrops . the Siluria]) (Iomprises nn 
assemblage of limestones and in places red, ferruginous, gypsif-
erous marls and beds of anhydrite, which seem best tentatively 
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referred to the Salina, although this terrane has not been posi-
tively identified west of the Great Lakes. Gypsum and anhydrite 
are uncommon in the rocks of Iowa. Isolated crystals of selenite 
are present in some of the shales and beds of gypsum occur in 
the Permian deposits of Webster county and in the' Saint Louis 
strata of :Appanoose county. Both of thes,e horizons are too 
high to be correlated with the gypsum deposits found in the deep 
wells. Apart from these two horizons drillings from Iowa Wlells 
have shown gypsum or anhydrite only at the horizon attributed 
for good stratigraphic reasons to the Silurian. In this system, 
however, these minerals are in places too conspicuous to escape 
notice. Bits of white gypsum or of the harder anhydrite are 
readily noted among the limestone chfps. The whole content 
of the slush bucket may be a whitish mud concreting to tough 
masses quite unlike marls of similar color. Under the micro-
scope many specimens show a field largely occupied with broken 
crystals of gypsum or anhydrite, whose identity is recognized 
unmistakably by their brilliant colors under polarized light and 
by their distinctive cleavages. Chemical tests confirm these ob-
servations. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
These deposits· are assuredly Silurian at Marshalltown, where 
the Niagaran outcrop is but 75 miles to the east. In central and 
southern Iowa the presence 'Of the Kinderhook above these beds 
and of the Maquoketa shale below them' limits their horizon to 
either the Devonian or the Silurian. It is most ~nlikely that 
they can belong to both, and between the two the choice is not 
difficult. The absence of such beds from the Devonian elsewhere, 
their common presence in the Salina of the eastern United States, 
and other stratigraphic reasons leave little doubt that the beds 
in question belong to the Silurian and are of Salina age. The 
presence of a bed of gypsum may therefore be used as a means 
of correlation. At Des Moines, for example, where 588 feet 
of limestone lies between the base of the Kinderhook and the 
summit of the Maquoketa, the presence of gypsum 80 feet from 
the top and of well-marked beds below leaves not more than '80 
feet to the Devonian and more than 500 feet to the Silurian. 
(See PI. XV.) On the same assumption, the Silurian at Grinnell 
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is assigned 414 feet, the gypsum beds being confined to the upper 
247 feet; at Pella it is assigned 255 feet (PI. XIII), and at Mqunt 
Pleasant, where the anhydrite beds are especially well markled, 
about 100 feet. The uncommon thickness thus: alloted to the 
Silurian at Des Moines and Grinnell leads to drawing the bound-
ary between the Silurian and Devonian higher at neighboring 
points, as at Boone and Ames, than u:tight otherwise be done. 
(See PI. XI.) . 
If the sub-Mississippian gypsum of oentral and eastern Iowa 
is considered Silurian, the horizon of the gypseous beds found 
in southwestern Iowa below th'e Carboniferous may also be re-
ferred to the Silurian; but the area is: so remote from the out-
crops of the terranes below the Pennsylvanian, and deep wells 
are so few, that the geologic sections in the few deep drill holes 
that pass below the floor of the Pennsylvanian can be made out 
only with the greatest difficulty. In the well at Glenwood (PI. 
XVIII) a 70-foot bed of gypseous: limestones and shales was 
struck at a depth of 1,924 feet. If 262 feet of superjacent dolo-
i mites and magnesian limestones and· an included bed of sand-
stone are added, the Silurian will hav,e· a probable thickness of 
332 fee't. At Bedford, 60 miles southeast of Glenwood, beds of 
gypseous marl and limestone begin at 2,005 feet from the sur-
face and continue to a.t l,east 2,350 feet. It is interesting to note 
that here ferruginous red and pink limestones oecu! above the 
gypseous beds, tending to confirm the suggestion that these beds 
represent the deposits of the arid climate of the Salina epoch. 
A.t Council Bluffs magnesian limestones referred to the Silurian 
and destitute of gypsum form the chief bed. 
Though the Silurian as: a wh01e thins out in northeastern 
Iowa, it thickens toward central Iowa, maintaining a thickness 
of more than 300 feet to the southwestern border" of the state. 
In southeastern Iowa the local upwarp of the lower Ordovi-
cian strata causes a notable. thinning of the Silurian heds toward 
the dome. Thus the Silurian at Davenport, 345 feet thick, thins 
to some undetermined part of the 180 feet allotted to the com-
bined Devonian and Silurian at Bu~lington and to a probable 
60 feet at Keokuk. (See PI.' XII.)' At Pella the thickness of 
the combined Silurian · and Devonian is 420 feet, at Mount 
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Pleasant it is about half that measure, and at Burlington it is 
compassed within 180 feet. (See PI. XIII.) The thickness of 
the Silurian and Devonian at Centerville is, nearly 400 f.eet (PI. 
X); 80 miles east of Centerville, at Fort Madison, it measures 
only 142 feet (PI. XII). 
DEVONIAN SYSTEM 
The Devonian limestones ,and shales occupy a wedge-shaped 
area whose wide base lies al,ong the northern boundary of the 
state from Winnebago county to Howard county. Pointip.g south-
eastward and gradually narrowint, it comes to an apex in Scott 
and Muscatine counties. The Devonian includes rocks formed 
during three principal epochs. The uppermost formation, the 
Lime Creek shale, which is of Upper Devonian age, is typically 
expo·sed in Cerro Gordo and adjoining counties, where it com-
prises blue and yellow shale (the Hackberry substage of the 
Iowa State Survey) 70 feet thick, ov,erlain by dolomite and shale 
(the Owen substage of the Iowa Survey) exceeding 50 feet .-in 
thickness. 
In other parts of the state the uppermost Devonian forma-
tion is known as the Sweetland Creek shale, and in still other 
areas it is repres.ented by the State Quarry limestone of the 
Iowa Survey reports. These three formations have been re-
garded as mor,e or less contemporaneous. Each rests unCOD-
formably upon the Cedar Valley limestone. The medial forma-
tion of the Devonian-the Cedar ¥alley lime's:tone-is of Middle 
Devonian age, and is the most widely distributed of the three. 
It comprises an assemblage of limestones varying widely in 
color and texture 'and argillaceous content, and in the northern 
counties includes dolomitic beds:, but over most of the area the 
magnesian content falls fa.r short of that requisite for dolomite. 
The thickness of the Cedar Valley limestone in Johnson county 
is estimated at 104 feet by Calvin. The 10Wlt '3:t Devonian forma-
tion-the Wapsipinicon limestone- is also of Middle Devonian 
age. It consists of blue and yellow shales, cherty argillaceous 
limes:tones, local beds of coal and coaly shales (the Independence 
shale), gray lithographic limestones and breccia beds along 
with liJIlestones of other types. The lowest beds of the Wap-
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sipinicon a:re dolomitized and can not always be distinguished in 
drillings from the Silurian dolomites. 
These Devonian formations can be distinguished from each 
other in some deep wells, but as a rule they can not be separated, 
and it is with considerable difficulty that even the limits of the 
Devonian as a whole are drawn. Thus. the highest shale of 
th€ Devonian may be immediately overlain by shale of the Kin· 
derhook group. Where this occurs and fossils are absent, the 
discrimination has been found impracticable even in outcrops. 
Certain shales in a well at Hampton are classified as Devonian 
rather than Kinderhook, owing to their stratigraphic corre-
spondence with certain heavy shales, apparently Devonian, that 
outcrop at Sheffield. At Belle Plaine the highest shales of the 
section are placed with the Devonian only because of the general 
dip of the strata. of the region. (See PI. XI.) Apparently there 
is in central Iowa a strong development of the Lime Creek shale, 
but it can be 'separated from the Kinderhook only by more or 
less arbitrary lines, drawn by the accepted areal distribution 
and the supposed dip of the strata. . 
In discriminating the dolomitic beds ,of the Devonian from 
those of'the Silurian, the Silurian beds, except thoSie of north-
erustern Iowa, are generally considered the more persistent and 
the heavier. Though the al'1ea of outcrop of the Devonian is 
",5rle, measuring about 75 miles on the north from east to west 
the thickness of the terrane at any point on the area of outcrop 
is not large. At Waverly (PI. VII) a well section shows a total 
thiclmesls of only 70 feet of Devonian rocks, above which the 
natural loutcrops rise some 50 feet higher. . 
The greatest thickness attributed to the Devonian is at M;r-
shalltown (PI. XI), Ackley (PI. VI), and Hampton, where it 
seems to reach 300 feet. At Grinnell (PI. XV) it is giVlen rus 
about 200 feet and is largely shaly. At Homestead (PI. XV) 
heavy shales below the drift lie at the Devonian horizon, but if 
there is here a downwarp, the shales may be Kinderhook in-
stead. In sloutheastern Iowa the Devonian nowhere reaches.' 
more than 175 feet in thickness. At Washington (PI. X) 100, 
feet can be as
'
3igned to it with som~ certainty. At Letts (PI.. 
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~IV), Mount Pleasant (Pl. XIII), ana Burlington the Devonian 
somewhat ,exceeds 100 feet, and at Pella and Sigourney (PI. 
XIV) it reaches about 170 feet. In several instances, however, the 
rocks ascribed to the De'vonian may include more or less of the 




OUTCROPS AND SUBDIVISIONS, 
~ Mississippian (Lower Carboniferous) rocks outcrop along a 
belt of varying width extending from Kossuth' and Winnebago 
counties on the north to Missrssippi river ,on the southeast, and 
along the riVl8r from Louisa county to the Missouri state line. 
The series embraces a wide variety of rocks. With two or three 
exceptions its formations are not thick, and in well secti.ons 
lithologic change is comparatively rapid. 
The Missislsippian of the Iowa State Survey reports, and 'as 
used in this 'report, comprises three major subdivisions which, ' 
from the bruse upward, are known as the Kinderhook stage, the 
Osage stage, and the Saint Louis limestone. The Osage stage 
of this report, however, is not exactly the same as the Os,age 
stage of the United States Geological Survey, since, for con-
venil8nce, the former includes at the t9P the lower part of the 
W'arsaw limestone, the upper part of the WaI'ls-aw being in-
cluded in the overlying Saint Louis limestone, as that formation 
is defined in this report. 
KINDERHOOK STAGE. 
The Kinderhook stage embraces a median heavy shale with 
limestones above and below. In central Iowa the upper non· 
argillaceous beds are Is,trongly developed and furnish the white 
oolitic and buff magnesian limestones of Tama, Marshall, Frank-
lin, and Humboldt counties. In well sections it is quite impo!ssi-
b1e to discriminate any hasal limestones from those of the De-
vonian, and it is in many places equally impracticable to dis-
criminate the upper limestones of the Kinderhook from the 
I· 
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overlying Osage limestones. The main body of shale, however, 
is one of the be-st defined in the state, es:pecially in southeastern 
Iowa. At Burlington, Mount Clara, and Mount Pleasant it runs 
from 300 to 370 feet in thickness; at Fort Madison it is 268 feet 
thick, and at Keokuk about 225 feet. (See PI. XII.) North 
and west from its outcrop in the extreme southeastern part of 
Iowa, the shale thins somewhat. At Ottumwa (PI. X) it 
measures 165 feet, at Grinnell (PI. VIII) 170 feet, at Sigourney 
(PI. XIV) 198 feet, at Pella and at Oskaloosa less than 125 feet. 
(See PI. XIII.) In central and northern Iowa, as on the up-
lapd& of southeastern Iowa, the shales of the Kinderhook gen-
erally fail of exposure, as in preglacial time their outcrop 
formed a belt of weak rock wasting to lower levels than the 
area of stronger rock adjacent, and during the Pleistocene this 
trough was deeply filled with drift. The absence of rock ex-
posures, along a belt of considerable width bordering the line 
of the westernmost Devonian outcrops may thus be explained. 
In central Iowa the chief beds of the Kinderhook which reach 
the surface are limestones. The section at MaI'lshalltown (PI. 
XI) discloses a thickness of 145 feet for this division of the 
Kinderhook and of 175 feet of underlying Ishales. At Ackley 
(PI. VI) 207 feet of shale seems to belong to the Kinderhook. 
At Hampton the 108 feet of shales immediately below the drift 
falls into two divisions and, according to Williams,' the same 
beds: occur at several points in the eastern part of the county, 
giving rise to a line of springs. 
West of a line passing through Marshalltown, Ackley, and 
Hampton the shales of the Kinderhook greatly diminish in 
thicknrelsls,. They are so scant at Ames, Boone, and Fort Dodge 
that the boundaries of the Kinderhook are drawn with greatest 
difficulty. At Dayton they are wholly absent so f.ar as the record 
shows, although it is possible that the well may have failed of 
reaching them by a few fee,t . Both at Boone and Fort Dodge 
the base of the Kinderhook is arbitrarily draWn at a bed of thin 
shales lying underneath argillaceous limestones·. (See PI. XVI.) 
In southwestern Iowa, at Glenwood, shales 134 £eet thick occur 
at the supposed base of the Mississippian, and at Bedford shales 
thirty feet . thick are found at this horizon. (See PI. XVIII.) 
'Williams, 1. A., Ann. Rept . Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 16, 1906, p. 482. 
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OSAGE STAGE. 
The rocks of the Osage stage immediately ov·erlie the Kin~er­
hook. The basal limestones of the Osage are well known to ,all 
drilleI'lS: in southeastern Iowa as the Burlington limestone. 
Under the drill they break into flaky chips, many of which are 
intensely white. Close examination shows that the apparent 
crystalline structure of many specimens is due to the crys:talline 
cleavages of the broken plates and stem joints of crinoids. In 
places: the stone is made up almost wholly of crinoidal frag-
ments, and where finer cementing material is wanting the rock 
becomes full of interstices and p ermeable to water. The .lower 
strata of the Burlington are somewhat thickly bedded with thin 
partings. Toward the top they include chert and brown sili-
ceous Ishales. The overlying beds of the Burlington are less 
massiv.e and in many places parted by shaly layers. These 
beds pas!s: upward into cherts (the Montrose Chert ,of the Iowa 
Geological Survey), which form the top member of the Burling-
ton and which outcrop along the bed of the Mississippi, giving 
rise by their hardness to the Des Moines: Rapids, which le'xtend 
from Montrose to Keokuk. Hard and resistant to the weather 
as these cherts are, they pres-ent no special difficulty to the :ex-
perienced driller, for they are brittle, breaking easily under 
the stroke of the· drill. and their angular white 'chips do not pack. 
They occur either irregularly bedded in shattered seams or so 
disposed in nodules that the solution of the limy content of the 
strata. leaves them highly permeable and serviceable as water 
beds. 
On account of their purity the limestones of the Burlington 
are highly soluble. Sink holes along the outcrops indicate where 
the run-off floWls: rapidly down to subterranean channels' -exca-
yated by solution along bedding planes and joints. 
Above the Burlington limestone the Osage stage includes 
cherty coarse-grained limestone and limy shales: (Koeokuk lime-
stone), which at their outcrop abound in geodes-hollow shells 
of chalcedony or of lime carbonate lined with crystals of quartz 
or calcite. The presence of this formation is in some places in-
dicated to the driller by chips of milky chalcedony and pieces of 
broken crystals of clear quartz brought up in the slush bucket 
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in some abundance. For convenience the' lower part of the War-
saw limestone ils: included in the Osage stage of this report. 
SAINT LOUIS STAGE. 
The Saint Louis limestone, the uppermost division of the Mis-
sissippian als: here differ,entiated, forms an important part of 
the country rock over Ke'okuk, Washington, Henry, and Lee 
counties, over minor areas in adjacent counties, and over StNY, 
Webster, and Humboldt counties. Its. lowes,t division consists 
of shale and shaly limestones, which properly belong to the War-
saw limestone, but which for convenience are included' in the 
Saint Louis. A median divils[on consists of gray sandstones, 
shales, and brecciated limestones, the sandstones predominating. 
The upper division is made up largely of heavily bedded, im-
pure magnes[an limestones with some marls. These different 
subdivisions are distinguished in the shaUower wells of the 
region of outcrop, but have not been traced to ,any distanoe from 
their outcrop by means of the deeper wells . 
THICKNESS OF OS'AGE STAGE AND SAINT LOUIS L~MESTONE. 
The geologic sections (PIs. V-XVIII) show that the combined. 
thickness of the Osage stage and Saint Louis limestone 3)S, dif-
ferentiated in this report varies within wide limits. The upper 
surface of the MiJssissippian is everywhere a surface of erosion, 
not only along its outcrops, but also wher,e it is parted by a 
strong unconformity from the overlying Pennsylv,anian, and for 
thi~ -reason inequalities of hundreds of feet are not unexpected. 
The change of the Kinde'rhook from shale to limestone in passing 
north and northwest from its outcrops in soutbern Iowa in-
creases the thickness of the Mississippian above the shales, but 
here the upper limestones of the Kinderhook can s-eldom be 
discriminated from those of higher terranes. Along the east-
ern part of the belt of outcrop the terrane is naturally thin be-
caUi~ e of the absence of the superior members. 
The thickness of the Mississippian above the Kinderhook 
amounts to about 300 feet in the southeastern part of the state 
(PI. XIV), where it pals~ses beneath the Pennsylvanian rocks, 
measuring 270 feet at Pella, 300 feet at Newton, 306 feet at 
7 
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Sigourney, and 320 feet lat Dayton. Farther W2St it apparently 
thickens, and at Centerville (PI. XVI) it measures 'a little more 
than 500 feet. A like thickening- is observed in central and 
north-central Iowa. At Ames a thickness of 445 feet h;, assigned 
to the Osage and the Saint Louis, at Boone (Pl. XI) 485 feet, 
and at Fort Dodge 500 feet, although at each of these places 
the base of the Osage is by no means certain. In northwestern 
Iowa the Mississippian maintains a thickness Of mor,e' than 200 
feet at Cherokee. In southwestern Iowa (PI. XVIII) it is given 
355 feet at Bedford and 280 feet at Glenwood. At Lincoln, Ne-
braska, it seems to have nearly or quite disappeared. 
PENNSYLVANIAN SERms. 
SUBDIVISIONS. 
Rocks belonging to the Pennsylvanian series or Coal 
Measures lie at the surface or immediately beneath the drift 
in most of southern Iowa and immediately beneath the Creta-
ceous rocks in western Iowa. (See fig. 6.) The series is 
divided into two stages, the Missouri and the Des Moines. The 
Missouri stage (Upper Coal Measur,e,s) occupie,s the southwest-
ern part of the state and consists of shales and limestones. The 
Des Moines stage (Lower Coal Measures) outcr·ops to the €'ast 
of the Missouri stage, and i,s composed predominantly of shales, 
with some sandstone and a few beds of limestone. Drill cores 
and natural sections show in each group a rapid vertical litholo-
gic alternation, and not infrequently the slush bucket brings 
up from the cutting of the churn drill samples of thin alternating 
layers of several different kinds of rock. Field exposures, show 
rapid horizontal changes in the strata. Thick lenses of sand-
stone, for exampl,e, thin out in a few miles and are replaced 
by argillaceous beds. 
DES MOINES STAGE. 
The .Des Moines stage occupies a belt 50 to 80 miles in width, 
extending from the southern part of Humboldt and Wright 
counties ,southeastward to the eastern half of the Missouri state 
line. An outlier of about 80 square miles overlies the Devonian 
al,ong Mississippi river in the southern part of Muscatine -and 
Scott counties'. 
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_ At the base of the Des Moines ~s a sandstone which thouglJ 
not everywhere present deserves special me~tion. In the deep 
wells of eastern Iowa as. far west as Des Moines this sandstone 
is absent from the deeper wells; in southwestern Iowa it occur8 
in -all wells which reach its. horizon. At Atlantic it is 50 feet 
thick, the uppermost half being ,a gray sandstone of finest. grain, 
succeeded by five feet of sandy limestone, six feet of brown ,sand-
stone, and 15 feet of gray sandstone. At Glenwood gray sand-
F;tone of imperf.ectly rounded grains 107 feet thick, including 
25 feet of chert and shale, lies immediately upon the cherts of 
the Mississippian. At Bedford the sands,tone attains 160 feet 
in thickness. (See PI. XVIII.) 
The De's Moines 'stage in southeastern Iowa. consists at the 
base 'of shales with some .sandstones and singularly persistent 
thin lime-stone beds rarely exceeding one or two feet in thickness. 
'rhese beds ar,e overlain by a series of persistent limestones 
with shales and coal seams. At t~e ~op is the conglomerate, to 
which Bain applied the name Chariton. On the whole, the well 
sections of the Des Moines show a large pr,edominance of shales, 
for the most part gray or blue in color, though heavy beds of 
dark drab and blackish ,shales are not uncommon, and red shales 
occur in many places. In composition they range from pure 
clay shales to limy, or sandy, or carbonaceous shales, and thes,e 
may shade off horizontally into limestones, sandstones, or coal. 
MISSOURI STAGE. 
The upper stage of the Pennsylvanian, knoWn as the Missouri, 
occupies. the southwest corner of Iowa, extending from the mid-
dl,e of the southern boundary to the middle of the western, but 
the hypothenuse of the triangle thus formed is overlain in the 
north-central part by a very broken and irregular extension of 
the Cretaceous. The sediments are chiefly calcareouS! shales in-
terbedded with heavy and persistent beds of limestone. The 
latter are remarkably ev,enly bedded and extend over wide areas. 
Individual beds of limesltone are much thicker than those of the 
Des Moines stage, in places reaching a thickness of 50 feet or 
more. About 11 divisions of the Mi,ssouri sta~e have been plau-
sibly discriminated by students -in the field, but as no attempt 
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has been made to identify them in the deep-well records they need 
no detail.ed mention. 
PERMIAN SERIES. 
The strata tentatively referred to the Permian occupy ISO small 
an area that their effect upon the distribution and quality of 
underground waters is insignificant. The gypsum deposits in 
the vicinity of Fort Dodge and the aSls:ociated red sandstones 
and shales which have been tentatively r~ferred to the Permian 
on lithologic and stratigraphic grounds are unfossiliferous . . 
They lie unconformably upon strata 'of the Des Moines stage, or 
where these have been removed by erosion, upon the Saint Louis 
limestone. An eros1ion interval of considerable length thus sep-
arates the period :of their deposition from the Des Moines epoch. 
CRETACEOUS SYSTEM 
DAI{OTA AND OOLORADO STAGES. 
The latest terranes of the country rock of Iowa belong to the 
Upper Oretaceous. They cover the northwestern part of the 
state and extend a ragged and broken arm southward almost 
to the Missouri line in Page county. Over much of the area 
they occur in more or less isolated patches whose borders can 
seldom be determined on account of the heavy cover of drift and 
the infrequent outcrops. On the geologic map of the' state the 
Oretaceous is indicated as a continuous formation over the area 
embraced by its scattered outcrops. 
The Oretaceous rocks of western Iowa belong to the' Dakota 
and Oolorado stages. They overlie the Paleozoic formations 
with pronounced unconformity. The Dakota is a coar:se-grained, 
ferruginous sandstone, very poorly cement€d and locally inter-
bedded with seams of clay. In places it includes beds of very 
fine incoherent Isand. It is of the same age as the great aquifer 
of the South Dakota artesian slope, but being separated from 
that 'area by outcrops of the Sioux quartzite it does not show 
the high artesian pressure which characterizes the formation 
in the South Dakota field. 
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Overlying the DakQta sandstone occur shales and calcareous 
beds 'of the Colorado Is,tage. DriHers in western Iowa should 
take speci,al pains to discriminate these from the pebbly clays 
of the drifts. 
TERTIARY SYSTEM 
In a few localities patches of gravel and ,sand discovered be-
neath the drift hav,e' been tentatively referred to the Tertiary 
system. 
In T,ertiary and other preglacial periods the long disintegra-
tion and decay of the country rock produced ,a deep mantle of 
residual material, which was not wholly swept away by the in-
vas.ions of the Pleistooene ice sheets. Over the driftless area 
residual clays remain continuous and heavy. Elsewhere they 
have been largely removed by glaci,al erosion and are now found 
in thin and scattered patches occupying depfle'ssions. in the rock 
surface underneath the drift. Formed of the insoluble constit-
uents of the country rock, they spread over the limestone and 
-shale areas of the' state as stiff, plastic, and impervious clays 
colored deep red or brown by iron oxides. Where cherts are 
present in the parent rock their insoluble fragments may form 
a large part of the deposit. 
Deeay and disintegration, no doubt in large part preglacial, 
have affected the country rock in another way which directly 
concerns the distribution of ground water. Sandstones have 
been broken down into beds of incoherent sand by the removal 
of their cements, and heavily bedded limestones hav~ disinte-
grated into a surface zone of thin ISipalls by the detachment and 
fracture of their constituent 1aminre. Thus has been opened up 
beneath impervious residual clays and till sheets a zone of ready 
p3Jssage for ground water. 
QUATERNARY SYSTEM 
PLEISTOCENE SERms. 
The Pleistocene series in Iow,a comprises the deposits of five 
distinct glacial sta.ges and of four interglacial sta~es. The de-
posits of the glacial inva.sions consist of stony clay,s~the ground 
moraines of ancient ice sheets,-together with beds of sand and 
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gravel sorted and laid by ' the waters of the melting ice. The 
stI'latified and unstratified deposits together constitute the drift. 
The deposits of the interglacial epochs include old soils, marsh, 
and forest beds, and sands and gravels laid by the rivers of the 
time. (See Pl. III, in pocket.) 
NEBRASKAN DRIFT. 
The oldest and lowest glacial deposit is that of the' Nebraskan 
stage. It embraces both sands and g!'lavels laid down on rock 
by streams deploying in frlont of the advancing glacial ice, and 
al,s-o a ground moraine of blackish till bearing a large number 
of greenstone pebbles. ' 
AFTONIAN GRAVEL. 
The Aftbnian interglaci,al epoch derives its name from Mton 
Junction, Union county, Iowa, where heavy deposits of sands 
and gravels ,were found lying between the Nebr8!skan drift and 
that of the succeeding glacial ,stage-the Kansan. These type 
deposits were at first Isupposed to have been laid down by floods 
of the melting ice of the Nebraskan glaciers, but the recent dis-
covery at a number of localities in western Iowa of Aftonian 
gravels carrying a rich mammalian fauna.proves that they were 
laid down during an interglacial time- whose climate was far 
from boreal.1 
On , the uplands these gravels are generally thin and in places 
are entirely wanting; in the IO,wlands they form extensive beds, 
in many places filling the pr-eglacial valleys to depths of 50 to 
60 feet. To the same stage belong old soils and forest beds 
developed ,on the Nebraskan drift sheet. In the southwestern 
part of the state these layers bear decaying organic' matter 
known by drillers as "sea mud," "stinking clay," and" black 
muck," which not infrequently renders the waters of deep-bored 
wells obnoxious. 
KANSAN DRIFT. 
The deposits -of the se'cond ice invasion consist largely of a 
dayey till, dense, tough, and difficult to , excavate, charged with 
many small pebbles and Isparse bowlders. Little stratified ma-
'Calvin, Samuel, Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 20, pp. 341-356. 
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terial is intermingled or associated with the Kansan drift. The 
till is blue-drab in color where unweathered, but so great is its 
antiquity that it is reddened by oxidation to a considerable 
depth. The Kansan drift was spread over all the state OUTi81de 
of the driftless area, and to it belongs the larger part of r,he 
stony clays pier<~ed by the drill in any county. 
YARMOUTH STAGE. 
In eastern Iowa, where the Illinoian drift sheet overlaps the 
Kansan, there are found old soils and weathered mrfaces be-
longing to the interglacial stage cal1ed the Yarmouth. from the 
villag€ of that name in Des Moines county. The gravel that is 
- widely Ispreadover the Kansan drift in Buchanan and other 
counties of northeastern Iowa overrun by the Iowan Ice <lnd 
hen0e termed the Buchanan gravel, was prohably laid down in 
Yarmouth time. Two phases are discriminated by the Iowa 
State Survey-an upland .phase, heavily rusted and decayed, 
and a valley phase of -sands and gravels more quartzose in 
character. 
ILLINOIAN DRIFT. 
Within the narrow belt of its occuuence along Mississippi 
river in southeastern -Iowa the Illinoian drift cons~sts mainly 
of a clayey till differing from the Kansan till in the larger pro-
portion of dolomite pebbles which it carries, in a slightly less 
compact ,structure, -and in a weathered zone of l,e'sser depth. The 
upper surface of the drift sheet underneath its cover of loess 
is marked by a leached gray soil and vegetal deposits of the 
Sangamon interglacial 1stage. 
IOWAN DRIFT. 
The Iowan .drift, 'as discriminated by Oalvinl is recognized most 
readily by the characteristic topography already described (p. 
56). It is exceptionally thin. It consists ,of a light yellow clayey 
till and numerolis large superficial bowlders, generally of 
granite. 
WISCONSIN DRIFT. 
The late-st ice invasion of the state laid down a ground mo-
raine -of clayey till containing a notably large proportion of 
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limestone pebbles. The slight extent to which it has been oxi-
dized and leached of lime marks its recency. The drainage of 
Wisconsin time was exceptionally vigorous. Gravel hills called 
kames mark the places where glacial streams reached the 
margin of the ice and threw down their loads. Outwash .sands 
and gravels cover whole townships in continuous sheets, and 
deep gravel deposits. were laid down by swollen rivers along all 
waterways leading outward from the area of this drift. 
LOESS. 
Loess is a griUess loam intermediate in size of particles, be-
tween sand and clay. Because of its loose texture it is highly 
permeable. Much of the surface yellow loess is underlain by a 
blue-gray loess Isupposed by some to be of grleater age. In 
,other places it may graduate into a reddish loam intermediate 
in texture and color between loess and the red residual clays or 
the red weathered clays of the drift on which it rests.' 
About the Iowan border and also over wide areas of the Illi-
noian drift the loess passes downward into sand by interbedded 
alternate layers of the two depolsits. Such deposits are some-
·times referred to as subloessial sands. Loess. is widely dis-
tributed in Iowa, covering practically all the state except the 
areas of the Lowan and the Wisconsin drift sheets, and being 
found even upon these in some small patches. 
ALLUVIUM. 
Alluvial deposits consisting of many £e·et of sand and gravel 
alternating with clay and covered with silt and loam fill the 
valleys of most of the larger streams to a considerable depth. 
Much of this material belongs to deposits already described, but 
is indistinguishable from the more :Decent beds·. 
'Norton, W. H., Geology of Scott County; Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 9, PP. 488-487. 
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CHAPTER III. 
GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE OF UNDERGROUND WATER. 
BY W. H. NORTON, HOWARD E. SIMPSON, AND W . S. HENDRIXSON. 
CLASSIFICATION OF UNDERGROUND WATERS 
In a prairie r egion of uniform and abundant rainfall~ such as 
prevails throughout I owa, the permanent ground-water level 
may be found at no considerable distance below the surfa0e, 
and water suitable both in quality and quantity for domestic, 
farm, and village supplies- may generally be obtained from shal-
low welLs. Many such shallow waters a~e too meager or too 
liable to pollution to IDe€t the needs of industrial plants and of 
towns and cities. Where large supplies of the purest ground 
water are needed it has been necessary to resort to artesian 
waters of the deeper zones of flow reached by wells hundreds 
and in some places thousands of feet in depth. 
The underground waters 0'£' Iowa, therefore, fali into two 
groups. The first group, comprising those available for home, 
farm, or village Isupply, commonly lie less than 100 feet and 
rarely more than 500 feet below the surface, and are usually 
obtained from bored, driven, or drilled wells, or in a few dis-
tricts where the valleys are cut bene·ath the ground-water table, 
directly from springs. These waters are frequently termed 
shallow or local waters, as they are fed directly by local rain-
fall absorbed through the ,soils above. Wells drawing their sup-
ply from these sources· penetrate only the drift or superficial 
deposits and the country rock-the rock terrane outcropping 
in the area or immediately underlying the superficial deposits. 
The second group of waters, those belonging to rock strata 
buried below the country rock and circulating through the more 
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permeable layel'iS> under greater or less pressure, are termed 
artesian waters, and wells deriving their supply from such 
waters are termed artesian wells whether they flow at the sur-
face or not. Many cities and industrial plants resort to these 
waters, while others utilize groups of ,shallow wells in alluvial 
depo,sits or the surface ·waters of streams. 
The line of separation between the country-rock waters and 
the artesian waters, can not, however, be sharply drawn. In the 
driftless a.rea in northe3Jstern Iowa the deep artesian rock sys-
tems rise and become country rock, and practically all the com-
mon wells are of the artesian class, though few exceed 500 feet 
in depth. Artesian wells are also found in both the drift and 
the country rock immediately under the drift, many of them at 
depths much les's than 500 feet. And again in some portions 
of the state ordinary wells pass through the shallow drift and 
country rock into formations not exposed near the surface. 
WATERS OF THE ROCK FORMATIONS 
ARTESIAN FIEJ.JD. 
UCCURRENCE OF WATER. 
The artesian neold of Iowa is but a part of an extensive area 
of the upper Mis,sissippi valley where artesian conditions pre-
vail-an area embracing southern Wisconsin and Minnesota, 
northern Missouri, and a large part of Illinois. The chief water 
beds, or aquifers, of the artesian system of this large area out-
crop in Isouthern Wisconsin and Minnesota, so that these states 
include the gathering ground from which the artesian waters 
are collected. On account of the very gentle inclina.tion of the 
strata and the thickness of the chief aquifers, the collecting area . 
is exceptionally large, and this, together with the abundant rain-
fall of the region, insures the artesian field, as a whole, against 
exhaustion. 
From the intake area, or area of outcrop, the strata of ·the 
artesian system have a general southward inclination. They 
do not, however, show a uniform artesian "slope," but lie in 
the form of a shallow trough open to the southwest. The axis 
of the trough enters the Istate from the north about midway 
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between the eastern and western borders and leaves it at the 
southwest corner. In southeastern Iowa the lower beds of the 
PaJeozoic rise in a dome now covered and concealed by , later 
Paleozoic formations. It is possible also' that in southern Iowa 
begins the upward ;rise of the lower Paleozoic strata disclosed 
in deep wells in north-central Missouri. As the strata of south-
easltern Nebraska dip also toward the axis of the trough, the 
Iowa field is somewhat spatulate, and needs only to be closed 
by, a rise of strata to the southwest in order to form an artesian 
basin . . 
~o gentle is the inclination of the strata that the Cambrian 
and 'Ordovician water beds remain within reach of the drill and 
may be profitably exploited over all except the southwestern 
part of the state, where the dip of the trough carries them so 
deep that so far no well has reached them. Here, however, 
higher water horizons '0£ the same sy;tem are able in part to 
take their place. 
The map (PI. I, in pocmet) showing the distribution of arte-
sian wells in Iowa roughly indicates the nearnes's ,of the chief 
aquifers to the surface. Thus, in eastern and northern Iowa, 
where wells are numerous, the depth to the aquifers is slight, 
and toward the southwest, where they are fewer, the distance 
to the water beds is. steadily incr;easing. 
The Cambrian and Ordovician systems contain a number of 
thick water-bearing sandstones which supply the deep wells in 
the northeastern part of the state. These ar,e·, in downward 
succession, the Saint Peter, New Richmond, Jordan, Dresbach, 
and the dlder Cambrian sandstones. The Pale'ozoic formations 
above the Saint Peter also contain water-bearing members, 
chiefly limestones and sandstones, but these can .scarcely be com-
pared with the sandstones already mentioned for the quality 
and quantity of their water. 
The Cr;etaceous system contains considerable water in the 
Dakota sandstone, which is its basal formation, and supplies 
. . 
'many wells in the western part of the 'st~te. 
The Pleistocene deposits, especially the beds of sand and 
gravel, yield supplies to innumerable shallow wells in nearly 
all sections, and are the most important source of water in the 
state. 
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QU ALITY OF WATER AS RELATED TO GEOLOGIC SOURCE, 
To determine with accuracy the quality of water supplied by 
the different geologic formations seems well-nigh impossible 
from the data at hand. This is due to several facts: 
In very few, if any, deep wells are the water,s known to be 
derived from a single stratum. Many we-lIs from 1..000 to 2,000 
feet deep are cased only to rock. Some are cased for a few 
hundred feet; fe~ are cas-ed more than 1,000 feet; scarcely a 
single very deep well is cased to the lowest water-bearing forma-
tion. It is evident that the output of most of the' deep wells, 
therefore, represents a mixture of all flows below the casing. 
This is true, for example, of the wells at Cedar Rapids, cased 
to 85 feet; of the well at Hampton, cased to 200 feet: of the 
well of the Murray Iron Works at Burlington~ whose water, 
according to the owner, represents all flows; and the same m,iy 
be said of many others. 
Casings ~n many Iowa deep wells are short-lived. The casings 
. of well No. 1 at Grinnell, of No. 2 at Centerville, and of the 
wells at Cedar Rapids illustrate the destructive action 
of the upper wa,ters on iron tubing. It s,eems probable that the 
life of such casing when exposed to the action of the he'avily 
mineralized waters of the Carboniferous may be only 5 to 10 
years, and therefore waters shut out when the well is drilled 
may later enter the well. 
Casings are often faultily put down and do not shut out the 
watens, they wer,e< intended to exclude. Though the wells at 
Grinnell ha,ve been cased with as much care as otheI"s, they are 
good illustrations of faulty casing. In well No.1 there was 
known to be a break in the casing at about 400 feet, and the well 
always yielded water containing about 2,000 parts per, million 
of solids. The water had the chaf'acteri,stics of the water from 
several shallower wells in the ne,ighborhood, which are known 
to derive their waters from the drift just above solid rock and 
from the Carboniferous. Well No. 2 was provided with a con-
tinuous casing for about 840 feet, and while the casing remained 
in good condition its, water contained l,ess than half as much 
mineral matter as well No.1, the best analysis showing 881 
parts total solids, though even then a small flow of very hard 
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water surely entered at about 1,530 feet. SevemJ years tafter 
it was drilled it was found that the tsha1e had caved, filling the 
well to 1,700 feet, or just above the Saint Peter sandstone, and 
an analysis at the time, mainly of the flow at 1,530 feet showed 
about 5,000 parts tOf solids. Though several analyses have boon 
made of water from well No.3, which was drilled and cased to 
the same depth as well No.2, none of them have been as low in 
solids as the 881 parts found in No.2, the lowest for No.3 being 
1,147 parts. It is probable that the casing of this well is not 
perfect as far as it gloes, land it is certain that none of these wells 
have yielded water from only the Saint Peter and the New Rich-
mond sandstones. 
The water in one stratum may find access, to another thr.ough 
fissures or more slowly by seepage. · The similarity of the waters 
from the sandstone strata of the Cambrian and the Ordovician 
giViels, some support to this view. 
Though the stratum supplying the greater part of the Wiater 
can be determined in many wells, the entrance of a small amount 
of water from -another stratum may render such information 
valueless in a region lil~e Iowa, where many waters are so highly 
mineralized. For instance, 90 per cent of a well's yield might 
come from a formation ·supplying excellent water, but the other 
10 per cent, coming from a formation furnishing salt water, 
might render the supply nonpotable. 
Though the characteristics of the waters from the severa] 
aquifers cannot be made out with scientific accuracy in all parts 
of the state, much may be learned of thesle waters from the data 
at hand, and there is little doubt as to their quality in general. 
WATER IN PRECAMBRIAN ROOKS. 
SIOUX QUARTZITE. 
The close joints which appear in the Sioux quartzite at its 
outcrops and some little-indurated tsandy layers which it in-
cludes permit it to contain a considerable quantity of ground 
water. These joints, however, may be expected to decrease 
. rapidly with iucrease in depth. It should be clearly under-
stood, then, that the drilling of deep wells below the summit 
of the pr,e-Cambrian of Iowa is not only difficult and costly, but 
I 
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also futile . In no place within the limits of the sta.te can it · be 
:enoouraged. When the' drill reaches these crystalline', rocks the 
work should 'cease. But' the question whether the pie-Ga.clbrian 
rocks have really been reached can not be left to either the work-
man or to the citizen untrained in the determination 6f rocks. 
It must be decided by an experienced geologist. 
The Siou~ quartzite is known to yield small quantities of 
wat.er,' and at Sioux City about 't1?-ree gallops a minute is re-
ported to he obtained from schist at a depth of 1,480 feet, but 
it is needless to say that such smaU supplies do not repay deep 
drilling through hard rocks . 
. WATER IN CAMBRIAN AND ORDOVICIAN ROCI{S. 
CAMBRIAN SYSTEM. 
DRESBACH SANDSTONE AND UNDERLYING CA~IBRIAN SANDSTONES . 
Wells.-The porous saccharoida.l Dresbach and underlying 
Cambrian sandstones yield freely an exceUent water in north-
eastern and eastern Iowa. It is these sandstones which supply 
. the many flowing wells of the valley of Upper Iowa river and 
furnish a large part of the flows of the deeper wells ,of the imme-
diate 'Valley of the Mississippi as far 'south as Davenport. West 
of the Mississippi it has seldom been n~cessary to driil t9 these 
horIzons. No water was reported in these sandstones at Cedar 
Rapids and Anamosa, although this fact does not mak.e it c~r­
tain that none was found. At Boone these sandsto1les supply 
the major portion of the flow. With increasing depth to the 
west and southwest they ,become less and les.s pervious as their 
pore spaces ar,e increasingly filled With cements, and the water 
which they contain becomes more and more highly mineralized. 
Sp'rings.-These sandstones outcrop so slightly as to produce 
few springs. .The high artesian pressure, howeyer, supplies 
water for a goodly number 'which flow from joints in the over-
. lying Saint Lawrence formation. 
WATER IN THE SAINT LAWRENCE FOR1UATION . 
The shales and, as a rule, the calcareouS' beds of the Saint 
Lawrence f.ormation are dry. At Waterloo, however, the latter 
'Hall, C. W., and others, Geology and water resources of southern Minn esota; 
Water-Supply Paper U. S. Ge ol. !;urvey No. 256, 1911, pp. 48, 56. 
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are said to yield water. In general, the impermeable beds of 
this terrane servle to separate the water of the Dresbach and, 
underlying sandstones, from that of the Jordan sandstone, allow-
ing t:ach to maintain its individual characteristics. 
As stated above, many springs originating in the Dresbach 
l:j,nd underlying sandstones find exit through .the shales of the 
Saint Lawrence formation. 
WATER IN THE JORDAN SANDSTONE . 
Wells.-The Jordan sandstone is one ,of the chief, if not the 
chief, of the aquifers of the Iowa artesian system. It is re-
ported as a water bed at'Dubuque, Clinton, Davenport, Waver-' 
~y, Waterloo, Vinton, West Libe'rty, Ames!, and Ottumwa. It 
no doubt furnishes large yields in many other wells whose water 
horizons are not recorded. The rather coarse, smooth, well-
rounded uncemented grains of quartz -afford large pOI'le Ispaces 
which permit the ready percolation of artesian water, and the 
absence of soluble constituents leaves the water with compara-
tively l,ow mineral content. At few places have any accurate 
tests been made of the capacity of the Jordan alSi compared with 
that of other water beds. At Ames the ability of the Jordan 
, to contribute to the general supply was found to be nearly four 
times that of the New Richmond and fifteen times that of the 
Saint Peter.' 
In the valleys of the main rivers and their tributaries where 
the Jordan outcrops it supplies many ordinary wells, some of 
which give constant flows, but the head ils not strong because 
of the lleakage through the many outcrops along the valley walls. 
The formation is tapped by many upland wells in the northern 
and eastern portion of Allamakee county, but the head is so low 
that the wells are commonly continued down into the Dresbach 
or underlying sandstones, wheTle no better water is found but 
where a stronger head is obtained, owing to the presence of the 
overlying shaly limestonoo, of the Saint Lawrence formation, 
which prevent the upward dispersal of its artesian waters, and 
t,he very small area of outcrop fr,om which leakage in the form 
of springs may occur. Farther from the numerOl1lSJ outcrops 
the head of the Jordan rises, and many wells in the northeastern 
'Bflyer , S. W" Iowa AgrlcuHural College water supply, 1897, p. 11. 
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portions of Winneshiek and Clayton countie's paslS: through the 
One,ota limestone to procure the excellent water of the Jordan. 
Springs.-Springs are very numerous in the Jordan sand-
s.tone owing to the large pore Ispaoe between its grains and the 
ltack of inter,s titial filling. Many flow freely from the rock where 
it overlies the limestone of the Saint Lawrence formation and 
from above the scattel'led shaly or limy bands. 
Wherever the J,ordan outcrops on the valley walls its water:s 
drain away freely in seeps and springs, and wherever its con-
tact with the underlying shaly limestones: of the Saint Lawrence 
is exposed the water collected over this impervious floor flows 
out, frequently in powerful streams. 
WATER IN THE ORDOVICIAN SYSTEM. 
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN STAGE, 
Wells.-The Prairie du Chien !stage is one of the most im-
portant of the aquifers of I,owa. Underground waters have no 
doubt opened passages along joint and bedding planes through 
their solvent action on the limestone. The sandy intercalated 
layers, although neither thick nor persistent, offer easy paths 
for ground water, and communicating as they must with the 
channels ,of solution, form water beds which the drill seldom 
fails to tap. The New Richmond sandstone especially i'g, a water 
earrier and adds materially to the supply at Dubuque, Water-
loo, Vinton, Grinnell, West Liberty, Ames, and Des Moines. A 
,still larger number of wells find water in the lower limestone, 
tbe Oneota dolomit,e, these being so far as reported, the deep 
wells a.t Waterloo, Clinton, Sumner, Anamosa, Cedar Rapids, 
Homestead, West' Liberty, Ottumwa, Des Moines, and Center-
ville. A few wells, such as those at Waverly, Vlaterlo'o, and 
GrimJ.t'Il, ar,e reported to obtain water from the Shakopee dolo-
mite, and as this formation has many sandy layers the number 
of w{Jls wh teh receive accessions to their supply from this 
source is prohably larger than the records show. 
The Prairie du Chien in many places seems to offer no im-
pervious floor to the Saint Peter, and there appears no reason 
why the waters of the two should not in general freely mingl,e'; 
some wells., however, have found shaly beds which lie between 
the two terranes and locally keep their waters separate. 
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Springs.-Owing to its 'many open joints and bedding plane's 
and even large solution caverns, the Oneota produces many large 
springs. The strongest of these are near the- base, where its 
openings permit the escape of artesian water from the Jordan 
sandstone. From this horizon flow many of the powerful springs 
of the Mississippi and Oneota valleys in Allamakee county. 
The New Richmond sandt8ltone gives rise to many small flows 
and much seepage along its contact With the underlying Oneota. 
WATER IN THE SAIN'l' PETER SANDSTONE. 
W ells.-The Saint Peter is easily distinguished by drillers and 
is perhaps. the. best known of Iowa's geologic formations. It 
never fails to yield some water and in many places yields abun-
dantly. The head of the water diffleTs from that in overlying 
terranes, so that the inflow of water into the tube at this horizon 
is readily marked, whereatsl lower flows, with about the same 
head as that of the Saint Peter, may ,either escape the observa-
tion of the driller ·or be thought not worthy of record. The 
list of wells which ,are reported as drawing water from the Saint 
Peter is too long for mention, including as it does a large num-
ber of the deep wens of the state. 
The pore spaces of the Saint Peter are large, owing to its 
"millet-seed" structure, and the moderately large, wen-rounded 
grains, fairly uniform in size, do not pack so closely as do Is and-
stone grains more diverse in size and in shape. The pore spaces 
are unfilled. No clay was laid down along with the quartz 
grains on the ancient sea floor. Since the uplift of the forma-
tion ground water has Is€eped freely through it, and, if inter-
stitial deposits were ever made by mechanical or chemical 
processes, they have long been dissolved and washed away. The 
'smoothness of the grains brings the friction of water in trans-
mission to a minimum. For all these reasons the capacity of 
the Saint Peter for storage and tr.ansmissionof water must 
equal that of a bed of ordinary incoherent ,sand. 
On account of the wen-nigh complete absence of soluble IDa' 
terials in both the constituent grains and the interstitial cemcnt~. 
of the Saint Peter, the water seeping through it has little oppor .. 
tunity t o take miner.als into 'solution, and it therefore remains 
Pi exceptional purity for long distances from its sources. 
8 
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The Saint Peter is within reach of farm wells in all of Clayton 
county, the southern and western portioIlJs of Allamakee county, 
the northern and eastern portions of Winneshiek county, and 
t.he eastern portion of Dubuque county. (See PI. I, in pocket.) 
Throughout this area one of its striking characteristicS! is its low 
head in comparison with overlying terranes, especially near the 
area of outcrop. Wells sunk through overiying strata with a 
high head of little water immediately IOlse 100 or 200 feet of 
this head on penetrating the Saint Peter but find at the same 
time an abundance of water. The reason may be found in the 
freedom with which water flows through this very perme·able 
rock both to outcrop and to well holes giving a constant supply 
but little pressure; whereas in the overlying rocks with :small 
storage and transmission capacity the pressure is relieved and 
the water is drawn away immediately on pumping. 
Springs.-The ma;ssiveness and the lack of stratification 
planes and crevices are not favorable to the gathering of the 
abundant water of the Saint Peter into definite channels and 
it~ discharge in copious springs. NeVie·rtheless small :springs 
from it are common and seepage universal, and it is an important 
contributor to the flow of all streams over its area of outcrop. 
WATER IN THE PLATTEVILLE LUIESTONFJ AND DECORAH SHALE. 
The shale of the Platteville limestone and the Decorah shale 
y~eld no water and in many borings must be cased to prevent 
caving. They serve an important office in maintaining the head 
or" the waters of the Baint Peter sandstone, whose upward leak-
age they prevent, and also in separating them from the water~ 
of the Galena dolomite. 
WATER IN THE GALENA DOLOMITE. 
Wells.-Sealed between two shales, either the Decorah shale 
or the shales of the Platteville limestone below and the Maquo-
keta shale above, the Galena forms a water bed of no little value. 
Where dolomitized and nonargiUaceous, it is porous, not indeed 
sufficiently to permit free percolation but .enough to give 
rise to incipient waterways along jo~nts, bedding planes, 
and specially porous layers, and thes·e . have developed by 
solution into definite channels capable of a large yield to wells. 
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Though no assurance can be given that the drill will strike 
one of these channels, it ha,s done s,o, in a good many of the 
Iowa wells, as at Clinton, Davenport, Fort Madison, Sumner, 
Osage, Mason City, Hampton, Webster City, Holstein, Grin-
nell and Pella. At Davenport the Galena water is so nearly 
identical with that of the Saint Peter in quality and head 
that a rise of the latter through the crevices of the Galena is 
strongly suggested. The yield from the Galena and Platteville 
is in some places abundant, amounting in some of the wells in 
Davenport and Rock Island to 300 or 400 gallons a minute. At 
Mason City the entire city supply is drawn from these forma-
tions. 
In shallow wells the Galena affords excellent water through-
out its area of outcrop. Its base at least is saturated, and south-
ward and westward, where it dips under the Maquo~eta shale, 
it continues water-logged. Thus it remains the chief s'ource ' of 
farm wells in large ar,e'as of Winneshiek, Clayton and Dubuque 
counties, where wells penetrate the Maquoketa shale and are 
drilled to depths of 300 to 400 feet to reach it. The waters are 
hard, from limestone dissolved in passage, and may be in places 
contaminated by surfaCie drainage, through the numerous sink 
holes opening into fissures which everywhere traverse the rock. 
The freedom of circulation and the potenGY of the Gal,ena wa-
ters to carry materials in solution for long distances' is shown 
in the deposits of lead and zinc or,es which are found in 
abundance in the old crevices, fissures, and caverns ,of the 
Galena about Dubuque. In West Dubuque there is an area 
&0 cut up by labyrinthine passages underground and so 
full of water that it is known as the McPoland Pond. On one ' 
occasion a small skiff was taken down a shaft and used in ex-
ploring this ground. 
Springs.-The springs issuing from the Galena dolomite are 
among the most copious in the state. This is a direct result 
of the many channels, some cavernous in size, that have been 
opened by solution along bedding planes and intersecting joints. 
The chief horizon is that at the base of the formation, im': 
mediately above the impervious Decorah shale. Over the wide 
areas where the Galena is the country rock, large numbers of 
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sink holes pit the surface and lead ' the storm waters directly 
into the fissures and thus furnish a ready supply of water. In 
some places storm waters are led so directly to a near-by valley 
that they form a: large part of the supply of some spring, which 
readily responds to every rainfall by showing .a proportional 
increase in volume <and turbidity. Such springs, however, 
,should be avoided, as they are very liable 'to polution by organic 
impurities washed into the sink holes with the water. 
WATER IN THE MAQUOKETA SH_O\LE. 
Wells.-The thick impervious clay shal,e known as the Ma-
quoketa shale not only prevents the rise of Cambrian 'and 
Ordovician artesian wate'rs. into higher terrane,s but also forms 
an impermeable floor f.or the Niagaran waters above it. In this 
r,espect it is of especial value over the large area of Niagaran 
outcrop in eastern Iowa, wher,e, by preventing the. downward 
leakage, it causes the water of the Niagaran to accumulate suf-
ficiently for the supply of small towns and villages. The dolo-
mites of the Middle Maquoketa, which occur in a few counties 
of northeastern Iowa, are water bearing, as was found in the 
deep wells at Sumner and Green Island. 
Springs.-Although springs from the contact of the Maquo-
keta and the overlying Niagaran derive their water from the 
.. 
latter, their value inures almost entirely to the Maquoketa 
areas. They are of greatest importance in Clayton, Dubuque 
and Jackson counties, wher,e they supply many perennial 
streams with wa:ter, such, for instance, as Little Maquoketa 
river, which never ceases to bear its contribution to the Missis-
,sippi just north of Dubuque, whereas its n eighbor, Catfish creek, 
which parallels it immediately to the south but is not spring fed, 
responds to every drought. Two miles north of Strawberry 
Point a mill is operated by a turbine wheel run by a strong 
stream piped from a spring of this horizon to the wheel pit. 
SPRINGS FROM CAMBRIAN AND ORDOVICIAN ROCKS. 
The area over which Cambrian and Ordovician strata form 
the country rock is especiaUy noted for its springs. No other 
part of Iowa is so well supplied, and perhaps in all the other 
pr'ovinces of the state taken together there will not be found so 
large a number of strong streams of :pure water flowing from thn 
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bedrock as are found here. The conditions which are so favor-
able to spring formation in this area are these: (1) Several 
heavy, porous beds of sandstone and creviced limestone with 
large capacity for both storage and transmission of water; (2) 
heds ,of impervious clay and shale which check the downward 
movement of the ground water, causing it to collect in large 
quantities; (3) many deeply carved valleys 'a<nd innumerable 
ravines, the bottoms of which are well below ground-water 
level; (4) a slight dip, which facilitates the movement of th~ 
water along the surface of the impervious layers to the outcrops 
on the sides of the valleys ; since this dip is to the southwest, 
springs are commonly found on the north and east sides of the 
valleys; (5) an ample rainfall (over 30 inche·s annually); and 
(6) the ' exposure of the porous beds over a relatively flat sur-
face unsealed by drift, thus permitting them to absorb the rain-
fall. 
The chief spring horizons in the Oambrian and Ordovician, 
named from oldest to youngest, are the contacts of the. Dres-
bach and Saint L-awrence, the Saint Lawrence and Jordan, the 
.Jordan and Oneota, the Oneota and New Richmond, the Shako-
pee and Saint Peter, the Decorah and Galena, and the Niagaran 
and Maquoketa. All except the first and third are contacts be-
tween heavy porous sands or creviced iimestone and underlying 
impervious shales. The two eX0eptions, the Dr8Jsbach-Saint 
Lawrence and the J ordan-Oneota contacts, ,occur at the base 
of heavy limestones that overlie sandstone aquifers, the waters 
of which are under artesian pressure, the lower beds not out-
cropping. The open joints of the limestone connect with the 
porous sandstone ,over large are'as and admit the waters from 
below, and they flow out through crevices in copious and at times 
even powerful streams. Owing to the fact that many of the 
springs emerge through talus and washed soil at the foot of 
the bluffs 'and on the valley sides, it may be impossible to de-
termine the formation from which they come. Again, many 
springs, some very strong, come from local beds lying above 
shaly layers iIi the heavy aquifers. Many are, however, readily 
identified. 
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The economic value of thes1e springs to the residents of the 
fertile valleys lof northeastern Iowa can hardly be estimated. 
The water power of the many small springs which in many 
places issue a hundred feet above the base of the bluffs and 
fall in cascades has been but slightly utilized. Here and thel'e, 
however, a mill is operated, and at some of the many farm-
houses whose location has been determined by the presence of 
a spring the stream is so piped as to generate power for sepa_-
rating the cream, churning the butter, and driving small labor-
saving machinery about the farm. In a few places, too, a por-
tion of the power of the flowing water is utilized in a ram to 
drive another portion into a system of waterworks for home 
and farm. The possibilities in these lines have as yet been but 
,slightly developed, but even in its simplest use, where the pure, 
clear, cold stream flows through the tanks of the spring house, 
giving the most wholesome kind of water for home use', passes 
through the simple refrigerator, cooling the milk and preserv-
ing the butter, and then flows through the barnyards and pas-
ture, supplying the stock with water that is, cool in summer 
and warm in winter, its value in health and comfort is difficult 
to estimate in dollars and cents. 
Because of the large number and the great size of the 
springs of the area of outcrop of the Cambrian and Ordovician 
rocks in the northeastern counties of the state, the streams of 
this area are exceptional in the constancy of their flow and 
the purity of their waters. 
QUALITY OF THE CAMBRIAN AND ORDOVICIAN WATERS. 
The four great s'andstone layers of the Oambrian and Ordovi- , 
cian may be discussed together, since there is generally no essen-
tial difference in the quality of their waters. These layers are the 
water bearers for all the deeper wells in the northeast part of 
the state within the area of good water, so often mentioned, ex-
tending south and west to about the line of the Mississippian. 
With the exception of the very deep park well at McGregor all 
deep-well waters within this area have low solids, rarely ex-
ceeding 500 parts and averaging about 400 parts per million. 
In this part of t.he state there are no formations later than the 
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Devonian, and in a considerable portion of it rocks of the Cam-
brian and the 'Ordovician underlie the drift. Except perhaps 
in the drift there are no objectionable waters to be cased out or 
to contaminate the waters in the sandstones below. 
Some examples may be given to illustrate the fact that the 
waters are about the same whether from the Saint Peter or 
from lower strata. 
On page 168 are given analyses of seven deep waters in Alla-
makee county, six of which are supposed to be derived from the 
Dresbach or underlying Cambrian sandstones, and lone at Post-
ville from the Saint Peter. The six have about the same total 
solids and their average solids are about the same as thos'e 
of the water from the Postville well. In Clayton county the 
, 1,006-foot well at McGregor is exceptionally deep and reaches 
salt water. A much shallower well at the same place also shows 
the influence of the salt. Six other wells in Clayton county 
(p. 169) show about the same amount of solids, though their 
depths are greatly different, and their footings 'are believed 
to range from the Dresbach or underlying Cambrian sand-
stones to the Galena. In Oeuo Gordo county six analyses of 
well waters show about the same total solids, though two of 
the wells are supposed to draw from the Saint Peter, three 
from .the Galena, ,and one from the Devonian (p. 172). The 
wells are cased only to rock. No inference can safely be drawn 
from the analyses of water from the 1,473-foot well as to the 
character of the water below the Saint Peter at this point, as 
it is doubtful whether the sample of water was collected while 
the well was in 'active use. The analysis of water from the 
well at Hampton shows that the softness lof the waters from the 
lower sandstones is preserved as far south and west as Frank-
lin coUnty. This well is cased only 200 feet, foots in the Jordan, 
and may draw water from all strata from the Jordan to the 
Mississippian. 
The water of the Saint Peter is soft as: far west as Emmets-
burg, for the well at that place owned by the Chicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Railway foots in the Saint Peter and gives excellent 
water. In the 'same county two shallower wells! in the Dakota 
sandstone give hard water. The low solids in the well at Em-
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metsburg may be ascribed to the successful casing out of a strong 
flow of hard wate'r Ifrom the Dakota sandstone which probably 
finds access to the deep well at Mallard, also footing in the Saint 
Peter. Successful casing to preserve from contamination the 
waters of the Saint Peter 0; lower strata has not been 'accom-
plished so far as known in wells located where the surface rock 
is later than the Mississippian. Owing to the similarity of the 
waters ,of the lower sandstones one might be inclined to infer 
that the waters of these strata mingle, and this may be true. 
Numerous wells, however, reaching higher levels show, as at 
Grinnell and Emmetsburg, that strata not far r,emoved from 
one another in geologic succession may contain very different 
waters. 
WATER IN THE SILURIAN SYSTEl\f. 
NIAGARAN DOLOMITE. 
W elk-The Niagaran dolomite, like the Galena dolomite, is 
trav,ersed by irregu1ar channels of solution through w11icl'l. water 
flows with considerable .freedom, and includes porous beds 
through which it seeps with some difficulty. The ground water 
which the formation receives over its outcrop area is held within 
it by the impervious Maquoketa shale beneath and passing down 
the dip acquires artesian pre sure and feeds wells as far distant 
as Burlington, Keokuk, Centerville and Des Moines. 
The Silurian sandstones in southeastern Iowa largely increas·e 
its water resources, and these are drawn upon freely at Wash-
ington, at Centerville and pr,obably at Ottumwa. 
Throughout its ar,e'a the Niagaran is the almost exclusive 
source of supply for shallow rock wells, as it ranges from 200 to 
400 feet in thickness and overlies the Maquoketa, a bed of im-
pervious shale whose thickness is more than 100 feet. .To the 
south and west, where the Devonian is the country rock, the 
Niagaran is the source of many wells, for the ov,erlying Devonian 
limestones feather out eastward. 
The Niagaran transmits water very freely, not only through 
many small cavities, but especially through a large number of 
joints, cracks, bedding planes, and open crevices formed by 
solution in the soluble rock, through which an active circulation 
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obtains. In number and size, however: the open cavities are 
small compared with those of the Galena. 
The water absorbed over the large intake area of this forma-
tion is held by the impervious shale beneath from passing down-
ward, so that at least the base of the limestone is water-logged 
and . the contact with the shale forms. a strong well and spring 
horizon. 
The margin along the bold eastern escarpment is so well 
drained that in many places it is difficu,lt to secure good wells. 
Farther hack the ground-water level rises until along the margin ' 
of the overlying DeVionian the formation is almost entirely sat-
urated and wells obtain an abundance of water soon after pene-
trating it. Though rarely dry at the base, it is subject to the 
disadvantage common to other limestones-the possibility that 
the drill may go a long distance, 'even through the formation to 
the shale, without striking one of the crevice~ or water passages. 
Perhaps the most constant water-bearing bed of the formation is 
an lespecially porous, granular stratum lying some distance above 
the base. 
The Niagaran i s: commonly saturated immediately below the 
drift and it is from this part of the formation that many or the 
large farm-stock wells of its country-rlock area draw their sup-
ply, The upper portion of the rock is very generally broken and 
shatter,ed by the glacial ice and the fragments are mingled with 
the old r esidual soil and with gravels deposited by waters flowing 
out in front of the advancinO' ice. The whole makes a good wa-
terway and a remarkably strong source for wells. The water is 
perhaps more truly that of the drift than that of the rock. but 
all driUed wells which draw from it should have casings driven 
into the r ock and should draw from the many crevices therein. 
The water from the Ni'agaran is usually copious enough for the 
public. supply of towns of 1,000 or 2,000 population or for minor 
industrial purposes, though in some places it may be unsatis-
factory as a boiler water on account of its hardness. Unless it is 
de.sired to seek the de'ep ,artesian supplie,s it is not advisable to 
attempt to drill bel,ow the base of the Niagaran, as the' Maquo-
keta shale is dry. If the shale is reached without the drill hav-
ing found a water crevice and it is decided not to penetrate the 
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artesian aquifers an attempt may be made to open the drill hole 
to a water-bearing crevice by torpedoing the well with nitro-
glycerin. This, however, should be done only after it is fully 
decided to abandon the hole if water is not found in this way, 
as drilling can not be r,esumed after the shooting. The drill hole 
should be filled up to the base of the Niagaran, and the shot fired 
on top of this filling. If this course fails it will be necessary to 
try a new hole. 
Springs.-Springs 'are very numerous, along the base of the 
Niagaran escarpment and in the heads of the narrow ravines 
which deeply notch it all the way from the headwaters of Tur-
key river in Winneshiek county along the bluff~ overlooking 
Volga river and those facing the Mississippi river as far south 
as Clinton. Owing to the numerous thin shaly layers inter-
bedded with the limestone, springs are abundant well up within 
the formation. Many are found in Delaware county along Ma-
quoketa river and all its tributaries, which have cut their chan-
nels well into the limestone. Among the most notable are the 
group about the "Backbone," in Richland township, and the 
many that supply Spring creek, in Delaware and Milo town-
ships. The purity and abundance of the waters poured into 
Spring cr,eek are attested by the location here of a large Gov-
ernment fish hatchery controlled by the United States Bureau 
of Fisheries. 
QUALITY OF SILURIAN WATERS. 
A number of wells of very moderate depth foot in the Silurian 
where it is overlain only by the drift or by the Devonian and 
the drift. Examples are wells -at Covington, Mount Vernon and 
Lisbon, in Linn county; Morley and Onslow, in Jones county, 
and Grand Mound, in Clinton county. All except the Covington 
well have lightly mineralized waters, and that well contains, only 
about 700 parts per million. All other wells footing in the 
Silurian are deep, such as Mrs. Huber's at Tama -and the city 
wells at Farmington, Centerville, and Bedford. They penetrate 
water-bearing strata above the Silurian, which are probably 
not cased out,and their waters can give little indication as to 
the 'real character of the Silurian water at those places. 
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WATER IN THE SALINA (n FORMATION. 
The Silurian beds which are tentatively regarded as repre-
senting the Salina formation are, wherever found, distinctly de-
leterious to underground waters owing to their content of lime-
sulphatQ minerals. The presence of ,sulphate in the form of 
anhydrite indicates that it has been hermetically sealed from all 
underground waters since its deposition and can incr,ease their 
mineralization only when new channels are opened by the drill. 
But the high content of lime sulphate in deep-well waters when 
these ,strata are penetrated indicates that much of the gypsum 
lies in the path of artesian waters. The analyses of the water 
of the deep city well at Pella show that it contains 4,678 parts 
per million. of S04 and 444 parts per million of calcium 
and is entirely unfitted for municipal supply. At Nevada the 
v,e'ry heavily sulphated water ,suggests that the Silurian here, 
as at Marshalltown, twenty-eight miles east, is gypsiferous, al-
though this can not be proved as no samples were preserved. 
At Mount Pleasant any ,selenif>erous wat~s from :the well-
marked gypsum beds were successfully cased out from the later 
wells drilled at the State Hospital for the Insane. At Grinnell 
the first well drilled f.or the city showed an abnormally high lime-
sulphate content, but with better casing the quality of the waters 
of the later wells was very much improved. At Glenwood the 
water veins occur above the gyps.eous beds, which are apparently 
dry, as the water contains little calcium sulphate. At Bedford 
the waters from the supposed Salina horizon ,showed an enor-
mous increase in lime sulphate and were pronounced unfit for 
city supply. The presence of these strata in southern Iowa 
constitutes a distinct discouragement to artesian drilling in that 
part of the state, though otherwise the Silurian might prove 
valuable, for it is much more accessible than the Cambrian and 
Ordovician beds. 
WATER IN THE DEVONIAN SYSTEM. 
ARTESIAN CONDITIONS. 
Wells.-The Dev'onian rocks can not be classed among the 
important water beds of Iowa, although they contribute some-
what to the general deep-well supply in s'everal places, as at Vin-
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ton, Cedar Rapids, Davenport, Webster City and Ottumwa. In 
many places they yield sufficient water for hotel and small fac-
tory wells, but they can not be relied on to furnish public sup-
plies. In deep wells the Dev:onian waters should be cased out 
because their head is lower than that of the Cambrian and 
Ordovician artesian waters, which will otherwise leak out 
through the channels opened by solution in the Devonian lime-
stones. . 
In the southern portion of the Devonian area large fissures and 
crevioes exist in many of the heavier layers. Though the lime· 
stone itself is compact and impervious, the drill usually reaches 
some one at least of the many openings which bring the well into 
communication with the entire system of circulation and supply 
it with fresh water at a rapid rate not affected by any drought. 
Throughout the larger northern portion of the Devonian area 
the loverlying drift is' generaHy thin, and very many of the 
best wells end in the lime rock. Plenty of water of the best 
quality may be obtained by going a short distance into the 
rock for it, and a driller should not stop before limestone is 
reached unless the supply coming .from the drift is satisfactory 
in every respect. The rock water of the whole area is under 
some degree of artesian pressure and rises within easy pumping 
distance. The expense of pumping and maintenance is slight, 
and more persons are resorting to it for a pure and permanent 
supply. 
Springs.-The Devonian area is s'o helavi~y mantled with drift 
that springs from the country rock are of little importance. 
They are not uncommon in the rock-cut valleys in the limestone, 
but are rarely utilized except for watering stock in the pastures 
that occupy most of the valley land. For such purposes some of 
them have been walled and piped out to a tank, but even thi<: 
care is seldom exercised. Probably the strongest springs of this 
region are found in Howard 'and Winneshiek oounties, where, 
owing to the absence of the Niagaran, the Devonian limestones ' 
overlap on the . Maquoketa shale (p. 88), giving vent to 
many good streams that feed the headwat'ers of Oneota and Tur-
key rivers. " 
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A spring from the Devonian which is worthy of special men·· 
tion is that from which the public water supply ,of Cedar 
Falls was until recently derived. It is located just south of the 
city in the valley of Dry Run, a small intermittent tributary of 
Cedar river. It flows perennially from one of the open channels 
u;. the rock common t o the Devonian in this region, and was suf-
ficient to meet all the demands of the city, with a waste of many 
times the amount used. Marion is another city simi~arly sup-
plied by a spring from the Devonian. Water from springs from 
the Devonian is sold t o customers in Cedar Rapids. 
QUALITY OF DEVONIAN WATERS • 
. Perhaps the best evidence of the good quality of the Devonian 
water is the fact that many wells located wher,e, the Devonian 
immediately underlies the drift and deriving their main supplies 
from lower strata do not require casings to shut out the hard 
water of the Devonian. In fact, the Devonian water, as separate-
ly known, differs very little from the waters of th~ deep-lying 
sandstones (p. 118). Several wells footing in the Devonian, as at 
Jesup, Lake Mills, and Hanlanton, supply water of good qual-
ity. They are, however, shallow and pr,obably rellch only ShOl:t 
distances into th Devonian and inay derive their waters largely 
from the drift. Farther south wells in the Devonian yield hard 
waters, as at Gowrie, Grundy Center and Burlington. At all 
these places the Devonian is deeply overlain by later formations, 
which may supply the major portion of the hard waters. This 
source is directly indicat'ed for the city well at Gowrie by the 
fact that it supplies essentially the same quality ,of water as the. 
well at Dayton, which is located only a few miles south and foots 
in the Mississippian. It is not certain that the well at Grundy 
Genter reaches below the Mississippian. Regarding the water· 
from the Devonian, ther~fore, it may be said, as of the water· 
from the Silurian, that there is little or no evidence to show that, 
it i~ essentially mor,e heavily mineralized than that of · the great 
sandstone layers ,of the Cambrian and Ordovician. 
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WATER IN THE OARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM. 
MISSISSIPPIAN SERIES. 
GENERAL CONDITIONS. 
The limestones of the different formations of the Mississippian 
series no doubt absorb large quantities of ground water along 
their wide belts of outcrop and carry these beneath the cover of 
the Coal Measures a's they sink toward the west: Thus., confined 
between thick beds of shale, the water is under artesian pres-
sure sufficiep.t ·in places to bring it to the surface. The 
flow, however, is meager, and, as with all limestones, is not re-
liable. The drill may strike or it may fail to strike the water 
channels. The white limestones of the Burlington, the lower 
formation of the Osage stage, seem to yield the greatest quan-
tity of water. The only deep wells which report definite water 
peds in the Mississippian are at Cherokee, Ottumwa, Mount 
Pleasant, Mitchellville, Des Moines, Bedford, Council Bluffs and 
Logan. The two cities last named are situated in an area where 
the Mississippian yields an exceptionally abundant supply. 
WATER IN THE KINDERHOOK STAGE. 
Over the entire north end of the area in which the Missis-
sippian series forms the country rock the Kinderhook is a fine-
grained, heavy-bedded limestone, an excellent water carrier in 
which all rock wells end and in which they rarely, if ever, fail 
t() secure a large quantity of excellent hard water under suffi-
ci,ent artesian pressure to place it within easy pumping dis-
tance of the surface. In some counties, as Kossuth, Humboldt 
and "Wright the artesian head in the Kinderhook is so well de-
veloped beneath the impervious clay of the drift that many of 
the wells flow. The shale beds of the Kinderhook, so 
unpromising for wells along their outcrop, are of distinct ad-
vantage, as they sink below the' surface and form part of an 
artesian system. They prevent the upward escape of waters 
from the underlying strata and conduct down their dip the wa-
ters of the limestones of the Mississippian a10ng their im-
permeable floor. 
• 
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WATER IN THE OSAGE STAGE. 
We'lls.-The drill on penetrating the Osage stage (Keokuk and 
Burlington limestones) rarely fails to find water in some crevice, 
especially near the base, before reaching the dry shales of the 
Kinderhook. Should the driUer reach the latter he has the al-
ternative already presented in the discussion of the Niagaran-
Maquoketa contact (p. 121). He may continue to drill in search 
of the deep artesian supplies, though this is impracticable for 
the ordinary farm or village well, or he may make another bor-
ing some distance away in the hope of better success in strik-
ing some c~evice in the limestone. Before beginning a new bor-
ing it is advisable to fill the hole to the base ,of the limestone 
and shoot the well with nitroglycerin in an attempt to so shat-
ter the rock that connection may be made with water-bearing 
crevices and to enlarge the area ,of intake. Excellent wells have 
been secured from practically dry holes in the Osage by such 
means. 
8prings.-Springs are not uncommon throughout the Missis-
sippian area where the valleys have been cut into the country 
rock. They are commonly small and are unimportant except 
for watering stock in the valley pastures. The most important 
in southeastern Lowa come from the base of the Burlington lime-
stone, of the Osage stage, where the impervious shales of the 
underlying Kinderhook check the downward movement pf the 
circulating water and cause it to collect in large quantities in the 
open spaces in the limestone, whence it flows through some pas-
sage to an outcrop. Such ,springs are common along the base 
of the Mississippi bluffs in Des Moines and Lee counties and on 
the lower course of Skunk river, and are of still gr,eater impor-
tance farther south in the vicinity of Louisiana, Missouri. These 
springs are frequently used for household and stock purposes .. 
WATER IN THE SAINT LOUIS LIl\IESTONE . 
The median bed of the Saint Louis limestone is an im-
portant water carrier in Keokuk, Washington, Henry and Lee· 
counties, where it forms the country rock, and in Monroe, Ma-· 
haska, Wapello, Jefferson and Van Buren counties, where it is· 
reached by the dr-ill afte'r passing through Pennsylv'anian rocks 
at depths ranging from 200 to 500 feet. It is penetrated iIll 
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many places in the Pennsylvanian areas on account of the dry-
ness of the Coal Measures or the mineralized condition of their 
waters. It is in this area that it is known as the "white-water 
sand rock" and is sought for by all drillers of deep farm wells 
when a satisfactory sandstone water is not £'ound above. Farther 
north it is drawn on by a few wells in Hamilton, Webster and 
Story counties. Locally it produces flowing wells. . The upper 
and lower portions of the Saint Louis are, ,o n th~ whole, very 
indifferent water carriers . . 
WATER IN THE PENNSYLVANIAN SERIES. 
DES lUOINES STAGE . 
Wells.-Owing to the presence of impermeable shales the 
Pennsylvanian is almost dry. Water is commonly found in the 
seams of coal but, owing to the· abundance of iron and sulphur 
compounds it carries in solution, is never potable. In fact, it is 
characteristic of the waters of this division that they are strong-
iy impregnated with mineral matter and in most places are un-
fit for use. 
The chief water bed of the Des Moines stage is the basal sand-
stone, which has its greatest development in southwestern Iowa. 
At Council Bluffs it is apparently this terrane which supplies the 
deep wells of the city, but the, yield of these wells is by no means 
large compared with that of wells tapping Cambrian and Ordo-
vician water-bearing beds in eastern Iowa . At Glenwood water 
from this sandstone rises to a height of 1,006 feet above sea 
level and overflows at the surface in the lowest parts of the 
town, but the yield is not large·. *At Bedford the water from 
the same terrane rises to 1,008 feet abov,e sea level. On the 
whole, it can not be recommended that deep wells be sunk to 
this sandstone with the expectation of obtaining any consider-
able amount of water, such as would be. required by even a 
small town. 
Small amounts of water may also be found in the ,sandstone 
lenses of the Des Moines and Missouri stages, but as these lenses 
are not conti,nuous over any considerable area, and as their ver-
tical position can not be predicted, no local forecl1:sts can be 
based on them. They give rise to' numerous small flowing wells. 
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One of the best known lenses of this type is the Red Rock sand-
stone, which outcrops at the village of Red Rock, in Marion 
county, in a brilliant red cliff 100 feet in height overlooking Des 
Moines river. This sandstone ,occupies less than thirty square 
miles, but within this area it lies near the surface and furnishes 
an abundance of good water to all wells penetrating it. It is, 
however, missed in many wells where it might be reasonably 
expected, owing to the effects of ero ion, which is in part, 
at least, contemporaneous. 
The rapid alternation of impervious shales and por,ous sand-
s,tones underlying heavy drift clays produces conditions favor-
able to the formation of small artesian basins which frequently 
give rise to flowing wells. Especially in the larger and deeper 
valleys like the Des Moines and its major tributaries where the 
"bottoms" are depr,essed well below the upland surface, fl owing 
wells with a head of but a few feet above the surface and a de-
livery of but a few gallons a minute are not uncommon. Stronger 
flows may be had from the Saint Louis and the Kinderhook. The 
most notable wells of this type are the Colfax Mineral Springs 
of Jasper county. These are supplied by a Saint Louis aquifer. 
Springs.-Throughout the area where the Pennsylvanian 
forms the country rock, springs are of little imp ortance. Seeps 
from shales are common but are small and highly mineralized. 
A few crevices in outcrops of sandstone lenses produce small 
springs of exoellent water for domestic purposes, but these are 
rarely strong. 
WATElt IN 'l'HE lUISSOURI STAGE. 
W ells.-In slome places in the area where the Missouri stage 
forms the country rock a scant supply of hard water is found 
in the limestone below 100 to 300 feet of drift. The risk of a dry 
hole is probably greater than in any other area, since below 
the Missouri stage lies the very uncertain Des Moines stage, 
and rock wells in this area are therefol~e comparatively .few. 
'rhere are some excellent except~ons to these general conditions, 
but the wells of the region are chiefly in overlying drift. The 
beds of shale are invariably dry. The heavy limestones carry a 
scant supply of water between the shale beds and this is always 
hard. The overlying drift is very deep over much of the area, 
9 
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especially on the great Mississippi-Missouri divide, and com-
paratively few wells reach bedrock. 
Cities and towns in the western portion of the province are 
largely located in the broad river valleys, where an abundance 
of water may be found at slight de·pths in the graveL In the 
eastern part the interglacial gravels furnish water most copious-
ly. There is little need to resort to the deeply buried rock save 
on the Great Divide itself, where in many places any ground 
water is hard to secure. 
Springs.-Small springs are common along the deeper val-
leys at the contact of limestone and shale, but the only rock 
horizons of importance noted in the Missouri stage area lie 
along the ragged eastern edge, where the limestone ris,es almost 
in an escarpment and is thickly overlain with drift. Here in east-
ern Madison and Clarke counties good stock springs are numer-
ous. 
QUALITY OF CARBONIFEROUS WATERS. 
No general statement can be made as to the quality of the 
waters from the Carboniferous or any of its divisions, save that 
the quality seems to vary greatly from one locality to another. 
In a general way it may be stated that the waters of this sys-
tem are usually more highly Inineralized than those of lower 
ones, and that the mineral matter is greatest in the upper beds 
of the Carbonifer.ous. .A. reason for the want of uniforInity may 
possibly be found in .the fact that no extensive sand layers or 
other strata with high power of transInission of water 'are found 
in the Carboniferous. It follows that the waters of this sys-
tem are more local in origin; they are not transmitted from far-
away sand plains, as in the lower sandstones, but are derived 
from the Iowa rainfall, perhaps from the immediate vicinity, and 
must pass through the drift, in some localities through hundreds 
of feet of it. There is thus every opportunity for the water to 
take up any soluble matter that may exist in the drift or im-
mediately under it. 
In the area where the Mississippian is the surface r.ock all 
wells footing in this series supply soft to only moderately hard 
water, as far south as Grundy county. Even those in Hardin 
county, to the west of Grundy, give lightly mineralized waters, 
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though in Hardin county the Mississippian is overlain by the 
Pennsylvanian. Farther south, however, well waters from the 
Carboniferous are hard to very hard. Several good examples 
are found in Tama county. Their water!! are not very different 
from those of the flowing drift wells of the Belle Plaine district, 
but the hardness of their waters can hardly be credited to the 
drift, since the mineral content seems to increase with the depth. 
Near Grinnell, in Poweshiek county, all the wells in the Carbonif-
erous which have been investigated supply hard water contain-
ing about 2,100 parts per million of total solids. There are other 
centers of hard water from this system in Jasper and P,olk coun-
ties. Wells footing in the Carboniferous in other parts of the state 
appar,ently always yield hard waters. It is apparent that with 
the exception of those in Tama county, wells footing in or paS8-
ing through the Pennsylvanian yield more highly mineralIzed 
waters than those which enter only the Mississippian, and it 
,seems fair to conclude that the waters of the Upper Carbonifer-
ous are, on the whole, harder than those of the Lower Carbonif-
erous. 
WATER IN THE CRETACEOUS SYSTEIU. 
DAKOTA SANDSTONE. 
Wells.-The Dakota is everywhere a good water carrier, yield-
ing copious and permanent supplies, but the water is commonly 
mineralized-as a rule highly mineralized; In the northwestern 
portion of the province the overlying drift is very deep and the 
sandstone water head, though under slight artesian pressure, is 
so far below the surface as to make pumping difficult. General 
difficulty throughout the northern end of the Dakota area is 
found in the very fine incoherent sand which enters the. well, 
cements itself in the screens and wears out the' pumps. In the 
central and southern portions, however, no such difficulties have 
been reported, and ,on the whole, the Cretaceous sandstone may 
be regarded as the best shallow-rock water carrier in the west-
ern part of the state. 
Slight artesian pressure is common throughout the Cretaceous 
area and in the deeper valleys weak flowing wells are not un-
common. 
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. Springs.-Sand-rock water strata like the Dakota are pro-
lific sources of seeps and springs wherever outcrops are found, 
but as there are few outcrops in the Cretaceous area, because of 
the deep drift, spr.ings are correspondingly scarce. The most im-
portant spring horizon is at the base of the sandstone formation 
where it ov-erlies the shales of the Missouri stage. The contact is 
exposed in places in the deep valleys which trench the area in 
the southwest. It gives rise to strong springs in the vicinity of 
Lewis, in Cass county, and of Red Oak, in Montgomery county. 
QUALITy ' OF CRETACEOUS WATERS . 
Of the Cretaceous little need be said. Apparently all wells 
penetrating it deeply yield ha,rd waters. A few wells in the 
northwestern part or the state which penetrate the Cretaceous 
for a few feet yield fairly good water, but this water is prob-
ably from the, drift. As a matter of fact, it has been stated and 
reiterated by thoEe who have been ,over the ground that experi-
ence does not encourage drilling deeply into the rock in the 
northwestern part of the state. 
WATERS OF THE QUATERNARY SYSTEM. 
The water-bearing beds in the Quaternary are numerous and 
their positions are extremely variable. Yet many localities have 
what the drillers r,ecognize as "first water bed," "second water 
bed," and in some places even "third water bed," above the 
country r,ock. These water beds may in some places he' identi-
fied by certain well-known sand or gravel beds in the drift, but 
they vary greatly with locality and in many places are ,either 
dry or wanting. 
The Quaternary water carriers most frequently recognized 
and reported are as follows, in order of age-from the top down-
ward: Alluvium, Wisconsin drift, loess (including subloessial 
sands), Iowan drift, Illinoian drift, Buchanan gravel, 'Kansan 
drift, Aftonian gravel, Nebraskan drift, and preglacial residual 
soil. 
WATER IN PRE-KANSAN DEPOSITS. 
UESIDUAL SOILS. 
The residual soil, which occurs in the driftless area and which 
immediately overlies bedrock in the drift area, is not a good 
water bearer, but is drawn on in some places on the broad, flat 
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uplands as a source of shallow wells. The supply of water is 
scant and uncertain and is probably derived in part from the 
sandy base of the ov,erlying loess. 
NEBRASRAN DRIFT. 
The Nebraskan (pre-Kansan) till is of no particular value as 
a water bed and the old soil and forest beds that accompany it 
render the waters offensiv,e' in some places. The sand and gravel 
layers, however, buried many feet beneath the surface of the 
ground, form very valuable aquifers, the water being under ar-
tesian pressure beneath the relatively impervious till. 
AFTON IAN GRAVEL. 
The water of the Aftonian gravel is. generally pure, whote-
some and abundant. In some local areas the presence of decay-
ing organic matter in the old soil and peat beds associated with 
the gravel imparts a disagreeable odor and taste to the water; 
in other areas, as in the Belle Plaine artesian basin, the water 
carries sulphates and other salts in solution in such quantities as 
to be unsuitable for either boiler or domestic use ; such occur-
r'ences, however, are exceptional. Wherever the gravel outcrops 
in the valleys, as in the vicinity of Afton, it gives rise to springs 
of no mean proportions. On the whole the Aftonian gravel is 
probably the strongest Pleistocene water bearer in the state. 
WATER IN THE KANSAN DRIFT. 
The great thickness of the Kansan drift over large areas nec-
essitates its use, for domestic and farm wells and it probably 
supplies more wells than any other water bed in the state, 
whether of the drift or of the country rock. The supply of many 
of the shallower wells comes from the sands at the base of the 
overlying loess and from the gravelly phase in the upper por-
tion of the i(:ansan, but this supply is extremely uncertain in 
quantity· and generally fails in dry weather. The deeper wells 
are supplied by the many small sandy lenses and layers and the 
"veins" in small, more or less. open tubular channels scatter,ed 
through the heavy till. The deep-well water is of good quality, 
provided care is taken to pr,event surface contamination, but it 
is variable in quantity. Though deep wells in the Kansan are 
not likely to be affected by drought, neighboring wells may differ 
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v,ery greatly in yield. On the flat divides of the Kans'an, where 
ground water stands high, dug wells are not uncommon, and 
these are constructed of so large a diameter that a large surface 
for seepage and an 'ample r,eservoir for storage are secured. 
Over the much mO:De extensive 'area of the dissected Kansan 
dug wells have been superseded by drilled or bored wells, the 
greater depth more than compensating for the smaller diameter. 
The windmill or the gasoline ~mgine forms part of the necessary 
equipment of every farm. 
WATER IN THE ILLINOIAN DRIFT. 
The Illinoian drift is penetrated by many wells but is not 
clearly distinguished from the Kansan, which it resembles in 
its water-bearing qualities. 
WATER IN THE BUCHANAN GRAVEL. 
Within the area of the Iowan drift the Buchanan gravel lies 
between the Iowan and Kansan drift sheets and forms 'a most 
valuable water carrier, supplying innumerable shallow wells 
and giving rise to numerous springs wherever it outcrops. Its 
greatest importanoo, however, is in the lowlands and in the old 
filled valleys. On the uplands it is thin and scattered. 
The Buchanan gravel has been of great importance in the de-
velopment of manufacturing in the northeast quarter of the 
state. Owing, however, to its slight depth and its open texture 
its waters are easily polluted by organic matter from the sur-
face. They fr,equently have a slight taste and leave a brown 
stain due to compounds of iron in solution. 
WATER IN THE IOWAN DRIFT. 
Water occurs in the Iowan drift in small sandy layers and 
lenses and in the small "veins" of the till. From these it seeps 
into the wells slowly but constantly, supplying them with a mod-
erate amount of hard water, which will be pure provided care 
is exercised to prevent the entrance of surface wawr and its ac-
companying contamination. 'Owing to the thinness of the drift 
and the strength and purity of the country-rock ,aquifers below, 
rock wells are very commonly replacing wells in the Iowan drift. 
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WATER IN THE LOESS. 
The loess was formerly an important source of supply for 
farm wells throughout the state, but drainage and cultivation 
have so lowered the ground-water level as to greatly lessen its 
importance. The subloessial sands lying bene'ath the loess and 
over the till near the Iowan margin yield a somewhat more 
plentiful but very uncertain supply. Many shallow wells dug 
in sloughs and other moist places still utilize this source for 
stock water. Both the loess and the subloessial sands are ex-
tremely liable to contamination from surf'ace waters, cesspools, 
etc., and should be avoided for domestic purposes, especially in 
towns or villages and in the neighborhood of barnyards on the 
farms. 
WATER IN THE WISCONSIN DRIFT. 
In the Wisconsin drift shallow wens are general, the supply 
being obtained, as in the other drifts, from sandy layers and 
"veins" in the till, but they are especially liable to pollution 
owing to the prevalence of surface waters. The better drift 
wells go below the base of the Wisconsin and draw their supply 
from underlying beds of the loess or lower horizons. 
WATER IN ALLUVIUM. 
The sands 'and gravels of the alluvium yield an inexhaustible 
supply of good water at depths ranging from 15 to 100 feet. 
They may be reached throughout the "first bottoms" and in 
places on the "second bottoms" of the larger rivers and tribu-
taries. Water is generally obtained at slight cost by means of 
open or driven wells and in larger quantities for city supplies 
through infiltration beds and collecting galleries . .rrhese deposits 
furnish the chief underground water supply for several large 
cities within the state. 
In towns and cities these alluvial waters _ are generally con-
taminated from the surface or through cesspools. The public 
supply should -always be taken at some point above the city and 
private wells should be closed. -All such supplies, when used for 
drinking or dome-stic purposes, should be carefully tested and 
guarded. 
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UNDERGROUND-WATER PROVINCES OF THE QUATERNARY. 
The regional differences between the waters of the different 
drifts are not so characteristic as to form well-defined provinces. 
The limits, of the several water-bearing strata are, however, de-
termined by the limits of the drift sheets to which they belong or 
are related as interbedded deposits. These limits do not coincide 
with those of the, districts into which the state has been divided 
and for specific eonsideration of drift waters it seems advisable 
to r,edivide it on the basis of drift sheets coextensive with the 
topographic areas already described (p. 49), and known as the 
Wisconsin, Iowan, Illinoian and Kansan drift provinces and as 
the driftless province. 
DRIFTLESS PROVINCE. 
In the driftless province water is obtained from the alluvium, 
the loess, and the residual soil. The loess and the residual soil 
supply shallow wells on the broad, flat uplands, but the yield of 
both is so scanty that most good wells are sunk to one of the 
numerous and excellent country rock hQrizons, which may there 
be ll"eached at comparatively little expense. On the flat valley 
floors shallow wells draw an abundance of good water from . the 
gravel and sands underlying the alluvium. Springs from the 
outcropping rocks of the vaJley sides are so numerous as to 
greatly decreas,e the number of wells necessary. 
KANSAN PROVINCE. 
In the Kansan drift province water may be obtained from the 
alluvium, the loess, the Kansan drift, the Aftonian gravel, and 
' the Nebraskan drift. The gr,e'at thickness of the Kjansan drift 
and the presence of Pennsylvanian rocks immediately under-
neath a large part of this area cause the Kansan drift to be 
one of the most fully utilized water beds of the state, even though 
its yield is scanty. Owing to the depth of the drift and the scanty 
yield, deep-bored wells are now becoming common, especially in 
the vicinity of the Mississippi-Missouri divide. Many weUs in 
the southeastern district penetrate the Aftonian gravel and are 
abundantly supplied. The base of'the drift, where tliis is suf-
ficiently shallow to be reached by ordinary farm wells, is a fa-
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vorite source of supply; it probably includes the Nebraskan as 
well as the Aftonian horizon. 
Und€r the broad floors of the valleys the flow is ample for the 
cities of several thousand people located thereon. The waters . 
are obtained by wells fitted with drive points and Cook strainers. 
On the broader uplands many of the shallowest wells draw a 
small supply from the sandy layer in the base of the loess imme-
diately overlying the impervious till. 
ILLINOIAN PROVINCE. 
In the Illinoian drift province water is obtainable from the 
loess, the Illinoian drift, the Kansan drift, and the Aftoniall 
graveL The Illinoian and Kansan drifts are not clearly dif-
ferentiated in the wells; both are used indifferently by wells, 
and even the loess affords a meager supply for many wens. The 
better drift weUs draw from basal gravels, probably those of 
Aftonian age. 
IOWAN PROVINCE. 
In the Iowan drift province water is obtained from the Iowan 
drift, the Buchanan gravel, the Kansan drift, and the Aftonian 
graveL The Iowan and Kansan drifts ar·e both generally used, 
but the strongest wells draw from the Buchanan or Aftonian 
gravels. Such wells are generally best developed on lowlands 
and in old stream channels. The loess supplies some shallow well.s 
on the margin of the area where it overlies the edge of the Iowan 
drift. 
WISCONSIN PROVINCE. 
In the ,Yisconsin drift province water is obtainable from 
the Wisconsin drift, the loess,· the Buch~man gravel, the Kansan 
drift, and the Aftonian gravel. The porous loess is· very 
generally recognized where present and is the best . shal-
low-well aquifer in the area. Owing to the immaturity of the 
topography the ground-water level is high, wens are generally 
shallow, and all not well guarded are liable to ~urface pollution. 
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CHAPTER IV. 
ARTESIAN PHENOMENA. 
BY W. H. NORTON. 
DEFINITION OF THE WORD "ARTESIAN" 
The word "artesian" has been used with sev-eral meanings, 
but, in accordance with the usage now prevailing, artesian waters 
include not only the water of flowing wells, but also well waters 
that rise to a considerable height within the tube under hydro-
static or artesian pressure. Thus, in the deeper river valleys tOf 
Iowa the head of the water from the Paleozoic aquifers is higher 
than the valley floors, and the water overflows in natural foun-
tains, many of which are of considerable height. On the uplands, 
however, water from the same water beds, rising through the 
same strata, under the same driving force and with the same 
head, fails to reach the surface of the ground. The important 
and definite fact is that under hydrostatic pressure, the water 
rises to or nearly to the surface: In classifying ground waters 
it is comparatively unimportant whether the surface 01' the 
ground at any given point is slightly above or below the level 
to which the water from the deep source rises. 
HEAD OF ARTESIAN WATERS. 
DEFINITION. 
The water beds of the Iowa artesian slope dip southward 
from their outcrop on the high lands of the states adjacent on 
the north. The water confined within these beds is therefore 
under hydrostatic pressure, much as is the water in a city's 
mains from the weight of the column of water in the standpipe. 
Under this artesian pressure it rises i~ deep wells far above the 
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level of the water bed. It may fall short of reaching the surface 
of the ground, or it may overflow and in an open tube connected 
with the well may even rise ,and maintain itself at a con.sid-
erable height above the well mouth. The height at which ar-
tesian water stands under hydrostatic pressure is called its 
static level or head. It may be expressed in its relation to sea 
level, to the level of the watet bed, or to the level of the well 
mouth. As artesian wells may head either above or below the 
well mouth, they are divided into two classes" flowing and non-
flowing. 
MEASUREMENT. 
The head of flowing artesian wells may be measured in two 
ways. The pressure may be measured at the well mouth, in 
pounds per square inch, by means of a gage, and the head may 
then be computed in feet. As a column of water 1 inch square 
and 2.3 feet .in height weights 1 pound, the number of pounds 
pressure at the well multiplied by 2.3 equals the head in feet. 
Somewhat less conveniently the head of flowing wells may be 
measured by tubing, coupled water tight, and carried up until 
the water stands at the top but does not overflow. The size 
of the tube is immaterial. The test is most .easily made with 
a hos'e of any convenient diameter, carried up a ladder or 
trestle, since owing to its flexibility, it may be lifted or low-
ered until the exact head is obtained and the cuttings and 
coupling needed with metal pipe are obviated. 
To o'btain the true hydrostatic balance a day or even sev-
eral days may be necessary, and for this as well as for other 
reasons the test is most conveniently made with the pressure 
gage. 
FACTORS AFFECTING HEAD. 
ELEVATION OF AREA OF SUPPI.Y. 
The head ,or static level depends on ,several conditions, chief 
among them being the elevation of the intake area, or area of 
supply, where the water bed or beds outcrop and gather their 
water from the rainfall. The area of supply of the principal 
water beds of the Iowa artesian system-the Cambrian and" 
Ordovician sandstones-lies for the most part in southern Min-
nesota and Wisconsin, where it comprises about 14,500 square 
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miles. The area presents a considerable diversity in elevation 
but in few places is more than 1,200 feet above sea level. With 
a gathering ground whose altitude is relatively so low, the 
wateT beds of Iowa furnish only a .moderate pressure to their 
artesian waters. The enormous pressure of the South Dakota 
artesian wells, for example, due to the high gathering ground 
on the fla.nks of the Black Hills-pl'8'ssures which equal head;) 
of 400 feet in places, and which can be utilized for power in 
manufacturing plants . or to supply fire protection for a city-
are not to be expected in Iowa. 
ELEVATION OF SURFACE AT THE WELL. 
The highest heads, relative to the top. of the well, are f.ound 
where the elevation of the ground surface above sea level is 
least . From Des Moines river ,eastward the artesian wens situ-
ated in the deeper valleys are flowing wells, and the wells of 
the deepest valley, that of the Mississippi, register the grea.t-
est pressure. The following table exhibits the maximum initial 
head reported from the wells in the Mississippi valley from 
north to south. 
" 
0> ~ ... ~ 




~e::1-ot as .. ~.Q.S ~~ 
Town. 
Lansing __________________________________________________ ____ -------------------___ _ ll8 690 McGregor ______________________________________________________ ------____ ____ _____ _ 87 694 Dubucrue _________________________________________________ _____ ----------------------- 153 740 Sabula ______________________________________________________ ------------------------- 70 656 Green Island ___________________ _______ __ __________________________ ------------------ 84 665 Clinton ______________________________________________________ ------------------------ 66 632 
~~~:n~o:Ji;on--===================================================:================== 103 643 136 638 Burlington (on bluffs) ___ -_________ ----------- ------------------------ ---------- ---- 136 647 KeokUk ____ ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------- IVa 667 
On the other hand, on the uplands of the state the water 
generally fails to rise to the top of the wells, although it gen-
erally rises higher (above sea level) than it does in the valleys . 
• /I AGE OF WELL. 
Owing to various causes, some remediable and some irreme-
diable, the artesian head in any given well commonly decreases 
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with lapse of time. Any plans to utilize the pre.s·sure for fire 
protection, as at Sabula, or for running dynamos for city light-
ing,as at Keokuk, should take account of this fact. 
After the first wells are drilled in any locality, it is often 
difficult to determine the true head. Leaks. ar·e' liable to de-
'Velop by which more or less of the water escapes laterally f~om 
the drill hole, and the head of the water is correspondingly 
reduced. As, other wells are drilled from time to time and are 
left to discharge freely, the head is further lowered, and Lt is 
difficult to determine the pressure in' any given well, unless all 
the wells can be clos,ed for the occasion. In a number ,of places 
the flow of a new well on lower ground has dra:wn down the 
head of other wells, in the neighborhood. 
HYDRAULIC GRADIENT. 
Most water-bearing formations are cut at gr,eater or less 
distances from their loutcrops by river valleys, into which more 
or less o'f their water escapes. Such leakage necessarily re-
duces the' pressure, lor head, of ' the water, the effect inoreasing 
as the point of , escape is neared. It has been found that, owing 
to this and to certain other factors (such as the friction of 
the rock particles through which the water percolates), the 
height to which artesian water will rise above sea level declines 
more or less uniformly from the intake area to the point of 
escape. This decline is known as the hydraulic gradient. 
HEAD AS AFFECTED BY THE GROUND-WATER LEVEL. 
Under certain conditions the height of the ground-water level 
of the area and the head of minor and higher artesian aquifers 
tapped by the drill may affect the head of a well.' The effect 
of thes,e agencies is illustrated in the map (PI. I; in pocket). In 
Iowa the hydraulic gradient declines from Boone eastward to 
Clinton on Mississippi river, 310 feet in 190 miles, the surface 
. of the'ground falling 550 feet in the same disrtance. (See Pl. XI.) 
RELATIVE HEADS OF IOWA AQUIFERS. 
When a deep well is· being sunk, the question is often as~ed 
whether water u.nder greater pressure, giving a higher head, 
'Chamberlin, T. C., Requisite and qualifying conditions of artesian wells: Fifth 
Ann. Rept , U. S. Ge ol. Survey, 1885, pp. 125-173. 
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will be found at greater depths or whether the deeper water ~ll 
be under less pressure, causing the well perhaps to lose its 
flow. It is greatly to be regr,etted that the data at hand so sel-
dom permit .a conclusive answer to this question. When a deep 
well penetrates several different water beds, the head of each 
bed should be tested as the drilling is in progress, but as this 
testing of flowing wells involves considerable tr,ouble and some 
expense it is seldom if ,ever done. In nonflowing artesian wells 
the fluctuation of water in the drill hol,e due to the different · 
heads of different aquifers can be readily observed, but in few 
wells have such observations been made and placed on record. 
When the head of a well is given, it is seldom known by what 
particular water vein the pressure is determined ' or to what 
extent the head has been lowered by the discharge of other 
wells. 
The chief aquifers of the Iowa water system, the Saint Peter 
sandstone, Prairie du Chien stage, ' Jordan sandstone, and Dres-
bach sandstone and underlying Cambrian formations, afford 
considerable evidence that the lowest water beds give the high-
est head. Thus at Dubuque the original heads of the wells 
ending above the Dresbach sandstone seem to have been from 
700 to 740 feet above sea level, whereas the head of wells which 
tapped the Dresbach or underlying Cambrian sandstone reached 
perhaps 753 feet. At Waterloo the head of the water from 
the Saint Peter is given at 865 feet above sea level, and that 
from the water beds between the Saint Peter and the Dresbach 
at 867 feet, but at Davenport the beds below the Saint Peter 
seem to have a somewhat greater head. In the deep well at 
Holstein the waters from the higher formations, including the 
Saint Peter and probably the Jordan, stood 325 feet below the 
curb; when the Dresbach was struck the water rose to 270 feet be-
low the curb. On the other hand, in some nonflowing artesian 
wells, as at Pella, Centerville, Burlington, and Anamosa, the wa-
ter seems to have maintained ,about the same level while the drill 
was passing through the various Cambri'an and Ordovician water 
beds. At Ottumwa the aquifers of the flowing wells seem to 
have .a common head at about 700 feet above sea level. At 
Boone, ,on the other hand, the head of the water of the Saint 
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Peter is 1,080 feet above sea level, but that of the main vein in 
the deeper sandstone is 940 feet above sea level, 140 feet lower. 
The head of the water beds above the Saint Peter may be 
either higher or lower than that of the Cambrian and Ordo-
vician beds. In upland wells of northeastern Iowa the head 
of the water from the Niagaran, the middle part of the Maquo-
keta, the Galena, and the Platteville is higher than th!lito,f the 
water from lower aquifers. Thus at Sumner the waters from 
the Middle Maquoketa and the Galena stood 18 feet below the 
curb, and those 'from the Cambrian and Ordovician beds 144 
feet below. This difference is especially marked in the extreme 
northeastern counties where the main river valleys dissect the 
Saint Peter and even the Jordan and permit water to escape. 
rrhus at Calmar the water from the Galena and Maquoketa rIses . 
76 feet higher and at Postville 170 feet higher than the water 
from the Saint Peter. In wells outside o,f this area and in 
valley wells within it the water from the Cambrian and Ordo-
vician aquifers usually rises higher than that from superior 
terranes. Thus at Vinton the water from the Saint Peter rises 
38 feet higher than that from the Devonian, and at Davenport 
it rises 10 feet higher than that from the Galena. At ,Holstein 
the water from the Saint p.eter rose 40 feet and at Osage about 10 
feet above that from higher water beds. 
The head of the Dakota sandstone in northwest Iowa seems to 
be higher than that of lower beds, exceeding that of the Saint 
Peter at Cherokee by 120 feet. In fact, the reported high head 
of a number of deep wells in this part of the state may be 
largely due to the Dakota waters. 
The map showing artesian head (PI. I) presents graphically 
the scanty data at hand, but forecasts must not be based on it 
with undue assurance. The head of any well depends on a num-
ber of factors and is perhaps the least predictable matter 
connected with the subject. In a' number of the wells the head 
probably depends on that of waters of drift or country rock. 
The map presents, however, the salient facts of the decreasing 
head with increasing distance from the area of supply and the 
heightening influence of the ground waters lof the uplands in cen· 
tral and northwestern Iowa. 
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YIELD OF ARTESIAN WELLS 
MEASUREMENT. 
No deep-well data are more unreliable than those relating 
to yield. The reported discharge of flowing wells is. seldom more 
than a loose estimate and often, no doubt, a gross exaggeration. 
For pumped artesian wells, the amount deliver,ed by the pump 
can and should be calculated with considerable accuracy and 
may be assumed to be the capacity of the well when the latter 
does not exceed the capacity of the pumps. The yield of flow-
ing wells. may be estimated by the flow over a weir, by a current 
meter set in the pipes or by the time nece sary to fill a re-
ceptacle of known capacity. Where the yield is mOderatemeus-
ures as sm·all as hogsheads may be used for this purpose. 
Slichter' de.scribes a very simple method of determining the 
yield ,of a flowing well devised by J. E. Todd. Pumping tests 
should last at least 24 hours and should be conducted with 
pumps of adequate capacity. 
PERMANENCE OF YIELD. 
F ACTORS AFFECTI~G YIELD. 
The length of time which an artesian well may reasonably 
be expected to remain in service; the causes which impair or ruin 
it, and their remedi,es are questions of vital importance on which 
some light ~hould be shed by the collated history of the hun-
dreds of deep wells of the Iowa field, some of which have been 
in operation for a quarter of a oentury. 
It may naturally be expected that, like any other mechanism, 
this appa;ratus for bringing water from its subterranean sources 
to the surface is liaQle to deteriorate with age, to need from 
time to time repairs of various kinds, and, indeed, to break 
clown from one caus,e or another and to become altogether use · 
less. To know the points of weakness in this mechanism, which 
is not quite so simple as it at first view may seem, and to know 
the dangers ' which threaten it is absolutely necessary if the 
well is to be so constructed and so cared for as to insure its 
permanence. 
'Slichter, C . S., The motions of unde rground wate r s: Water Supply P aper, U. S. 
GeoL Survey, No. 67, 1902, pp. 90-93. . 
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A deep well drilled in Iowa for a quarter or a half mile, 
straight toward the center of the earth, passes through rocks 
of various kinds. Some are strong and unyielding; some ,are 
mobile or plastic, creeping under the enormous weight of over-
lying rocks they carry and thus constricting or closing 'the drill 
hole. Some are brittle and fragile, and from such rocks move-
ments of water in the well 'dislodge fragments which, on faUing, 
leave cavities along ' the bore hole and, accumulating at the bot-
tom, choke the discharge of the water beds situated there. Some 
<.lre close-textured, some are spongy and porous, and some are 
creviced. Some are dTy and some are water-log'ged, and of the 
laUer class some contain good water and some water so highly 
mineralized as to be unpotable or injurious to the health. Of the 
glood waters, some may be under so little pressure that another 
flow under higher pressure will drive them back and .escape 
through their channels if left free to do so. The main water 
bed 'may consist of loose and crumbling sandstone, which with 
time breaks down and forms a chamber, roofed, perhaps, with 
shale, which, when left unsupported, caves in and closes the 
waterway. 
For some distance from the surface the well commonly pene-
trates incoherent material incapable of standing in a solid wall. 
A casing is therefore inserted and bedded in solid rock. But 
unless the juncture of casing and rock is water tight the ascend-
ing water of a flowing well will in time find a way through it out 
of the drill hole. 
Finally, even if the well is perfectly constructed and the sup-
ply in the water bed is large, the yield may be diminished 
through ,ov.erdraft by other wells put down in the vicinity. 
Permanence of an artesian yield, therefore, depends (1) on 
the construction and care of the well itse1f; (2) on the char-
acter of the ,vater bed from which it draws; and (3) on the 
combined draft on the water bed by all the wells in the vicinity. 
FACTORS RELATING TO THE WELLS. 
CASING AND PACKING. 
Heavy iron casing is inserted where the well passes through 
weak rocks liable to cave or creep and where it 'passes through 
10 
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aquifers containing salt or bitter water or good. water under so 
Iowa head as. to· permit lateral escape of the main flow. The up-
per casing is carefully packed at the base to prevent any escape 
of w.ater. Where the water bed is of wea~ rock it is protected 
with strong casing perforated to admit the entran0e of water. 
All these precautions are taken if the job is thoroughly done. 
But as casing is costly, as the nature .of the rocks' to be pene-
trated is in many places not well known, as- the heads of the 
various water veins are not tested-for all these and for less 
excus1ahle reasons it is not seldom that some of these points 
of danger are left unguarded. The upper casing is left unpacked 
but is simply grounded on bedrock, which in Iowa is usually 
limestone. ' This s·oluble rock gradually decays about the base 
of the. casing, a thin thread of water escapes into the surround-
ing overlying sands or shattered rock, ,and the 'opening is en-
larged by solution until the leakage is sufficient to stop the flow 
of the welL 
Uncased shales, although to all appearances at first sufficiently 
firm, may yield to the action of the water passing over their 
exposed surface and cave within a few years after the comple-
tion of the well. Limestones, although strong enough to stand 
indefinitely, may contain crevices, openings, and porous beds of 
which the driller is untirely unaware. Water from other per-
vious beds under heavy pressure is driven into these passages 
until most of it escapes through these leaks and the well ceases 
to flow. 
The main water bed may be a loose-grained sandstone, which, 
if not cased, gradually breaks down and tends ' to fill the well 
with its detritus. It may be a fine-grained a:s well a·s it loose-
grained sandstone, and even when the well is cased the grains 
may be fine . enough. to pass through the perforations of the 
easing and the strainers, likewise causing the drill hole , to fill. 
Where casing is sunk to prevent leakage the pr.es'sure under 
which it is driven down may split or br,eak it at the joints, and 
through these breaks the 'watermay escape. 
DIAMETER OF DRILL HOLE. 
Very obvious causes of difference in the yield -of artesi'an wells 
are differences' in the capacity of the drill hole '·or ·its casmg. 
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'rhe cross section of a tube varies as the square of the diameter; 
thus, disregarding other factors, an eight-inch pipe would carry 
16 times as much as a two-inch pipe. But the larger the diameter 
the less the frictional resistance; hence the difference in favor 
of the larger pipe is still greater. Taking into account both 
cross section' 'and fricti onal resistance, the discharge of pipes 
varies 'as the 2.5 power of the diameter.' . 
The , yield-of a deep well is controlled, not 'by the maximum 
diameter of 'the 'bore hole-that at the well mouth-but by the 
diameter of,the hole at the water-bearing stratum. In sinking 
deep wells it is necessary from time to time to reduce the dia-
meter of the drill , hole. The first deep well at Boone, for ex-
ample, which began with a 'diameter of eight inches, was reduced 
four times, and reached the bottom at 3,010 feet with a diamter 
of three inches. The Gr,eenw-ood Park well at Des Moines, 3,000 
feet deep, beginning with 10 inches, reached the bot-tom with 
three inches; For this reason and because of the rapidincreas,':') 
in ' the cost of driiling With increase of depth, it rp.ay be con-
cluded that' the limit -of profitable drilling lies 'under rather 
than over 3,000 feet. The cost of tapping a water bed at this 
distance from the surface with' a drill hole large enough to 
carry its waters is so great that the outlay is seldom warranted. 
Large holes ' also hav'e an advantage in that they offer a 
larger surface of transmission within the water rock, and thus 
give a more 'generous yield, but this increase is comparatively 
slight. ' Thus, ' of two wells, each sunk 100 feet in 'water beds 
presenting ' similar conditions of pore space, pres-sure, etc., a 
~-inch well yielded 36 cubic feet a minute and a 12-in~h well 
only 41 cubic feet a minute, ,although its carrying capacity is 
four tImes as large:" Several small ' wells will secure a larger 
inflow than one large well. Furthermore, ' to secure the marimum 
efficiimcy' of'a nUmber of wells, they should be spaced as widely 
as p'racticable so as to interfere as little as possible with one 
another. ' " ' . 
'Sl!chter, C. ' s. , op. cit ., p. '84. 
' King, F. H ., Principles and ,conditions of the movements of ground water: 
Nin eteenth Ann. Rept., U . S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, 1899" , p. 285. 
\ •. ";; 1' ;'_ i· 
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FACTORS RELATING TO THE WATER BEDS. 
PRESSURE. 
The yield of flowing wells from beds' of equal porosity varies 
with the pressure of the water at the point of discharge, or with 
the difference between the surface level at the point of discharge 
. and the level to which the water will rise by artesian pressur,e. 
rrhe relatively large yield of the deep wells of the valley towns 
of Iowa compared with that of upland wells is €xplained by 
their greater. head, and the assumption made by some pers·ons 
that natural cracks and fissures of great extent coincide with 
river valleys is quite gratuitous. The la.w is well illustrated 
in a test made of a flowing well at Hitchcock, Texas, whose 
watel' rose about thirty feet above the curb, the point of dis-
charge being taken at different heights and theI'efore at differ-
ent distances below the static level. When the point ·of dis-
charge was 25:35 feet ,above the curb the well yielded in a given 
period 8,022. gallons, and when it was 0.76 foot above the curh 
it yielded in the same period 95,000 gallons. This change, which 
was equivalent to increasing the head from 4.65 f.eet to 29.24 
feet, increased the flow of the well nearly twelvefold. In the 
location of wells this law of pressure variations should be con-
. sideJ'led. Other things being equal, the lo~est s-round available 
should be chosen as the site of the well, for here the head and 
discharge will be the greatest. 
To the same law is due the greatly incr,eased flow when 
pumps or air lifts are used. Thus, at Charles City, the yield of 
the city, well, whose estimated natural flow was 200 gallons a 
minute, was increased by a vacuum of seven pounds to 900 , 
gallons' per minute. At Mason City, Waterloo and Dubuque 
greally increased flows are obtained by means' of air lifts. Ad-
vantage is taken of the same principle when the pumping cyl-
ind~r is set low in non-flowing wells. At Ames a test made with 
the cylinder set 270 feet below the ground gave a maximum 
discharge of 7,400 gallons an hour; at 149 feet below the sur-
face it gave 5,000 gallons an hour; and 105 feet below the sur-
face it gave only 3;525 gallons an hour. 
Pressure is a controlling factor in the transmission of water 
through porous rocks. Experiments have shown that the yield 
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of pO,rous sandstone varies with the pressure, but doubling the 
pressure usually more than doubles, the amount of water trans-
mitted. The moderate pressures of the Iowa artesian basin suf-
fice to overcome the frictional resistance and to drive the water 
on its way but are not sufficient to force such immense yields 
as are reported from wells of ' the Dakotas. The moderate 
pressure may also result in a comparatively rapid lowering of 
the head in any local area, for the slower the transmission the 
more rapidly will the area be depleted under a given draft. 
THICKNESS OF THE 'WATER DEDS. 
Few if any wells yield ,as much water as would be indicated 
by the theoretic capa~ity of their pipes and the velocities due 
to their pressures. This is because the water is delivered to the 
pipe through porous rock through which water seeps from dis-
tant sources under great frictional resistance. The yield de-
pends, therefore, on a number of conditions relating to the rock 
constituting the water beds. It depends on the amount of sur-
face exposed in the drill hole within the water bed. ' When the 
bottom of the hole barely touches the water bed, or an unper-
forated casing extends to the bottom of the well, this 
surface is at a minimum and gives a minimum yield, fo·r it is 
then merely the area of the circle whose diameter is the diameter . 
of the bore. When the entire water bed is penetrated ' and the 
hole is uncased, the. surface of transmission is at ~ maxim~m 
and gives a maximum yield, for it is then the surface of a cyl-
inder whose height is the thickness of the water ·bed. Thus a 
thick water bed will not only hold and carry more water than 
a thin one, but may also · deliver more w~~.f.\ tp a well. Several 
water beds will yield more than a single water bed of less than 
their combined thickness. The thickness and the nUIl1ber of 
the Iowa aquifers therefore constitute one cause of the large 
Bow of the wells. It follows that a deep well should be' sunk 
completely tlJ.rough any given water bed, <and th~t the more \ 
water beds it traverses the larger will be its yi~ld, provided of 
course that certain beds do not drain away the waters of others 
because of difference in head. Several Iowa wells that have 
stopped in tbe Saint Peter sandstone would have obtained a 
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much more copious yield .if they had been carried througib. we 
Prairie du Chien and the Jordan. 
On the ' other JRand, there are places where the lower waters 
should be -left undisturbed even though the yield would be in-
creased by drilling to them. At Cedar Rapids and at McGregor 
the first wells drilled encountered salty' and corrosive waters 
in the Cambrian sandstones, and wells drilled later in these 
towns were, therefore, stopped before they reached the hOrlzons 
at which the deleterious waters were obtained. In northeastern 
Iowa, along the Missiissippi valley. the lowest of the aquifers, 
the . Dresbach . and under:lying Cambrian sandstones, is <;lrawn 
upon freely.i but o,ut,siqe of this area the ,expense of reaphing it, 
and the probability of finding its waters highly mineralized, are 
so .great that.it .i,~:$~nerally advisable to ,stop the drill at the 
base . of the Jordan sandstone. . . 
In loC!se, friable sandstqne it may be necessary to case through 
the water hed . . In such wells, the casing should .be perforated 
through ~he entire thickness of the water bed. 
TEXTURE AND POROSITY OF WATER BED. 
. Yield depends v,ery largely on the texture and porosity of the 
water rock . . Gravel yields its store of water more freely than 
coarse sand, and .coarse· 'sand than fine sand. Doubling the ef-
fective -size of grain quadruples the yield. Stratified rocks trans-
. mit water ·most readily parallel to their bedding planes, and 
this fact gives an additional reason for the large yield of wells 
which penetrate ,water beds deeply and are fed from the sides 
by horizontal currents, as compared with the yield of wells 
which touch only the upper surface of the water bed and a.re 
fed from the bottom · by currents rising transverse to the bed-
ding· planes . . 
. The main sandstone aquifers of the Iowa artesian system 
include many.' highly · porous . beds through whieh .. water seeps 
freely into wells. Their grains are moderately large, are excep-
tionaUy smooth: and well roulJ,ded, and are fairly uniform in 
size, \ thus increasing the pore' space, . as few minute grains are 
paCked in the .interstices of the largoer grains. Cements ,filling 
the pore· 'spaces to a greater or less extent are practically absent 
in many of these water-bearing beds. In consequence of these 
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conditions, the sandstone aquifers of Iowa yield exceptionally 
abundant supplies. , ' 
With increasing distance from outcrop and whh increasing 
depth and slac~ening of the ground-water circulation cl.ogging 
and :filling of pore spaces may be expected in any-' water-bear-
ing 'terrane accompanied by res,triction .of the water channels 
t'o special horizons kept open after the remaInder .of the r.ock 
of the terrane has bec.ome impervi.ous by cementation. The 
yield .of aquifers, such as the Saint Peter and the .T ordan, can 
not be ,expected to be as grelilt where they reach great depths 
in central Iowa as it is in n.ortheastern Iowa, where they lie 
much higher and their circulati.on is far more active.1 
CREVICES IN THE WATER BED. 
The yield of the artesian wells .of I.owa is in,creased by the fact 
that the waters fl.ow not .only through the pore spaces .of sand-
stones and l.o.ose-textured limestones but thr.ough the fissure 
cracks and crevices that are c.omm.on in limest.ones and .occur 
even in many sandstones. The existence .of these passages might 
be inferred fr.om general considerations and from experience 
elsewhere, but in the Iowa field it has frequently been proved by 
, the sudden drop of the drill, by the deflection .of the drill, and by 
the undergr.ound disappearance .of drillings. Many.of these 
passages thr.ough limest.one are in connecti.on with the s,andstone 
aquifer~. 
Between the Saint Peter and the J .ordan sandstones lies ,a 
heavy body', of creviced limestone, more. or less arenaceous and 
in places interleaved with layers .of p.o~.ous sandst.one, and below 
the Jordan sandst.one lie the limest.ones .of ,the. Saint Lawrence 
f.ormation. Thr.oughout this entire body of rock, fr.om the base 
.of Ithe Platteville to the summit of the , impervi.ous beds, Qf the 
Saint Lawrence, artesian waters may participate in a common 
movem'ent. w.ater sinks .or rises fr.om sandstone t.o limest.one, 
" , 
and vice versa. Where its c.ourse lies in the solution passages in 
limestone its velocity IS greatly increased, and where the drill 
penetrateEl such c~evices the flow . is, proporti.onfttely abundant. 
Even th~ delivery .of .the 'sandstone is no dQubt incr-eased by cpm-
munication with the, m.ore .op~n ways of the li1l1~stone8. 
, , " .. _:' " . • ':,H' . 
' The Saint Peter, struck, at Nebraska City, at a depth of , 2.783 feet. ,although 
iI4 teet thick. was 'found dry. " , 
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CLOGGING OF THE 'VATER BED. 
The yield of,s9me wells diminishes because the water bed be-
comes clogged.v Fine material in the rock is carried little by little 
toward the well and accumulates immediately about the drill hole 
in the ·interstices between the larger grains, thus lessening the 
porosity and the transmission capacity of the aquifer an!ilessen-
ing correspondingly the yield of the well. The danger is believed 
to obtain especially with incoherent sands,tones which have large 
diversity in size of grain and contain material of siltlike fineness" 
either interleaved or dissem~nated through it. In the main water 
beds of Iowa-the Cambrian and Ordovician sandstones-clog-
ging to any noticeable extent from this cause should be rare. 
In the artesian wells at Savannah, Georgia, an eff€ctual remedy 
~or clogging wa~~found in forcing a strong flow down the well 
by means of fire engines. 
: Clogging may be the result of the growth of microscopic plant 
life and gelatinous deposits of iron, as in Linwood Park 
well at Dubuque, where the obstruction was a fibrous growth, 
probably of Crenothrix,and where churning an iron rod in the 
well doubled the diminished flow. 
, 
,'~Y:~RDRAFT ON WATER BEDS . 
Artesian wells may fail because of overdraft. In many large 
towns and cities the fact that a copious supply of water, whose 
purity is above suspicion, can be obtained at moderatte cost, 
1eads lo the multiplication of wells beyond the local transmissIon 
'capabity of the aquifers. The head 9f old wells gradually 
.. 'diminishes and that of new wells dtille'd from time to time fails 
to feach the initial head of ,the weIis first drilled. The opening 
'of a'well of unusually large yield, resulting from its exceptionally 
large diameter or from its locat~on on low ground, may cause 
a sudden fall of pressure in all the wells of'the locality . 
. :: :whlalJy, the artesian head in a iocality may be so reduced t,hat 
'atlthe wells cease to flow and all r,equire .pumping. The cause 
of 'thi~ towering ofa.rtesian head is simply t~at more water IS 
b"eing drawn from the water beds at this place' than can flow in. 
The storage capacity of the artesIan basin is not overdrawn, nor 
is fhere 'a 'deficiency in the rainfall and absorption ove·r the area 
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of supply of the artesian system. The limiting factor is the 
transmission capacity of the water-bearing strata at that locality. 
For such a condition there is obviously no remedy. The Ipost 
that can be done is to guard against any waste of the water, 
either above ground or by leakage below the surface. The real 
overdraft may be due not to ~ecessary consumption but to leak-
age from a number of wells. 
. . 
In the towns and cities of Iowa where many wells have 
been drilled loss of pressure has been note'd too generally to be 
accounted for by deterioration of individual wells. Such a loss, 
for instance, has occurred a;t Dubuque, Clinton, Davenport, Bur-
lington, ~eokukand elsewhere (p. 155). In none of these places 
has the decrease been sufficient to wholly prevent artesian flow, 
though in several pumps are us,ed to increase the yield. 
REMEDIES FOR DECREASED YIELD. 
. The first step . in remedying decreas~d yield is to discover 
whether the error is not in the well itself. EVEm when properly 
constructed the mechanism of a deep well can not be expected to 
last indefinitely. Packing may deteriorate with age .and leaks 
develop about the lower end of the uppermost casing. Casings 
in time rust out, and under the chemical action of certain waters 
this deterioration may be rapid. The casing II,lay be a:ttacked at 
the joints, the screw threads becoming so rusted that when the 
casing is drawn to recase the well each joint has to be lifted 
separately; or the water may corrode the sides of the casing, 
perforating it with holes as large, sometimes, as a 5-cent piece, 
thus causing leakage. The remedy here is to recase the well. 
In a number of Iowa wells where this has been done the initial 
yield has been restored. Thus the Atlee well, at For,t Madison, 
used for a public fountain in the street and for a private foun-
tain on the ' grounds of the owner, which lost its head of 55 
pounds, is said to have had this entirely restored by recasing. 
Unfortunately a well rriay be drilled a little out of vertical and 
the insertion of a casing is impossibl,e when a need of repairs 
arises. An example is afforded by the deep well at Monticellc~ 
one of the oldest artesian wells of the state, which ful"'~ suo/.'{ 
excellent water but had to be abandoned because the <'.!ock(s!l 
bore hole prevented the essential repairs. 
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In wells ending in sand the screen at the foot may become in-
crusted and the flow of the water stopped. The remedies for 
this are discussed on pages. 219-226. 
In many oil wells an increase in yield has been obtained ' by 
torpedoing with nitroglycerin. This method has not been at-
tempted with the· Iowa ,artesian wells, nor, indeed, can it be 
recommended except as a last resort where drill holes would 
otherwise be failures. In close-textured limestones the shatter-
ing of the rock under the torpedo may not extend to any pas-
sageways. It must be remember·ed tnat an artesian well is ex-
pected to be far more permanent than an oil well. Torpedoing a 
well usually not only makes .it impossible to sink it deeper but 
also to repair it at any time. 
Still less excusable is the use of nitroglycerin in repairing drill 
holes. At Vinton in 191,0 two adjacent deep wells needed repairs 
of the same nature and extent. In attempting to pull ,a corroded 
casing in t~e north well several shots of high explosives were 
fired ~nd the drill hole was so damaged that the total cost of 
the repairs exceeded $7,400, whereas the repairs on the south 
well made by an experienced company cost but $1,600. 
STATISTICS OF DECREASED YIELD. 
The following tables present all the information which has 
been gathered concerning the deep wells of Iowa which have 

















No. 1 ----0.-----___________ _ 2,225 1883 
No. 2 ____________________ _ 1,450 1883 No. 3 ______________________ _ 1,450 1883 
Young Men's Christian Assocla· tlon well __ _______________ _ 1,450 1894 
OIlnton: Ollnton Paper Co _____________ _ 1,065 1883 
Ohlcago & North Western By.; 
near station _________________ _ 1,159 1896 
Ohlcago & North Western By.; South Clinton _____________ , _______ , _____ _ 
Amana: Woolen mill _______________ _ 
Burlington: Murray Iron Works ___________ _ 
Iowa Soap Co ______________ _ 
Sanitary Milk 00 _____________ _ 
Smith and Palton ________ _ 
Council Bluffs: 












Artesian wells whose yield has diminished 
, 
Head Above i. or Below Yield 
'tl'" Curb 
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1'1"" ;JI'I~ Cii .... ;;; c_ ~ou 1'1-
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Feet Feet Gallons . (lations per min. per min. 
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12 "12 600 
-20 
80 20 I 200 I +50 
:} 46 ____________________ 
83 , 1---_---.... 1--------
80 , _____ _ 40 1 .. ______ _ 
Well plugged at 1,450 feet; loss gradual; casings 
rusted; no repairs. 
Loss gradual; casings rusted; no repairs . 
Oasings rusted; no repairs; not In use. 
Casings rusted; no repairs. 
Loss gradual; casing rusted; recased to depth of 160 
feet in 1896, but no Impro"rcment noted. 
Loss gradual, leaked . about old packing; yield In· 
creased by recasing and repacking In 1905. 
Loss sudden on completion of well of Sugar Relln· 
ing 00.; flows as usual when the weII of sugar 
company Is closed; no repairs . 
Loss gradual; repacked In 1889. 
Yield decreased from time to time . as other wells were 
drilled; no repairs. 
Loss sudden when Clinton Copeland well was sunk; 
no repairs. 
Head decreased 46 feet when Clinton Oopeland well 
was sunk; no repairs. 
Loss sudden, presumably owing to drilling of othcr 
wells; no repairs. 




















School for the Deaf Well No. L ___________________ _ 
Well No. 2 ____________________ _ 
Geisse Brewery ____ _____________ _ 
Davenport: Woolen mills ___________________ _ 
Davenport Packing 8" Provision Co . __________________________ _ 
Gas works ______________________ _ 
Glucose factory _________ ________ _ 
Do _________________________ _ 
Do __________________________ ~ 
Do __________________________ _ 
Independent Malting Co.-Well No. L _________________ _ 
Well No. 2 __________________ _ 
Kimball House - ------. __________ 1 
lJubuQut!: 




Linwood Cemetery-No. 1 _________ _____________ _ 
No. 2 _______________________ _ 
Butehers' Association ___________ _ 
Chkallo, Milwaukee & St. Pnul Ry.; round house _____________ _ 
.Tulieu House ________ 00 _______ ___ _ 
Dubuque Packing Co ___________ _ 
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lLoss gradual; increased flow temporarIly by deepen· 
ling, cleaning, . and recaslng In 1893. 
Loss gradual; no repairs. 
Oasing rusted. 















7 1 _________ _ 1 _________ _ 
4 
24 81 1 ________ 1 _________ 1 _________ _ 




1,28.'; ' 1896 ' __________ ' ________ 1 9 1----------1 400 ILoss sudden, due to pumping of other wells. 
1,285 19M _________ J_ _______ 9 __________ 400 Do. 
1,100 1 _______ -'-_________ 1 58 _______ J ________ J_~ _______ IFIOW ccases when wells of glucose .factory are 





23 ig 1= =========li ========= 
SSG 1891 _________ 1 _ _______ 1 __ 
---I - __ ---- ---I J-------__ 
1,954 I 1801 I 1~00 
1,765 ;:~ :~~~~t··~:~~:l 







29 , __________ , _________ _ 
70 
34 
Under uir lift said now to yield 435,000 gallons per day. 
Under a ir li ft said now to yield 1,208,000 gallons per 
day. 
Decrease caused hy interference; flow ceased In 1908. 
Pump installed in 1905, when water stood 45 feet be, 
low curb. 
Water level lowered by unknown IImount . 























· Dubuque Brewing ,<;, Malting 00. 
E. H emmi ______________________ _ 
Key Oity Gas 00 ________________ _ 
Dubu que city well-
Eighth Avenue _____ " _______ _ 
Sixth Avenue _______________ _ 
F ort Madison : 
Hospi tal, Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe Ry __________________ _ 
Keokuk: 
Hubingcr wells Do ___________________________ _ 
Ottumwa: I Iron works _____________________ _ 
J ohn Morrell & 00. well-
No. 1 
No . 2 _______________________ _ 
No . 3 ____ ___________________ _ 
No. 4 _______________________ _ 
Sabula city well ____________________ _ 
West Liberty city well: No . 1 _______ ____________________ _ 
No. 2 ____________________________ 1 
Wilton city welL __________________ _ 
* More or less. t Few inches. 
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], 594 1 1,360 
_______ . 11904.1906 / ________ , ________ --- - - -----1--- - - -----
.------. ---------- ----"--- --------1---------- ----.------
1888 __________ 50 _____ ______________________ _ 
1888 1892 36 _______ -' BOO 207 
1E92 ]901 
-------- 214 
1898 1901 50 1 ,500 244 
1905 1907 1 ,450 1 ,500 
1895 1903 74 64 720 550 
1888 9 ________ 120 
I ------i~ ---=20-1900 1902 225 1891 1898 300 1 120 
t Small . 
Loss gradual; original depth, 999 feet; rcpacked, re-
cased , and , drilled to present depth; results bene-
tIcial. 
Stopped flowing in 1902, with use of air lifts on Brew-
Ing & Malting Oo.'s well . 
Interference of other wells noted . 
Slightly decreased by use of air lift In Eagle Point wells 
Decreased to one-third normal yield by use of air 11ft 
In the Eagle Point wells. -
Loss sudden; yield slightly improved by deepening and 
recaslng in 1903. 
Loss gradual. 
Oeased to flow in 1908. 
Loss gradual; defective packing. 
Loss gradual; well filled with sediment; flow Increased 
by reaming in 1892. 




Gradual loss ; in 1900 water stood 12 feet below curb 
and pumping capacit.y was 7<1 gallons . . 
Loss gradual; still flows. 


















ACk~ft~ well --------------------1 Boone: 
City well-No. 1 _______________________ _ 
No. 2 _____________ . __ . ______ _ 
Centerville: 
City well No.1 In public square 
Des Moines: Greenwood Park well _________ _ 
Dubuque: 
City well on Eighth Street ____ _ 
Fort Madison: Brown Paper Co. _____________ _ 
Glenwood: 
Asylum for Feeble·minded __ ---
Monticello: Oity well _. ____________________ _ 
Newton: 
City well-No. 1 _______________ ________ _ 
No. 2 _______________________ _ 
Sigourney ______________________ ____ _ 
















































Abandoned a1·tesian wells. 
Yield 
<il ~ t:l OJ .., 
'" ;:; OJ ... 
0 Po. 
---- ----
Gallon • Gallon. 
per min. per min. 




Abandoned for cheaper supply from shallower wells. 
Do. 
200 200? 1 Drilled before waterworks were installed In 1895; never pumped; aban· 
doned In favor of new well at a more convenient location. 













1890 1 ________ 1 __________ 1 ________ _ 
1882 
1890 , _____ __ _ 69...5 
tBefore. tAmple. 
Original head, 46 feet; head In 1908, 3 feet; loss noted years ago; no 
repairs ever made. 
Casing gaye way In 1898 and well filled with sand; Inside casing was In· 
serted and' well was used a few years, when It again caved and 
was abandoned. 
Abandoned because of scanty supply and infection with typhoid germs. 
Abandoned because of decreased yield; crooked hole made recaslng 
Impossible. 
Poor water; never used. 
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OHAPTERV. 
CHEMIOAL OOMPOSITION OJ!' UNDERGROUND WA-
TERS. 
BY W. S. HENDRIXSON. 
INTRODUCTION 
NATURE OF ANALYSES. 
The analytical work of this investigation has been confined to 
determination of those mineral or inorganic constituents that 
are commonly :found in nearly all ground waters and that have 
an important bearing on the suitability of the waters for munici-




Aluminum (AI) . 
Calcium (Ca). 
Magnesium (Mg) . 
Sodium (Na). 
Potassium (K). 
Carbonate radicle (CO, ). 
Bicarbonate radicle (HCO.). 
Sulphate radicle (SO.). 
Nitrate radicle (NO. ). 
Chlorine (Cl). 
In calculating the averages of the analyses potassium has 
been included with sodium, as potassium was separately deter-
mined in only a few of the waters. In most of the analyses not 
made by the writer iron and aluminum were determined together 
as oxides. In a few analyses silica was included with those 
oxides. It is, iherefore, imp-Ossible to find true av·erages of iron 
and aluminum, and these are omitted from the tables. The pro-
portion of the analyses. giving silica separately is large enough 
to justify including its average in the table, though the average 
can not be rigidly construed. Where considerable quantities. 
of nitrate were indicated the nitrate radicle NOs was deter-
mjned. J' , . " 
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Many deep-well waters contain amounts of ammonia that 
would be sufficient to cause suspicion of poilution if they were 
found in waters from shallow wells. The presence of ammonia 
in water from deep wells is probably due to the reduction of 
nitrates by pyrite or other reducing substances. Whatever the 
cause, both the ammonia and the nitrate are to be rega.rded as 
due to fermentation long since completed and therefore as with- ' 
out significance from the sanitarian's point of view. 
Eleven waters are included for which only total solids were ob-
tainable from the analyses. These are waters analyzed only 
with a view to their use in boilers, and only the total solids, in-
crusting matter, and chemicals necessary for softening them 
are given; they are included in the general tables because there 
are few available analyses of waters in the regions in which they 
occur. 
The 400 analyses that are tabulated represent waters from all 
but two of the 99 counties in the state. The majority are 
analyses of waters from wells of the northeastern part, or deep-
well district, of the state. Some counties have no wells ()f con-
siderable depth which enter sources· of water of more than local 
character. In some this may be due to the absence of easily 
available sources of large water supplies, as is apparently true 
in some parts of southern Iowa. In ·others the existing de'ep-
water resources have not been developed; for example, six coun-
ties-W'orth, Howard, Chickasaw, Butler, Grundy and Buchanan 
-all fa.vorably located in the artesian district, have', so far as 
known, no wells ' penetrating the lower sandstones. Five others 
. -Mitchell, Floyd, Franklin, Black Hawk and Delaware-have 
only one such well each. In these counties theTe are few large 
towns, and most of the small towns having water systems pro-
cure supplies to me.et present needs from shallow wells or from 
streams.. As they grow and their demands increase a large de-
velopment of the deep-water resources may be expected. 
STATEl\IENT .OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS. 
FORM OF ANALYSES. 
In the statements of results of analyses by other chemists the 
mineral constituents are frequently expressed in the form of 
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snIts and oxides. As the oxides of aluminum and iron are com-
monly weighed together, it is impossible to separate the Iron 
and aluminum in the recalculated analyses and their combined 
oxides are therefore given in this report unchanged. The same 
applies to silica when it was weighed with the oxides of alumi-
num and iron. 
Until recently i,t was customary to represent the results of 
. analyses of water in terms of hypothetical compounds as they 
were supposed to exist in solution. Many have been the discus-
.'lions, not to say controversies, as to whether, for example, cal-
cium would combine with the sulphate radicle rather than with 
chlorine, according to inherent selective affinity. All such dis-
cussions have been rendered irrelevant by general acceptance of 
the ionic theory, for it is now well known that the mineral mat-
t.er in such dilute solutions as ,the average well water exists al-
most entirely as free radicles, with the exception of silica, which 
js given as Si02 • There is no longer any scientific reason why 
the results should be represented as compounds, and there is 
very little in the way of practical convenience to justify such 
practice. It is true that if any given water be evaporated to 
dryness the contamed ·substances separate out as compounds 
according to the law of least solubility, and in a definite order 
according to the relative amounts of the substances present, but 
the order would scarcely be the same for ·any two waters. The 
only logical pr.ocedure is, therefore, to give the constituents as 
radicles, though it may be a little confusing to those who are un-
accustomed to this mode 'of expressing results. 
In the enumeration of radicles that were determined, t~o 
forms of combined carbonic acid have been given. As a matter 
of fact, Iowa deep-well waters are almost without exception acid 
to phenolphthalein and contain free carbon dioxide. The car-
bonate radicle is regarded, therefor,e, as H003 and is so given 
in the tabulated results ,of analyses. It has been thought better 
in summing up the radicles determined to give the total solid 
ma.tter as it would be weighed on evaporation to dryness; that 
is, with the carbonates as normal salts. The change on evapora-
tion is represented by the decomposition of acid calcium car-
bonate, Oa (HOOS)2= Oa003+002+H20. The ratio of 2H003 
11 
• 
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to COs is 2.03 to 1, or, with sufficient accuracy, 2 to 1. Therefore, 
one-half the weight of the bicarbonate radicle, HCOs, is sub-
tracted from the sum of the radicles as they are in solution, to 
obtain a figure representing the: probable amount of solids left 
by evaporation to dryness and heating to 180· C., laccording to 
common practice. 
The amount of mineral matter in . solution is given ' in parts 
per million instead of in grains per gallon. To avoid any con-
fusion at this point the following considerations may be pre-
sented with certain simple rules derived from them for changing 
data in one system into their equivalents in another: 
1. One liter of water weighs 1,000,000 milligrams, and it fol-
lows that 1 milligram or 0.001 gram of solids per liter of water is 
equivalent to one part per million. . 
2. One grain per United States gallon is equivalent to 17.118 
parts per million, or 0.017118 gram per liter. 
To change from one system to another, therefore, the appro-
priate rule may be selected fr,om the following and applied to 
the data at hand. 
--To g,et grains per United States' gallon from parts per million, • 
divide by 17.1; or from grams per liter, divide by 0.0171. 
To get parts per million from grains per United States gal-
lon, multiply by 17.1; or to get grams per liter from grains per 
United States gallon, multiply by 0.0171. 
RECOMPUTATION OF FORMER ANALYSES. 
Though there is at the present time very little scientific jus-
tification for representing the mineral matter dissolved in water 
in terms of compounds, it has been the almost universal custom 
till very ·reoently. From such theoretical combinations the tem-
porary and permanent hardness of waters have been determined, 
their power to form boiler scale has been calculated, and the 
natur,e and amounts of the agents necessary to soften them have 
b'een decided. It is not necessary for any of these purposei'! 
to assume the existence of compounds in waters (see p. 1(1). 
Many persons, howev,er, prefer to have an analysis of water 
stated in terms of compounds', and it certainly. is necessary in 
the comparison of the qualities of two waters to have the analyses 
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expressed in the same terms. For ,these reasons it seems desir-
able to make certain statements regarding the relations of the 
two methods of stating results and.to give a logarithmic table to 
facilitate the conversion of the data 6f ,one system into those of 
the other. 
In the calculation of the results of analysis to compounds the 
practice is by no means uniform. Perhaps the most common 
method is as follows: Granting that the water contains the 
usual kinds ,of mineral matter and is acid to phenolphthalein, the 
bicarbonate radicle is calculated to calcium and magnesium in 
order till it is exhausted. The remaining calcium and mag-
nesium, or very probably magnesium only, is calculated to sul-
phate. Any remaining SUlphate radicle and also the chlorine 
are calculated to sodium compounds, and to potassium if that 
element is separately determined. Silicon, iron, and aluminum 
are commonly reported as the oxides. The calculation must be 
varied, of course, in accordance with the water in hand. This 
statement applies to a typical Iowa water of moderate minerali-
zation. . 
In order to facilitate recomputation of analyses of that nature, 
a table of logarithmic factors is· given. It contains all the com-
pounds that have been found in conv,erting the data of ,old an-
alyses for use in this report. Column A contains the logarithms 
of the chemical factors necessary to :find the radicles on the left 
fi'om their compounds on the right. For example, the factor for 
computing the amount of calcium in calcium carbonate is 
40.1+100.1, and its logarithm is 0.6027. In column B are the 
logarithms of the chemical factors plus · the logarithm of the 
factor necessary to convert grains per United States gallon into 
parts per million. According to a recent determination of the 
Bureau of Standards, this factor is 17.117967, or, with sufficient 
accuracy, 17.118, and its logarithm is, 0.23345. The logarithm 
for computing parts per million of calcium from grains per 
gallon of calcium carbonate is, therefore, 0.8361. As is usual 
in such logarithmic tables, the characteristics are omitted. It 
is hardly necessary to state that one may obtain logarithms of 
compounds corresponding to radicles by subtracting the appro-
priate logarithmic factor from the logarithms of the weights of 
the radicles. 
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Logarithmic jacto'rs necessa1'Y jor recomputinq analyses. 
Logarithmic Logarithmic )'actors Factors Amouotof- 10- Amouotof- 10-
---
A B A 
-1 B 
Ca _____________ CaCO. _________ 0.6027 0.8Wl C l ______________ CaCl, _____ _ 0.8053 0 .0388 Ca _____________ CaSO. _______ __ 
.4691 .7025 CL _____________ MgCl, _____ .8717 .1052 Ca _____ ________ Ca(HCOs), ___ .3934 .6268 Cl ______________ NaCL _____ .7825 .0159 Ca ____________ CaCl,_ ..' _______ . 
.55n .7912 C l ______________ KCL _____ .6769 .9103 Ca _________ ___ CaO ___________ 
.8542 .0876 SO. ____________ CaSO. _____ .8485 .0819 Mg __ __________ . MgCO, ________ 
,4605 .69 II SO. ____________ Mgf,O. ____ .9018 .1353 Mg ___ _________ . MgSO. ________ 
.3060 .5394 So. ____________ Na,SO. ___ . .8298 .0632 Mg ___ __ ________ MgCl, _________ 
.4077 .6411 So. __ __ ________ . K,SO. _____ .7411 .9745 Mg _____________ Mg(HCO.). ___ 
.2213 .4547 SO. ____________ BaSO. ____ _ .6143 .8478 Mg _____________ MgO ___________ 
.7807 .0142 SO. _____________ So, ________ .079) .3126 Mg _______ ~ ___ __ Mg,P,O. ______ . 
.3399 .5784 Cos--__________ CaCO, ____ . .n77 .0112 Na _____ __ ______ Na
2
CO, ________ 
.6380 .8714 CO, ___________ _ MgCO. ____ 520 .0855 Na _____________ NaHCO. ______ 
.4381 .6716 CO. __________ __ Na,CO. ____ .7524 .9859 Na _________ • ___ N a,SO. ________ 
.5109 .7444 CO,----________ K,CO, ___ __ . 6373 .8708 Na __________ ___ NaCL ___ ______ 
.5955 .8290 Co.---- ________ FeCO, ____ . .7141 .9475 Na _____________ Na, O _______ ___ 
.8706 .1041 Co, _________ __ _ CO, _______ _ .1347 .3681 K ______________ K.C03--_______ .752~ .9804 NH • ____________ NH3 ______ _ .0248 .2583 K __ ________ ___ _ K.SO. _________ 
.6523 . 8858 NH. ___ _____ ___ . N __________ . .1091 .3426 K ______________ KCL ___________ 
.7200 .9534 HCO, __________ Na.C03 ____ .9393 .1727 K ______________ K , O ___________ . 
.9193 .1528 RCO, __________ K,CO. _____ .0545 .2879 K ______________ KHCO, _______ 
.5921 .8255 HCO, __________ CaCO, _____ .9140 .1474 K ______________ K,PtCl. _______ 
.2073 .4407 HCOs __________ MgCO. ____ .8397 .0731 Fe _____________ Fe,O. __ _______ _ 
.8449 .0783 HCO, __________ F eCO, _____ .9777 .2111 Fe _____________ F eC03--------- .6833 .9168 HC03 _________ _ CO, ________ .6918 .~51 AL _____________ AI,O, _______ __ _ .7245 .9580 I 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF WATER .BY DISTRICTS 
To facilitate the study of well waters in relation to geogr'aphic 
distribution, the state has been subdivided into eight arbitrary 
districts (see fig. 2), known as the northeast, north-central, north-
west, east-central, central, southeast, south-central and south-
west districts. The composition of the waters will be discussed 
according to these districts, the 'analyses within ea.ch being ar-
ranged alphabetically by counties. The tables contain -both 
analyses of well waters made .originally for this report and those 
received from other sources. 
NORTHEAST AND NORTH-CENTRAL DISTRICTS. 
The northeast and north-central districts contain most O'f the 
slightly mineralized water of the state. The quality of the wa-
ters in the two districts is so nearly the same that both may as 
well be considered together. 
With two exceptions-those of the deep wells at Bancroft and 
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166 . UNDERGROUND WATER RESOURCES OF IOWA 
parts per million, and in only three waters do they much ,exceed 
500. The McGregor well is unnecessarily deep, for there are 
several ,others at ,the s'ame place and at North McGr,egor which 
have only about half its depth and yet yield an abundance of ex-
cellent water. Its excess of solids is due to salt, and it is the 
only well in thes'e two districts that shows this substance in con-
siderable amount. 
The following table shows the average ,amounts of certain con-
stituents carried by the deep and shallow wells in these two sec-
tions: 
Average mineral content of wate7'S in' nQ7·theast and nQ7·th-centml districts of Iowa 
[Parts per million] 
,~ 
" 
• be ., 0 + .. () ~ !:lo .. ... :a ,.... tl <U 'tlZ ., ~ 8 '" 8 ... " .. Source 0' S 1:1~ .. 0 .. 'tl§. ::I "8 1:10 S ., :a 8 'm 8.S 0= 1:1 
.;: ., .o~ .. ~ ;:: CD .. 1:1 ::I., 
"" 
.Q • 3 ~ t) bD ~CD .. - !:loO 0 «i "' .. t)C.> -00 :a .. 0'" 
--
::I~ 0 00 0 )i;l 00 I%l III 0 Eo< 
Northeast Distrlct-
80 deep wells _______ 10 6S 81- 28 321 88 24 851 
20 shallow wells ______ 15 89 32 16 847 88 12 888 
North-Central 
District-7 deep welJs __ _________ 11 87 88 20 828 92 14 489 
:f1 shallow wells _______ 18 99 32 258 418 68 8.8 454 
aThe sum of the constituents minus one-half the bicarbonate radicle. 
The average s,olids for the deep wells and for the shallow wells 
of the districts are nearly the same. The best wells of each sort 
contain about 270 parts per million of mineral matter. The shal-
low-well waters are as uniformly good as the waters of the deep 
wells, the only two shallow wells approaching or reaching 1,000 
parts of solids being those at Bancr,oft and at New Hampton. 
The waters of a few of the best wells of both classes contain 
about the same amounts of solids as the waters of Des Moines, 
Iowa, and Cedar rivers, which rise in these districts. The shal-
lower well's, unlike many in the southern ,and southwestern parts 
of the state, are not commonly located in the flood plains of 
rivers. In fact flood plains are less common in this part of the 
state, the rivers more often flowing between bluffs of consider-
able height. 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF UNDERGROUND WATERS 167 
With the exception noted at McGregor the waters of the dis-
tricts are entirely normal-that is, they contain for the most 
part magnesium, calcium, and bicarbonates, and the harder ones 
contain notable amounts of sulphates. They are the best boiler 
waters of the state, as well as the best for general municipal 
and industrial purposes. 
Locality 
Howar<1 County 
Cresco ___________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Lime Springs ____ _ 
Wlnnesbiek County 
Calmar __________ _ 
Decorab __________ _ 
Ossian __________ .. 
Do __________ _ 
Allamakee County 
New Albin ________ _ 
Do __________ _ 
Lansing ________ _ 
Do __________ _ 
Postville _________ _ 
Do __________ _ 
Village Creek ____ _ 











Analyses of water in the northeast district of Iowa. 
Name of Lowest 
Stratum 
-
[Parts per million.) 
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~~ 0 :a 
z; 0 
City ______________ _ 
-
400 20 ______ 
- ---








___ do ___________ _ 
-
200 26 ______ 
----
3 200 Devonian (1) __________ ____ 3 J. W. Davis _____ _ 
. 166 20 ______ 
----
I 166 Devonian limestone __ 20 ______ ____ 1 121 49 
1,223 I I - -_. 2 
--- -----
90 24 Chicago, Milwaukeei 1,223 I St. Lawrence _________ '-_.1 2 1 __ -'-___ .1 901  
& St. Paul Ry. 
---730 Ii 13 ______ ---- .5 78 27 18 ______ 
---
I 124 36 
155 ---- 3 ---- ----- 89 46 
Unl~~' Springs ____ ~1------ 1 -------------------------1131------1 -1 .51 1 27 T. V. Gilbert ______ 73 New Richmond ________ 18 _______ '-_ 1 124 36 
Chicago, Milwaukee 155 _______ ~______________ ____ 3 ____ _____ 89 46 














1.3 49 66 61 2.5 390 Hotel _____________ _ 71 ______ 1 ___ .1 1.31 491 66 1 Cambrian sandstone 
underIy(ng the Dres· 
Creamery _______ _ 
City ______________ _ 
A. C. Doehler ____ _ 
Chicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul By. 
Co. Olty _____________ _ 
A. C. Doebler ____ _ 










.5 48 53 ~I 9 ______ ---- ----- 42 17 12 _____ 0.3 
--.. -- 44 16 95 
_ _____ do ._______________   ____ _____ 42 17 99 
_ _____ do ______________   0.3 _____ 44 16 95 
_ ... --
----- ----
I 99 32 7 
___ ~_~c~o ------------~-I 91------1----1 .51 1 1 141 
______________________ ____ _____ ____ 1 99 32 7 
Saint Peter _________ _ 
Cambrian sandstone 
underlying the Dres· 
bach. 
______ do _____________ _ 
8 _____ 
.... _- I 77 41 MI 9 ______ .2 _____ 67 23 81 _____ 1 __ _ 1 1 1 1 1 111 .2 _____ 67 23 50 
10 ______ 
----
2 1  .1 ____ 1 2 88 24 £>1 1 1 
2 378 
5 284 9 274 21 378  
402 
4 402 
8 274 41 402 
2 32<1 1 
80 6858 10 _____ 28 
36 ____ 2 
18 ____ 4.3 73 ____ 50 
21 _-0 __ 2 
18 _____ 8 
19 ____ 6.6 63 _-__ 73 59 _____ M 33 _____ 4 
35 _____ 4 46 _____ 
42 























Name of Chemist 
W. S. Hendrixson 
DO. 
Do. 
H. E. Smltb 
W. S. Hendrixson 
Do. 
Geo. N. Prentiss 




Geo. N. Prentiss 
































New Hampton -----1 City ----------------Do.________ Ohicago, Milwaukee 





& Maquo-I 81 _____ 1 1 
l 
s 
.11 641 271181 
219 00 24 





81 27 Do ___ • ____ •• ... _ do _._ .... __ •• _ 
Bremer County 
Fairbank ••• _____ •• 
Sumner ________ ._. 
Waverly ______ • __ _ 
H. Leistikow _____ 1 113 1 Drift ---------------~---City _______________ 1,740 Saint Lawrence ______ _ 
____ do ____________ 1,720 . ______ do ---------------
81 ______ 12 1 .31 701 28 8 _____ • 1 1 43 20 
6 ______ ____ 2 66 30 
Fayette County 
Fayette _________ 1 -------------------- ,------West Union ________ City _________ _______ 70 ____________ _ 1.. _____ ..... ___ _ ---- .------,----, 2 I 661 20 3 ____ _____ 75 4
Clayton County 
Elkader _________ _ 
McGregor • ________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do ___________ _ 
North McGregor Do __ • ___ • _____ _ 
Monona • __________ _ Do ____________ _ 
Black Hawk Oounty 
:!~: do-============= 
City (No. 2) _____ _ 
City (No. 3) _______ _ 
City ___ ____________ _ 
Cblcago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul By. 
00. Wellman __________ _ 







Saint Peter ____________ 1 81 ______ ' .31 .2/ 681 28 
Cambrian sandstone 7 & ____ _____ 58 29 
underlying the Dres- I 
bacb. 
do --------------- 6 6 ----- 1601 20 
______ do _______________ 9 ______ ., 2 89 36 
______ do _______________ 10 ______ ____ 3 68 ~ 
______ do _______________________ _ ________ -' 67 28 













Hudson ._._. __ • __ 1 r.fty ----------------1 J"l' I -------------------------Waterloo • __ • ____ • Water Co. ________ 1.373 Saint Lawrence - ---- 91------1 .11 1 7 _____ ____  ]001 271 HI 78 38 41 
Buchanan Oounty 
Jesup •••• _. ___ ._1 CIty • __________ • __ --' 3121 Devonian ____________ ..1 141 _____ .1._..1 3 831 30 9 
Delaware Oounty 
_ Manchester _______ _ U. S. Fisb Hatch- . _____ _ 
ery (spring). 
101 _____ .1 ____ 1 1 501 20 5\ 
31 
2891 861' __ '1 5 
456 366 ____ 33 
3891 281 __ '_1 1 





11--r -1 2 8 ____ 4 66 ____ 7 
221----1 5 9 _____ 10 
3061 W. S. Hendrixson 





3391 W. S. Hendrixson 
334 Do. 
379 Do. 
2401 W. S. Hendrixson, 306 Geo. N. Prentiss 
2881' 57/ _____ , .51 3181 H. S. Spaulding 
510, 54 _____ , 36 , 488, J. B. Weems 
5091 4651 _____ 1968 345 133  246 
30] 54 _____ 61 
309 44 _____ 59 
2,5851 Do. 867 W. S. Hendrixson 
429 Do. 
397 Geo. N. Prentiss 
3711 1331 _____ 1 19 335 86 _ ... __ 10 5001 Do. 423 W. S. Hendrixson 
41 2061 1861--- -- 1' 3 368 106 ____ 8 4441 W. S. Hendrixson 468 Do. 
2831 . 481 _____ 1 7 3351 W. S. Hendrixson 







































AnaZllses of water in the northeast di strict of Iowa-Continued. .... .., 
[Parts per million .] .. 
<::> 
8--;, oc .0 
'" 
=::10 < )1 '" Cl '" 
- ~ ... :a 'Q " OJ 0= ,. - as as ~ -;. 0 q 6 !=e< ~ 8 - '" - '" Lo-c.l!t~ : = Owner ~ - Name of Lowest 8 Z 8 ... '0 - '0 Name of Chemist Z ... Stratum - "'::1+ ., ::I ::I - El cO ~ f '" 0 ti 0 CJ} 0_ ~ = 8 OJ e 0(.) =- mCl:SO 
"" a ::I ., '" .c tll cd- c- .;:: '" t<l .d ~ ~~.; ~ = ::I '" ... ~ 






",,0 ",0 0 ~ Po a HaS!: 0 ::I 0; tIC 0 "'- _00 tZ :;; .. Q 
'" < '" 0 .~ '" ::1 - -- 0 A 000 !: (.) )1 00 ~ a:)- 00 Z (.) Eo< ~ 
Do ___________ I City _____________ 1 1,870 1 Cambrian sandstone 33 __________ 2 60 17 6 96 134 _____ 1 9 309 Do. 0 q 
underlying the Drea- Z bach. ti 
Dubuque County 1 1 
802 1 Cambrian sandstone Dubuque _________ Stcam Heat Co ____ 
---
----- - --- -----
56 36 2 342 15 _____ 2 28'! ~ underlying the Dres-
.." bach. t<l D.o------------- Butchers' Assocla- 936 do ___ ____ _______ ---- 2 ---- ----- 54 31 2 294 17 _____ 254 O. F. Chandler ~ tlon. Do ____________ Malting Co _________ 000 _____ , do ______________ ---- ------ ---- ----- 76 22 14 256 26 _____ 21 287 Geo. N. Prentiss ~ Do ______________ Brewing & Malt Co 1,165 ______ do _____________ _ 8 ______ 0 1 58 37 ~I 3 310 20 _____ 8 297 W. S. Hendrixson t<l Do ____________ Eighth Street well, 1,200 _ _____ do ____ ___________ 12 ______ 0 .5 54 32 3 284 16 ____ 5 268 Do. W 
City. 0 Do _______ _______ J. Oushlng's foun- 965 do _____________ --- - ------ - --- - ---- 52 32 8 310 15 _____ 4 26G Wahl & H enlus q 
dry. ~ Do ____________ Brewing & Malt Co 999 do _____________ _ 
---- ------ ---- -----




57 35 5 332 15 ____ 2 281 Geo. N. Prentiss 
& St. Paul By. 0 
Co. "j Do _____________ 
____ do _____________ 1,262 do ______ .... ______ ~--- ---.. -- - --- ----- 56 33 9 322 -18 --- ... - 7 284 Do. 
...... Do _____________ Bank & Insuranc~ 973 do _____________ 5 11 
---- ----
51 25 21 300 21 ____ 0 284 J. B. Weems 0 Building. ~ Do_-'-______ -_-___ City, Eagle Polnt __ 1,827 do ___ ___________ 5 ______ 
----
I 55 33 2J 4 316 13 _____ 5 276 W . S. H endrixson Do ___________ Linwood cemetery_ 1,954 Sandstone ____________ 14 ______ 2 3 64 32 3 326 84 ____ 9 324 Do. I> 
. Farley -____ ._.~ ____ Ohlcago, Milwaukee 100 Niagaran (1) _________ ---- 1.2 ---- ----- 85 28 17 260 128 ----- 10 399 Geo . N. Prcntlss 
& St. Paul By. 
·Co. 
Worthington -.. ______ 1 Chicago, MIlwaukeel 95 1 ___________________ ___ 1----1 bl09I ____ I ____ 1 491 41 1 9 1721 1511 _____ 1 5 4501 F. O. Bunnell 
& St. Paul By. 
,.. .. _ .. __ . - Co. 
aSum of constituents minus one-half of bl-carbonate radicle. 
b Probably this Is mostly suspended clay. 
Analyses of water i n thE' north-central cPistrict of Iowa . 







01 '0 is: ~::o :;: :a ~ ... II) 
-
o ~ ~ 
- 11)--- ;a '0 " .... Qj 
--- '~8< - iii 8 ~ - ~o 01 ;a G '" Q Locality Owner ~ Name of Lowest 0 8 0 ~ 8 ... - ~ Name of Chemist I> 
.... Stratum rn .... ::s+ ;; ::s - .::! 
.::! ~o CD ~ IV '0 t"' 0 0_ M ~ 8 
'" 8 
ctll <;- ~ ",010 r... IV-
'" ,Q a ~ I ~ Ul ,o~ ~o .~ 01 CD"" " ::s '" ... CD ,Q • .. 'iil Q Po ~ ~d& ~ ;a 01 01_ ",,0 !:z 0 0 ::s ... QQ _00 :a <5 CD MOI- 0 
- 01 en ... :;: tj :;; 0 0 iii '~ ::s- Z- is: 0 0 ... t1J g,. en Q ... 
"tI 
0 
Kos~uth Oounty Ul 
1-1 
Algona _____________ OIty ________________ 1,050 Oneots ________________ 10 ______ I 1.6 101 54 411 11 420 205 10 647 W. S. Hendrixson >-3 ---- 1-1 Do _____________ W. Lacey _> ________ 227 Cretaceous 
-----------
14 ______ 1.6 .6 101 32 44 464 84 ____ 4 649 H. S. Spaulding 0 Bancroft ___________ Ohlcago & North 438 ------------- -- -------_ .. 3 2 180 65 93 436 618 ---- 11 1,090 Geo. M. Davidson Z 
. Western Ry. 00. 0 Burt ________________ _ ___ do ____ ... _______ 600 ---------------------.--- 9 3 136 32 38 494 129 ----- 6 600 Do. Germania _______ ; __ Chicago, Rock Is- 235 ----------~------------- 5 105 42 50 464 151 - ..... -- 6 586 F . O. Bunnell. ':::l land & Pacific q 




96 37 7 632 65 _____ 10 657 Geo. M. Davidson tj Western Ry.Oo. t".J Luverll~ . ____________ Oity "C _______ __ ____ 35 Drift ___________________ 
----
14 112 41 ________ 866 140 28 _____ 518 F. O. Bunnell ::lJ 
WJnnehago' Oounty I;') 
::lJ 
Forest Olty ________ City ________________ 300 200 ft_ In rock ____ ____ 15 ______ .2 102 34 191 3 460 40 _____ 4 447 W_ S_ Hendrixson 0 
---- q Lake Mills _________ Minneapolis & St. 240 MIsSissippian ________ __ 22 ______ 
---- -----
as 27 15 898 22 _____ 6 379 Geo. M. Davidson 
Louis R. R. 00. Z Do _____________ Ohicago & North 334 Devonian limestone ___ 17 ______ 
--- -
2.2 87 28 5 406 8 _____ 1.5 352 Do. tI 
Woden:" _~2~: ________ Western Ry. 00. s. Stenerson _______ 116 .. --- -- --- --------------_ .. 19 ______ 3 2 67 24 54 442 31 _____ 1 422 H. ·S. Spaulding :a I> 
Worth Oounty >-3 
t".J Hanlanton _________ Ohlcago & North 260 Devonian limestone __ 22 3 73 16 24 277 40 _____ 23 340 Geo. M. Davidson ::lJ 
Western Ry . 00_ Ul MilDiy "::':~~ ___ ~~_-::_~ Ohlcago, Rock Is- 320 Devonian ___________ 
---
3 71 21 2 246 48 _____ 15 283 F . O. Bunne)) 
land & Pacific 
Ry.Oo. 





Osage _____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Rlcevflle ___________ _ 
Hancock County 
Britt ______________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Corwith ___________ _ 
Garner _____________ _ 
Goodell ____________ _ 
Cerro Gordo 
County 
Dougherty ________ _ 
Mason City ______ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do ___________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Analyses of water in the north-central dwtrict of/om-Continued. 








[Parts per million.] 




_ od,.: -< 
<5 !:a-< -
;; 'O.=-t 'i ~ ~ .osO '" Q 
• ~'t:I it" - -~ ~ Qr: Q a 
_ Hllh .... 0 a 
flI 0 ~;: 
Chicago, Mllwaukeel 113 1 __________ ______________ 1 ____ 1 1.5, ____ , ____ _ 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. City ________________ 1 780 1 Saint Peter ____________ 1 171 ______ 1 ____ 1 5 
_ ___ do _____________ 2BO Maquoketa ____________________________ _ 

















1161 25 150 ___ _ 
841 14 
Chicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. 
533 2.61. __ _ 1 ____ .1 1061 4,1 
____ do ______ ___ ___ _ 
Olty _______________ _ 
Chicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. C. Wesenburg ____ _ 
~ I ~~~~~~!~~I~~~~-~~~-~~~~:t~~I--i~-- I_:_L~ __ 
65 1 Drift __________________ 1 231 _____ .1 2.51 3 
1091 40 92 35 
92 32 
821 35 
Chicago & North ____ _ Devonian _____________ 1 111 1.51 ___ 1.. __ .1 621 26 
Western Ry. 00. 
____ do _____ _____ ___ 862 
____ do __________________ _ 
:lIt)' (No. 2)_______ 651 
CIty (No. 3)________ 651 
City (No. 4)________ 651 
Chicago, Mflwaukee 1,473 
& St. Paul Ry. 
00. 
Saint Peter ___________ 14 2 
_ _____ do ______________ 15 4 
Platteville ___________ 9 ______ .6 1 
______ do ______________ 9 ______ 5 1.3 
__ .... __ qo _______ +_____ 8 ______ ____ 1 



























































... ~ -_ .c 
z U 
351.. __ .1 7 
31 3!41 611 ____ ~ 42 357 111 _____ 8 
142 94 3 31 






Name of Chemist 
2991 Geo. N. Prcn tiss 
4001 W. S. HendrixSon 
468 Do. 
375 Do. 
4561 611. ___ .1 2.31 433 1 H. E. Smith 
5121 471 _____ 1 1.61 4771 Do. 448 188 _____ .5 671 W. S. Hendrixson 
396 45 _____ 15 307 Geo. N. Prcntlss 
4001 I J ____ I .21 4141 H . S. · Spaulding ,~ .1_--
1
3.31 2961 Geo. M. Davidson 




6 424 9 _____ 6 
51 423 11 _____ 5 
6 '02 11 _____ 6 









W. S. Hendrixson 
Do. 
Do. 

























Cbarles Clty _______ _ 
Marble Rock ______ _ 
Nora Springs _____ _ 
HUmboldt County 
Livermore _________ _ 
Renwick __________ _ 
Wright County 
Belmond __________ _ 
marion ___________ _ 
Eagle Grove _______ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Clarion ____________ _ 
Franklin County 
City _______________ _ 
____ do ____________ _ 
Chicago. Mlhvaukee 
& St. Paul Ry . 
Co. 
City _______________ _ 
Chicago & North 
Western Ry. Co. 
F. Luick __________ _ 
J. Wilson ---------, 
Chicago & North 
Western Ry. Co. 
_ ___ do ____________ _ 
Dr. McGrath ______ _ 
OIty _________ . ______ _ 
1.588 1 Saint Lawrence ______ _ 
~~ ~~~~_~_o_~_ ~~:ll_~S_~~~_~-_ _:. __  
I 
) ------ - -- - 1 1 3 ______ ____ 
------- ---- --- ... -
135 1 Drift ____ ____________ __ _ 1 28 
81 ______ do _______ _________ _ 
I 
j ------ .5 1 
12 
----1-----
55 I Drift _. _________________ 11 
273 Mississippian __________ 1 
72 Drift ____________________ _ 
~ ------ 3 I 1 
~ ______ 2 2 
6 
---- -----
1~ MissisSi~~1 iiii--========== ' -~j 283 ______ do . _____________ 1 28 B ______ 1 1 B __ ~ __ 
• 4 2.4 
Hampton __________ 1 City _______ + _______ 1 1 •708 1 Jordan ---_------------1 1: Latimer ____________ _ ___ do _____________ 150 Mississippian __________ 20 3 ______ 1.4 2 ) ------ 2 3 
Butler County 
Dumont ___________ I Ohlcago & North 14 I Alluvium (?) __ . _____ _ 2 
---- -----
Western Ry. 00. 















23 16 270 40, _____ 
18 15 268 35 _____ 




34 401 6 «4 971 _____ 
41 48 523 96 ' _____ 
28 20 ~ 
---i71==== 31 13 ~ ~ 37 568 · 70, _____ 
I 39 ]8 486 34 j ____ 
31 11 466 2l----26 15 «0 23 _____ 
33 211 8 364 59 _____ 
25 21 «2 24 _____ 
43 55 548 100 
-----
3 295 W. S. Hendrixson , 301 Do. 
3 307 Geo . N. Preutiss 
~ 542 W. S. Hendrixson 
5 671 Geo. M. Davidson 
1.6 390 W. S. Hendrixson 
13 ~ H. S. Spaulding 
7 664 Geo. M. Davidson 
3 462 Do. 
6.5 420 W. S. Hendrixson 
6 407 Do • 
5 405 W. S. Hendrixson 
6 412 Do. 







































174 UNDERGROUND WATER RESOURCES OF IOWA 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF WATERS OF THE NORTHWEST DIS-
TRICT. 
Hard waters abound in Kossuth and Humboldt counties in the 
western part of the north-central district of the state, and in Em-
met, Palo Alto, Pocahontas and Calhoun counties in the east· 
ern part of the northwest district. Hard waters are, in fact, 
the rule throughout the northwest district, the average in total 
solids for all deep wells within the district being 1,425 parts, 
and for shallow wells 857 parts per million, as indicated in the 
following table: 
9 deep 
Avemge mine?'al content of wate?'s i;" the n01,thwest dist?'ict of Iou;a, 






- 8 ""8 ~ '" S <5 S 0:1 '- --; 
Source §. ,::! CI:S ..... - 0<> _ <>0 '" 8 ., 8"'~ 0- " "-00 0 




",,:ao Z! ~ '8 OIl :oo~ ~f~ 0 .. 
'" 
_tJ :a o""~ :I '~ iii u :<l 00 
"" 
00 U 
wells __________ 16 210 67 181 373 719 10 60 shallow wells ______ 24 160 43 60 420 321 62 










The deep wells, unlike those of the northeast and north~cen­
tral districts, contain hard waters as the rule and soft waters as 
the rare exception. The only deep waters containing less than 
1,000 parts per million of solids are those at Emmetsburg, in 
Palo Alto county, and at Manson, in . Calhoun county. The 
former belongs to the class .of those considered in the northeast 
and north-central districts, for it contains only 410 parts of 
solids. The well is in a location where the Cretaceous forms the 
surface rock. The shallow wells in the county yield hard water, 
and the Emmetsburg well is probably one in which the casing 
was very successfully done, the upper hard waters having been 
effectively excluded, The well at Manson is the only deep well 
in the state whose water was found to contain normal carbon-
ates;. the magnesium and calcium in it are very low, the -solids 
being mostly alkaline chlorides and sulphates. It may b~ ',ques-
tioned whether its comparatively soft water 'aI!,d its , alkalinity 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF UNDERGROUND WATERS 175 
may not be due to contamination by surface water owing to 
faulty casing. 
'There are few deep wells in the northwest district. Out 
course, possible that future borings may develop the fact that 
good deep well water may obtain in this section. 
The waters from shallow wells show a very great variation in 
quality, ranging fr,om those comparable with the bE:st well wa-
ters of the northeast district to those containing more thall 
2,000 parts of solids per million, as in 0 'Brien county. The wells 
in the river bottoms, such as those at Sioux City, supply waters 
almost uniformly good, but the deeper drift wells: usually con-
tain hard water. Of the wells which do not enter rock and 
which supply soft water a large proportion are known to de-
rive their water from river alluvium. All but two of the re-
maining wells of this class ar,e located near rivers and may get 
their water in part or wholly from the same source. It may, 
therefore~ fairly be questioned whether ,any considerable num-
ber of wells of this district supply slightly mineralized waters 
wholly from the drift. Aside from the two deep wells already 
discussed the well of Henry Steinecke, of Aurelia, which is sup-
posed to ,enter the Dakota sandstone, is the only one in the 
district so far as investigated that enters rock and supplies com-
paratively soft water. 
·Detailed ,analyses follow. 
Analyses of wate1' in the northwest district of Iowa. 
[Parts per million .J 
1 
8-; Qi, 
~::So :( ! 
-
od e. ,-.. a; 6 !=iF< '-- lIS 8 Owner ~ Name of Lowest 8 0 Stratum - ... ::s .~ ~ ::s 0 a') 0_ I:'> 0; ::s 8 -- .,aso r.. ~ ., 
.<l 
'8 e ' ", lIS Q)'CI e. ~ ~ .. ~ :gd~ C <> "" 0. 0 ::s OJ lIS 
'" 
HIIS-· :( ~ 00 0 .t: 0 :g 
Locality 
1 1 1 
Lyon County Feet 
City _______________ / ~ ~~~i~::' _============== I 251 ______ 1 1 I 1 1 1331 ~I do ___________ 28 5 ____ _____ 126 Rock Rapids ______ _ Doon _____________ _ 
Osceola County 
Sibley ______________ 1 Chicago, Rock Is· 408 , ------------.------------ 2881 62 
Dickinson County 
Lake Park ________ _ 
Montgomery ______ _ 
Spirit Lake _______ _ 
Emmet County 
land & Pacillc 
Ry. Co. 
G. R. Badgerow ______ _________________________ 26 ______ 2 2 84 26 City --- ------------ / ge / Drift ----- .--------- ----/ 321  ' 7 I 5 I 8161 105 
Cit~P~i~~~---------- 100 Drift __________________ 27 ------1 2 1 213 52,. 
Gridley _____________ Chicago . & North l 430 
Western ny.co. Haifa _____ ._.______ Parm well ___ ._____ 149 
-----------.---- ---------, 261 \ ___ . ____ 1 1511 52 
=====-:_======-:..======-_=-: 1 ~ ; 1====1=====1 m ~ Maple Hill _____ .___ do _ •• _ ••.••• __ 455 
~ Oi ~ 
~ 8 e 8 
'" ::s 












HUI:I~~ •• ~:~~:~_._ Olty ._. __ •• ________ 11.256 
Orange Olty ___ . _. do _ •• _. __ .___ 24 
Algonkian ____________ _ 
Drift ________ '" _______ _ 18 ______ 6 1 5 3:121 124 1 1921 23 17 __ ____ ____ .51 122 66 1\0"'1 
O'Brlen County 1 
Hartley __ ._________ _ ___ > do __________ 205 
Primghar __________ J. J. Shonts _______ ) 372 ------ do .----. ______ __ 1 ____ 1
1 
30 ____ ) _____ 1 335 










- Chemist Ott ! .. '" '0 "'~ "'~ C ., ~~ 
... " ;:: 
"'" 
.Q • til lIS_ c.O "'0 0 
<><> -00 tz §, ... iQ- ::s~ z- 0 00 E-o 
I = 1 1861 ____ _ 1 208 _____ 161 13 6131 W. S. IIendrlxson 580 Geo. M. Davidson 






386 7 _____ 





534 85 _____ 
890 491 _____ 
38411•3801 ___ _ _ 
378 78 . 64 
50611.5221 __ ...1 5701.199 _____ • 
4/1.5901 H. S. Spaulding 3 3491 W. S . Hendrixson 
20,1.031 Do . 
61 7761 Geo . M. Davidson 





W . S. H endrixson 
61 617 Do. 
83[2.626'1 F. O. Bunnell 















































Chcrokc~ Do _____________ _ 
Marcus ____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Buena Vista 
COlmty 







Rolfe ______________ _ 
CIty ______________ _ 
Chicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. 
--r-- do 
Mill _______________ _ 
Chicago & North 
Western Ry.Co. 
City 
401------ do ______________ 1 ____ 1 31 ____ 1 _____ 1 721 21 
1,250 Cambrian ________________________________ 353 114 
3001 Drift ___________________ , ___ _ 221 ___ -' _____ 1 2381 38 
2501 ______ do _____________ _ 
2( ______ do _____________ -' 35 51 ____ 1 _____ 1 1541 46 3 ____ _____ 181 63 
101 Alluvium ______________ -' 251 _____ -' ___ -' 3 I 1051 22 
----- 110 ___________ 1 385 1 Dakota ----------------1 241 ______ 1 2.4 1 2.61 2641 83 
Ohicago, Milwaukee 874 Saint Petcr ___________ ____ 9 ____ ___ __ 00 32 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. City _______________ 11,1001 ______ do ______________ 1 131 ______ 110 I 8 11711 55 
_____ do ___ ________ 38J MississippinI: __________ 6 ______________ 174 40 





_____ do __________ _ 
J..Ja l'~on Bros ______ _ 
G. Arnold ________ _ 







Ohieago, Milwaukeol 373 
& St. Puul Ry. 
Co. 
Dnkota Saint Pcter ___________ _ 
Dakota _______________ _ 
do _____________ _ 
_ _____ do 
Hawks ____ __ ___ __ -' 831 Drift _____________ _ 
(l ity _______________ _ 
Ohicago, Roe" Is-
land & Pacillc 




lOIS' Saint Louis _________ _ 
81 ___ + ____ 11231 30 





13 _____ _ 
24 _____ _ 
45 _____ _ 
















281 ______ 1 .31 .2 '1 3141 97 
___ .1 _______________ 204 71; 
2501 105 
331 ______ 1 6 4 I 1711 92 
91 ___ -' ____ -' 2061 57 



























451; 1,282 ____ _ 




542 247 ____ _ 











Geo. N. Prentiss 
H. E. Smith 
Geo. N. Prentiss 
Do. 
Geo. M. Davidson 





H. I, . Smith 
W. S. Hendrixson 
J. B. Weems 
4041 1271 _____ 1 281 5661 Geo. M. Davidson 




306 651 ____ _ 
368 398 ____ _ 
363 1,163 ____ _ 







W. S. Hendrixson 
Do. 
H. S. Spaulding 
W: S. Hendrixson 
Do. 
30°1 G931 401 134 11 ,5461 Do. 47~ 400 ______ ____ 1,302 Oeo. N. Prentiss 
8201 2031 ____ -' 12"81 1,107 1 Do . 
5181 4751 _____ 1 61t,111 1 W. S. Hendrixson 
464 509 _____ 151,130 F. O . Bunnell 
5221 145
' 








































Analyses of water in the northwest district of Iowa-Continued. 
[Parts per millIon.] 
Ql 





Name of Lowest 
Stratum 
1<l86 0 0 : 
---=, ·;::'S:; 
0-0 ,,+, 0; 
~ ~'O ~ Q 
(J _Q~ a 












'" <l 00 
'" ::a 
VVoodbury County I Feet 
~ nOiC \ ~ 
I 7----,'---'-
Luton _____________ _ 
SIoux City Do _____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do ____________ __ 
Do ____________ __ 
Ida County 
Chicago, Milwaukee 85 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. 
Starch works -----1 2, 8 Cudahy Packing 355 
VVorks VVater Co __________ 2,011 (a) ________________ 50-£0 
City _______________ 10'; 
13 ____ , _____ , 92' 33 
Crctaceous ____________ __ __ 4 ____ _____ 124 35 
______ do ______________ 17 4 ____ _____ 312 30 
Algonkian ------------- 16 _____ 1____ 6 226 73 Alluvium ___________ ,,___ 28 2 ____ _____ 91 30 
__ ____ do _____________ _ ____ a ____ _____ &! 22 
Battle creek ________ 1 A. Harper ________ ~17 1 Sand _________________ _ 
Galva ______________ Chicago & North 60 ______ do _____________ _ 22\ ______ 1 .41 1.:0 27 ______ ____ 6 84 161 21 32 
I VVestern By.Co. I Holstein __________ • City _______________ 2,004 Dresbach _____ ________ _ 281.._ ---' 4 I 2 243 66 1 
Sac County 
Nemaha ____________ I Crcamery _________ _ 
Sac City ___________ . City ______________ _ 
Do ______________ 1 Canning VVorks __ 
SchaUer ____________ , C. O. Porter _____ _ 
Wall Lake _________ City ______________ _ 
Calhoun County 
Lake City _______ ~_ I Chicago & North 
Western By.Co. Do______________ _____ do _________ _ 
Lohrville ___________ City ______________ _ 
4001 Drift __________________ _ 
40 ______ do 
378 ______ do _____________ _ 
432 ______ do _____________ _ 
25 ______ do 
14 ------ 8 I 1 88 19 ______ ____ _____ 98 
14 2 ____ _____ 192 






210 do _____________ -' ]8 11 _________ 1 1641 33 I 
691 ______ do ______________ 1 ____ 1 51 ____ 
1 
_____ 1106 130 Sand __________________ 19 ______ 2.5 .6 214 4~ 72 , 
.0 '" 
- ~ :§ ~ 
- t::::: CI,) - 'C (J ~ '8 <0o ~ ~ ~ 






Chemist ~ .;;; 2~ '<U=I "'- .e 
.;: ~ ~~ \~o ~o ~ '" 3 







4,~4 24 ___ _ 
3'74 2001 ____ _ 
47] 93 _____ 1 
406 859 ____ _ 
416 30 ____ _ 
279 101 ____ _ 
18 36q 41 ___ _ 



















Ie __ _ ~74 ___ .. _I 
97' 4~ , 
320 , ____ _ 
I , 393 Geo. N. Prentiss 
8 5851 Do. lQI 713 Geo. M. Davidson 
841,689
1 
J'. B. Weems 
6
1 
409 Geo. M. Davidson 
3 372
1 
Geo. N. Prentiss 
5 376 W. S . Hendrixson 
121 6891 Geo. M. Davidson 
121,436 W. S. Henilrixson 
141 946/. Do . 16 499 Geo. M . Davidson 
71,623 Do. 
13 1,793 W. S . Hendrixson 
4 382 Do. 
61 E661 Geo . M. Davidson 
25 E35 471 __ ._ ' 3 4951 Do. 


































Manson ___________ _ 
Pomeroy _________ • 
Rockwell Olty ___ • 
Monona Oounty 
Mapleton 
Onawa _____ • ___ • __ • 
Do. ______ • _____ _ 
Soldier _. __________ • 
Crawford County 
Denlson _. _____ • __ ._ 
Charter Oak _____ •• 
Manllla ___________ _ 
Ricketts _____ . ____ _ 
Carroll County 
Carroll ____ .• _____ _ 
DO ____ . ___ •• __ _ 
Glidden ____ • _______ _ 
Lanesboro _______ _ Manning _________ _ 
----- do _______ ••• _11'2601 Galena (1) ___________ 1 10" ____ 1 .21 .81 16, 1 
____ do _____ ._. __ • 149 Sand _____ •• __________ 89 ____ 1.8 8 168 61 
___ ._ do ___ .______ 967 • __ ..•• _._. ____ ._________ 18 ____ 2.5 2.4 118 63 
OhIcago, Ml1waUk~e l 591 Alluvium _ ••• _. _______ 1 ____ 1 281 __ . 1. ___ 1 011 84 
& St. Paul Ry. 
OIt~o.---.-----:--.. 8631 ___ ... _ .. _ .. _._. ____ . __ ._ I I01 _____ .~ 1 1.5 2441 81 Ohlcago & North I 78 Drift ______ ••• _________ 25 2. __ • ____ 141 47 
Western Ry.Co. 
-.--- do ---.-.--... 30 - ••••••••••••••• --•• -... 18 l-·- .. -.- 60
1 
19 
City •.. _ ••• _____ ._. 25 Alluvium ----------- 81 --.-- .51 2 911 24 
City (t) _._ •• _.___ 26 ------ do --••• -------- ---- 6
1 
.. __ ._._ 85 24 OIty __ • __ ._._._._.. 68 Drift _ .• __ • __ .______ 25 ______ 2.5 2 90
1 
2.:1 
Ohlcago & North 34 Alluvium - •.•••• -- •• --- 22 1
1
_ ..... _._ 94 29 
Western Ry.Co. 
City ______ ._ ...•..• 
Ohlcago & North 
Western Ry.Co. City _____ ._._ .•• __ . 
Lane ________ . ___ .. 
Ohlr.ago & North 
Western Ry. Co. 
1201 Drift __ •. _. ___________ 1 21 
163 ... ___ do ______________ 27 1
1 
___ 1 .. _._1 951 29 
2 ____ ._._. 99 29 
1221 .•.... do _ ••• ___ •• _____ 1 211 ___ ._.1 .51 8 \123\ 86 128 _ •... ____ . ____ •••• _. _____________ •. ___ • __ ._ 88 2S 
20 __ .• ___ . _______ •••. __ •• __ 18 1 ._._ .. ___ 101 31 
aSum of the constituents mlnus one·half the bicarbonate radicle. 
bAIkal!, chlorides and sulphates, 603 parts. 
oAikall, suiphates, and chlorides, 877 parts . 
dl23 drive wells. 
cCarbonate radicle (CO.), 38 parts. 

















C4\ 162 , .. _ .. 41 (;24 522 . ___ _ 
440 21J ._ •. 
2061 651\' Do. 71,205 H. S. Spaulding 
7 680 W. S. Hendrixson 
3661 611. __ •• 1 II I 4161 Geo. N. Prentiss 
831 2071 9481. ___ 1 16611,7671 W. S. Hendrixson 











7 ___ _ 
20 ___ • 
1I9 ___ _ 
~k::= 
21 250 Do. 
181 385\ W. S. Hendrixson 
5 84.1 Geo. N. Prentiss 
5 364 W. S. Hendrixson 
5 4341 Geo. M. Davidson 
91 4lg1 W. S. Hendrixson 
4 4i8 Geo. M. Davidson 
1i371 701_ ..•• 1 41 4541 W S. Hendrixson 442 19 ....•.•.• _ 384 W . H. Ohadbourn 








































180 UNDERGROUND WATER RESOURCES OF IOWA 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF WATERS OF THE EAST-CENTRAL DIS-
. TRICT. 
The following table of averages is made from analyses show-
ing great diversity in the quality of the waters, in both the 
deep and the shallow wells, of the east-central district. 
Avel'age minCl'al eontent of the watel's of the east ·ce\~tl'al distl'ict of Iowa,. 









I U5 u 
35 deep wells ________ ) 
45 sballow wells __ _ 10) 14 103) 177 
'ga a 
.s ~"'~ EO:~ 
'" "'~ ",gj+ dO. 














aSum of tbe constituents minus one·half the bicarbonate radicle. 
.0 t\ 5 





'" "'", .... 0; .,,~ 0 
~'-' :a 0 "'.~ en U E-< 
425) 495 831 978 25 1,031 
On the Mississippi at Clinton are many deep wells whose 
water.s ·are among the best, having only 100 parts .of solids more 
than the well waters at Duhuque. The Clinton waters a,re really 
not harder than those at Dubuque, as hardness is ordinarily 
understood and determined by the soap test-that is, their cal-
eium and magnesium are no more abundant and their excess of 
solids is made up of alkalies, chlorides and sulphates. The 
same is practically true of the wells at Davenport, whe-re the 
waters carry more than 1,000 parts per million of solids, but 
the calcium and magnesium 'are actually smaller in amount, the 
excess over Dubuque being due to the alkalies. The tendency 
is for the amounts of sodium and potassium in well waters to 
increase down the river until at Keokuk these radicles amount 
to about 900 parts. The deep wells at Tipton, in Cedar eounty, 
at Vinton, in Benton county, ,and at Cedar Rapids, Monticello, 
and Green Island all yield good water. Vinton may be regarded 
as about the western limit of the area of good water, since the 
,v ell at that place yields only lightly mineralized water, where-
HS those f.arther south at West Liberty and Wilton contain 
mor·e than 1,000 parts of solids. . The line from Vinton through 
Iowa City to Davenport forms the southwestern boundary of 
the district of good deep well water in the district. This line 
coincides in a general way with the median line of the strip of 
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the Devonian rocks whose trend is' from northwest to southeast. 
(See PIs. I, IV.) Southwest of this line all deep-well waters 
are comparatively highly mineralized, as shown by the anal-
yses from Amana, Homestead, Wilton, West Liberty, and Grin-
nell. The average solids in deep-well water at Grinnell since 
the first well was drilled 15 years ago have been about 1,200 
parts per million, but well No. 2 at its best contained only 881 
parts. It is probably true generally that wells peneb;ating thick 
layers of Carbonifer,ous and Devonian for:m.;ttions, as at Grin-
nell, take from them more or less of their ;aters, owing to im-
perfect casings', and the waters yielded by such wells rarely 
or never show the quality of the water of the deeper sandstone 
formations which they penetrate. 
The waters of the shallow wells of the east-central district 
show great variation. Generally speaking, those in the eastern 
and especially the northeastern portion have low total solids 
and are to be rated with thos.e of .the wells of the northeast 
district in regard to quality; probably they draw their water 
from drift having the same origin and the same general charac-
ter. On the other hand, wells in the western part of the district 
have, as a rule, hard waters. A well-riIarked area of hard waters 
from wells in the drift and upper strata may be considered to 
center not far from Tarna, in Tama county. All waters in Tama 
county, so far as investigated, are hard with the exception of 
that from the very shallow city well at Tama, which probably 
derives its water from the underflow of Iowa river. The 
area includes numerous wells, many ,of them flowing, in the 
noted Belle Plaine neighborhood. As far south and east as 
Marengo flowing wells deliver very hard water. It is possible 
that the same area may extend as far as Amana and Homestead 
Hnd may account for the hardness of the waters in the deep 
wells at those places. Farther south, at Williamsburg, the drift 
wells yield waters that are comparatively little mineralized. All 
wells investigated in Poweshiek county, save that at Brooklyn. 
yield hard waters. It is pr,obably true that the Brooklyn well 




Buckingham ______ _ 
Ohelsea ___________ _ 
Olutier _____________ _ Do ___________ _ 
Gladbrook _______ _ 
Tama ____________ _ 
Toledo ___________ _ 
Traer ____________ _ 
Vining ____________ _ 
Tama _____________ _ 
Benton County' 
Belle Plaine ________ _ Do _____________ _ 
Keystone . _________ _ 
Vinton ____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Van H<IIrne _______ _ Do ____________ _ 
})o ____________ _ 
po ____________ _ 
Linn Oounty 
Cedar Raplds ______ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Owner 




























,.... ~ os 
8 8 E! 8 
'" 








'" ;a f 
0 0 
en . Po. I Feet 
Chicago & Nortb 318 - _______________________ ,83 I I 1---- ___ . I 215 61 1 1 118 
Western Ry. 00. Olty _____________ _ 
F. Kieze~ s _______ _ 
Ohicago & Nortb 
Western Ry. 00. A. Angel _________ _ 
Mrs. O. A. Huber_ Oounty Home _____ _ 
Olty ______________ _ 
----- do __________ 1 
_____ do _________ _ 
1001 Drift _________________ 116 210 Mississippian ________ 14 
225 ______ do _____ .. ________ 11 
______ 6 2 ~ 204 
___ ___ 1.5 8 97 47 











______ do _____________ 15 ______ 8 '.4 188 57 61 
Silurian ------------ 11 ----- 811 471 200 1 1,016 Devonian _____________ 11 _____ 8 2 275 144 64 
Mississippian ____ .. ____ 12 ____ 2 0 182 61 101 
______ do ______________ ____ a ________ 1 348 185 46 
----------------------" , I--r -I"" I " 
.e 
" os "0 " . 
... :a :§ ,.... ~ 
" .. 
.... 
'" :;;8 os '" e. ;g I Name of Chemist ... os gtii " ... " 0 
,Q- ~ - 4)~ .9 III 
... " 
.d .... ci ... iii os .... .e~ bZ 0 00 :i3 ... iii- ='''- -'-' 0 en Z U E-
836 704.. ___ _ 8 11,8181 Geo. M. Davidson 
2401,9231--- 7 12,803 '1 H . S. Spaulding 160 636 ____ 9 1,051 Do. 
344 917 _____ 7 1,678 Geo. M. -Davidson 
328 481 _____ 6 
261 8,572 _____ 128 
2i11,119 _____ 7 
252 862 _____ 7 
268
1
1,244 _____ , 7 
296
1 







E. B. Benger 
Do. 
W. S: Hendrixson 
E. B. Benger 
Geo. N. Prentiss 
Geo. M. Davidson 
City _______________ 1,6~O Prairie du Chicn _____ 22 ______ 1 1 8 846 185 I 721 111 2681,247 ____ 9 1,980 W. S. Hendrixson ( b) ________________ 193 
Oity _______________ 1,402 
W. H. Wbipple~ __ 2,000 
Oi~y _______________ 198 
Van Duscn's spring _____ _ 
Creamery _________ 365 
Oity ______________ 180 
John Hollar ______ 795 
I 
Young Men's Ohl"is· 1,460 
tian Association East Oity _________ l,4GO 
West City ________ 1,460 
Drift _____ ___________ 2 _____ 6 0 I 604 201 88 
________________________ .___ _____ ____ ____ 106 40 ________ _ 
Dresbach (?) -------- 10 ----- S I \! I 79, 44 1 82 Jordan ________________ 7 ______ ____ 1 72 88 661 12 
________________________ __ __ ______ ____ ___ __ 58 18 2 
8341,!U4 _____ 6 3,738 L. W. Andrews 
524 _____ _____ _____ 4081 Geo. N. Prentiss 
812 248 _____ 1 1 625 W. S. Hendrixson 
853 179 _____ 10 601 Do . 
240 21_____ 8 222 Geo. N. Prentiss 
=======~~============~: -t-- ===== ===1:::: ~~g ~~ 1 ~i~ Maquoketa ----------- 2.2 2.6 ____ 1 _____ 1 168 107 210 
0 70 31 
481 542 _____ • 1,157 Do. 
1,886 5SO _____ 8 2,822
1 
Do. 
SS5 945 _____ 111 1,669 Fidelity and Cas-
ualty 00. 
340' 21.'71____ .41 5721 J . B. Weems 
do ______________ 8 
------ ~--- 1 78 86 
Jordan ______________ __ 18 
______ do ______________ 9 
-----l---
. 8, ____ 




312 3151_____ 14 
11 : 818 219 _____ 14 
5861 W. S. Hen&rlxson 



























CovIngton ________ _ 
Lisbon ____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Marion ____________ _ 
Mount Vernon ____ _ 
Joncs County 
~hI~~~g &---Noit~ 1 
Western Ry_ 00. 
Chicago & North 
Western Ry. 00. 
at statIon. 
ChIcago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. CIty ______________ _ 
2411. SIlurIan ____________ 1" __ _ 
2:1 ~I_~~~:_~~ _ -_~_-_-_~-_-_-_-_-_~: I~ 
100 
3301 NIagaran _____________ 121 
1.41 ___ 1 __ " I 155\ 66 2.5  _ 73 40 
2 ______ ..1 161 68 
711 21 






4621 264 _____ 2 
3.32 74 _____ 9 
334 379!____ 17 
88QI 81____ _ 1 
2981 7 ' _____ 14 
i221 Geo. N. Prentiss 
892 Geo. M. Davidson 
80sl Do . 
265 ] Geo. N. Prentiss 
286 NIcholas KnIght 
Anamosa __________ 1 Statc· PcnItentIary_1 2,200 CambrIan sandstones 10 _________ . 1 
underlyIng Dresbach I I 92
1
36 111 81 362 58 ____ 15 411 W. S. Hendrixson 
409 J. B. Weems Monticello Do _____________ _ 
Morley ____________ _ 
Onslow ____________ _ 
Jackson County 
Green Island 
Maquoketa ________ _ 
Preston __________ _ 
Sabula ___________ _ 
Powesbick County 
Brooklyn __________ _ 
Grinnell ___________ _ Do _____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Montezuma Do ___________ _ 
Deep RIver ________ _ 
Iowa COUnty Amana ____________ _ 
South Amana _____ _ 
Homestead _______ _ 
Marengo __________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
WillIamsburg Do ___________ _ 
CIty _____________ _ 
_____ do __________ _ 
ChIcago & North 












_____ do _________ _ 2141 ---__ do __________ -'15 
ChIcago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. 
;;9.31 Saint Pcter 
ChIcago & Nortll 
. Western Ry. Co. 
1851 - ________________________ 118 
CIty ______________ _ 
_____ dn __________ _ ~~I Onco-tli'-_:.-::~.::.-::::.:::_.::.-_ I 8 
Oity _______________ 180 - __ . ___________________ 13 
CIty (1) ___________ 2,002 
CIty (2) __________ 2,002 
CIt, (3) __________ 2,020 
John · Goodfellow a 268 
New Richmond c ____ 16 
--____ do ____________ 11 
_____ do _____________ 18 
Carboniferous _______ 11 
Creamery _______ 400 MIssIssIppIan _______ 21 
H. M. Bray_______ aa5 Devonlan (?) ________ 11 City _______________ 180 ______________________ U 
Farwell estate ____ 2,800? _ ___________________ 18 
ChIcago & North 40 _ ____________________ 20 
Western Ry. Co. 
14 L _______ I 911 83 7 
621 86 2 
1 1001 46 








______ 1____ 2 
8 2 
____ 18 6 
_____ 2 1 
1- _~ ___ = __ 
1 I I 47 18 120 4 
2601 117 1 192 9 
108 41 142 16 
181 48 183 
250 93 263 
216 142 145 




175 92 279 9 











22 _____ 8 
10r --- 2 
2'1 ,___ 6 
1', 1..__ 1 
831 ___ . 1184 
2'1 ___ 1 
21____ 0 
482 S7 ____ 8 
8861,214. ____ 20 
858 368 ____ 21 
324 614 _____ 34 
116 1,342 _____ 10 
3681,429 ____ 18 
8803,424 _____ 470 
8281,462 __ .__ 6 
841 1,052 _____ 40 
406 193 _____ 12 
844 W. S. Hendrixson 
292 Geo. M. Davidson 
m Do. 
26ii Geo. N. Prentiss 
6831 Gao. M. DaVIdson 
8181 Geo. N. Prentiss 




















Gao. M. DavIdson 
J. B. Weems Amana SocIety ___ 1,640 










820 617 _____ 18 1,033 
151 258 1,510 _____ 14 2,314 W. S. Hendrixson 
J. B. Weems ____ do __________ 2,224 A. M. HendersoD-_____ _ Dresbach ___________ 17 ______________________ 8 10 ______ _ ____ 3 3 
,Olty _________________ _ 







249 612 _____ 83 1,016 
2611,668 _____ 13 2,525 
224 '15 ____ _____ 322 
473 0 _____ 2 407 
536 2 ____ 6 459 
W. S. Hendrixson 
F. O. Bunnell 
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.!l co 'tl CIS 
'" 
., 
0::30 :;: ~ Ii ... :ti - QI d c:: - o -C co .. CD"? <J - co - CIS :a .. ., Name of Lowest '" !::"8< Q 8 ~8 ;: Name of Chemist Z Locality Owner ~ 8 z 8 ... CIS ~ ozt - ::3 - ., ., t:! Stratum Qi ::3 ::3 ... "0 '0 
" 
8 a; 8 Ul otc :;;~ .,~ !! .. tg 
- .. «10 ~ 
" 
Q) .0 - .... . 
.d cd Q)~ ~ "8 " ::3 .. ... ., .d • CIS 0 ... 3 ~ p. CJ '1:Ss:2Q.. 0 tl Ql) 1 :ti CIS CIS- .,,0 ~~ 0 0 
" 
0 .2~ -00 :a CD :: -;;os!:: 0 0; os 0 lO - 0 
A .. :;: Q ::a 00 ll< ~ 00 Z Q Eo< ~ 7l 0 .... 0 
J c:: J obnson Ooun ty I Feci; Z Solon ____ ~__________ Cbicago, 223 _____ 2! E~1 F. O. Runnell t:! Roc~ Is- 80 _______________________ . __ 
----
G1 119 45 214 
Jand & Pacific ~ 
Ry. 00. 
L...! >-Cedar County 2741 Geo. M. Davidson >,3 tg Lowden ______ ______ Chicago & North 75 ______________ ___ ________ 15 1 70 21 3 30A 4 ~ 
Western Ry. Co. Stanwood __________ do ____ -.. ___ 2,~! cl\~b;i..__n---O~---AlgOn-l~ 2 71 f f 11 31l1' ~ .. _--- 0 30"1 Do. ~ 'l'ipton ______________ Oity 
--------------- ------ ----
I 82 26 121 37~ 4 _____ 2 332 W. S. Hendrixson tg Ul 
Clinton Oounty i kian. 1 0 1 
2841 G€o. N _ Prentiss 
q 
Browns ------------ Chicago, Milwaukel~ l i ,:·I· __________________ __ ____ 65 34 1 364 U _____ 2 ~ 
- - -- ---- -- ---- ----- 0 
& St. Paul Ry. tg I 00. 541 Ul Olinton - -------~--- Obicago & North 1,125 Jorilan ___ ____________ 8 "~ 123 292 110 _____ , ao 562' Geo. M. Davidson 
Western Ry. Co . I 0 Do ____ __________ , Clinton Brewing 1,020 CnmhriaR sandstoncs 16 
--- --- ----
2 70 2(j 39 31? 41 _____ 25 37:'1 W. S. Henilrixson "'J 
Co~ lIJ1(lcrlying Dresbach H 
0 
DO ______________ 1 Natioua I rapier 1.00.: Oncota ____ .___________ 9 2 60 21 90 :{f)6 G.1 _____ 5-1 151 Do . ~ 
. Mache Co. >-Do ____ __________ Chicago & North 1,159 Jordan _______________ . 5f. ';:'fI (i2 272/ 69 _____ 42 400 (ico. M. Davidson 
. Wes tern Ry. Co. 
I 1 (0 J d round 1 house) 1 DO __ L ___________ Clintou Gas 00 ____ 1,065 Oncota _______________ 11 2 <0' 22 8!iI 9 31~ 




308 47 _____ 37 395 Do _ Do____ ________ __ 1 1,075- I bach. I Clinton ____________ Clinton Sugar Re· 1,226 -Jordan ______ __ _________ ~ 62 25 ) 288 69 _____ 55 4~r A. P. llryant 
fining Co_ 
Do _____________ _ 
Dewitt 
Do_c- __________ _ 
Grand Mound Do ____________ _ 
Lyons 
Scott County 
Davenport ________ _ 
Do ___________ _ 
Do ___________ _ 
Do ___________ _ 
Do __________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Eldridge 
Walcott ___________ _ 
Muscatin_e County 
rten &, SOllS _______ 1,180 1 ______ do -------------- 2 1 ·'----1-----Chicago & North 267 ___________________ 8 ________ _ 
Western Ry. Co. 
----- do -------- 16:; -------~----------------- 11 2 1-___ ' ____ _ City _____________ ___ lUO Silurian ________________ 12 ______ 1 1 
Geo. Jordan ______ 144 ______ do ______________ 17 ______ 1 3 
Ohitago, Milwaukee ______ 1 _________________________ ---- ------ ---- ----
&, at. Paul Ry. 
Co. 
Davenport Mailing 1.076 SlIint PcLer ----------- - ___ 1 ______ 1 ____ ' ___ _ 
00. 
People's Gas 00_ 1,200 Prairic du Ohien ______ 9 ____ 4 
Wilts Bot t lin g 780 Galena and Platteville 7 ______ 4 
2 
Works. 
Crystal Ice Co _____ 1,067 SaiD' F~ter ___________ 9 
fJldependent Baking 900 ________ __________________ 8 
Co. 
Be~e~~~r60. Metai I, G50 1 ----- 11 
Chicago, MJlwaukee lar: 
& St. Paul Ry_ 




West Liherty ______ 1 City Wilton ______ ~______ _ ____ do 
1,.768 1 _________________________ 1 8 1,360 _______ c_________________ 8 2 2 
aSum of the constituents minus one-half the bicarhonate radicle. 
bJumho. 
nWater prohahly from Carhoniferous . -.. 
d3 miles northeast of town. • 
cAlkali, sulphates and chlorides, 28 parts. 
44 41 24 
90 43 15 
85 39 30 
60 31 5 
64 23 6 
64 26 7-1 
231 3;1 
401 18 1 340 
14 8 429 
201 51 407 
17 8 452 
601 36 I e55 
1001 41 I 16 
921 2l I ] 11 
82 
72 331 2251 34 274 I f 13 
2461 731 _____ 1 32 
372 90 ___ .- 20 
3401 Do. 
453 Geo. M. Davidson 
41_ 21 65/ _____ /23 305 1 _____ 1 
317 1 _____ 2 
282 H _____ 85 
462 Do. 3641 W. S . Hendrixson 
275 Do. 
464 W!lbJ & Henius 
lobi :'SOI _____ I;;L~ ,,1321 Gco. N. Prentiss 
2'>8 249 _____ 320 1,132 ' W . S. Hendrixson 
410 271 _____ 272 1,210 E. '1'. Burghausen 
286 275 _____ 273 1,]34 J. B. Weems 
430 340 _____ :!H 1,285 E. G. Smith .. 
462 200 _____ 337 1,233 Do. 
2701 1931 ___ .1 31 5291 Geo. N. Prentiss 
40& LI ______ I 2 3_51 1 w. S. lLnarixson 
~f>()1 4571-----IL02 11,0641 W . S. Hendrixsot: 








































186 UNDERGROUND WATER RESOURCES OF IOWA 
OHEMIOAL COMPOSITION OF WATERS OF THE CENTRAL DISTRICT. 
The central district of Iowa . contains few d~ep wells, but they 
are fairly well distributed. The northeastern part falls within 
the territory of good deep wells. It is an interesting fact that 
in Hamilton, Hardin, Grundy and Marshall, the four counties 
nearest the northeast corner of the district, in all of which the 
artesian possibilities are probably best, there is ,only one .deep 
well, except the deep gas boring at Webster City, which prob~bly 
receives water from all horizons and therefore can not be used 
for purposes of progno.stication. 
The one deep well is at Ackley, in Hardin county. Its water 
contains 605 parts ,of solids per million and is the best df\ep-
well water in the district, if judged by total solids alone. Fort 
Dodge has tl1e next best deep welll.fi the order of .solids, but not 
in the order of softness of water. Though the well at Ames, in 
Story county, and at Jefferson, in Greene county, supply waters 
containing more than 1,100 parts of solids, these waters are as 
low in calcium and magnesium as the waters from the deep well~ 
at Davenport, and, as at Davenport, by far the larger portion 
of their solids consists of sodium chloride and sulphates. The 
waters of all other deep wells of the district contain large 
amounts of solids and are also very hard, ,as rated by their con-
tent of calcium and magnesium. 
The average mineral matter in the waters of the shallow wells 
of the central district is about half that in the deep-well waters, 
the ratio being 873 to 1,759. The waters of the shallow wells are 
not excessively hard .save in Marshall and Polk counties and in 
the region immediately surrounding Colfax in Jasper county. 
There is a rather close analogy between the mineral matter of 
the Colfax waters and that of the waters of sh~llow wells at 
Des Moines, and tbe wells at both places apparently draw their 
waters from the same source, the Upper Carboniferous or Penn-
sylvanian. The shallow-well waters of Webster and Hamilto:o. 
counties are moderately hard. All other counties of the district 
show shallow-well waters which could, at no great disadvantage, 
be compared with the waters of shallow wells in the eastern part 
of the state. 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF UNDERGROUND WATERS 187 
Average mine1'nl content of waters of the central district of Iowa 
[Parts per million.] 
tID 
'2 ! .a Q 0' 0 8 'g8 ~ '"-as ... . 
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.E ",::s_ I'l.,_ .,0 Source !£ 8 81il~ ., 0_ " .. 00 I'l 
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-" :a 00 as 0""'-" '.-I~"""'"' ::s-0 ::a 00 >Q 00 0 
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The average total s'olids for the deep wells of the district is 
1,759; they vary all the way from the 605 parts of" solids at 
Ackley to the 4,369 parts in the deep well at Newton, which 
is now abandoned. Newton' now draws its water supply from 
driven wells in the valley of South Skunk river. 
It is very probable that the four northe'astern counties of the 
district should be included with those of the northeast district. 
They have no deep wells but from their location should have 
good deep artesian possibilities, though, of cours,e, as the four 
counties lie farther to the south and west, water of the same 
degree of freedom from mineral matter could not be expected. 
,. 
Analyses of water in the centl:al dist1'ict of I owa. 
Locality 
Webster County 
Dayton ___________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Do ___ _________ _ 
Fort Dodge ________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
DO_· ___________ _ 
Gowrie ____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 









Do ____________ _ 
W'1IJ~t.ar Cll.y ______ _ 












City _______________ 65-95 
_____ do ___________ 688 
Ohicago & North 9'2 
Western Ry. Co. 
.. ___ do ___________ 91 
City (new well) ___ 1,827 
County Farm _____ 366 
City _______________ 129 
_____ do __________ 620 
Chicago & North 400 
West·)!'n Ry. 00. 
Name 01 Lowest 
Stratum 
[Parts per million.] 
8-;, 
c:l::l0 
o c:l • 
~ ,",--~ :8+< rn o ~ -. ___ f'l Q) 
~ ~~q ~ 
:::: :gQ~ d 





















Drift ------------------ 15 11 ___ 1 __ .1 691 46 ~:t~er_~~~_~_============ __ :~ -----ij _~__'__~ ... ~ I J~; :~ 
do ______________ 21 3 _. --'_____ 91 ~ I 
4U Jordan ___________ _____ 1:.; ______ ! 1 I ] 114 Mississippian __________ 9, ______ , ___ _ 
Roek __________________ 13 ______ '.3 
Devonian ______________ 9 ______ ____ 1.3 









_____ do _________ _ 63 1 Drift --- 26 2 ____ 1 _____ 1 132 
1 
45 
John Mahoney ____ 177 
W. H_ BrintolL___ 91 City ______________ ]60 
Ole Satre ___ ______ 328 
W. E. Waugh_____ 108 
Chicago & North l 'HO \Veste.-rl Ry. Co. 
Creamery ___ ______ 510 
Gns Comnnny ______ 1.2fiO 
Cit.y (seveml wells) !lQ>-lOO 
Drift __________________ _ 
______ do _____________ .. 
ncs Moines ___________ _ 
Carbonifcrous ________ _ 
Drift __________________ _ 
Carboniferous ________ _ 
do (7) __________ _ 
Galena _______________ _ 
Drift __________________ _ 
25 ______ 1 1~ 1 _____ 198 
14 ______ 5 1 59 
30 ______ 8 5 93 
21 ______ 3 . ~ lOR 
16 ________ ,- 1 60 







71 ______ , .. ___ 1 123
1
' 63 
33 ______ . ________ 178 27 
17 ______ .____ 3 103 52 
Ackley _____________ 11 M.rs . John carroILI---o-;;1 Mississippian ------____ 2{_, ___ _ 
Eldor~o============= ~~t!. do--=========== 2, 2~ ~~~dt~ines-============ I 1~1~===== ~ 
· 1 


































i~1 20 3 
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2551 ___ 1 7 205 ___ ]0 
193 ___ a 
1·12 ___ 5 
205 ___ 144 
797 ___ 24 
]37 ___ 4 
206 ___ 10 
234 ___ 10 
]341 ___ 1 33 
128 ___ 2 
0___ .4 
] __ _ 20 
5·1 __ __ 4 
0__ .5 
433 ___ ]6 
3321 ___ 1]0 515 ___ 10 
137 ___ II 
402


























I Geo. M. Davidson 
W. S. Hendrixson 
6eo . ~. Davidson 
Do. 
W. S. H endrixson 
Do. 
Do. 
Oeo. M. Davidson 
Do . 
Do. 
W. S. Hendrixson 
H. S. Spaulding 
W. S. H endrIxson 
E. ll. llenger 
H : S. Spaulding 
Geo. 111. Davidson 
Vi·' Do. 
1,021.51 J. B. Weems 
588 W_ S. Hendrixson 
34'; {.io:. 
251:.1 
H. S. Spanlding 


































Do ____________ _ 
Hubbard __________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Iowa Falls _________ _ 
Grundy Oounty 
Dike ________ • ______ _ 
Grundy Center ___ _ Holland ___ ________ _ 
R~inbeck __________ _ 
Greene County 
Cooper 
Grand Junction ___ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Jefferson Do ____________ _ 
Scranton __________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Boone County 
Boys' Home _____ _ 
City ______________ _ 
Chicago & North 
Western Ry. (10 . 
City 
Chicago & North 
Western R·y. Oe. Olty ______________ _ 
L. Beenken 
Oity 
250 ______ do _____________ _ 
.3251______ do -------- ------
84 Drift _________ __ _______ _ 
240 Kinderhook ______ ___ __ _ 
3581 Mississippian 
4691 Devonian _____________ _ 




& St . Paul RY' I 00. 
Ohicago & North 300 Des Moines 
Wcstern Ry. 00. 
Ohieago & North l 70 Drift 
Western Ry. 00. Oity _______________ 2,000 Below Saint Peter ____ _ 
Obicago & North j 100 Drift 
Western Ry. Co. I Oity _______________ 200 do 
Obicago & Nortb 151 do _____________ _ 
Western Ry. 00. 
Boone _____________ 1 Oity 3,0101 Dresbach or underly· 
ing Oambrian sand· 
stones . Do ___________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Madrirl ___________ _ 
Do _____ _______ _ 
. Ogden 
Story Oounty 
Ames _____ ~ _______ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
0010 ______________ _ 
Ma,,-well Nevada ____________ _ 
Zepring _.--------__ 
do 
Obicago & Nor th 
Western Ry. 00. Oity ______________ _ 
J. Barclay 
OiLy 
Olty ______________ _ 
Iowa State OoJlege 
Ohicago & North 
Western Ry. 00. Oity __________ ___ _ 
_____ do __________ _ 
H. O. Wickpl\m. __ 
50 Sand __ ___ _____________ _ 
104 ______ do _ .. __ _________ . 
100 ______ do ______ _______ _ 
104 Drift _____ _____________ _ 




~~ l Maq~{iketa--===========_ 3QO __ • ____ . _ .. _ • • __ ._ •• _.r __ 
14[------1----1 2 128 ______ 4 14 
28 2 ________ _ 
61 1 2& 47 20 
90 31 
13'--___ -' .61 1.41' 77 1 29 
18i 51. __ -' _____ 1 671 25 









61 ___ -' _____ 1 1271 39 I 31 
9 11 ___ -' _____ 1 701 26 67 
171 _____ -' ___ -' _____ 1 1131 38 I ~8 
131 ______ 1 5 1 _____ 1 391 16 1 ~31 15 _______________ 160 45 17 
141 _____ -' 1 
14 
801 29 1 23 1 
05 33 11 
101 ______ 1 ____ 1 4 I 1521 64 I 3101 
I 




34 ______ 16 
1(1 ______ 7 
2, 
lir-- --j 
1 11031 30 6 94 28 
4 139 (i<) 








1.31 51. __ . 1 _____ 1 871 241 17 9 ______ 5 2.5 426 84 1411 






3301 11 ___ 1 3 297 1 ___ 3 
428 331 _______ _ 
3831 2, __ 
3221 40/ ___ 1 3 
283 447 ___ 4 










4661 1301 __ -' 13 I 570 
502 01 ___ 1 6 430 
470/ 93/ ___ / ~ / 531 
198 536 ___ 114 1,153 
620 94 ___ 7 648 
4061 331 ___ 1 I 288 
43H 25 ___ 4 403 
3001 871 1 __ .\128 11,711 
450 I ___ 4 409 462 _____ ___ 1 395 
496 38 ___ G 492 
514 0 ___ 2 4fi9 
~7~ 736 ___ 59 1, 381 
392 16 ___ S 366 
204 516 ___ 204 1,270 
400 188 ___ 9 GIG 
432 0 ___ _____ 350 
3151 ,390 ___ 42 2,276 
496 13.__ .2 436 
DO. 
Do. 
Geo. M. Davidson 
W. S. Hendrixson 
Geo. M. Davidson 
W . S. Hendrixson 
Do . 
Do. 
Geo. N. Prentiss 
Geo. M. Davidson 
Do. 
A. A. Bennett 
Geo. M. Davidson 
H. S. Spaulding 
Geo. M. Davidson 
W. S. H endrixson 
Do. 
Geo . M. Davidson 
Geo . N. Prentiss 
W. S. Henrlrixson 
Do . 
Geo. M. Davidson 
,T .. B. Weems 
Geo. M. Davidson 
Geo. N. Prentiss 








































A.nalyses of water in the central district of Iowa-Continued. 
[Parts per mIllion.] 
Locality Owner 
Marshall County 
Marshalltown ArtificIal Ice CO._ Do ___________ _ Olty ______________ _ 
Rhodes __________ _ T. W. Dlckey ____ _ 
















Name of Lowest 
Stratum 
--------------------- - ,--Sand _______________ _ 
Drift ________ __________ _ 
sJ 
s;l::fO 
,-.. oQ I" 
o' .!::s:;;: 
00 "OZ-t. 4) 
-; ~~~ ~ ~ :gd~ d 
."", M cu -- 0 








9". __ . ~ 
11 0_ ... 12 ____ a 1 


























Bagley ____________ -' CWcago, MIlwaukee 120; Cretaceous _______ ______ • ___ _ il _ .1 . __ 1 ~1 1 sa 
& St. Paul By. 
Co. 
Guthrie Center ____ I City (7 wells) _____ 1 
Hernd~~ _ _=:::::::::= ~:_~!~:e::._::=::::._-Stuart ______________ 1 City _____________ _ 
Dallas County 





~~ ~:~:~~~~~~-::--::=--::-: ---- ----- -.:.-






Perry _____________ City (2 wells) _____ _ 
Do__________ ____ do ________ _ 1151 Sand 117 Do. 61 ____ 1 ____ 1 431 23 , ___ _____ 51 27 
Polk County 
Des Mo!nes _______ Olty LIbrary ____ . 875 
Do __________ West SIde SchooL 286 
Do_____________ Courthouse _______ 880 Do___________ Greenwood Park _. 8,000 
Des Moines __ . _________ , U!. __ . 
______ do _______ _ .. ___ i ____ . 
Dr"esba~~ -';~---';:n(!e-;iy l~h .=::.110 
Ing CambrIan sand 
stones. 










































































268 46 ___ 5 
8 368 381 ___ 3 
],0621,254 ___ 7 
5481 286 ___ 9 
4221 29\ ___ 1 2 
1 
2141 49i ___ I 14 416 9' ___ 13 
813
1 
3681 ___ 108 
21 408 18 ___ 2 



















C 582 530 ___ 85 1,459 
2001,916 ___ 107 3,218 508 
5411 
71 31211,5691 ___ 1107 12,706 





71 38411,1441---[ 68 12,090 360 895 __ 61 1,748 
Name of 
Chemist 
W. S. Hendrixson 
Geo. M. Davidson 
Geo. N. Prentiss 
Geo. M. Dnvidson 
Do. 
Geo. N . Prentiss 
W. S. Hendrixson 
Geo. N . Prentiss 
Do. 
W. S. Hendrixson 
Geo. N. Prentiss 
Do . 
W. S. Hendrixson 
Floyd Davis 





































Runnells ____________ Robert Blee ______ 1 i~ I ~~~--~-~~~~~-:::-:-:--=---~ I Sheldahl __ • ________ Ohlcago & North 
Western Ry. 00. 
J Rsper Oounty 
Oolfax _____________ Sanitarium ________ 371 Mississippian __________ Do ____________ News Station _____ 
------
______ do ___________ ___ 
Do _____________ Mills Hotel _______ 350 ______ do ______________ 
Lynnville -------_ ... - Olty _______________ 255 -----_ ... _----------------
Monroe __________ Ohlcago, Rock Is- 28. 
--- ... -------------------_ ... 
land & Pacific 
By. vo. 
Newton ___________ 1 Olt.y (drive) ----- 60 River bottom __ .. __ ___ 
Prairie Olty _______ OhlCago, Rock Is· 360 Oarboniferous __ . __ . ___ 
land & Pacific 
Ry. 00. 
Newton b __________ 1 Olty - -------------- 1,400 Maquoketa ___________ Oolfax _____________ Grand Hotel ____ Mississippian __________ 
Newton ____________ Minneapolis & St. 460 __ .____ do _______________ I Louis Ry. 00. 
aSum ot the constituents minus one-halt the bicarbonate radicle. 
bFree CO2 =7,856 (?) 
121 _____ 1 .51 1 I lOS I 7 "_.__ .____ 129 
10 _____ _ 
.2 1.6 211 9 _____ 
----
1 104 










37 16 ... - ..... - 360 
127 5 706 
9 110 
: 1 
715 I 414/1,5201--- 1 43 112 386 421 ___ 48 




,495 27 30 32 . 274 161 6 
46 88 426 301 6 
J: \ 9 I 222\ 25\ __ \ 6 4I 002 1,110 ___ 6 
88 1 893 I 10612,7391 ___ 1188 
77 405\ 31,7221,435 ___ 32 
55 1 41 I 502 79 --- 13 
12,645 
947 
I Do. Geo. M. Davidson 
2,4On H. S. Spaulding 
2,2!!3 W. S. Hendrixson 
2,4.60 H. S. Spaulding 
460 Iowa Oentral Ry. 
00. 
7T~ li'. O. Bunnell 
\ 240 
1,980 
I H. S. Spaulding 
F. O. Bunnell 
14 ,369 2,651 I Louis G. Michael 






































192 UNDERGROUND WATER HESOURCES OF -IOWA 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF WATERS OF 'I'HE SOUTHEAST DISTRICT. 
The rocks of the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian series, 
\vhich lie nearest the surface in the southeast district, as a rule 
contain highly mineralized waters. The waters of the Saint 
Peter and the deel)er aquifers are much better but are neverthe-
Jess more highly mineralized than the waters of the same aqui-
fers farther to the north and east. In a number of deep wells 
the higher mineralization of the water may be ascribed to d.e-
fective casing which allows the sulphated waters of the country 
rock to enter. ,V hen deep wells are being drilled the waters of 
f~ach aquifer should be analyzed and all deleterious waters should 
be thQroughly cased out. Such precautions and the use of inner 
tubes leading directly to the lower aquifers will probably greatly 
lessen the danger of failure. The least promising part of the 
area is in Keokuk and Mahaska counties. In quantity, the 
artesian supply of the southeast district is unexcelled within 
the state. 
A 1:erage mineral content oj the wate1'S oj the sOtttheast dist1'ic~ oj IO'lCa 
[Parts per mfllion.] 
I 
-
~ 'Os ., '0 6 
" ~ S '<ij '"-0 C" .. -




S'" 0_ " .... rn 
.9 
,S .,- "gj+ ,0"0 '"-
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COD :,;:ai;i .0., .. ~ .::: ot;a ;b~ Po- 0 CJ" -CJ :a ., 
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op,...c, .-~ ....... ,,- ' 00 Q ;a rn ~ rn Q 
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15 I 143 I 66 I 463 I 285 I 998 I 256 I 27 165 82 188 367 1,040 69 16 deep wells ____ ____ --1 29 shallow wells _____ _ 










All ,deep ,veIls of the southeast district yield hard, heavily 
mineralized waters. The best are the wells at Ottumwa and 
the very deep well in Crapo Park, Burlington. All other well 
waters at Burlington so far as analyzed are very hard. The 
great amount of solids of the wells reaching oilly into the De-
vonian may come largely from the Carboniferou8, at any rate 
in the Clinton-Copeland Co. 's well, for that is cased only to a 
depth of 70 feet. It is evident that this water does not ,sensibly 
enter into the Crapo Park well, a fact which is difficult to under-
stand, as the well is cased to 18 feet only. This water is very 
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high in incrusting solids and also contains large amounts of 
sodium and potassium. Water of about the same amount of 
total solids but lower in calcium and magnesium and higher in 
alkalies and chlorides is found in the deep wells at Keokuk. 
This water as it occurs at either place can hardly be called suit-
able for any purposes save for extinguishing fires and sprink-
ling streets. The waters at Ottumwa, Washington, and even at 
Mount Pleasant, may be used if no better can be obtained and 
if a great deal of mineral matter is overlooked for the sake 
of probable organic purity. 
The wells at Keokuk end in tp.e Maquoketa, and those whose 
waters have been analyzed have about the same depths, 700 to 
769 feet. The three deepest ones have about the same amounts 
of solids. The Young Men's Ohristian Asso~iation well is cased 
only to a depth of 56 feet, which is pr,o bahly to rock, and hence 
this well, and probably the two deeper ones, receive water from ' 
all penetrated strata that are water-bearing, as the quality of 
their waters is the same. It seems probable also that at both 
Burlington and Keokuk no serious attempt was ina de to case 
out upper waters in the '.VeIls whose analyses are here given, 
though it ought to be easily. practicable in wells of such depth. 
Shallow wells from 100 to 300 . feet deep seem to be rare m 
this section, for few could be found. Apparently, with the ex-
ceptions noted, the people are dependent on river water in the 
larger towns and on very shaUow wells in the small towns and 
rural districts. The number of shallow wells investigated is too 
small to permit very definite generalizations to be made. With 
one or two exceptions all drift wells of the shallow sort supply 
soft water, while all wells which penetrate rock supply hard, 




New Sharon ________ _ Do ___________ _ 
Stark _____________ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Southern Iowa Junc-
tion. 
Do _____________ _ Do ____________ _ 
Keokuk Oounty 
Ollle _____________ _ 
Richland _________ _ 
Sigourney ________ _ 
What Oheer _______ _ 
Keota ____________ . 
Washington 
Oounty 
Washington Do _____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Wellman __________ _ 
Analyses 01 watE-rs in the southeast district 01 Iowa. 











Allen Bros_________ 227 City ______________ J55 
Ohicago & North 40 
Western Ry. 
Farm well, 0.5 mile, 25 
north of station 
li'arm well, 11 mlles 185 
southwest. 
Well near statlon__ 200 
Farm well, 1.5 286 
mlles northeast 
P. Hollingsworth__ 250 
P. Vastine ______ ~ 7b Olty ______________ 24 
1.'bompson & Walk- 00 cr. _____________ _ 
Oity ______________ 150 
Olty _______________ 232 
Olty No. 1 _________ 1,617 
Olty No. 2 _________ 1,217 
Ohlcago, Rock Is· 129 
land & Pacific 
Ry. Co. 
Name of Lowest 
Stratum 
Drift __________________ _ 
·--------~--------------- I 
8--;; 
<1"0 0" • 
-- s..._ ...... ,~ -8< ~ o~-t. 'i) 
'-' (fJ~O ~ 
cd 4)'O~, ---~ ~d~ d 







1 J 3 7
1
______ ___ 1 14 ______ 1____ 2 
34 ------ ____ I ' 2 
20 _____ J ____ 1 
7 ______ L _ 33 













"" oj ::;! 
:~I : I 
771 38 
93' 27 
I : , ~ I 
1 
::::::~::::::~_:::_::_:::: I __ ~~ ====== ___ ~ rl rol ~ Sandstone _____________ 24 II ___ ____ 269 102 
_________________________ 7 2 ___ _____ 142 37 
Saint--LaWicince--::'::_ --i. ::::: ::: -1..1 1~ , I' J 47 
45 
41 
Saint Peter ___________ 10 _____ ____ 8 113 


















































409 I 5221 1,0261'---151 1 396 2 __ _ 
75 GO 1,262. __ _ 
581 1,9691 E. B. Benger 
5 346 W. S. Hendrixson 














27BI 421 ___ . 1 621 404 Do. 
42l" 181 __ . , ~ I 393 














23 ___ _ 
B· ___ _ 




)10 ___ _ 
«5 H. S. Spaulding 
8671 E. B. Benger 
267 Geo. N. Prentiss 




582 Roland Neal 
54 ----I 251 598 W. S. Hendrixson 590 ____ 71 1,2(hl Do. 
B10 ____ 123 1,634 Do. 






























Wapello ___________ r ObICagO, Rock Is· 50 141 ___ .1 _____ 1 621 10 
Wapello County 
Ottumwa _______ __ _ 
Do _____________ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
Do ___________ _ 
Do _________ ____ _ 
Do ____________ _ 
South Ottumwa __ _ Farson ____________ _ 
Rutledge _________ _ 
Eddyville _________ _ 
Henry Oounty 
land & Pacllfc 
Ry. Co. 
Young Men's Chrls· , _____ _ 131 _____ .1 ____ 1 1 
tlan AssocIatIon 
Jobn Morrell (2) __ 
J Morrell, No. 4 __ 
ArtesIan Well 00 __ _ 
MIneraI SprIngs 
1,5541 New RIchmond ________ 1 121 ______ 1 ____ 1 1 2,200 Oneota ________________ 11 ______ __ __ 1 
2,047 _____ do _________________________________ _ 
814 MissIssippian __________ 125 _____ _ 24 
SanItarium Co. 
_____ do ____________ 85 
TypIcal drlve______ 50 
G. Thompson ____ 100 
251------I--il--2--20 ------ 9 













Mount Pleasant ____ _ Do __________ _ 
WInfield ________ _ 
HospItal for Insane 
_____ do __________ _ 
Ohlcago, Burling· 
ton & QuIncy R. 
R. Co. 
1,2301 SaInt Peter __________ 1 1~1 ------1 31 1 11021 37 1,267 _____ do _______________ 10 ___ ___ 8 1 198 71 
70 _________________________ 1 ___ .1 _____ .1 ___ .1 ____ .1 ___ .1 ___ _ 
Des Moines County 
Burlington _______ 1 Murray Iron workE l 1,oooi SaInt Peter ___________ 1 111 ______ 1 11 1 
Do_____________ Sanitary MIlk 00. 484 SilurIan _______ .. ________ 13 ____ __ 6 1 
Do____________ Orapo Park ______ 2,430 Dresbach or underly- 13 ___ ___ ____ 1 
Ing CambrIan sand· 
stones. Do ____________ 1 ClInton - Copeland I 5001 SilurIan ______________ .1 131 ___ __ .1 ___ .1 2 
00. Northfield ______ _ 300 8t ____ I ____ • 
Davis Oounty 






Bloomfield ______ -' Olty ___________ --1 1,8171 _____________________ I 74 51 ____ 1 _____ 1 2371 n 

















2001 51 1 ___ .1 1~1 2771 F. O. Bunnell 
201 29~ 1 f O!> I ____ 1 lui l, DI. I ,1/. S. Hcn<1rixson 
18 305 58i 
---
140 l,3H Do. 
16 301' 6UO 
---
119 l,U!. Do. 
35tl 474 .. - ... - 119 1,1& L . W. Andrcws 
l,2Yi 2,807 ._- 533 6,O9ll D. D. Oarter 
472 162 _ ..... - 28 688 W. S. Hendrixson 
230 126 
---
20 414 Do. 
~i 11 ____ 7 471 Geo. N. Prentiss 
1 42°1 61 ____ 1 
_____ 15,112 (b ) 31 3501 Do. ~ 1 18,912 '1'. E. Pope 
3261 121 2821 6691 __ . __ 1 1511 1,4461 w. S. Hendrixson 400 14 28(1 1,214 ____ 157 2,313 Do. 
----I.. ____________ _______ ._ 370 M. H . Wickhorst 
5141 111 2321 1'8501 ____ 1 23613'2061 w . S. Hendrixson 707
1 
19 268 2, 414 ____ 276 4,689 Do. 
253 11 274 386 ____ 161 1,066 Do. 
7831 21 1 2501 2,3381 ___ .1 2761 4,101 1 Do. 
12 398 28 __ :.1 9 372 F. O. Bunnell 
303 1921 1.2031 ___ .1 861 2,6801 Dearborn Drug & 
Chemical Works 
Oantrll __________ 1 Sam . Teter ------
Do____________ O. J. Mannlng __ _ FarmIngton _______ Olty ___________ _ 
Milton ___________ Ohlcago, Burling· 
1l301 _______________________ 1 261 ______ 1 61 9 13401 92 1 279 1 14711,e3"1----1 151 2,47i ' W. S. Hendrixson <100 Maquoketa __________ . 16 ______ 3 1 270 89 299 228 l ,3M ____ l~ 2,117 Do. 
r: ~!~~:~~~_~:~ __ :=:::=::- __ :~ ====== ==== __ = ___ ~~ _::: _~~=I __ :~ __ =~~ _~~~~ ==== _~~~ 2,~~gl M. ~: Wlckborst 










































Analys~s of waters in the sotttheast district of. Iowa-Continued. 
[Parts per million .J 
, 
c ~o ,..... ~ - ~ ~!! t! s- I ~ ~ ~ 
...... 0 c ~. ""I! -- "-" _ ;::s:; 4: "-'" 'C 0 
. ~ Name of Lowest --;; ;:'5< S ~ I S ~ - ~o ~ :a 2 ~ Name of 
Locality Owner _ Stratum 52 - ,,+ _ " ~' .= g""o ., ~ '" _ Cl:emlst 
Stockport _____ do 
Lee County 
o ~ ~a;o ~ .9 81 ~ 8. '00 ,g~ ~- E~ B ~ 
:: ~ ~'O 4,' -- 8 ~ c .= ~ ;-~ -go fe' 8 C; ~ ......... c~ t§ :;::j _ :' 'C .... () CJ -00 oJZ _ ... ~ ~ ~ "' - .:: :( ~ )l ~ ~ jii- .i5- '2~ <3 ? 
Feet 
40 




Fort Madison _______ S. Atlee __________ _ uo -----------_____________ _ 12 ______ ____ 1 90 37 4281 15 272 505 ---- 4~8 1,652 1 W . S. H endrixsou Do ______________ Columbia Pn!ler Co 689 Galena _______________ _ 
Keokuk _____________ Young Men's Chris· 769 Silurian (1) __________ _ 
tiau Associution Do ______________ Keokuk Pickle 00 __ 769 do ______________ _ 
Do______________ Keokuk Poultry 700 _____ do ~--------------
Co. 
aSum of the constituents minus one·balf tbe bicarbonate radicle. 
/) Ve,'Y strongly acid. 
7 14 ________ . 150 22 
12 ______ ____ 1 19E 81 
7 ______ ____ 8 172 87 
6 ______ ____ 1 206 35 
501 514 






429 1,96; Do . 
1 ,610 
----
682 3,589 Do . 
1, 54C 
----
633 3,350 J. 13. Weems 
1,58ll 
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF WATERS OF THE SOUTH-CENTRAL Al\"']) 
SOUTHWEST DISTRICTS. 
There are few deep wells in the southwest and south-centraL 
districts, and the waters ,of these are without exception hard. _ 
Some of them are too heavily mineralized to be used for any 
purpose. Three wells in Marion county all cont,ain more than 
8,000 parts of solids. As shown by the well of Thomas Craig, 
near Knoxville, which is only 346 feet deep, the hard water 
probably comes fr,om the upper rock strata, though it may come 
from the lower beds also. This conclusion is reached by com-
paring the water of this well with the waters from the deep 
wells at Pella ,and at Flagler. The similarity of the solids in 
quality 'and in quantity indicates that the waters have a common 
origin. The character of the water at Pella has been used, per-
haps justly, to discourage deep drilling in that pad of the state. 
It should be said however, that this water probably comes from 
strata lying very little, if any, deeper than those in the Craig 
well, and not from the Saint Peter, in which the wen is supposed 
to have its footing. If this is true, it is not impossible that 
the hard water could be shut out and a reasonably good supply 
obtained by using deep casings, carefully put in, in borings of 
equal or greater depth in this vicinity. The Saint Peter alone 
did not seem to yield enough water in the P ella well, and the 
casing was raised so as to admit the harder water. 
The best deep wells in the 'southwest and south-central dis-
tricts are at Council Bluffs and at Dunlap, both near Missouri 
river. Though all are about equally high in mineral content, the 
wlells at Council Bluffs have the advantage of containing only 
small amounts of calcium and magnesium, and on that account 
they may be rated as soft waters. , 
Two deep wells at Glenwood, about 2,000 feet deep, yield highly 
mineralized waters but have long been in use, one. to s-q,pply the 
city and the other the institution for the feeble-minded. The 
latter well is supposed not to go below the Silurian and its wa-
ter is better than that of the city well, which probably enters 
the Maquoketa, in containing less calcium and magnesium. This 
well has' now been abandoned on account of contamination anu 
insufficiency of water, and 'a new supply for the institution has 
.198 UNDERGROUND WATER RESOURCES OF IOWA 
been obtained from shallow wells in the alluvium near Missouri 
. 
river. Water from one of the test wells contained 460 parts 
per million of solids;. 
The latest deep well to be drilled in this part of the state is at 
Bedford, in Taylor county, and. reaches a depth of 2,000 feet. 
An analysis of water encountered at 1,300 feet showed 4,827 
parts per million of solids, mostly salt, chlorine being 2,545 
parts. Another vein of very different water was struck at about 
2,000 feet. An analysis of water at this depth showed about half 
as much salt, though the total solids reached 5.373 parts per 
million. The lower water contains large amounts of calcium, 
magnesium, and sulphate radicle and the water last analyzed 
was a mixture in about equal volumes of the flows from the 
two sources. 
From the data now at hand the outlook for good deep-well 
water in the southwest and south-central districts is not en-
couraging. The Bedford well reaches only into the Silurian 
at 2,000 feet, and its botto.m is probably several hundred feet 
above the great sandstone formations, which are doubtfully pro- . 
ductive of good water in quantity in that locality. Their depth 
is certainly at about the limit of practicable drilling, not to men-
tion the great difficulties of putting down casings to. sufficient 
depths t.o shut out the undesirable waters that have been en-
countered at every point where deep wells have been drilled. 
Not only are the deep-well waters in this secti.on highly min-
eralized, but the same is true ,of every water analyzed fr.om a 
well which is known to enter rock. The Carboniferous and the 
Cretaceous cover the entire region and seemingly supply hard 
·water. On the .other hand, no other region of the state is so well 
supplied with small riv·ers having broad valleys that contain 
water-bearing sand layers. At least a dozen .of these rivers or 
large branches .of rivers flow through the south-central and south-
west districts, generally in a southwesterly direction, and enter 
into the Missouri. Many towns get their water supplies from the 
sands in the flood plains or valleys of these rivers. N.otable ex-
amples are Red Oak, Elliott, Griswold and Atlantic, on the Nish-
. nabotna, and Clarinda, Villisca and Corning, on the Nodaway. 
Where water is thus obtainable driven.or dug wells in river val-
; 
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leys in this part of the state are the best sources. Many districts 
away from rivers in Mahaska, Marion and Monroe counties find 
the water problem a serious one. In some localities gravel and 
sand layers in the drift .supply abundant waters to driven or 
bored wells, and this is true over large portions of Mills, Page, 
Appanoose and probably Union counties. Union county seems 
to be particularly well supplied with water; at least four 
branches of Platte and Grand rivers flow across it, and C. A. 
W4ite of Talmage writes that it contains very many unf.ailing 
springs, that there are large areas of sand and gravel which 
supply abundant water, and that there is probably not a farm in 
the county that can not easily have a constant supply of good 
water. 
Average mineral conten.t 01 waters in the south·central ana southwest aistricts 
of Iowa. . 




~ ~a " 0 :::. 8 OJ .u~ ..... 
~. Z .u='- ~,,- ,,0 Source a ., 8';l~ 0- ~ ~oo 
,c<l0 oj-
.u =' ,,- ='~+ :;;;o~ .0." (j dOll :ao~ i: ~ p:-OJ <loj -<l o~ -"'~ =, .~ i1i Q ~ 00 i:Q ell 
~~ ~~!~O:e~ellS::::::= 1 ~~ I i~~ I 
------------~-----
618 I 374 346 I 1,484 S63 745 
aSum of the constituents minus one·half the bicarbonate radicle. 




















Analyses of watet· in the south·central dist1'ict of Iowa. 
Locality Owner 
Adair County 
Fo.n~anelle ---------1 J • . H. HuberL: __ _ Orient ______________ CblCago, Burling· 
ton & Quincy R. 
R. Co. 
Madison County 
[Parts per million.J 
, 
a 1;6 0-,"' 
,,< 
... 
Name of Lowest os + Q " :;; ::a 
<l iStratum 00 ., -
'" 
0 .... S 2 S .~ Q) 





~ <l S 'w 
.a os ~s '8 .~ Q) Po C C) o::l C C) OIl Q) ';;jC 0 ::l <a os ~ U3 ... :;; 0 .... C) ::a 
Feet 
-------_________ I ____ =~I=== I -~J--: __ I -=~~L_~: 269 1 Cretaceous 34 1 - . 
Winterset _________ J Cbicago, Rock Is· l38x 16 1 ____ ____ _____ .. _ _______ , 
land & Pacitie 
6i ___ J ____ -I 1011 34 
Ry . Co. 
Warren County 
. Carlisle __________ --' P. Sboemaker __ "" 220 1 Des Moines 
- ------
1681 ____ 1 2 1 11 261 10 
Marion County 
Columbia F. Carrutbers _____ 150 Saint Louis ____ .... ___ . 15 ___ . 5 2 IS{ 72 Flagler ____________ S. C. J obnson ____ 752 Kinderhook 
-----------
9') 
.4 3 486 167 
Knoxville 
----------
Hospital for Ine- 326 Des Moines ___________ 1 .-.. 4 3 303 52 
briates. Do _____________ T. Craig ______ - ___ 346 _____ do ___________ . ___ 36 ____ or 1 207 114 Do ______ : ______ P . M. Stcntz ______ 142 Sandstone ________ ___ ._ 2S ____ ---- 5 80 19 Pella _______________ City 
---------------
1,803 Saint Peter ___________ ]0 ____ 4 3 488 148 
Pleasantville ______ J. Worthington ____ 180 Des Moines ( ?) _________ 10 ___ 1 1 1 32] 95 
cD 
I II " :§ Z 't:I Q) d 
" 
Name of ::.: ... 't:I c; Cbemist 
'2 
-




<l e ... Q) 0 
" 
o ~ S 
'" 
Q) <l UJ UJ .00 
.a ~ -::l w "<..: ... <a :a os ~:c .e ... 0 
'0 .... :a '0 0 is - " Z tJ) p.. :n C) ... 
I 
l 
412 1 26411,3221----.1 8412,2741 w. S. Hendrixson 
___________________ .. _ _ ._._. 236 M. H. Wiekhorst 
]0 2981 If61 ____ -I 241 4501 }. O. Bunnell 
816 636;1,1041. ____ 1 12812,5831 w. S. Hendrixson 
772 276 2,754 8 274,283 W. S. Hendrixson 
2,236 306 4,839 
-----
925 8,831 Do. 
436 262 1.600 ----- 182,553 Do. 
2',589 ;;30 4,728 
-----
9S0 8,823 Do. 
14 256 38 ____ . 10 323 Do. 
2,]07 280 4,678 
- ----
775 8,35.~ Do. 
886 330 2 .515 
----

































'l'al~nagc ____________ '1 M~rmon Spring ---1----:-LOTI mer ____________ Prlvatc \l ell ______ 401) 
Shannon ___________ Chicago G rea t 38 
Wcstcrn Ry. Co. Kcnt _______________ Chicago; Burling· 161 
ton & Quincy R . 
R. Co. 
Lucas County 
Woodburn _________ 1 Mrs. J. R. Rbodes 270 I Drift 
Monroe County 
~o. 10 Junction ____ 1 Chicago & North l 1,345 I Silurian 
Western Ry. Co. 
Ringgold County 
Diagonal ___________ Chicago G rea t 36 
Western Ry. Co . 
31 1 ___ .1 1 
131. __ .1 3 
1421 211 369 154 
18 15 
1571 46 
121 ____ I. ___ L. __ .1 2781 59 
Kellerton ___________ Robt. Hall ______ _ 3'75 
400 
Des Moines __________ _ ----~~ I :=~ I -:-r~-- 1 2:1 20
1 
~~ Do _____________ L. Myers ________ _ 11 . ___ 2 4 85 53 
Decatur County 
Leon __________ . ____ 1 Wm. Haslitt _____ .1 803 I Des Moines ___________ .1 (i531 ___ .l 8 2 951 36 
Wayne County 
Sewal _______________ 1 Chicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Co. 
Cambria __________ .1 Chicago, Burling· 
Appanoosc County 
ton & Quincy R . 
R. Co. 
~o __ 1 ______ 1 RI ._._I ____ -" 151 51 
16 
17 374 471-----1 6 ' 453
1 
W. S. Hendrixson (b) 30411,243 _____ (b)13,360 W. H. ChudlJourn 
161 388 154 _____ 9 55I Do. 
951 M. H. Wickborst 
577 I 261 11,!051 ____ .1 1712,3501 H. S. Spaulding 




2841 101 _____ 1 (e) 13351 W. H . Cbadbourn 
4391,477 ____ 46 2,673 H . S. Spaulding 
3971,417 _____ 244 2,830 Do. 
735 37611,4891 _____ 1 9012,coo l W. S. Hendrixson 
41 I 5261 2061_____ 151 7351 Geo. N. Prcntiss 
4001 M. H. Wickhorst 
Ccn~erVilJe _________ 1 C!ty (?<o. 1) _______ 1 1,5~0 1 ~iluria,! ---------------1 ~~ I ~ 1 ---- 1 ---- 1 2~1 ~I 755 1 ?!i011,9611 _____ 1 3391~'465 1 J. R; Hicbcl. Do _____________ CIty (.'i0 . 2) ________ 2,0'4 New RIchmond ______ .. . 3a ____ 3 1 1.1 66 555 .:741,229 _____ 328 ",545 W. S. HendTlxson 
Moulton __________ ~ EJcctri~ Light Co_ 400 Des Moines _________ .• 7 ____ 2 1 ~5U 77 3731 8 1701,764 _____ 202,Rll7 Do. 
a Sum of constituents minus onc·h rrlf thc bicar~ona te radicle. 
b "Otber alkalies," 1,442 parts. 
e "Other alkalies," 98 parts . 










































Locality , Owner 
Harrison County 
Dunlap _____________ City ______________ _ 
00 _____________ Chicago & Nortb 
Western Ry. Co. Logan ______________ City ______________ _ 
CUissouri Valley ____ Ohicago & North 
Western Ry. Co. 
(shops). 
Do. ___________ .1 Farm well 
Mondamin __________ Cbicago & North 
Western Ry. Co. 
Shelby County 
Analyses of waters in the southwlJ!st district of Iowa. 
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s ~ z 






















0 " ... 
.<>0 «S 
"'u .c ~o:: .e 










1'~ / ~_~i~:_:~~~~_:_-_ _:._:.-_ _:.-__~_-__ 
821 
00 
\ . I 
8
1 
____ 0 ij 176 72 1461 
25 8 --- ----- 1881 45 ' 0 
)(l .• __ .3 2 85 15 tel 




384 234 ___ _ 
411 728 __ _ 
482 62 ___ _ 
328 
90 
£41 121 ___ I_~_ 1 00 52 1 45 
• 26 8 ____ ___ _ 160 55 35 
5241 ~8 1 __ _ 
724 9G ___ _ 
Harlan _____________ 1 City ______ J _ _ _ --- I 30-40 , ____ oM_OM • • • • -- .. - . ---- --- lsi 21 __ .1 .. " I Q() 81 I 12 ~H I !!~ , ----
Audubon County 
Audubon ____ : ______ 1 Cit, -- ' - .. .. -.---- -
Pottawattnmle 
County 
Council Bluffs _____ Woodward Candy 
00. 
00_____________ School for Deaf-__ 
00 _____________ O. Hafer _______ _ 
00_____________ _____ do _________ _ 
85, - _______ . __ _______ ._. __ 271 __ 1 1 1 8 ! 205 ,13 I 86 
8301 Basal Misslssipplul! (r:: ' __ 0 __ ' . _ •• , ._ • • 2@1 22 ~H 
1,0911 Silurian (?) ______ ..... 
~gg =====================::-~== 
~ / ____ I ____ I 2 / 40 9 
81 ___ .6 2, t 104 23 




250 ~l\; 1 25 




442 29 ____ _ 












:a ' 5 o 
E-< u 
331,374 W. S. Hendrixson 
21 6881 Geo. M. DavIdson 
121 1 ,678 E. B. Benger 
14 509 Geo. M. Davidson 
211 664 Do. 
4 785 Do. 
lsi 8701 Geo. M. Davidson 
821 1116/ W. S. HendrIxson 
8V 1.8631 W. H. Ohadbourn 
781.363 Floyd Davis 
6 ill H. S. Spaulding 





























Honey Oreek ______ _ 
McOIeIIand _______ _ 
Minden ___________ _ 
Neola ____________ _ 
Oass Oounty 
Ohlcago & North 
Western Ry. 00. 
Ohlcago G rea t 
Western Ry. 00. Olty ______________ _ 
Ohlcago, MlIwllukee 










Anita .---------------11 Olty ________ .'. ___ 1 2071 Sandstone -------------1 281 ___ 1 .112 1 804184 tlantic __________ . ____ do II _____  40-60 All~~, river bot· _____ 6 ____ _____ 75 20 
Griswold _________ W. H. Spencer____ 100 Drift __________________ 20 ___ 8 .6 48 13 
Mills Oounty 
Glenwood _________ 1 Institute for Fee' l l,91°I,siluriaLi --------------1 1311 161 ___ 1 _____ 1 87111 
rle·minded. 
Do____________ Institute for Fe<'· .____ Missouri bottom______ 1'1 ____ ___ '! 9'7 41 
ble Minded (teE: 
well). 
Do _____________ 1 Olty ______________ 1 2,0001 Maquoketa --------1' 22[ I)[ __ -' ____ .i '151 26 
Hastings __________ Ohlcago, Burling· 4.1 - ___________________________ • __ . __ . - ___ 1 __ " 
Montgomery 
Oounty 
ton & Quincy R 
R. 00. 
VlIIlsca ___________ Olty (No. 1) _____________ Alluvium, river bot· c404 ___ . Red Oak ----------- Oity _______________ 1 381 River bed ------------1 10 
Do ___________ City (No. 2) _________________ ~~~'o _____________ 2A1 ___ -' 2 
Adams Oounty 
Oornlng ____________ 1 Ol~y --------------' ------' ----- do ------------ 181 ___ 1 'I 
Fremont Oounty 
Hamburg ________ 1 Ohlcago, Burling· 
ton & Quincy R. 
R.Oo. 
75 1 ____________ .... ____ _____ __ 1 ___ .. 
b 
2 
481 9 36 13
6!l 16 








348 {()3 ___ rfll,016 Geo. M. Davidson 
438 SO _____ ~___ 393 Do. 
UO 60 ____ 4'1 482 W. H. Ohadbourn 
864 2 ____ .__ 286 Geo. N. PrentiSS 
8921 9'701 ___ 1 1211,'1211 W. 8. Hendrixson 274 40 ____ 10 294 F. O. Bunnell 
2 230 61 ____ 1 1.11 21'11 H. S. Spaulding 
M'I 4861 '1641. ___ -' 18512,0271 W. B. Hendrixson 
27 6041 26, ___ _ 41 460 Do. 
790 1 618
1 
8861 ___ 1 28212,3491 Do. 








160 18 __ _ 
152 31 ____ . 
6[ 2341 ,{. tl. Hendrixson 
4 6b~' Do. 
481 2701 Do. 
26?1 1001. ___ 1 811 4321 W. B. Hendrixson 
6&11 M. H. Wlckhorst 





































Do ____________ _ 
Shenandoah __ " ____ _ 
Taylor County 
Owner 








[Parts per million.] 





























tl !!!. ;; CD ., os tl ; g .... 
OJ' ;; OJ' ~ ., ~ a z 'OJ os a .... .~ ~ £l c 
., 
a a. ' a 0 ---;' ;u :; ., :; on .00 .d 
Cl <=l III .... 0 OJ) :a !l ~a:l Po 









.9 on ~ .... 3 t 0 :a ~ 0 0 ... 
Chicago, Burling. 
ton & Quincy R. 
R . Co . 
Fcct 
56 . ________ .L.1._ ..I.._1 __ I _______ J ___ I ___ 1_..I. __ .1 00,) M. H. Wickborst 
do ____ ______ _ 60 




Bedford ---------- I Water Co. (1) _____ 1 1 '300
1 
_________________________ , 
Do _____________ Water Co. (2) _____ 2,002 Silurian ______________ _ 101 ____ 1 ____ 1 2 1 771 34 1 1,768 18 ____ 1 1 486 116 1,161 3121 2351 _____ 12,54514,8271 W. S. Hendrixson 300 1,920 _____ 1 ,4205 ,273 Do. 
aSurn of constituents minus one-half tbe bicarbonate radicle. 
b-City water from many q"ive wells. 


































r Harlan L 0 
, 
_~_I ___ _ 




I Bedford 5273 I • I 
, -----_-1_--_._----
C nterviiie I 
'2.545 I 
.J 1228 i ' ---------------,---~--
95° 92° 
, . 10QO£E~5HQEB6?C;====10E====.~ziO====i3jO~===4~O~==~·5~O~,,===6~O=====7~O~==~830=====9~n====1§oo~es · 
MAp ·SHOWING M~NERAtL· 9HARAO'l'ER OF · UNDERGROUND WATER WITH REFERENCE TO GE9GR4-PHY. THE SHADED AREA REPRESENTS THE REGION OF LIGHTLY I:i.UNERALIZEP WATERS. 
~ .'" . .., . .... . 
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SUMMARY OF QUAJJITY OF IOWA WATERS, BY DISTRICTS. 
WATERS OF THE DEEP WELLS. 
QUALITY. 
In this paper all wells that penetrate at least the Saint Peter 
sandstone, and all other wells more than 700 feet deep are con-
sidered to be deep wells. 
The average mineral content of the deep wells in the various 
districts ·is summarized in the following table: 
Avemg€' mineraZ content of waters from deep weZZs in Iowa. 
[Parts per million.] 
, 
~ .. Oil t! 
'" 
., 
~'Cl ~ c~ oj '0 "'., "'~ ... :a <l oS .. ';' ';G 8 'Cl + .,-;; oS S '" -oS 0 ~ ",oj ~8 ... ~ District 0 ... 
.:! oj;': 
.. " § ., ., "0 .,1> 8 
'" 
8~ 0tI: 'I;j~ 




,,8 .o~ .0. 
'" oj tl ... ., ... S'" :i5 B .. -" oj- ",0 0 t! ,,~ ~ oS 'Cl- "" ~m :a 0'" iii- ,,- 0 z a5 Q ::;: m 
· m Q <-
Northeast 
------ -------------
30 10 6S 31 28 321 38 24 1151 North·central 
------- ---------
7 11 87 33 20 328 92 14 439 Nortbwest 
- -- ----- --- -------- 9 16 210 67 181 373 719 10 1,425 East-Central 
------- --------- 35 10 103 47 182 326 425 83 978 Central 
- ---------------------
]0 14 174 62 286 262 947 19 1,759 Southeast 
---- -- ----- --- -- --- 16 15 143 56 46S 285 998 256 1,978 South-central and southw.cst 13 32 157 66 6]8 346 1,484 556 3,657 
aSum of the constituents minus one-half the bicarbonate radicle . 
The' deep-well waters of the northeast, north-central, and eas,,-
central districts are decidedly lower in the amount of mineral 
matter they contain than the waters of the other districts, 
and it may be inferred that increase of mineral content pro-
gresses from the northeast to the southwest co'ruer of the 
state. 
The change in the mineral content is, ho,wever, abrupt, and 
not progressive. (See PI. IV.) This can be strikingly illus-
trated by tabulating the total solids of the deep waters 'along 
north-south and east-west lines across the state. In the first. 
tabulation figures for waters along east-west lines are given 
with the locations and depths of the wells, the sharp transition 
in amount of dissolved mineral matter on each line _being indi-
cated by heavy rules. Column A represents the waters of wells 
beginning at McGregor, Clayton county, and going west to 
Big Sioux river along a line passing through the second tier 
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of counties from the north. Column B contains wells for the 
most part in the fourth tier of countie·s from the north, along 
a line beginning at Dubuque and ending at Sioux City. Column 
o includes wells mostly in the sixth tier of counties beginning 
at Clinton and ending at Logan in Harrison county. The figure 
for Grinnell represents the best deep water found there, that 
of city well No.4; the water from mos,t of the Grinnell wells 
contains about 1,200 part!? of solids per million, a great change 
having taken place since the first well was put down ' in 1894, 
doubtless owing to the imperfect casing of Carbonifer,ous and 
Silurian waters. Column D represents wells-in the eighth and 
ninth , (the two southernmost) tiers of counties. Fewer wells 
have been drilled in this part of the state than elsewllere, but 
these are sufficient to show that all the present wells along the 
southern line yield waters of high mineral content. 
Ohange in total solids in wen waters along east-west lines. 
A. 
Total 
__ L_o_ca_t_io,....n_o_f_w_ell__ Depth ~ I 
Parts per 
Feet million 
McGregor, City No. 1_____ 520 4B8 Calmar ________________ . 1,228 806 
Charles City _____________ 1,1>88 295 
Mason Citya ______________ 651 8iO 
Algona _________________ 1,050 647 
Emmetsburg _________ __ ___ 874 410 
Sanborn ___________________ ~~
Hull _______________________ 1,'>..'>6 2,295 
C. 
Total 
Location of well Depth Solids 
--------------
Parts per 
Feet million Clinton ____________________ 1,1165 451 
Tipton n_____ _ ____________ ~~
Homestead ___________ ., .. __ 2,224 1,016 
Amana ______________________ 1,640 1,033 
Grinnell, City No. 2_________ 2,O'J2 881 
Des Moines 0 ________________ 3,000 2,941 
Dunlap '-_________ .___________ 1,535 1,374 
Logan _______________________ 82] 1,578 
aCity well No.2. 
b City 8-inch well. 
o Greenwood Park well. 
a Crapo Park well. 
B. 
Total 
Location of well Depth Solids 
---------------
Parts per 
Feet million Dubuque b __________________ 1,200 268 
Manchester ___________ _______ 1,870 309 
Waterloo ______ _____________ 1,373 468 
Fort Dodge _______________ 1,827 867 
Manson _____ _ ___________ ~ 651 
HOiStein __________________ 2,OO4--rm 
Sioux City __________________ 2,011 1,689 ' 
D. 
• Total 




Burlingtona ________________ ~--rooo . 
Mount Pleasant e ___ ~______ 1,230 1,446 
Fort Madison _______________ 689 1,967 
Ottumwa! __________________ 2,200 1,179 
Centerville __________________ 2,054 2,545 
Leon _________________ ________ ' 803 2,696 
Bedford ____________________ 2,002 5,273 
GIenwoodg _________________ 2,000 2,349 
e Well at State Hospital. 
fWell of J . Morrell Co. 
gaity well. 
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The -same sharp change in the mineral content ,of the deep 
waters may be observed along north-south lines. Wells yield·· 
ing soft water occur farther south the nearer they -are to Missis-
sippi river-that is, such wells occur near the river as far south 
as the parallel of Des Moines-but on the meridian of Des 
Moines only wells near the northern bord~r -of Iowa supply soft 
water. West of this meridian only two or three deep wells have 
slightly mineralized water. The relations of the north and south 
lines ape shown in Plate IV. Column A in the next table con-
tains the total solids and depths of deep wellsl on ,or near Missis-
sippi river, beginning at New Albin and ending at Keokuk. 
Column B shows the mineral content of wells near, but not on, 
Mississippi river, beginning at Waukon in Allamakee county 
and ending at Mount Pleasant in Henry county. Column C 
gives. the amount !Of mineral matter in wells beginning at Osage 
on the north and extending south in a line approximately paral-
lel to the eastern border of the -state and ending at Centerville. 
Column D leaves much to be desired. The well at Tama is only 
861 feet deep and probably foots in the Silurian, for its min-
eral content is higher than Wlould be expected in the lower sand-
stones. The region along Iowa river in Tama, Benton and Iowa 
counties is one having waters high in mineral content in the 
drift and probably for -some distance in the strata underlying 
the drift, as the shallow wells penetrating these strata show. It 
may be that the wells of this region are contaminated by the 
heavily mineralized waters from beds :far abo-ve the strata in 
which the wells foot. The well at Montezuma, depth reported 
2,800 feet, had long been unus-e d at. the time the sample was 
taken, but the sample was taken only after the well had been 
pumped an hour or more. The lowest geologic formation this 
well penetrates is unknown. Owing to uncertainties regarding 
the Montezuma well the one at Pella was also included in the 
series. Oolumn E begins with the well at Emmetsburg and endl'> 
with that at Centerville. In general the wells are near Des 
Moines river. High mineral content is found a little farther 
north on this line than on the next preceding line to the east. The 
' line connecting the wells north of Boone marks about the western 
limit of lightly mineralized waters in deep wells, and with the 
= 
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exception of the well at Emmetsburg these wells contain con-
siderably more mineral matter than the wells in the same lati-
tude in the next line east beginning at Osage. 
Change in total solids in well waters along nOl·thJsouth lines. 
A. , B. c. 
[ 
Location Depth '1'otal 
solids I 
. ~l'otR l 










Waukon ______ 1 
Postville, city_ Monona ______ _ 
Manchester ___ _ 
New Albin ___ _ 
Lansing ______ _ 
Village Creek __ 
McGregor ____ _ 
Dubuque a ___ _ ],200 268 Anamosa ____ _ Sabula _______ • 973 298 ~.., ipton _______ _ 
















Osage ________ _ 
Charles City __ _ 
Wayerly _____ _ 
' Waterloo _____ _ 
Vinton _______ _ 
Belle PJaine ___ _ 
Parts 







West Liberty_. 1,768 l,U/54 Homestead __ _ 2,224 1,016 
Davenport c __ 










Mt. Pleasant__ 1,239 1,446 Ottumwa _____ _ 2,200 l,li9 
Keokuk e ____ _ 
D. 
Total 
Location Depth ~olIas 
-----.,.------ ------- -
Mason Oity _________________ _ 
Hampton __________________ _ 
Ackley ______________________ _ 
Tama _____________________ __ 














Montezuma ______ __ __________ (,)2,8(;0 1,835 
Pella ________________________ 1,003 8,353 
Ottumwa ____________________ 2,200 1,179 
aCity 8-inch well. 
b Sugar RellnJng Co. 
c Da venport Ice Co. 
dCrapo Park. 
eYoung Men's Christian Association. 
Centerville ___ _ 2,054 1,228 
E. 
____ L_o_ca_t_lo_n ____ 1 Depth _~I~~! 
Emmetsburg ________________ . 
Algona _____________________ _ 
Fort Dodge ________________ _ 
Dayton ______ : ______ ~ _______ _ 
Boone _______________________ _ 
Ames ________ _____________ __ _ 
Des Moines _________________ _ 
Flagler _____________________ _ 






















tThe water of this well was analyzed IIvc times at intervals of about a year . The total 
solids were 1,228 in the first analysis and 2,5~5 in the fourth. 
DISTRIBUTION O}<' HARD AND SOFT ·WATERS. 
The preceding tables show that the change from lightly min-
eralized to very haJ.'d waters from north to south and from east 
to west is not gradual, as might be· expected, but is sudden} 
waters containing almost as small amounts of mineral matter as 
any in the state giving place to waters containing two or tnree 
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times as much. The dividing line between these two regions of 
high and low mineralized waters is approximately shown on 
Plate IV. It starts at Davenport, on Mississippi river, and runs 
west to Grinnell, then swings in a wide arc northward through 
Ames, Manson and Emmetsburg. Thisl location, however, 
.should not be too strictly interpreted. .some wells supplying 
hard water are north of this line, particularly at Tama 'and at 
Belle Plaine. Good waters are usually found northeast of the 
line if the wells have been properly cased and are kept in good 
condition. Reference to the geologic map of Iowa (PI. I, pocket) 
and to the account of geologic formations (pp. 105-137) brings 
out the relations between the quality of the deep waters and the 
character of the rocks from which they come and makes it clear 
why the difference in mineral content occurs. The part of the 
state northeast of the dividing line (PI. IV) includes the region 
where the older sandst.ones and limestones lie immediately under 
the surface covering of drift. It also includes considerable 
areas of . the Carboniferqus, whose formations yield hard wa-
ters in many places. The formations of this system northeast 
of the line are; however, the older ones whose waters are less 
objectionable than thos:e of the later deposits, and they lie ,so 
near: the surface that their waters' can be cased out, thus per-
mitting the entrance of only the good waters from the older 
rocks underneath. If the 'area were restricted so as to exclude 
, , 'M' 
the 'Carbonifer,ous entirely-that is, .if the line between the De-
vonian and the Carboniferous were taken as · the southwestern 
boundary-then practically no deep wells yielding hard waters 
would be i.ncluded. With few exceptions the total solids in 
wells northeast of such line are less than 500 parts per million, 
and in most of these are less than 400 parts. A few notable 
exceptions occur, as at Davenport and Amana and at Mc-
Gregor, where the 1,000-foot well going into the basal sand-
stone yields water containing considerable salt, whereas wells 
about 500 feet deep at the same place yield excellent water. The 
chief difficulty with the Davenport water is saJt, but the amount 
is small. Both D~¥enport and Amana are apparently on the 
border of the Devonian and very near the Carboniferous. 
14 
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With the present material used in casings and the methods 
employed in finishing wells, experience' shows that outside of 
the northeastern area mentioned above it is very difficult, per-
haps wholly impracticable, to procure from the deep-lying sand-
stones or any other deep-lying stratum water comparable in 
quality with that yielded by most of the deep wells in the north-
eastern part of the state. The strata bearing the very hard wa-
ters lie too deep to permit the successful and permanent casing 
out of these waters, and in the southwestern part of the state 
the lower sandstones ,seem to lie too deep to make it practicable 
to reach them with the drill. This practical difficulty of casing 
out the upper bad waters apparently explains why some wells 
within the Carboniferous area yield good water while others 
yield bad water. Future improvements in methods of protecting 
deep wells against the influx of undesirable waters from strata 
that may be penetrated may result in extension of the area of 
wells yielding water of low mineral content. 
The waters of deep wells outside the district of good waters 
are not necessarily so highly mineralized as to be unfit for use, 
though several of them belong to this class. The majority be-
long to that class of waters whi~h may be used for municipal 
supplies if none more satisfactory is available. Only about 
twenty-eight cities and towns have wells more than 750 feet 
deep. Some places have two or more wells, making the total 
number of deep wells in the district ,of poor water about forty. 
For the most part they are located in the southeast and north-
west districts of the state. The south-central portion of 
the state has very few deep wells. In the three south-
ern tiers of counties west of Ottumwa and extending to 
the counties bordering on Missouri river seventeen counties 
contain only three deep wells-those at Knoxville, Centerville 
and Bedford. A study of the records of the forty wells shows 
that only two, at Rockwell City and Manson, both just out-
side of the area of good well water already defined, contain 
Jess than 1,000 parts of solids per million. The averag,e of the 
total solids for the wells in the twenty-eight .towns, taking only 
one typical well in places where there are two ,or more, is 2,434 
parts per million. From all the facts it seems probable that the 
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southwestern part of the state will have to depend mainly on 
water supplies from shallow wells in drift and in river alluvium 
or on treated water from the rivers themselves. 
WATERS OF THE SHALLOW WELLS. 
The term "shallow wells" is used in this paper to describe 
wells penetrating lonly the drift and others that do not penetrate 
any of the great water-bearing sandstones. Definite statements 
like those uSled for deep wells can not be made regarding the 
relations between the geographic looation and the mineral con-
te?t of shallow wells. The averages by districts of the analyses 
of water from shallow wells in Iowa are repeated here for com-
parislon. (See fig. 2.) 
.A.vernge mineraZ content Of the waters from shallow wells in Iowa. 
(Parts per million) . 
District 
NortheasL _________________ _ 
North·central _______________ 37 
Northwest _________________ . 00 
East·central ________________ . 45 
Central ____________________ . 69 
Southeast ~ _________ , _______ . 29 



















32 16 347 83 12 388 
32 253 418 68 8.8 454 
J.B (;<) 420 321 62 !!57 
58 90 360 495 25 1,031 
44 125 446 344 88 873 
82 ]88 367 1,040 69 1,931 
43 374 363 745 62 1,587 
The amQunts of mineral matter ·in the waters of the shallow 
wells in general parallel those of' the waters of the deep wells 
in . the ·same localities, but the relation is only general and 
marked exceptions are frequent. Shallow wells derive their 
waters more from the country immediately surrounding them, 
a.nd the character of their waters, therefore, depends more large-
lyon local conditions. Some drift wells only a few miles apart 
show very different amounts of mineral matter. In certain 
areas the drift waters are notably hard; in others they are soft. 
Many wells, especiaHy in the southern part of the sltate, derive 
their waters from the sands of river flood plains. Their waters 
are usually soft, as a rule containing very little more mineral 
matter than the waters of the rivers themselves. 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER VI. 
• MUNICIPAL, DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL W ATEH 
SUPPLIES. 
BY w. S. HENDRIXSON. 
SOURCES OF SUPPLY 
Iowa has few rivers capable of supplying sufficient water 
throughout the year to cities of considerable size. According 
to the best opinion of the present time there are few rivers and 
lakes in any part of the country that are capable of supplying 
water suitable :Dor drinking without filtration. The time has 
probably passed when the water from any river within the state 
or from any bordering river may be used with safety without 
treatment. 
The Iowa lakes are few, small, and shallow, and ~onsist chiefly 
of one group near the northern border of the ·state well to the 
west, in Dickinson, Emmet, Clay and Palo Alto counties. No 
large towns are near them, and with one or two exceptions the 
smaller towns of that vicinity draw their water from other 
sources. 
But although Iowa has few riv·ers or lakes affording potable 
water through a considerable portion of the year, the condi-
tions are unusually favorable for the storage of ground water 
and its easy utilization. Most of the ·features that tend to de-
crease the amount of surfac.e water are features that tend to 
produce a large supply of ground water; the level surface that 
gives the rivers slow currents and wide bottoms and flood plains 
and the deep drift that affords storage combine to make th·e run-
off small and the absorption of water by the soil large. 
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If the shallow wells only a few feet deep, which foot below the 
water line during most of the year and derive their water from 
seepage, are left out of account, there are three main sources 
of ground water in Iowa-the drift, the alluvial sands and 
gravels 'in the river valleys, and the sandstone and limestone 
formations. 
Nearly the whole state is covered by deep drift, containing 
extensive sand and gravel beds, usually near or just above the 
stratifi,ed rock. The beds afford storage for . large quantities 
of waier, which in most localities is easily reached by the bored 
well or drive point. In many regions these layers seem to be 
in the form of ba,sins or troughs and in such loc.alities many 
wells flow. 
As a rule the small riv-ers of Iowa meander with low velocity 
through wide valleys instead of cutting the deep channels oom-
mon in more rugged country. In such valleys shallow, bored, 
or driven wells obtain water from the drift layers of sand which 
may dip toward the river or from the so-call-ed underflow of 
the river alluvium. Commonly the water,s lof wells in the river 
alluvium are softer than drift water, the mineral content in 
some wells being nearly as low as in the water from the rivers 
on whose banks the wells are located. Water supplies from 
this source are numerous, especially in the southwestern part 
of the state, where there are many such small rivers and streams 
and where water from other sources is not so' abundant or easily 
reached. Good wells supplYing water from this source 
have been driven or dug to depths of thirty to sixty 
feet at Red Oak, Griswold, Elliott and Atlantic, all on Nishna-
botna river. The average mineral content of their water is 
usually less than that of the drift wells and does not greatly ex-
c.eed that of the average river water in that section of the state. 
The lower sandstones furnish an abundant supply of fair to 
good water to most of the deep wells of 1o'Wa. A few deep wells 
in the southern and southwestern parts of the state do not 
reach these sandstones, which in -the regions named lie at depths 
so great that it is hardly practicable to reach them with the drill 
or to case out the hard waters of the strata aborve them. 
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Leaving out of account water supplies for fire protection only, 
324 towns1 have waterworks of the more highly developed sort 
with standpipes, reservoirs, street mains and fire taps. (See 
PI. I, in pocket.) Many towns of fewer than 200 inhabitants are 
thus supplied with waterworks, and the fact indicates much for 
the prosperity and progressiveness of the people. Of the 324 
towns, only six draw their water supplies from lakes or artificial 
ponds, chiefly the latter. Twenty-four towns get their water 
from rivers anp. 294 from wells. The urban population sup-
. plied from lakes and po,nds was 21,000; from rivers, 341,700; 
and from wells, 534,500. 
From these figures it appear·s that about 60 per cent of the 
population of towns having water suplies use well water. It 
should be remembered, moreover, that the people of the towns 
without public water suplies and nearly the whole of the rural 
popUlation use well water. The total population in 1900 was 
2,231,853, of which about 84 per c~nt used well water and about 
16 per cent water from other ·sources. The population is 1910 
was 2,224,721, but it is not probable that the percentage using 
well water has markedly changed. 
The requirements for ground w.ater are likely to increase 
more rapidly than the population. Many of the 324 towns in 
LOiWa having water systems of some sort are villages of 150 to 
300 inhabitants, and many towns of 500 to 2,000 inhabitants 
now without waterworks will be obliged to provide them in the 
near future. It is certain that many towns will outgrow their 
water systems and must find means of enlargement. In fact, 
many municipalities have been obliged to put down more wells, 
. and more often to' change from shallow wells having a local 
supply of water from the drift to deep wens having their source 
of supply in the deep-lying sandstone strata. 
Artesian wells in Iowa, excluding flowing wells in drift and 
country rock, now ,exceed 250, and the amount of capital invested 
in them probably reaches well up to $750,000. Artesian wells in 
Iowa ,are used for municipal supply, for state institutions, for 
hotels, hospitals and office buildings, for baths and swimming 
lBased on figures of the Underwriters' handbook of Iowa, in which a r e given 
all towns. with their population a nd brief description ()f their means of fire 
protection. 
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pools, for railway locomotive and shop supply, for stock farms, 
and for a wide variety of industries, such as packing houses, gas 
plants, glucose factories, breweries and bottling works, lumber, 
woolen, paper and powder mills, soap factories, condensed milk 
factories, creameries and dairies, ioe plants and iron works. In 
one place they have furnished power for a city electric plant. 
It is interesting to note the development in stock wells on 
Iowa farms. The primitive stock well, dug only a few feet deep 
in a swale and fitted with a hand pump, has always been in-
adequate and has failed utterly in times of drought. The live 
stock interests have developed so rapidly that the need of 
perennial supplies of plenty of good water has been keenly felt, 
and as a result many farms have been provided with wells 100 
to 500 feet deep, and ,some with wells 1,000 feet deep or more. 
In such wells pumpsolperated by windmills or gasoline engines 
are used instead of hand pumps. In the last few years the farm-
ing population has greatly increased in wealth, the values of 
farm lands have doubled and even trebled, and the advantages 
of a never failing supply of good water for stock and" for 
domestic use are being more ahd more appreciated. These facts 
make it probable that the deep farm well will soon beoome the 
general souroe of water supply of the rural population in those 
parts of the state where satisfactory deep wate"r-bearing forma-
tions exist. 
Underground water is thus the chief source of water supply in 
Iowa for all purpolses; and it does not seem probabl,e that it 
will ever assume less importance relatively than it now holds. 
On the contrary, there are reasons why its importance should 
increase. With "the growth of the populatio:p. it seems likely 
that river water will become even more unsatisfactory in qual-
ity for mlmicipal supplies, though it is po'ssible that improved 
methods of filtration for smaller cities and towns may to some 
extent remOV'8 the difficulty due to pollution. 
ADEQUACY OF WATER SUPPLY 
The storage capacity of the aquifers which supply the Iowa 
deep wells is condit~oned by their thickness, extent and porosity. 
Their supply of water depends on the area of their outcrop-
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the area from which their waters are gathered-and on the rain-
fall in this area. Without going into any elaborate calculations 
it may be said that all conditions necessary for an abundant and 
continual yield are ,so fully met that the stora~e capacity of 
the Lowa water beds over any large area is far in excess of any 
possible draft upon them. Locally they may be overdrawn, but 
for the artesian field of Iowa as a whole there need not be the 
slightest apprehension of any diminution of supply. The maxi-
mum yield of wells is not limited by the present rainfall on the ' 
collecting area, by the absorption over the a:rea, nor by the stor-
age capacity of the basin, but by the conductivity of the rocks. 
,The yield of the Iowa deep wells is comparable with that of 
the deep wells of Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illinois', which 
draw water from the same formations. It seems at least. equal 
to the yield ,of the wens of the artesian basin of New Jersey, 
where as light or lighter pressures prevail. It is considerably 
less than the yield of wells in the artesian basin of the Dako-
tas, chieflly because of the lower pressure in the Iowa field, 
which in turn is due to the more gent1e dip of the Iowa aquifers 
-to the lower relative height of the area of supply. 
SELECTION OF SOURCE OF SUPPLY 
Emphasis must be laid on the fact that the writers of this 
report offer 'no specific advice as to municipal or other water 
supplies. They hold no brief for artesian wells in preference to 
other sources of supply, such :as shallow wells or river waters 
filtered by any effective method. No city supply should be 
chosen ' until all possible. supplies have been carefully investi-
gated. Some towns of ~he state hav,e rested content with a 
scanty supply of impure water, where pure artesian water could 
be cheaply obtained in large quantities; ,others have sunk ex-
pensive artesian wells where a far larger and more permanent 
supply of good water could have been more cheaply obtained 
and maintained from shallow wells, for example, in drift gravels 
of adjacent river valleys. But in the selection of a supply the 
sinking of a deep well will usually be considered, and any in-
formation as to the probable depth, quality and quantity of 
artesian waters will be of value whatever source of supply is 
chosen. 
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WELL DRILLING 
DEEP WELLS. 
No new methods in drilling deep wells in Iowa have been 
introduced sinoe the publication of W. H. Norton',s report on 
the artesian wells of the state in 1897: The fol1owing descrip-
tion, summarized from that report, is therefore equally ap-
plicable at the present time: 
To drill an ,even and straight tube a quarter or a half mile in depth requires 
experience and a high degree of mechanical skill. Deep·well drilling has , be· 
CO!lJ,e a special trade. Only one deep well in the state has been put down by 
amateur labor, and this proved a costly experiment whose repetition is not 
recommended. Most of the wells in Iowa , have been drilled by firms whose 
territory is much wider than the limits of the state, and the methods and the 
machinery which they use in Iowa present nothing novel. In all drilling so 
far the drill has been the ordinary plunge or churn drill, essentially the same 
in action as that employed in sinking common drilled wells. The diamond 
drill has been used only in search for coal and building stone. 
The rig differs slightly from that used in the oil fields of Pennsylvania and 
Ohio, and so fully described by Carll' and by Newell.' 
The derrick tower is commonly about 18 feet square at the base and S() feet 
high. An adjoining shed contains the forge at which the tools are dressed and 
an engine of 15 or 20 horsepower by which the drill is operated and the tools 
raised and lowered in the well. The drill consists of a steel chisel·shaped bit, 
screwed to an iron auger stem, to the upper end of which is fastened the "slips" 
or "jars." These consist of two slotted iron links jOined together by a cross-
head and crotch slot permitting a vertical play or Slip, one upon the other, of 
about 13 inches, in about the same manner as the play of two links of a 
dhain. The bit, the auger stem, and the lower member of the jars, thus fas-
tened together, fall with each downward stroke about 20 inches ' and deliver a 
cutting and crushing blow of about 3,500 foot·pounds upon the rock. On the 
upward stroke the weight of the rig .above the union of the two members of 
the jars delivers an upward blow whose purpose is to jar loose the drill beneath. 
No sinker bar is used above the jars. In some Iowa wells the string of drilling 
tools just mentioned has been swung from a rope, but in most wells rods of wood 
have been used,! each about 33 feet long, with iron couplings. The string of rods 
and drill is attached by a swivel and heavy iron chain to the end of the walk· 
ing beam, which plays up and down above the mouth of the tube; This chain is 
wrapped several times about the end of the beam and is let out little by little 
as the drill cuts deeper and deeper into the rock. The temper screw used for 
this purpose in the oil regions is not generally employed. 
'Norton, W. H ., Artesian wells of Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 6, 1897, pp. 115-
428. See also Bowman, Isaiah, Well-drilling methods: Water-Supply Paper. U. S. 
Geol. Survey No. 257, 1911. 
·Carl1. J. F ., Geology of the oil regions : Second ' Geol. Survey Pennsylvania. 
Rept. III, 1880, pp. 284-330. 
' Newell, F. H ., Drilling and care of oil wells : Ohio Geol. Survey, vol. 6, 1889, 
pp . 476-497. 
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Month after month the same tedious routine continues. Night and day a 
driller sits at the bench over the boring. As the rods rise and fall with the 
monotonous motion of the walking beam, he slowly twists them round and 
round so that the drill may strike every portion of the bottom in its rotation 
and drill the hole round and true. So simple is this, apparently, that a boy 
could do it. But the experienced driller feels every stroke of the drill and the 
movement of the jars, and interprets each vibration passing upward from a 
thousand feet below. A tyro in his place would churn the water without strik-
ing bottom and never know it. When no accidents delay, the drill cuts its way 
downward with surprising rapidity, making sometimes 60 or 70 feet a day. 
Every few feet the bore becomes clogged with the chips from the drill. The 
whole string is then hoisted and the hole cleaned out with the sand DumD-
a bucket with a suction valve at the bottom-and the drill is again lowered. 
This interruption takes less time than one would suppose. In hoisting the 
string the foreman sits with his left hand on the hoist lever and his right on 
the brake. The scaffold man-stands on a platform in the tower about the length 
of a rod above the bench. The third man of the shift stands at the bench, catch 
wrench in hand. The string is rapidly hoisted by the engine'; as soon as the 
upper end of the second rod from the top appears above the bench the brake is 
applied to the hoist, the string stops, the second rod is grasped by the wrench 
under the collar of the upper imd. With the weight of the string thus resting 
on the wrench and the bench, the scaffold man and the man at the bench to-
gether uncouple the upper rod from its connections above and below and set it 
at one side. The swivel whirls down and is coupled to the second rod, the hoist 
lever is pulled, the string rises, the third rod is caught fast, the second uncoupled, 
and so the work goes on. To hoist 1,600 feet of rods and tools .needs only 20 
minutes, and less time is taken in lowering them again. 
Scar,cely a well is drilled without more or less time being lost by accidents. 
Fragments of rocks become detached from the side of the shaft, fall, and wedge 
in with the string, preventing the slips from doing their work in jarring loose 
the drill. As soon as the drill stops, the sediment, with which the water is thick, 
settles about it, fastening it so securely that it can not be dislodged without 
special instruments. Fishing for drills ani! other lost tools may be-the longest 
and most costly part of drilling a deep well. 
Occosionally the drill strikes a slanting crevice and slips to one side. If this 
difficulty is not met at once the boring is deflected from vertical and the drill 
soon becomes fast. Some crevices can be filled, but most of them must be passed 
by a special tool or by casing. 
In no well has it been found practicable to drill a deep boring of the same dia-
meter thro-ughout. Through the incoherent deposits of the Pleistocene the bore 
is relatively large-possibly 10 or 12 inches in diameter-and casing of this size 
is driven firmly into the underlying rock to shut off all surface and drift waters. 
In a few wells Pleistocene gravel, mingled with drillings from lower horizons, 
has indicated that this work was not effectively done. Changing the drill to 
one of smaller diameter, the drill_er proceeds with the work until rock so inco-
herent or fissile, is reached that it caves into the boring. The only remedy is to 
case this portion of the shaft. The method of inserting the casing is described 
by Mr. Seth Dean
' 
in his description of the Glenwood well, as follow!;; : 
lProc. Iowa elv. Eng. and Survey. Soc., 1895, p_ 36. 
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"On the lower end of the pipe a cast·steel shoe with a cutting edge was fitted, 
the outside diameter of the shoe being a little larger than the coupling bands 
that connected the joints of the pipe, so as to give clearance room. Fitted in 
this way it was possible to drive a line of pipe through most of the strata after 
they had first been pierced by the drill, the shoe cutting out a portion of the 
rock somewhat in the manner that a carpenter enlarges a hole in a pi~ce of 
wood with a gouge. When the harder beds of limestone were struck, the pipe 
was raised a few feet with jacks and the hole enlarged by what is known as an 
expansion reamer, a tool so constructed as to pass down inside the casing and 
open when it meets with the resistance afforded by the rock bed under the pipe. 
When the friction of the mass of earth and shale against the sides of the pipe be· 
came so great that it could not be driven farther without danger of crushing or 
collapsing, it was bedded firmly in sohle stratuJll of rock and a pipe of smaller 
size was · inserted inside this and driven in the same way. The rate of progress 
made in driving pipe was, of course, dependent on the nature of the material 
being worked. Sometimes in soft shales the weight of the pipes alone was 
enough to sink it, and at other times six hours' driving would not settle it more 
than three or four inches." . 
FINISIDNG WELLS IN SAND. 
BY O. E. MEINZER. 
INCRUSTATION OF SCREENS . 
Throughout northwestern Iowa and adjacent portions of Min-
nesota and South Dakota the majority of drilled wells end in 
sand belonging either to the glacial drift ,or to the Cretaceous 
system. The ,successful finishing of these wells is perhaps the 
most important problem in connection with water supplies in 
this area. Most of them are two inches in diameter, and the 
well casing is made to serv,e also as the pump pipe. The sand 
rises with the water ,so persistently that it is found necessary to 
put a screen or strainer at the bottom of the casing to shut out 
the sand while admitting the wa,ter. Various types of screens 
are in use, but the common type for wells of small diameter con-
sists of a perforated iron pipe surrounded by a brass gauze of 
fine mesh, the whole inclosed in a perforated jacket to· protect 
the gauze. The screen is small enough to be let down inside the 
casing. 
Wells finished in this manner prove satisfactory for a time. 
but in the course of a few years the yield diminishes and event-
ually almost no water can be obtained. When the screens are 
removed, they are found to be effectually sealed by a coating of 
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silt, >etc., firmly cemented into a hard, impervious mass. The 
cost of a screen is not great, and the ,substitution of a new one 
for the old every few years would not be a serious matter were 
it not that the removal of the old screen is attended by great 
difficulties. In many instances the coating of cemented silt be-
comes so thick that the screen can not ' be withdrawn on the 
inside, and it is then necessary to pull up the entire casing in 
order to remove it. The labor and difficulty involved in this 
process is considered by many drillers to be equivalent to that 
of sinking a new well. Moreover, .the rusted casing is liable, to 
break, or the hole may cave, and the well is then usually lost. 
The clogging of the screen has been found to be so' great a 
nuisance that in many localities nearly all drilled wells have 
been abandoned, and shallow sources again used. E specially 
has this been done in the recent years of abundant rainfall fol-
lowing a series of dry years in which many of the drilled wells 
wer,e sunk. The aggregate cost of the wells, which have thus 
been abandoned in this region amounts to hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars; furthermore, the return to shallow wells is 
not a solution of the probl~m. , Recognizing the magnitude of 
the difficulty, the writer has investigated the entire .matter, with 
a :view to finding a practical remedy. 
In order to ascertain the compo'sition of the incrustant and 
the chemical changes involved in the incrusting process, a typ-
ical two-inch well was selected, from which a screen of the ordi-
nary construction, coated with the usual hard, dirty-gray sub-
stance had recently been removed. Both the water from this 
well and the incrusting material were analyzed. The data are 
presented below. 
The well was owned by George Clynick, and was located ill 
the SW. 1M sec. 33, T. 104 N., R. 29 W., in Martin county, Min-
nesota. It was drilled in 1899 to a depth of 70 feet, with a di-
ameter of two inches. It yielded "all that the windmill could 
pump." Its head was, 13 feet below the surface. The material 
penetrated in drilling was (1) blue clay, (2) bluish white sand, 
at first Viery fine, but changUlg into coarse grit, in which the 
well ends. The well was finished with an iron casing, ending 
with a screen of perforated galvanized iron pipe surrounded by 
, 
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a ,brass gauze, the whole being ' surrounded by a perforated 
brass sheath. The screen is three feet long and about lone inch 
in diameter, and the length of Hme required , for it to become 
effectually clogged was reported to be ~bout five years. 
Analysis of uoater 01 Olynick we!!, Martin Oounty, Minnesota. 




, SHica (Si O2 ) 0 ••••• 0 o •• 0 0 •• , " ••• " ., ., " •• '" • 0 • •• " •• 0 •• 24 
Iron (Fe) .. 0 ••• 0 0 0 •••••••••••••• " ., •••••• , " •• •• • , " •••• , 2.6 
Calcium (Ca) .; ........................................... 140 
Magnesium ("\1g) ............................... . ......... 54 
Sodium and potassium (Na+K) ... .. .. ....... 0 ••••••••••• , • 22 
Carbonate radicle (CO,).................................... OJ} 
Bicarbonate radicle (HCO.) 0 • •••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••• 259 
Sulphate radicle (SO,) . 0 •••••••••• • ••••••••••••• •• •••• 0 ••• 389 
Chlorine (Cl) .. ......... ... .. ............................ 4 
Nitrate radicle (NO,) ...... .... ........ ............ ....... 1.5 
Free ammonia ..................... . .. 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2.0 
Free carbonic acid (C02 ) •••••••••••••••• • ; •••••••• 0 ., " • • • 54 
Total solids ....... . .. .... ........................... ..... 772 
Analysis 01 the material which incrustea the .screen. 
[Analyst: R. B. Dole, United States Geological Survey, Sept. 26, 1907.] 
Clay, sand, silica, etc ......... .... .. ... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56.0 
Oxides of iron .and aluminum ....... . . . ......... . .... .... .. 2.8 
Calcium ....................................... ..... . ..... 13.0 
Magnellium .............. ... . 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.3 
Sodium and potassium. .. .. ...... .... .. ..... ........ ... .... .7 
Carbonate radicle ............................... .. ........ 20.6 
Sulphate radicle ............. ... .......................... .4 
Chlorine................. .... ............................. .1 
Phosphate radicle .. ... .. .... .. ........................... . .0 
Organic and volatile matter ............................. : . . 5.3 
100.2 
To the above analysis the following note was added: 
Of the 56 per cllnt comprising the silica and insoluble silicates, only 31 per 
cent is volatilized by hydrofluoric acid, showing that there is probably consider-
able clay present. Indeed, clay, sand, and carbonates of calcium and magnesium 
comprise 90 per cent of the deposit. The probable presence of sand particles il 
indicated by the .fact that the substance was gritty when flrst pulverized, and re-
quired two days grinding to reduce it to a powder tine enough for analysis. 
The ~ principal cementing substance is probably calcium car-
bonate precipitated from the water. The sand, silt, and clay 
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are -packed about the screen by the inflow of water, and the 
interstices are then filled with calcium carbonate and other 
materials. Thus, the whole becomes a nearly impervious sheath 
which shuts out the water. 
Whenever, in any well, the pump is operated, the weight of-
ihe water column is decreased by the removal of water, and it 
is this diminution in pressure that causes a new supply of water 
to flow . through the screen into the well. The reduction 'Of the 
pressure may allow a portion of the carbon dioxide to pass out 
of solution, disturbing the equilibrium between the free carbon 
dioxide and the bicarbonate radicle and effecting partial decom-
position of the latter substance. As a result ·of this reaction, 
calcium carbonate is probably precipitated and is incorporated 
in the incrusting material. Only minute quantiHes of calcium 
carbonate need be deposited in order to effect the sealing of the 
screen in the course of several y'ears. Pfoissibly precipitated iron 
also adds to the cementing material. Electrolysis may occur be-
tween the brass and the iron portions of the screen, but the fact 
that some scpeens made entir~ly of brass have become incrusted 
a.s readily as the ordinary brass and iron ones .seems to make 
this explanation inadequate. If the diagnosis given is correct, 
the process does not depend chiefly on the nature of the screen, 
but on changes which unavoidably accompany the withdrawal 
of water from the well, and hence the remedy mus·t be sought 
along mechanical rather than chemical lines. 
RE1UEDIES FOR INCRUSTATION. 
A study of the mechanical aspects of the problem makes it 
possible to pv,t fforth some suggestions which, if followed, should 
prove of value by diminishing the annoyance and expense con-
nected with wells finished in sand. 
LARGE DIAMETERS. 
Two-inch wells should not be drilled in regions where the 
screens become incrusted. For farm purposes wells from four 
to six inches in diameter can generally be finished successfully 
with open ends, whereas it is invariably necessary to put screens 
into those only two inches in diameter. The explanation is 
simple. 'With a given rate of pumping, the upward velocity of 
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water in a well varies inversely as· the square of the diameter, 
and the capacity of a current to lift solid particles varies as the 
sixth power of the velocity. Consequently, sand that will cause 
no trouble in a large well will persistently rise in a .small one if 
it is not screened. Practically the effect is probably even greater 
than the- above ratio indicates, because in the wells .of large 
diameter the inflow and upward velocity are nearly constant as 
long as the rate of pumping is kept constant, whereas in a well 
of small diameter the casing usually serves also as the pump 
pipe, and hence the upward current is not uniform, being zero 
during the downward stroke and varying from zero to a maxi-
mum and back to zer,o' during the upward stroke. In general, 
it will be found more satisfactory and ultimately more eco-
nomical to drill wells at least four inches in diameter than to 
put do~n the small two-inch tubulars~ 
It is important, however, to understand that the finishing of 
sand wells with open ends should be attempted only !Vhere the 
rate ,of pumping is: to be slow-for example, in farm wells 
where windmills are us-ed. As a rule, wells furnishing water for 
public supplies and others pumped by steam or gasoline engines 
should be provided with screens. A number of sand wells used 
for public supplies in this region were finished without screens, 
and n.ear1y all of these have given trouble. The sand rises with 
the water, cutting out the pump valves, clogging the mains, and 
filling the wells to such an extent that the· supply is greatly 
diminished or the wells are totally ruined. 
Drilled sand wells of large diameter invariably require 
screens if the rate of pumping is to· be rapid, and some require 
them even though the rate of pumping is slow. Wherever there 
is danger that the sand will rise, it is the part of discretion to 
put in a screen. It should be remembered, however,'· that a five -
inch well with a screen is- much better than a two-inch well 
similarly finished. In the latter the screen must of necessity fit 
snugly into the casing, and when it becomes incrusted it may 
be impossible to pull it up, thus causing much trouble and fre-
quently making it necessary to pull the entire casing. In a 
fivecinch well, on the other hand, a small enough screen can be 
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used so that there will be no difficulty in removing it. Experi-
ence shows that it is poor economy to drill two-inch wells. 
ENDING IN A COARSE LAYER. 
The glacial deposits, in which many of the wells under con-
sideration end, are irregular and may alternate rapidly from 
fine sand to coarse gravel. It is a matter ,of great importance to 
finish a well where the material is coarsest. Drillers under-
stand the significance of this but are not always successful in 
practice. As a rule the coarsest part of a sand and gravel bed 
is at the bottom, but this is not invariably so. 
DRIVING TO THE PROPER DEPTH. 
Commonly a thin layer of "hardpan" lies at the contact be-
tween a bed of clay and a deposit of water-bearing sand and 
gravel. Frequently there is difficulty in driving the casing 
through the "hardpan," and hence it is o·ften allowed to stop 
above th.is hard layer or to fit only loosely into it. If a screen 
is inserted, it is somewhat smaller than the casing and may 
sometimes be projected through the hole in the "hardpan" and 
into the water-bearing sand. This is' a careless method of . fin-
ishing a well. The clay is liable to be washed down and to 
come in contact with the screen, ,thus gre~.tly hastening the 
clogging process; or if the wen has an open end the caving of 
the clay may obstruct the entrance. Not infr,equently wells are 
ruined by neglect of the driller in this respect. Whether they 
are to be finished with or without a screen, it is important to 
have the casing driv'en completely through the cap of "hard-
pan" and down into the coarsest part ()f the sand or gravel. 
DEVELOPMENT OF GRAVEL SCREENS. 
Glacial deposits and to some extent also Cretaceous strata 
are poorly sorted, fine sand and coarser grit being more or less 
mixed together. When a well is to be finished in one of these 
deposits it should be pumped for a protracted period in such a 
manner as to remove the fine silt and leave a natural screen or 
coarser material. This frequently makes it possible to finish the 
well without a screen where otherwise one would have been 
required, but it should be done ev,en where a screen is to be in-
r-------~~~~~~-~-~-~-=-~.------------------~------~~~~==~==================== 
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serted. Proper treatment in this respect requires patience and 
skill but it undoubtedly results in superior wells. 
The process of devel,oping a natural screen is sometimes sup-
plemented by introducing into the well a quantity of p:ravel or 
crushed tile of proper coarseness. This methoQ has proved 
successful with drillers- who are willing to devote sufficient time 
and ,effort to it, and often makes it possible to finish a well 
without putting in an ordinary screen. 
INDEPENDENT PUMPS. 
As has already been 'explained, in two-inch wells the casing 
usuallys.erves also as the pump pipe, a device that produces 
more or less unsatisfactory results. The water must enter .as 
rapidly as it is drawn up by the pump. This gives an intermit-
tent aJ?d irregular current into the well and increases greatly 
the danger of drawing up sand. Even where a screen is used, 
this arrangement is liable to force fine silt through the meshes 
or to break holes in the screen, and the great reduction of 
pressure in the wen on the upstroke probably increases the pre-
cipitati,on of calcium carbonate. When the yield is small or 
when the inflow of water is obstructed by the incrusting of the 
screen, pumping becomes difficult and the w>e~r and tear become 
great. An independent pump hung in a well of adequate 
diameter involves some additional cost but is much more satis-
factory. 
FREQUENT REMOVAL OF SCREENS. 
Much of the difficulty with the screens could be avoided if they 
. were renewed more frequently. A screen which is left in the 
well until it has become so completely sealed that its removal 
is absolutely necessary is not only practically useless for a long 
time before its removal but is also liable to be so thickly coated 
that it can not easily be withdrawn. 
SUMMARY. 
Only wells of large diameter (four inches or more) should 
be drilled. Care should be taken to drive the casing through 
the cap of "hardpan" and through any beds of quicksand which 
may exist to the coarsest portion of the deposit. The fine sand 
15 
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should then be removed by protracted pumping and a natural 
screen of coarser sand or gravel developed. Gravel of the 
proper coarseness may als·o be introduced into the well to be 
added to the natural strainer. If the water is to be drawn at 
a slow rate and an independent pump is used, it is generally 
not necessary to put on a metal screen. If, however, the water 
will not become clear and the sand persists in rising, a screen 
should be inserted and tightly attached to the bot~om of the 
casing. It should be considerably smaller than the latter so 
that it can be easily removed when it has become incru~ted. As 
soon as the yield of the well shows distinct signs of reduction , 
the screen should be drawn up and cleaned or else replaced by 
a new one. 
MUNICIPAL AND DOMESTIC SUPPLIES 
POLLUTION. 
SOURCES. 
From the sanitarian's point of view waters from wells, tap-
ping the deep-lying sandstones or the deep sand layers of' the 
drift may be consider·ed above suspicion if the wells are pro-
tected from the access of surface water from their immedia.te 
vicinity. The diseases ordinarily comml;lnicated by water axe 
bacterial in origin-that is, the immediate caus·es are micro-
scopic single-cell plants, called bacteria, which come from pre-
vious cases of typhOId fever or other diseases and find theIr 
way into river '01' well water through sewage or surface water. 
According to present standards of sanitation it may be defi-
nitely stated that the waters of rivers flowing through moder-
ately well inhabited regions and having the usual number of 
towns. and villages along their courses are unsuitable for drink-
ing or general domestic use without being purified. The expe-
lienee of a number of Iowa towns, such as Waterloo (p. 308) 
proves that typhoid bacilli in river water may pass the guard 
of filtration plants and cause serious epidemics unless the proc-
ess. of fitration is constantly maintained at its highest efficiency. 
That springs rising from creviced and cavernous bedrock which 
receives the drainage "from adjacent cities may be polluted hail 
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been recently shown at Cedar Falls (p. 306). Even the purest 
artesian waters from wells thousands of feet deep are liable to 
become contaminated by shallow ground waters if such are 
allowed to enter through corroded casings. Epidemics of ty-
phoid fever at Clinton, in the shops of the Chicago & North 
, iVestern Railway, and at Glenwood, in the Asylum for Feeble-
minded Children, were caused by leakage from adjacent privies 
and drains into deep artesian wens. 
TOWN WELLS. 
Shallow dug wells, waned as they generally are by brick or tile, 
that permit the inflow of water from top to bottom, are usually 
unsafe in a town or even in the country unless they are well pro-
tected from contamination by kitchen or household waste, 
privies, drainage from stable yards, and all similar sources of 
pollution. Though the water of anyone such well may be used 
for a longtime without serious results, it is nevertheless a con-
stant menace to lif.e· and health. Infectious material is. likely to 
enter it at any time that it may be brought into the "neighbor-
hood. In towns t.he danger attending the use of well water is 
undoubtedly in direct. proportion to the prevalence of privy 
vaults, oBsspools, badly drained streets, and decaying garbage. 
All persons' are not equally susceptible to .disease, and it is not 
to be taken for granted that because a family or a certain num-
ber of persons have long used the water without ill effects others 
may do so with impunity. 
Some wells given in this report as the sources of municipal 
supplies belong to the class of shal10w wells just described. 
They ar,s dug and walled wells or driven wells in river bottoms 
or in superficial sand layers. Nothing protects them from the 
surface water in their immediate vicinity. The surrounding 
land should be as scrupulously protected from human habitation, 
factories, and other sources ,of contamination as the collecting 
ground of lakes and artificial ·r·eservoirs whose waters are used 
for municipal supplies. The underflow where the wells are 
located should be toward the town, not from it toward the wells. 
If the town is on a river, the wells. should be above and not be-
low the town. There should be no higher inhabited land iii. their 
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immediate vicinity. In the course of this investigation evidence 
has not been wanting that such simple and reasonable provis-
ions as above suggested have -not received attention in some 
towns that derive their water fr,om wells of this character. 
The sanitary character of well water is improved in propor-
tion to the exclusion of surface. water from the immediate vicino 
ity, because water coming through earth or sand for consider-
able distances is freed from organic matter and bacteria by 
fermentation and filtration. Herein is the advantage that the 
deep well has ,over the shallow one. Deep wells derive their 
waters in most places from the deeper sand layers, sand _ rock, 
and other porous filtering material. The water they supply 
fell upon areas at considerable distances and reached the. wells 
through long stretches of natural filter. For example, most of 
the water in the deep-lying sandstones in Iowa fell in Wisconsin -
and Minnesota and reaches the consumer lonly after passing 
through many and in some places several hundred miles of 
sandstone filter. Whatever organic matter and living organisms 
the water originally took up at the surface where ~t fell have 
long since b~en destroyed and removed. 
Fortunately, most wells which supply Iowa cities are of this 
character and derive their water fTom far-remov-ed collecting 
gTounds. They are generally driven wells, or bored or drilled 
and cased. In such wells water can enter only at considerable 
depths, in the shallower ones only near the bottom, and even if 
it fell near the well it could enter only after filtration througb 
many feet ,of earth. It must be said, however, that some town 
wells are bored and walled with· sewer or fired tHe placed loosely 
one upon another, and in such cases water may enter at any 
point, dependent only on the weather and the height of the 
water table . . 
The experience of sanitarians is in harmony with these con-
siderations. The number of bacteria in well water decreases 
as surface drainage is cut off. Tlie pathogenic species are ab-
sent from the water ,of properly constructed deep wells, and in 
some very deep wells bact.eria are totally absent. If a town or 
a home draws its water supply from a deep cased well in thor-
ough repair, having its footing in some large source of water, 
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it is probable that the water as it comes from the well is free 
from contaminaHon, and its wholesomeness as it reaches the 
consumer depends only on the character of the reservoirs and the 
conducting system. It is, of course, absolutely necessary that 
all storage tanks should be protected from dust, animals, and , 
any other sort of accidental or intentional contamination j that 
all und€rground conducting pipes should be of nqnporous ma-
terial, and that all joints should be water-tight. 
FARM WELLS. 
BY o. E. MEINZER. 
The most common type of well Pl the western part of the' 
state is the shallow bored well. It is made with a machine 
called a "well auger," is generally between 1% and 3 feet in 
diameter, and is cased with wood or some other matp.l"ial that 
will admit water freely from all levels. In this way a great sur-
face admitting water to the well is made to compensate for the 
low pressure of the water and the poor conductivity of the 
water-bearing material. Since the water comes from so near 
the surface it can easily become polluted, and ca;re should be 
taken to have everything which might produce contamination 
removed from the vicinity of the well and from the ground 
that drains toward it. Unfortunately such precautions are not 
usually taken. While some householders are to be commended 
for carefully protecting their wells, the majority are guilty 
of in~xcusable negligence and many seem to utterly disregard 
the sanitary aspects of their water supply . 
• 
The well is generally located on low ground and frequently in 
a favorable position to receive the drainage from the barn-
yard and outhouses. This is because , the farmer wants his 
house and barns, ,on high ground and yet as near the well as 
possible. On many farms, too, it is located in the barnyard 
and is surrounded by manure. The upper part of the casing 
in many wells is decayed and the ground where the well is sit-
uated is on a level with the rest of the barnyard, so that seep-
age from the yard inevitably enters the well. Many farmers 
cover their wells in the autumn with manure to prevent the 
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pumps from fr,eezing, and this is not always removed in the 
spring. Thus some of the matter leached fr,om the manure by 
the rains is washed into the wells. Some wells, also are sit-
uated on ground so low that they are flooded in heavy rains. 
In a few wells clay or concr,ete tiles are employed for casing, 
hut moore commonly boards are used. The wood is most subject 
to decay near the surface where it is alternately wet and dry 1 
farther down in the well, where it is more constantly submerged 
and thus protected from the atmosphere, it decays less rapidly. 
Consequently the wooden casing in many wells is partly re-
moved near the top, giving ,excellent opportunity for surface 
wash and also for small animals to enter. Drillers and borers 
whose business it is to clean out these wells declare that it is 
common to find decaying mice, rats, rabbits, and other small 
animals in wells which are at the time being used for domestic 
purposes, and that many families are using water which con-
tains so much putrid matter that it is nauseating to one who 
has not become accustomed to it. These conditions are due 
largely to carelessness and could ,easily be prevented by the 
application of ordinary good judgment and by a regard for 
ordinary cleanliness. 
MINERAL CONTENT OF THE WATER. 
MINERALS IN RIVER AND WELL WATERS. 
Compared with waters of the northern and , eastern states, 
all Iowa waters are highly mineralized, or, as it is commonly 
express'ed, they are hard waters. The state is deeply 'covered 
by drift and soil, composed mc:>stly of finely divided material 
which is highly calcareous and contains considerable amounts 
of calcium sulphate and other more soluble compounds. The 
rainfall comes into intimate contact with this material, and that 
which becomes ground water, from which wells ar,e supplied, 
must pass, for long distances through it, giving the water great 
opportunity to take up mineral matter. The amount of run-off 
from igneous rock surfaces is practically nothing in this state 
and that from bare rock surfaces of any sort is insignificant. 
Only very .small superficial sand areas in the stat,e take up the 
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rainfall and transmit it as soft water to wells or to rivers. The 
deep rich soil also contributes indirectly to the mineralization 
of water. Nearly the whole area is covered with v.egetation of 
some sort and the soil contains large amounts of decaying vege-
table matter. An unusual amount of carbon dioxide is thus 
supplied to the water at the surface, which enables it to dissolve 
large amounts of calcium and magnesium carbonate.s·. 
The waters of both rivers and wells are considerably more 
highly mineralized than those of the eastern states, and three 
of the largest I·owa rivers contain very much larger amounts 
of mineral matter in solution that the average of the rivers of 
the whole continent. The average total solids of De~ Moines, 
Cedar, and Iowa rivers, as determined by analYlses by the 
United States Geological Survey' extending from September, 
1906, to September, 1907, is 262 parts per million, whereas the 
average of the river waters .of the continent is. stated to be 150 
parts per million: The average mineral content of these three f 
rivlers and that of the best wells of moderate depth in the re-
gions where the rivers take their rise are remarkably alike in 
both the amount and character of their total solids. The same 
general agreement is found betw€en the mineral matter of the 
river.s and that of the best deep wells. For purposes of com-
parison, there are given below the analyses the three · rivers 
already named, the average analyses of 12 9.£ the best wells of 
moderate depth, for the most part in the northern and eastern 
portions of the state, and the analysis of a representative of 
the best deep wells, that .of the Eighth Street city well · at Du-
buque, which has a depth of 1,200 feet and foots in the sand-
stones und~rlying the Saint Lawrence formation. 
lDol e, R. B. , The quality of surface waters in the United States : Water-Supply 
Paper, U. S. Geol. Survey No. 236, 1009, PP. 116-119. 
'Chamberlain, T. C., a nd Sali sbury, R D ., Geology, 2d ed., voL I, p. 108. 
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Oomparison of analyses oJ well and river water in Iowa. 
(Parts per millIon.) 
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The total solids for the rivers include fonly the dissolved min-
eral matter. If the suspended matter is added, the total matter 
carried by the river waters is 553 parts per million. 
The averages of the analyses of the river waters represent 
samples taken as follows: Cedar river at C€dar Rapids, dis-
solved solids 228; Iowa river at Iowa City, dissolved solids 247; 
and Des Moines river at Keosauqua, dissolved solids 312. The 
dissolved solids of the three rivers are not very different in 
amount and closely agree in their composition, which is similar 
to that of the solids of the best well waters. The three rivers 
show considerably smaller amounts of dissolved mineral mattEir 
than the water of Missouri river on the west, as might be ex-
pected, for the Missouri derives a large portion of its water 
from · the northwest and to a large extent from the so-called 
alkali r€gions. The Missouri shows at Florence, Nebraska, 454 
parts of total solids.' On the other hand, the solids of the three 
Iowa rivers are greater than those of the upper Mississippi, 
which comes largely from Minnesota and W~sconsin, where 
much of the collecting ground is cover€d with sand and sand-
stone. The Mississippi near Moline, lllinois, .shows 179 parts 
of dissolved solids: 
The general impression that river waters are soft and well 
waters- are hard is in a general way true. However, no sharp 
line of demarcation can be drawn, at any rate in northeastern 
Iowa. The very best well waters from both shallow and deep 
wells in the northeastern part of the state, which is the main 
collecting ground for the river waters, show about the same 
'Water-Suppl y Paper U. S. Geol. Survey No. 236, 1909, p. 78. 
'Wat er-Supply Paper U. S . Geol. Survey No. 239, 1910, p . 81. 
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mineralization as the river waters. These wells are, however, 
comparatively few, most wells in this same region showing 
solids ranging from 300 to 500 parts per million. -
E1i'FECT OF MINERALIZED WATERS ON HEALTH. 
Though the water of a considerable number of Iowa wells con-
tains as low as 280 parts per million of mineral matter, and 
most of those in the northeastern part of the state contain less 
than 500 parts, the great majority of well waters in the whole 
state contain 400 to 2,000 parts of solids. Several contain 2,000 
to 5,000 parts and a few 5,000 to19,500 parts. It is a matter of 
especial interest that several towns have for a number of years 
used 'as city supplies waters containing 2,000 parts per million 
<l'f solids. Though watersl containing as much mineral matter 
as 2,000 parts per million are clearly unsuitable for many pur-
poses in the untreated condition, such as for boilers and for 
laundry purposes, .so far as is known no serious effects on th~ 
health of j;he people can be traced to the use of such waters. 
A~ present there seem to be nO' generally recognized standards 
by which to judge of the fitness of hard waters for drinking. 
The only limit in the use of hard water in Iowa is the unpalat-
ableness caused by the presence of considerable amounts of 
chlorides and sulphates. It is a curiousl fact that although peo-
ple as a rule will not tolerate a distinct taste in a water supply 
for ordinary daily use, at watering places they will veadily 
drink large quantities of similar water containing even more 
of the constituents which at home they consider distinctly ob-
jectionable. 
Apparently waters containing more than 2,000 parts of min-
eral matter are unpalatable, and this amount may be taken 
as the maximum allowable in a water supply for city use and 
particularly for drinking. So far as general observation and 
the testimony of physicians arecoIicerned, this limit seems 
practical and safe, though it can not be confidently asserted that 
the use of such waters for a few generations might not be at-
tended with injurious results. 
Standards of other regions, particularly of those where the 
surface rock is granite or sandstone, can not be applied in judg-
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ing Iowa waters. The Iowa standard must depend on what 
sort of water can actually be secured and on experience in the 
use of the waters of the state. Of course, the standard for a 
boiler water or one for .any other industrial purpose must be 
different from that of a water for a town supply . . The latter 
must be obtained in large quantity, must serve for a multitude 
of domestic and industrial purposes" and must have a high de-
gree of organic purity, if it is not to be filtered Much mineral 
matter may be tolerated for the sake of bacteriologic purity. 
Therefore, a city in Iowa with a water supply which is or-
ganically pure and which contains less than 400 parts per mil-
lion of solids is: very fortunate. An organically pure water con- ' 
taining less than 600 parts may be considered good, one with 
less than 1,000 parts fair, one with less than 1,500 parts toler-
able, and .one with 2,000 parts usable if no better can be ob-
tained. Above 2,000 parts the water may be considered un-
palatable, and that of private shallow wells would be preferable. 
Of course, these statements apply to the average hard water, 
in which the excessiv'e solids are composed largely of calcium, 
magnesium, sodium, and sulphates. 
EFFECT OF MINERALIZED WATERS ON WELL CASINGS. 
CORROSION. 
Many waters act vigorously on iron in the cold, and many 
well casings in Iowa have been rusted through in a few years. 
At Cedar Rapids a wrought-iron casing was corroded to a per-
forated shell in about five years. At Grinnell the water of well 
No.1, containing 2,000 parts per million of mineral matter, 
rusted through the casing in about eight years. In many other 
wells the waters have become progressively and notably more 
highly mineralized, and though this may be due to other causes, 
the chief cause is most probably the pedoration of the casings 
and the access of the upper hard waters that the casings, were 
designed to shut out. Deep wen No. 2 at Centervil1e, for in-
stance, was drilled to a depth of 2,054 feet in 1904. The follow-
ing are the results of four analyses in terms of total solids, at 
intervals of about a year: 
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Total solids in'water in well No 2 Oenterville, Iowa,. 
Partl per 
mllllon 
September 18, 1905 ... .. .................... . . .. .......... . . 1,228 
September 8, 1906 .... . . . .... . . . . . ... . ........... . ... . .. .. . 1,637 
November 26, 1907 .. . ..... . ..... . .... . . . . . . . .... .. . .. . . .. . . 1,930 
September 9, 1908 .. ................ . ...... .. . . ........ ... . 2,594· 
The rusting out ,of casings must be regarded as one of the 
most serious: difficulties in maintaining a supply of artesian 
water, and how to prevent it qr retard it so as to lengthen the 
life of wells is a problem which merits the most earnest con-
sideration. After a casing has become weakened by corrosion 
and hasl become packed in the boring by sediment derived from 
the wans or deposited from the water it is very difficult or im-
possible to withdraw it so as to replace it by a new tube. The 
only remedy in such instances is to put a smaller tube within 
the old one, thus reducing the effective diameter of the well. 
SOFT-S'l'EEL VS . 'VROUGH'l'-IRON TUBING . 
At the present time soft-steel tubing, on account of its cneap-
ne,ss, has for most purposes replaced wrought-iron tubing. It 
is not easy to get wrought-iron tubing without a special order, 
and this has led to the casing of many wells with steel. Experi-
ence seems to show that this is a mistake. Wrought iron with-
stands the corrosiv'e action of water much better than soft 
steel and it should always be preferred to steel for well casings. 
Cast-iron tubing may yet be proved practical for casings. It 
has f1ar greater resisting power than steel or wrought iron 
against the corrosive action of water, and it is considered the 
only suitable material for water mains and for sewer pipe in-
side of buildings. 
In this connection the casing of well No.4 at Grinnell is of 
peculiar interest. Several flows of highly mineralized waters 
ar,€} encountered above the New Richmond and Saint Peter 
sandstones, which furnish the main supply. After experienc-
ing a good deal of difficulty due to the corrosion of casings and 
the caving of shale below the casings of the older wells, the city 
authorities determined to case the new well with cast-iron tub-
ing to the depth' of 1,700 feet, or to a point just above the Saint 
Peter sandstone. Owing to difficulties connected with reaming 
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out the well the casing was finally put down only to 1,461 feet. 
It consists of six-inch heavy cast-iron tubing, the sections of 
which are closely joined together with wrought-iron couplings . 
. No difficulty was €xperienced in lowering the casing. The well 
wa's completed in January, 1910, and has been in use since that 
date. So far as known to the writer there is no other cast-
iron casing in the state and none of greater length than 200 or 
300 feet in neighboring s,tates. The experiment at Grinnell 
seems to demonstrate the practicability of lowering cast-iron 
easings of lengths as great flS are likely .to be desired. . 
As this enterprise has· proved successful, it is lik€ly to in-
fluence greatly the casing of wells in the future, and the cast-
iron casing should be instrumental in prol'onging the' life of 
artesian wells in localiti~s where upper waters cause rapid 
deterioration of ordinary casings. It is possible that it may 
extend the area of successful artesian wells in this state. 
CAUSES OF CORROSION. 
The cause of the corrosion of iron has in recent years been 
the subject of much research and not a little controversy. The 
work and discussion have centered around the question whether 
water and oxygen alone are able to produce corrosion, or 
whether carbonic acid or some other acid is necessary. No 
fewer than eight research papers have appeared ,on this sub-
ject in the last four years. Of these, one by Walker and others' 
and one by Tilden' sum up the results of the whole investiga-
tion and give all needed references. 
PURE WATER. 
It appears beyond a doubt from the work of Walker and his 
associates that pure water alone is able to dissolve iron in very ' 
small amounts. This is shown by direct experimental evi-
dence, and it is fully in accord with the present ionic theory 
of the solution of metals. Water i s- to an €xceedingly small de-
gree an electrolytically dissociated substance, its ions being 
lWalker, W. H., Cederholm, A. M., and Bent, L. N., The corrosion ot iron 
and steel: Jour. Am. Chern. Soc., vol. 29, 1907, p. 125l. 
'Tilden, W. A., The rusting of iron: Jour. Chern. Soc . Trans., vol. 93, pt. 2, 
1908, p . 1356. 
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+ 
Hand OH. Iron, like other metals, has its own particular ten-
dency' to go into solution in the form of ions - that is, its, solu-
tion pressure, and this pressure is slightly greater than tha, 
of hydrogen. Very slowly and to a very limited ex~ent iron 
++ 
goes into solution in pure water as positive ions, Fe, while . hy-
drogen is forced out of solution, its positive charge going to 
neutralize the negative charge of the undissolved iron. Walker 
could easily detect the iron thus dissolved by testing with potas-
sum ferro cyanide or potassium sulphocyanide, after evaporat-
ing the solution to small volume. 
Water thus acts much like an acid, but its action is, exceed-
ingly slow, and an equilibrium is s(¥)n reached when the action 
ceases unless oxygen is present to oxidize the ir'on and cause 
its removal from solution by precipitation. As a matter of fact, 
carbonic acid is present in most natural waters as free acid, or 
as the bicarbonate. The free acid is partly dissociated into 
+ 
its ions, H. and HC03 • The number of hydrogen ions that can 
thus ,occur in natural waters, very greatly exceeds the number 
due to the dissociation of water itself, and under similar con-
ditions the rate · of solution of the iron will be proportional to 
the number of hydrogen ions. The iron dissolved under these 
circumstances may be regarded as' being present in the water as 
++ -
ferrous bicarbonate, Fe, 2HC03 • In the presence of oxygen the 
iron becomes quickly oxidized to the ferric condition, hydrolysis 
occurs, and the iron is precipitated as a hydrated ferric oxide. 
If the oxidation takes place as fast as' the iron is ionized and 
at once, the apparent result of the corrosion may be a coating 
of more or Jess adherent rust. When hydrolysis occurs hydro-
. gen ions are again released equivalent to the negative ion of 
the carbonic acid, and thus, the same molecule ,of carbonic acid 
may cause the corrosion of its equivalent of iron over and over 
again. 
Nearly all Iowa waters contain 5 to 25. parts per million of 
free carbonic acid and large amounts of bicarbonates, which 
gradually give {)ff in the cold one-half of their carbonic acid on 
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standing, with the precipitation mainly of normal calcium car-
bonate. The decomposition is of course greatly accelerated 
when the water is boiled. The free carbonic acid that may be 
derived from this source varies in Iowa waters from 100 to 
200 parts per million. In view of: the above statements it may 
be readily understood why boilers rust more at some points 
than at others. At the water level the metal may be acted upon 
by the carbonic acid in the water and by the dissolved oxygen 
at the surface of the water. At the intake, where much corro-
sion occurs, carbonic acid is 'being rapidly set free from the 
bicarbonates, and neither it nor the oxygen has yet been ex-
pel1ed from solution by boiling. 
ACID WATER. 
Hydrogen ions, which n:i.ay be regarded as the main initial 
cause of the corrosion of iron in boilers, are not alone due to the 
slight dissociation of water or to carbonic acid. Salts containing 
a weakly basic metal or a weakly acid radicle or both undergo to 
a greater or less extent what is known as hydrolysjs: that is, 
water reacts with the metallic radicle forming an oxide or a 
hydroxide and hydrogen ions, or, what amounts to the same 
thing, free acid. Salts of copper, aluminum, and iron offer good 
examples. A solution of copper sulphate is always faintly acid, 
its hydrolysis taking place thus: 
++= + + 
Cu, S04+2HO, 2H= Cu (OH2 ) +2H, SO~ 
The hydroxide may be nearly insoluble and the majn portion 
of it may form a precipitate, it may remain in true solution, or 
may assume an intermediate state kuown as the colloid con-
dition. In the cases of iron, copper and aluminum the last is 
probably true. However, in any case a small part goes into 
true solution and is to some extent ionized. The hydroxyl ions 
thus accumulate and react with the hydrogen ions to form wa-
tel'; or, to take another view, they force back the dissociatjon of 
the water, thus bringing the reaction to a state of equilibrium. 
Some sulphuric acid, however, remains in solution and is highly 
ionized. Its hydrogen ions escape as neutral hydrogen and, as 
with carbonic acid, their place is taken by the ions of iron from 
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the boiler or from ,other iron that may be in contact with the 
solution. The iron may be oxidized to the ferric condition and 
precipitated, its place being taken by fresh iron ions. 
From recent work it appears that salts of the alkali metals 
and strong acids ;hich undergo no hydrolysis and can not form 
hydrogen ions do not greatly influence the corrosion of iron. 
Heyn and Bauer' found that the rusting if iron at room tem-
perature is in general greater in distilled water than: in diluh: 
solutions ,of simple electrolytes. With increasing concentra-
tion, however,. the rusting increased somewhat and then de-
creased. In general, salts at their maximum of activity caused 
more rusting than diSitiHed water, but contrary to popular 
opmlOn solutions of potassium, sodium and calcium chlorides, 
sodium and potassium sulphates', ' and sodium bicarbonate 
showed less activity at their maximum than distilled water. 
With certain salts corrosion decreased very rapidly with in-
creased concentration and soon ceased ·altogether. Salts of 
ammonium and particularly those of phosphoric acid showed 
high corrosive power, probably owing to their hydrolysis. 
The salt;; just enumerated as having less corrosive action 
than distilled water include most of the readily soluble salts 
usually calculated as possibly present in natural waters. From 
the above experiments corrosion at ordinary temperature can 
not apparently be ascribed to them, and this conclusion is in 
harmony with theory, for they can form no hydrogen ions. It 
is a common observation, however, that metals in contact with 
some chemical substances, particularly common salt, corrode 
more rapidly when exposed to the air. This corrosive action 
is probably to be ascribed to the fact that such chemicals are 
usually hygroscopic, and the corrosion is probably due to the 
water which the salt takes from the air and holds in contact 
with the metal. 
ALKALINE WATER. 
As already intimated hydroxyl radicles counteract or neutral-
ize hydrogen ions and thus inhibit corrosion. Alkaline waters 
do not corrode iron. Ordinary corrosiv,e waters lose that power 
when treated with sufficient sodium hydroxide or any other 
'Reyn, E. , and Bou e r, 0., Mitt. K. Prufungs-Anstalt, Gross Lichterfe lde, vol. 
26, 1007, pp. 1-104 . 
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chemical which when highly dissociated gives OH radicles, such 
as lime or soda ash. The action of the latter is to be ascribed 
to its hydrolysis, which gives highly dissociated sodium 
hydroxide: 
+ - + . - + + 
2 Na, COs+H, OH Na, OH+Na, HCOs 
Even sodium bicarbonate is slightly alkaline-that is, it dis-
sociates to a small extent into highly dissociated sodium hydrox-
ide and very slightly dissociated carbonic acid, which can, there-
fore, give few hydrogen ions in oomparison with tbesodium 
hydroxide. Of course, if a water is heated any acid carbonate 
the water may contain is changed into the normal carbonate, 
which in turn will dissociate as given in the equation. More- ' 
over, the free carbonic acid set free when the normal carbon-
ate is formed decomposes at the boiling temperature into water 
and carbon dioxide (which escapes), thus making impossible 
the formation of hydrogen ions from its own dissociation as 
would occur in the cold. Therefore it is evident that water 
containing relatively large amounts of alkali carbonate can 
not be corrosive. 
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES 
IMPORTANOE. 
Every town large enough to have a water system contains 
some industry dependent on a suitable supply of water. Steam-
power plants are of primary importance, and water that can 
be used in boilers must be obtained for them. Many towns 
have steam laundries, artificial ice plants, tanneries, dye works, 
starch works, sugar refineries, and many other industries which 
demand water suitable for their particular needs. These needs 
can not be discussed in detail. Suffice to say that all desire the 
clearest and softest water they can get . . However, on account 
of the universal need of boiler water, it seems desirable to de-
vote some space to its consideration. 
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BOILER WATER. 
QUALITIES OF GOOD BOILER WATERS. 
Water may affect the boiler in which it is used in two chief 
ways-by the deposition of foreign matter (scale) and by direct 
corrosion of the metal. A good boiler water is one which will 
not foam, which will deposit the minimum of scale or sediment 
and which will not to any considerable degree corrode the metal 
of the boiler. The characteristics of a good boiler water are 
too many to mention in detail, but the following are those of 
most practical importance: (1) It .should be normal in the 
sense that it must contain only the substances ordinarily found. 
jn natural water. It should not contain iron salts in excess of 
a few parts per mi1lion and it should contain· no iTee mineral 
acids. Water from a coal mine 'or from a 'shale bed may con- . 
tain not only iron salts but also free sulphuric acid, due to the 
oxidation of iron pyrite and other sulphides. The same may be 
true of water collected from ground near a coal yard or near 
heaps ,of ashes and cinder from .soft coal. (2) It must contain 
as small a total amount of mineral matter as is practicable to 
find in , a natural water in the locality, and its incrusting solids 
should be relatively low. (3) It should contain only .small 
amounts of suspended matter, organic matter, oil, or any other 
foreign substance· ·of similar nature. 
As already stated, the chief difficulty in the use of Iowa wa-
ters is their high content of mineral matter, largely of. the in-
crusting sort. On that account they appear at a disadvantage 
as boiler waters when they are compared with ideal standards. 
It may be interesting to compare them with what is perhaps the 
best practical standard, that of the committe.e on water serv-
ice of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of 
Way Association.' This .standard is given in terms of incrust-
ing solids and, stated in round numbers in parts per million, 
is as follows: 
'Proc. Am. Ry. Eng. and MaIntenance of 'Way Assoc., vol. 5, 1004, p. 595. 
16 
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Standard 01 quality 01 water. 
Less than 90 parts per million ...... ..... ........ ......... . . Good 
90 to 200 parts .. , " ., .. . .... , .......... " ...... ...... , .....•. Fair 
200 to 430 parts .................... .... .. ... .......... ..... Poor 
430 to 680 parts ...... .... ........ ..... . . .. .... ... ...... .... . Bad ., 
Over 680 parts .............. ... ........... . . .. ......... . Very bad 
This standard, in view of the actual conditions the country 
over and the effects of hard water, is to be taken as liberal in 
its allowance of incrusting solids. It applies to incrusting sub-
stancesl and not necessarily to corrosive ones. Though highly 
mineralized· waters may in general be more' corrosive, this 
action depends not on amount of matter in solution but mainly 
on its content of hydrogen ions under boiler conditions. Rated 
'by this standard, probably practically none of the Iowa waters 
ean be called goo'd for boilers. A small percentage fall within 
the class "fair," but most of the best waters, even in the north-
eastern parts of the state, are to be classed as "poor." On the 
whole the deep well waters and those of most of the rivers and 
ponds must be regarded as being too hard to give the best boiler 
service, though many of them give good results when the boil-
ers are properly managed. 
BOILER SCALE. 
DE?OSITION. 
N early all Iowa well waters are acid to phenolphthalein-.:.... 
that is, they contain bicarbonates and from 5 to 25 parts per 
million of free carbon dioxide. On being exposed to the air, 
even without . being heated, they lose carbon dioxide and pre-
<.'ipitate normal calcium carbonate, usually colored · by small 
amounts of iron hydroxide. The precipitation is due to the 
breaking up of the: bicarbonate radicle 2HOOs, into H 20+002 
+003 ; the 002 being evaporated and the carbonate radicle 
uniting with calcium to form calcium carbonate (OaOOs), which 
is precipitated. Magnesium also is precipitated, but as a basic 
carbonate, which may possibly change to hydroxide in a boiler 
under high pressure. The magnesium hydroxide found in boil-
ers may originate partly in this way and partly by the direct 
hydr'olysis of its salts at the high temperature of the boiler. 
The mixture of calcium carbonate and magnesium basic : car-
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bonate or hydroxide thus formed, with small amounts of silica, 
iron, and aluminum hydroxides, settles ordinarily as a powder 
and does not alone form a hard scale. When, however, it is 
deposited in company with calcium sulphate, it forms the hard-
est and most refractory of all boiler scales, apparently uniting 
into a cement of .stonelike texture and properties. 
The deposition of calcium sulphate is slightly different. 
When a water containing the usual radicles is evaporated sev-
eral compounds may be precipitated. If they were present in 
amounts proportional to their chemical equivalents the pre-
• cipitation would occur approximately in the: reverse order of 
their solubilities in hot water. This proportion is practically 
never realized, however, and, moreover, waters in boilers are 
rar"ely allowed to become concentrated ,enough between blow-
outs to precipitate more than one other compound, namely, 
calcium sulphate. 
Calcium sulphate is only slightly soluble in cold water, the 
amount contained in water at saturation being about 2,000 
parts per million. According to the determinations of Tilden 
and Shenstone, however, water when raised to the temperature 
attained in a steam boiler run at average pressure can retain 
only one-tenth of this amount, or about 200 parts of calcium 
sulphate. It f,ollows that the calcium sulphate in many of the 
hardest Iowa waters would be precipitated in part if the water 
wer,e not concentrated at all by evaporation, but only heated 
to the temperature corresponding to a steam pressure of about 
150 pounds. The conditions are even more favorable to· pre-
cipitation, because the temperature of the film of water. in im-
mediate contact with the boiler tubes and plates is probably 
raised to a temperature considerably higher than that corre-
. sponding to the steam pressure. The deposition ,of calcium sul-
phate is more rapid the more the water is concentrated by evap-
oration. 
The calcium sulphate deposits in a more or less crystalline 
0ondition and cements together the particles of the other com-
pounds of calcium and magnesium, forming in many cases a 
scale so hard that it can be removed only with some such in-
strpment as a cold chisel. 
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When a hard water is, used in a boiler, scale usually accumu-
lates rapidly in the manner above indicated, and being a very 
poor conductor of, heat it insulates the boiler metal from the 
water to be heated, thus greatly decreasing the ,efficiency ,of the 
boiler and increasing the consumption of fuel. The difficul-
ties do not end there. Corrosion usually accompanies the for-
mation of scale, shortening the life of the boiler. There is 
also a loss of time in cleaning and repairing the boiler. The 
residu,al water must be frequently replaced by fresh water, 
and the accumulated scale- must be from time to, time mechani-
cally removed, which is a difficult and time-consuming opera-. 
tion and may cause considerable injury to the boiler. Even a ' 
.loosely adhering scale or sediment in considerable amount is 
undesirable in a boiler. Not only is there 10s.s of heat effect, 
but injector tubes become clogged and the sediment is likely 
to settle' in a compact mass while the boiler is out of use. The 
plates may then be overheated when the fires are again started, 
and the breaking up of the mass and the sudden contact of hot 
plates and water may cause serious injury to the boiler or even 
cause it to explode. Numerous boiler explosions have been 
traced to this cause. 
CHE~IICAL CO~IPOSITION OF BOILER SCALE. 
The most important scale formers are calcium and mag-
nesium salts, but to these must be added silica and hydroxides 
of 'ir'on and aluminum, which are usually pr,esent in water in 
very much smaller amounts. Suspended matter, for the most 
part clays, may become entangled in the deposit so as to form 
a considerable portion of it. 
The scale-forming power of a water is, not proportional to its 
total solids, but rather to the sum of certain radicles which on 
boiling form sparingly soluble or insoluble compounds. It de- · 
pends, too, on the amounts of other constituents in the water 
than those commonly called scale formers, and on the· condi-
tions, such as temperature and the frequency of. blow-outs, un·· 
der which the boiler is ,oper&ted. 
It is evident that boiler scale can not have a definite chemical 
composition, even if the same water is used, as its make-up de-
pends on the conditions named. It is hardly necessary to s~ate 
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that the composition of the scales in different waters depends 
on the relative quantities of the scale-forming constituents in 
the waters: 
Attempts to combine the sulphate radicle and the .small 
amount of the carbonate radicle, HS shown in analyses of scale, 
with the calcium and the magnesium, disclose a shortage in the 
acid radicles, showing that the greater part, -and sometimes all, 
of the magnesium must be present in the form of oxide or 
hydroxide. In some analyses the acid radicles are' not even suf· 
ficient to combine with the calcium. Iron, aluminum, and . silica 
are present as oxides in small quantities. Doubtless the pro-
portion of magnesium and calcium hydroxides increases with 
the temperature inside the boi1er and it is questionable whether 
any magnesium carbonate remains stable in a high-pressure 
boiler. . 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF BOILER SCALE . . 
Boiler scale may vary as much in its physical properties as 
in its composition, which depends on the nature of the mineral 
content of the waters from which scales are formed. The hard-
est scales are those containing large amounts of calcium sul-
phate cementing smaller amounts of calcium carbonate and 
magnesium oxide, and such scales are deposited from waters 
containing calcium largely in excess of the COs radicle and large 
amounts of the S04 radicle. Fr,om such scales there are all 
grades to the powdery forms which scarcely adhere at all, yield 
to the touch, and may be washed from the boiler tubes with a 
hose. Soft scales do not greatly differ from the deposit formed 
when it scale-softening boiler compound is used. Some waters 
are said to carry their own boiler (',ompounds, which means that 
the bicarbonate radicle is equivalent to or in excess of the cal-
cium and magnesium. When they are boiled the carbonate 
radicle (COa) is formed and nearly all the calcium and mag-
nesium are precipitated. Most of the Iowa wlaters of small min-
eral content belong to this class, but such waiJe'rs heavily min-
eralized are ' not wanting. The two deep wells at Glenwood 
contain the bicarbonate radicle far in excess of the calcium and 
magnesium and their waters form no hard scale. 
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SCALE-FORMING POWER OF DIFFERENT WATERS . 
As' a rule chemists and engineers assume as scale-forming all 
calcium and magnesium carbonates and sulphates that can be 
calculated from the analytical data, together with silica and 
the oxides of iron and aluminum. Recently Herman Stabler' 
has proposed :£ormulas by the aid of which may be 'calculated 
the corrosive action of a water, the amount of scale it is likely 
to form, and the amounts of chemicals necessary to soften it, 
without regard to any rigid assumption as to the chemical com-. 
pounds that may exist in the water. His formula ,for calculat-
ing the amount of scale assumes that under ordillary boiler 
conditions all suspended and colloidal matter is Pl,ecipitated; 
-that all iron, aluminum, and magnesium are precipitated as 
oxides and all calcium to the full extent ,of its ability to com· 
bine with the carbonate, bicarbonate and sulphate radicles. Cer-
tain reactions are given, not as necessarily showing all that 
takes place, but as equations which express the known results 









The first three reactions are regarded as practically complete. 
The division of the carbonate and bicarbonate radicles between 
calcium and hydrogen and the division of the calcium between 
the carbonate 'and sulphate radicles are not definitely known: 
and they probably differ with different conditions of boiler op-
eration. Formulas were constructed for maximum and mini-
mum scale formation, but the differences were so small that 
they were rejected for one showing the average scale forma-
tion, as follows: 
Se (scale) =0.00833 Sm (suspended matter) +0.00833 Cm (colloidal matter) + 
. 0 .0107 Fe +0. 01~7 Al +0.0138 Mg +0.0246 Ca. 
The result is in pounds per 1,000 United States gallons of 
water, when Sm, Cm, Fe, and the other amounts represent parts 
.per million found by analysis. The value 0.00833 is one part 
divided by 120 to convert parts per million to paunds per 1,000 
' Engineer in g N ew s , v o l. 60, Oct. 1, 1008, p . 355. 
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United- States. .ganons. · The value 0.0107 for iron represents ' 
one part of iron calculated: to FeO and divided by 120 . . The 
value for calcium is the mean of one -part of calcium ca~culated 
to carbonate and one part 'calculated to sulphate, and the mean 
divided by 120. From this explanation the remaining values 
will . be evident. The amount of calcium introduced into this ' 
formula should not be, in excess .of the calcium equivalent of the 
carbonate, bicarbonate and sulphate radicles--....:.that is, Ca should · 
not exceed 0.668COs+0.328HCOs+0.417S0., · because- such· ex-
cess would not be precipitated. . 
The precipitated matter may be hard scale, wholly or in part, . 
or it may be powdery sludge. The amount of hard scale that 
may be expected from a water can be calculated 'by means of · 
the subjoined formula, which assumes that hard seale is com-
posed of silica, calcium sulphate 'and magnesium oxide. All the 
silica and magnesium are precipitated, together with an amount 
of calcium dependent on the relative abundance of the chloride, 
,sulphate and .alkali metal radicles. 
Hs (hard scale) =0.00833 SiO,+0.0138 Mg+ (0.016 Cl+0.0118 80.-0.0246 Na-
().0145K) . 
The first two values w~l1 be clear from the pr~ceding eipl~na­
tion. The value 0.01601 equals the calcium sulphate. ' co,rre:' 
spondin~ to the calcium th~t might be ,associated with chlor~e; 
0.0118 is th~ calcium sulphate that might be formed from ' all 
the S04 radicle present. The values 0.0246N:aarid 0.0145K: reI?'.. : 
resent the ' calcium .sulphate corresponding to these two··inetals. 
The value for the parenthesis of this formula muSt not· exceed 
0.0118S04 or ·0.0283Ca in order that ' deposition 9£ I iIhpossible 
amounts of scale shall not be indic~ted. ': . '.' . 
These two formulas: permit calculation of the l'hardness of the 
scale which a water will form. The coefficient · of'scafe : hard-
riess, h;' equals Hs divided by Sc: ' .,. .' 
PRE"VENTION OF SCALE. 
WATER SOFTENING. 
The waters of Iowa are undesirably hard for ' ~'team 'boilers 
and f.or most industrial purposes. This is especlaiiy' tf~e . of 
well waters. The condition is a permanent one and 'th~ .inc6n-
venience of using such waters in the natural state. win increase 
as the industries of the state are developed. It 'W()lild . seem" in 
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the natural order of development that the softening of wa-
ter for industrial purposes should become general, as the ap-
paratus and processes are improved and as the advantages 
become better understood. Already good beginnings have been 
made. Several railroads are successfully operating softening 
plants within the state. Of these the Chicago & North Weste,rn 
Railway has made the widest application of the proce'ss, having 
twenty-two plants in Iowa with a total capacity ,of 5,500,000 gal-
lons a day. Several ice, traction, lighting, heating and manu-
fact.uring concerns are operating on a large scale plants in 
which the principles of water softening are employed in a thor-
ough-going way, 'aiming at the removal of all the scale-form-
ing material possible. The plants operate in the cold and prob-
ably give as good results in point of efficiency and economy as 
are 'obtainable at the present time. 
;METHODS OF' SOFTENING WATER. 
In softening water the main purpose is to remove those sub-
stances which form scale-calcium, magnesium, ' aluminum, iron, 
silica, the carbonate radicles, and suspended matter. The 
hydrogen ions are removed when water is softened by the use 
of alkali-es, thus rendering the water practically' noncorrosive. 
These results should be accomplished with the addition of a 
minimum of, foreign substances, which in small quantities should 
be harmless. The methods may be classified as follows: 
Ho~ softening: 
1. (a) H,eating the water alone, usually in a feed-water heater. 
( b) Heating the water and adding chemicals. 
2. Heating in the boiler, 'and using a boiler compound. 
3. Heating in a separate plant with chemicals. 
Cold softening: 
4. Treating ~n a separate plant with chemicals, usually lime and 
soda ash. 
HOT SOFTENING. 
In feed-water heaters.-Purification of water by h~ating it is 
usually carried ,out in a feed-water heater, or preheater, in 
which the raw water is heated with exhaust steam and is fed to , 
the boiler at about the boiling temperature. The boiling of 
water containing considerable quantities of calcium, magnesium 
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and the bicarbonate, radicle causes the precipitation of calcium 
carbonate and basic magnesium carbonate, which continues till 
either the basic or the acid radicle is exhausted. The hydroxides 
of irron and aluminum may be precipitated at the same time. 
The substances in the water may be present in, such proportions 
that the whole of the incrusting solids, are removed to the limit 
of solubility of the, carbonates and hydroxides. Ih the feed-
water heater. however, the water is usually not actively boiled, 
and anyone portion of the water remains near the boiling point 
'only a short time before it is run into the boiler. The result is 
that the precipitation is far from complete. In most waters 
the content of calcium and magnesium together is more than 
equiv'alent to the bicarbonate radicles. In many installations 
the aim is, therefore, to add the necessary amount of carbonates 
in the" form of soda ash. 
Forms of feed-water heaters are many, but they may all be 
classified under two general heads, as closed heaters and open 
heaters. Closed heaters 'are those heaters in which the steam is 
conducted through tubes placed in the water to be heated and 
purified or those in which the water passes through pipes sur-
rounded by exhaust steam. Open heaters include those in which 
the water is spr,ayed into chambers or run in thin sheets over 
plates in immediate contact with the steam, and this style has 
the advantage of imm~diate contact of steam and water. In 
any for.n of feed water heater the're should Qe a reservoir at the 
bottom, und'1sturbed by strong currents of either water or steam, 
where the precipitated matter may settle and from which the 
"sludge" may easily be drawn ,off. In some forms the hot puri-
fied water is carried from the upper part of this reservoir di-
rectly into the boiler and in others it is drawn from a compart-
ment separated from the settling chamber by suitable filtering 
units. 
Aside from their merits as economizers of fuel, £eed-water 
heaters have the advantage of permitting the precipitation of the 
mineral matter where it can easily be removed-that is, before 
it reaches the boiler. Furthermore, the mineral matter is far 
Jess likely to form scale. For the most part it is deposited as a 
powdery mass which can easily be washed out. In the closed 
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feed-water heater the ,temperature of the n;tetal does ,not rise 
abov~ about 100·C, and ,in the open heater met~llic ,heating sur-
faces scarcely' come into, account. 
Hot - softening in 'bbilers.-,-Cbmpetent engineers generally 
agree that the time to soften a water is before it enters the 
boiler, where the sludge can be most hiumfUl arid where it ' is 
the most difficult to remove. Softening in the boiler is prob-
ably to be regarded as a poor make-shift, justifiable unly where 
the accessory softening-apparatus can not be' provided; never-
theless, the use of boiler compounds seems,' to be fairly gen-
eral. 
The number of boiler ' compounds on the market is large. 
Some which are intend,ed to precipitate the mineral matter in 
the boiler, consist of soluble alkalies; others, intended to pre-
vent the adhe:rence of hard scale, may 'contain clay, 'sawdust, 
graphite, glycerin, and oils of various sorts;' others are said to 
contain acids arid acid salts, 'such as acid sodium sulphide. 
. If no better scheme than that of using chemicals in the boiler 
is available, this should at any rate be done with due regard 
to the requirements of the case in hand. It is· obvious that any 
general commercial boiler compound can only by chance be 
suitable for any specific water. To get the best results the sub-
stance used, in most cases a mixture of the' alkalies, should cor-
respond in its composition and in the amount used to the par-
ticular requirements of the water to be treated. An accurate 
mineral analysis of the water should be made, and -then a boiler 
compound shoUld be made for that water. It should be used 
only in sufficient amount to cause complete precipitation of 
scale-forming substances. SodiUm carbonate will probably serve 
the purpose best. 
H at softening -away from the boiler.-There is no great dif- ' 
ference between the chemistry of this process and feed-water 
heating save that the apparatus is a separate one and the ·water 
is stored and used as required. It is 198,s economical, since the 
water is stored and allowed to cool. The precipitation and 
settling of the sludge are, however, facilitated by heat. 
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COLD SOFTENING. 
Probably the ' most thorough~going and extensive application 
of the principles of water softenmg is to be found in the large 
plants for the softening of hard water at ordinary temper'a-
ture. Though there are many forms of apparatus for this' pur-
pose now in use, their ' principles of operation a.re much the 
same. ":They are- to a large extent automatic. ,The water to be 
softened is measured by, some sort of automatic device, and 
the same :may he said of the chemicals in solution or sus.pen-
sion. For example, in the apparatus designed ,by ~eorg,e' M. 
Davidson for the Chicago & N orth Western Railway Company 
the' water to be softened is measured in', two tilting vess~is hold-
ing' about 100 ga.llons each. These are geared to punips witli 
cylinders of adjustable 'capacity which supply the ch~micals in' 
knoWn quantit'ii"ls parallel to 'the v6lumes of water to b~ softened. 
The weight of ' the water alsosupplies l~power for ' the stitring 
in the ' precipitation ' tank. In other f6l'}lls"power "is supplied 
by me.ans of a water wheel~ as iIi' the Kinnicilt apparatus. ' Ali 
forms have several separate vessels, including chemical tanks 
or boxes, 'a p~ecipitation tank, uBuaily two s'ettling tanks~ ',and 
a ,storage tank. To secure compactness some of these 'are re-
duced ' to compartments, as in the " Kinnicut appa:ratus~ The 
capacities" of such plants vary with the ' requirements, some 
having as smail capacity "as 200' and others as large as ' 60;000 
gallons per hour. ' . ;' 
The lSoft~ning of water ,ip. the cold is accomplished by pre-
cipitating the objectionable ,~r scale-forrp.ing material in the 
form of hydroxides and normal and basic carbonates. It is 
necessary to add hydroiyl radicles to' neutralizehydrogel1 so 
as to form the hydroxides of iron, aluminum, ,and magnesium 
. and to convert the bicarbonate radicles an<;l dissolved carbon 
dioxide into normal carbonate radicles in order to precipitate 
calcium., If the amount of normal carbonates is not sufficient 
to precipitate the calcium, then carbonate radicle must be add~d, 
usually in the form of , soda ash. Sodium hydroxide ;might be 
used to supply the, hydroxyl radicles, which would, introduce 
comparatively harmless amoUnts of sodium, but lime is' com-
monly preferred on account of its cheapness. The calcium ' in-
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troduced by the use of lime must in turn be removed as car-
bonate, for which extra soda ash may be required. 
The following equations express at least approximately the 
reactions involved: 
+ 
H + HO=H.O 
+++ 
AI +3 OH=Al (OHl 3 CO. +20H=H.O+CO. 
++ ++ = 
Fe +2 OlI:=Fe (OH). Ca + C03=CaCO. 
++ 
M;g +2 OH=Mg (OH), 
Leaving out of account the small amount <of silica, the sul-
phate radicle is the only substance, of those commonly found 
in scale, that remains in the water at the €nd of this process. 
However, this radicle is, now associated for the most part with 
sodium. Sodium sulphate is very soluble in water and is not 
likely to cause trouble until it becomes concentrated enough to 
aid materially in causing the water to foam. 
Stabler' has given, perhaps in the most scientific and con-
venient form, formulas for the calculation of the weights of 
soda ash and of lime which must be added to soften in the cold 
a water of known mineral content. The first gives the lime re -
quired and the second the soda ash which the same water will 
require, if it requires any, after the lime has been added: 
Lime required=O.00931Fe+O.0288Al+O.0213Mg+O.258H+ 
O.00246HCO.+O.0118CO •. 
Soda ash required=O.0167Fe+O.0515Al+O.0232Ca+O.0382Mg+ 
0.462H-O.0155COr-O.00763HC03. 
'The two equations give, respectively, the amounts of lime 
90 per cent pure and of soda ash 95 per cent pure required to 
precipitate.in the cold the scale-forming ingr,edients and to 
neutralize the corrosive ingredients. The manner of deducing 
the coefficients is explained m Mr. Stabler's report. The sym-
bols in the equations represent the amounts in parts. per mil-
lion of the constituents of the water. If the second equation 
has a negative value or is equal to zero, no soda ash is reqUlred. 
It will be noted that these formulas take no account of the · 
'Water-Supply Paper u. s. Geol. Survey No . 274, 1911, p. 170. 
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hypothetical salts that may exist in the water solution, and 
rightly so, for the present theory is that in such dilute' solu-
tions there is almost complete electrolytic dissociation. In 
practice the formulas may be simplified without leading to large 
errors and in many waters the errors would not be perceptible. 
In Iowa waters iron and aluminum rarely exceed one or two 
parts Der million, the normal carbonate' radicle is rarely pres-
ent, and acid hydrogen is also exceedingly small in amount. In 
the majority of computations, therefore, lonly calcium, mag~ 
nesium, the bicarbonate radicle, and free carbonic acid need 
be ta~en into account. It is probable, moreover, that where only 
one to two parts per million of ir,on and aluminum are present 
they could not be removed even in part by softening, because 
the amounts of their hydroxides possible would not exceed the 
solubility limit of those hydroxides. 
LIMITS IN REMOVING INCRUSTING MATTER. 
It is not possible to remove all <Of the incrusting matter 
from water by precipitation, as none of the compounds that 
,are formed are wholly insoluble. If it is assumed that calcium 
carbonate and the hydroxides of magnesium, iron, and alum-
inum would be dissolved in the purified water to the same ex-
tent as in pure water, there would be about forty parts per 
million of the four incrustants remaining in soluti'o~. The 
solubility of aluminum hydroxide is here rated as about the 
average of the other three compounds. Forty parts per million 
may be taken as about the limit of efficiency in water softening 
ideally carried out. In practice there is not always time for 
thorough mixing, nor for the reactions to complete themselves, 
nor for thorough settling. It can scarcely be claimed that analy-
ses are perfect and that the chemicals are accurately adjusted to 
the work to be done. In view of these difficulties it is not surpris-
ing to find that in practice the amount of incrusting matter re-
maining ranges from 50 to 100 parts per million. The average 
is about 70 parts, an amount of scale-forming material so small 
as to be regarded as comparatively harmless. In practice the 
residual incrusting matter seems to be within wide limits, large-
ly independent of the amount originally present. 
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COST OF SOFTENING WATER. 
SO far as relates to the cost of the plants themselves, little 
information can be given, as they differ widely in form, mu-
terials and capacities. The cost of operating expenses and 
cherriicals ranges from one cent to ten cents per 1,000 gallons. 
The average is ahoutthree cents in Iowa plants, so far as m-
formatioI!. has been obtained. The cost for chemicals is very 
:;mall for waters in which the calcium and magriesium do not 
exceed 'in chemical equivalence the carbonate radicles preslent, 
as for these waters only lime is required. Where the 'contrary 
is 'true the carbonates must be supplemented by the addition 
of the more expensive soda ash. In a general' way, however, 
the cost of chemicals runs parallel to the unsuitableness. of the 
water for boiler use in its natural'state. 
Considerable information has been: collected relating to the 
profitableness of softening plants, and it · is uniformly to the 
effect that they far more than rep~y their cost. The Chicago 
& North Western Railway 'Company, which has taken .up water • 
softening on a more extensive scale than any other institution 
in the state, reports that the results are ' very gratifying, the 
cost being more than repaid by the economy of fuel, the ~n-
erle-ased life of boilers, the efficiency of the engines while work-
ing, and the great decrease in their periods of idleness in the 
repair shops. 
SUMMARY. 
The subject of water softening has been treated fully because 
it is believed that its use should be greatly extended in the 
state and should be'come general where water is used in con .. 
.Riderable quantities for industrial purposes. It has already 
been proved practicable and profitable when carried out on a 
large scale. Great improvements in the proce'ss havle' been 
made in the last few years, and still further improvement in 
the way of cheapness and simplicity is likely. It does not seem 
probable that a people so thol"oughly progressive in other re-
spects should be satisfied with what nature gave them in the 
way of water for industrial purposes, any more than they have 
been content to depend for their town supplies on private wells 
• 
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or on a public system with polluted water unsuitable for do~ 
mestic purposes. 
Among the cities and towns of Iowa sharp rivalry ana keen 
competition exists in securing industrial establishments which 
may contribute to their growth and wealth. Water systems 
. have been installed in many towns sooner than they would 
otherwise have been, in order to obtain suitable protection from 
fire ·and more favorable insurance ra,tes, and especially in the 
larger towns, to benefit the manufacturing interests and to in-
duce other concerns to locate in them. In some towns private 
companies have been organized to put in supplementary sys-
tems of water more suitable than the city water for boiler and 
other industrial uses. Several years ago public-spirited citi-
zens of Grinnell bought suitably located land, built a dam for 
an artificial lake, and put in the necessary conducting mains, 
pumping machinery, and storage, at a cost of about $40,000, to 
make the water of this lake available for industrial uses. 
Any establishment using large v·olumes of water can well 
afford to install its own softening plant, and in some places . 
the ' manufacturing interests may well combine to er·ect and 
operate a softening plant to treat for their purposes water 
drawn from the city system. It undoubtedly could be done for 
a small fraction of the outlay necessary to put in a · whole extra 
water system, and probably it would secure a far better water_ 
CORROSION OF BOILERS. 
NATURE AND LOCATION. 
Corrosion of boilers may be general over considerable sur-
faces; it may take the form of grooving in the direction in. 
which the iron was rolled or drawn, or it may be localized at 
certain points producing depressions, known as "pits." Some-
times the pits may be concealed by prominences composed of 
adherent rust formed at the expense of the iron. CO~:'r,osion is 
likely to take place more rapidly on the bottom plate of the 
boiler; at the water line, especially if the boiler is used inter-
mittently; around bolt heads and stays; and near the water 
intake. 
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CAUSES OF CORROSION.· 
The corrosive action may be assumed to take place at ordi-
nary . temperature, and the theory may be applied to the ordi-
nary rusting of iron in the presence of air and natural water. 
At boiler temperature the corrosive action is in many respects 
the same, though it may be much accelerated by heat. Some 
additional phases, howev,er, must be considered, the most im-
portant being the apparent direct decomposition of the water 
by the heated iron, accompanied by its oxidation, and the sup-
posed hydrolysis of magnesium chloride setting fr,ee hydro-
chloric acid. ose has furnished much inftormation on these two 
subjects, 
In many textbooks and paper;s de1aling with the corrosive 
action of water it is stated that, magnesium chloride undergoes 
hydrolysis when its solution is boiled, setting free hydrochloric 
acid, and that, therefore, water containing this salt can not be 
used in boiler,s. This statement has apparently been copied 
from Wagner.2 It is true that when the hexahydrate of mag-
nesium is heated, it undergoes some hydrolysis 'and forms 
soml€! hydrochloric acid, but that any such action takes place 
on heating a dilute solution of magnesium chloride, such as 
would occur in boilers, seems doubtful. Ost studied the action 
·of salts and especially of magnesium chloride on iron under 
the ordinary conditions of' temperature 'and pressure in ste'am 
boilers. He used boilers of .about 2112 liters capacity, made of 
iron, copper, and copper lined with tin. He fir,st dios.tilled dilute 
soluJtions of magnesium chloride to a concentration of 20 per 
cent, and found the distilled water free from hydrochloric acid, 
though the copper and the tin vessels were attacked. He then 
repeated his experiments wilth a boiler of Krupp-Siemans-Mar-
tin steel, at 'a pressure of 10 atmospheres, corresponding 
to a temperature of 183 0 C. After every experiment, no 
matter whether pure water or salt solutions were used, the 
surface of /the boiler was covered with la da,rk layer of ferrous 
oxide. A,s air was excluded Ost could assign the> formation of 
oxide only to the decomposition of water, which, as ,special 
experiments showed, took place to some extent even at 1000 C. 
'Ch e m.-Zeitung, vol. 26, pp . 81.9, 845. 
'Dill g'l e r 's Poly t e ch. Jour., v o l. 218, p . 70. 
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In a series of lexperiments magnesium chloride, potassium 
chloride, sodium ,sulphate, potassium ,sulphate, ealcium chloride, 
.and magnesium sUlpbate, in five per cent solution, were tried. 
The solutions produced approximately the same amount of 
ferrous oxide~ but iron went into solution only when magnesium 
sulphate or magnesium chloride was used. The solution of 
iron wa,s not proportional to the decomposition of water and 
the oxidation of Ithe iron. The last was strongest when cal-
cium chloride, pota,ssium chloride, potassium ·sulphate, and 
slodium sulphate were used. Magnesium chloride, therefore, 
.can not dissolve iron through hydrochloric acid formed by its 
hydrolysis. The fact that iron goes inlto solution when mag-
nesium salts are uSled is due, according to Ost, to the reactions 
MgCl. +Fe (OH).~ = ~FeCl. +Mg (OH). 
MgSO.+Fe (OH).~ =~FeSO.+Mg (OH). 
These reactions are reversible and with equivalents present 
should run preponderatingly fr9m right to left. The reversal is 
due to ithe mass of magnesium Isalts. 
From these experiments it seems evident that magnesium 
chloride has not the high corrosive action on boilelrs usually 
ascribed to it. It is not to be cla,s,sed with salts of copper, iron, 
and aluminum, which undergo hydrolysis even at .ordinary \tem-
perature. The facts seem ·t'o, be that neither the salts of mag-
nesium nor those qf calcium, potassium, or sodium, when the 
negative radicle is that of a strong acid, have essentially more 
eorrosive action on iron than water itself at the same tempera-
ture with air excluded. 
Ost found that under a pressure of 10 atmospheres a mag-
ne,sium salt losesl its power to CJarry iron into ,solution when one-
fourth of its equivalent of calcium carbonate is present. The 
explanation is thalt the magnesium salt and the calcium car-
bonate react, forming magnesium basic carbona,te and hydrox-
ide, which serve to drive the above lIeaction from right to left. 
In this and in other way,s, calcium carbonate may check cor-
rosion. It is not entirely insoluble in water, and the dissolved 
portion may be assumed to be dissociated. It may react with 
any strong acid pr!elsent, forming carbonic acid which will be 
17 
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decomposed and thr,own out of the chemical system at higher 
temper3.ltures, thus, 
++ = + == ++ = 
Ca, CO.+2 H, SO.=Ca, SO.+H.O+CO. 
INTERPRETATION OF ANALYSES WITH REFERENCE TO CORROSION. 
In the corrosion of iron the metal takes the place of some 
other positive radicle, as for eX!amp1e, hydrogen which may 
escape, or copper which may be precipitated. There seems lit-
tle doubt that in practice the hydrogen radicle is almost the only 
ag1eillt of corrosion. As already indicated, ionic hydrogen may 
be present in the cold water, and its amount may be increased 
by incre3ised hydrolysis of copper, iron, and aluminum at high 
temperatures. Though we are hardly justified in adding mag-
nesium, itt may, as Ost has indicated, aid in the solution <of iron 
already oxidized. 
Certain ,substances, on the other hand, restrain or prevent 
~orrosion-that is, they tend to neutraJize the hydrogen radi-
cles. The soluble carbonates have been mentioned. The water 
is corrosive or noncorrosive according to the preponderance of 
the corrosive agents or of the restrainers. It is very desirable 
to know from the analysis of a water whether it is likely to be 
corrosive or not, but it i<s evident from contemplation of the 
large number of sUbstanee;s that ordinary water may contain 
that the problem is somewhat complex. Stabler' has proposed 
a formula by which it may be inferred whether a water is 
likely to be corrosive or not. C, the coefficient of corrosion, is 
computed thus: 
C=1.008 (rH+rAl+rFe+rMg-rCO.-rHCO.) 
Here r is the reacting weight of the respective radicles with 
which it is '3issociated and the reciprocal of the equivalents of 
those radicles; H, AI, Fe, etc., are the weights of these sub-
stances in parts per million as found by analysis. If r is mul-
tiplied by the wei~ht in milligrams of the element and the 
product multiplied by 1.008 the result will be the weight of acid 
hydrog1em. chemically equivalent to the radicle. Supplying the 
value of r and multiplying through by 1.008, we have the equa-
tion: 
C=H+0.1116 Al+0.036 Fe+0.0828 Mg-0.0336CO.-0.165HCO. 
'Water-Supply Paper U. S. Geol. Survey No. 274, 1911, p. 175. 
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That is, the weight of lionic p-ydrogen toot may appear on 
heating , the water is equal to the weight of hydrogen radicle 
found by all!alysis (the acidity lexpressed in terms of hydrogen), 
plus the hydrogen equivalents of iron, aluminum, and mag-
neSlium, minus the hydrogen equivalents of the carbonate and 
bicarbonate r'adicles. In interpreting the value of C due re-
gard must bel paid to the fact that calcium 0'll,rbonate may be 
precipitated on boiling, since this carries out of the ' system the 
carbonate radicle with which hydrogen may unite to form water 
and carbonic acid. Granting that all possible calcium carbonate 
will be precipitated, and that the neutralizing action of this solid 
is nothing; the effect of. the carbonate radicle to counteract cor':' 
rosion will be reduced by 1.00S.rCa, or 0.0503 Ca. With this 
latter value in view, three cases may be distinguished: 
1. If C is po.sitive, 0o,rrosion will certainly occur. 
2. If C+0.0503Ca is negat~ve, no corrosion due to mineral 
matter will occur. 
3. If C is negative and C+0.0503Ca positive, corrosion may 
or may not occur. 
As the coefficient ·of corrosion is equivalent to the concentra-
tion of the hydrogen ions, corrosion is in general proportional 
to the positive value that can be assigned to C. There is reason 
to believe, howeVler, that corrosion is facilita.ted by certain other 
conditions. The reason that pure zinc will not readily dissolve 
in pure acid seems to be that its surface quickly becomes cov· 
ered with a film of hydrogen which prevlents further action. 
, If, however, the zinc is placed in contaCit with ' some metal of 
lower solution ' pressure, such as lead or copper, or with some 
indifferent but conducting substance, such as graphite, an elec-
tric battery or couple is formed. The hydrogen then appears on 
the second metal or on the graphite, 'and the aocion of the acid 
on the zinc is greatly acceJ.erated. This principle has wide ap-
plication in accounting for the corrosion of iron. Rust once 
formed on a boiler plate or tube acts toward the uncorroded 
iron in the ,same way as the copper toward the zinc in the in-
stance just described-that is, the mass of rust becomes the 
cathode plate and the iron the anode of an electric couple and 
the rusting of the iron is greatly increased. Once the action 
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is started it is likely to continl!-e .and spread at that place, pro-
ducing a nodule of rust under which is a pit in the mte,ta.l. A 
familiar illustration may be given. Everyone has observed 
that a polished tool such as a knife blade, a saw, or a chisel 
may long remain bright and free from rust, but that once iJt has 
been attacked by rust, the action will continue in spite of :all 
ordinary attempts to prevent it. The same electric action may 
take place around the bolt heads' when the bolts and the plates 
are not made of the sa.rp.e" quality of iron. Even the s'ame piece 
of iron may not be homogene,Ous in its composition, and there-
fore, ' one part may be anode and a neighboring one ma.y be 
cathode. It is probable that the grooving of iron by rusting 
may be accounted for in this way. 
• 
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CHAPTER VII. 
MINERAL WATERS. 
BY W. S. HENDRIXSON. 
DEFINITION 
All natural waters, ·wheiher from streams, lake,s, ,or well::;, 
are mineral in the sense that they conJtain in greater or .smaller 
amounts certain chemical substances occurring on or near the 
surface of the earth. Popularly:, however, the term "mineral 
waters" tis us~d to designate water,s that conltain unusual sub-
stances in solution or common substances in unusual amounts. 
The term is often applied to waters containing some constitu-
ent observabLe directly by the senses, such as sufficient iron to 
stain rocks near ' springs or enough hydrogen sulphtide to, be 
detectable by the odor. Many water.s contain enough of certain 
radicles, such laS chloride or sulpha:te, to possess a decided 
taste, and these are classed as "mineral waters." Analyses of 
many commercial mineI'M waters show that ,they contain no 
appreciable amounts of substances not ordinarily found in most 
natural waters, or that they contain traces of substances not 
usually sought for in the analysis of waier, but in !amounts too 
smail to have any mediciDJal value.. The charactet of com-
mercial mineral wate'rs is well shown by the analyses of 53 of 
of the most prominent of such waters made by the Department 
of Agriculture: 
MEDICINAL VALUE 
Probably the beSlt drinking water for most per.sons is organ-
ioally pu.re water containing in small amounts only the usual 
'Haywood, :1. K., Mineral wa'ters of the United States: Bull. No. 91, Bur. Chem-
istry, U. S. Dept. Agr., 1905. 
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inorganic constituents found in nearly all ll'31tural waters, for 
to such water the human system is apparently best adjusted. 
The amounts of ,such matter may apparently be greatly .varied 
without Clausing any observable bad ef£ects. No very definite 
evidence that waters containing a.s much as 1,000 parts per 
million of the common ingredients are temporarily or perma-
nently injurious i,s ·obtainable. When the solids are much 
greate1r than ,this amount, the waters ,are 9bjectionable to mJany 
per,sons because' of their taste, and they may prove laxative, 
at least till persons become accustomed to them. This is, of 
course, more likely to occur if the sulphates al'lH large in amount. 
The medicinal effect of .n~lID.:eral. 'fil,~rs is open to investiga-" 
tion and discussion, for no comprehensive and scientific inves-
tigation on this s:ubject, dealing with largle nunibers ·of patients 
and a .variety 'of· well-characterized W1aters, ' has been carried out. 
lt does not inspire . confidence in the · healing powers ' of mineral 
waters Ito find tha.t the same water is recommended to cure a 
great v.ariety of unrelated ,dLseases, that very different waters 
are advertised to cure the same disease, and that, perhaps, the 
majority of "mineral waters" do not differ materially in their 
mineral content from widely distribut~d no.rmal waters that are 
used by thousands of pe'rsons without a thought of their pos-
ses'sing any special medicinal value. It is . by no . means con· 
clusive ev.idence of the therapeutic Vialue of mineral waters that 
many persons who visit mineral-spring resorts and sanitar-
iums are benefited. The very fact that persons suffering from 
a large variety of diseases are helped by one and the same water 
would seem to indicate that the mineral content of the water 
has little to do with it. . P.ersons who visit such institutions are 
subjected Ito conditions different from those surrounding their 
own 'homes; they are temporarily relieved from burdensome 
cares' land are more or less firmly convinoed that they will be 
. benefited or cured; they take normal exercise, stay 'out of dolOrS, 
and drink plenty of water, thus cleansing· their stomachs and 
regulating their body func.tions. Such conditions are powe'rful 
factors in curing disease. 
Medicinal value may, however, be ascribed . to mineral -\v'aters 
of certain kinds. Oonsiderable amounts ,of lithium may assist 
, • '!" ... 
. : 
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in-eliminating uric acid and' calculi, and the iron of the water 
may possibly prevent undue loss of organic iron in an~mia. Al-
kaline waters may correct too great acidity in the digestive tract, 
and magne~ium or sodium sulpha,tes may prevent constipation. 
EXTENT OF MINERALIZATION 
The main purpose 10£ this study has: been to determine the 
suitability of Iowa water's for industrial and not for physiologic 
purpose's, and no attempt has been made to determine lithium 
and some other substances occurring rarely taIld in very small 
amounts;. P01;l.btless lithium occurs in quantities detectable by 
the spectroscope in some Iowa waters, but probably not in sUf-
ficient amounts to make the waters physiologically bene-
ficia.} ' to those usin,g them. Iowa waters, like commercial min-
eral wtater~, sho~d be judged by their cO,ntent of the substances 
occurring in measurable amount in therq.. If they are rated in 
this way, therE~ appE;lars no evident reason why many Iowa 
waters. shoUld :r;toLt . pe considered equal ' to well-known mineral 
waters. Many waters on sale are so highly m.i.neralized that 
they are not suitable for general industrial or domestic use, 
and their characteristics are not unlike many in Iowa that well 
drillers 'avoid and case out. To make this fact plain, compari-
sons of some Wiell-known commercial mineral waters with typi-
cal Iowa waters are made. Few well waters in Iowa are so 
lightly mineralized as those given in the following table: 
, 
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Comparison of light mineral waters with two Iowa waters and with Lake 
Michigan water. 
[Parts per mllllon] 
0 
a~ 0 0 !:! ~ ~ :;< ., 
,S+ ~ () Locality and Name of 8 " ~ ~ :a <3 g os :a Analyst Water :;C? .. .. .. os § 0 _C> El 2- El ~ ., .. ose... El El ~ 'tl~ Q) :; El El t;j ., ., El Q'" e Q '" a Q .. Q " os os os" 8 ~ ., :; . 0 .<l ;:: :; 'tl Q .. t:J 0 :a 3 ~ a- Q .., :a !! Co o~ :; iii .. "3 :a .. 0 .. 0 os 0 i13 .. 0 .. :;: ~ 0 ~ ... ... 0 00 c.. 0 rIJ 0 ... 
Manchester, Iowa: 
Spring, United States 10 
---
0 1 50 20 5 1 20711 4 
---
309 W. S. Hen· 
fish hatehery. drlxson. 
Atlantlc, Iowa: 
Olty well ____________ 22 




0.2 8211 8 144 7 2 .... -- 204 Geo. M. Dav 
Idson. 
Amelia Oourthouse, Va.: 
Otterburn Lithia ______ 43 1.5 
---- ----
20 6.7 7.8 1.9 112 2.8 4.6 0.03 b201 (1) . 
Danville, Va.: Sublett Lithia __________ 81 1.0 
---- ----
3712 15 2.6 166 5.9 10 T. 0288 (I). 
Fulton, N. Y.: 
Great Bear 0::--------- 9.7 . 8 ____ ---- 3110 10 1.7 U8 8.8 22 T . a 300 (1). Orumpler, N. 
Thompson's Bromine ___ 68 1.0 ________ 7 2.222 2.7 81 6.1 4.0 T. e193 (1). 
aSum of constituents without subtracting one-half the bicarbonate radicle. 
bNitrlte radicle (NO;J, .003 part per million; ammonium radicle (NH.), .069 part. 
cNitrate radicle (NU~ ), 7.08 parts; ammonium radicle (NH.), .005 part. 
aNitrate radicle (NO.), 88.6 parts; ammonium radicle (NH), .01 part. 
eNitrate radicle (NO. ), 3.54 pa rts; ammonium radicle (NH.), .04 part. 
fHa ywood, J. K., op. cit., pp. 42, 51, 61, 73. 
The WieU water from Atlantic, Iowa, is chosen on account of 
its small content of mineral matter for a well water. That from 
Manchester, Iowa, may be considered typical of the best waters 
of the large springs in Iowa. The Lake Michigan water is in-
cluded because the analysis represents ,the average quality of 
water drawn from widely different sources and be0aJUse it is 
not considered an exceptional water po,ssessing speci:al medic-
inal properties. 
The next table compares three mineral waters of rather low 
total .solids with one of the beSot deep-well waters of Iowa. This 
. water represents in a general way the well waters of the north-
eastern pa.rt of the state, which are excellent drinking waters 
and which, according to 'the analyses, are as good as the mineral 
waters. In the one of these waters containing la, weighable 
amount of lithium the amount is .8'0 small that one would have 
to drink abou~ 75 gallons of the water to obtain a no'rmal 
medicinal CLolse of lithium. 
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Comparison of certain mineral waters with a well water ai Dubuque, Iowa. 
(Parts per million.) 
, 
~ :a .!! 
:( ~ ~ 01 () 
.. 
.. :a 
'; ~ .. OIl" g Locality and Name 8 ~ a :ii6 ., Analyst 0 ~ 8 .. of Water § -; ::> 8 .::! Z =0 ! OIl 8 
"" 
= III 8 00:: .,~ = 
- a z OIl ::s '" f~ .=" ;:: ::s Cd = '" ~ = () til) :a Cd Cd OIl ~O 0 ~ 0 ::s 'iii Cd '0 u- -rn :a :( 0 -() ::s~ . 00 .. 0 )l rn ~ III rn 0 :3 .... 
Dubuque, Iowa: 
OIty Gas Oo.'s welL W. S. Hendrixson 5 1[ 1 56 33 4 S 310 12 10 ...... --
Staunton, Va.: 
Gollndo Lithia _____ (b 
---------------
12 .:1 74 29 4.7 3.4 333 33 3.4 0.1 
Pleasant Valley, Va.: Osceola ____________ (b) 
---------------






12 .l 63 2S 3.9 8.1 342 2.8 1·.8 T. 
aSum of the constituents without subtracting one-half the blcarl)onate radicle. 
bHaywood, J . K., op. cit., pp. 53, 52, 34. 
cNltrate radicle (NO.), 3.5 parts per million. 
aNltrate radicle (NO,), 4.0 parts; ammonium radicle (Nl!~), .04 part. 









In the third table four mineral waters are compared with the 
objectionable well water from Farmington, Iowa. All five are 
typical hard waters of the calcium SUlphate type, a type wbich 
should be rejected as a source of municipal supply. A similar 
parallelism might be drawn between other commercial waters 
and other more strongly mineralized Iowa waters, but from this 
table it may be inferred that Iowa is well supplied with mineral 
waters, according to popular a.cceptance of that term. The 
northeastern part of the state has an abundance of organically 
pure and lightly mineralized Wiater which might legitimately be 
sold as high-grade table waters. . 
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('''ompar'i80n of heavi ly mi neralized commercial waters with the city well water. 
Farmington, Iowa. 
, (Parts per million.) 
, 
Oil ;a ~ oj ;: ::<l g ... t) 
'2 <U ,,~ ;a S Locality and Name " ~ 8 ~o oj Analyst C I: ~ 8 ... of Water 00 0; =' =' OlQ ., ., Ol 8 'iii 8 =' Ztc .. .9 8 - ~ 'iii oj ~ S '" 
., 
,c" =' oj Ol =' ., ... ~ ... .. 





1i5 E :;;: '" 0 -0 "'~ ,c ;3 .... Q ::<l rn Po. l%I 00 Q 0-
Farmington. Iowa: Deep well ___________ W. S. Hendrixson 13 ___ 2 340 
6eneva , N. Y.: 









522 116 131 4.0 245 1,520 204 0.1 02,757 




525 59 164 3.4 151 1,686 26 T. cl2,644 
Bedford, Pa.: Bedford _____________ (b) 2.1 
---
570 13 4.9 192 1,728 10 T. 62,696 
Tate Springs, Tenn.: Tate Epsom ________ (b) 
_ ______________ 1 37 
_______________ 22 2.9 475 
139\ 
121 25 8.2 260 1,460 9.2 .1 12,383 
- -
aSum of the constituents Without subtracting one-half the bicarbonate radicle. 
bHaywood, J. K., op. cit., pp. 41, 59, 36, 37. 
cNitrate radicle (NO,), 0.44 par.t per million; ammonium radicle (NH.) 0.016 part. 
dNltrlte radicle (NO) 0.009 part; ammonium radicle (NH,) 0.58 part. 
eNitrate radicle (NO~ 0.21 part; ammonium radicle (NH,) 0.015 part. 
fNitrate radicle (NO.) 0.21 part; ammonium radicle (NH,) 0.01 part . 
.A few Iowa waters are advertised as hiaving curative proper-
ties. The mOist noted is that from wells about 300 fleet in depth 
in 'and near Colfax. In. the lower parts of the city they are 
flowing wells and all yield the same quality of water. Several 
hotels and sanitariums Owe their popularity jn. no small meas-
ure to the reputation of the Colfax water, which is sold in large : 
quantities. Essentially the s'arne quality of water LSI found in: 
several wells in the same county and in ,o,ther parts of the 
state .. Those in Jasper and Polk counties probably draw their 
Wiater nom ,the same 8ource, the Carboniferous,' and probably 
from the Pennsylvanian or the underlying Saint Louis lime-
stone (Mississippian). At the beginning and at the end of the 
following table are an3J.yses ,of two representative Colfax 
waters and between them are analyses of several waters from 
the same locality and from other parts of Iowa. All are highly 
mineralized but contain only moderate amounts' of calcium in . 
comparison with the laTge amounts ,or sodium and sUlphates. 
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Comparison of water from COlfaz, Iowa, 'With other hard, Iowa waters. 
(Parts per mlllion.) 
, 
S 
~ :a ~ .. ~ ~ ~ ., <> 
-
< ~ 8'2 til .. :a ~ Ql ~ ., ~ .,~ 2 .. Locality and NameotLow- .. a 2 a :;;0 ., ~ 0 ::s 3 .. :s Analyst Owner ... est Stratum ooG) ::s a Cii a ::s Co ., .. "0 0 ~~ C _ 0= :;;~ 
" '" 0<:: ... ., ~ '8 ::s ., ::s : f- 0<::" ~ I ... ., <> C () e :t; ., .,., ",,0 0 ·3 
.cO) 
:::: 0 ::s 0; ... <>- -a; :a ., ... :< 
., 0 c _<> ::s ~ c 
~ ,~ .. 0 ::;: en 1l.J:Q rD 0 Eo< rn .... 
Oolfax: 
871' Oarbonlferous Sanitarium _ 100.2 1.5 2U 99 420 260 1,605 292,406 H. S. Spaulding. 
Des Moines: 
Olty library 
53 5591 well ______ 375 Pennsylvanlan 141 S 287 7312 1,669 107 2,706 W. S. Hendrixson 
Runnells: 





1,267 Saint Peter ___ 108 1 198 71 4001 14 280 1,214 157 2,213 Do. 
Fontanelle: 
J. H. Hulbert 269 Oretaceous ____ 208 1 231 6~ <112 264 1 ,822 84 2;274 Do. 
Knoxville: 
Hospital tor 826 Pennsylvanlan 100.43 303 52 436 262 1,600 182,558 Do. 
Inebriates. 
Kellerton: 
Robert HaIL 875 Oarbonlterous 555 9 249 87 521 439 1,477 46 2,678 
Oolfax: 
Mills Hotel __ 850 ____ Do. _____ UO.?1 235 
I 
97 463 260 1,495 272,460 H. S. Spaulding 
aSum of constituents minus one-haIt the bicarbonate radicle. 
Water from the well of S. C. Johnston a,t Flagler is sold in 
considerable quantities. J.t is very heavily mineralized, the 
solids being nearly 9,000 parts: per million, including very high 
calcium, sodium, oIlJnd sulphates. It differs little 'from the water 
of the city well at Pella, which is used only for fire protection 
and for sprinkling the streets and is probably derived from the 
same geologic formation. Thompson Craig's well at Knoxville 
aLslo, yields about the same kind of water. Water is also sold 
from the Red Mineral Spring at Eddyville. It is l'Iecommended 
as an antiseptic water for both internal and external use. Small 
slamples received at this laboratory seem to justify -the state-
ment that it is antiseptic, as they contain cOL.siderable amounts 
of free sulphuric acid, probably due to the oxidation and hy-
drolysis of ferI'lons sulphate. The amount of iron in the water 
is very large. From the character of the water and descrip-
tions of the spring it may be concluded that the spring cons.ist~ 
of a small flow from a layer of disintegrating shale containing 
iron pyrite. The well of Mr,SI. Cora A. Huber at Tama supplies 
a very heavily mineralized water, which is sold. J.t contains 
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more than 5,500 parts of solids. It is very much the same as 
the Colfax water, except that the concentration of the constitu-
ents is nearly doubled. Water is is sold from Isome o·ther wells 
and spring's in the state, but so far as is known the amounts are 
comparatively insignificant. 
TYPES OF MINERAL WATERS 
SCHEME OF CLASSIFICATION. 
The radicles determined in the analytiCJal work of this investi-
gation have already been giv,en (p. 159). It seems desirable to 
make some general statements concerning the variations 'in the 
amounts, of these radicles, and to indicate a scheme of c1assifi-
cation by which the wateIis' may be arranged in groups so as to 
bring more clearly before the mind the similarities and differ-
ences in their quality. 
The gr.ound waters of Iowa can not be separated into dis-
tinot classes with the representatives of one clas:s clearly dif-
ferentiated from those of any other, for they grade into each 
other by ,almost insensible, differences. Much overlapping of 
groups occurs in any system of classification, and the relation-
ships lof the waters to ideal types .can be indicated in only a 
~eneral way. No attempt is made to classify all the waters of 
the Istate, but only to ,select ·a few good representatives of each 
class as illustrations of the system and method. . 
For classification purposes the following scheme of J. K. 
HaYWiolod and R. H . Smith, chemists of the Uni!ted States De-










B~~:f~d~nllted. ~ Alkaline. 1 Arsenic. ) 
SlJIcated. J Bromic. Nongaseous. 
I Sulpbated. I rodic_ Carbondiox. 
Muriated. ( Alkaline-saHne Siliceous ated . 
Nitrated. I Boric. Sulpbureted. 
Sulpbated. I Lltbic. Carbureted. 
1 Muriated. I' Saline. JI Ferruginous, Oxygenated. Nitrated. etc. SulPpated. } Acid. Murlated. 
For the classification of Iowa waters, as analyzed, only a. few 
of the classes in this table, which is elaborate enough to include 
almost any mineral water, lare l'Iequired, but it is nevertheless 
'Haywood, J. K., op. cit. , p. 11. 
, 
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given entire for the sake of completeness'. In the analyses no 
attempt was made to determine unusual substances that might 
occur in small amounts, such as bromine, iodine, arsenic, and 
the common gtases of the air, since these substances in the quan-
tities in which they might occur would have little or' no relation 
to the primary practical objects of this study. It should be 
stated, however, that fI'lee carbon dioxide dissolved in water 
was determined. It was f,onnd present· in all but two or three 
samples, in amounts rarely exceeding 25 parts per million. For 
this reason all waters with the exceptions noted ha.ve been re-
garded as containing their carbonates in the acid form, or, in 
other words, as HCOa• Hydrogen sulphide, H 2S, has often been 
noted in Iowa well w.aters, and it has been determined in a few 
waters. It was rarely lapparent when the wateI'ls' reached the 
laboratory, and since the small amount thiat might persist 'after 
shipment could give little information as to the amount present 
in the water a;SI it came from the well, this gas was not deter-
mined. 
In the f 'ollowing arrangement of examples the classification 
is governed by the prrominence or preponderance of certain 
radicles. Certain constituents are common to nearly all ground 
waters within the state: All such natural waters contain some 
chlorine, some bicarbonates, rarely normal carbonates, and 
neiaTly all contain nominal ,amounts of sUlphates. All contain 
at least a few parts per million of calcium and magnesium. 
Such constituents are not taken into account in the nomenclature 
unless rthey occur in sufficient amounts to give the waters the 
distinctiv'8 chara.cteristics which they might impart. For ex-
ample, water is not cl!assified as sulphated unless it contains 
the sulphate radical in large 'amount; that is, 250 parts per 
million or more of S04' I~ the same way a quantity of chlorine 
less than 100 parts is not regarded as sufficient to justify caning 
a water "muriated." 
SODIe MURIATED ALKALINE-SAUNE WATERS. 
Water in which sodium and chlorine predominate and which 
are alkaline to methyl orange belong to the clais's of sodic muri-
ated alkaline-saline waters. The rother common const~tuents 
may be present in sman or moderate amounts. 
• 
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None of the wells in IOWia so far as investigated yields strIctly 
salt water or brine; salt ~Sl the largest constituent of the mineral 
matter in · only a few waters. Nevertheless considerable 
amounts of chlorine, exceeding 100 parts per mimon, are of 
very frequent occurrence in Iowru ground waters. In several 
wells the chlorine l'ieacheS' 500 parts or more; in the 1,006-foot 
well at McGregor and in the deep wells near Knoxville it reaches . 
nearly 1,000 parts, and in the well at Bedford at a depth of 
1,300 feet it r,eached 2,546 parts. 
Salt-holding waters tare generally distributed throughout the 
state, but such waters are especially common in certain locali-
ties. From the northeastern corner of the state southward 
along Mississippi river chlorine tends to. increase. The deep 
wells of Allamakee county contain about 70 parts of chlorine. 
It rises to 240 parts in the 520-foot well at McGregor, in Clay-
ton county, and to· 968 parts in the 1,006-foot well at the same 
place, an amount exceeded only in the well at Bedford and the 
Craig well at Knoxville. At Dubuque ,the chlorine is ISCIarCiely 
mOtTe than a trace, but at Clinton it rises again to about 50 
parts in the deeper wells. It increases southward from Clinton, 
being about 300 parts at Davenport and Burlington ·and about 
600 parts at Keokuk and Fort Madison. Chlorine is present 
in amounts ranging from 100 to 2,500 parts in all deep wells 
tested in the southern part of the ' state. It reaches nearly 
1,000 parts in the wells 'at Flagler, Pella, and Knoxville (Craig 
well), all in Marion county, and 2,546 parts at Bedford. The 
deep wells near Missouri river usually contain notable amounts 
of chlorine, but the quantities are Ismaller as a rule than those 
in the well waters 'along the eastern border of the state. 
The wells in the central part of the state north of Des Moines 
do not contain excessive amounts of chiorine and rarely more 
than 100 parts. More than 100 parts are found in the deep 
wells at Fort' Dodge, Boone, Ames, and Dest Moines, and all 
of these penetrate the Jordan or lower formations. 
The only essentially salt waters are tho·se of the 1,006-foot 
well at McGregor and the Bedford well at 1,300 feet. 
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. Analyses ol lsodie muriated alkaline-saline waters in Iowa. 
(Parts per · mIllion.) 
~-; 8 0 ... :; Ol 89. .a; ., ~ ~ :;~ .. c:; 
c< tiO as :0 ~ 
Locality and .9 Name of Lowest - + 3 ~ '0 as t> ~ ., '2 "" ... :0 Owner Qi Stratum ,..., 
'" 
! 0 ~o 8 as ~ as N 8 S " as .. 
"0 00 "," :; Z 
as ~ c~ 2l ct: C 8 ., 8::1 0 " as 
,Q as., 
'8 :; ., 4 .cO ,Q oS C "u 15. ~ COl '(j .. :oz ~tll "" 0'" :; OJ as :; ., 00 .=:- < o~ .~~ ~ u ::i! rn 1:1:1 I'll 
McGregor: I Oity ________ 
1.0061 {DreSbach or under-} 6 ' 6 ---- 160 20 706 509 465 Bedford: lying Oambrlan 
Water 00. __ 1,300 sandstones ___ ~ __ 10 ___ 2 77 34 1,768 312 235 





















Waters in which sodium, chlorine, and the Isulphate radiCle 
predominate are not common in Iowa. As a rule ' waters that 
contain much sulphates also contain much calcium and mag-
nesium. Those given in the next table, as will be l'Ie·adily seen, 
contain little calcium and magnesium and are .to be rated as 
soft waters. The fir:st and second contain bicarbonates in ex-
cess of calcium and ma¥11esium and would commonly be said 
to contain sodium carbonate. Such waters from deep wells 
are rare in this state. 
A1ialyses ot sod.ie muriated-sulphated alkaline-saline waters in Iowa. 
(Parts per mllllon.) 
I 8 -:;: ~~ 
.. 
.... '" .= 0 ., 89- ., ., ~ 
.. ~ i :;~ ., <l ~ aS 
S c-< ...... :0 
., 
Name of 
-+ :;: ::g 0 as c:; Locality and Owner 
-
I t:,.owest 8" ~ ~ "" .. :0 t! Qi . 8\~atum ~ .=0 8 '" ., as S ., ~ ,:; as " 8 S d .... ... ~ ., :; as~ as 
"0 ;; "' ... ~ :; 8 ';j 8~ ~'? 2l ., '0 c~ e C as C ., 
,Q as as., 
'8 :; ~ .=t f8 ,Q ;:: 15. ~ C" C '(j "" 0 3 0'" 0 :; OJ :: "'3 ~~ :; :c ., 00 !::- !:: :;: ;:;! 0 .~ 0 ~ U . <7.1 ~ 11.) U Eo< 
Glenwood: 
Institution for Feeble-minded 1,910 Silurian 
-
lSI 16 ____ 
Logan: 
........ - 37 14 647 486 764 185 2,027 
Olty 
-----------.. _-... - .. ------- 821 -----------
10 ___ O.S 2 35 16 461 411 728 121 1,578 
Ames: State Oollege ________________ 2,216 Jordan S ____ 
----
4 35 15 391 204 616 204 1,270 
aSum of the constItuents minus one-half of the blcarboDate radicle. 
, . 
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SODIC-CALOIC MURIATED-SULPHATED ALKALINE-SALINE WATERS. 
Sodic-calcic muriated-sulphated alkaline-saline waters are 
much mOire common than members of either of the preceding 
classes. This class includes, many of the mOist highly miner-
alized waters of the state, in which the most abundant constitu-
ents are sodium, calcium, chlorine, and the sulphate radicle. 
N one of those enumerated can be regarded aJS' fit for domestic 
or 'any other use except street sprinkling and putting out fires. 
In classification of Lo,wa waters there is no need of mentioning 
magnesium, as that radicle bears a regular relation to calcium; , 
t.he Iowa water usually contains abollt one'-qua,rter to one-half 
as much magnesium :as calcium, and magnesium never has been 
found to exceed calcium. 
Analyses 01 sodic-calcic muriated-sulphated alkaline-saline wat'ers in Iowa. 
(Parts per mfllion.) 
, 
S--;; 0 ! 6~ .! !!: 
" ::s~ Iiii :a S CI< '" LOCAlity and Name of -+ 3 :a .. <l... lowest a" - ~ .. :a " Owner 'ii Stratum ::sO '2 
.§ '2 '" .. § '" 0 ... ., ~ 'OJ ~ .. ", Ii! 3 6 .. ~ .. § -g~ ~ ::s S ::s CI~ ., CI '0 Q ~ CI '" a 01 0" 'OJ CI .... a oS &I .cO ;:: .. .c .. CI ::s '" "0 .CI 3 a " CI" CI " to> :a .. ~tIl Po 0 :: e~ 0 ::s Ii .. 15 '3 :a ., :;: 0 .~- 0 Q 00 ... .!: 0 ~ 00 II. ~ 00 0 f-< 
Bedford: 
1.9201.420\5 .273 Development Co. ___ 2.002 Silurian ---- 18 ____ I 1 486 116 1.161 300 
Burlington: 
Murray Iron Works 1.000 Saint Peter __ 11 ____ I 1 842 11G 514j 11 232 1,860 2353.206 
Sanitary Milk Co .. _ 484 Silurian ---- 13 ____ 5 1 389 181 707 19 268 2.414 276 4.089 
Centervflle: 
City. No. L _______ 1,540 Silurian ---- 10 
8 ____ 
--.... 263 90 755 90 1,001 839 3.465 
Flagler: 
Kinderhook 22 ____ 3 486 167 2,286 306 4.839 925
1








T. Oraig ----------- 346 Des Moines _ 86 ____ 8 1 207 114 2,589 830 4,728 98018.823 
Ottumwa: 
Mineral Spring Co .. 314 Mississippian 125 ____ 24 ---- 345 152 1,464 L,297 2,807 53316 ,098 Pella: 
Oity 
----------------
1,803 Saint Peter __ 10 ____ 4 3 438 148 2,107 280 4,678 n58,353 
-----
aSum of the constituents minus one·balf of the bicarbonate radicle. 
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SODIC-CALCIC SULPHATEDAL~INE-SALINE WATERS. 
The waters classed as sodie-calcic sulphated alk1aline-saline 
are those .o[ the common heavily mineralized type, containing 
the normal amount of bicarbonates found in nearly all Iowa 
waters, high percentages of calcium, sodium, and sulphates, 
and only small amounts of chlorine, usually less than 100 par,ts 
per million. Such waters a,re less objectionable for industrial · 
purposes than plain calcic sulphated waters containing the same 
a.mount of total solids. In fact they are equivalent to calcic 
sulph3Jted waters softened with sodium carbonate to the extent 
to which sodium replaces calcium. The sodium in them, if low, 
is comparatively harmless in industrial operations, since. it 
doeSi not consume soap or cause scale; but if the 'amount of it 
exceeds 200 parts per million it causes foaming in boilers. 
Very many waters of Iowa belong to this class. The follow-
ing table contains 15 good examples and they could be multi-
plied almost indefinitely. The more heavily mineralized waters 
have been selected in lOTder to make the quantity and relative 
preponderance of the sodium, calcium, and Isulphate radicles 
clear at a glance. Representatives of this class are all the deep 
W1e'lls 3Jt Grinnell and the numerous farm wells 250 to 450 feet 
deep near that city, which <apparently get most of their water 
from the layer of clay and gravel just above the limestone at 
. about 200 feet. Most of the wells in Webster, Tama, Benton, 
and P.olk counties belong to this class. 
18 
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Analyses of sodic-calcic sulphated alkaline-saline 'UXlters in Iowa. 
. ',' . 





~ 80 ~ ::l.! 
.9 co( ... Locality and Name of - +1 3- ~ Lowest 8 " 
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ca!:~w~a Society ---- ,1,640 -------------- 5 6.4 ____ ____ 104 42 181 
C. J. Manning______ 900 Maquoketa _ 16 ____ 3 1 270 89 299 
Cherokee: 
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MfllB Hotel _________ 350 Saint Louis_ II ____ .7! 235 9'7 463 2801,495 
Dunlap: City ________________ 1,535 Saint Peter __ 8 ____ 0 0 176 72 146/ 27 272 776 , 
Grinnell: City (3) ____________ 2,020 New Rich· 13 ____ 2 .3 131 48 183 324 574 
Hartley: 
. City ______________ _ 
Hull: Olty' ______________ _ 
Kno"-",,lIle: 
HOBoital for Inebri· ates ______________ _ 
Mou].ton: . 
Electric Light 00. 
Ogden: 
. City. _______________ _ 
Nevada: Oity _____________ _ 
Sanborn: 
Ohicago, Milwaukee 
& St. Paul Ry. 
Sac Oity: 




: 205 . Drift _____ ____ 80 ____ ____ 335 149 304 5061,522 
1,256 Algonl.dan __ 18 ____ 6 5 322 124 192 23 38~ 1,380 
326 Des Moines__ 10 ____ 0.4 8 303 52 436 . 2621,600 
400 .--- do. ____ 7 ____ 2 ' 1 350 77 3731 '8 1701,764 
2,800 c ____________ ~ 10 ____ 7 4 139 60 231 270 736 
980 Maquoketa _ 9 ____ 5 2.5 426 84 141/ ' 19 ' 3151,390 
1,250 Oambrian _. ___ ____ ____ 353 114 182 4581,282 
I 378 _____________ 14 2 ____ ____ 192 60 257 434 874 
161 Drift _______ 22 14 ________ 363 136 341 l,e621,254 
aSum of the radicles minus one·half the bicarbonate radicle. 
CALCIC SULPHATED ALI{ALINE-SALINE WATERS. 






















The waters of this class are not numerous" fewer than 25 
having been found during this Istudy; they contain farge 
amounts of calcium -and sulphates- and less than 100 parts of 
either sodium or chlo'rides. With one or two exceptions they 
come from ~hallow wells, usually in the drift. They contain in 
largest proportion the substances that cause hardness, and they 
are the mOist difficult and expensive waters to soften. In pr,o-
portion to their mineral content they produce the largest 
amount of boiler scale, ,of the type most difficult to remove. 
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They are, the:r>e.fore, the least desirable waters for domestic 
and economic uses in general, considered from the standpoint 
of their mineral content only. 
The following table includes nearly all the very g,ood ex-
amples of this clIllS'S of waters. 
Analyses at calcic sulphated alkaline-saline waters in Iowa. 
(Parts per million :) 
1 
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61 0 2011 CIty 
----------------
193 Drift ________ 21 ____ 504 38 33! 1,814 G!e,738 
Belle Plaine: ~-~::~~---~~-j 221 ____ 11 3 1:1 City 1,520 346 721 11 268 1,247 *,980 Bancroft:--------------- 31 Cbicago & Nortb 438 2 ________ 180 93 436 518 1111,090 
Western Ry. 
20) 
Cbelsea: I ' I City 100 Drift ________ 151 ____ , 5 2 489 38 240 1,923 712 ,803 Lake Park;------------- I 321 ____ I I City 98 ____ do. 
----I 7 5 316 105
1 
32 ' 513 833 4
1
1,590 New Hampton;--------- 1 I 
Cbicago, Milwaukee 188 Devonian --- ---- 31 ____ ---- 219 50
1 
24 456 366 331 923 
& St. Paul Ry. I I 
Primgbar: I. I 
J. J_ Sbonts ________ 372 Drift ________ ' 29
1
---- [ 11 7 375 156
1 
51 570 1 ,199 712,120 
Prairie City: 
511,980 Cbicago, Rock Is- 360 Oarbonifer- I ___ ~ I 36 ---- 331 126 41 662 1,110 
land & PacIfic Ry. ous. 1 1 I Spirit Lake: I 1 
City 
----------------
100 Drift ___ _____ 271- --- [ 2 1 213 521 52 463 433 2011 ,031 Stark: 
1391 Cbicago & Njrth 40 ____ do. 
----
14 ____ 2 374 75 410 1,262 62,277 
Western Ry. I 
Toledo: I Oounty Home ______ 545 Devonian 
---





----I 3 ____ ---- 348 135 46 263 1,244 
----
aSum of the constituents minus one-balf of tbe bicarbonate radicle . 
CALOIO CAR-BONATED ALKALINE WATERS. 
Nearly all the best waters of the state belong to the calcic 
ca.rbonated ,alka.line class. The amount of bicarbonate does not 
vary greatly; with a few exoe.ptions, as at Mallls.on, it is not less 
than 200 parts and in few places does it exceed 450 parts, if 
some old anaJyses are discredited, because the chemist appar-
. eutly has 'a.s,sumed thel presence of enough carbonic acid to com-
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bine With the bases. In a few waters, as at Davenport,. Logan, 
and Williamsburg, there is not enough calcium and magnesium 
to combine with the bicarbonates, but in most of the waters that 
is not the condition. The amount of bicarbonates in waters of 
this class is about the same as that in more strongly mineralized 
waters; therefore, the waters high in mi:peI'laI content may be 
reg~rded as waters of this class plus sulphates and 'moire cal-
cium or plus sulphates and chlorine and more calcium, mag-
nesium, and sodium, till the most highly mineralized and mOisli; 
complex waters lare formed. Waters of this class are the better 
the more nearly they approach · the ideal type, in which their 
hardness is · almost entirely temporary. They lose 'their bicar-
bonates when boHed and to 'a great extent when expo'sed to the 
air. They do not givle the hard 'scale formed by the calcium sul-
phated waters. 
In the examples given total solids seldom exceed 400 parts. 
Sodium is less than 20 parts. The sulphate and chlorine rad-
icles are low and are practically insignificant. Examples could 
be gre,atlymultiplied without ,including waters ruaving more 
than 50 parts of anyone of these three radicles. Waters of this 
charader are mOist numerous in the northeastern part of the 
state, to which reference has be8i11 made 'as the region having 
the best deep-well waters. Such ;W1atel'ls are less numerous in 
other parts of the state, though in some place,s they areob-
tained from the sands of the drift and from river bottoms. 
Though wells supplying such waters may pentrate rock for short 
distances" it is · probable that they derive their waters chiefly 
. from drift gravel and Isand just labove the rock. 
MINERAL WATERS 
A.naiyses of calcic carbonated alkaline waters in Iowa. 






Mrs. John CarrolL _---- Mississippian __ . 24 ___ 8 
Boone: City ____________ _ 50 Drift __________ 27 ___ 1 
1722519 4020 
1 101 84 121 8 450 1 
Dubuque: Chicago, Milwaukee 1,262 Dresbach or un· ____ .. __________ _ 





200 Des Moines _____ 10 ____ I 0.2 
Lake Mills: 
Chicago & North 
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Devonian lime· 17 ____ 
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Western Ry. stone. 
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Spring. U. S. Fish 
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aSum of the constituents minus one·half of the bicarbonate radicle. 
9 33218 
Hi 3 300 0 
5 406 8 
6 1 20711 
141 5 (2311 
9 298 7 
6 34610 
8 318 1.5 
11 3t8 3 
14 337 21 
121 ] 378 4, 
11 348 9 






























The waters of the sodie-calcic ca,rbona-ted alkaline class are 
not numerous, and the fol1olwing table contains nearly all Whose 
analyses have been procured. Th()Jse selected have not enough 
sulphates: and chlorine to combine with the sodium land po-
tassium. 
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Analyses of sodic-calcic carbonated alkaline watens ~n Iowa_ 
(Parts per m1lllon _) 
Locality Owner 
Brooklyn _______ Oity ____________________ _ 
Ellsworth ______ W _ H . Brinton ________ _ 
Holland ________ L . Beenken ____________ _ 
Grand Junction_ Ohicago & North West-
ern Ry. 00. 
Shannon ________ Ohicago Great Western 
Ry. 00. Stanhope _______ Ole Satre ______________ _ 
Sumner _________ Oity ___________________ _ 
Williamsburg _______ do. ________________ _ 
Do. _________ Hughes' well ___________ _ 





180 ________________ _ 
91 Drift _________ _ 
344 Mississippian __ 
300 Des Moines ___ _ 










'::0 8 ., " ~.; ~ ::s F:- c os., 
'8 c., t:l ~:g 0 " ... ::( H 
13 ________ 0.6 0.& 
14 ______ 6 1 
15 ________ .4 2 
9 1 ______________ _ 
3S ________________ _ ____________________________ _ 
328 Oarboniferous_ 21 _______ 3 0.2 
1.740St. Lawrence___ 8 _______ 1 1 9L_______________ _______ _______ ________ 1 
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Do. Washington ___ _ 
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OHAPTER VIII. 
UNDERGROUND WATERS OF THE NORTHEAST 
DISTRIOT: 
INTRODUCTION 
BY W. H. NORTON. 
. , 
The no-rtheast district of .Iowa comprises the eleven counties 
of Allamakee, Bremer, Black Hawk, Buchanan, Ohickasaw, Olay-
ton, Delaware, Dubuque, Fayette, Howard, and Winneshiek. 
In no other part of Iowa are geologic structure and artesian 
conditions better known than her,e, and in none are artesian 
forecasts more sure and favorable. In the extreme northeastern 
part of the district the Jordan, New Richmond, and Saint Peter 
sandstones outcrop at the surfa0e~ ·and the Dresbach sandstone 
lteS' near the surface in the deepes,t valleys. Thus the deepest 
water-bearing beds come to or near the surface, and nowhere do 
they lie so deep as tOI be beyond easy reach of the drilL Arte-
sian wells can be sunk so cheaply that they can be afforded as 
public supplies by all except the smaller towns and villages. 
The water Isupply is abundant and suffices for any but the larg-
est cities, and it rankJs in quality among the finest drinking 
Wlaters of the, United States. 
The strata incline gently toward 'the southwest, their maxi-
mum descent being at right angles to their strike. Thus from 
Lansing to Sumner (56 miles) the .summit of the Jordan declines 
1,018 feet, or 18 feet to ,the mile. T,o the west and to the south 
across ·the area the decline is less. Thus from McGregor to 
Oharles Oity (75 miles) the summit of the Jordan falls 833 
feet, or 11.1 feet to the mile; from Postville to Oharles Oity (55 
mUes) the St: Peter falls 532 feet, or 9.1 feet to the mile. (~ee 
'Counti es In each district' arranged alphabetically. 
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PI. V.) Along the sOIuthern edge of the ,area from Dubuque 
to Waterloo (84 miles) the dip is more gentle, the Jordan fall-
ing 5.8 feet per mile and the Saint Peoor 5.5 feet to the mile. 
(See PI. VI.) The descent is most rapid in the eastern part of 
the district, the Jordan dipping 10.4 feet to the mile from Du-
buque to Manchester, and but two feet to the mile from Man-
chester ,tOI Waterloo. A similar descent occur,s: from Sumner to 
Waverly. Probably both Waterloo ,and Waverly lie on or near 
a low upwarp which interrupts in part the normal southwest-
erly dip. If this is the CaJse, the upwarp either d~es out toward 
the north, since ~t Charles City the sag of the strata ~Si marked, 
or its axis is directed to' one sideo! thad; city. From Charles 
City to Waverly the Jordan sinks but 45 feet and the Saint 
Peter rises slightly. Though the dir,ection is here parallel 
with t4~ strike, the slight fall is in contrast with the marked 
decline.of the strata both from Osage to Charles City iand from 
Waverly to Waterloo. (See PI. VII.) 
Except in the extreme e~st and northeast s~ctiollis, artesian 
wells should not be carried below the base of the Jordan sand-
stone. Considerable money has been spent in useless drilling 
'below the Jordan. Thus at Waverly the drill penetrated 480 
feet of the dolomites and shales: lof the Saint Lawrenoe forma-
tion and at Sumner 460 feet. At Manchester the well was 
drifled more than 550 feet below this main water bed and, al- , 
though the Dresbach was here reached, it was found dry as far, 
as penetrated. The Oelwein city well 'seemS! to have been 
stopped before it reached the Jordan and might advantageo~sly 
have been drilled deeper. 
In the valley towns of Allamakee and Tho,:r:thern Clayton coun-
ties the Dres.bach and underlying 8'andstones are easily access-
ible and will yield an abundant supply of water. In Dubuque 
county, along Mississippi river, the Dresbach and underlying 
sandstones are most valuable water-bearing beds. ,At Dubuque 
.some of the deepest wells not only tap the Dresbach but, pass · 
ing through subjacent shaly beds, dl1aw large quantities of 
WiMer ' from ' a still deeper Cambrian sands.tone. 
On the uplands of the eastern counties the smaller towns and 
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GEOLOGIC SECTION BETWEEN McGREGOR AND MASON CITY , IOWA 
By W. H. Norton 
Tilt HOItItIS "''tE II'$ co .. WASHI NarOH. D. C. 
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, 
in the wells at Postville land Monona. Although the Wiater will 
stand low in the wells, its- supply seems to be fairly ample, nO't-
withstanding its escape wli€re the formation is cut by the valley 
,sides. 
Flowing wells may reasonably be expected for considerable 
distances up the valleys whose flo O'l'IS' lie not far 'aibove the Saint 
Peter, as those of Turkey and Volga rivers. (See also p. 288.) 
The artesian l'Ie'sourceSi are best developed at Mason City, 
McGregor, and Dubuque. Even in the most favorable artesian 
sectiJons, however, the ground-water resources i3Jre oompara-
- tively undeveloped. (See PI. I, in pocket.) TwO' counties are' 
without deep wells, and the number of the deeper sort of shal-
low wells is comparatively small. Development must 'come as 
the population aJld townSi of this l'Iegion gmiW. The evidence 
seems to be that for a long time this region will have a prac-
tically unlimited source of supply of good water for any prob-
able populat~on. Not the least of its good fQritune lies in the 
fact that all ground waters seem to be about equally good from 
the point of view of mineraJ. content. The problem of casing is 
reduced to its simpleSlt terms, for it is only necessary to put 
dlOlwn casings to splid rock to and through caving shales. There 
are no deleterious waters to case out, and as the upper waters 
are comparatively soft the matter of the rusting out of ooSlings 
is not to be so much feared as it is in other sect~ons of the state. 
ALLAMAKEE COUNTY 
BY W. H. NORTON. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
Allamakee, the northeasternp!ost cOlunty of Iowa, Ites almost 
wholly in the driftless aJI'ea. The region is a ~eeply and i~tri­
cately dissected upland, attaining an elevatio:Q. of 1,300 . feet 
above sea level, and rising about 700 feet above Mississippi 
river, which forms the eastern boundary of the county. The 
, . 
Valleys of the streams are flat-floored and wide. The Mis:sis-
sippi flood plruin attains a width of four miles ,and ~mbraces a 
maze of sandy islands mld braided bayous. , The floo!, , of the 
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valley of the meandering Upper Iowa riv,er has a general width 
of three-quarters of a mile, widening . in its lower cour,se to a 
mile and more. The valley of Yellow river is narrower but 
Ciornforms ,to the slame gene~al type. The tributary creeks have 
well-opened mature preglacial valleys, and the courses of even 
their wet-weather affiuernts are graded., 
The topographic age of the region i,s best read in the semicir-
cular coves carved by the ancient stream on both sides of the 
vaHey of Upper Iowa river. These deep amphitheaters are 
guarded llit their entrances by lofty isolated buttes, remnants of 
the rock spurs cut by the stream as it entrenched its curving 
course. No such coves and buttes are seen along the bluffs of 
the Mississippi, though the ,succession of stra,ta is equally favor-
able to cliff recession and plam.ation, the vast volume of water of 
the latter stream in Pleistocene times having cut back any sa-
lients of the valley sides and left a wall of rock ,singularly con-
tinuous and even and sweeping in its curves. 
The interstream areas consist of parallel east-west ridges or 
uplands, whose summits, where broadest, are cut by shallow 
valleys into a gently rolling topography. Their dis,s,ected flanks 
consist of lobate ridges of sinuous crest whose steep sides are 
gllished by deep ravines. 
The ,summits of the divides rise to a common level. If the 
Valleys could be filled with the materiaJ that has be,en :swept 
3:way by running water they would constitute a plain whose 
origin may be ascribed to long subaerial erosion near the level 
of the sea. An additional proof of the fo'rmer existence of this 
ancient peneplain, of which the summits of the divides are the ' 
remnants, is found in th~ valuable limonite and hematite de-
posits of Iron Hill on the crest of Waukon Ridge. Such 
deposits are common on peneplains where the rocks have long 
been wasted by slow decay. 
Some evidence of a second and lowe,r erosion plain is seen in 
the accordant level of the long lateral spurs that seperatJe the val-
leys of the creeks tributary to Upper Iowa river. The C!'l6<sts of 
these spurs, which are capped by the Saint Peter sandstone, fall 
into a common plane about 1,100 feet above sea level, and thus 
lie distinctly below the level of the upland. Measured by the 
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distance between the esc:aTpments of the Galena and Platteville 
limestones of the upland, the width of the ~alley floor of the 
Upper Iowa, developed 1,100 feet abov'e sea level, was about 10 
miles. , . In. age ' the planation . of this valley floor wlould see~ to 
corre~pond ! with that of the similar peneplain of the second 
generation developed lilt Dubuque on th~ weak M.aquoketa shale. 
In ea,ch .. place, however, another e~pla,nation may be found in 
cnff recession ' under w~afhering .. ' In .Allamakee county the 
Galena-Platteville escarpment may be suppose9, to have l'Ie-
treated because 'of the weak Saint Peter sandstone on which it 
rests and which c~p? the ridges. defining the 1,100-foot level; 
and in Dubuque. county the Niagaran escarpment may be 'held 
to· have receded in a ,similar IIiamner because of the undermining 
of the immediately subjacent Maquoketa shale. 
. GEOLOGY. 
The rocks underlying Allaniakee county dip slightly toward 
the southwest. (See PI: V.) They 'are also bent in one or more 
compar,atively ' narrow low northwest-southeast folds. As a re-
sult of the southwestward dip the oldest rocms are exposed in 
the northeastern part of the county along the base of the bluffs 
bounding the deepest valleys, and the youngest rocks along the 
crests of the divides in' the ,southwestern parts of the county. 
The· main valleys have been cut conside~ably deeper than 
their 'present floors and are built up with alluvium, probably 
Pleistocene in age. ' 'Thus the wells at New .Albin strike rock 
only lilt from 130 to 140 feet f110m the surface, or more than 100 
feet below ,the pres.ent river levels . . Moreover, old terraces, 
remnants of ancient flood plains, ·standing as high :as 60 feet 
abov~ the rivers, mark thEf height at which the streams of the 
region ran when they 0eased aggrlildlng their rock-cut valleys 
arid 'began the task of degradation. 
The highest beds of the cOilmty (Ordovician) are limestoneis 
and shales belonging to the Galena, Decorah, and Platteville 
formations. The GaJena 'is composed chiefly of lhnestones 
which may be dolomitized in whole or part. The combined 
thickness of the three formations varies within Wide limits:. On 
Waterloo Ridge it does not appear to exceed 100 feet; at Post-
ville (PI. V) it was found to be 364 feet thick in the city well; 
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at Waukon the city deep well found the base of Ithe Platteville 
. . 
195 feet below the surface. 
Beneath the Platteville limestone is the Saint Peter sand-
stone, white and incoherent, lor locally :stained and hardened by 
exposure at the surface, its grains un0emented, rounded, and 
fairly uniform in size in any 'stratum and locality. Its thick-
ness is reported. as ·about 80 feet., It contains practically no 
interstiti:al filling, and water' :seeps as freely through it as 
through a bed of incoherent sand. 
Underlying the Saint Peter :sandstone iis a thick body of dolo- . 
mites, known as the Prairie du Chi:eJn ~tage, which forms the 
basal part of the Ordovician. Crowning with white castellated 
cliffs many a bold bluff along the river courses the Prairie du 
Chien ,stage forms' .the most cons.picuous terrane within the 
county. Toward the Isummit ,of thEli stage sandy beds, known as 
the New Richmond sandstone, divide this body of dolomite into 
an upper formation called the Shakopee dolomite and a lower 
formation knoiWll as the Oneota dolo:rrute. The Shakopee, and 
to a less extent the Oneota also, includes much silica in sandy 
layers, disseminated grains, and masses of chert. 
Transition beds of limy sandstone and sandy limestone con-
nect the Prairie du Chien with ilie underlying Jordan sand-
stone (,Cambrian), whose thickne-s's is nearly 150 feet. rrhe J or-
dan is compOised of well-rounded grains of pure quartz sand and 
in mOist places is soft and friable. Some lruyers, however, are 
well cemented. WheI'le exposed to the weather the Jordan is 
gray or yellow, although its normal color, as! seen in well drill-
ings, is white. 
The Jordan sandstone resembles ,the Saint Peter in compolsi-
tion, but because of its greater depth beneath the surface it is 
less thoroughly drained; because of its greater and more uni-
form thickness its supply is more 'abundant. 
The Jordan sandstone rests on a formation compolsed of 
sandy dolomites, limy .sandstones, and sandy and limy .shales-
the Saint Lawrence. These rocks are exposed in the cliffs bor-
dering the MissIssippi and its tributaries and are so argillace-
ous that they are generally · dry. They form an impervious 
floor for the 'waters 'of the Jordan, and, where they li..e deepest, 
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prevent the ris·e and escape, under hydrosta;tic pressure, of the 
waters of the underlying D1'I8sbach and earlier Oambrian' sand-
stones. 
The relaJtions of the Saint Lawrence and the underlying Cam-
brian terranes are not clearly made out from the evide'noEli at 
hand. In the cliffs at Lansing the Saint Lawrence, as described 
by Calvin,' outcrops 96 feet above the levlElil of the Mississippi 
river with a thickness of 44 feet. Beneath it lie gray, yellow, 
and brown frialble sandstones measuring 56 feet, containing 
greenish layers and near the top argillaceous beds. The under-
lying -str:a;tJa to the river level, a d~stance of 40 feet, are con-
cealed from view. The deep well at Lansing continues the sec-
tion, beginning at 640 feet above sea level, 18 feet above mean 
water level in the river. Unfortunately the only data obtain-
able from the well are a tube of drillings which give the suc-
cession and the lithologic char.acteristics of the beds, but' noth-
ing i3;S a basis of infel'lence as to the thickness of the straJta ex-
cept the relative space which they occupy in the tube. E ,sti-
mating the thickness of the terranes in this way we have the 
following succession of beds pierced by the drill: 
Record of deep weH at Lansing. 
Thickness 
Feet. 
Surface clay ............................................ 37 
Shales................... ................................ 70 
White sandstone ......................................... 125 
Shales with a thin intercalated bed of sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . 135 
Sandstone resting on hard crystalline rock ............ .. .. 381 
Near New Albin, which is located :about 10 miles north of 
Lansing, Calvin observed at the bals:e 0'£ the bluffs a blue cal-
careous . shale. From the New Albin wells we have a single log 
uncorroborated by drillings. The well section here begins at 
650 feet above sea level, 10 feet above the top of. the Lansing 
boring, and is as follows: 
Record of deep weH at New Albin. 
Sand and gravel (alluvium of Mississippi) ............... . 
Soapstone .......... " ................................... . 
Sandstone ......................••....•................ ,. 
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New Albin and Lansing H:re nearly aligned with the strike ,of 
the strata. At New Albin the base of the Oneona dolomite Is 
placed by Calvin at 320 feet above the tracks of the Chicago, 
Milwaukee,' & St. Paul r,ailway (966 feet above sea level) and at 
Lansing at 300 feet above the river (918 feet above' sea level), 
giving a southward dip of about five feet to the mile. ' Correlat-
ing the two seetions it w.ould seem possible that the s·hale at ,the 
bals,e of the bluffs 'at New ' Albin is the same as the first shale 
in the Lansing ' well. The first sandstone of the Lansing well 
is then 'cut out by the ancient channel of the Mississippi at New 
Albin, and the first shale (soapstone) of the New Albin log is 
identical with the second shale at Lansing, with which it also 
agrees in color and estimated thickness. The base of this ,shale 
at New Albin is about 100 feet higher .than a,t Lansing, acco,rd-
ing to the estimates. The known southward dip of the strata 
accounts for half of this amount and the remalinder ~s: perhaps 
included in the margin of error in estimates of .the thickness of 
the beds· resting on the exceedingly precarious foundations, al-
ready mentioned. . ' 
The thickness of 44 feet assigned by Calvin to the Saint Law- ' 
reno8t at Lansing is far less than that of the dolomites and ~ 
shales intervening between the .T ordan sandstone and the first 
sandstone beneath it, as shown in deep-well sections. Even if all 
of the 40 f,e'et of conceaJed strata above the Saint Lawrence in 
the Lansing bluffs belong to that terrane, it lsttill compasses no,t 
more than one~third of the thickness common in deep-well sec-
tions. 
On the whole it seems very possibl'81 ,that the equivalent of the 
Saint Lawrence of th~ deep-well sections includes at Lansing 
all the Is:trata between the St. Lawren08t of Calvin and the level 
of the river and also the first shale disclo,sed in the deep wells. 
Its ,total thickness might then reach 230 feet, but this would 
not be more than that of the formation at Ma.nchester and Ana-
mosa, and but 30 feet more than that given in an imperfect 
record at Dubuque. The shale at the foo·1; of the bluffs at New 
Albin would then .be 3!s'signed to the same terrane. 
Under this interpretation of the Saint .Lawrence the white 
sandston8t first to be found in the' Lansing well is the probable 
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equiv,alent of. the Dresbach sandstone of Minnesota, and the 
underlying shale and sandstone are. undifferentiated Cambrian. 
On the other hand, if Calvin's limitation of the Saint Lawrence 




On account of the intimate dissection of the upland, the 
water-bearing rocks are cut by valleys and ravines and. their 
waters find easy terminal escape. Ground water stands low, 
wells al'le deep, and the windmill is a conspicuous feature of the. 
farms. 
The Galena dolomite and Platteville limestone have for long 
ages been subject to the solvent action of ground water. ,Nu-
merous sink holesl pit the surface and lead to well-defined sub-
terranean waterways, which have been opened by solution 
along joint and bedding planes. Unfortunately, neither the 
depth nor the position of these watercourses can be predicted. 
The beds of impervious shale in the PlattevilLe arrest the down-
ward progress of the water, which issues as springs where the 
valley sides intersect the surface of the, ,shale and which forms 
the chief supply of wells sunk to it. ' 
Wherever the drill goes deep enough to strike the Saint 
Pener sandstone water is found, except at or near the edges of 
the bluffs where the fo,rmation outcrops. The he,ad of the water 
is low owing to its easy terminal escape, but the supply is plen-
tiful. 
The Prairie du Chien stage, with its crevioed dolomites and 
·included sandy beds:, forms a capacious reservoir for under-
ground water ,and greatly . augments the supply of most wells 
penetrating it. 
The Jordan sandstone contains abundant wane1r, whilCh is · 
prevented from escape by the impervious floor formed by the 
Saint Lawrence formation. 
The Cambrian ,sandstones underlying the Saint Lawrence 
formation hold vast quantities of ground water. The ·Dres-
bach (thus designating the first sandstoneoi-the Lansingwell) 
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holds water of the same quality and head as that of the sand-
stone bene3Jth it, but of less, co,pious flow. The lower lsandstone, 
from which the Dresbach is parted by heavy shales, supplies 
the New Albin wells. 
UNDERGROUND-WATER PROVINCES. 
Mississippi Valley.-The Mississippi valley may be . consid-
ered a Ispecial underground-water province. The unusual width 
of the flood plain ,and the materials of which it is composed 
have alre,ady been mentioned. The area is used chiefly for 
pasture and the few wells needed find water within a score of 
feet from ,the surface. 
Upper Iowa ValZew.-The Upper Iowa valley is a wide and 
fertile lowland, well waJtered by springs issuing from the hill-
sides. Nevertheless, flow~ng water is obtainable so easily and 
in such large quantity that within the last decade several ar-
tesian wells have been sunk through varying depths of alluvium 
to Ithe underlying Cambrillin sandstones. At New Albin, at the 
mouth of the v,alley, the alluvial filling is repotrued to be 134 
feet thick, and eight miles up the vaney it is still 100 feet thick. 
Wells near the bluffs find rock at less depth. The rock first 
struck is blue or green, dry, shaly or dolomite sandstone. Its 
thickness ranges from 110 to 190 feet. Beneath this blue or 
greenish rock lies what is described 3JSI a white" sand rock" in 
whose more porous layers abundant water is found under strong 
artesian pressure. The depth to which this sandstone has been 
penetrated ranges from 30 to nearly 300 £eet. The head of 
water in wens 5 to 10 miles up the valley is about 690 feet 
-above sea level, the water rising about 10 feet above the curb. 
Still farther up the v,a[ley, in Union CLty-townsbip, the water 
in a well owned by J. H. Beardmore heads 15 fleet above the 
curb, discharging from a 5%,-inch casing at a rate of 100 gal-
lons per' minute. These wells are all cased tOt solid rQtck, a dis-
tance commonly' of more than 100 feet. .The l3Jbundance of p-q.I"e 
water obtained and the saving of labor and cost of pumr:ng 
make these wells comparatively inexpensive, wells of 300 feet 
,deep' hav~g 'been sunk at a cost, including ,casing, of $22,5. A 
list of these wells is appended. ' . ". 
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Flowing 'U.'eZ~ in the Upper Iowa (Oneota) VaHey, AJlamakee Oounty. 
Owner Locality 
J. H. Beardmore ___________ _ 
Otto Bateen ____ --_________ _ 
J.. T. Bullman -- ----------J. L. Dirth _______________ • __ 
Thomas Rekurn ______ " ______ _ 
E. J. Sadler _______________ _ 
M. Sadler ___________________ _ 
~'. 100 N .• R. 5 
W. (Union Olty) 
Ed. Bellows _____ SE. ~ sec. 
86. 
B. Hartley _____ __ NE. ~ sec. 
b4. 
J. Hartley _. _____ - - sec. 
~4. 
James Kibby _____ SW. ~ sec. 
T. 100 N .. R. 4 
W. (1m. a) 
85. 
Nicholas Colch ___ SW. ~ sec. 
28. 
George lIlyers ____ SW. ~ sec. 
20. 
P. S. Pierce -----.ISE. i sec. 
!5. 
J. H. Riser ----.ISW. ~ sec. 
n. 
Frank Weymiller _ SW. i sec. 
10. 
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tQ 
Feet 
15 Oased to 98 feet. 
Yields 100 gal· 
Ions per minute. 850 \4, _______ •• ______ • ________________ _ 
850 4 _________ . _. __________________ _ 
400 4 _____________________ • __________ _ 
480 4 _____ • _________ • _____ ••• ___ _ 
260 4 ______________________________ _ _ 
2liO 4 _________________________________ _ 
490 ______________________ • _________________ _ 
800 
4 ______ _ 
490 4 60 
145 Sandstone 
40 ___ do. ___ _ 
8 Ourb 20 feet above 
river. Oased to 
112 feet . Yields 
20 gallons per 
minute. 
4 Cased to 80 feet. 
618 ___________________________ • _____________ _ 
524 ________________________ • _____________ _ 
330 ______________________ . _______________ . 
840 4 80 800 ____________ 2, 
550 1'1 _______________________________ _ 
450 6 _________________________________ _ 
58 26 Sandstone 9 Curb 28 feet aboTe 
river. Oased to 
20 feet. Yields 
15 gallons per 
minute. 
Minor Valleys.-The floors of the valleys of Clear, Village, 
and P,aint creeks, and of Yellow river are narrower' than the 
valley floor of the Upper Iowa, and the bordering terraces · are 
relatively wider. These high remnrunts of ancient flood plains 
are natur:ally rather dry, llJSI ground water l'1e'adily escapes along 
their scarps. The streams are spring fed and permanent, and 
the springs issuing along the valley sides greatly lessen the 
need for .. wells. In Clear ~!~e~ anq Vil~a~e creek valleys ar-
tesian. wells furnish water for mills. .Wells sunk in the wider 
bottom lands·of·Yellow river will probably obtain flowing water. 
19 
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From Myron to Ion the stream flo,ws successively over the 
Platteville limestone, the Saint Peter sandstone, and the dolo-
mites and sandstone of the Prairie du Chien stage, and wells 
reaching the Jordan sandstone should yield a generous flow. 
At present dug and driven shallow wells furnish the chief 
supply. 
Uplands.-On the upLand~, as on all maturely dissected '3JI'eas 
,o,f high relief, permanent and abundant ground water lies at a 
considerable depth below the surfao/ll. On the high ridge north 
of Upper Iowa river, back of New Albin, farm wells commonly 
e:meed 300 feet in depth. Below the surface yellow i<;>am. (loess) 
and the underlying reddish re,slidual clays, wells enter a lime-
stone. of the Prairie du Chien stage, pass thence into a water-
bearing sandstone (the Jordan) and traversing a "blue rock 
shale" (the Saint Lawrence) :find abundant water in the Dres-
bach sandstone. As the Jordan outcrops along the river bluff,s 
its waters easily escape and have low head, hut the water of the 
Dresbach is under sufficient head to bring it in some wells within 
285 feet of the surface. The following log of a well on this 
ridge, belonging to Henry Rink (NW. 1,4 sec. 26, T. 100 N., R. 
5 W.), is probably representative: 
Section of Rink well, Allamakee county. 
I ThIckness Feet Depth Feet 
Surface deposIts --------'----------------------------------------------________ 1 40 1 LImestone (PraIrIe du Obien) __________________________________________________ 135 
Sandstone (Jornan) __________________________________________________ 100 
Sbale, blue (SaInt Lawrence) _____________________________________________ 200 






Water is found chiefly in the Dresbach; it commonly stands 
225 feet below ,the surrace. 
On Waterloo Ridge in the extreme northwestern part of the 
county accurate surface measurements by Calvin give the fol-
lowing thicknesses to the formations there present: 
Thickness 01 formations on Waterloo Ridge. 
feet. 
Galena dolomite, Decorah shale, and Platteville limestone ••.... 100 
Saint Peter sandstone ..........................•............. 80 
Prairie du Chien stage .............................•.•..•... 250 
Jordan sandstone to level of mouth of Bear creek ....••.. * .... 100 
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Wiater may be , found in ' the Galena dolomite and in the 
Platteville limestone, especially above the basal shales of the 
Platteville if the drill strikes a water-bearing crevice, and III 
the Saint Peter and Jordan sandstones. 
On Gruber Ridge and May Prairie and on t.he ,summits of 
the lobate ridges whose crests are formed of the Saint Peter 
sandstone, much the same conditions prevail as north of Upper 
Iowa river. Loess and residual cla.y may reach 40 feet in thick-
ness; the Prairie du Chien stage is reported in some wells as 
160 feet, and the Jordan sandstone as 100 feet , underlain by 
"'blue rock" (Saint Lawrence formati o.n). 
0n the wide uplands about Waukon and Postville ' the Galena 
dolomite and the Platteville limestone yield water to farm wells 
75 to 125 feet deep. House wells at Waukon aI'l8t commonly sunk 
about 80 feet and end in the Platteville. At Postville some 
wells obtain water in glacial gravels underlying blue-black till 
at a depth of 85 feet; others obtain water in the Galena dolo-
mite or the Platteville limestone within 150 feet of the surface. 
For l,airger supplies than ordinary, and where the drill fails to 
find a water channel in the limestone', wells on these uplands 
must go to the Saint Peter or, in some localitiesl, to 'the Jordan. 
The depth of these sandstones varies with the southward and 
westward dip of the strata The Saint Peter, for example, out-
crops at Radcliffe, one mile north of Waukon, at 1,122 feet 
above sea level; eight miles south of Waukon it has descended 
to ,the valley floor of Yellow riVle,r, 872 feet above sea level. 
The well, 600 feet deep, of the county farm near Waukon, 
on high ground, found some water in the Galena! dolomite or 
the Platteville limestone, the water rising to 57 feet below the 
surface. In the sandstones, which, according to the drillers" 
were struck at 400 and 500 feet, the water fell, that from the 
lower sandstone standing 240 feet below the curb. 
An exceptionally reliable log of a well northeast of Postville, 
in the NW. 1,4 NW. 1,4 sec. 21, T. 96 N., R. 5 W., is no doubt 
typical of the deeper wells of the southwes,tJe,rn townships. The 
curb is not far from 1,100 feet above sea level. 
I 
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Log 01 well northel:L8t 01 Postville. 
Olay ___________________________________________________ [ 24[ 24 
DolomIte (Galena) ____________________________________ 60 74 
Limestone (Galena) _____________________________________ 150 224 
Shale (PlatevlUe) ________________________________________ 66 \l9O 
Sandstone (Saint Peter) _ __ ______________________________ S1 321 
A ,strong vein of water was found in the Saint Peter at 318 
feet, but it rose only eight feet in the well. 
SPRINGS. 
No area of equal size in the state is so bountifully supplied 
with springs as in Allamakee county, the principal source be-
ing at the contact of the Decorah shale with the overlying 
Galena limes,tone. Where 'the Galena forms the bedrock of the 
uplands, the ravines on the south side of the ridges are dry 
o¥ly down to where they cut this heavy shale. Here copiQUS 
springs gush out from the rock and here begin countless rivu-
lets which flow down the hillsides to feed the cl'looks and rivers. 
Where the roads follow the ravines farmhouses are commonly 
10caJted along the Galena-Decorah contact in close proximity 
to springs, which ,afford, without cost, pure waiJe,r for all house-
hold uses. Spring houses are built over them for dairy pur-
poses, and the water" flowing in a brook several feet wide 
through the barnyard, conveniently supplies the needs of the 
stock. Where the farmhouse is at a lower level than the spring, 
water can be piped through the house under pressure and used 
for all domestic purposes, including refrigeration. It may a~s:o 
be sufficient in quantity and head to furnish water power · to 
drive a separator, churn, or other light macili.inery. Many 
springs emerge at the base of ledges of Galena that outcrop 
high up on the sides of narrow 'and deep ravines. Picturesque 
as are these cascading spring.sl, they are generally too remote 
from farmsteads for utilization. The August temperature of 
several springs from the Galena-Decorah contact ranges from 
46 0 to 47 0 F. 
The Llvinggood spring, the largest in the county, flows from 
the Galena-Decorah contact near Myron (NW. %, SW. % sec. 
3, T. 96 N., R. 6 W.), emerging where the floor of the valley of 
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Yellow river crosses the summit of the Decorah shale. On the 
left bank a group of springs. at the base of a semicircular alcove, 
with vertical walls of rock cut in the side of ,the bluff, unite to 
form a swift-running stream a foot deep and a rod wide. Up 
valley from this ,spring Yellow river carries but little water ex-
cept from the run-off at times of rain, since its channel lies 
above the chief spring horizons. In August, 190~ the water 
running in the river bed up the valley from the .spring was but 
a very small fraction of the amount contributed by the spring. 
The summer temperature of the · spring at its outflow is about 
~o~ . 
This -spring is known in the vicinity as the Rise ,of Yellow 
river from the popular belief that up the valLey the water of 
the river sinks from sight and here rises again to the light of 
day. It is posSJible that some water of the river may be lost in 
the openled joints of the limestone over which it flows in its 
upper course, and any water leaking from the river bed would 
no doubt form an underflow upon the _surface of the next sub-
j,acent shale, though not necessarily in a course immediately be-
neath the river channel or, indeed, beneath the river valley. 
But the larger part, if nOlt the entire amount of the discharge 
of the lSIPring, is in· all probability drawn from the underground 
water ,of the upland to the north, which here finds issue -where 
the main horizon of its, seepage is first interSielCted by the valley 
of the river. 
Springs occur also near the brese of the Saint. Peter sand-
stone, but these are neither so numerous nor so large as those 
from the summit of the Decorah shale. The Saint Peter lies 
upon a creviced limestone, through Which its waters can seep to 
lower drainage levels. Moreover, the massiveness of the sand-
stone, its lack of crevices, and the absence of solution channels 
in this insoluble rock, make against the concentration of water 
in definite underground courses issuing in strong springs. 
The outcrops of the Prairie du Chien in the northern part of 
the county are marked by large springs which issue near the 
plane of contact with the Jordan sandstone,' as near Quandahl 
and Dorchester. 
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The sandstones underlying the Prairie du Chien supply a 
large number of powerful springs where they are transected by 
the valleys. They include along with their permeable water 
beds other layers intermixed with clay and lime, which are far 
less porous and which serve to hold ground w.ater upon their 
surfaces and prevent i,ts leakage either downward under grav-
ity or upward under hydrostatic pressure. 
In the vaHeys of the Upper Iowa river and of Mill and Vil-
lage creeks and 'in the valleys of their tributaries springs fro~ 
these sandstones are very numerous. The temperatures meas-
ured rangi8t from 45° to, 49° F., the higher temperatures probably 
indicating the influence of the summer ISlun and air on the sur-
face rock waste through which some springs find issue, and on 
the water of the pool of the .spring. . 
The list of strong springs is too long for publication, but 
mention may be made of those at the mouth of Paint creek, at · 
Waukon Junciion, which dis:charge near the level of Mississippi 
river from the waste-cloaked foo·t of the bluff on the north side 
of the valley, along a line of about 100 feet. Typical springs 
also are the M. Gordon springs, three miles southwest of New 
Albin, in the Upper Iowa river valley; the Jacob Knupf spring, 
in sec. 24, T. 100 N., R. 6 W.; the Dorchester creamery spring, 
which ISlupplies the creamery and five buildings of ,the village; 
the L. C. and C. C. Megordon springs, near 'Elon; and the Peter 
Lang spring, on Village creek, in the NE. 1,4 sec. 7" T. 98 N., R. 
3 vy., which flows a swift stream with a cross section of 2% 
square feet. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
La;nsing.-Two six-inch artesian weUsl, 675 and 748 feet deep, 
respectively, were driUed by Swan Bros. in 1877 for the city of 
Lansing (population" 1,542). The curbs are 640 and 660 feet 
above sea level. The w.ater originally rose to 690 feet above Sl~a 
level, and £o·r 20 years and more the pressure continued suf-
ficient to render pumping unnecessary for the delivery of water 
to the taps. Since 1897 pumps have been ins,talled and a gravity 
system from a reservoir is used to supply the upper portions 
of the town. The head has lowered to 35 feet, and the discharge, 
estimated at first at 700 gallonS! a minute, has: fallen to! 300 gal-
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Ions. The temperature of thEJI water is 50° F. The quality of 
this water is indicated by the analysis on page 168. The water 
is distributed under gravity pressure of 95 pounds through 
three miles of mains to 17 hydrant.s and 150 taps. 
The following record of strata in the 748-foot well is based 
on drillings taken from a tube. As the original record was lost, 
it was assumed that the length of the tube and the thickness of 
the respectiv1e drillings were ' proportioned to the depth of the 
well and the thickness of the beds. 
Recora 01 strata in Lansing city wen. (a) 
I Thlck- ) ness (esti- Depth 
mated) 
Feet Feet Olay, yellow; no samples __________________________________________________ _ 37 37 
Shale, chocolate colored, slightly calcareous; some coarse Pleistocene sand intermixed ____________________________________________ -______________________ _ 85 72 
Shale, greenish yellow, calcareous, arenaceous, with mlnute angular grains of limpid quartz ___________________________________________________________ _ 85 107 
Sandstone, white, yellow and buff; grains differing widely in size _______ _ 125 282 Shale. light purplish and drab; arenaceous ________________________________ _ 15 247 Sandstone, tine, yellow ______________________________________________________ _ 5 252 
Shale, arenaceous, or sandstone, argillaceous; blue-drab, slightly calcareous 70 322 
Shale, rea, arenaceous, with thin stratum of intercalated drab shale _______ _ 45 867 
Sandstone, light yellow; grains moderately l1ne, subanguJar, and rounde<L_ 381 748 
"Hard crystalline rock." b . 
a See discussion on PP. 285·~87. b Dr!JJer's report. 
The Doehler & Schafer well (depth, 630 feet; diameter, 5% 
inches) heads 35 feet above the curb. The water flows into a 
mill ra<t~, where it joins water from a creek and not only in-
creases the water power but also prevents the water in the race 
from freezing even in the coldest weather. 
The A. C. Doehler well, on Village creek (depth, 750 feet), 
was formerly used to furnish power for a woolen mill, but has 
long flowed into the creek unutilized. 
New Albin.-The village of New Albin (population, 588) has 
no waterworks, but a supply for stores, hotels, and private 
houses, and fire protection to the business portion of the vil-
lage is furnished by eight artesian wells, ranging in depth from 
470 to 550 feet. The water is reported to rise 30 feet above the 
curb, (l·r 682 feet above sea level. These wells end in the undif-
:fjerent~ated Cambrian beneath the Dresbach and draw thence 
their large Isupply of excellent water. 
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The A. F. Kuhn well (depth, 500 feet; diameter, 6 inches) is 
cased to 130 feet. Its curb is 650 feet above 'sea level and' its 
head, by-pressure, 41 feet above curb. Water is drawn from 
beds at 315 and 470 feet. It was completed in 1900 by Frank 
Easton, of New Albin. 
Log of Kuhn wen, New Albin, 




Loose sand and gravel (In ancIent channel of MI88188IPPI) ____________ . \ 130 \ Soapstone, blue __________________________ • ______________ .__________________ 150 






The New Albin Co-operative Creamery Company's well 
(depth, 470 feet; diameter, four inchesl) IS cased to 134 feet. 
Its curb is 650 feet above sea level, and its head, by pressure, 
is 39 feet above curb. Water fr,om beds at 315 and 470 feet 
flows about 100 gallons per minute. It was completed in 1905 
by Frank Eastc)ll at a cost of $300. 
The Arikson & Winnetka well has a depth of 500 feet and a 
diameter of six inches to 135 feet and four inches thence to 
bottom. Us curb is 650 feet above sea level and its head, by 
measurement, 29 feet abolve curb. Its temperature is 51° F. 
It was completed in 1902 by Frank Easton. 
Other wells of approximately the same depth and of .essen-
tially the same characteristics have been drilled rut New Albin 
for J. B. Pohlman, H. Martin, F. C. Meyer, Henry' Reiser, W. 
O. Bock, and H. C. Boyer. There are also a number of flowing 
Wlells from the same water bed in the Upper Iowa valley west 
of New Albin. (See pp. 288, 289.) 
Postville.-The de~p well from which the supply iof Post-
ville (population, 952) is drawn was drilled by Dickison Broth-
eI'lS in 1895. It is 83,4 incheS' in diameter and 515 feet deep 
and ends in the Saint Peter sandstone. (See PI. V.) The ele-
vation of the curb is 1,191 feet above sea level; th~ water heads 
250 feet to 300 feet below the curb. Water was found at a 
depth of 130 f,eet and stood at this level until the drill r~aehed 
the depth of 435 feet, at which depth a seconq vein of :water 
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was found. The pumping capacity is. 32 gallons per minute. 
The temperature of the w,ater is 48° F. 
Strata penetrated in drilling this well are shown in the fol-
lowing table: 
Record 01 strata in city weZZ cit Postville. 
Quaternary ' (72 feet thick; top, 1,191 feet above sea level): Humus __________________________________________________________ _ 
Loess, yellow ___________________________________________________ _ 
Loess. asllen ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Olay, yellow, sandy and pebbly, noncalcareous ________________________ _ 
Sand, yellow, sharp, and rather coarse __________________________________ _ 
may, dark drab, sandy and pebbly, calcareous ________________________ _ 
Ordovlcl an: ' 
Galena dolomite to Platteville limestone (8645 feet thick; top, 1,119 
feet 8 bove sea leveI)-
Limestone; some buff and magnesian, some lighter color and of 
, rapid effervescence; cherty ______________________________________ 1 
Shale, green, calcareous,soft ________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, blue, earthy, magnesian; 11 samples __________________ _ Shale, soft, gray, calcareous _____________________________________ _ 
Limestone, light yellow and white; hard, by driller's record; earthy I 
to crystalline; nonmagneslan, as judged by rapidity of efferves-
Li~~~~oneas-Bbove,-iiiit-B-iitticjjofter;-5-samiies:::::::::::::::::::: Limestone, greenish gray, argillaceous ______________________________ 1 
Limestone, light yellow-gray, crystalline to earthy; 4 samples _____ _ 
Saint Peter sandstone (7811 feet thick; top 754j feet above sea leveI)-
Sandstone; usual Saint Peter type; grains rounded and smoothed, 
of limpid quartz, mostly unbroken; with much limestone yellow 
and gray, rapidly effervescing; In angular sand; no trace of em-bedded grains In limestone fragments _________________ _ 
Sandstone as above, but with .less lImestone.. ______________________ _ 
Limestone, blue-gray, argillaceous, In part macrocrystalline; In 
flaky chips, largely composed of comminuted fossils; 2 samples Limestone and shale, gray, earthy; In chips ______________________ _ 
Limestone, light blue-gray, mottled; in flaky chips, compact, crys-talline to earthy ____________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, yellow·gray, mottled, macrocrystalline to earthy, fossil-iferous; In chips; 4 samples ______________________________________ _ 
Limestone, light gray, compact, fine·grained; 4 samples ___________ _ 
Sandstone, calciferous; soluble Ingredients form about one-half by 
weight of drlllings; some grains of sand embedded in the minute 
angular chips of limestone; other fragments show limestone matrix 
to be large. Limestone yellow-gray and of rapid effervescence; 
loose In the drillings, and also embedded are many black opaque 
grains; ferruginous nodules of calcareous clay; and grainlike nodules of pyrite; 3 samples ________________________________________ _ 
























From the starting of th~ drill, the samples. were carefully 
saved at such short intervals that they afford an exceptional 
geologic section. If the sandstones at 4361;2 feet and at 
502 feet be set aside, the remaining rocks of the section, in tex-
ture and chemical composition, are typically middle Ordovician 
limestones and shales (Galena and Platteville). Both of ,the 
sandstones just designated are regarded by Calvin as Saint 
Peter, and he has suggested that the fifty-two feet intervening 
between them represent an ancient cavern in the Saint Peter, 
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now filled with shale and limestone broken down and washed 
in from the overlying Galena and Platteville.' 
' Water is pumped to an elevated tank and distributed under 
a gravity pressure of 42 pounds to 22 hydrants and 150 taps. 
The consumption is 20,000 gallons daily. . . 
Postville Junction.-The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail-
'way Company has a track well at Postville Junction whose 
depth is 361 feet, ,and diameter eight inches. Its curb is 1,033 
feet above sea le1Vel. Aceo,rding to the · driller 'lSI log, the well 
passes through drift and Galena dolomite, Decorah shale and 
Plattevillle limestone from the surface to 340 feet and the Saint 
Peter sandstone from 340 feet to 361 feet. 
Wau~on.-Two artesian wells thirty feet apart, drilled by 
Palmer and Sanbo in 1896 and 1897, supply the city of Waukon 
(population, 2,025). They are 8lj2 inches in diameter and 577 
feet deep. The curb is 1,279 feet above Isea level, and the water 
rises to 280 fe'et below the curb. The depth of the wells indi-
c,ates that they end in the Jordan sandstone. No diminution in 
yield has been observed in either well, nor has either been 
overdraWn by pumping. From the last drilled well al.one the 
pump lifts, if necessary, 3,000 gallons an hour. The average 
cOllsumption is 21,600 gallons a day, the maximum summer 
consumption reaching 28,800 gallons. W.ater is pumped to a 
standpipe 102 feet high and is delivered unde;r gravity pre:'i-
sure through 61;2 miles of mains to 65 fire hydrants and 230 
taps. 
A well drilled by the MisSiouri Iron Company about three 
miles north of Waukon reaches a depth of 396 feet, with a 
diameter of ten inches. W,ater rises to within 137 feet of the 
surface. The temperature is 52° F The cost of drilling was 
$3.50 per foot . Casing extends to 250 feet. The drillers were 
Walch & Bahr of La Crescent, Minnesota. 
The log of the drillers is as follows: 
'Am. G e ologist, vol. 17, 1896, p p . 195-~C3. 
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Clay ____________________________ ~_____________________________________________ 23 23 
Sandstone (Saint Peter) _____________________________________________ 27 50 
Llmestoll" !;hakopee) ________________________________________________ 76 126 
Sandstone (New Richmond) __________________________________________ 15 141 
Limestone (Oneota) _________________________________________________ 35 176 
Gravel (Oneota) _________________________________________________________ 10 186 
Limestone (Oneota) ________________________________________________________ 161 347 
Sandstone (Jordan) ___________________________ ----------:.::--::-:::--:.::--:.:-:.::--::-:::--:.::--:.:-:::--::--:::-:!-__ ..::49::..L __ --=:396:.: 
Village supplies.-The following table gives data of village 
supplies in Allamakee county: 
Village supplies in AlZamakee county. 
Vlllage Nature of Supply \ 
Depth to Depth Water Bed 
I 
Feet 
Harpers Ferry ____ Driven wells and springs, both large and small 45-55 
Dorchester _______ Springs; open, driven, and drilled wells_______ 12-70 
Maud ____________ Drilled wells _____________________________________ 5(}-200 















The following table gives data of typical w€l1s in Allamakee 
county: 
) 
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Typical wens 01 AHamakee county. 
Owner Locality 






















'" ~ ... ~ Source of 0 Remarks (log given 0 0 ... Ql 
.... ~Q. Supply in feet) 
.<l 1'J,o 
E. -'" "" ... 
"'''' 
,,,, 
., .,., .,,, 
0 0 tll 
Feet Feet Feet 
I 
40 _________________________ Clay, 40; lime rock , 
160; sand rock, 100; 
lime rock, blue, 40_ 
County Farm ___ Near Waukon 600 _______ _ 
80 t ~ L---------
I Clay, 80; blue "scale rock," 370; sand I rock, yellow, water 
240 ~ bearing, 80; blue 
I lime rock, 70; sand 
I rock with water, 
l 100; black clay. 
F. M. Ivorson __ 5 miles south-
west of Dor-
chester _ 
80 H ------ 15 River s8nd _ ______ River bottom; driven 
1. M_ Ivorson __ 6 miles south-
west of Dor-
cher.trr. 
Erick Gavle _____ 4 m!Jes north-
east of 
Sattre. 
M. O. Nelson ____ 7 miles east of 
Locust. P. Oleson _______ 6! m1Jes east 
of Locust-_ 
William Nelson __ 6~ miles south-
east of Lo-
cust. 
Hans. Quanrude_ 6 miles east of 
Locust. 
Henry Rink 
---- N W. t sec. 26. 
T. 100 N., R 
5 W., on 
Wheat! and 
Ridge. 
D. O'Mally ______ 8 miles south 
of Dorchester Henry King ______ 6 mile. south-
east of New 
Albin. 












n ------ 10 River s8nd_ 
6 20 60 Rock _______ 
6 20 S90 Sandstone a 
6 8 3<; Limestone _ 
6 9 40 Llmestone_ 























River bottom; driven 
well. 
Valley; about 20 feet 
above river . 
Hill; 400 feet above 
river. 
Oan be pumped dry. 
Hill; 250 feet above 
river. 
HlJI: 375 feet above 
river . 
Olay, 40; limestone, 
135; sandstone, 100; 
blue shale, 200; 
sandstone, 35 _ An-
other water vein . at 
260 feet_ 
Olay, 15: limestone, 
_170; sandstone, 125. 
'I'OP of ridge, about 
1 mile from edge of 
bluffs. Clay, etc., 
~5: limestone, 225: 
sandstone, 80 ; blue 




Chicago, Milwau·~o~~~f;re ____ _ 85 ____________________ Gravel _____ ____ __ Water bed gravel; 
blue· kee & St. Paul 
Ry. 
Oreamery ____ Postville ___ _ 150 65 ______ -___________ _ 115 
{
NW.l Sh _\} Dickson Bros. __ sec. 21, ~'. \HI 244 40 and and Saint 169 { 
190 PlattevlJle t 
N., R. 5W. 242 Peter. 
John Laud ______ {~:: ' ~~~:J} Z76 -------- ------ J
l 
a;3 l----------
N., R.G W. "" J 
244 
aAnother water bed at. QJlO f .. et. 
penetrated 
black tlJl. 
rOlay, 40; dolomite, 55; limestone, 120; I shale, 28; Saint 
i Peter sandstone, 1. Platteville vein, I weak. Tempera-
t 
tnre, 48 deg . P . 
Olay, 20; shell rock, 
10; dolomite, 50; 
~ limestone, 150 ; 
I shale, 45; Saint 
I Peter, 1. Ohlef 
I supply at m feet. 
I . 
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BLACK HAWK COUNTY 
.. 
BY MELVIN F. AREY and w. H. NORTON. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
_Black Hawk county, which lies immediately Wl8'st of and in 
the same range with Buchanan county, is crossed diagonally 
by Cedar river. Its. surface is made up chiefly of the valleys 
of Cedar and Wapsipinicon rivers and their larger tributaries, 
and the plains of Iowan drift which lie between and on either 
side of these valleys. Low bluffs. rise near the IStouth side of 
West Fork of Cedar river, and also along the south side of 
Beaver creek at a varying distance from the streams; they in-
crease in height eastward and merge into the higher anq. more 
precipitous bluffs of the Cedar. At Ceda.r Falls the bluffs 
sweep away from the river, leaving a level area on which the 
older part of the city is built. Below the mouth of Dry Run 
they gradually recede from the river and lose their height and 
steepness of slope. Beyond Waterloo they maintain a distinct 
line between the valley ,and the drift plain for many miles, 
though at a considerable distance from the river and with 
marked diminution in altitude. 
Betw€en Cedar Falls and Waterloo the Kansan drift features 
are manifest in rounded hilltops crowned with 10es8, though 
J owi:tll drift appears in thin veneerings in the immediate neigh-
borhood, and many round granitoid bowlders are seen. 
-, ' Outside of the region above mentioned the Iowan drift plain 
constitutes the surface of the greater part of the tOtwnships of 
Cedar Falls, Orange, Cedar and Big Creek, rund the whole of 
Black Hawk; Lincoln and Eagle. The last three townships are 
remote from the river, and, te,xcept in the narrow, sinuous chan-
nels; of a few small streams, show scarcely a scar upon their 
surface. 
North and east of the Cedar the valley plain rises very grad-
.ually and as a rule imperoeptibly to the general level of the 
. 
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drift plain. It is £.o,r the most part three or four miles wide, 
level ·and sandy, and was once wood clad, but now much of it 
has been deforested. Nearly every part of the valley proper-has 
been traversed ,at some time by the river and many large ox-
bows are still connected with it at ordinary stages of the water. 
Narrow, curved bodies of water, locany mo,wn as lakes, sumo 
of which, as in Cedar township, are two to three milesl long and 
are connected more or less. completely, plainly indicate forme'r 
channels. Depressions of every size, but all similar in shape 
and trend, are remarkably Hlbundant. At the tim~ of fTeshets 
the ' river not only fills the channels but also occupies much 
of the intervening valley. 
4- short distance from the place where the Oedar leaves the 
county its valley narrows; it is also noticeably constricted at 
Waterloo. In the northeastern part of the county the entire 
townships of Union and Washington are in the vaUeys of the 
Cedar and its tributaries:. The topogr.aphy of Union township 
differs materially from that of any other. The winds seem to 
have had an unimpeded sweep previous to its settlement and 
to have gathered the sand into dunes of considerable height 
and extent. The poplars, bur o.ak, and other trees and ,shrubs 
of similar habitat have taken possession of many of these 
dunes, and all are now covered with vegetation of some kind. 
The drainage of the county is ·a:ccomplished almost wholly by 
the Cedar river system, though the Wapsipinicon, with its trib-
ut.ary, Crane creek, cuts across the northeast corner. 
The Cedar is formed by the union of three nearly equal 
streams-the Cedar from the north and east, the Shell Rock 
from the northwest and the West Fork from the west. The 
Shell Rock and the West Fmk, ho\vever, unite a: mile abov,e their 
junction with the Cedar. From the latter poin~ which is within 
one and a half miles of the north line of the county, the Cedal' 
flows for four or five miles nearly .south, then southeast to Gil-
bertsville, whence it again goes southward f aT four or five 
. miles, finally bending to the southeast and keeping that direc-
tion till it leaves the county. ,Except for short distances be-
low the dam ;at Cedar Falls and at Waterloo, it,s, bed is in un-
consolid'ated material. Indurated rocks outcrop in but few 
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places along its banks, even the high bluffs in the neighborhood 
of C€dar Falls and Waterloo being apparently made up wholly 
of drift material. 
From the west the Cedar receivesi' Beaver, Dry Run, Black 
Hawk, Miller, Big and Rock creeks; from the east, Elk, Indian 
and Spring creeks. It is noteworthy that each of these streams 
, approaches the Ceda:r at nearly a right angle in marked con-
trast with the tributaries of the Wapsipinicon and the Iowa. 
, The basin :of the Cedar is therefor1e> proportionately much wider 
than that of either of the other rivers named. The headwaters 
of 'Spring and Elk creeks are within two miles of W'apsipinicon 
river and Crane creek, respectively; the Black Hawk takes its 
rise within five or six miles of the Iowa. 
GEOLOGY • 
. The geologic formations of Black Hawk county are compara-
tively simple. Heavy deposits ;of Kansan drift covered by a ' 
thin veneer <Jf Iowan drift and in places the inte:rvening Bu-
, chanan gravel conceal the hard rocks in the northeastern and 
. southern parts of the county. Rock is exposed mainly along the 
margins of the valley of the Oedar or outcrops in the banks 
along the lower courses of its .tributaries. 
Except in the small area in t.he southwest corner :o.f the county, 
where the drift probably rests on rocks belonging to the Kinder-
hook stage (basal Mississippian)', and a small area ~ the eastern 
,part of Fox township, where it overlies the Wapsipinicon lime-
. 'stone (Middle Devonian), the drift in Black Hawk county is un-
d~rlain by tl1e Cedar Valley limestone (Middle Devonian). r;I:he 
rock is everywhere limestone, though in places very shaly or 
earthy. The total thickness of the Cedar Valley limestone in 
the county is not less than 75 feet. The rock is for the most part 
thin bedded, soft, :and much jointed rand serves as a very good 
water bearer. 
UNDERGROUND WATERS. 
SOURCES AND DISTRIBUTION. 
E:x:cept at Waterloo and Cedar Falls the water supply of 
Black Hawk comity :iJs obtained from the Buchanan g~avel, the 
Ced?:tr Valley and Wapsipinicon limestones, and the Kansan 
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drift. On the farms pumps are universally operated by 'Yind-
mills. Flowing wells are rare. 
In the v,alley of Wapsipinicon river, which is confined to the 
eastern half of Lester township, the northeastern township of 
the county, the alluvial deposits are everywhere underlain by 
gravels" which vary somewhat ~n fineness .and in thickness .but 
which almost everywhere afford satisfactory supplies of good 
water to comparatively shallow wells. The village of Dunker-
ton, in sections 29 and 32, gets its water supply wholly from 
driven wells ending in these gravels. Norton reports two flow-
ing wells on the slopes of the river bottom. One, the well on 
H. Flattendorf's place, flowed up to 1905, the other, on William 
McGee's place, still flowls. The depth of these ' wells is not 
known. 
On the Iowa.n drift plain lying between the Wapsipinicon val-
ley and Cedar river vaHey in the nqrth tier of tb~ships and in 
g.eneral in &1 that part lof the county east of the Cedar river val-
ley a few wells end in sand or gravel beds or streaks within the 
Kansan drift, but by far the greater number end a short distance 
within the underlying Cedar Valley limestone. The wells range 
in depth from 85 to 300 feet. 
A well on Clubine 's pla.c~, 21;2 miles north of Dunkerton, on 
high ground near the edge of the Wapsipinicon river bottom, is 
274 fie:et .deep and ends in sand. In a well in section 21 rock was 
reached at 140 feet. 
N ear the Bartlett quarry in East Waterloo township, on 'the 
bluffs jU!s,t back from the river bottom, where the thickness of 
the limestone is unusually variable, wells are about 100 feet deep, 
the depth in rock ranging from 60 to 90 feet. Water is found 
just below the blue limestone. . 
On a small creek called Rock Run, 21;2 miles east and 1 y~ 
miLe:s north of Waterloo, two flowing wells, 109 and 87 feet deep, 
aTe reported by Mr. Purington, a. pump dealer of Waterloo. 
Both end in coarse gravel without reaching rock. 
In the immediate neighborhood of the flowing wells northeast 
of Waterloo are several springs. Probably springs and wells 
have a common source in the Cedar Valley limestone. 
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In Fox and Spring Creek townships, rock outcrops along the 
slopes of Spring creek valley up to the prairie le~e:l in many 
places, making it necessary for the farmers to drill all their 
, welLs. 
On the wide river bottom of the Cedar most of the wells are 
driven, are about 18 feet deep, and end in the Buchanan graveL 
The depth of the wells depends on the surf,ace elevation, the 
water being found at about the level of the water in the river. 
SOIDe wells on the river bottom must penetrate the blue lime-
stone before obtaining an adequate supply of water. 
At Westfield, in section 22, West Waterloo township, a 15-
i.nch well gives t~e followiing ,s,ection: 
Section of well at Westfielcl. 
--------
Sand ______________________________________________________________________ _ 
Gravel (Buchanan) ______________________________________________________ _ 
Clay, llgbt blue ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Broken rock _________________________________________________________________ • 
Limestone, porous (first vein, water not abunaant) ___ ______________________ _ Limestone, flrm (second vein) ____________________________________________ _ 
















At Washburn, Cedar township, wells 30 to 35 feet deep obtain 
a plentiful supply in sand. A mile and a half to the southwest 
isa well 60 feet deep, 12 fie:et in r oc;k, and another 60 feet deep 
near by goes 30 feet into :r:o<lk. Some wells in this vicinity are 
100 feet deep. The water of these deeper welLsl ~s reported as 
disagreeable to the taste . 
. On Mr. Marble's place, half a mile east of the packing house 
at Waterloo, the well is 44 feet deep, 30 feet being in a very bard, 
compact limestone tha.t is unusual in this c01;l.nty. The wa,ter 
rises' within 14 feet of the 'surface. 
The city well at La Porte obtains its supply from the Buchanan 
gravel, not entering rock. As La Porte is 812 feet above sea 
level (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway tr~k elevation), 
an artesian wen 1,400 feet or 1,500 feet deep should yield water 
that will risl8i 10 to 20 feet above the surface. The Maquoketa 
shale will be reached at a depth of ,ahout 300 feet, the Galena 
dolomite at 550, feet, the Saint Peter sandstoIli31 at 930 feet, ann 
20 
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the Jordan sandstone at 1,300 feet. Such a well should' be lSlunk 
to the bottqm of the J ordan, ~hich is about 1,450 feet below 
the surface. 
The area southwest of Cedar river is a typical Iowan drift 
plain, crossed diagonally by the Ishallow valley of Black Hawk 
creek. Limestone outcrops in the immediate neighborhood of 
Cedar Falls, Wate-rloo, and La Porte, and in a limestone ridge 
in Slection 24, Eagle township. Everywhere else the rock is 
deeply buried beneath the drift materials. 
Wells in this area range in depth from 60 to 250 feet. A few 
derive their supply from sand or gravel beds within the drift , 
but most enter the rock from 2 to 12 feet, and exceptionally 
penetrate rock to a depth of 20 to 60 feet. In the southwest 
half of thisl area" making due allowance for differences of sur-
face level, the underlying rock surface is fairly uniform, but 
in the northeast half it varies much more. Most of the water 
is reported as good, but one well driller, whose experience is 
mainly in the s:oQIthwest half~ reports considerable diversity 
in its quality: 
In Waterloo township, in the west half of section 22, at the 
old Hummel place, 60 feet of quicksand was passed through 
below 100 feet of clay. Water wa;s obtained, but the supply 
did not prove permanent. 
In Orange township, at the county farm (NE. % sec. 3), 
where the surface elevation is 81bout 100 feet above the riwr 
hOlttom, the well is 175 feet deep, 110 feet beling in clay and 65 
feet in limestone, where the second vein yields water plentifully. 
A well near by is 139 feet deep, 100 f.eet of which is in lime-
stone. One mile west of the county farm, on N. Miller's place, 
at about the same surface level, the well is 115 feet deep, 10 
feet being :t..J. rock. All these wells yield unfailing supplies. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
Cedar Falls."-The city supply of Cedar Falls (population, 
5,012) is from springs in the valley of Dry Run in sec. 13, T. 89 
N., R. 14 W., a mile southeast of the postoffice.The springs 
'issue from a fissure in the Cedar Valley limestone just above 
the level of the bed of Dry Run ,at thel base of bluffs about 30 
' B y R. B . Dol~ . 
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feet high, and they furnish, with ISleveraJ other sources in this 
immediate vicinity, a total discharge estimated at nearly 6,000 
gallons a minute. It is reported that the supply is somewhat 
less during dry weather and that the water is turbid at times of 
heavy rains or high river floods. The public supply is used 
for domestic purposes and for steam boilers, the average daily 
consumption being 350,000 gallons. More than two-thirds of 
the populaton, including the Iowa State Teachers College, is 
supplied with this wa,ter. 
A sudden epidemic ·of typhoid fever occurred in the city in 
the fall of 1911, during which mOire than 100 pe1rsons were af-
flicted and nearly 20 died. It was the opinion of three inde-
pendent investigators that the city water supply had becomel in-
fected and was the cause of the epidemic. The limestone from 
which the water issues is exposed in the beds of Cedar river 
and of Dry Run and is covered throughout a greater part of 
the city by a mantle of coarse gravel :only 5 to 15 feet thick. 
Many cesspools and wells enter the limestone and thus afford 
opportunity for contamination, as the rock is, broken and full 
of crevices and water channels that allow free circulation of 
water without filtration. It is currently reported that cracks 
or sink holes in the be dof Dry Run above the springs have 
been filled up at different times in an attempt to prevent the 
entrance of ·surface water. It is ev,ident tha.t several possible 
sources of contamination of this aquifer exist in the immediate 
vicinity. . 
1 After careful consideration of the reports and recommenda-
tions of State and Federal experts the city officials had an ex~ 
perimental well sunk at the pumping station. This well passes 
through 38 feet of alluvium, sand and gravel, then through 78 
feet of limestone, heavy bedded for the most part, though the 
lower 14 feet is shaly. At a depth of 116 feet there was encoun-
tered a copious supply of water, which rose within 11 feet of the 
well mouth. A galvanized iron cylinder was inserted through 
the alluvial filling well into the rock. Within thIS cylinder an 
8-inch casing was inserted within 14 feet of the bottom of the 
well, or to the shaly limestone which is the aquifer. By a care-
ful test sustained for 24, 36 and 48 hour periods water was 
' Th e following p a r a graphs w er e writte n by Prof essor Are y In 1912. 
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pumped at the rate of 500 and 600 gallons per minute without 
lowering its level except for four feet at the starting of the 
pumps. At the time of high water in the spring when spring 
water taken at the station was turbid, the water of the well re-
mained clear and analysis at that time showed the water to be 
free from pathogenic and chemical impurities. 
As a result of this experiment, two similar wells wer·e· sunk, 
No.2 at a distance of 20 feet from No.1, and No.3 at a dis-
tance of 40 feet from No.2. 
The city is installing a new cross compound Corliss Prescott 
pumping engine with a capacity of 2,000,000 gallons daily, 
against a pressure of 90 pounds per square inch. The wells are 
so connected with the main suction pipe that anyone or more 
of the wells can be· u ed at anyone time. 
Every precaution has been taken to provide against a possi~ 
bility of contaDfination of the water supply, even to the extent 
of infusing the standard amount of hypochlorite of lime into 
the water at all times, thus insuring the destruction of any 
pathogenic bacteria that might appear, though the water never 
has shown any trace of turbidity or other indications of contam-
ination. It is believed that the problem of a safe water supply 
has been successfully solved, since the possibilities of contamina-
tion which existed under the former system-a~ the spring res-
€rvoir, through the long wooden conduit, which ran beneath the 
surface of the ground in a sandy bed, and at the supply ~en, 
or cistern, at the waterworks end of the conduit-have been 
eliminated. It has practically been proven· that the contamina-
tion of the spring water has taken place by one or more of these 
means. Repeated and long continued tests with fluorescein have 
failed to show connection of the waters of Dry Run with the 
spring water. 
Waterloo.-The city of Waterloo (population,' 26,693) ob-
tains its supply from three deep wells, respectively 1,373 feet, 
1,377 feet and 1,365 feet in depth. (See PIs .. VI, VII.) Previous 
to the drilling of these wells the water supply had bsen drawn 
from Cedar river and treated by mechanical filtration. In 1903 
and 1904 a severe epidemic of typhoid fever was traced to the 
contamination of the water supply by' sewage from a town ~it-
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uated Up the v.ailey, filtration having failed to destro~ the micro-
organisms of the disease. The city officials then asked the 
United States Geological Survey and the Iowa GeologiC/al Sur-
vey for information as to other possible sources of supply, and 
W. H. N olrton was detailed to make an investigation. In his 
r.eport' .a hypothetical geologic section at Waterloo was given, 
which is reproduced her,e with a parallel column showing actual 
depths at which the formations were encountered by the drill. 
Hypothetical and actual geologic section at Waterloo. 
!EOtimated lEstlmatedl Actaal Thickness Depth Depth 
Limestone and sbale '(Devonian) ____________________________ _ 
Limestone (Silurian) __________________________________ _ 
Sbale (Maquoketa) ___________________________________ _ 
Limestone (Galena and Platteville) _______________________ _ 
Sandstone (Saint Pete,) (50 to 100 1eet) ____________________ _ 
Sbakopee. New Ricbmond. and Oneota ______________________ _ 

























The report Istated that an experimental well, '1,400 feet deep., 
would test the capacities of the chief zones of flow, and the city 
officials' were advised to oarry the experimental boring as much 
farther as necessary to test the capacity of the Dre'sbach and 
underlying Cambrian sandstones. The head was estimated at 
between 20 and 30 feet and the discharge from a six in<?h well 
at between 100 and 300gallons per minute. The Waterlop Water 
Company had such confidence in the artesian r,esources avail-
able that, instead of sinking an experimental well of small di-
ameter, an eight-inch well was put down to a depth of nearly 
1,400 feet. As the capacity was found to be 290 gallons under 
natural flow and 700 gallons under the pump, it was decided 
to carry the drilling no de'eper to explore the Dr~sbach and 
underlying sandstones, but to drill at once a second well of 
about the same dimensions. The two wells together yield under 
the pump, 1,550 gallons per minute. 
Detailed information concerning these wells follows: 
'\Vell No. 1 has a depth of 1,373 feet and a diameter of 20 
incheSi at top, 8 inches at bottom; casing, 35 fe.e't of 20 inch, 106 
feet io,f 15 inch, 284 feet of 9 inch, and 122 feet of 7 inch, making 
' Contributions to th e hydrology of the eastern United States : Water Supply 
Paper U , S. Geol. Survey No . 145, 1905, pp . 148-155. 
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a total of 547 feet from the surface. The curb is 847 feet above 
sea level and the head 20 feet above curb. The well flows 290 
gallons per minute; its tested capacity is 700 gallons per minute_ 
The water first overflowed from a depth of 840 fet, and very 
slightly increased between this and next strong flow at 1,360 
feet. Temperature in August, at well mouth, 56° F. The well 
was completed in 1905 at a cost of about $6,000 by W. H. Gray 
& Brother, of Chicago. 
Recora of strata in Waterloo Water Oompany's wen No_ 1 (I'Zs. VI, VII). 
I ~hlCknes.:t Depth 
Quaternary (SO feet thick; top 847 feet above sea leve!): Surface deposits; no samples _____________________________________ _ 
Devonian (128 feet thick; top 817 feet above sea level: No samples _________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, light brown, hard, very tine-grained; rapid effervescence, 
some chips breCCiated, fragments brown, matrix yellow, facies Of 
Wapsipinicon limestone, considerable sand, and yellow limestone from ahove ______________________________________________________ -_______ _ 
Limestone, blue-gray, rough, vesicular, and drab, hard, dense; both of rapid effervescence ______________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, buff, porous, mottled, rapid effervescence ________________ _ 
Ohert, gray and black, and limestone, yeJlow; rapid effervescence; some 
gray sandstone of fine rounded grains at 186 feet; 2 samples _________ _ 
Limestone, light gray; slow effervescence; soft, with dark IIlnt and sand-
stone as above; residue of limestone chips, highly argillaceous, with 
particles of translucent gray flint, rounded grains of fine Quartz sand and grains of pyrite; 2 samples ______________________________________ _ 
dllurlan (107 feet thick; 689 feet above sea leve!): 
Niagaran dolomite-
Dolomite, blue-gray, hard, porous, pure, crystalline; In smaJl chips 
Dolomite, as above, with shale, light blue-gray, calcareous _________ _ 
Dolomite, blue-gray, crystalline; some shale and some fragments of mottled sandstone from above __________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, blue-gray __________________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, light blue-gray, rough, siliceous, vesicular; with cavities 
lined or filled with crystalline Quartz ----------------------------
. Dolomite, in fine meal, light yeJlow, almost white, highly argillac-
eous resic1ue shows much cryptocrystalline Quartz in flakes and some particles of crystalline quartz ______________________________ _ 
Dolomite, blue-gray, rough, cry8talllne, siliceous, and cherty; 2 samples ______________________________________________________ ---------
Dolomite, light yeJlow-gray, finely saccharoldal; 2 samples _________ _ Dolomite, gray; in sand ____________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, light yellow-gray, argillaceous, and siliceous; minute grains and particles of quartz; 3 samples ___________________________ _ 
Ordovician: 
Maquoketa shale (215 feet thick; top, 5S2 feet above sea level)-
Shale, greenish blue and drab; in concreted masses; calcareous; at 40 5 traces of buff dolomite; 21 samples ____________________________ _ 
Dolomite, crystalline, buff and brownish gray; in chips and sand; 3 samples ______________________________________________________ ------
shale drab concreted powder, calcareous; 2 samples _______________ _ 
Galena iimesto'ne to Platteville limestone (365 feet thick; top, 367 
feet ahove sea level)-
No samples -------------------------- --------.--------------------------Limestone, light yeJlow-gray; thin flakes, earthy; rapid effervescence 
Limestone, argillaceous, rapid effervescence; in white powder; 6 
samples _____________________________ -----------------;----------------
Limestone soft, buff, and chert, yellow; drillings chIefly chert _____ _ 
Limestone: light gray; rapid effervescence; argillaceous; 7 samples __ 
Shale, light green-gray, highly calcareous (probably Decorah shale) __ Limestone soft, brownish and gray_ --___________________________ _ 












































IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
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Reprrrt oj strata in Waterloo Water Oompany's well NO.1-Continued 
iThlCkoessi Depth 
Prairie IlI1 Clhlpn stag_ 
Shakopee Ilolomlte (168 feet thick; top, 15 feet below sea level)-No sample ______________________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite. gray sDIl white. harll . crysta1\!ne, In chips; mucb 
clear ouartz sanll. largpst grain. 0 .8 mfl11meter In dlameter __ _ 
DolomIte, pink, vesicular, considerable quartz sand In drlllfngs __ 
Dolomite, gray; with mucb Quartz sand In drlllings but no grains fonnll embedded In dolomlte _____________________________ _ 
Dolomite; buff, cherty, almost free from Quartz 8and _______ _ 
Dolomite, gray; In chips; sparingly arenacpol1s _________________ _ 
Dolomite, gray; In fine cblps wltb some Quartz sand __________ _ 
New Rlchmonll sanifstone (30 ippt thicf<; top, 183 feet helow sea level) 
Sandstone, white; well rounded grains; largest grains 1.5 mllll· metprs in diameter ___________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite and sandstone, gray; much Quartz sand In fine rounifeif grains ______________________ __________________________ _ 
Oneota dolomite (145 feet thick; top, 218 feet below sea leve])-
Dolomite, gray and blue; cbprty In places; 4 samples ________ _ 
Marl. In light yellow·gray powder; very large residue of minutf particles of Quartz ___________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, ligbt buff; some white chert _________________________ _ 
Marl, In finest yellow·gray meal; very large residue of minute particles of chert _________________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, yellow·gray, bJghly cherty _____________________________ _ 
Cambrian: 
Jordan sandstone (157 feet thick; top, 858 feet below sea level)-
Sanifstone, yellow·gray; grains rounded; largest 0.5 millImeter In 
diameter; In loose sand and In small chips of buff calciferous sandstone _______________________________________________________ _ 
Sanc1stone, gray; largest grains about 1.5 millimeters; In loose 
sand, wltb some cblps of -oft, very flnp·g. alnet! hlnlsh sandstone_ 
Sandstone, gray; clean rolled grains. largest 1 millimeter In alam-eter _______________________________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite. highly arenaceous; In small chips and sand of fine rolled grains _________________________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, minutely arenaceous; In fine Ilght yellow-gray powder; large residue of minute Quartz partlcles ____________________________ _ 
Dolomite, yellow-gray, minutely arenaceous; with considerable fine quartz sand In drillings ___________________________________________ .. 
Dolomite, Ught gray, crystallfne, vesicular, arenaceous; In cblps __ 























Dolomite, yenow-gray ---------------------------"----"'--;.:c--::.;:-c:..--"'-"'--:.=--::.;:-",--=-. __ --"=...:. __ .:::.:.:.;; 11 1.8'18 
The Waterloo Water Company's well No.2 is located about 
1,600 feet fDom weU No. 1. It has a depth of '1,377 feet and a 
diameter of 20 inches to about 201 feet, 10% inches to 626 feet, 
and 8t.4 inches to bottom; 20-inch casing to 139 feet 4 inche:s, 
16-inch to 201 feet 2 inches, and 9-inch to 626 feet ihemp 
packing a,t 198 feet. The curb is .rubout 847 feet above sea level 
and the head, 4 feet 5 inches below the curb. The tested capacity 
is 850 g,allons- per minute; temperature, 54° F. The well was 
completed in 1907 by W. H. Gray.& Brother, of Chicago. 
The Waterlol() Water Company's well No. 3, recently drilled, 
has a depth of 1,365 feet and a diameter of 20 inches to 200 
feet and of 12 inches to bottom; casing, 200 feet of 20-inch and 
660 feet of 12-inch, casing off the Saint PeteT. Temperature, 
54° F. The well cost $11,000. It was drilled by the Whitney 
Well Company, of Chioo.go, in 1911. 
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BREMER COUNTY 
BY W. H. NORTON. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
Topographically Bremer county is part of the wide 1!owan 
drift plain of northe!a!steTn Iowa. Cedar, Wapsipinicon, and 
Shell Rock rivers crOISIS it in three wide valleys, cut 60 to 80 feet 
below the adjacent prairie levels. The, broad alluvial floor of 
the Cedar is in places two and even three miles wide and is in-
cised below its ancient gravelly flood plains, but the Wapsipini-
con, whose vall~y is I1f2 to two miles wide, still 'flows well up 
to the level of the gbcial ,outwash of its aggraded floor. 
About Waverly and near Denver small insular areas of high 
lo,e'ss-capped hills of Kjansan drift, separated by in trica te and 
deep ravines, overlook the Iowan drift plain. 
GEOLOGY. 
N e'a!rly the whole of B.remer county is underlain by rocks of 
the D~vonian system. Owing to Jocal deformation the Niag-
aran do~omite (Silurian) comes to the surface in two or three 
isolated areas. An ancient wide, rock-cut valley~ now com-
pl.e~ely filled with. drift, extends, from north to south between the 
valleys of the Wapsipinicon and the Cedar, and in it the drill 
discovers beneath the drift the blue Maquoketa shale (Ordovi-
cian). 
J ·UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCES. 
. 
The ground-water beds of the county consist of alluvial sands 
and gravels on the flood plains !of 'the rivers, sands at the base 
of the loess, lens,es of sand included within the· drift sheets, beds 
of ,sand and gravel parting the Iowan and Kansan drift sheets 
and separating the Kansan from the still earlier Nebraskan 
drilft beneath it, sand resting on bedrock, broken 1ay,er,sl of rock 
immediately underlying the drift, and indeterminate beds with-
in the Devonian limestones. 
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DlSTRmUTION. 
The lateral extent of the beds just named may be briefly 
stated. Alluvial sands and gravels are restricted to the valley 
floors of the arger streams: As a rule they furnish plentiful 
supplies for stock and house wells, except on well-drained ter-
races which are remnants of ancient flood plains, now left some 
distance above the present stream by the downcutting of the 
channel. The towns of Plainfield and Horton in the valey of 
Cedar river are thus supplied. \ 
Loess is restricted tOI an m"e-a extending ,s:outheast from 
Waverly to Denver, -and in the northwestern part of this- area 
is limited to isolated hills and groups of hills rising from the 
Iowan drift plain. In the southeastern part of the area it 
forms a continuous and heavy sheet mantling a deeply eroded 
upland of Kansan drift. This porous deposit -acts as a sponge, 
absorbing water during rains and discharging it somewhat 
freely, both by ,evaporation -and downward percolation in dry 
weather. But the supplies drawn from its bas-a! silts and sand.s ' 
have -not as a rule been found to be either permanent or large. 
Moreover, where the loess is thickest and most extensive it rests 
directly on clays of Kansan age with no intermediary gravels 
to furnish a reservoir. Even here, however, seepag'e wells that 
furnish sufficient water for house us.e or for small farms not 
carrying much stock can be had in favorable lsituations from 
the somewhat more porous silts at the base of the loess. 
The ·loess passes downward into -a yellow water-bearing sand 
about the margins of the Iowan drift plain and along the bases 
of the isolated hills about Waverly, but here there is no g<I'eat 
extent of loess to act as' an intake area, so that the supply must 
be small. 
The several beds of sand and gravel alssociated with the drift 
occur throughout the county and form reliable and much-used 
wate-r beds. The Devonian is also nearly as extensive as the 
county. Where the drift is thick drillers report that in many 
localities water ]81 found in the shattered surf,ace rock broken 
in part by preglacial weathering. As the Devonian limestones 
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are easily soluble wen-opened waterways have been dissolved 
out along joints and bedding planes and in places connected with 
the surface by sinkholes. Over a considerable area, where these 
limestones have,been cut away by preglacial river erosion, wells 
depend entirely on water-bearing beds in the drift. 
UNDERGROUND-WATER PROVINCES. 
Wapsipinicon Valley.-The valley of Wapsipinicon river 
from Frederika south to the county line is a plain 1lj2 to more 
than two miles wide, cut about 60 feet below the l,evel 'o i the 
adjacent prairie. (See fig, 3.) The ill-drained valley floor de-
, scends fr,om the bru£es of the gentle slopes olf the bordering hills 
by almost imperceptible degrees to the little river. From 10 
to 20 feet of alluvilal sands cover the surface, b2neath which the 
drill finds, from Tripoli south, a stony clay 50 to 80 feet thick, 
the depoisiit of an ancient ice sheet, probably the' Kansan. Under-
lying these impermeable beds lie water-bearing sands and 
gravlels of unknown thickness" laid lapparently on the floDr of a 
preglacial or interglac~al valley cut either in bedrock or in an 
older drift. As this water bed rises up the valley with the 
gradient and alsl() on the valley sides, where no doubt it connects 
with glacial sands on the adjoining uplands, and as it is covered 
by heavy clays, the water it contains is under artesian pressure 
and wherever tapped gi~es rise to flowing wells. The same con-
ditions obtain in the lowe~ part of the valley of the East Wap-
sipinicon. 
Although farmsteads are few on these valley floors, which, 
owing to their ill-drained condition, are used chiefly for pas-
ture and grass land, and although the rivers themselves furnish 
a supply for stock, yet nearly all the farmsteads in the valley 
and several located some distance up the valley sides have ob-
tained copious flows of palatable and pure artesian water. 
The pioneer wells of this field were sunk more than 30 y,e'ars 
ago, and the head of a number has diminished. The static level 
of some wells on the hill slopes has been so drawn down that 
they have ceased to flow, but the supply is still ·ample 'on all 
the bottom lands. It is usually wisely economized by discharge 
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pipes not more than three-fourths of an inch in diameter. Some 
wells fare plugged during the portion of the day when they are 
not in use. 
. 
The reported head varies considerably. The highest given is 
that of the J. J. Cook well, in the SE. 1M sec. 1, T. 92 N., R. 12 
W., in which the water rose to a height of 21 feet above the 
curb as measuI'Ied in a pipe. This well is: ,situated at the base 
of the bordering hill slopes, and the curb is several feet higher 
than that of the other wells situated well out upon the v,alley 
floor. Among the latter, that of Christian Baker had a: head 
of 30 feet; others are said to have heads. as low as 10 fleet. 
It is reported that the head of wells on the upland between 
Wapsipinicon river and Buck creek has distinctly lowered, in 
some wells as much as 10 feet, and this decrease hasl been attri. 
buted to the flowing wells of the adiacent valley. 
The midsummer temperature of the wells flowing under great-
est pressure, and hence least warmed in their pipes, is about 
47° F . . 
Up the valley from Tripoli water rises nearly to the surfaoo 
but does not overflow. Tl;1e only well near Tripoli of which a 
section has been obtained' shows alluvial sand 'and Istony clay to 
60 feet, underlain by four feet of sand from which water rises 
within five feet of the surface. Another well, 2% miles to the 
north, in the NW. 1M sec. 18, T. 93 N., R. 12 W., found no blue 
stony clay but passed directly from 10 feet of yellow clay into 
gravel which became more and more coarse, till at 53 feet, the 
bottom of the well, its pebMe's were larger than hen's eggs. 
Buried chalnmel of ((Bremer River. "-A ground-water pro-
vince of special interest is defined by a <te·ep preglacial buried 
valley which traverses the county from northwest to southeast 
through Douglas, Warren, Jefferson, and Maxfield townships 
(see fig. 3.) Here numerous wells, from 200 to 273 feet deep, 
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Figure a.-Map of artesian field of Wavslvlnlcon river ancl of burled chan-
n el of Bremer river. 
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end in drift, thus failing to reach the' rock floor of the a:p.cient 
valley. The depth in rock to which the valley was cut is at · 
least 220 feet, as shown· by the elevation of outcrops 2% miles 
distant. In the southern part of the county the ancient fluvial 
floor lies ·at least 160 feet below the rock bed of Cedar river at 
Waverly, or at an elevation less than 765 feet above sea level. 
The drift is heavy on both sides of this buried valley and par-
ticularly so on the east Iside, where f,ew wells reaching rock ar~ 
reported. The facts at hand warrant the belief that the valley 
is at least as. wide as that of the Upper Iowa in Allamakee 
county, this stream being selected for comparison because it is 
a preglacial Iowa valley in the driftless area. The spacing of 
the deeper wells demands a width of at least 1 Y2 miles. and no 
data are at hand which negative an estimate of twice that width. 
,VeIls, by no means the deep~st of the area, which enter rock 
encounter either the dry. shales of the Maquoketa or a thin bed 
of Niagaran dolomite. Beyond doubt at least the medium 
portion of the channel was cut in the Maquoketa shale, and in 
this weak rock a wide valley is to be expected. 
As the valley floor is made for the most part of dry shale, 
wells which fail to find water in the drift are compelled to go 
to an exceptionally great depth to the limestones of the middle 
part of the Maquoketa or even to those ·of the Galena and Platte-
ville. The large majority of wells in this "deep country," as 
drillers term it, find water in the sand and gravel associated 
with the drift. 
In Douglas township the few wells reported which are refeT-
able ' to the channel find little or no sand so far as known, the 
channel here apP3:r'ently being filleq with blue stony clay. Two 
wells were compelled to go deep into rock for water, one in 
Isection 27 to 337 feet and one in section 6 to 266 feet. Both 
wells passed through the upper shale of the Maquoketa , and 
found water in limestones referred to the Middle Maquoketa, 
the. shale in the first well being 87 feet thick overlain with 10 
feet of Niagaran dolomite, and in the second 60 feet thick over-
lain with drift. 
In ,at least the northern part of Warren township no contin-
uous and heavy bed of sand is, found in the channel, although a 
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number of wens find water-bearing sands and gravels in the 
drift amply sufficient for farm supply. Thus in section '5 three 
wells find water-bearing sand at qepths of 236, 150 and 92 feet, 
and ill I~,e-ction 4 a well entering rock at 180 feet was compelled 
to go 287 feet hefore 'obtaining a supply. In section 17 a well 
which enters the Niagaran at 212 feet passes through 100 feet of 
shale (Upper Maquoketa) before finding water at its base at 317 
feet below the surface, no gravels or sands being here reported 
from the drift. 
Where the channel crosses the northeast corner of Jefferson 
township, wells find the stony clays of the Kansan (together 
with those perhaps of the Nebraskan) more than 200 f,eet in 
thickness. Here a water bed of sand and gravel is entered at 
about 200 feet and in one well was penetrated to a depth of 15 
feet. 
In Maxfield towmhip the channel seems to reach its greatest 
depth. Along its course none of the deeper wells reach rock. 
The drill here passes through from 230 to 260 feet of yellow 
and blue clay before reachjng wat,er-bearing gravels whose 
depth is, quite unknown. In some of these wells water rises to 
within 50 feet of the sur;fa0e'. 
A little outside of the channel, in section 8 of Maxfield town-
Rhip, two wells failed entirely to find water sands either in or 
beneath the drift, which here consisted of stony clays 190 and 
170 feet thick. In the first well the' drill entered limestone 
(Nia.garan), three feet thick, immediately below the drift, and 
thence paJ8sed through 300 fe.et of shale, the entire Maquoketa. 
En~ering then the Galena limestone it was necessary before 
finding water to penetrate 191 feet, making . the total depth of 
the well 684 feet. In the second well on this section the drill 
passed through ?85 feet of the Maquoketa shale and penetrated 
the Galen~ limestone 10 fe.et, the well being unfinished at date of 
writing. 
The buried channel of "Bremer River" thus 18,eems- to differ 
from many similar "deep countries" in the absence of thick, 
~ontinuous, and hence reliable water-bearing sands. The sink-
ing of a well in this belt is therefore as much of an experiment 
us anywhere else in I 'owa. The drill may strike water in one 
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o~ the scattered lenses of sand within 100 feet or may be com-
pelled to go 200 feet land more to the main water-bearing sand. 
Even this may fail, and the drilling, if continued, must be car-
ried at lerus.t to the limestones of the Middle Maquoketa and 
possibly even deep into the Galena. . Fortunately wells are un-
common in which water is not found in gravels within at least 
270 feet of the surface. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
Denver.-W,aterworks at Denver (population, 224) were built 
in 1907 with supply from a well 132 feet deep. The log of the 
well is as follows: 
Log of city wen at Denver. 
Clay, yellow ______ : ______________________________________________________ _ 
Clay, blue ________________________________________________________________ _ 












Water is pumped to an elevated tank and thence dis.tributed 
through 1,200 feet of mains. There are three fire hydrants. 
The house supplies are still obtained from wells which differ 
greatly in depth to ' rock and in depth at which water is found 
in rock. The drift grav'els mayor may not furnish an adequate 
supply. A buried channel, connecting with that of Bremer 
River, which runs a few miles, east of the town, has largely cut 
away the Devonian and Silurian limestones, and wells in places. 
may pass from the drift into dry Maquoketa shale. The follow-
ing wells illustrate the various, conditions: 
Log of Olausing's well, one block from Main street. 
Drift ______________________________________________________ ----
'Gravel and .and _______________________________________________________ _ 
Drift ______________________________________________________ --__ _ 














The Clausing well WaJS, a failure, but another well sunk on the 
same lot secured water in gravel at 90 feet. . 
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Log of weH on Main street, a block from Clausing's well. 
ThlCk- Depth 
ness 
Foot I Feet 12 12 
30 42 Clay, yellow ------------------------------------------------------I blue, pebbly ________________________________________________________ _
Log of Henry Bauman's well three blocks east of Clausing's well. 
Drift ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone __________________________________________________________________ _ 
Shale, red, soft ____________________________________ -" _____________________ _ 
Shale, blue ___________________________________________________________ _ 












This well was a failure, but, the drill being moved 16 feet 
away, a successful well was secured with the following log: 
. Log of second Bauman well. 
Thick- I 
neSA 






Frederika.-Frederika (population, 149) is situated on a 
rock bench covered with a veneer of alluvial sand and gravel 10 
to 20 feet thick. Wells obtain water from the Devonian lime-
stones at a depth of from 35 to 45 feet from the surface. 
A hole drilled !for the Pioneer Oil Company in 1903, by L. 
Wilson & Company 'of Chicago, lllinois, was carried to a depth 
of 1,025 feet. The surface elevation at the hole is about 1,050 
f,eet above sea level. 
The strata penetrated are :shown by the following section, 
based on the driller's log: 
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,!oj .<: ,!oj .<: 
c.> 1>. CJ 1>. :a OJ :a ... 
... ~ ... ~ 
--- -
~ - --
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
Pleistocene 38 38 Ordovician-Oontinued. 
Devonfan and-siJU';iaii-(ii2feei- Saint Peter sandstone (52 
thick; top, 1,012 feet above feet thick; top, 385 feet 
sea level) : above sea level)-
Sbale, blue 14 52 Sandstone ______________ 52 717 
Shale, yellow-::::::::::: 20 72 Prairie du Chien stage (808 
Limestone, blue ____________ 81 103 feet tbick; top, 833 feet 
Shale, yellow _______________ 47 150 above sea level)-
OrdovicIan: I Limestone, brown (Sha· 
MaQuoketa shale (1615 feet I kopee) 121 838 thick; top, 900 feet above Sanrlstone--(New--iiicii:-sea level)- mond) 45 88S 
Shale, blue ____________ 85 235 No record-:::::::::::: 142 1,025 
Limestone 65 300 Limestone, brown (One· 
Shale. rlne ::::::::::::: 16 316 ota) ______________ 
--------
1,025 
Galena limestone to Platte· 
ville limestone (849 feet 
thick; tOl>, 734 feet above 
sea leve\)-LImestone, brown ______ 51 387 
LImestone, white _____ ._ 23 390 




Shale 23 600 
I 




Plarinfield.-Open and driven wells supply Plainfield (popu-
lation, 288), which is situated on the terraces .of the flood plain 
of Cedar river. 
Readlyn.-At Readlyn (population, 227), wells drilled to a 
depth of 80 to 125 feet enter rock at about 80 feet. Drillers 
!'Ieport the following succession of depo,sits: 
Lo(j of wells near Readlyn. 
ThiCk- I 
ness 








Sumner.-The town of Sumner (population, 1,404) is supplied 
by .an artesian well 1,770 feet deep, drilled by J. P. Miller & 
Company, of Chicago, in 1902. The well is 10 inches in dia-
mete'r to 120 feet, 8 inches to 234 feet, 6 inches to bottom; casing 
to 730 feet. The curb is 1,054 feet above sea level and the head 
~s 144 feet below curb. Water in the Middle Maquoketa at 260 
21 
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feet rose to 18 feet below curb; the temperature. of this water 
was 51° F. Water was also found in the Galena at 420 to 660 
feet, and in the Oneota at 1,086 feet, the lower waters heading 
144 feet below curb. The well yields 200 gallons per minute 
with pump cylinder 204 feet below curb. 
The strata penetrated are indicated by the following section: 
R ecord ot strata in Sumner city welt. 
Pleistocene (128 feet thick; top, 1,054 above sea level): 
Sand and gravel, yellow ___________________________ ~ _____________________________ _ 
Gravel, coarse; pebbles in sample up ·to 3 inches diameter _____________ _ 
Till, glacial, stony clay, drab; sandy at 90 feet; 7 samples _______________ _ 
Devonian or Silurian (22 feet thick; top, 926 feet above sea l evel) : 
Limestone, largely drab; fine-grained, of Wapsipinicon type _________ _ 
Limestone, hard, light buff; of rapid effervescence; 2 samples _________ _ 
Limestone and shale; limestone, light buff, of rapid effervescence; 
shale, drab; 2 samples __________________________________________________________ _ 
Ordovician: 
Maquoketa shale (220 feet thick; top, 904 feet above sea level)-
Shale, blue-green, plastic, calcareous; ; samples ___ ______________________ _ 
"Hard rock" in driller's log aL ____________________________________ __________ __ _ 
Drift, sand and gra veL ________ ______ __________________________________________ __ _ 
Limestone, light blue-gray; earthy luster, mottled; of rapid ef-
fervescence in cold dilute HCI, with much cher t of same COlor; 4 samples _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, soft, semi crystalline, gray; rapid effervescence; cherty; 
1 sample containing crinoid stem; 3 samples _____________________________ _ 
Shale, light blue-green, calcareous; 5 samples _____________________________ _ 
Galena limestone to Platteville limestone (344 feet thick; top, 684 above 
sea level)-
Limestone, blue-gray; of rapid efferv escence; 3 samples _________________ _ 
Shale, calcareous, drab; 2 samples _________ ... __________________________________ _ 
Limestone, cream colored, soft; in thin flakes _____________________________ _ 
Limestone, light and dark gray; soft, earthy luster; rapid effer-
ve scen ce; 21 sam p I es _____________________ -___________________________ -___ -_______ _ 
Limestone, dark blue, highly fossiliferous; 2 samples __ _________ _____ __ __ _ 
Shale, bright green, plastic, slightly calcareous; 3 samples (prob-
a bly Decorah shale) ______ ___ _____ __ ___ __ _________________________________ ------__ 
Limestone, mottled gray, fossiliferous; rapid effervescence; 5 samples 
Shale, bright green; highly fossiliferous at no feet; fragments with 
bits of characteristic fossil brachiopods, etc., occur in almost all 
the drillings from below ______________ ~-----------------------------------------
Saint Peter sandstone (66 feet thick; top, 340 feet above sea leve\)-
Sanfstone, of clean, white, quartz sand; grains well rounded, rather 
. fil1-e; at 720 feet some limestone chippings in the drillings; 5 samples 
Prairie du Chien stage-
Shakopee dolomite (140 feet thick; t op, 274 above sea level)-
Dolomite, white, gray and light buff; in places cherty, crystalline; 7 samples _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, cream colored; much quartz sand in drillings ______________ _ 
Dolomite, pink, arenacoous; with minute rounded grains of crystall-
ine quartz; 2 samples _______________________________________________ -------------
Dolomite, light buff and pinl{ish; 3 samples _________________________ ______ _ 
New Richmond sandstone (40 feet thick; top, 134 feet above sea level)-
Sandstone and dolomite; drilllngs chiefiy fine grains of quartz sand, . 
but with chips of light gray dolom!te; 2 samples __________________ ______ _ 
Sandstone, fine-grained, white; grains well rounded _____ ________________ _ 
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Oneota dolomite (2(0 feet thick; top, 94 feet above sea level)-
Dolomite, white or light gray; in plac'es saccharoldal, in places 
with white chert; at 980 feet drillings contain considerable sand; 
13 samples ________________________________________________________________________ 960-1,OSO 
Sandstone, of white clean quartz, grains well rounded; moder-
a tely fine ___________________________________________________________________________ l,Ooo 
Dolomite, white and light gray and buff; siliceous residues of finely 
divided quartzose matter; at 1,150 feet finely arenaceous; 8 samples __ 1,l20-1,150 
Cambrian: 
Jordan sandstone (120 feet thick; top, 106 feet below sea level)-
Sandstone, fine-grained, white; grains of clear quartz, well rounded; 
2 samples ___________________________________________________________________________ 1,160-1,170 
Sandstone, as above, but coarser, largest grains 1 millimeter In 
d lame te r __________________________________ c__ ____ __ __ __ ____ ________ __ ______ __ ______ _ I, 180 
Sandstone; 3 samples ______________________________________________________________ 1,210 
Indecisive; at 1,236 feet highly calcareous shale, resembling Maquo-
I,eta; at 1,230 and 1,240 limestone, clearly Galena or Platteville and 
fallen in the boring; considerable quartz sand may have fallen 
from above but Is the only material In samples in which the drill 
apparently could have worked; 3 samples _______________________ __________ 1, 230-1, 240 
Sandstone, fine, white; Galena or Platteville limestone in the drlll-
ings; 2 sam ples ____________________________________________________________________ 1, 260-1, 270 
Saint Lawrence formation (460 feet penetrated; top, 226 feet below sea 
level)-
Dolomite, highly siliceous; minute angular particles of crystalline 
quartz; in places green grains of glauconite; 13 samples ______________ 1,2S0-1,425 
Shale, reddiSh, sligh tly calcareous___________________________________________ 1,430 
Shale, green, slightly calcareous; 3 samples ________________________________ l, 440-1, 460 
Shale, g·reen, fossiliferous, practically noncalcareous; minutely 
quartzose; 5 samples ______________________________________________________________ 1, 4SO-1, 520 
Shale, bright and light green, highly arenaceous; minute grains of 
q t1artz; gla ucon iferous __________________________________________________________ I, 530-1,550 
Sandstone, gray, fine-grained; glauconite gralns__________________________ 1,560 
A few water-worn fragments of shale ____________________________________ :___ 1,570 
Chiefly rusted chips of iron, from a fallen slush bucket, cut up by 
th e d ri 11 ___ __ __ ____ ____ __ __ __ __ ____ ________ __ ______ __ ______ ____ __ ________ __ ______ ___ I, 580 
Sandston e, gray, tlne-grai ned ___________________________________________________ 1,600 
Shale, dark and bright green; minutely arenaceous and glauconifer-
ous; 20 samples _____________________________________________________________________ 1, 610-1, 620 
Sandstone, fine-grained; some greenish argillaceous material; dried • 
blocks set after pouring from slush bucket are readily friable______ 1,630 
Shale, light green, finely arenaceous, slightly calcareous, plastic____ 1,040 
Marl, green, greenish yellow, or greenish gray; highly arenaceous 
with almost Impalpable quartz grains; calcareous and argillaceous; 
glauconite present in round dark green grains; some samples easily 
friable when dried, others more clayey and somewhat tenacious; 
o s'amples ____________________________________________________________ ~ _____________ 1, 660-1, 740 
The water is distributed through 2% miles of mains, to 92 
taps and 14 fire hydrants under 50 pounds, pressure. 
Tripoli.-The town of Tripoli (population, 755) is supplied 
from a well 113 feet deep, said to be oapable of furniJshing at 
least 70 barrels an hour. Water is distributed from a tank 
(capacity, 2,000 barrels) set on posts 90 feet high. There are 
6,000 feet of mains, 16 fire hydrants, and 50 taps. Most wells 
in .the village find water in gravel resting on bedrock. 
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Waverly.-The city of Waverly (population, 3,205) is sup-
plied by an artesian well 1,720 feet deep, drilled in 1899 by J. 
P. Miller & Company, of Chicago. (See PI. VII.) The well is 
12 inches in diameter to a depth of 15 feet, 10 inches to lOu 
feet, 8 inches to bottom, and is cas,ed to a depth of 100 feet. 
The curb is 930 feet [above sea level. The head was not tested, 
but the natural flow is, 225 gallons per minute. Water was 
found at a depth of 730 feet (in the Saint Peter), at 840 to 900 
feet. (in the Shakopee, first flow) , and at 1,120 to 1,200 feet (in 
the Jordan). The temperature is 53° F. 
The strata penetrated are shown by the following table: 
Record 01 strata in city wen at WaverZy. 
Devonian (70 feet thick; top, 930 feet above sea level): Limestone, buff, earthy ________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, 1Igh t buff, earthy ___________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, dense, hard, brittle. brownish, drab and light buff, of 
finest grain and conchoidal fracture; rapidity of effervescence In 
cold dllute Hel Indicated a very slight percentage of magnesium 
carbonate; facies of Wapsipinicon limestone _____________________________ ~ 
Limestone, as above, with a few chips of flint and some of light 
yellow arenaceous limestone __________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, light buff, earthy, rapid effervescence _______________________ _ 
Sllurian: 
Nlagar'an dolomite (50 feet thick; top, 860 feet above sea level)-
Dolomite or magnesian limestone, gray, earthy luster _________________ _ 
Dolomite or magnesian limestone, in coarse chips, with flakes of 
bluish white subtranslucent crYPtocrystalline quartz ___________________ _ 
Dolomite or magnesian limestone, yellow-gray; In fine sand __________ _ 
Dolomite, In large chips, gray, earthy luster, with cryptocrystalline 
silica _______________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite or magnesian limestone, soft, blue, subcrystalline ___________ _ 
Ordovician: 
Maquoketa shale (150 feet thick; top, 810 feet above sea level)-
Shale, blue; with small nodules of pyrite and fine sand of bluish 11 mes to ne chi p pin gS ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, soft, blue, saccharoidal, of brisk effervescence, pyrltifer-ous _________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Shale, calcareous, bluish or greenish; 13 samples _________________________ _ 
Galena limestone to Plattevllle limestone (420 feet thick; top, 660 feet 
above sea lev~)-
Limestone, mottled, light and dark drab. fine saccharoidal, mag-nesian ______________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Flint, light drab; In large chips; with blue-gray limestone, of rapid 
effervescence ______________________________________________________ -------_______ _ 
Limestone, blue, gray; of rapid effervescence; soft, argillaceous, 
wi th considerable flin t; 3 samples __________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, white, light gray and cream colored; in thin flakes; 
rather soft, somewhat argillaceous; luster earthy; effervescence 
rapid; 16 samples ________________________________________ " ______ -------------------
Shale, green; with some fine chips of Iimestone ___________________________ _ 
Limestone, soft, earthy, nonmagneslan, light gray, fosslliferous ____ _ 
Limestone and shale; the latter green; two samples for this depth, 
one of limestone and one of shale, may represent the Interval be-
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GEOLOGIC SECTION BETWEEN ST. ANSGAR AND VINTON. IOWA 
By W. H. Norton 
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Shale, green; in angular chips, with some chips of light gray limestone, as above ______________________________________________________________ . 
Limestone, soft, earthy; with much green shale; 3 samples--___________ _ 
Shale, green, bright, plastic; large pieces of dried clay cleaned from drill; 2 samples ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Saint Peter sandstone (30 feet thick; top, 240 feet above sea level)-
Sandstone, white, soft; grains of pure quartz, moderately well 
rounded and rather fine; 3 samples __________________________________ . _______ _ 
Prairie du Chien stage-
Shakopee dolomite (240 feet thick; top, 210 feet above sea level)-
Dolomite, gray, cherty; with chips of white saccharojda\ sandstone 
and much quartz sand _________________________ ~ _______________________________ _ 
Dolomite, hard, crystalline, light gray and cream colored; in chips 
with much quartz sand; S samples ________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, light yellow-gray; in chips mingled with muah white sand 
(Drillings said to have washed away because of overflow at 840 feet.) 
Dolomite, white, crystalline, cherty; with much moderately fine quartz sand; 2 sam pi es ___ __________________ __ ___________________________________ _ 
Dol om i te, cream co lore d ________________________________________ ~---- __________ -__ 
New Richmond sandstone (20 feet thick; top, 30 feet below sea level)-
Sandstone, white, fine-grained, calcareous cement; in small chips, 
with some pink dolomite and grains of sand _____________________________ _ 
Dolomite, light gray, cherty, arenaceous ___________________________________ _ 
Oneota dolomite (150 feet thick; top, 50 fee·t below sea level)-
Dolomitl3; mostly in clean sand and chips, vesicular, white, gray, 
pink; some cherty; 13 samples _____________________________________________ ~ __ 
Cambrian: 
Jordan sandstone (110 feet thick; top, 200 feet below sea level)- . 














of grain of last sample about 0.5 millimeter in diameter; 3 samples_l,I30-1,150 
SandstoJle; c1rillings apparently consist in part of angular sand of 
light yellow dolomite, effervescing freely in hot HCI. Under the 
microscope it is seen to consist of minute angular grains of limpid 
crystalline quartz with calcareous cement; much of the drillings 
consists of rounded grains of white sand; 2 samples ____________________ l,160-1,170 
Sandstone; quartz, moderately fiue and well rounded, with chippings 
of gray dolomi te__________________________________________________________________ 1,180 
Sandstone, calcifero us; 2 sam ples ______________________________________________ I, 190-1, 200 
Sands ton e, fl n e -grai ned, whi te__________________________________________________ 1,210 
Sandstone, calciferous; with some flakes of dolomite; 2 samples ______ 1,220-1,230 
Saint Lawrence formation (480 feet penetrated; top, 310 feet below sea 
level)-
Dolomite, highly siliceous; with finely divided quartzose matter of 
angular particles, somewhat arenaceous; with bright green grains 
of gla ucoJli te; 4 samples ________________________________________________________ 1, 240-1,270 
Chert and dolomite and sillceo-calcareous shale___________________________ 1,280 
Dolomite, highly argillaceous and siliceous________________________________ 1 .. 290 
Dolomite, gray, siliceous; silica in form of minute angular crystall-
ine particles constituting a large part of the rock; some green 
grains of glauconi te; 5 samples _______________________________________________ 1,300-1,340 
Shale, bluish green, slightly calcareous; 4 samples ______________________ 1,410-1,440 
Shale, pink, buff and green, noncalcareous_________________________________ 1,450 
Shale, blue-green, somewhat indurated, noncalcateous; 8 samples ____ 1,460-1,530 
Sandstone; rather coarse grains, drillings contain clayey admixture 
and do lorn t te chi ps ______________________________________________________________ _ 1, 540-1, 580 
Shale of various colors; yellow, a strong, dark green set thickly 
with grains of red; arenaceous, with small, partly rounded quartz 
grains ______ ~---------------------------- --------------------__ _____________________ 1,590 
Shale, blue-green; with considerable red shale, probably from above; 9 samples _____ ______________________________________________________________________ 1, 600-1, 720 
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The water is pumped to a tank with a capacity of 60,000 
gal1ons, and distributed through eight miles of mains. to 52 
hydrants and 350 taps. Domestic pressure is 70 pounds, and 
fir,e pressure 125 pounds. 
The excellent artesi,an supply haS' largely displaced the house 
welLs of the town. Wells sunk before its introduction found 
water at varying de·pths. On the river terrace of Sturtevant's 
addition driven Wiells 15 to 20 feet deep were used. 'On the 
high hills of the first ward wells were sunk through loess and 
drift nearly 100 feet to rock. On the east side of the river a 
former channel of the Cedar is is.ounded by w.ells, which on the 
bottom lands of the fourth ward descend between 90 and 100 
feet in river sand throughout, showing that the old rock floor lies 
scores of £eet below the present rock-cut channel of the river ' 
through the town. . 
Waverly Junction.-At Waverly Junction (population, 80) 
wells range in depth from thirty feet ( driven) td' 100 feet 
(drilled). Rock is entered at thirty to forty feet below the sur-
face. 
The following tables give data of typical wells in Bremer 
county: 





T. 93 N., R. 14 W. (Polk) 
R. P. Black_________ NE. ~ SE. ~ sec. S__ 75 
M. Oarrier___________ SE. i NE. ~ sec. 4__ 139 
T. 93 N., R. 13 W. 
(Douglas) 
. 
J. Neuendorf________ NE. i SE. i sec. 2__ 200 
J. H. BeslIL________ NE. l NW. i sec. 3__ 200 
O. Zwaozlger_____ ___ SE. ~ SE. i sec. 6__ 266 
Republic Oreamery__ NW. i SW. ~ sec. 9_ 180 
A. Biarmsnn________ SE. i SW. i sec. 26_ 111 
H. Winzenberg______ SW. 1 SW. ~ sec. 27 220 
obi .. 
0 01'> 









40 _______ _ 
Remarks (log given In feet) 
115 124 Said to be tlowlng stream at 
bottom. 
190 _______ _ 
170 _______ _ 
200 ________ Blue clay, 200; soft rock and 
178 _______ _ 
shale (Upper Maquoketa), 
60; hard limestone (Middle 
Maquoketa) 6. 
100 ______ __ Oreek bottom. 
49 _____ • Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 
19; limestone (Niagaran), 
]0; shale (Up!'er Maono-
keta) , 87: "sandstone" 
(perhaps sharp yellow 88I1d 
cut frOID dolomite of Mid· 
dIe Maquoketa), 20. 
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Typical wells oj Breme1' County-Continued 
• 
Owner Location 
L. Burgman______ SW. 1 SE. i sec. 17_ 
D. Moler________ NW. 1 NW. 1 sec. 85 
T. 93 N., R . 12 W. 
(Frederika and 
part ot Leroy). 
M. 0011ln8 _____ _ 
J. N. JOhnSOIL __ _ 
M. Mowatt _______ _ 
J. Pfnkerton _____ _ 
W. J. Meier ____ _ 
M. O. Connell _____ _ 
F. Wolfgramm ____ _ 
O. L. Rima ______ ~ 
F. Schultz.. _____ _ 
O. F. Schwem _____ _ 
O. E. Falcher ______ _ 
H. J. PeltolL ______ _ 
F. McConnelL ______ _ 
J . Leach ___________ _ 
F. H. FriedmalL __ 
John McQueen}" ____ • 
A. Schmidt _________ _ 
W. B . Bames ____ _ 
E. Webster ________ _ 
T. 93 N., R. 11 W. 
(Sumner and 
part of Leroy). 
SW. i sec. 5 ________ _ 
SE. i SW. i sec . 6_ 
NW. i NE. i sec. 8_ 
NE. i NE. ; sec. 8 __ 
SE. i NE. i sec. 8 __ 
NW. i NE. i sec. 9 __ 
NW. i NW. i sec. 16 
SE. ; SW. i sec. 18 
SE. i NE. i sec. 81_ 
NW. i NW. i sec. 32 
NW. 1 NE . 1 sec. 22_ 
NW. i SE. 1 sec 1 __ 
NW. 1 NE. 1 sec. 3_ 
NE. i NE. i sec. 8 __ 
a miles NE. Tripoli 
NW. 1 NE. ; sec. 18_ 
NE.i NW.; sec. 18 
NW.i NW.i sec. 18 
NE. 1 sec. 19 ______ _ 
P . O'Connell________ NW. 1 NE. 1 sec. 8_ 
Creamery _________ _ 
J. M. J~nlr8 ________ _ 
F. O. Krause.. ____ _ 
O. Shophouster ___ _ 
J. M. .lenks ______ _ 
H. Friend G. Hammetter ___ _ 
SE. i SE. i sec. 5 __ 
SE. i SE. i sec . 9 __ 
NE. i NE. i sec. 10_ 
SW. i SW. i sec. 14 
NW. 1 NW. 1 sec. 15 





S 0<'> ,o~ 
.d .d "0 
Po Po 'tl-.,., 
., ., 
.,.0 
Remarks (log given In feet ) 
~ A :I) 
65 ________ -10 




















60 _____ __ _ 
186 
stone (sbale) at 20; then 6 
ot gray rock containing 
water. 
Yellow clay, 12; blue clay, 86; 
sand, 5; ends in sand. 
Yellow clay, 10; blue clay, 
24; sand, 16; blue clay, 10; 
rock, 27. 
Upland. Yellow clay, 12; 
blue clay, 63; old Ill·smell· 
ing soil, 20; blue clay, 41; 
rock, 10. 
190 _______ _ ~I Upiand. Yellow and blue clay; struck 25 teet ot sott jumping clay. 156; water· 
bearing sand to bottom. 73 _______ _ 








Ail clay to water·hearlDlr 
gravel at IJottom. 
Ends in wa ter·II.aring sand; 
yields 10 gallons per minute. 
Divide. Drat, 200; sbale (Up· 
per Maquoketa), 60; lime 
rock (Middle Maquoketa), 
28. 222 220 _______ _ Divide. Drift clays, 135; quick· 
sand (flne dark gray), 60; 
blue clay, 25; soft sbale 
(Maquoketa), z. 158 _______ +4 Near foot of hIlI by Mentor 
crpek. Blue clay, 96; quick· 
sane! and wood, 60' coarse 









170 -80 High prairie. Yellow clay. 15; 
blue clay, 155; limestone, 
140. 116 _______ _ 
147 _______ _ 
194 ________ Blue clay, 194; limestone 
spalls, 1. 
136 ________ All clay to rock. 
----ii2- ".======= Ends in 6 teet of sand. 
Blue clay, 132; sand, 6. 
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Typical wells in Breme7' County- Continued 
Owner 
T. 92 N. , R. 14 W. 
(Lafayette and part 
of Washington). W. S. Grover _____ _ 
W. Blasler ______ _ 
H. S. Bunth ______ _ 
C. A. Klngsley ____ _ 
W. M. Colton ____ _ 
B. Bennett _______ _ 
E . Chase ______ _ 
Location 
SE. 11 NE. 11 sec. 8 __ 
SW.1I NE.i sec. 4_ 
NE. i NE. 11 sec. 10_ NW. i sec. 17 ______ _ 
SE. 11 NE. i sec. 20_ 
SE. i SW. i sec. 20_ 
NW. 11 SW. 11 sec. 21 
J. H. BOWInall..___ Sec. 29 ___________ _ 
J. Boglston_______ .SE. 11 NE. 11 sec. 81_ 
M. Boglston________ NW. 11 sec. 32 ______ _ 
Wm. Cook ------- SW. i SW. 11 sec. 86_ 
T. 92 N., R. 13 W. (Warren). 
L . Ladage _______ _ 
J. Wilkins ______ _ 
J. Alcock __________ _ 
Job Simmons _____ _ 
L. Armstrong ___ _ 
F . Potbast _______ _ 
F. C. Potbast _____ _ 
F . Lageshulte _____ _ 
H. S. HooveL ____ _ 
Bremer Co. Farm __ M . Sharp _________ _ 
Chas . Gors _______ _ 
W. T. Weideman __ 
S. C1aus'ing _______ _ 
T. 92 N., R. 12 W. (Fremont). C. F. Davles ______ _ 
H. Hennings ____ _ MfIler ________ _ 
A. D. Chapin ______ _ 
T. 92 N., R. 11 W. (Dayton). O. Seebase.. _____ _ 
C. 8ell ______ __ _ 
SW. 11 SE. i sec. , __ 
SW. 11 NW. 11 sec. 6_ 
SW. 11 SW. 11 sec. 6_ 
SE. i NE. 11 sec. 6 __ 
NW. 11 NW. 11 sec. 7_ 
SE. i SE. i sec. 17_ 
SW. 11 SW. 11 sec. 16 
NE. i NE. 11 sec. 17_ 
SW. 11 SW. i sec. 18_ 
NW. It SE. 11 sec. 24 
SE. 11 NW . i sec. 31 SE. i sec .. 32 _______ _ 
SE. 'i SW. i sec. 35_ 
SW. 11 NW. i sec. 36 
SE. 11 SE. i sec. 6 __ 
NE. 11 NE. 11 sec. 19_ 
NE. i SE. 11 sec. 4 __ 
NE. i sec. 23 ______ _ 
8E. 11 SW. i sec. 8 __ 











































30 ______ _ 
70 _______ _ 
30 ______ _ 








185 _______ _ 
105 -80 70 ______ _ 
60 _______ • 




195 190 _______ _ 
171 ______________ _ 
Remarks 
(log given In feet) 
Bottoms of Oedar river. 
Upland. 
Yellow clay, 16;. blue clay, 
65; white limestone. 
On upland. Drift, 30; lime· 
stone, 25; soapstone, blue , 
soft (Independence shale 
member), 30; limestone, 17. 
Yellow clay, 10; blue clay, 
60; IImelitone, 44; shale 
gray (Independence), 10; 
limestone, 14, containing 
water. 
Drift, 30; limestone, 50; lime· 
stone and sbale, the latter 
In several beds 4 or 5 feet 
thick (Independence), 40; 
limestone, 10. 
Drift, 75; limestone (Deyonl. 
an), 45; shale (Independ· 
ence), 2; limestone, 14. 
Water lowereil on drilling of 
Wlxenburg well, 2 miles 
north. 
Ends In water·bearlng gravel. 
Do. 
Not much sand In well. 
Drift, 212; limestone, 5' 
sbale, 100. 
Drift, 210; limestone, 5' 
sbale 135; sandstone wltb 
water, 2. 
AI! In drift. 
No shale. 
Bottoms of Quarter Section 
Run. Blue clay, 128 feet; 
sand. 
Flowing well. 
Lowland, about 2i miles 
from an outcrop of Nia-
garan limestone. 
No sand worth mentioning; 
water In roell:. 
Yellow clay, 7; blue clay, 98; 
limestone, 10. 
Divide between Wapsipinicon 
river and Buck creek. 
Divide bet.ween Buck creek 
and Little Wapsipinicon; 
ends In sand. 
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Typical wells in Bremer Oounty- Oontinued 
Owner 
H. Nuss _________ _ 
I. Leverton ____ _ 
O. Schwahn _____ _ 
N. Mersch _________ _ 
Wm. Franklin ____ _ 
Geo. Watts ___ ____ _ 
F. Pobler _________ _ 
T. 91 N., R. 13 W. (Jefferson and parts 
of Washington 
and Jackson). 
Washington Oream· ery ___________ _ 
J!. Soldwlsah ____ _ 
Hans Ohristlan ___ _ 
M. Sinot ______ _ 
Ohlcago Great 
Western Ry. (E. N. Perry) _____ _ 
Wm. Hennlng ____ _ 
L. Oory __________ __ 
Geo . Baskins ____ __ 
H. A. Knief ______ _ 
W. H . Knlef ______ _ 
John Knle!. ______ _ 
Wm. Baskins ___ _ 
W. Farris _______ _ 
Julius Wille ____ _ 
M. E. Bloeser ____ _ 
G. B. Briden _____ • 
M. Farrington ____ _ 
John Dornbush __ __ 
T . 91 N., R. 12 W. (Maxfield). 
Location 
SW. i SW. 1 sec. 24_ 
NE. ; SW. ; sec 25_ 
NE. 1 NE. i sec. '1:1_ 
SW. 1 SE. 1 sec. 28_ 
SW. 1 SW. 1 sec. 30 
SW. 1 NW. i sec. 31 
NW. i NW. i sec. 33 
SW. i SE. i sec. 5 __ 
NW. i NE. i sec. · 6_ 
SW. i SE.l sec. 7_ 
SW. i SW. i sec. 7 
NW. i sec. 7 ______ __ 
SW. i NE . i sec. 8_ 
SE. i SW . i sec. 17_ 
NE. ; SE. i sec. 80_ 
NW. i NW. 1 sec. 2_ 
SW. i SE. i sec. 2_ I SE.; NW. 1 sec. 2-
·NW. 1 sec. 4 ________ _ 
SE. i SW. ; sec. 23_ 
NE. ~ sec. 25 ______ __ 
NE. 11 NE. i sec. 26_ 
NE. ! SE. ; sec. 33 __ 
NE. i SE. ; sec. S5_ 
1 mile N. and 1 mile 
W. of Denver. 
M. Gauske __________ NW. i NW. 1 sec. L 













145 ______ __ 
130 _______________ , 







































95 ________ -76 
Remarks 
(log given in teet ' 
Ends in sand. 
Yellow clay, 30; hlue clay, 
115; limestone, 5. 
Ends in sand. 
Ends In sand. Yellow clay, 
20; blue clay, 126; sand, 2; 
typical of wells In this and 
adjacent sections. 
West bank of Wapsipinicon 
valley. 
West bank of Wapsipinicon 
valley. Yellow clay, 40; 
blue clay, SO; hard gray 
limestone, 8. Water at 128. 
All clay to water·bearln&, 
sand at bottom. 
Yellow clay 10; blue clay, 35; 
limestone, 75. 
Blue clay, 156; limestone, 75; 
shale (Maquoketa), 96. 
Well unsuccessful; on an 
other part of same farm 
water was found in drift 
and at 150 feet. 
High hfll. 
Drift, 29' limestone (Devon I 
an and Silurian). 87; shale (Upper Maquoketa), 115; 
sandstone, S. 
Ends In sand, all blue clay 
above sand. 
Do. 
Blue clay, 210; sand. fine 
gray and black, with some 
-wood at 210. 
Loess and yellow tfll, 22: blue 
clay. 41; limestone, 6!/. 
High hili. 
Soft yellow clay, 13; bIn 
clay, 69. 
Drift, 40; rock, SO. 
Yellow clay and gravel, 30; 
sand at SO; blue clay, SO; 
rock, 12. 
Yellow clay, 20; blne clay 
25; limestone, 60. 
158 118 ________ Yellow clay, 20; blue clay, 98 
95 SO 80 _______ -1.0 
to rock. 
A few feet above level 0 
flood plain of Orane creek 
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Owner 
Fred Knief _______ _ 
J. P. Ottrogge ____ _ 
H. W. MeggerhofL_ 
J. Kolling _________ _ 
H. Poock __________ _ 
T. 91 N., B. 11 W. (Franklin). 
B. Blcrle __________ _ 
J. H. Robrson _____ _ 
G. Vander Walker __ 
Orrin Statlon ______ _ 
R. Rundle _________ _ 
Shippy and Har· wood ___________ _ 
Haas Kabler __ ____ _ 
Wm . Mundt 
J. T. Nuss _____ _ 
Obrls. Nieland ___ _ 
T. 91 N., B. 14 W. (Parts of Wasb· 
Ington and Jack· 
son). 
G. W. Bowman ___ _ 
Bowman Bros. ___ _ 
Geo. Moody ______ _ 
E. Taylor ________ _ 
Geo . Ourtls _____ _ 
Ohlcago G rea t 
Western By. (J. Oarry). _________ _ 
A. S. Mores _______ _ 
O. M. Barber ______ _ 
Allen Sewall ______ _ 
O. Babcock ______ _ 
D. Lebman School No. L ______ _ 
'l'ypicaZ wells in Bremer County-Continued 
Location 
SW. ! SW. ~ sec. 2"_ 
SE. l NE. i sec. 23_ 
NE. 1 SE. ; sec. 14_ 
NW. i sec. 20 ______ . 
SE. 1 NE. ~ sec. 32_ 
SW. ~ SW. ~ sec . 7_ 
NE. ~ SW. i\ sec. 7 __ 
NW. ! NE. ~ sec. 19_ 
NE. a NE. ~ sec. 13_ 
NE. ~ SE. 11 sec. 12.. 
NE. i NE. 1 sec. 12_ 
SW. 1 SW. i sec. 1_. 
SW. 11 NW. 11 sec. L 
NW. l NW. 11 sec. 1_ 
SW. i SE. 1 sec. 2-. 
NW. ! NW. i\ sec. 5_ 
SE. i NE. i sec. 4 __ 
NE. ~ NE. i sec. 9 __ 
SW. ! NW. ; sec. 11_ NE. 1 sec. 13 _______ _ 
NE. i\ sec. 12 _______ _ 
NE. ! SE. ~ sec. L_ 
NW. 1 NW. 1 sec. L 
NE. i SW. i sec. 21_ 
NE. 1 NW. i sec. 22_ 
SE. 1 NW. i\ sec. 28_ 












































60 ___ ____ _ 
90 




Remarks (log given In feet) 
Ends In sand. 
Do. 
Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 40; 
sand and gravel, 16. 
Yellow clay, 13; blue clay. 47. 
All hlue clay to hottom, 
where water was found In 
sand and gravel. 
Drift clays, 200; "yellowish 
substance between rock and 
clay," 30; solid limestone 
with water, 10. 
Clay, 200; sand, gray, very 
tine, dry, 70; gravel and 
sand witb water, 5. 
Ends in sand. 
Yellow clay, 40; blue clay, 
58, to rock; water In rock. 
Clay, 100, to rock; water In 
rock. 
Yellow clay, 50; sand, 10; 
blue clay, 30, to rock. 
Yellow clay, 80; sand, 10; 
blue clay 80 to rock; water 
In rock. 
Drift clays, 80; gray sand 
with muddy water, 20; 
rOCk, 30. 
Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 58; 
sand, 15; limestone, 17. 
Yellow clay, 30; blue clay, 
78, to rock; water In rock, 
no sand in well. 
High ground. 
Hill. 
Sand, 20; yellow clay. 25. 
Yellow clay, 25' blue clay, 
65; limestone, 36. 
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Typical wens in the Wapsipinicon Valley artesian fieZd, Bremer Oounty. 
Owner 
T. 93 N., R. 11 W. 
(Sumner and part 
of Le Roy). 
W. B. Barnes _____ _ 
WflIiam Kuker ___ _ 
Hiram Lease •.. __ _ 
T. 98 N., R. ~ W. (Le Roy). 
Location 
NW. 1 sec. 18 _____ _ 
SW. ~ sec. 81 _______ _ 
NE. 1 sec. 13 _______ _ 
J. Playman.._______ SW. 1 sec. 25 _____ • __ 
Louis Testort! ____ NW. 1 sec. 26_. __ • __ 
John Barbknecht__ NW. 1 sec. 28 ______ _ 
Bertha Gericke ____ NW. 1 sec. 18 _______ _ 
Fred Hahn _______ NW. 1 sec. 21 ______ _ 
F. H . Frledman____ 3 miles NE. of Tri· 
polf. 













Remarks (logs gtven in feet) 
Blue clay, 60; ,fino soft quicksand 
with some wood at bottom; 
coarse gravel and water. 
Ends In gravel. 
Overflows. 
2~ Near East Wapsipinicon; diameter, 
41 Inches. 
12 95 feet to rock, has now ceased to 
flow. On East Wapsipinicon. 
-5 
- 6 Yellow clay, 10, then gravel which 
grew coarser to bottom. 
-9 
2 Ends In sand and gravel. Flows 
10 gallons per minute. 
Ohrlstian Bubr __ _ 
W: O. Gode.. _____ _ 
SE. i sec. 18 _________ ------- 30 I SE. i sec. 20_______ 110 ____ _ Water jetted 15 feet from top of 
8-lnch pipe. P. Wynkot! ______ _ 
N. Trauller ____ _ 
Robert Watts __ _ 
T. 92 N., B. 12 W. (Fremont). 
O. C . 000· ... _ .•.. __ 
J. J. Coofr __ . . _. ___ _ 
A . . Coulltryman ____ _ 
T. 91 N., R. 11 W. 
(Franklfn). 
Peter Wntrine _____ _ 
George Meier ______ _ 
Anthony Schmeltzer 
F. H. Schroeder __ _ Henry Fubr _______ _ 
William Beal _____ _ 
B. F. OalL ______ _ 
J. W. RommeIL __ _ 
75 61 SE. 1 sec. 30 _______ _ 
. 
~~ -----io-I NE. 1 sec. 29 _______ _ SW. i sec. 31 _______ _ 
NE. ; sec. 1 _______________________ _ 
SE . 1 sec. L_________ 120 21 
SW. i sec. 1 ___________ • ____ _ 
NW. i sec. 27 _______ _ 
)17~'. :i sec. 6 _________ _ 
SW. i sec. 22.. ____ _ 
SE. ~ sec. 8 ______ __ _ 
NE. 1 sec. 17 _______ _ 
SE. 1 sec. 17 _______ _ _ 
SW. 1 sec. 11L _____ _ 









Yellow clay, 10; sand and gravel, 
30; blue clay, 25; lfmestone, 10 . 
Ten or 12 feet above valley floor. 
Sand, 4; yellow clay, blue clay; 
lfmestone at 82; water In rock near 
bottom. 
Temperature, 47 degrees F . 
About 10 feet above Wapsipinicon 
bottoms. Diameter, 58 Inches. 
Temperature, 47.3 degrees F. 
Sand, 8; blue clay, 94; cemented 
gray gravel, 18. 
Hfllslde. Flows only when Cook's 
well Is shut off. 
HflIslope; has now ceased to flow; 
drilled about 1875. 
Hillside, 20 feet above Wapsipini-
con bottoms. Diameter, 5 inches; 
drilled in 1903. 
Diameter 2 Inches; elevation, 9 feet 
above Wapsipinicon river. Tem-
perature, 48 degrees F. Loam, 2; 
sand, 28; blue stony clay, 67~; 
gravel, ;. 
Hillside. Well just overflowed. 
Diameter, 5 Inches. Temperature, 
49 degrees F. Flow, 2 gallons 
through i·inch pipe. Yellow sandy 
clay, 20; blue clay, 51; gravel. 
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Typiool wells i n the Wapsipinicon Valley artesian field, Bremer aounty-
Continued . 
Owner 
Leopold Leistikow _ 
George RommelL_ 
H. Lelstikow _______ 
H., Leistikow 
------
Cbarles LieberL ___ _ M. E . Perry _______ _ 
Grove Hill Cream· ery _____ _________ _ 
Location .d 
"" 1>. '" Q) Q)Q :z: 
Feet Feet 
SW. ~ sec. 20 ________ 107 S6 
NW. ~ sec. 2L ____ __ _ 92 ,I, 
NW. ~ sec. 29 ______ 113 ------- .. 
NW. ~ sec. 29 ______ _ 
-------- -------
NW. i see. 29 _______ • __________ _ 
NK ~ sec. 3t_____ ___ 100 ____ _ 
NW. ~ sec, 22 ______ _ 106 -6 
Remarks (logs given in feet) 
\ 
Temperature, 47.3 degrees F. Runs 
30 gallons per minute tbrougb Ii· 
inch pipe plugged into square iron 
rod. 
Temperature, 49 dgrees F. Drill 
l~ gallon8 per mInute througb ~. 
Incb pipe. 
Temper a ture, 49 de!gees F, Drill 
lifted when water was struck at 
base of blue till at 113 feet. 
Temperature, 49 degrees F. Now a 
feeble flow. 
Formerly used for carp ponds, 
Slope. 
Carl Hagenow _____ S. ~ sec. 6_ :: __ ::_=-_:: __ ::_=-__ ::_:.: __ -=1=-38::...._-=2=-O_-=30::...:f::::e::et~a::::b::::o.:v::.e ,:.r.:lv:,:e::r . .:, -=E::n::d::s:..::lD~g=-r::8 v::e""L 
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BUCHANAN COUNTY 
BY MELVIN F. AREY. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
Topogra,phically Buchanan county dOles not differ greatly 
from the other parts of the Iowan drift prairie. The inequal-
ities in its surface are a little more pronounced in the southern 
half than in the northern, for the stream courses trend south-
ward. 
Wapsipinicon river crosses the county from northwest to 
southeast. Its principal tributaries in the county, the Little 
Wapsipinicon, Otter;' Harter, and Pine creeks, enter from the 
northea.st. Buffalo creek, which joins the Wapsipinicon in 
Jones county, flows for ,about 25 mile,sl of its course in the east-
ern part of Buchanan county. Tributaries of the Maquok1eta 
drain almost all of Madison and Fremont townships, in the 
northeast corner; Spring, Lime, and Bear creeks, branches of 
the Cedar, drain the, southwest corner. 
, GEOLOGY. 
The indurated rocks in Buchanan county are everywhere 
covered by drift, which attains a maximum thickness in section 
4, Buffalo township. Well records indicate that the underlying 
rock surface is very uneven, partly owing to irregularities in 
the orginal deposits and partly to preglacial erosion. 
Over about 190 square miles of the northeastern portion of 
the county the drift rests on Silurian rock.s, the Niagaran dolo-
mite. Calvin,' in his report on the geology ;of Buchanan county, 
describes the Niagaran her'e as a "coarse, granular, vesicular 
dolomite, interbedded at certain localities , with large quantities 
'of chert." In the remaining areas the drift rests on the W ap-
sipinicon and Oedar Valley limestones (Middle Devonian). 
The Wapsipinicon stage, which underlies an area lof about 140 
square miles in the central part of the county, mainly east of 
' Ann . r e port Geol. Survey, vol. 8, 1897, p. 216. 
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Wapsipinicon river, comprises a lower member (Independence 
shale member), consisting of dark shale alte'rnating with beds 
of limestone, and a much thicker and more widespread upper 
member of brecciated limestones. The lower shale member is 
ill defined, but it undoubtedly has 'an important effect in deter-
mining the underground water conditions west of the area 
. assigned to it on the geologic map. 
The Cedar Valley limestone, which underlies an area of 
about 240 square miles in the west and southwest portions of 
the county, is in large part soft, earthy, and somewhat porous, 
and on exposure weathers quite readily. The middle beds are 
firmer and carry much less water. 
UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCE. 
The ground-water supplies of Buchanan county are obtained 
from · the Buchanan gravel, which lies beneath the alluvial de-
posits in the stream valeys. and forms local upland deposits; 
from the Kansan drift; from the sand, grav.el, or broken rock 
underlying the Kansan drift; and from the more or less porous 
beds of the Devonian and Silurian limestones. 
A supply of good water ample to meet all existing demands 
is found in every part of the county, but in somB 10calities 
wells must be sunk to a depth of more than 200 feet. The 
deepest wells are in localities where the drift material is 
deepest. 
Forty or fifty years ago all the water needed for use in the 
home or for stock, aside from that afforded by springs and sur-
face streams, wag, obtained from dug wells, which, in the valleys 
of many of the larger streams, commonly ended in the Buchanan 
gra\ e1. The wiater was plentiful and usually was considered 
wholesome, but was. likely to taste of iron, and such wells were 
liable to become polluted with organic matter washed from the 
surf,ace. Fortunately ' improved drainage facilities have ren-
dered the supply somewhat uncertain in many places, compelling 
a resort to drilled wells ending in the underlying rock. On the 
open prairie some of the early settlers obtained water by wells 
ending in the upland phase of the Buchanan gravel, or, more 
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commonly, in the pockets or streaks of gravels in the Kansan 
drift. N early all of these wells were abandoned long ago. 
The layers of sand, gravel, or broken rock, nnderlying the 
Kansan drift afford a plentiful supply of excellent water, but 
the water-bearipg material is variable. In many places it com-
prises a bed of sand or gravel from 1 foot to 12 feet thick; in 
othEJIr:s it is a layer of fragmentary rock mingled with geest or 
till. In many wells this layer affords the first water, but when 
the ,supply obtained is insufficient the driller is compelled to 
continue into the rock, wheI1e- seoond or third flows invariably 
give ample supplies. So variable, howev,er, is the reported 
depth to water in rock that it is impossible to refer the source 
of supply to lany particular beds. 
In the area immediately underlain by the Niagaran dolomite 
the drift is in many places thin, and most 'of the wells obtain 
water in the rock. The wells range , in depth from 100 to 400 
feet, and the distances in rock have Ian equally wide range. 
DISTRIBUTION. 
In the SW. 14 section 1, Washington township, a well 100 feet 
deep ends in gravel just above the rock. Northwest of the 
drift well 11;2 miles a well 110 feet deep is 30 feet in rock. A 
few rods east of the drift well another 110 f,eet deep is only 10 
feet in rock. A hundred rods southeast of this, in yv ashing-
ton township, a well 104 feet deep is only 4 feet in rock, and 
anothe-r, in Bryan township, 'a little east of the last, is 123 feet 
deep, 23 feet -in rock. 
Calvin1 reports a well in section 22, Buffalo township, 152 feet 
deep, ending at the rock in a bed of gravel. In 1898 this well 
furnished a constant stream of water 1 inch in diameter; it is 
now reported as no longer flowing . 
In the area in which the drift is immediately underlain by the 
Wlapsipinicon limestone wells range in depth from 45 feet (as 
at Independence) to 136 feet. 
A well in the NE. 1,4 :s,ection 34, Washington township, is 73 
feet deep and is in rock for 70 feet. Rock outcrops in many 
places in a belt 15 to 20 miles long not far from the banks of the 
river and nearly parallel with it. 
]Geology of Buchanan county; Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 8, 1897, p. 253. 
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In a well in the NE. 1,4 section 36, W'ashington township, rock 
was found 20 feet from the surface. The weU is 136 feet deep, 
the last 40 feet being chiefly in a gritles5 clay oalled "soap-
stoIl:e" by the well driller-undoubtedly. the Independence shale 
member of the Wapsipinicon limestone. The well ends in a 
flinty rock-the Niagaran-a g,ood water bearer in all this region. 
In SE. 1,4 section 36, it well 80 feet deep, 72 feet in rock, ends 
in the" soapstone," although, of cour,~,e, the' water comes from 
the rock just ,above it. 
In the area immediately underlain by the Cedar Valley lime-
stone rock wells range in depth from 85 to 220 feet, and pene-
trate rock from 5 to 170 feet. North of Wapsipinicon river in 
this area water is obtained in the Buchanan gravel and accurate 
data for rock wells are not available. 
In Westburg township, in the SW. 14 sec. 23, a well 220 feet 
deep, 140 feet in rock, mus,t reach nearly if not quite to the In· 
dependence shale member of the Wapsipinicon. In Sumner 
township a well near the center of section 19 is 155 feet deep, 
the last 15 feet being in grav'el. Another in the northeast 1,4 
section 22 is 100 feet deep, the last 20 feet being in 
rock. This well is in the area underlain by the Wapsip-
inicon. In Homer township two wells are reported. One 
in the north half of section 3 is 85 fet deep, 5 feet being in rock; 
the other in the SW. 1,4 sec. 23 is 95 f.eet deep, 15 feet being 
in rock. . In Jefferson township, in the NE. 1,4 sec. 2, a well 220 
feet deep, 170 feet in rock, undoubtedly ends at the top of the 
Independence member of the Wapsipinicon. 
SPRINGS. 
Springs are not very numerous in Buchanan county, and most. 
of those found are seeps from the drift materiaL In the 
SW.1,4 sec. 6, Westburg township, ho,weyer, on G. W. Young'::; 
farm near the border of Spring creek valley, a large fissure 
spring of excellent water eme'rges at the base of a long, gradual 
slope 75 feet or more high. No rock outcrops in its immediate 
vicinity, but the lower beds of the Cedar Valley limestone are 
l::xposed in two quarries a mile to the northeast, and it i~ prob-
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a.ble that the water comes from a gravel layer just abQv!e the IIl,-
dependence shale member of the Wapsipinicon limeston'e. : , 
A large spring of good water is reported within the corporate 
ljmits of J€,SUP, on the place of J. D. Land; another is. reported 
'on the farm of Mrs. Joseph Patten, two miles northeast of 
Jesup. Others are reported at Winthrop, on the land of W. H. 
Eddy, R. L. Wright, R. W. Adams, and Mrs. A. Mulford'; and 
at Rowley, on land of Theo. Hirsh and Robert Eldridge. An 
old l'I8Jsident of the county as,serts that springs are diminishing 
in importance throughout the county, many no longer being 
serviceable. ' 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
Independence.-The public well at Independen081 (population 
3,517) is on Second Street NW., 525 feet west of the river and 
10 feet above its level. It is r,eally a cluster of. drivep. wells 
supplying a common l'Ieservoir tfrom which the water ,is, pumped. 
The first wells were put down in 1886 and improved in 1906. 
The wells end on the rock at a depth of forty-five feet and ob-
tain water from the Buchanan gravel. When highest -the , water 
from a depth of thirty-five feet stands within 8 feet of the sur-
face; when lowest, within sixteen feet. The strainer is six feet 
long. The temperature of the water taken in August was', 50· F. 
and does not vary greatly. A compound duplex waterworks 
pump is used. The maximum yield is 600 gallons per 'minute, 
and the supply has not perceptibly varied. The water is sorft. 
The cost of the wells was $2,000 ,and of the pumps $0,000. The 
water is used for fire protection and for all general purpose,s, 
supplying homes, schools, railroads, canning factory and the 
State Hospital for the Insane. The daily average demand is 
400,000 gallons. 
In Rush P1ark, three-fourths ,of a mile west of the city well, 
a well to the Buchanan gravel yields: an ample supply of water 
at ~ depth of 29 feet. One-half mile west of the Rush Park well 
a well 77 feet deep, 7 feet in rock, obtains an abundanee of 
water; less than one-fourth of a mile west of this is another 
22 
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well about 112 feet deep, of which 12 fe'et is in rock. 'Most of 
the difference:s in these wells are due to' difference in ,surface 
elevation. 
The possibility of obtaining an artesian water supply at In-
dependence for the Hospital for the Insane was considered 
some years ago at the request of the State Board of Control, 
and forecast was made by W. H. Norton Isubstantially as fol-
lows: 
Independence is' 921 feetahove sea level (Chicago, Rock Is-
land & Pacific. railway track). After passing the hard lime-
stones of the Devonian the drill will pass into the heavily bedded 
Niagaran dolomite, where water will probably be fOlmd in chan-
nels opened by Isolution and will rise to a level of 25 !feet or less 
below the surface. At about 280 feet the drill . will enter the 
plastic Maquoketa shale, ,here probably somewhat more than 200 
feet thick. The Galena dolomite, Decorah shale, and Platteville 
limestone will then be traversed, their aggregate thickness being 
estimated at 350 feet. In these terranes the drill may strike 
water-bearing crevices. The Saint Peter sandstone, r,ecognized 
by its whiteness, should be reached about 850 feet below the sur-
face or about 70 feet above sea level. The water from this sand-
stone will not overflow at the s~rface and will probably not rise 
to the level of the water in the formations above. ' A well to be 
used for city or institutional supply should be sunk to a total 
depth of about 1,420 feet. Such a well would tap the water veins 
of the Prairie du Chien stage (Shakopee, 'New Richmond and 
Oneota) and the Jordan sandstone. The drill should not go below 
the beginning of the glauconiferous shales underlying the J or-
dan except on expert advice. These deeper waters will also fail 
to reach the surface. As in all this part of Iowa, artesian water 
at Independence will be of good quality. 
A flowing well situated on a slope in the NE. % sec. 1, J ef-
ferson township, six and one-half miles southwest of Independ-
erice, owned by J. E .. Oook and R. E. Lelach of Independence, 
was drilled in 1897. It LSI six inches in diameter throughout and 
enters rock, but neither the depth to rock nor the total depth 
could be ascertained. The water rises two and one-half f'eet 
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above the surface. A decrease in the supply is ,attributed to 
bad casing. The water is used for all farm purposes. 
Jesup.-The public well of Jesup (population, 697), is 312 
feet deep, but the depth in rock is not known. The: water is 
abundant and of good quality. 
Winthrop.-The well owned by the village of Winthrop (pop-
ulation, 529) starts 100 feet above the level of Buffalo creek. It 
is eight inches in diameter at the top, :five inches at the bot·· 
tom, and is 400 feet deep, entering the rock at the depth of 
193 feet. The water bed is in rock, undoubtedly the Niagaran 
dolomi.te. Water was also found at the top of the rock and at 
260 feet. The casing is 8 inches for 198 feet and 5 inches for 
61 feet. Water stands constantly at 120 feet from the surface 
and is pumped by a gasoline engine at the: maximum rate of 
35 gallons a minute. The supply has not diminished. The well 
cost $600 and the pump $200. The Wiater is used I£or all domestic 
pur~oses. 
CHICKASAW COUNTY 
BY o. E. MEINZER. 
TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 
The surface of Chickasaw county is part of the Iowan drift 
plain, which is well drained when comparled with the areas cov-
ered with the younger Wisconsin drift and but slightly dissected 
when compared with the areas where the older Kansan drift 
lies at the surface. Numerous small streams cross the county, 
flowing southeastward in more 'or less parallel courses. 
Over most of the county the depOis~ts of glacial drift form a 
mantle 100 to 200 feet thick. In some places it is still thicker 
and in others, as along Cedar and LitHe. Cedar rivers in Chick-
asaw and Bradford townships and along Little Turkey river in 
Utica township, where postglacial erol@on has been effective, it 
is entirely lacking. The bedrock consists of limestone, prob-
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ably all of Devonian age. Its surfaoe., as shown by well sec-
tions, is irregular-not unlike the rugged rock ,surface tfound 
farther ea~t in the state, where the glacial drift is absent. 
UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCE. 
The water supply is derived from alluvial and outwash de-
posits, from gLacial drift, from Devonian limestone, and from 
older limestones'-probably Niagaran or tho;s,e belonging to the 
Maquoketa shale. Water could also be obtained from still 
deeper formations of limestone and sandstone. 
The alluvial and ancient outwash gr,avels ar,e, found at' the ' 
surface, chiefly in the valleys-. As they commonly occur in low 
areas and rest upon impervious clays, they are usually sat-
urated with water which 'they surrender freely to very shallow 
wens and hence are utilized largely. 
Most of the wells in the county obtain water from the glacial 
drift-either tfrom the upper layer, which is loosely aggregated 
and somewhat pervious, or from deeper sand and gravel beds 
which are in fact alluvial and outWiash deposits that have been 
buried beneath bowlder clay. Mapy wells also penetrate the 
limestone, the ratio between the number of drift wells and rock 
wells in different localities varying with the thickne.ss of the 
drift cover. 
The wells in Chickasaw county may be grouped in four classes 
-driven wells, open wells, drilled drift wells and drilled rock 
wells. A well of the first class, consists merely of an iron pipe 
with a sand point driven (usually by hand) to a depth seldom 
exceeding 25 feet into' sand and gravel where these materials lie 
at or near the surface. Such wells are very inexpensive and 
they furnish much of the supply in the villages located near 
streams where alluvial and outwash deposits are best developed. 
Shallow open wells were the principal reliance of the early set-
tlers, but they have generally p'roven unsatisfactory, both as 
to quantity and qUJality of water, and have been largely aban-
. doned ' for deeper wens,. Most of the drilled wells derive their 
water from sand or gravel in the glacial drift. If the sand is 
fine it tends to come into the well with the water, in which event it 
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' shoUld be cased out and drilling should be continued. In all 
parts of the county some wells extend into the limestone where 
large and permanent yields of good water are obtained. Ex-
perience shows that it is poor economy to stop the drill bef'oTe 
limestone is reached unless the supply coming from the drift 
:Us entirely satisfactory. In depth the drilled wells range from 
about 50 to 330 feet. Their average depth is perhaps between 
125 and 150 feet. 
IIi many of the rock wells and deep drift wells the water rises 
nearly to the surface, and where the altitude is especially' low 
may oVierflow. An example is afforded by a well on the farm 
of D. W. Lowry, a mile north of Fredericksburg. This well is 
94 feet deep, ends in sand, originally had a 'head of more than 
15 feet, and at present flows about three gallons a minute. 
SPRINGS. 
Springs are found along the principal streams, espeCially 
where the latter have cut through to limestone. In general, 
however, the county is ,a level prairie without springs of , any 
consequence. 
CITY AND Vrr;LAGE SUPPLIES. 
Frede,ricksbtwg.-The village well at Fredericksburg (popula-
tion, 588) is 271 feet deep, the last ten feet of which are in lime-
stone. Its diameter is six inches at the top and four inches at 
the bottom, and the casing extends to rock. The water stands 
six Ifeet below the ,surface, or about 1,070 feet above sea level. 
The water is pumped to an elevated tank connected toa short 
s,ystem of mains and is used chiefly for fire protection. 
Nashua.-At Nashua (population, 1,102) the supply for the 
public waterworks is taken from Oedar river and is pumped by 
water power. The system comprises 2 miles of mains, 29 fire 
hydrants and 162 taps,. 
New Hampton.-The city well at New Hampton (population, 
2,275) is 235 feet deep, the last 100 feet being in limestone. (See 
PI. V.) The well is ten inches in diameter at the top and eight 
inqhes at the bottom, and it is cased to rock. The water is hard 
but otherwise of excellent quality and stands forty feet below 
the surface, or 1,140 feet above sea level. The well is pumped 
I 
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at about thirty-five gallons a minute and is reported to have 
been tested at 125 gallons. The water is raised into an elevated 
tank from which it is distributed through two and one-fourth 
miles of mains to 22 fire hydmnts and 198 taps. The daily con-
sumption iJs. estimated to be only 12,000 gallons, although about 
500 people, or one-fifth of the population, are reported to be 
supplied and the water is also used in the locomotives of' the 
Chicago Great Western Railway. 
According to W. H. Norton, a deep well at New Hampton 
would probably obtain a moderate amount !of water from the 
Saint Peter sandstone, which here lies about 750 feet below the 
surface, and from overlying limestones. A more bountiful iSUp-
ply, however, would be obtained by sinking the well to a depth 
of 1,250 or 1,350 feet, at which depth the shales of the Saint 
Lawrence formation ,should be reached, beyond which drilling 
will be unprofitable. Owing to the high elevation of the town 
(1,159 feet above s,ea level) ,a flow need not be expected. 
CLAYTON COUNTY 
BY w. H. NORTON. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
Like other counties of the extreme northeastern part of Iowa, 
Clayton county comprises many geologic formations and haJs a 
diversified topography. Measured from the highest divides to 
the flood plain of the Mississippi, the maximum relief is 650 
feet. The maSisive ridge that divides the valleys of Turkey and 
Y,eUow rivers attains an elevation of 1,185 feet between Luana 
and Monona. The prominent secondary ridge which extends 
southward between Turkey and Mississippi rivers gradually 
declines in height from 1,160 feet above sea level near National 
to 1,060 feet at GarnliLvillo, and to 1,000 feet west of Guttenberg. 
The wedge-shaped ridge dividing the 'Turkey from its affluent, 
the Volga, reaches a height of 1,250 feet above sea level. South 
of the Volga the upland reaches the same ,elevation. 
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The upland south of the Volga is deeply dissected as far west 
as Strawberry Point and Edgewood, where it prus,ses into un-
dulating prairie. Her,e, in the southwest portion of the county, 
ljes an area of Iowan drift in strong topographic contrast to the 
remainder of the county. Old valleys have been filled and the 
surface has been molded to gentle constructional sags and swells. 
'J.1he topography of the remainder of the county is due to 
long-continued and deep erosion. The northern townships and 
a belt about eight mil,es wide along Miss]ssippi river are irr-
eluded in the driftless: area. But outside the small area of Iowan 
drift the older drift forms little more than a veneer and its topo-
graphic influence is generallY quite negligible. The topography 
of the entire county outside of the Iowan driift plain, therefore, 
is that of the driftless area. The ancient base plain of erosion 
to which this area had been reduced has been uplifted to' more 
than 1,000 feet abovle sea level. It has been deeply disis,ected 
by its master streams and their numerous tributaries. Nowhere 
are tabular areas: of any width left on the divides as remnants 
of the ancient erosion level. The flanks of the broad interstream 
areas have been carved to a maze of deep branching and re-
branching spurs. The summits have been worn to broad-shoul-
dered, g'ently rounding crests, which have been utilized. as the 
sites of towns and villages and followed by the railways and the 
more important roads. On these ridges ground water neces-
sarily stands far below the surface, as it is held only by fric-
tion and capillarity above the drainage levels of the adjacent 
valleys. Wells are deep and windmills are everywhere. 
GEOWGY. 
The Pleistocene deposits comprise the loess, the Iowan drift, 
the Kansan drift, which extends over a large portion of the coun-
ty, and the blue-black Nebraskan drift, the first deposit of the 
ice sheets that invaded Iowa. The loess is a fine yellow silt or 
dust deposit, which manUes the driftless area and the Kansan 
drift with a maximum observed thickness of about twenty feet. 
Well records .seem to indicate. that the loess has a thickness con-
siderably greater than twenty feet in places, but it can seldom 
be discriminated from other Pleistocene deposits. The drift 
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rests on reS:ldual deposits derived by long pre-glacial weather-
ing of the rocks. Where that rock was limestone the deposIts 
consist of red cherty clay; where it was Maquoketa shale the 
residual material is clay or "soapstone" differing little in com-
position from the original shale· but softer . and reddeIie~ by the 
oxidation of its iron 'constituents. 
The Niagaran, the youngest of the rock formations in Olayton 
county (PI. V), is everywhere a buff dolomite, as a rule cherty 
and heavily bedded, cutting under the drill to a sharp limestone 
sand. Like other dolomites of the county it is liable to be called 
"sand rock" by the driller, but the, cuttings are readily dis-
·tinguished from the rounded quartz gI.1aiIllS, of true sandstone by 
their form and by their brisk effervescenc.e in hot concentrated 
hydrochloric acid. 
The Maquoketa, a variable formation, including clay shales 
, , 
90 to 100 feet, cherty dolomite beds 30 feet, and basal shales 
and impure limestones 60 to 180 feet thick, lies beneath the. 
Niagaran. The shaly beds are known as mud rock or soapstone 
by many of 'the drillers, or, where somewhat harder, as slate. 
The Maquoketa forms the bedrock over the uplands of Garna-
villo Ridge and of Monona Ridge west of Girard township: ' In 
many sections the limestones are dark and more or less ar-
gillaceous. 
• 
The Maquoketa shale rests on the Galena limestone, the term 
as here used including the entire body of limestone lying between 
the Maquoketa and the Decorah shale, which, however, may be 
locally absent. Beneath the Decorah is the Platteville, consist-
ing of limestone wi,th a shale bed at its base. The Galena lime-
stone has been changed in whole or in part into dolomite. The 
thickness of the dolomitized portion may reach 200 feet, but the 
depth to. whi~h dolomitization has extended· varies greatly. 
Where dolomitized, the rock is hard, buff, and vesicular, cut-
ting under the drill to . yellow sparkling sand or brown-
ish crystalline sand; where undolomitized both the Galena and 
the Platteville comprise commonly light colored rather soft lime-
stones that are broken by the drill to flaky chips. 'The total 
thickness of the Galena, Decorah and Platteville at Elkader 
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measures 285 feet. The combined thickness of the Decorah and 
Platteville is fifty to sixty feet. The three formations constitute 
the bedrock over a large part of the upland of the county. 
Drillers distinguish alB> "oil rock" a brown petroliferous shale 
which is found in many places by the drill and which outcrops 
near the base of the Platteville; occasionally they report an oily 
scum in the water when the drill is working in this shale. 
The Platteville is underlain by the Saint Peter ,sandstone, a 
white rock made up of rounded grains of pure quartz, so little 
cemented that where quarried in the county for glass sand it is 
readily broken up by the pick and a stream of water from the 
hose. Even at Pictur'ed Rocks, below McGregor, where the sand 
is highly colored and partly cemented by films of the iron oxides 
deposited by ground water on the grains, the stone is so friable 
that it is difficult to obtain specimens of any size. The observ-ed 
thickness of the sandstone in the county ranges from forty to 
eighty-five feet. The Saint Peter is not always recognized by 
the drillers. Thus it is said to be absent in the narrow wedge-
shaped tongue of upland separating the Turkey from the Missis-
Isippi near their junction; at a depth corresponding to the hori-
zon of the Saint Peter, however, there is reported ,a "river 
sand, " which may be assum,ed to be the upper layers of the 
~aint Peter; it underlies a shale, which is probably the basal 
shale of the Platteville. 
Next below the Saint Pet~r is the Prairie du Chien stage, 
comprising the strata formerly known as the Lower Magnesian 
limestone, and consisting of an upper dolomite (Shakopee), an 
intermediate sandstone (New Richmond), and a basal dolomite 
(Oneota). The total observed thickness measures 230 feet. It 
outcrops only north of Guttenberg along the Mississippi bluffs 
and for four miles or less up the valleys of the tributary creeks. 
The dolomites of the Prairie du Chien stage are hard, light gray 
or white, and in many places are cut by the drill into fine sharp 
limestone sand. They may be distinguished by the driller by 
their lithologic character and also by their position between the 
Saint .Peter and the Jordan sandstones. The New Richmond 
sandstone is inconstant, but quartz sand is not uncommon in the 
dolomite, either as interbedded layers or as disseminated grains. 
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The Jordan sandstone, the lowest rock ,outcropping in the 
county, is made up of pure quartz and is generaUy of coarse 
grain. In Isome lay,ers the grains are firmly cemented with lime 
carbonate; in others they are incoherent and show little intersti-
tial matter. At McGregor the Jordan is so soft .as to be readily 
. excavated with the spade for cellars and vaults in the hillsides. 
Here it rises 70· feet above the level of Mississippi river, though 
two miles below the city it sinks from sight below the flood plains 
of the stream. It . outcrops only along the bases of the river 
bluffs in the northeastern townships, but it underlies the entire 
county and the waters stored in its pervious layers are accessible 
to the drill. 
UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCES. 
Gravels at the base of the loess locally yield sufficient water for 
house supply. Gravels lying between the Kansan and Nebraskan 
tills and probably at other horizons furnish a supply on the 
prairie areas of the southwestern part 'of the county, but are little 
drawn upon elsewher,el. In an area of especially thick drift 
stretching from the ,southwestern part of Grand Meadow town-
ship northeastward nearly to Postville many wells less than 100 
feet deep draw water from drift gravels lying beneath 25 or 30 
feet of yellow clay (loess and oxidized Kansan) and then pass 
into blue till (either unoxidized Kans'an or Nebraskan), beneath 
which sands and grav€l are again found on rock, or water is 
found in broken limestone or residual flints beneath heavy drift. 
About 160 feet of the lower portion of the Niagaran outcrops 
in the southern townships of the 'county and on the ridge sep-
arating the Volga from Turkey river. In this area water is 
found above the impervious shales of the underlying Maquoketa. 
On the more level ground of the Iowan plain the entire body of 
limestone may be saturated with water and yield a good supply 
to wells that enter the rock a few feet. Thus at Strawberry 
Point the city supply is obtained from wells drilled only 35 feet 
into the Niagaran dolomite:. Here, as in many piaces in the 
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southwestern part of the county, the porous and creviced lime-
stone forms a reservoir in which waters descending from the 
heavy overlying drift have accumulated. 
Outside the dissected area covered by the Kansan drift the 
Niagaran forms escarpments on the summits of the ridges and 
is drained out for a considerable distance back 'of these outcrops. 
The limestone beds in the Maquoketa furnish an important 
water supply to villages and farms located on the . outcrops of 
the formation. The water held in the median limestones of the 
Maquoketa between the upper and lower shales of that forma-
tion is under good head, at National rising within 40 feet of 
the curb. 
The Galena and Platteville limestones hold large stores of 
water in crevices and porous beds, the chief horizons being just 
above the Decorah shale and above the basal shale of the Platte-
ville. They are utilized by many farm wells ill the areas of their 
outcrops and they form a very important supply on uplands cap-
ped with the Maquoketa shale ~r Niagaran dolomite. At Farm-
ersburg water from the Galena rises within 40 feet of the sur-
faoo. 
The head of the water in the Galena, Maquoketa and Niagaran 
is considerably higher than that in the underlying Saint Peter, 
so that as the drill enters the Saint Peter the upper waters often 
flow through it, and the water in the tube falls. Although the 
Saint Peter water· may not stand high in the well, the supply is 
copious, permanent, and of excellent quality and is assured to ' 
any well in any part of the county which reaches its level. 
The Saint Peter sandstone is the lowest formation reached 
by wells. It is utilized in the northern townships, in the town-
ships adjacent to Mississippi river, and even in the western and 
central townships as far south as Highland and C()x Creek town-
ships. The dip of the strata carries the sandstone increasingly 
deepe,r south and west from its outcrops along the Mississippi, 
so that 'on the ridges of the western part of the county between 
Turkey and Volga rivers it is entered by wells ,at depths of about 
600 f,eet. 
The waters in the underlying Jordan have not yet been tapped 
in Clayton county. They are, however, everywhere accessible. 
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FLOWING WELLS. 
In the valley of Turkey river, from Elkader down to Motor, 
wells sunk into the Saint Peter sandstone obtain flowing water. 
At the £air grounds at Elkader the Saint Peter is reached about 
110 feet below the water lev,el of Turkey river, or about 610 feet 
above sea level; at the James Russell estate farm (section 26, 
Boardman township) it was reached about 100 I£e.et below the 
river level; dnd at Fritz Freitag's, still farther down the valley, 
at about the same depth. At Motor, four miles in straight line 
southeast of Elkader, the Saint Peter is 155 feet below the river, 
or approximately 525 feet above sea level. The head of water, 
from 40 to 60 feet ·above the riv,er, encourages drilling at other 
points in the area. Statistics 'of these wells are given in the 
appended table: 
Statistics of flowing weZZs in the Turkey River VaHey. 
Owner Location 
Olty of Elkader (2 Between High 
wells). Street and river 
Elkader Fair Ass'n_ Elkader 
--------
James Russell estate Sec. 26, Board· 
Fritz Freitag _______ 
man T. _______ 
Sec. 25, Board· man T _________ 
Louis KlInck _______ 
"E. i sec. 6, Read T. ____________ 
aAbove sea level. 
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If the head of the Saint P.eter water is the same up valley 
as at Elkader flowing wells should be obtained at water level in 
the river as far as the south line of section 22, Marion township. 
As the head should increase somewhat upstream. wells in the 
Saint Peter may yield flows as far even as the Fayette county 
line. Down the valley from Elkader flows can probably be ob-
tained from the Saint Peter at very moderate depths along the 
entire vtalley to its mouth. The large number of springs, the 
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use of open and driven wells tapping alluvial sands and gravels, 
and the use for stock of the nev€T-failing water of the spring-fed 
river no doubt have prevented the exploration ;f the deeper 
water beds; but the Saint P,eter .sandstone, with its inexhaustible 
supplies, sho~d be found within 200 feet below the valley floor 
at any point from Elkader to the Mississippi. 
It is highly probable that in the valley of the Volga flows fr,om 
the Saint Peter can be obtained from Osborne to the mouth 
of the stream. The exact depth can not be definitely predicted, 
as the depth to the Saint Peter is variable, and local chang,es or 
reversals of the dip ,are hidden from view. The data for pre-
diction include an assumed uniform southwestward dip, the 
elevation of the summit of the Saint Peter at Clayton, at 77.6 
feet above sea level, and the elevation of the same horizon at 
about 600 feet above sea level 14 miles west-southwest of Clay-
ton; these give a dip of about 12.5 feet to the mile. If the ~ame 
line be extended 10 miles west-southwest from Elkader to the 
Volga ,at the mouth of Deep creek, the elevation of the sum-
mit of the Saint Peter at the latter point is found to be 125 
feet lower than at Elkader, or 475 feet above sea level. As the 
level of the river is here 800 feet above sea level, the Saint Peter 
would be found about 325 feet below the surface. If the w;ater 
of this sandstone had no higher head on the Volga than at 
Elkader, it would fall short of reaching the surface by about 
40 feet. The Ifact that the head of the Saint Peter waters in-
creases westward · gives ground for hope that as far up vaney 
as Volga flowing wells may be obtained. Taking a similar sec-
tion from Clayton to Motor and using the data to calculate 
the water prospects in the V:olga valley at Mederville, where the 
level of the river is 710 feet above s'e'a level, the Saint Peter 
should be encountered at 485 feet above ·sea level, or 225 fee,t 
beneath the stream level. The head above the river here should 
be equal to that at Elkader. 
SPRINGS. 
The springs of Clayton county are exceptionally numerous: 
and large, and come from several well-marked geologic horizons. 
The Saint Peter, exposed in a narrow strip along the bluffs 
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of the Mississippi from Guttenberg north, gives rise to oozes 
and springs where its edges outcrop. The Largest springs of the 
county issue from the base of the Galena limestone. The lime-
stone is creviced and even cavernous; definite channels have been 
formed by solution py ground water moving down the dip, along 
the floor of the impervious Decorah shale, to outlets along the 
valley sides. The same sequence of soluble limestone and under-
lylng shale gives rise to the springs of the, limestones of the 
Middle Maquoketa and those at the base of the Niagaran. Where, 
as is often the case, these formations are cut by valleys above 
their bases, these underground streams issue high above the 
bottom lands in lateral ravines and can be 1ed down to village 
or farm under considerable head, with power adequate for many 
utilities. Springs are thus found along the entire course of the 
Mississippi and along the principal creeks whose valleys have 
been cut in rock. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
Claryton.-The village of Clayton (population, 145) utilizes 
two springs issuing from limestone about 75 feet above the 
level of Mississippi river, leading the water through one-half 
mile of mains down the principal street. There are six hydrants 
from which most of the houses obtain their supply. 
'Elkader.-The water supply of Elkader (population, 1,181) is 
drawn froin two flowing wells, 182 and 184 feet deep, 25 feet 
apart, situated on the bank of Turkey 'river. They pump 500 gal-
lons a minute. A reservoir nearly 300 f.eet above the town af-
fords ample pressure. There are two miles of mains, 28 hydrants 
and 200 taps. 
, If for any reason the city supply should become insufficient 
it may be greatly increased ' by drilli~g to the top of the Saint 
Lawrence formation, which here should be found 600 or 700 feet 
below the surface at the city water works. 
Guttenberg.-The water supply of Guttenberg (population, 
1,873) is obtained from a dug well on the bank of Mississippi 
river . . The water is liable to be contaminated by sewage, which 
passes readily downward through the sandy alluvium of the riv,e'r 
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terrace on which the town is built. Water is pumped to a reser-
voir, giving a gravity pressure of 105 pounds. There are 36 
hydrants and four miles :oif mains. 
The el,€)IVation at the corner of Herder and First streets is 630 
feet above sea level, and an artesian supply might readily be ob-
tained by drilling a well to the Jordan sands,tone. The summit 
of the Saint Peter outcrops near the town at the base of the 
bluffs bordering the Mississippi. The thickness lof the Saint 
Peter is variable, but a maximum of 85 feet may be assumed. 
The Prairie du Chien stage, which underlies it, is probably at 
least 230 feet thick-the maximum thickness where it is exposed 
along the river bluffs in this vicinity. At 315 feet from the sur-
face the Jordan sandstone should be struck; a well 500 feet deep 
should draw the available water from this horizon. 
As the town is situated well out ,over an ancient channel of 
the Mississippi, the drill will first pierce 100 or 150 feet of river 
sands and gravels. 'The Saint Peter sandstone will therefore be 
cut out, and the bed in which the water-tight casing should be 
securely packed will be the Shakopee dolomite. 11' shaly bed~ 
in the Prairie du Chien are competent to form a cover f'or the 
.Jordan sandstone the well should flow under moderate pres-
sure. 
If a well to the Jordan sandstone should not yield sufficient 
water by natural flow the supply might be incr,eased by install-
ing an air lift, by sinking other wells to the Jordan, or by deep-
ening the well to the Dresbach or underlying Gambrian sand-
stones and tapping the water horizons which supply the Mc-
Gregor wells. 
McGregor.-The water supply of McGregor (population, 
1,259) is drawn from a well 502 feet deep. Water is pumped 
to ,a reservoir affording a pressure <Of 110 pounds. There are 
24 hydrants and two miLes of mains. 
The first ,artesian well at McGregor was drilled at the head of 
Main street, about 60 feet above the lower part of the town, 
where the deep wells were afterward sunk. The water reached 
the surface but did not overflow. The well was about 500 feet 
deep and ended in sandstone. 
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City well No.2 (PI. V), completed in 1877, is situated in the 
City Park and supplies one of the finest fountains in the · state. 
This well is 1,006 feet deep, six to three inches in diameter, and 
is cas,ed with four-inch copper to a depth of 40 feet. The curb 
is 632 feet above sea level; the water rises 62 feet above curb. 
The flow is 630 gallons a minute. Water was found at a depth 
of 317 feet and in all sandstone heds below to the bottom of the 
well. At a depth of 520 feet salt water was found in four 
feet of white sandstone. The temperature of the water is 54.5° F. 
City well No.3, completed in 1890, is not now used. This 
well is 520 feet deep and 6 inches in diameter; 3-inch casing ex-
tends to 215 f.eet and is packed at the base with rubber gasket. 
The curb is 618 feet above sea level, and water 'originally rose 
20 feet abo·ve curb. In 1895 the head was below curb. Water 
comes from a depth'of 303 feet. Its temperature is 52° F. 
The log of this well shows sandstone with white rolled grainil 
at 250 feet, dolomite from 400 to 415 feet, and white sandstone 
with well-rounded ~ains from 450 to 520 feet. 
City well No,. 4, put down in 1898 by S. Swanson of Minne-
apolis,' is 502 feet deep and 12 to 8 inches in diameter ; 12~inch 
casing extends to 70 feet and 9-inch casing to 200 feet. The 
curb is about 618 feet above s,ea level. Water originally rose 
a foot above the curb, but six months later it stood below thfl 
curb. ·The tested capacity show,s that it is sufficient f.or the 
city. 
No records of the wells at McGregor are availahle, except 
that afforded by a few samples described below from cursory 
examination. 
Descri ption 01 samples from city wen No. 4 at McG-regor. 
Depth in feet 
Gravel ____________________________________________________________________________________ 85 
Sand, yellow, and gravel of pre-Cambrian rocks _________________________________ _ 
Sandstone, fine-grained, yellow _______________________________________________ _ 
Sandstone; as above, but coarser _______________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite. dark bluish, drab and lighter drab, crystalline _________________ _ 
Sandstone, ye Ilow ; with yellow dolomitic powder ___________________ : _______ ____ _ 
Dolomite,. bluish drab, arenaceous; in angular flakes and in sand __________ _ Shale, light blue ______________________________________________________ -_________________ _ 
Sandstone, calciferous, or dolomite, arenaceous, light gray ____________ ~ ______ _ 
Shale, fine, greenish ____ _______________________________________________________________ _ 
Shale, light green ______________________________________________________ ------------











unlf'lrm in size -----c------------------------------------------------_:______________ 805 
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Sandstone, pure white, medium coarse; grains well rounded, similar in 
facies to Saint Peter _______________________________________ __ _______________________ 350 
Sandstone; as above but fine-graineu________________________ __ _____________________ 400 
Sandstone; as at 350 __________________ ,_____________________________________________________ 415 
Sandstone, light gray, calciferous, very fine_______ ______________________________ 444 
J. Goedert's well at McGregor has a depth of 294 f.eet and a 
diameter of six inches. The curb is 622 feet above sea level 
and the original head was 22 feet abo,ve curb. 'The well was 
completed in 1889. 
The following carefully kept record of one of the early deep 
wens lat Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, illustrates the geologic 
section at McGregor. This record' has been modified by assign-
ing the lithologic subdivisions given in the log as originally 
published to the appropriate geologic subdivisions, and by add-
ing a column showing the depth, in feet, to the bottom of each 
lithologic unit. The lithologic descriptions have also been trans-
posed, to ilccord with present survey practice. Another well 
at Prairie du Chien was sunk to a depth of 1,040 feet without 
reaching crystalline roc~s. 
Strata in wen at Prairie au OMen, Wisconsin. 
Pleistocene (old channel of Mississippi river, 147 feet thick; top, 627 feet above sea 
level): 1: Sand and gravel ___________________________________________________________ _ 
Oambrian: 
Saint Lawrence formation (115 feet thick; top, 480 feet above seB level)-2. Olay, tine, light blue __________________________________________________ _ 
S. Limestone, hard, arenaceous __________________________________________ _ 
4. Grit, blue _____________________________________________________________ _ 
5. Shale, bluish green, argllJaceous _____________________________________ _ 
,Dresbach and underlying Oambrian strata (697 feet pene'rated; top, 365 feet 
a bove sea level)-
II. Sandstone, white, friable; alternating with hard streaks [Dresbachl __ 7. Grit, blue ____________________________________________________________ _ 
8. Slate rock ____________________________________________________________ _ 
!I. Sandstone, reddish and yellow ochery ________________________________ _ 10. Shaly rock ___________________________________________________________ _ 
11. Sandstone, white [carrying brlnel ____________ ______________________ _ 12. Slaty rock _________________________________________________________ _ 
13. Sandstone ____________________________________________________ _ 
14. Sandstone, red __________________________________________________ _ 























Monona.~-The water supply of Monona (population, 792) is 
furnished by two deep wells and a spring. The wells are owned 
'Wisconsin Geol. Survey" vol. 4, p. 61. 
23 
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by F. L. Wellman, are twenty-seven feet apart, are under one 
roof, and supply the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway 
as well as the town. They wer-e completed in 1885. One is 437 
feet deep and the other is 448 feet. The wells are six inches in 
diameter and are cas-ed for twenty feet. The curb is 1,216 feet 
above sea level and tlle head 226 feet below the curb. The com-
bined capacity is 70 gallcns a minute. 'rIte temperature is 51° F. 
The water is lowered full depth by continuous pumping. 
The water is pumped to a tank affording a pressure of 40 
pounds, which is considered insufficient by the town oft1cials. 
There are three miles of mains, 100 taps, ,and six' hydrants. 
North McG1'egor.-An artesian well, 585 feet deep, belonging 
to the town of North McGregor (population, 588), is used for 
.fire protection. 
The well is six inches in diameter and is cased 180 feet to 
rock; the original head was about 17 feet abov,e. the curb. The 
temper,ature is 52° F. In 1904 tIte flow ceased, but was restored 
with head of ten'feet by recasing . 
. ~\_--
Driller's log 01 North McGregor city well. 
Depth in teet Dolomite, reddish ___________________________________________________________________________ 800 
Sandstones, white ______________________________________________________________________ 850 
Sandston e, grayish whi te _____________________ __ ____________________________________________ 392 
Sandstone, white, pure, medium coarse; rolled grains of similar facies to Saint Peter ___________________________________________________________________________ (20 
Sandstone, white, fine-grained__________________________________________________________ (23 
Strawberry Point.-The water supply for Strawberry Point 
(population, 1,052) is obtain,ed from two wells, 160 feet deep 
and ten feet apart, penetrating 125 feet of drift and 35 feet of 
the underlying Niagaran dolomite. Water is distributed from 
a standpipe 110 feet high with a capacity of 800 barrels. There 
are six hydrants and one-half mile of mains. 
The sinking of deep wells is not recommended at either Straw-
berry Point or Edgewood, ,as the high ,elevation above sea level 
of these towns (Strawberry Point 1,217 feet and Edgewood 1,165 
feet at Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway tracks) makes it 
impossible to obtain a flowing well. The Saint Peter sandstone I 
, should be found at ,about 350 feet above sea level, judging from 
its steep dip of more than eighteen feet to the mile from Elkader 
to Manchester; the Pr,airie du Chien and the Jordan lie about 
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500 feet deeper; to reach these waters wells at Edgewood must be 
sunk to a depth of 1,315 feet from the surface and at Strawberry 
Point to about 1,365 feet. The water in the Saint Peter sand-
stone would stand sev'eral hundred feet below the surface. 
Minor supplies.-Information in regard to water supplies in 
the smaller villages and the typical wells used throughout the 
county is presented in the following tables: 





il' Nature of 0 SOl1rce of 
supply .... supply 
,d +'3-g Po g.o ., 
A A 
Feet Feet Edgewood ____ ·Wells 12- 16 12 ___________ _ 


























Froelich ------ lDrilled wells 1 Peter. 5 50-'- } 
and cisterns - 100-200 ------- Limestone_ 1 100-175 10-2:) 
Littleport ____ Driven wells ___ 15 _______ _ Gravel _________ _ 
Springs 
Small. 
Large & small 
Large 
Luana Drilled wells __ 70-100 60- 90 Limestone _ 60-70 40 Large & small 
Small NationR.l _____ Drilled wells ___ 50- 80 75 LImestone _ -45 20 Volga _________ Dug and driven Sand and -10 _________ _ 
wells _________ 10-100 15 gravel. 
WELL DATA. 
The following table gives data of typical wells ill Clayton 
county: 
Typical wells in OZayton Oounty 
,!oj ... b. 0 2l :] 0 
'" ... il' OJ 




,d ,d 0 
Po Po .... 0. "'1>. 0.:] ,,-
., ., .,,,, 00. 
. A A A rn 
Feet Feet Feet 
T.91 N., R. 3 W. (Mallory). 
L. W. Flenniken_ NW.! SE.; sec. 21 180 40 50 Olay 
-----











Remarks (logs given in teet 
500 feet above 'rlver 
Diameter, 6 Inches 
500 feet above river 
OIay, 29; Umeston (Niagaran) , 200 
shale (Maquoketa) 
200; Umestone (G a· 
lena), 160. Yield 
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Typical wells in Clayton County-Continued 
Owner LNation 
!~. M. Poolc ____ SW.t sec. 28 ____ _ 
W. O. Barnhurt_ Sec. 21 ___________ _ 
T.W N., R.6 W. (Sperry) F. E. Ambrose ___ NW. l sec. 14 ______ . 
T.98 N., R.6W . (Highland) . 
O. Duff __________ Sec. 20 ------------
Henry Baars ____ SW.l NE.~ sec. 86 
John Rlnkerts ___ 1 mile west 01 
Baars. 
T. ~2 N., R. 5 W . (Oox Oreek). Henry Jennings _ Sec. 5 _____ ___ • __ _ 
Town ,, ___ ... ___ .. __ Volga --_________ _ 
L. Beute ________ SW.~ NE.~ sec. 11 
Henry Leubke ___ SE.~ NW.~ sec. 4_ 
T. 95 N., R. 6 W . (Grand Meadow). 
Oharles Shultz --- aW.l SW.l sec . 21 
T. Gordon --_____ Sec. 6 ___________ _ 
T .94 N., R.6W. (Marlon). 
------------------- NE.l SW.l sec. 16 
----------------- --- SW.l NW.i sec. 4 
___________ _________ NW. i NW. i sec. 
n. 
Mrs. Dowder ---- NW. i NW. 1 sec. 
lB. 
W. Houg ________ NW. l NW. i sec. 
23. 
















-"I ., I>. 
<> ... ::I os 0 ~ .. ... ... 
0 o~ 0 
... ~~ ., 
.rl (,) 
... ... 1>. .. ~ 
I>. 1>.::1 ::1-
., 





31 145 Limestone __ 
25 ________ Sandstone __ 
do. ___ _ 
100 
110 ____________ _ 
20 Gravel ____ _ 
589 ______________ Sandstone __ 
~ 
oS Remarks 
• (logs gtven tn feet D.o 
"" ... . os::l 
.,<> 
tIl 
1110 Diameter, .6 inches. 
55 Do . 
31 Water at about 55 
DIameter , 6 Inches 
, 
30 Valley! Diameter, 6 
inch$. 
415 Yellow' clay, 15; rot 
ten yellow sand 
stone (Niagaran) 
20; blue shale, 205 
limestone, 350 
snaJe, 10; lime-
stone, 35; clear 
sandstone, Saint 
Peter, SO. Bottom 
about 495 feet 
above sea level. 
100 Diameter. 5 inches. 
20 Flood Plain of '.rur 
key river. Diam 
eter, 3 teet. 
265 Struck SaInt Pete 
sandstone. 
349 Yellow clay. 60 
shale, 140; lime 
stone, g71; shale 
green, 8; Saint Pe 
i:~tt~~d~~g~t ~i 
above sea level . 
165 160 160 'Loose flint' ______ Yellow clay. 20 
resIdual. Quicksand. 140 

























to 60, gravel below. 
Ravine; all lImestono 
from curb. 
Sand rock at 20; end 
in blue clay. ' 
Yellow clay, 40; blu 
till, 40; sandstone 
35. 
Ridge. Drift., 60; blue 
sbale, 100; sand 
rock, 7'1'. 
Ridge. "Sandstone' 
brown, 50; shale 
blue, 50; Umestone 
20, 
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01 ::I 0 ~ '" ~ 
" '9 0 Location 0 01>- 4l Remarks ... 
"-
., p.p. (logl given in feet) 
.s:= .s:= .s:="" () 
15. ... .. "" "I>- "'" 
"" 
""::I gp- as::l I 
., 
" " .. ~" ~ ~ ~ 17} 
Owner 
J. Sm:rzer ------ 8~ mUes east of 
Monona. 
404 ~~ __________________________ ______ To sandstone, 288. 
I. W. Tewes ______ NW.i NE.i sec. 17 
T.92 N., R. 2 W. (Part of Jeffer-
son). 
Peter Burr ------ SW. i SW. i sec. 
29. 
A. E. Schroeder __ NW.1I SW.1I sec. 
7. 
Gustav Ditmar --- NW.1 SE .; sec. 30 
L. Mueller ------- NW.l NE.l sec. 31 
N. Niehause ------ NE.lI SW.l sec. 33 
T.92 N., R. S W. (Part of Jeffer· 
sonJ. 
Wllliam Ball ----- NE.1 NE.i sec. 28 
P. J. Schmidt ---- N. ~ SE. i sec. 15 
T.93 N., R.6 W. 
(Boardman) . 
SE. i sec. 8 _____ _ 
George Oassuth __ SE.i NW.i sec. 21 
T.9S N., R.4 W. 












S. Schmidt ------- SE. i SE. i see. 7 S98 
, 
45 ________ Sandstone __ 
83 370 Sandstone __ 
40 180-225 Limeston~ 
on shale __ 
40 270 On shale __ _ 
40 254 Limestone __ 
30 ______ JLlmestone __ 
80 120 -li------------






Water in Saint Peter 
sandstone; terno. 48 
degrees F. . Dlam· 
eter, 6! Inch~s. 
Olay, 83; limestone, 
222; Saint Pete 
(shale and sand, 
clean sand at bot 
tom), 115. W •. ter 
at bottom of Saint 
Peter iu large sUP 
ply. 
I,oess, 40; limestone, 
185; shale blue, fos 
sillferotls, 6; lime· 
stone, 89; shale, 
blue, 4; Saint Pete 
sandstone, 1. 
Limestone, 230; shale 
5. Water in shale (large supply). 
All limestone below 
40. 
Curb about 940 above 
sea level. Olay, 
40; limestone, 260; 
sbale, 10; light col· 
ored sand from 840 
to 842; limestone 
from 342 to 380; 
shale, blue, 7; foot· 
ing in reddish sand 
and gravel. 
183 Oil rock at 380; wa· 
ter above oil rock; 
a weak vein. 
60 Olay, 80; slate, 20; 
brown hard rock, 
20. 
244 Divide. Ytllow clay, 
40; soapstone, 40; 
slate with water, 
20; soapstone, Ume-
stone, Saint Peter, 
at 436. 
______ Yellow clay, 24; sand 80 216 Slate 
----- with a little water, 
4' yellow clay, 2; 
soapstone, 85; Slate 
with water, 15; 
soapstone, 20; lime 
stone to 219. 
20 ___ _____ Sandstone __ 844 Ridge. Yellow clay, 
20; llmestone, 210; 
soapstone, 70 ; 
slate SO' shell, 8; 
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Typical wells in Olayton Oounty-Continued 
Owner 
T.9S N., R.5 W . 
(Monona). 
- SeIder, Luana 





"" " as 
::> ~ 0 ~ "' ... (5 oS B O~ Remarks 
"'-
" 







... ~ "" ... Po::> ::>- os::> 
" " "'" 0"" "" ~ Q ~ rn = 
hard limestone, 40; 
hlue soapstone, 5; 
Saint Peter sand-
stone, 15. About 
611 above sea lcvel. 
80 ______________ Gravel ______ ______ Water-bed gravel be-
low blue-black till. 
____________________ Sec. 33 ___________ 213 92 ____________________ _ 
T.91 N., R. 2 W. 
(Millville) . 
• John Minger _____ SW.~ :m.li; sec. 15 
J. S. Graykill ____ NW.~ NE.t sec. 23 
John Patrick ____ NW.; SE.i sec. 23 
William Smith ___ NW.li; NE.~ sec. 15 
A. Brockman ___ _ SE.~ NW.; ser.l0 
J . Beeker _________ NW. ~ NW.; sec. 
16 ______________ _ 
L. Troester ______ S. ~ sec. 7 ___ ____ _ 
J. T. COllins _____ NW.l NE.l; sec. 17 
E. Smith --------- NE.l: SW.; sec. 361 
A. Andrus _______ SE.l; SW.l; sec. 26 
T. 95 N., R.l W. 
(Bueno Vista;. 
J. Hnfel __________ SW.i SW.~ sec. 20 
- Hafel __ __ ____ :NW.~ SE.a sec. 20 
Frank Nagel _____ NW.i NE.li; sec . 20 
R. Meuth ___ _____ NE.~ sec. 2L ____ _ 
A. Weeks ____ _____ SE. ~ sec. 22 _____ _ 
Charles Wales ____ NW. ~ NW.ll sec. 31 ______________ _ 
233 45 ________ Hard rock __ 188 Hill. 266 ______________ ___________ __ _ 246 Insufficient supply. 








______ ________ ______________ 200 Large supply. 
-----_________ Sand _____________ Dug well on bottoms. 
40 ________ !Limestone __ 268 Footing In shale 
(Pia ttevllle). 30 ____________ do. ____ 30 60 feet solid Galena 
limestone; house 
well. 
____ __ ________ ______________ 100 Loess, 30; blue clay, 
70; black hard slate 
from 117 to 140. 30 ____________________ Loess, 24; red flint 
(residual), 6; lime-
stone, 188; slate, 7. 30 _____________ £05 Drift, 24; red flint, 
I 6; soft limestone , 
110; light colored 
limestone, 185; 
sbale, 5. 
255 _____ • ________ ______________ ~15 Shale, 120; limestone, 
60; 011 rock; water 
In limestone below 
oil rock. 243 38 ____________________________ Limestone from 38 to 
235; shale, 5; flne 
soft sandstone of 
white quality, 8; 
water at 170. 
280 aD 275 Limestone __ 250 All limestolle; water 
in crevice. 
230 30 220 _____________ 200 .Loess; residual red 
flints; limestone 10 
220; blackrock bard, 
In chips, with 
water, 10. 
220 30 ________ ______________ 180 Olay, 30; limestone, 
130; dark rock, 60. 
167 70 ______________ 75 Unil~r bluff; IIght-
colored clay, 60; 
black slate, 10; 
dark limestone, 30; 
oil rock, 5; lime· 
stone, 1; 011 rock 
with blackj ack, 5; 
limestone with pock-
.ts of blackjack, 
:18: glass rock, 18; 
strong vein. 
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DELAWARE COUNTY 
BY W. H. NORTON. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
The topography of Delaware county is somewhat complex. In 
the northern part lies a rugged upland of loess-covered Kan-
~an drift, dissected in interglacial time by the headwaters of 
streams tributary to Turkey river. A similar tract of maturely 
dissected Kansan extends from Earlville and Delhi south along 
Maquoketa river. and other insular patches of upland occur in 
Richland and Coffin Grove townships. 
Bordering or surrounding these areas, of rugose uplands lies 
the plain of Iowan drift, its fairly level surface diversified with 
low, ice-molded swells of stony clay and glacial grav'els. 
GEOLOGY. 
Three drift sheets ar,e represented in the county. The Iowan 
drift sheet, the uppermost of the three, is comparatively thin. 
The lowest, the Nebraskan, is revealed in wells where an old 
soil bed (Aftonian) separates the basal stony clay from th2 
overlying Kansan drift. The Nebraskan and the Kansan tills to-
gether make up the great bulk of the drift deposits of the county. 
The loess, a yellow silt, too fine for sand and too coarse for clay, 
is spread as a blanket over the dissected surface of the Kans,an 
uplands. 
In well r,ecords it is very difficult to distinguish the different · 
deposits of the drift. Even the pebbleless, soft yellow loess 
may not be set apart from the brighter yellow, hard, and stony 
Kansan drj,ft on which it lies, although their discrimination on 
the spot is ,extremely easy. In the contents of the slush bucket 
it is hardly possible for the driller to distinguish the oxidized 
Iowan drift from the still more highly oxidized Kansan till, and 
yet more difficult to' separate the blue unoxidized Kansan from 
the blue Ne,braskan drift on which it rests. In places, however, 
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the Kansan till is covered with old, rusted glacial gr·avel (Bu-
chanan), which separates it from the Iowan drift. In some 
places this gravel has been left heaped in hills; in others it 
underlies low plains or occurs as outwash in the river v,alleys. 
The basement rocks underlying the county beLong to three 
formations. The youngest are Devonian limestones, which are 
supposed to lie beneath the heavy cover of drift over an area 
comprising about seven square miles in the extreme southwest-
ern part of the county. Next in age is the Niagaran dolomite, 
which forms the bedrock over nearly the entire county. It 
outcrops in many sections and, where concealed from view by 
the mantle of drift, is discovered beneath it by the drill. The 
lowest rock exposed is the Maquoketa, a bluish, plastic shale, 
which outcrops in the deep valleys of Elk creek and Little Tur-
key river and is reached by wells in different parts of the 
county (See PI. VI). 
UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCE AND DISTRIBUTION. 
Drillers in Delaware county, as in other counties of eastern 
Iowa, report a general lowering of the surfaee of permanent 
ground water during the last two or three decades, leaving 
dry or inadequate the drift sands which in earlier years were 
sufficieI).t tOo the needs of the population. Twenty years ago on 
the Iowan drift plains about ManGhester ground water stood 
within 50 to 75 feet of the surface and wells of that depth suf-
ficed; at present most wells in that area exceed 100 feet .and 
penetrate the rock. In many wells which have not gone dry 
a distinct lowering of water has been noticed, amounting to as 
much as 20 feet. 
Exceptions to the present insufficiency of the drift strata may 
be noted where drift s·ands are unusually thick, as in buried 
river channels, where they are unusually extensive overlying 
the rock, and where outwash sands whose upper surface lies 
little above the level of a river are well supplied with water 
from higher ground adjacent. Thus on the east side of Honey 
creek, from Manchester nearly to Millhe.im, driven wells in 
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sand are used. An ancient bed of the Maquoketa at Rockville, 
filled to a depth of 80 feet with sand, supplies farm wells in that 
locality. At Manchester, where Maquoketa river now flows over 
a bed of rock, a wide ancient channel, 100 feet deep and filled 
with sand, lies but two blocks from the river banks and is utilized 
for many house wells. At Sand Springs also wells are sunk 
through sand to a depth of 75 feet, where they reach the Niag-
aran dolomite, and obtain water that rises within one foot of the 
surface. On the prairie southwest of Petersburg wells still find 
water in glacial gravels overlying rock. A belt of exceptionally 
thick drift passes east of Ryan through Hazel Green and into 
southwestern Milo township. Several wells reported from this 
belt show drift from 200 to 240 feet thick, and each of . these 
wells enters rock for a few feet, probably to secure attachment 
for the casing. 
'The drift over most of the northwestern part of the county 
is chiefly of a hard blue stony clay or till, with included sand 
veins four to six feet thick. In places it is 15 feet thick, but at 
present it does not afford -a supply of water adequate for the 
ordinary farm. Most of the wells are sunk to the underlying 
rock. 
Over much of the county, especially in the northern and east-
ern portions, where the Niagaran approaches or reaches the 
surface, water is found at varying though usually moderate 
depths in the country rock. 
In the southeastern part of the county wells commonly find 
water above the base of the Niagaran and the summit of the 
underlying impervious Maquoketa shale. Northwest of M'oll-
ticello few wells exceed 80 to 100 feet. As the Niagaran in the 
southeast townships attains a thickness, according .to some well 
sections, of 160 to 200 feet, wells not infrequently find water 
at depths of 80 and 100 feet at a greater or less distance above 
the floor of the shale. Six miles southeast of Delhi a well en-
tered the Niagaran at 40 feet; at 200 feet it encountered loos'e, 
caving, shelly rock; and at 280 feet it struck a mud-rock shale, 
both the caving rock and shale being ref,erable to the Maquo-
keta. ' The mud-rock shale was penetrated to a depth of 120 
feet, the total depth of the well being 400 feet. The boring was 
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abandoned before it reached the Galena limestone, and a new 
well, located 50 feet from the first, found plenty of good water 
on the shale. 
In Delhi township, occupIed largely by ,an area of Kansan 
drift, the thickness of the drift varies from practically nothing 
to 240 feet and wells find water in the subjacent limestone at 
depths of 60 to 225 feet from the surface of the ground. 
In the northeast townships of the county much the same con-
ditions prevail as in the southeastern. W,ells 100 feet deep 
draw water from glacial sands on the Iowan prairie southwest 
of Petersburg, where rock is reached as a rule. In Colony town-
ship, in an area of well-dissected Kansan drift mantled with 
loess, blue Kansan till is heavy and wells find water in the 
subjacent limestone. 
The Maquoketa shale, brough t up toward the nqrth and east, 
by the general southwestward dip of the strata, outcrops at 
Rockville and in the valleys of Little Turkey river and Elk 
creek. Hence the depth of wells in the Niagaran decreases 
toward Dubuque and Clayton counties. In northern Colony 
and Elk townships the deepest wells penetrate the Maquoketa 
shale .and resemble those described in the adja0ent parts of 
Clayton county. 
In the four northwestern townships no wells ,are reported as 
reaching the Maquoketa, all finding water either in Niagaran 
dolomite at different depths or, less commonly, in the sands 
and gravels of the drift. Wells seldGm exceed 160 feet in depth:. 
although some are as deep as 265 feet, penetrating the Niagaran 
to 200 feet. 
In the southwest townships the drift thickens toward the 
south and west. The deep drift east of Ryan, due probably to 
a buried channel, has already been noted. To the east of this 
"deep country," as the drillers term itJ the rock rises to the 
surface at Maquoketa river. A mile west of the buri~d channel 
rock approaches within 50 feet ·of the surface of the Iowan drift 
plain. In southern Prairie township wells are drilled from 70 
to 100 feet and mor:e in the Niagaran dolomite ·after passing 
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... 
through from 80 to 120 feet of drift. In Adams township the 
same conditions prevail, except that in the southwest corner of 
the township the bedrock belongs to the Devonian system. 
The deeper Ordovician and Cambrian sandstones lie too far 
below the surface to be reached with profit, except for the water 
supply of the largest towns. It is from these affiuent sources 
that the supply of Manchester is dr,awn, the artesian well of 
that city being 1,870 feet in depth. (See PIs. VI and VIII.) 
SPRINGS. 
Delaware county is favored with many large springs in all 
parts except the southwestern, where the country rock is deeply 
blanketed with drift and the area has suffered but little dis-
section. 
A well-marked spring horizon occurs in the Niagaran dolo-
mite below the base of the Pentamerus zone, which lies 150 feet 
above the summit of the Maquoketa shale along Elk creek. 
From this horizon issue the copious springs which supply Spring 
creek in southern Delaware and northern Milo townships, and 
the waters of which are utilized by the large fish hatchery of 
the United States Bureau of Fisheries near Manchester. Other 
large springs from the same horizon occur near Hopkinton, 
near Millheim, and at different points in Honey Creek and Del-
aware townships along the valleys of the creeks tributary to 
the Maquoketa. In Richland township many springs issue from 
the same beds at the base of the picturesque limestone cliffs 
north of Forestville known as the "Devil's Backbone." 
A still lower horizon is at the contact of the pervious and 
creviced Niagaran dolomite with the Maquoketa shale. The 
underlying impervious bed ,of shale collects the water descending 
through the limestone and leads it down the dip to outlets where 
valley and ravine have trenched the strata. Dissolving little 
by little the ' rock through which it seeps, the ground water has 
developed a system of passageways in the transition beds over-
lying the shales and issues from its trunk conduits in powerful 
springs. 'The many springs along Elk creek and its numerous 
branches in Elk and Colony townships emerge at this horizon. 
A few examples of these fine springs must suffice. The spring 
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of L. Schnittjer, section 26, Delhi township, issues with a tem-
per,ature of 52° F. from the Niagaran. The water is lifted to 
a convenient level for domestic use and the watering of stock 
by a hydraulic ram-a device also used by other farms in the 
vicinity. The Silver Spring Creamery, Delhi, uses two springs 
issuing from the Niagaran dolomite at the bottom of a ravine. 
Like most .of the springs of the county the water carries no 
, sediment, and its flow and clearness are not affected by storms 
or wind. The water flows througb the creamery where it is 
used for all purposes. The temperature is stated to be about 
50° F. Big Spring, section 3, Colony township, issues from the 
base of the Niagaran, as does the spring of J. D. Chase, of 
Greely, which flows from 100 to 120 gallons a minute. From the 
same ,horizon issues the spring of J. C. Odell, section 16, Elk 
township, whose discharge is ten barrels or more a minute and 
whose water is carried by a flume 40 rods long and develops 
30 horsepower. It is utilized to run ,a gristmill. The tempera-
ture is stated to be 48° F. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
Barlville.-Earlville (population, 552) draws its water sup-
ply from a well and uses it chiefly for fire protection. The 
pressure is 39 pounds ,and there are 11 hydrants and one mile 
of mains. 
Hopkinton.-Water for Hopkinton (population, 797) is ob~ 
tained from ,a drilled well 83 feet deep and 8 inches in diameter. 
Water is found in the Niagaran dolomite, which the well enters 
at 30 feet. The Maquoketa shale was reached by the well. 
Water rises within 40 feet of the surface and is lowered but 5 
feet under pumping. It is pumped by gasoline engine to a tank, 
which supplies a gravity pressure of 55 pounds. 'There are 
3,300 fe~t of mains and '7 fire hydrants. 
Manchester.-The supply for Manchester (population, 2,758) 
is drawn from an artesian well 1,870 feet deep. (See PIs. VI, 
VIII.) The well is 10 inches in diameter to 260 feet, 7 inches 
to 890 feet, .and 6 inches to 1,650 feet. A 7 -inch casing extends 
from 260 to 890 feet, and Ii 5-inch casing from 1,300 to 1,650 
feet. The curb is 926 feet above sea level and the head is 14 
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feet' below the curb; with the Niagaran waters cased out the 
head. is' 150 ' feet below the curb. The tested capacity was rOrig-
inally 200 gallons a minute and is now 250 to 300 gallons a minute 
from depths of 1,200 to 1,296 feet (Jordan) . No water was found 
below 1,500 feet. No repairs 'Q.ave been made. The temperature 
after 10 hours' pumping was 48° F. The well was completed in 
1896 by J. P. Miller & Oompany. 
Previous to' the completion of this well the water supply Df 
Manchester had been an excellent spring, situated near the 
business portion of the town on the banks of Maquoketa river. 
A rese.rvoir excavated in solid Niagaran rock :r:eceives the water 
of the spring, and to develop the flow to the utmost several 
wells of moderate, depth have been drilled within it. As the 
water was insufficient to supply the increasing population of 
the town, it was wisely decided to sink an artesian well, and a 
site was selected adjoining the reservoir and some 24 feet 
higher than the water in it. 
While the drilling was in progress to at least a depth of 1,400 
feet, water stood in the shaft at about 14 feet from the surface, 
and there were indications that this height was due to the in-
flux of water from the spring. When water-bearing strata 
were :reached at 1,200 feet and below, and the well was cased to 
260 feet, the water dropped to 150 feet from the surface. On re-
moviI;lg the upper casing to a depth of 260 feet, the water again 
rose within 14 feet of the curb, and on the final pumping test 
of the well the spring adjacent nearly ceased flowing. The 
well, therefore, receives a supply of water from the Niagaran 
d.olomite from the, same source as that of the spring. The Saint 
Peter, is cased out, if the record is correct, and it is not known 
whetl;ieror not it is water bearing. The main flow seems to 
come from the Jordan sandstone, from i,200 to 1,296 feet. Be-
low 1,500 feet it is reported that no water was found-a re-
markable fact, as the drill penetrated the entire thickness of 
the presbach sandstone. 
Th~ lower' flow alone was tested wi~h a pump thr,owing 75 
gallons a minute for 24 hours without lowering the water. On 
the nnal test of all waters with a pump throwing from 160 to 
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200 gallons per minute from a 7-inch pipe 200 feet deep, the 
water soon sank to 33 feet from the surface and there remained 
during the entire test of 20 consecutive hours. 
The pumping cylinder is now set 200 feet below the surface 
in the well and the engines also pump from the spring reservoir. 
When the deep-well pump is in operation no water flows from 
the spring and the reservoir is drained. When the pump ,of the 
spring is working at its maximum the pump of the deep well 
jerks as if sucking air. The spring ,alone supplies about 40,000 
gallons a day. The deep ' well pumps from 250 to 300 gallons 
a minute all day without difficulty. In this connection should 
be noted the abnormally low temperature of the water pumped 
from the deep well after 10 hours ' pumping and some 20 min-
utes after the pumping from the spring had ceased. Without 
question the well receives from the Niagaran a large amount of 
water of low temperatur.e. 
Record of strata in city w ell at Manchester . 
Silurian: 
Niagaran dolomite (225 feet tbick; top, 926 feet above sea level)-Dolomite, buff; 6 samples ______________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, blue-gray, highly cherty; 6 samples __________________________ _ 
Dolomite, blue-gray, cherty, pyritiferous, slightlyargillaceous ___ ______ _ 
Ordovician: 
Maquoketa sbale (205 feet thick ; top, 701 feet above sea level)-Sbale, blue, gray, green and drab; 18 samples ______________________ __ _ 
Magnesian limestone or dolomite, dark drab, subcrystalline, somewhat argillaceous, in lIakes; 2 samples _______________________________________ _ 
Shale, blue and gray-green; 7 samples _________________________ __________ _ 
Galena limestone to Platteville limestone (854 feet thiclk; top, 496 feet above 
sea level)-Limestone, magnesian, dark drab , argillaceous _____________ __________ ___ _ 
Limestone, light gray; earthy luster, briskly effervescent; 16 samples __ 
Dolomite , light yellow-gray, subcrystalline; stained with ferric oxide 
in minute rounded spots; much of the superior limestone in small fragments _____________ ______________________________ ____________________ _ 
Limestone, light and darker blue-gray; generally ratber soft; earthy luster; in lIakes and chips; 20 samples ______________________________ _ 
Sbale, bright green , fossiliferous, containing Ortbis perveta Conrad, 
Stropbomen8. trentonensis W _ and S.. and bryozoa (Decorah shale) Limestone, light blue-gray, fossiliferous ___________________________ ______ _ 
Limestone, light blue-gray, earthy to crystalline; 11 samples ____ ___ __ _ Sbale, green, somewhat calcareous _______________________________________ _ 
Saint Peter sandstone (38· feet thick; top, 142 feet above sea level)-
Sandstone, with small cbips of limestone, in which no embedded grains are noticed __________ ______________________________________ ----------------
Sandstone, as above , but free from admixture; 4 samples _______ ______ _ 
Pairle du Chien stage--
Sbakopee dolomite (65 feet tbick; top, 109 feet above sea level)-
Dolomite, buff and gray; angular sand , mostly Quartz sand, probably from above; 8 samples ___________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, light gray _________________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, slightly arenaceous _________________________________________ _ 
New Richmond sandstone (49 feet thick; top, 44 feet above sea level)-
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Record oj strata in city well at Manchester-Continued 
DolomIte, gDlly, arenaceous; some light drab shale __________________ _ 
Dolomite, arenaceous; some highly arenaceous shale; 2 samples __ _ Sandstone, calciferous _______________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, gray, arenaceous, with argillaceous powder __________ _ 
Oneota dolomite (275 feet thick; top, 5 feet below sea level)-Dolomite, gray; 8 samples ________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, light gray, arenaceous; 3 samples ______________________ _ 
Dolomite, gray; arenaceous from 1,100 to 1,103 feet; 27 samples __ 
Oambrlan: 
Dolomite, arenaceous, gray ___________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, highly arenaceous, or sandstone, calciferous; 4 samples __ 
Jordan sandstone (90 feet thick; top, 280 feet below sea level)-
Sandstone, whIte; grains rounded and ground, with considerable divers-ity in size; 7 samples _________________________________________________ _ 
Shale, highly arenaceous and calcareous _____________________________ _ 
Sandstone, as at 1,256; 5 samples ______________________________________ _ 
Saint Lawrence formation (242 feet tbick; top, 370 feet below sea level)-Dolomite, gray; some sand, probably from above _____________________ _ 
Sandstone, calciferous, or hIghly arenaceous dolomlte ___________________ _ Dolomite, light yellow-gray _____________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, gray; in fine sand mixed with considerable quartz sand; 2 samples ___________________________ ________________________________________ _ 
Dolomite, light gray; in clean chips; a little sand from above ___________ _ Dolomite as at 1,346; 2 samples ___________________________________________ _ 
Marl, arenaceous. argillaceous, and calcareous; in fine gneen-gray 
powder; 6 samples, all of a pulverulent powder, seen under the micro-
scope to b~ composed of minute angular particles of quartz, dolo-
mite, and chert, with much argillaceous material; glauconiferous ___ _ 
Sandstone, fine-grained; In greenish yellow powder; argillaceous _____ _ 
Dresbach sandstone and underlying Oambrian strata (332 feet thick; top, 
612 feet below sea leveJ)-Sandstone, white; grains fine and rounded ______________________________ _ 
Sandstone; greenish argillaceous material mixed with drillings ________ _ Sandstone, fine; light buff from ferruginous stain _______________________ _ Sandstone, fine __________________________________________________________ _ 
Sandstone, coarser; uniformly rounded, smooth surfaced gains of limpid quartz ___________________________________________________________________ _ Sandstone, white _________________________________________________________ _ 
Sandstone, yellow, glauconiferous; said to be argillaceous _____________ _ 





























The water is pumped to a standpipe (capacity, 105,750 gal-
Ions) and distributed under domestic pressure of 50 pounds .and 
fire pressure of 80 to 110 pounds, through 6 miles of mains, to 
38 fire hydrants and 350 taps. 
Ryan.-The water supply of Ryan (population, 511) for fire 
protection is drawn from a drilled well 258 feet deep, which 
enters rock at 90 feet. Water was found at 150 feet and rises 
within 60 feet of the surface. The capacity of the well is 150 
gallons _a minute. Water is distributed from an air-pressure 
tank under pressure of 60 pounds. There are 400 feet of mains 
,and five hydrants. 
Minor supplies.-Information concerning the water supplies 
of the smaller communities in the county is presented in the 
following tables: 
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Town Nature of Supply 0.0 Gl Source of 
-... i~ Supply .c .c" .... ...... 0. 0.'" 
" 
,,~ Q)" ~ ~ tIl 
Feet Feet I Feel Compton ___________ Driyen and drilled wells_____ 12-150 __________ ,10-20 Oolesburg _________ " No report ____________________ _____ _____________________ _ 
Delbi ______________ Drilled wells ___________ ______ 75-100 __________ 65-80 Niagaran dolomite. 
Dundee _____________ Wells _________________________ 40-250 70-100 20-40 Do . 
Greely ___ ___________ Drilled wells ___________ ____ ___ 70-200 90 ________ Do. 
Masonville _____ ____ Deep wells ___________________ 65-140 90-140 50-100 Do . Oneida _____________ Wells _________________________ 50-125 60 _______ Do. 
Sand Spring _______ Driven and drilled wells_____ __________ __________ 1 in. Sand. 
Thorp . ______________ Drilled and dug wells________ 15-100 __________________ Niagaran dolomite. 
WELL DATA. 
The· following table gives da ta of typical wells in , Delaware 
county: 
Ty.pical wens in Delaware Oounty. 
owner 






T. Williamson ____ 4 miles north of 305 
Coggon. 
W. Montgomery __ 4 miles north and 1 108 
mile east of COg· 
gon. 
R . Platten ________ 4 miles northeast 140 
of Coggon. 
T. Henderson ____ 4~ miles northeast 68 
of Coggon. 
A. Swidle ________ Silver creek ______ 70 
Charles Beny _____ Northwest of Ryan 350 
_______________ _____ S. ~ sec. 85 ________ 207 
____________________ NE. 11 NE. 11 sec. 23 130 
__________________ SW. i SW. 11 sec. 1 160 
___________________ SW.i NW.i sec.S5 280 
T. 87 N., R . 5 W. • (Hazle Green) 
William Porter ____ 8 or 4 miles east of 262 
Ryan. 
___________________ NW.1I SW.i sec.28
1
205 
G. Abbey _________ NW. ~ NE. 11 sec.B2 160 
,!oj 
" 0 ~ 
... 0 
B Source of Gl Remarks 
.c Supply .0.0 (Log given in feet) 
'i>. -0'" "':I 
'" "''' ~
= Feet Feet 
55 ___________________ _ 55 20 feet away a well 
sunk to 160 feet 
found no water, 
rock being struek at 
108 feet. 108 ___________ __________ _____ 108 feet to water bed. 
80 _________________________ _ 
68 ____________________ 18 68 feet to water bed. 
80 __________________________ 70 feet to water bed. 
200+ __________________________ Sandy soil, 2; clays to 
6; soil, 8; Niagaran, 
buff dolomite, 130; 
limestone, nearly 
white, 20; blue shale, 
Maquoketa, 48. 20 __________ ~ _______________ 207 feet to water bed. 
120 __________________________ Mostly blu~ clay to 
rock. 
________________________________ All in drift . 
120 _________________________ _ 
260 ____________________ 110 
200 ___________ __ _____________ High ground . Mostly 
blue clay to ro~k. 155 __________________________ Somewhat lower 
ground than last. 
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~ -e (Log given in leet ) 
OS" Ole; 
I:C 
Feet Feet Feet \ 
____________________ NE. ~ SE . ~ sec. 28 242 240 40 Much lower ground 
last two. 
'.r.87 N., R.4 W. 
(Union and Part 
of South Fork). 
Southwest of Hop· 200 
James O'Neil _____ kinton. 
'1'.87 N., R. 3 W. 
(Part of South 
Fork). 
Charles RooL _____ NW. ~ sec. 18 ______ 200 
Jacob Land _______ Northeast of Sand 125 
Spring . 
- Mau er _______ 2J miles south of 208 
Worthington. 
__ _____ __ ______ ____ _ NW. ~ NE. ~ sec.I 162 
1'. 88N .. R . 5W. 
(Milo). 
____________________ NF.. ~ NE. ~ sec. 20 2]5 
----------------- ___ Isw. ~ SW. ~ sec.2B ]90 
- Haynes _______ NW.~ NW.; sec. 33 2]0 
-------------------- NW. i NW.~ sec .32 145 
-------------------- NW.~ NW.i sec . 80 70 
--- ---------------__ SW. ~ SW . II see .10 60 
Charles Thorpc ___ 7 miles south of 180 
Manchester. 
____________________ SW. 11 SW. ~ scc. 2 85 








Niagaran dolomite ______ All blue clay to rock. 
------------______________ Sand, 20 ; limestonc, 
140; shale , 2. 
214 __________________________ High ground. 






in gravel CO feet 
lower than the pre-
,Ceding and fo llowing. 
~~================== ====== I :::\~I;r:~ln~n. drif t. 
--- --_______________ ]5 Low ground; clay from 
top to rock. 
150 -------------_____________ Blue clay to rock. 
15 
-------------------- NW.~ NW.~ scc. 21 100 BO 
Lce M. Smitll _____ 4 miles southwest 100 80 L"iU1CS-tOne========= ====== Blue clay to rock. 
of Manchester. 
Sherman Harris __ _ 6 miles southwest 121 101 Do 
of Manchester. 
--__________________ NE .~ SE.il sec. 10 185 180 
-------------_____________ High knoll; ncarly all 
, bluc clay to rock. 
___________________ _ NE. ~ SE. ~ sec. 6 120 118 
~ '. 88 N., R. 4 W. 
(Delh i). 
_____ _______________ NE. t sec. 18 _____ _ 
____________________ SE. ; NE. ~ sec. 10 
____________________ NW . ~ SW.~ sec .29 
------______________ NE. i SW. ~ sec . 31 
- -----______________ NW. 3 NW .; sec .22 
_____ ______ _____ __ __ I~E. ~ NW .t sec. 22 
___ _________________ I ~E. ~ SE . ~ sec. 14 
----- -______________ S. 1; sec. 14 _______ _ 
_ .. ___________ _______ W . ~ sec. 13 ______ _ 
- __ .. ________________ SE. ~ NW. ~ sec . 24 














165 50 _________________________ _ 
100 ____________________ 200 
35 ____ ___ __________________ _ 
100 _________________________ _ 
100+ _________________________ _ 
140 _________________________ _ 
]5 ____________________ 148 
40 ____________________ 150 
46 __________________________ Bottom of ravine. 
Drift or alluvium, 
46 ; dolomite (Nia-
gar an) , 75; "shell 
rock" described also 
I ' as a "blne clay . " (Maquoketa) . 
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Typical wells of Delaware Oounty- Continued 
.!4 
" 0 ~ .. 0 
Owner 
0 Source of Gl Remarks Location .... Supply t:l.o (Log given in feet) 
.d .d 
~ ~ "' .. 
"'=' ., ., 
"" ~ ~ = 
Feet Feet Feet 
T . 88 N., R. 8 W. 
(North Fork) 
Mrs . Georglan ___ Rockville 80 - ____ Sand and gravel ________ MaQuoketa bottoms. 
Frank Kerns ______ 2~ miles south 01 160 
Dyersville. 
_ Harris ________ 2 miles south of 130 
Dyersville. 





West Side School_ Manchester ________ 105 
________________ SW. t NE. t sec. 2S 75 
School well ________ Manchester ______ 802 
____________________ SW. t NW. t sec.15 51 
____________________ SE. ; SE. i sec. Sl 92 
All sand and gravel. 12 __________________________ Surface deposits, 12; 
limestone, 100; Ma· 
Quoketa shale, 48. 10 Llmestone _______________ Surface deposits, 10; 
. limestone, 119; shale, 
1. 90 ______ do ________________ Ridge. Drift, mostly 
blue clay, 90; lime· 
stone, 70; shale, 150; 
limestone, 10. 
101 __________________________ All blue clay to rock. 
50 Llmestone _____________ __ Blue clay to rock. 104 __________________________ Sand to rock; MaQUO-
keta shale struck at 
220 feet from surface; 
ends In shale. 
60 Sand ____________________ Sand to rock. 
90 _________________________ All blue clay to rock; 
on low ground; 
w 0 u I d overflow 
years ago In wet 
seasons. 
____________________ Oenter of sec. 22 ___ 160 ______ Gravel __________________ _ 
T. 89 N., R. 6 W. 
(OoUins Grove) 
____________________ SE. i SE. ; sec. 21, 110 
____________________ (}enter 01 sec. 21__ 80 
___________ __ _______ SE. ; SE. ; sec. 15 160 
___ . _______________ SW.; SE.; sec. S_ 130 
___________________ NE.; SE.; sec. 4_ 120 
102 
72 
130 ==================: ==:::: Ravine. Llmestone _______________ Till to rock; a lew 
streaks 01 Qulck-
122 sand. 
__________________________ Sand to thin clay, 
overlying rock; 1 
sand well In local-
90 ~. 
Llmestone _______________ Olays, 90; shell rock, 
INW I NW I sec 30 132 130 10; solid rock, 20. oiiiiries-'riioiP;::= 9 M~~~~este:.t of 140 ------ GraveL:::::::::::: ----io to 
Do ____________ 8 miles northwest 120 100 
of Manchester. Llmestone ______________ _ 
All blue clay 
gravel. 
T. 89 N., R. 4 W. (Oneida). 
D. B. Bushnell ____ 5 M~i~~es~::.t 01 187 20 _________________________ _ 
T. 89 N .• R. SW. (Bremen). Ii miles northeast 
------------------- 01 Earlville. 
h 2i miles southwest Henry Lese y----- 01 Petersburg. 
GroHman _ 5 miles west 01 
-- - Dyersville. 
_ Nachmano ________ do -----------
Henry Gocrtz ______ 4 miles west 01 
Dyersville. 
100+ _____ Sand -___________________ Nearly all sand. 
100+ _____ GraveL __________________ All saIId and gravel. 
99 ______ Sand ____________________ Flowing well from sand 
under blue till. 119 ___________ do __________ ______ Do 
85 ___________ do ________________ High prairie; nearly all 
blue tm. 
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Henry Lichtenberg Si miles northwest 206 
. of Dyersville. 
T. 90 N. , R. , W. 
(Elk). 
A. B. Holbert ___ Greeley --.. ------ 265 
T . 90 N., R. 3 W. (Oolony). 




T. 9ON. , R. 6W. (Richland) • 
Hugh Mlddleton.._ Near Strawberry 265 
Point. 
- Wood. ______ NW. ! NE.! sec.26 ISO 
W. H. Sherwln.. __ Near Forestvllle ___ 131 John Roblnson ___ 6 miles ~.orthwest 102 
ot Manchester. AIUx Schautner ___ Schautner S86 
____ _______________ 4 




'" ~ 0 
.. 0 
0 Source of Gi .. P. 
.<:I Supply 




Feet I Feet 
126 25 ( Imestone ________ . 
{1~ II----------------- . __ ._-
I 
____ \s .. , _____________ 
------
65 Llmestone ______________ _ 
100 --------- ---------- .. ------
SO ------------------- ------
80 --------- -- ---- ---- .. ------
250 e;iD(i::::::::::::~: --- ---230 
Remarks (Log given in feet) 
High ground. Drift 
25; limestone, 181 • 
Diameter, 6lncbes . 
Ends In sand und er 
II heavy pebbly blue ti 
Drift, 65; limestone 
200. 
Yellow clay, 8; blu e 
clay, 92. 
Blue till, 215. 
I 
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DUBUQUE COUNTY 
BY W. H. NORTON. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
The topography of Dubuque county is . composite. The east-
ern part, rising 600 feet and .more above Mississippi river, 
which flows along its eastern border, was deeply gashed by the 
tributaries of the master river during the long periods pre-
ceding the glacial epoch, ap.d the hills and valleys thus deve-
loped have been accented by erosion since that time. The west-
ern part ·of the county, beca'use of distance from the main chan-
nels of erosion, was perhaps not so deeply and thoroughly dis-
sected in preglacial time, and it has been blank,eted with sheets 
of glacial stony clays deposited by successive ice sheets from 
the northwest. Its valleys have thus been partly or whoUy 
filled ·and the sharp erosion profiles characteristic of the eastern 
driftless portion of the county have been blurred or quite ob-
literated. 
The youngest drift present, the Lowan, forms two long lobes, 
one occupying the summit of the ridge reaching from Dyersville 
to Epworth, the other stretching from Worthington southeast-
ward down John creek valley. These are areas ,of gently un-
dulating prairie with a local relief on the more level portion;:: 
of not more than forty or sixty feet in a square mile. 
'The remainder of the wes1ern and southern part ,of the county 
is occupied by older drift, the Kansan. Here the relief depends 
on two factors-the degree to which the preglacial rock-cut 
valleys were filled with drift, and the degree to which the drift 
has been removed by streams since its deposition. The .time 
since the deposit ·of the Kansan drift has been long enough to 
permit a well-marked and fully developed drainage system to 
be initiated or restored. Streamways are incised below the up-
land crests to a depth of 150 feet about New Vienna and to more 
than 200 feet at Mellary. So broad, however,are the valleys 
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that the local relief in places may not exceed 80 or 100 feet in a 
square mile. 
The Kansan drift extends as far east as Bankston and Cen-
tralia and southeast to the Jackson county line. It reaches the 
edge of the main body of upland underlain by the Niagaran 
dolomite, but fails to follow out upon th~ long $purs which 
render the escarpment of this upland so strongly digitate. The 
remainder of the county lies in the driftless area. . 
In this ,area broad fiat-fio.ored valley,s, have b~en 9pen~d ' by 
the larger streams, such as the Little ;Ma,qU:qk~ta . " It.. m~i {i,e 
noted that adjacent to the Mississippi there has b~en d.eyelope<;l. 
a wide upland, now maturely dissected, standing about 240 feet 
above the river and about the same: distance below the Niagaran 
upland to the west. This upland is underlain by the Maquoketa 
shale, and upon it are located the towns of Asbury, Julian, 
Ricar'dsville, and Key West. The origin of the upland, which 
is whol!y comparable to that developed on. the .. Sain.t Pet~r: ~l9.;n{f 
Upper Iowa river 'in Allamakee. e.ounty, need -ii(jf her.e-· 1;>,~ ~i.s,,­
cussed. Whether it is due · to cliff recession '· o( ~~.el.:~v:erly:i% 
Niagaran or is a peneplain. uplifte9. and dissected' it is of-special 
importance in the water ' ~:L1Pll\ir~(~~~" ~~~~ti~ '" ~"" ,,: ':" . . 
.. '). 
GEO:(JOGl; • .... : . 

















Saint Peter sandstone, 
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Prairie du Chien stage. 
Shakopee dolomite. 




Saint Lawrence formation. 
Dresbach sandstone and earlier Cambrian strata. 
The following hypothetical geologic section is based on the 
scanty and in places conflicting data supplied by the records 
of the deep wells of the city of Dubuque. (See PI. VI.) The 
thickness of the Galena dolomite is obtained by measuremeut 
of its outcrop. 
GeneraZ geoZogic section at Dubuque. 
Thlck- tion of I f Eleva-
ness stratum 
Galena dolomlte to Platteville limestone: Feet Feet Dolomlte ____________________________________________________________ _ 
237 +550 Limestone, bituminous shale, green shllle _______________________________ . 
Saint Peter sandstone: 
46 +604 
White sandstone, water bearing _____________________________ . ______________ . 68 +446 
Prairie du Ohlen stage: . 
Dolomltes (Shakopee and Oneota), ar~aceou8 In places, New Richmond 
sandstone perhaps at 876 teet, with some shaly beds ____________________ _ '310 +136 
Jordan sandstone: . . Sandstone, water bearlng ________________________________________________ e. 
Saint Lawrence tormatlon: 
95 +41 
Dolomltes and shales; dolomltes to sea level, shales, red marls, arenaceous and glauconlterous ________________________________________________ _ 179 -ISS 
1!!1 -359 
121 -480 
Dresbach sandstone: Sandstone, water bearing ______________________________________________ ____ _ 
Unnamed Oambrlan strata: . Shales _______________________________________ .-----------------------------Sandstone, water bearing above _________________________________________ _ 768 -1,2~ 
The lowest formation exposed to view in the county, the Saint 
Peter sandstone, outcrops at several places near Spechts Ferry 
at the base' ,of the bluffs bordering the Mississippi. In these 
places the normally loose white sandstone has been discolored 
and hardened by iron compounds leached from the rocks above. 
The drill, however, everywhere throughout the county finds the 
Saint Peter of its normal aspect-a soft friable sandstone of 
round clear grains of quartz. 
The Platteville limestone overlies the Saint Peter and ap-
pears along the Mississippi as far south as Eagle Point, Dubu-
que. It consists of a basal shale (the Glenwood shale of the Iowa 
Htate Survey) , overlain by limestones, some magnesian and 
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some fossiliferous, blue and brittle, and cut by the drill into 
flaky chips. Bituminous brown shales may be interbedded with 
these liniestones. Above the Platteville lies the Decorah shale, 
a highly fossiliferous plastic shale with lenses ,of limestone. 
The Decorah is succeeded in ascending order by the Galena 
dolomite, which as now defined includes all from the summit of 
the Decorah shale to the base of the Maquoketa shale. The en-
tire body of the Galena may be dolomitized, as at Dubuque, or 
more or less of the body of rock may have escaped the process 
and remain in its original nonmagnesian or slightly magnesian 
state. Where dolomitized, the Galena is por,ous and cavernous. 
It is the lead-bearing rock at Dubuque, where its thickness 
reaches 237 feet. The Galena forms the bedrock over a con-
siderable ,area in the immediate vicinity of the streams in the 
northwestern part of the county. 
The Maquoketa consists in Dubuque county ,of 50 feet of 
friable shale with earthy limestones overlain by 150 feet of 
plastic blue shale. These impervious and dry rocks immediate-
ly underlie a large upland area in the eastern part of the county 
(p. 373). The shale is well known to drillers throughout the 
county. The pr,ogress of the drill 'is retarded in this formation 
by the fac, that the drill hole must be washed out every two or 
two and one-half feet. 
The uppermost geologic formation of tlJ.e county and the most 
extensive in its outcrops is the Niagaran-a buff dolomite, in 
many places cherty, especially toward the base. It und~rlies 
the superficial deposits west and south of the conspicuous, sin-
uous line of cliffs of the Niagaran escarpment. As rock, the 
Niagaran closely resembles the dolomitized Galena and could 
hardly be told from it by the cuttings of the drill, although the 
Niagaran tends in color to blue-grays ,and to lighter buffs rather 
ihan to the darker buff of the Galena. The two formations are 
readily distinguished by their surface distribution and by the 
thick shale which parts, them. 
The drift sheets of the county are three. The oldest, or 
Nebraskan, is separated from the overlying Kansan by the in-
terglacial Aftonian deposits, consisting of old forest beds re-
presenting an interval during which soils accumulated and for-
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ests grew on the older glacial ground moraine. Both tle Kan-
san and Nebraskan drift sheets are tough blue stony clays ( al-
though superficially the Kansan is deeply reddened by long 
weathering. The lobes occupied by the thin sheet of Iowan 
drift have already been mentioned. (p. 372) . 
. The loessr a yellow or ashen silt or dust deposit, mantles every-
wllere the ero.deq surface of the Kansan and the driftless area. 
, . 
UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCES AND DISTRIBUTION. 
With the wide range of formations exposed in Dubuque 
county the number of horizons at which ground water may be 
found is exceptionally large. 
The drift water beds con~ist of diff~rent sands and °Tavels 
either separating different drift ,sheets, inclosed within the 
stony day of an individual drift sh~et, or resting immediately 
on becir()ck. The upper interglacial . gravels have l~)J1g since 
been left behind by the gradual lowering of the ground water 
sin,ce the courih~y was opeped to cultivation. Drillers state 
that no water is now fouriU.ibBtween tb,e yellow and the blue 
clays, und the seepages at the base of the loess have also gone 
dry. Only the basal sands 0.£ the drilt supply stock wells at 
prel:lent, and these sands carry littl,e water except where the 
drift is of considerabie , thickness. Drift wells drawing their 
water from this source are naturally most numerous on the 
slightly dissected Iowan drift plains. Thus about Worthington 
'wells are commonly' frpm l~b ' to' ;120 ~eet deep and "just about 
reach rock;" op. the Farley.l'Obe } of the ~owan drift wells are 
reported as supplied from gravels +35 :and 160 feet below the 
. . _ . r , 
surface and covered chiefly by blue till. The depth of wells in 
drift is affected by the varying :thi,ckness of thi~ glacial deposit, 
'due in part to the preglacial relief ·of the country. A ' strip of 
"deep country" is reported in 'Taylor township,' extending 
fr,om southeast to northwest and rurming out northwest of Ep-
worth, the drift here being 100 feet and more in thickness~ 
Westof Bank;ton rock may b,e .covered with 70 fe~t of drift with-
in 1,000 feet of its outcrops. In Epworth rock is reached at 35 
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feet in places on the low ridge at the west end of town, whereas 
at the east end the drift is 135 feet deep. In places, as on the 
ridges about Farley drill~rs report · a stiff unctuous clay five or 
.six feet thick, resting on rock. This is probably the r,ed residual 
clay to be looked for on ancient weat~ered limestone surfaces, 
and to the driller it is a far less desir.abl~ formation than th~ wa-
ter-carrying glacial gravels that in many plaoes rest directly on 
the rock. 
. .. : . 
The Niagaran is the chief water bed of the county in the 
southern and western parts. The well records give no section 
of the formation as mo]}e than 135 feet, although the :measured 
outcrops give a thickness of somewhat more than 200 feet. 
No special horizons within this thick body of dolomite have been 
noted at which water can be expected. Where local conditions 
permit its ready drainage, as on the lop.g spurs along its border, 
water wilfbe fOlmd, if at all, only at it~ .base. Back from the n;tar-
gin, where, owing to lack of dissection, ground water stands 
high ,and the larger part of the dolomite is waterlogged, water 
may be found wherever the drill encounters a crevice or an 
especially porous l~yer. 
Even far within the border of t~ :Niagaran the drill may 
occasionally fail to strike such a crevice' 9r ' porous bed and way 
l'e~ch the base of the formation and ~nter the Maquoketa .shale 
without having found a water supply::, If the well is continued 
it should be with the full understanding that this sl:tale iii? {lry 
throughout its thickness of 200 fe~t .ap.d mor~, and it may }:>e 
necessary to drill some distance into the Galena befor~ finding 
a good water bed. Wells in the Niagaran are rep<?rted yvhich 
thus . reached a total depth of 400 ,I:).nd even.. of 500.feet. .' 
On the ancient weather terrace or peneplain ,develop~d on the 
Maquoketa shale about Dubuque, wells do not find water until 
tbey reach the basal portion o~ the ' Maq~oket~, co~sisting of 
earthy non-plastic layers, or the upper thin-layered beds of the 
Galena. 
.... 'C, ,' 
In the northeastern parts of the county 'Yater is found ~n the 
Galena .and Platteville at depths depending on the .height to 
whicp. ~hese bodies of dolomite and lim~stone are locally wat':'lr-
logged and on th€) success of the drill in ' strik~g a yvater yein. 
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At Linwood, Dubuque, a well which entered the Galena at 40 
feet found water within 145 feet of the surface of the ground. 
Another well at Linwood in the Roman Catholic cemetery was 
sunk to .312 feet, some water being found at 190 feet. On the 
bluffs at Dubuque the ground-water level stands about 150 feet 
below the surface, lowering, however, toward the river, as seen 
in the Fourteenth Street mine. In this area a number of wells, 
about 100 feet deep, are used for cesspools, the contents discharg-
ing freely into the ground water, from which house wells in the 
same district are supplied. Northeast of Sherrills Mound, an 
outlier of the Niagaran, wells run about 200 feet in depth, find-
ing their supply in the Galena and Platteville. 
The Saint Peter, the lowest water bed except those of the 
deep artesian wells ·of Dubuque, is tap'ped only near Mississippi 
river in the northeastern portion of the county. Thus, on the 
Peru bottoms the 160-foot well of William Oavanaugh (SW. 1,4 
SW. % sec. 35, T. 90, R. 3 K) struck light yellow water-bearing 
sandstone six or seven feet thick, beneath 154 feet of alhivial 
quicksand and gravel. 
The alluvial deposits outside of the broad flood plains of the 
Mississippi are so small in extent that they hardly need men-
tion. An interesting belt of country where water is obtained in 
river deposits is that of the Couler valley, which extends north-
west from the city of Dubuque to Sageville. In this ancient 
abandoned river channel driven wells furnish sufficient water 
for household and ordinary :farm uses. The deep well at the 
works of the Dubuque Ualting Company shows that the alluv-
ium in this valley is 117 feet thick. At Eagle Point, Dubuque, 
the well of Amos Bailey, on the flood-plain of the Mississippi, was 
sunk through 160 feet of alluvium before striking rock, the 
total depth of the well being 170 feet. 
SJ.>RINGS. 
The two best-marked spring horizons in Dubuque county are 
at the summits of the Maquoketa shale and the Decorah shale. 
At both these horizons ground water is arrested in its desCent 
by an impervious floor of shale and finds way to open air wher-
ever the basal strata of the limestones are trenched by the chan-
r 
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nels of surface drainage. The large quantity of water gathered 
and the easy solubility of the limestones, which pe-rmits the 
opening of passageways of considerable size, give rise to cop-
ious springs. Along 'each of these horizons the spring may not 
mark the exact line of junction of two formations; it may lead 
out through talus cloaking the hillside to issue from this loose 
rock waste at some lower level than the summit of the shale; or 
it may issue at some higher level than the shale, owing to the 
devious windings of the subterranean passages dissolved in 
limestone. 
Of less importance is the Niagaran dolomite. Springs are 
found issuing from its crevices along the North Fork of the 
Maquoketa. 
These water beds are cut by the valleys of the streams in 
a.lmost every section of the northeastern part of the county, and 
springs are correspondingly numerous. The perennial flow of 
the Little Maquoketa is due to its . supply by springs issuIng 
from the summit of the Maquoketa shale, which takes its name 
from its outcrops along this stream. On the other hand, the 
next stream to the south, Catfish creek, which drains the plain 
developed in the Maquoketa shale, goes dry each year for lack 
of springs within its catchment area, although this is large 
enough to give rise to torrential and destructive floods from the 
run-off of heavy rains. 
Among the more important of the springs of the county may 
be mentioned that at Washington Mills, which issues at the ex-
act contact between the Niagaran and the Maquoketa; a large 
spring near Rochester; one in section 4, Georgetown township; 
and the springs issuing along the bluffs of the Mississippi which 
supply the villages of Spechts Ferry and Waupeton. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
Cascade.-,-Cascade (population, 1,268) pumps water from a 
spring issuing from the Niagaran dolomite to a tank with a 
capacity of 20,000 gallons. The amount used daily is 70,000 
gallons. The gravity domestic pressure is 56 pounds and the 
fire pressure 100 pounds. The system comprises one mile of 
mains, 52 taps, and 15 fire hydrants. 
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Dubuque.-The city of Dubuque (population 38,494) is sup-
plied by artesian wells (PI.-VI), from which 4,000,000 gallons 
daily are pumped to 'a reservoir and distributed under gravity 
pressure of 45 pounds. · T·h.ere :are 63 miles of mains, 363 fire 
hydrants, and 3,300 taps'. ' ". . 
At Dubuque the chief water beds are the Dresbach and 'earlj er 
Cambrian ·sandstones. The Saint Peter s,andstone, Prairie d~l 
'Chien stage, and"Jordan sandstone are of minor importance. 
Wells about 1;000 feet in depth . tap all reservoirs except those 
below the Cambrian shale underlying- the Dresbach sandstone, 
"and wells 1,300 'feet or more in depth reach the stores found in 
the Cambrian sandstone underlying this shale. ·If the condi-
tions reported at the deepest well of the Linwood Cemetery 
prevail throughout the field, no water need be expected below 
1,650 fe.et. . 
The head of the water of the lowler sandstone of the Cambrian 
just de~cribed se.ems somewhat higher than that ' of the Dres-
bach sandstone, as seen in the well of the Key City Gas Com-
pany, whe're the two water'sa,re kept apart. 
PERMANENCE. 
The 'first deep wellsdriiled ~t Dubuque were put down to 
'about 1,000 feet, tapping the J orda~ and. the Dr'esbach sand-
stones. They had a static level of more than '700 feet, heading 
a littl~ more than 10d:~~et above the lower ground of the · city. 
Thus 'the 'well of the B~tdhers' Association is i-eported to have 
'headed :at '740, the Juiien Rouse well at 724, and the well of the 
.. Stea;m Heating 'Company, drilled in 1884, at 704 feet above sea 
·level. ' The 'enormous ,dischar'ge of . the 10-inchwell drilled in . 
1888 by the' waterworks companY' at Eighth Street reduced very 
generally the head of the otherc ;wells, . and later wells from 900 
to 1,300 feet in depth showea."·a· distinctly lower static level 
(Scp.~i'dt well, 645 feet \ab~ve ' s'~a)evel; Chicago, Milwaukee & 
'St. PaulRy. 'w~ll, 683 feet above sea revel). The latest well of 
this dass, that of tJle 'gas company, -q.-ad ·a 'static level of 667 ~ 
. feet above sea level. ' , -, 
Of the deepe~ wells tapping 'the)ow~r)ap.ds'ton'e of the Cam~ 
brian the initial head of the Linwood Cemetery well was 742 
• 
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feet above sea level, but in 1900 this had declined to 661, and 
the Sixth Avenue well at Eagle Point showed an initial head of 
but 647 feet. 
The use of compressed air in several wells has caused a sud-
den loss of pressure in neighboring wells, and this lowering of 
static level may be expected to widen in area and increase in 
amount. 
In 1905 several old wells still held their wa,ters up to from 630 
to 645 feet above sea level, and the Julien House well and the' gas 
company well showed heads respectively of 685 and 667 feet 
above sea level. In 1908 the wells reporting in response to letters 
of inquiry showed heads not exceeding 625 feet above sea level, 
except in one or two doubtful cases. 
The early failure of some of the wells points to defective or 
deteriorated casings, but the general loss of head, a loss in 
several wells sudden and coincident with the completion of new 
wells of great capacity on low ground or with the installation 
, of aIr lifts in other wells, finds its cause in a general lowering 
of static level due to overdraft. For thiR condition there is no 
remedy except the partial one of r,estriction of outflow so f.ar as 
possible. Wells in plants, not in operation should be closed, and 
lateral escape of wl:j,ters through defective casing and through 
channels opened in" the rock where the well is not cased should 
be prevented by keeping, all wells effectively cased to the chief 
aquifers. 
WELLS. 
The Bu'tchers' Association well has a depth of 1,000 feet and 
a diameter of 8 inches to the bottom; it is cased to 300 feet. 
The curb is 607 feet above sea level. The original head W:as 133 
fe~et' above the curb and the head in 1896 was 41 feet ' above the 
curb. , The original flow was 580 gallons a minute. No record 
of the present head 'and discharge has been obtained. Water 
was 'fit tl t tapped at a depth of 600 feet and gradually increased 
to the bottom. The temperature is 56.5° F. The well was com-
plet,ed in 1887 by J. P. Miller & Company of Chicago. , 
The Lorimer House well has a depth of 1,057 feet and a dia-
meter of 5 inches. The curb is 652 feet above sea level. The 
original head was 57 feet above the curl:> and the head in 1896 
ap'proximately at curb. The original flow of 400 gallons 'a min-
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ute had ceased in 1906. 'The well was drilled by J. P. Miller & 
Company of Ohicago. It has not been in use since 1892. 
The Julien House wen had an original depth of 896 feet but 
was deepened in 1898 to 1,660 feet. Its diameters are 12, 6, 
and 5 inches, cased originally to 212 feet. The curb is 615 feet 
above sea level. The original head was 109 feet above curb; 
head in 1896, 97 feet ,above the curb; head in 1905, 70 feet above 
the curb. The original flow was 480 gallons a minute. The 
well was drilled in 1872 by J. P. Miller & Company of Chicago. 
Before the wen was 'deepened the flow had ceased. The 
sinking of the city wells had no influence on the flow, but the 
first night that the air compressor was set working in the city 
well, about 11 blocks away, the Julien House well discharged 
about two bushels of sand. 
Driller's Zog of Julien House wen at Dubuque. 
1 
Thick" I Depth 
ness 
• 
Feet Feet Loose material __________________________________________________________________ 210 210 
Sandstone __________________________________________________________________ 160 870 
Marl ________________________________________________________________________ 66 486 
Sand, marl, and limestone mixed ________________________________________________ • 50 486 
Sandstone _____________________________________________________________________ 60 646 
Limestone _________________________________ .__________________________________ 105 '651 
Marl, red __________________________________________________________ :____________ 40 691 
Sh'ale, sandy ________________________________________________________________ 46 737 
Marl, red ___________________________________________________________________________ 7 744 
Sandstone ____________ __ _______________________________________________________ 141 8S5 
The Linwood Cemetery well No.1 has a depth of 1,765 feet. 
Its curb is approximately 776 feet above se,a level and its 
original head was 23 feet below the curb. The well is , now 
pumped with a cylinder 200 feet below the curb. 
'The Linwood Cemetery well No. 2 has a depth of 1,954 feet 
and a diameter of 8 inches to 1,000 feet and 6 inches to bottom; 
casing to 1,025 feet. The curb is 706 feet above sea level. The 
original head was 36 feet above curb; head in 1896, 1 (n foot 
above curb; head in 1900, 45 feet below curb. The original flow 
'was 40 gallons a minute; flow in 1896, 20 gallons a minute; well 
now pumped. Water from a depth of 100 feet rose nearly to 
the surface. The first rock flow was at about 1,250 feet and 
gradually increased until drill reached a depth of 1,650 feet, 
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below which no water was found. The well was completed in 
1891 by J. P. Miller & Company of Chicago. 
This well is sometimes obstructed by a "fibrous sediment" 
which may be Crenothrix and which is removed by churning an 
iron rod in the tube. At times this treatment has doubled the 
diminished flow. 
The J. Cushing factory well has a depth of 965 feet and a 
d.iameter of 7 inches to 60 feet, 5 inches to 190 feet, and 4 inche" 
to bottlJm; cased to bottom. The curb is 642 feet above sea 
level. The original head was 31 feet above the curb ·and the 
head in 1896 at curb. Water comes from 600 feet and lower. 
The temperature is 60° F. The well was completed in '1888 by 
J. P. Miller & Company of Chicago. 
The Packing & Provision Company's well has a depth of 955 
feet -and a diameter of 8 and 6 inches; cas.ed to 200 feet. The 
curb is 607 feet above sea level. The original head was 55 feet 
above the curb; head in 1896, 50 feet above curb; head in 1905, 
23 feet above curb. The original flow was 340 gallons a minute, 
the present tested capacity, with pump cylinder 16 feet above 
curb, is 90 gallons a minute. The well was completed in 1889 
by J. P. Miller & Company, of Chicago. 
The Consumers' Steam Heating Company's well has a depth 
of 802 feet and a diameter of 4 inches. 'The curb is 617 feet 
above sea level. The original head was 87 feet above curb and 
the head in 1896 at curb. The original flow of 260 gallons a 
minute had ceased in 1896. The water comes from depths of 
353, 480, and 780 feet. The well was completed in 1884 by J. 
P. Miller & Company, of Chicago. 
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Sandstone, ,cream yellow, moderately fine, calciferous as shown by dol-
omite and cherty material in drillings; three samples _____________________ 465-474 
Dolomite, buff; in fine sand , with some quartz sand_____________________________ 478 
Sandstone, light reddish yellow, fine, calciferous________________________________ 635 
Dolomite, in tine buff sand and g ray chips _____ __________________________________ 581-584% 
Shale, highly arenaceou s, g la uconiferous; in chips which pulverize into 
reddish yellow powder at 632 f ee t and reddish brown at 636 feet, quartz-
ose material, microscopic and angular ______ __________________ • _________________ 632-636 
Dolomite, highly arenaceou s, glauconiferous; in fine brown angular sand 
at 724 feet and in coarser sand at 726 feeL _______________________________________ 724-726 
Sandstone, yellow; grains moderately tine, the larger rounded and smoothed 730 
Sandstone, pure, white; gTai ns rounded, moderately tine_______________________ 841 
The Bank and Insurance Building well had a depth of 973 
feet, but was deepened in 1900 to 1,380 feet. Its diameter is 
8 to 41;2 inches. The casing extends to 150 feet, and also covers 
50 feet of shales below 200 feet. The curb is 638 feet above sea 
level. The original head was 10 feet above the curb; the pr,esent 
head is 3 feet above curb (water pumped to tank on roof). The 
original flow was 120 gallons a minute, which incre3;sed in 1900, 
after deepening, to 125 gallons a minute. The first flow was at 
a depth of .about 900 feet . Temperature, 61°. F. Date of com-
pletion, 1894; drillers, J. P. Miller & Company, Chicago. 
The E·. Hemmi dairy well has a depth of 973 feet. . The curb 
is 627 feet above sea level. It was completed in 1895 (n. 
This well stopped flowing on the starting of the air com-
pressor of the malting company. It is now pumped by a wind-
mill. 
The Dubuque Brewing & Malting Company's well bad a depth 
of 999 :£eet, but was deepened in 1904 to 1,165 feet. Its diameter 
is 8 to 6 inches. The curb is 624 feet above sea level. . The well 
was completed in 1895 by J. Bicksler, of Dubuque, and was 
deepened and recased to 450 feet in 1904 by J. P. Miller & 
Company, of Chicago. No definite facts are obtainable as to 
head and discharge. The original flow was received in a reser-
voir from which it was pumped throughout the brewery. The 
flow ceased when the air compressors of the city wells were in 
use, and an air compressor was installed to pump the well, 
-.yhose capacity was estimated at 150 gallons a minute. The re-
pairs made by· deepening and recasing the well in i904 are re-
ported ,as having b~en very beneficial, but the incre~,se in flow 
25 
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or pressure is not stated. In 1908 the head was six inches above 
the curb, the flow being increased by the use of the air com-
pressor. 
DriUerW log 01 Dubuque Malting ana Brewing OO'mpany's well. 



















The Key City Gas Company's well has a depth of 1,310 feet 
and ·a diameter of 10 inches to bedrock (116 feet), 8 inches to 
562 feet, 61,4 inches to 1,070 feet, and 5 inches to the bottom; 
casing, 10 inches to 116 feet and 4 inches from curb to 1,118 feet. 
The curb is 619 feet above sea level. The original head was 
48 feet above curb; head in 1905, 48 feet abov.e curb. The origi-
nal flow was 400 gallons a minute. Water comes from depths of 
1,000, 1,118 and 1,310 feet. Temperature, 60· F. The well was 
completed in 1900 by J. P. Miller & Company, of Chicago. The 
waters of the higher water beds rise through the outer casing 
and those of the lower through the inner. The lower waters 
have the higher head, but the difference is variously reported. 
It is stated that" on the completion of the well the flow of other 
wells in the city was diminished and some of the shallower wells 
ceased to flow. In 1905 the two flows had become mingled through 
corrosion of casing. 
Driller's log 01 Key Oity Gas Oompany's well at Dubuque. 
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The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway wells ,are two in 
number, each with a depth of 1,263 feet. The curbs are 607 feet 
above sea level. The original heads were 76 feet above curb; 
heads in 1905, 28 feet above curb. 'The well No. 1 was com-. 
pleted in 1898; it flowed 60 gallons a minute. 
City well No.1, Eighth and Pine Streets, has a depth of 1,310 
feet and a diameter of 10 inches; casing, 400 feet. The curb is 
607 feet above sea level. The original head was 46 feet above 
the curb; head in 1905, 23 feet above curb; head in 1908, 3 feet 
above curb. The original flow is unknown, but the flow in 1908 . 
was 100 gallons a minute. The water cam€ from depths of 500 
and 1,310 feet. Date. of completion, 1888. 
The Eagle Point north city well has a depth of 1,308 feet and 
a diameter of 12 inches; 12-inch casing to 400 feet. The curb 
is 625 feet above sea level. The original head was 24 feet above 
curb, and the head in 1905, 20 feet above curb. The flow in 
1905 was 300 gallons a minute; flow in 1908, 230 gallons a min-
ute; capacity under air compressor acting at 300 feet in depth, 
805 gallons a minute. The first flow came from 800 feet. The 
well was completed in 1899 at a cost of $2,600. 
The Eagle Point south city well has a depth of 1,306 feet and 
a diameter of 12 inches to 900 feet, 8 inches to bottorq; casing, 
8 inches to 1,000 feet. The flow in 1905 was 265 gallons per 
minute, and in 1908, 120 gallons a minute; capacity under the 
air compressor, 290 gallons a minute. The head was the same 
as that of the north well. Date of completion, 1899. 
\ 
The Eagle Point Sixth Avenue city well has ,a depth of 1,927 
(or 1,908) feet and a diameter of 4 inches; 4-inch casing to 450 
feet. The original head was 22 feet abov'e curb;. head in 1905, 
11 'feet above curb. 'The original flow was 135 gallons a minute. 
Temperature 61 0 F. The well wa~ completed in 1900. 
The use of the air compressor in the north well stops the flow 
of the south well; in 1905 its use in the north and south wells 
l:educed the flow in the Sixth Avenue well to one-third its nor-
mal discharge; the effect on the distant Eighth Street well is 
said to be slight.' . 
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An unpublished log of the waterworks well at Galena, Illinois, 
is here presented for comparison with the logs of wells at 
Dubuque. 
Driller's log at well at waterworks at Galena, Illinois, 
j Tbick- j ness 
S u,:fnce m a teri al _____________________ _____________________________________________ _ Li mestone __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Sand, white, water, first fiow (Saint Pctcr) ________ ~ _____________________________ _ Marl, red __________________________________________________________________________ _ 


















Dyersville.-The water system of Dyersville (population, 
1,511), owned by the city, obtains its supply from a 5-inch 
drille'd W',ell, 384 feet deep, entering rock at a depth of 2 feet. 
Water heads 150 feet from the surface. The chief water bed 
is found at 136 feet in Niagaran dolomite, Water is pumped 
by gasoline engine to a tank, whence it is distributed under 
gravity pressure of 45 pounds through 1 1-6 miles of mains. 
'rhere are 30 taps and 20 fire hydrants. 
The Saint Peter s<andstone should be struck at about 260 feet 
above sea level, or 681 feet below the surface, and the Jordan 
at about 150 feet below sea level or about 1,090 feet below the 
surface. A well sunk to 250 feet below ·sea level, that is, to about 
1,100 feet from the surface, should give a supply ,ample for the 
town so long as the well is kept in good repair. The water 
from the deeper beds may be expected to stand about 150 feet 
below the curb, but the upper waters, which will be found in the 
~iagaran, Galena a,nd Platteville limestones, will come much 
higher and increase the head. The cylinder of the pump should 
lie placeq low· enough to draw on the deeper waters after the up-
per limestone waters, which will be less in amount, have been 
pumped off. 
Minor 8upplies.-Information concerning the supplies of 
some of the smaller places is contained in the following table: 
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Village supplies 'in Dubuque Oounty. 
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l3ernard __________ Wells _______________ 00 600 120 100 12 ______ None. Feet Feet Feet I Feet .1r,et Feet 
Durango __________ Cisterns and wells__ 30 135 130 ____________ -20 Large and small. 
Epworth ____________________________________________ ______ ' ________________ ,_ 
Farley ____________ Drilled wells_________ 60 ' JZO ______ 1 ___ _ ._ 15 
Pe'osta --------- --_ ---- do ------------- - 18 535 150 1 .. _____ 25 {=~~ lSmall. 
Spechts Ferry:. ____ \SPrings ________________________________________________ _ 
PlaCId ------T---- - ---------------------- 24 315 120 I J20 I 300 -16 1 135 :""80 Waupeton ________ Springs ____________ _ ___________________ .. _________ . ___ __ _ 
:::;~;:g~::-~~~~: ~~~~l-e~---~:~~--~~:~ ---~~- 00 1: I- --~~- ---~~- ~-_--13-:0" ~ ISmail. 
wells. I l 
. • . c • • • WEJ.,L DATA; 
The following table gives data of typical wells III DubuqUf: 
county: ' 






(Log given in feet) 
T. 88 'N., ,R. 'I E. F eet Feet Feet (Vernon). ' 
Mrs. King ________ NW. ~ NE . ~ see.13 133 _~ ____________________ ~ _________ High ground. 
Peter BroesseL ____ SW. ~ SW. ~ see. 7 200 
====== ===,================: =~~~_ Dolomite ; Niagaran, J. MeMlihon _______ SW.~ SE.!; sec . 1~ 400 
T. 89 N., R . 2 E. 
(Dubuque). 
P; Ersehen ' ___ ____ Centralia ________ _ 
A. Holllns _____________ do ___ c· __ cc __ _ 
'r. 89 N., R. 1 W. 
(Iowa). 
____________________ ~1ivo]j, sec. 8 _____ _ 
_______ ______ ~ ______ Bankston ________ _ 
I • 
Clement Meyer ____ SW.a NE.~ sec. 33 
L. H. Fangmann. NE : a SW. ,a ·see. ·R 
. C. Fangmann _____ NE. a SE. a sec. 8 
___________ " ____ ' __ . __ Kidder' __ ""~, ______ _ 
Keller ___ , _________ 4 miles northwest 
, of Epwortb. 
------~ - - - --
. 60; Maquoketa shale 
220 _________________________ -100 
120 _____ • ____________________ - 40 
and Galena Ji:'Ilc, 
stone, ' 340. 
140 66 Limestone _______________ Y@ow clay, 10; ' blue 
elal(, 56; limestone, 
74. .. 175 ________________________________ Drift and Niagaran 
dolomite to Maquo· 
keta ' sbale, 175 feet. 160 13 ______________ . ___________ Rather high ground, 
1(Jr, · ______ GraveL __________________ All sand to gravel. 
208 7,0 Limestone _______________ Yellow 'clay to rock . 
'86 20 On shale ~~ _______ " c _____ Low ground ·n ear 
creek. ReddIsh sand 
and 'clay, 20; lime· 
stone, ·20; shale, 46. 160 _____________________________ ' ___ Ringe. Maquoketa 
shale penetrated, 60. 
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Wells in Dubuque Oounty-Continued 
Owner 
T. 8S N., R. 1 W. ('t'aylor) . 
Location 
- Bennett _______ 1 mile north of Ep-
worth. 







Remarks (Log given in feet) 
Feet Feet I 
______ -______________________ Mostly sand; lime· 
stone, 5. 
_____ On shale _________ - 95 Yellow clay, 80; blue 
Aug. Krogmann __ SW. i SE. i sec. 7 600 
clay, 60; limestone, 
40; shale, 25. 
______ -________________________ . High hlll. Drift. 60; 
Geo. GrahaDL _____ 1~ miles southeast 
of Graham. 
- Harns _________ East · end of Ep· 
Worth. 
M. M. McDermott I! miles south of 
Epworth. Mr. Qulrrln _______ Sec. 11 ___________ _ 
N. Bradfield ______ Sec. 12 ___________ • 







limestone, 100; shale, 
840. No water. 66 __________________________ Ridge. Yellow clay, 40; 
blue clay, 26; lime-
stone, 110; shale (Ma-
quoketa), 264; hard 
gray limestone, 12; 
shale, 8. 135 Limestone _______________ Drift, nearly all sand, 
185; Niagaran dolo· 
mite, 52. 




clay, 87; gravel, 8. 
_______________ -100 Blue tlll from 40 to 135. 
_ _______________________ . Black drift Into wood 
auove rock • J. Haly ___________ Sec. 84 ____________ 195 190 . _________________________ Mainly yellow tlll and 
Geo. Banerlch _____ SW. i NE. i sec. 81 
T. 8S N .. R. 1 W. 
(Dodge). 
__________________ 2 miles northwest 
of Farley. 
- Martln _______ I! miles west of 
Farley. J. N. Orapp ______ Sec. 11 ___________ _ 
F. Funke __________ Sec. 9 __________ _ 
Aug. Coopman ____ 2 miles south of 
Dyersvllle. 
Town _____________ Worthington _____ _ 
T·. 90 N., R. 1 W. (Concord). 
220 
sandy material to 
rock with some 
"black clay." 85 Llmestone ________ . ______ Drift, 85; Niagaran 
dolomite, 185. 
185 ______ GraveL __________________ Nearly all blue clay to 





102 ____________________ - eo Mainly yellow tlll. 
117 ____________________ - 114 ff1 feet of blue-black 
tIll on rock. 6 __________________________ High ground. Drift, 
6: Niagaran dolo 
mite, 100; Maquoketa 
sh ale, 194; ends In 
shale. 
80 Llmestone _________ - 18 Diameter, 5! Inche8 
Depth to water sup 
ply, 50. 
John Frletmann_ NE. i NE. i sec. 16 164 ______ Sand and gravel ________ Blue stony clay to wa 
ter bed. 200 ________________________________ Reacbed 
shale. 
Nicholas Smlth ____ SE. i SE. i sec. 82 Maquoketa 
T . 8S N., R. 2 E. 
(Table Mound). O. Ehrsam _______ NW. i sec. 18 ______ • ___________ Sand and graveL _______ Valley. Mostly sof 
quicksand; rock no 
reached. T 89 N .• R. 1 E. (Oenter) 
__________________ Oentralla _________ _ 250 ______ ___________________ ____ Drift and loess, 80 
blue shale, 220. H. Oalahan ____ ___ Sec. 7 _____________ 416 _________________________ -898 Altitude, 1,150 feet; 82 
__________________ Sec. 7 _____________ 112 
r. · 89 N., R. 2 W, (New Wine). 
- Mayberry ____ 2~ miles northwest 
of Farley. 
92 
feet of drift. 60 ______ do _____________ Yellow and blue clay 
60; limestone, 62. 
S2 _____ _ do __________ - 52 Yellow clay, 12; blu 
clay, 20; limestone 
110. 
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FAYETTE COUNTY 
BY W. H. NORTON. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
Lying near the margin of the driftless area, Fayette county 
includes two types of topography, ,each of which exercises a cer-
,tain control over the distribution of ground water. The north-
eastern part of the county-the area lying east and north of 
West Union and Fayette-is a land of hills, some of which are 
400 feet high, carved by streams from an upland about 1,200 feet 
above sea level. Here the Kansan drift is thin and the topo-
gr,aphy of preglacial time is not effaced or even masked. Over 
the remainder of the county the preglacial hills and valleys 
have been deeply buried' beneath drift, and the latest ice sheet 
to invade the region, the Iowan, has molded the surface to a 
gently undulating prairie. In this pr,airie region ground wa-
ter stands high, feeding the stfleams of the shallow valleys with 
oozes along their banks; in the rugged country of the northeast-
ern part ground water stands low and must be sought by wells 
at levels approximating those of the basles of the hills, where it 
issues in copious springs. 
The divide between Volga and Turkey rivers reaches an ele-
vation of 1,280 feet above sea level; the lowest valley floors de-
scend to 775 feet above sea' level. The two afleas are roughly 
sketched in any road map of the county. In the dissected area 
the crooked highways follow around hill and up winding valley 
and along the sinuous ridge tops; on the prairie of the younger 
drift they adhere to the section lines undeviatingly. 
The broad, flat valleys of the streams of the dissected area 
form ,a topographic type of special interest in this investigatIon. 
rI'heir width, which commonly reaches a mile along Volga and 
Turkey rivers, is an expression of an advanced stage of de-
velopment due not only to their great age', but also to the weak 
rock, the ¥aquoketa shale, in which they have been worn. 
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GEOLOGY. 
Pleistocene drift deposits mantle the entire county. In the 
hilly northeastern part they are thin and almost negligible from 
the present viewpoint. Over the prairies of the county they are 
thick. The great bulk of the drift belongs to the earlier drift 
sheets, the Nebraskan and the Kansan. The' Iowan drift forms, 
a veneer on the older drift over about two-thirds of the county. 
Outside of the Iowan area the stony clays of the drift are 
mantled with a fine yellow silt called,' loess. 
The well driller does not distinguish between these superficial 
deposits, nor is their discrimination easy in the contents of the 
slush bucket. Yet valuable data may be obtained by noting the 
depth at which the gritless yellow loess passes into the ashen 
loess beneath it or into the sands which in a few places underlie 
it, or into the brighter yellow stony clay of the weathered Kan-
san. The place and thickness of the sandbeds which locally in-
tervene between the Kansan and Nebraskan should also be 
noted. At the same horizon (Aftonian) will be found in places 
old soils, deposits of peat, and forest beels, whose dark and ill-
smelling products are recognized at.once. The driller should 
also note the depth at which the weathered reddish or yellow 
Kansan passes into the blue unoxidized and tougher stony clay 
of the unweathered basal portion of that drift. 
Several members of the Devonian system, differing lithologi-
cally one from another, are exposed in different places in the 
central and western parts of the county, as in the deep railway 
cut at Fayette, but their discrimination matters little in this 
investigation. 
The Niagaran dolomite (Silurian) appears in the cliffs along 
the valleys of Turkey and Volga rivers and forms the bedrock 
in parts of Illyria:, Dover, Auburn, Union and Westfield town-
ships. Covered by heavy drift, it is supposed to underlie the 
southern townships. The rock is for the most part a buff dolo-
mite, although 'beds of gray nonmagnesian limestone occur lo-
cally, The measured outcrops do not exceed 70 feet. 
Because of its impervious shales, the Maquoketa (Ordovician) 
exerts a strong influence on the distribution of ground water. 
The formation includes a basal me:rp.ber nearly 100 feet thick, 
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made up of shales and clayey limestones, a middle member about 
fifty feet thick composed of cherty magnesian limestones, and 
an upper member, a plastic bluish shale, whose thickness may 
reach 125 feet. 'These beds form the surface rock over Clermont 
and most of Dover townships, and over the northeastern part 
of Auburn township. They form the bedrock of the-valley floor 
of the Volga to three miles north of Lima, of Turkey river to 
its junction with Cr,ane creek, and of Otter creek to a point 
within two miles of West Union. 
The 70 feet of the upper beds of the Galena (Ordovician) ex-
posed in the county are nondolomitic limestones, light gray in 
color, and may be recognized by the drilJer by these charac-
teristics, as well as by their position immediately beneath the 
easily determined base of the Maquoketa shale. They out.crop 
along the valley of Turkey river and its tributaries above Cler-
mont. 
UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCES AND DISTRIBUTION. 
In the northeastern part of the county water is obtained chief-
ly in the bedrock. The drift is thin, and the loess seldom affords 
a large or permanent supply. Wells encounter, immediately 
above the rock, a stratum of residual flints several feet thick, but 
this stratum does not form a water bed, as the flints are set in 
impervious red residual clay. In Clermont and much of Pleas-
ant Valley townships, where the Maquoketa shale forms the 
country rock, water may be 'found above the blue upper shale of 
that formation, but generally the drill must go to the lime-
stones of the Middle Maquoketa, or even into the Gr.lena and 
Platteville limestones underlying the heavy shales of the Lower ' 
Maquoketa. As the thickness of the Maquoketa is estimated at 
not less than 250 feet, it is not surprising that some of the 
deeper wells of the area are 400 feet deep. 
On the high uplands of the northeastern townships, where the 
- Niagaran dolomite forms the country rock, water is commonly 
found at moderate depths, but even here in a few wells the drill 
fails to strike water in the Niagaran, and wells are reported 
which go to the Middle Maquoketa. One-west of Wadena passed 
through eighty feet of "sand rock" (Niagaran), 155 feet of 
• 
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"soapstone" (Upper Maquoketa), fifteen feet of "dark shale in 
chips," and thirty-two feet of limestone (Middle Maquoketa), 
finding water in the beds last named. ' 
. The wide valley floors of Turkey and Volga rivers form a 
distinct province where shallow wells tap the abundant water of 
alluvial sands and gravels. 
In the remainder of the county the chief water beds are (1) 
sands and gravels of glacial origin, interbedded with stony clays 
or overlying the rock at different depths from the surface, and 
(2) Devonian and Silurian limestones. In the southeastern part 
of the county, in Fairfield, Smithfield, Putnam and Scott town,· 
ships, water is found in the basal glacial gravels and in the 
Niagaran dolomite. Wells vary in depth with the thickness of 
the drift and with the depth in the Niagaran .at which a water-
bearing crevice or porous layer may be encountered. 
The data at hand suggest that the drift ranges in thickness 
commonly from 70 to 150 feet. Near Scott, however, some wells 
find water in glacial sands resting on rock at a depth of 170 
feet. Four miles west ,and one mile north of Arlington the 
same water-bearing sands lie in places about 200 feet from the 
surface. About four miles southwest of Arlington the average 
depth to, rock is 150 feet, most wells here finding water on the 
rock or a few feet below the rock surface. Near T'aylorsville 
some wells are sunk about sixty feet below the rock surface. 
On the high ridge north of Brush creek ground water in the 
limestone stands low and wells may need to go through 150 feet 
or more of rock before obtaining a supply. 
In the southwestern townships the drift is of considerable 
thickn~ss, although ,at Fairbank, Maynard and Randalia the 
rock approaches close to the surface or outcrops. In 'Oran and 
Fremont townships a common range of from 50 to 125 feet is 
indicated by our reports, wells seldom exceeding 150 feet in 
depth. At W~stgate rock is reached at 80 feet and from Oel-
wein west to Little Wapsipinicon river wells footing in keel 
rock are said to range from 75 to 100 feet in depth. In J effer-
son township the drift is thicker than in Oran, and wells which 
here find water in its basal sands or in the upper layers of the 
underlying rock commonly exceed 100 feet. At Oelwein on the 
• 
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hills house wells are about 145 feet deep and foot in rock, five 
feet being sufficient for reservoir and anchorage for casings. On 
the other hand, in the northwestern part of the city rock lies at 
thirty feet. At the Roman Catholic Ohurch a well penetrated 
sand for sixty feet, whereas wells not 100 feet distant on either 
side struck rock within three feet of the surface. This narrow 
bed of sand runs half a mile southwest to . Otter creek. The 
steepness of the rock walls of this buried channel is shown by 
the fact that at ,a house in the town the excavation for the cellar 
encountered rock at four feet, and a well five or six feet from the 
house wall penetrated sand for sixty feet. 
In Harlan, Oenter and Banks townships wells find water in 
basal sands and gravels or immediately below the rock surface 
in the Devonian limestones. In Banks township the drift ap-
parently runs deep and a thickness of 187 feet is reported at one 
locality. A short distance southeast of Randalia rock comes to 
the surface, though immediately at the village it is 90 feet below 
ground. About Maynard stock wells run to depths of from 
.40 to 100 feet, and are commonly drilled from five to ten feet 
in rock, 
In the northwestern part of the county, which is comprised 
within the limits of the Iowan drift plain, the general conditions 
are the same as in the central and southwestern parts . 
. A few flowing wells from Pleistocene sands overlain by stony 
clays are reported from the county, but no provinces were 
found of sufficient importance to deserve investigation. These 
flows occur on low ground on ,a branch of Turkey river in Wind-
sor township and at one or two points along Otter creek north 
of Oelwein, and on the Little Wapsipinicon. 
SPRINGS. 
Springs are numerous and many of them are copious in the 
northeastern part of the county along the valleys of Volga and 
Turkey rivers. A well-marked horizon occurs at the base of 
th{; Devonian, whence some large springs issue near Fayett2. 
A still larger contribution of spring water is made by the rocks 
at the summit of the Maquoketa shale, for this impervious clay 
leads the ground water along its surface to open air wherever 
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iris cut by streamways. At Wadena, on Turkey river, several 
springs issue on the·hillsides, that of William Sargent being said 
to be 80 feet above the village. The water of one of these springf:? 
has been piped to the village, butno use has been made of them 
£01' power. In. most of that part of the county covered with 
Iowan drift springs are few and small. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
A rlington.-At Arlington (population, 678) water obt~ined 
from a well is pumped to a tank supplying pressures of 35 to 45 
pounds. There are ~,400 feet of mains. 
Paye,tte.-The public supply of Fayette (population, 1,112) 
is dr,awn from two eight-inc:Q. wells sixty-five feet deep, situated 
at the edg.e of town on the banks of Volga river. Their joint ca-
pacity is said to be 500,000 ga~lons a day, but a run of the, pumps 
for not more than one and on~-half hours a day is sufficient to' 
meet present demands. Water stands fifteen feet below the E\ur-
face, and is drawn down to s,eventeen and one-half feet by pump-
ing a few minutes., The driller'~ log of the wells ~s as follows:, 
Log of well at Fayette. 
I 'J'hICk- 1 Depth ness 
---------------------------------------~----
Feet ' Fe~t 
80 30 So il and sand ________ -___________ -- -- -- ---- -_____ -__________________ ____________ __ • Limestone, gray, bard ___ ________________________________________________________ _ 32 62 
Sand rock -------------------------------------------------~-----:..-------------7---- 3 65 
The sand rock in which the well ends is probably a coarse-
grained magnesian limestone of the Niagar,an;- the limestone 
above corresponds with the Wapsipinicon limestone o~ the De-
vonian. 
Water is distributed by direct pressure with domestic and fire 
pressures 'of 80 and 100 pounds respectively. There are 1,300 
feet of mains and four fire hydrants. 
The summit of the Niagaran dolomite at Fayette (elevation, 
902 feet )is exposed along Volga river near the water line. The 
formation here is probably not more than 75 feet thick. A deep 
well would pass through the Niagaran into the Maquoketa shale, 
which is here about 200' feet thick and includes middle dolo-
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mitic beds that may carry water under a sufficient head to over-
flow at the surface. Still more water will probably be found in 
the 300 or 350 feet of the Galena and Platteville limestones, which 
underlie the Maquoketa. The Saint Peter sandstone should be 
reached about 625 feet below the surface. This estimate, based 
on the thickness of the formations, is believed to be more ac-
curate than one based on the assumed uniform dip of the Saint 
P eter from Elkader to Sumner, which would bring the Saint 
P et.er at Fayette about 470 feet below the surface . . 
The lower waters can not be expected to overflow, although 
they may rise near the surface. A well or wells sunk to the depth 
of about 675 feet will probably obtain sufficient water for a 
public supply, but the far more abundant stores of the Prairie 
du Chien and the Jordan may be reached by sinking the well 
500 to 550 feet deeper. 
Bawloe'lJje.-At Hawkeye (popu1ation, 510) the public supply 
is pumped from a six-inch well to a tank 100 feet high ,and thence 
distributed through one mile of mains. There are nine ,fire 
hydrants. , The well is 180 feet deep and is cased to rock, which 
it enters at 160 feet. 
Oelwein.-The water supply for 'Oelwein (population, 6,028) 
is drawn from four wells, seven inches in diameter ·and 72 feet 
deep, cO.nnected and pumped with a vacuum pump. The capacity 
of the wells is somewhat less than 240 gallons a minute, as by 
pumping at this rate the water is lowered from a head of twelve 
feet below the surface to twenty-five feet below it, and the pumps 
begin to pound. The wells are located in the northe.astern part 
of the city on a level with the railway station. Rock was entered 
at sixteen feet, and the main water bed was found in a seam at 
forty feet. The wells are adjacent to. a deep well drilled for the 
city but never used. On testing the deep well with a cylinder set at 
] 50 feet and pumping 250 gallons a minute, the water in the four 
wells was drawn down below the vacuum pump, the 'water in the 
deep well lowering in corresponding measure. The water in the 
deep well now rises and falls with that of the four wells, accord-
ing as the vacuum pump is in action or at rest. 
vVater is distributed from a standpipe (capacity, 96,000 gal-
lon ) under a pressure of 60 to 75 pounds. There ,are eight miles 
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of mains, 55 fire hydrants and more than 600 taps. 'The amount 
used daily exceeds 200,000 gallons. 
'The deep well was drilled for the city some years since by J. F. 
McOarthy of Minneapolis, but nothing can be learned about it 
except its depth, 1,000 feet, and its head, 15 f.eet below the curb. 
If the dip of the strata in this area is uniform between the ne·ar-
est deep wells on either side of Oelwein, this well hardly more 
than reached the base of the Saint P-eter sandstone. Whatever 
the supply of this well may have been, the capacity would doubt-
less have been increased by drilling deeper to the Jordan sand-
stone. 
Wesrtgate.-A supply used for fire protection at Westgate 
(population, 232) is obtained from a six-inch well, 98 feet deep. 
Rock is entered at 80 feet. The water bed is lim-estone at 85 
feet, and the head is 30 feet below the curb. Water is pumped by 
gasoline engine to a tank 90 feet high, with a capacity ·of 600 bar-
rels, and is thence distributed through 1,000 feet of mains. There 
are three fire hydrants. 
West Union.-Four wells, 68 to 70 feet deep, situated at the 
base of the nortli bluff of Otter creek, supply West Union (pop-
ulation, 1,652) with about 100,000 gallons ·o.f water a day. The 
head of the water is sufficient to carry it over the curb, but over-
flow is prevented by closing three of the wells with cement. The 
wells ar,e drilled almost wholly in limestone and are evidently 
closely related to the strong springs o.f this district, which issue 
from the lower beds of the Devonian limestone. The tempera-
ture of the water is about 51° F. 
Water is pumped by a ' compound duplex steam pump to a 
standpipe, from which it is distributed with ·a domestic pressure 
of from 40 to 80 pounds through five miles of mains to 30 fire 
hydrants and 375 taps. The fire pressure is 110 pounds. It is 
improbable that the city will need to seek a deeper water supply 
.for many years, but such a supply is obtainable in the Saint Peter 
sandstone, which should be found ·about 550 feet below the sur-
face, or in the Jordan, whose base must be at about 1,150 feet. 
Water may be looked for in very moderate amounts in the 
Prairie du Ohien stage and the Jordan sandstone. The water 
from these deep s·andstones would probably stand 100 feet or 
more below the surface. 
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Minor s.upplie~.-Information concerning the water supplies 
of the smaller villages is presented in the follo,wing table: 
ViHage supplies in Fayette Oounty. 
Town Nature 01 Supply Volume 01 Springs 
Feet Feet Alpha _____________ Wells ______________ 2~ _______ ________ 16-80 
Brainard ________ Drilled wells and 60 _______ ________ _______ Small. 
springs. Clermont _______ Wells and sprlngs______ 40-350 80-100 ______________ _ 
Donnan __________ Bored and drilled 20-120 120 ________ 15 Do. 
wells. 
Douglass _______ Wells and ponds______ 80-180 100 50 1~ Large and small. Eldorado ________ Drilled wells ___________ 40 ________ ________ 20 Small. 
Elgin _____________ Wells _______________ _______ ______ 16-60 80 
Illyria ___________ Drilled wells ___________ 90-312 188 40 70-175 Medlum. 
Lima ___________ Wells __________________ 2(H!() 40-60 _______ 16&-210 Small. 
Maynard _______ ____ do _______________ 80 ______ ____ 20 
Randalia _____ __ __ Driven and bored 12-125 90 20 
wells. Waucoma ________ Wells __________________ 2O-1QO _____ _______ ________ Do. 
Westgate _________ Drilled wells ___________ 20-150 8&-40 80 10 
WELL DATA. 
The following table gives data of typical wells in Fayette 
county: 




u Po o~ 0 Po "'''' .. :I =-:1 Remarks 0 0", Ou Owner Location .. ..... ~~ (Log given in f ,d ,d'" Supply "",2 feet) Po ...... Po Po CIS CIS'" 
'" '" ~~ ~~ c A
Feet Feet Feet Feet 
'r. 92 N., R. 10 W . (Fremont). 
Fred Barle 
______ 5 
miles south- 141 139 a_ .. _____ Llmestone_ -115 
east of Sum· 
nero 
-
Dleperkoph __ ____ do _____ ~ __ 155 149 LiiiieStone: Used for fire pro· Town 
--------
Westgate 
- ... ---- 9B 80 B5 -80 tectlon only. DI-
ameter, 6 In. 
J . 1. Minckler ____ 2 miles south· 60 
-------- ... ------
Sand ______ +25 A little clay on 
west of West· top; then all sand 
gate. to bottom. DI-
ameter, 5 Inches. 
T. 91N., R. lOW. (Oran). 




ponds. Yields 15 
gallons per min· 
ute from 5-lnch 
pipe. 
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Edward Dundell __ 
Ohlcago Great 





T. U1 N., R. !l W. 
(Jefferson) ·. 
Location 
SE.! SE.; sec. 
10. 
8 miles west and 
1 mile north 
of Oelwein. 
1 mile west of 
Oelwein. 
6 miles west 01 
.Oelweln. 
NW. ; sec. 9 ____ 













Ol)llI'eln town wells -------- -- ------_. - - 1,15 Do ____ " ______ Northwest part --------
I· .loI 



















~ «> ... 
::I >::1 
0111 0" 
.. ... Source 01 ~IJ 
,dill Supply 
",,£ ...... 







40 Llmestone_ - 21 
- ........ . _-- ------------ --'---..:--
- 00 
Remarks (Log given in 
feet ) 
All clay to rock. 
Do . 
Diameter 6 in. 
All blu~ clay to 
rock. 
Hill. 
. of town. 
Oathollc OhurCb __ Oelwein -------- 60 __ c ____________ Sand ______________ ' All sand; wells 
Richard Swartz.._ SE.- ; NE. It sec. 
. • . 8. 
Julius TallmaIL_ ti mUes. north-
west of Oel· 
weln on Otter 
creek. 
__ Plutt . ____ .. ~ 1 mile cast of 
Oelwein. 
Oreamery ________ At Or aft's , east 
of Oelwein __ _ 
Frallk Crngin . __ 2 O~f~::ln~ast of 
'1'. 92 N. , n. 9 W. 
' H!U'lnr,) . 
-_ Barnes ______ SW. ~ NW. i 
sec. 20. 
oJ. Heu;·er ________ NE. i NE. i sec. 
13. 
- McMaster ___ NW. i NW. i 
sec. 15 • . 
Do ________ • ___ 1 mile north 01 
preceding. 
___ . ________ . ____ .:.. ___ SW. i · SW. ; 
. sec. 36. 
110 -------- ________ 1_.:.._ do ---- ~---- -~ -
80 ___ ~___ . SO ____ do. ---- -------_ 
c, 
102 100 _____ ____________ -" _________ ~ 
, ' 70 ________________ GraveL ___________ _ 








32 ________ Llmestone_ - 15 
70 _____________ ___ ... __________ _ 
145 
-------,--------1--------------~-----
not 100 feet dis-
tant on either 
side strike rock 
in 3 feet. 
Olay, 60; sand, 
20; clay. 
Oyerflows. 
Blue clay, 50; 
sand, 20. 
Sand, 2; yellow 
clay., 10; sand, 
26; limestone, 2. 
Yellow clay, 10; 
blu~ clay, 50; Quicksand, 25; 
dark clay and 
sand, 83; lime· 
stone, 2. 
A.good stock well 
on low ground. 
OIays, 60; Quick· 
sand, 15; brown-




Drift clays, 100; 
~and, 30. 
. 
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Typical wells in Fayette Oounty-Continued 
Owner 
1'. U1 N., R. 8 W. 
(Scott) . 
Location 
l'etcr Kraft _____ .. NW. ~ SW. 
sec. H. 
Pufict _______ SE. ~ SE. ~ sec. 
15. 
Frank She"!1JII'-- __ SW. ~ SE. ~ sec. 
O. 
___________________ Scc. 15 ________ _ 
T. 92 K., R. 8 W. 
(SmJthfield) • 
Stephen Payne -- ~W. ~ SW. 
sec. 20 . 
Jesse Paul ----- --- SW. ~ SW. 
sec. 21. 
Charles SlTiitlL--- ISW. ~ SW. 
sec. 12. 
- Turner --_____ SE. ~ SE. ~ sec. 
33. 
__ --________________ SW. i SW. ~ 
sec. 34 . 
W. B. Stevenson_ SW. ~ sec. 26 __ _ 
J. ,T. llogerL _____ NE. sec . 27 __ _ 
____________________ NE. ~ NE. 
sec. 24. 
____________________ SE. ~ SE. ~ sec . 
21. 
H. H. Smith ______ ! miles south· 
T. 91 N., R. 7 W. 
(Putnam). 
west of Arling· 
ton. 
w. C. Gundlach __ 3E. ~ sec. 31. __ 
'1'.92 N., R. 7 W. 
(F airfield) . 
----------- .. -------- ~W. ~ sec. 0 ___ _ 


























,!oj ~ .. 
"" 
a 0.0 0 Po ., .. .. :> >:> o~ E 000 Source of ~~ ~ ... 
.1:1 
.1:1'" supply 
'C£ Po ~ .... PoOl 
.,'" ., ~~ ".0 ~ til 
Feet Feet Feet 
158 158 Limestone ________ _ 
175 
170 Sand ______ - 36 
142 1. __________________________ _ 
127 
155 1 ________ ------------ --- -----
! 
148 1 __________ __ _______________ _ 
________ 11 ________ Sand _____________ _ 
114 ________ Sand and _______ _ 
gravel 
160 / __________ ~~~_~~~~_ - gO 
20 ________ _________ - 60 
205 200 Sand ______ -100 
200 2GC Crevice 
in rock 
Remarks; 
(Log given in 
feet ) 
Clay, yellow, a5; 
clay, blue, 105; 
dark soft muck 
without gri~, SO; 
sand and gravel 
on rock. 
High ground; yel· 
low and blue 
cla.y, 155; s'und, 
20. 
Ends in rock. 
Dry blue clay, 170; 
sand 1. 
Clays, 80; yellow 
tine sand, 25; 





Clays, 40; sand, 
115; limestone 5. 
Mostly clay to 
rock. 
Clays 135; sand 15; 
Not strong. 
Diameter. 5 in. 
58 fect 0{ lime· 
stone. Diameter 
6 inches . 
Blue clay, 20; lime-
stone and clay. 
40; limeiitone, 40. 
Blue clay with tbin 
streaks 0 f sand, 
4 inches . thick, 
200; white sand, 
5. L~v~1 prairie. 
Diameter, 5 in. 
70 70 ____________ - 2 Sand 10; gravel 3; 
blue clay. 57; 
rock, 3. Casing 
tapped so that 
well flows to tank 
on lower ground. 
Yields 2~ gallons 
per minute from 
6·inch pipe. 
80 . ------- Limes toue _________ Blue clay. 80: blue 




-14G Drift 40; limestone 
with crevice, 110. 
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Typical wells in Fayette OOttnty-Continued 
Owner Location 
___________ _______ __ NW. ~ NW. a 
sec . 6. 
George Clough ___ Sec. 22 ________ _ 
'1'. 93 N., R . 7 W . 
(Illyrla) . 
W. Flanegan ___ __ XE . l NE. ~ sec. 
29. 
Alexander Peters_ SW. ~ NE. ~ sec. 
n. 
------- ------ ------- NF.. ~ SW. ~ sec. 
25 . 
------------------- NW. ~ NE. a scc 
25. 
--------------- ----- NW. ~ SW.~ sec . 
4. 
'1' . 93 N., R. S w. 
(Wcstfield) . 
J. Orr --- -------- - SW. ! XE. ~ sec. 
21. 
------------------- XF.. ~ NW. l sec. 
22 . 
PeteI' Graft .----~- 3 mi~es north. 
. east of Fay· 
ette. 
- Bars --------- NW. ~ SW. 
sec. 24. 
'- Whitely ------ SF.. l SE. ~ sec. 
26. 
-------------------- KP.. ! XE. ~I sec. 
5. 
--- ... --- .------ ----. XW. ~ NW. 
sec. 7. 
------------------- . NW. ~ SW. 
sec. 19 . 
- - Dye __________ SW. ~ SW. ~ 
see . 32. 











------- - -------- ---- ------- - .. -----~-
00 ________ ___ __ _______ - 65 
Remarks: (Log given in 
teet) 
Yellow clay, 20; 
hlue clay, 20; 
limestone, 60; 
"sandrock, IJ 9. 
Diameter, {) in. 
30 ________ Limestone_ -247 Hill. Yellow clay, 
30; "sandrock," 
80' soapstone, ~55; shale , dark 
III chips, 15; 
limestone, 32. 
40 ________ $andstone_ -100 Yellow clay, 40; 
limestone , 60; 
usandrock I JI 40. 
High ridge. 18 ____________________________ Volga r iver bot· 
toms. 50 _____ ___ __ ___ __ ____ _ ________ Volga river bot· 
toms , about 20 
teet above river. 
90 ----- -- - Limestone_ -100 Yellow clay, 40; 
blue till, 50; 
limestone, 50. 
147 _________________ ____ ___________ ____ Ridge. No water 
obtained. Yellow 
clay 30; blue clay 
50; limestone, 62; 
yellow, porous 
limestone,. 5. 
212 ________ ________ __ __ ____ ____ -192 High ground. Yel· 
low clay, 16; blue 
clay 44; rock and 
clay, 1; gray 
limestone, 149; 
"sandrock," 2. 200 40 1CO __________________ • Yellow clay, 40; 
limestone, 150; 
28S 30 ~80 .___________ -ISO ~~~r,stof~;' l~ime. 
stone, 100; shale, 
blue, caving, 150; 
. unknown, drill· 
Ings washed out, 
S. 
205 SO 200 ____________ -183 Yellow clay, 20; 
blue clay, 60 (at 
45 feet old black 
soil, ilI·smelling, 
5); limestone, 120; 
"sandrock," 5. G5 ________ • _______ "Sand· ________ Drift 5; limestone 
rock" 60. High level 
prairie . 
100 80 --____ __ Limestone_ ...:.. S() Blue clay SO; lime· 
. stone, 20. 45 --- _________________ do ____________ Al l limestone; 
plenty of water. 160 50 ____________ do ____________ Yellow clay, 15: 
blue clay, 85; 
limestone, 110. 130 _____ __ _________ . ___________________ Drift , mainly yel· 
l~~~ till, 30 ; roc", 
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Typical wells in Fayette.. Oounty-Continued 
Owner 
~'. 93 N., R . 9 W. 
(Cent<'f). 
Location 
Clarence Moultou_ NW. ~ NW. 
sec. 20. 
~'. 93 N., R. 10 W. 
(Bvnks). N]'. ~ );E. ~ sec. 
J. J. Cnvlin______ 26. 
T. 9-1 N., R. 7 W . 
(Pleasnnt Valley) 
____________________ \81'. 1 . E . ~ src. 
31. 
John BtaekJin ____ SW. ~ ~E. ~ sec. 
18. 
Canning Faetory_ Elgin --- --------
1'. 94 N .. R. 8 W. 
(Union). 
-----.. --- -- --_____ ~;cc. 111 ________ _ 
:1'. UI S .. R.!I W. 
(\"ind~or) . 
.Tohn \Vugnt..'r ___ . StIC. 11' __ . ______ _ 
___ __ ______________ . N. ~ l\'J~ . ~ sec. 
18 . 
- Mtthlownay _. Sec. 35 ___ . ____ _ 
T.!Iii N .. R 7 W. 
( Clermont) . 
Wilkt!s William~ __ SE. 1 sec . 2L __ _ 
- --------- -- --- -----
SE_ ~ !'.E _ ~ sec 
I:l. 
Wi IIi tI 1lI (~arvry ___ ~F. . 
" 
51-:. ~ sec. 17. 










<> 'i3. 0.0 0 
"" 
" .. .. :! >0 0<> Remarks: E 0'" Source of .o~ ~ .... (Log givp.n in 
.c 
.c" supply 01 0 teet) p. ~ .... 'tl_ 
""'" 
.. " 
" ~~ ".0 Q tIl 
Feet I 
Fect Feet 
135 ______ .. _ Limes tone _________ Yellow clay, 10; 
blue clay, 70: 
Quicksand: 55; 
limestone, 5. 
lS7 -------- ________________ __ __ Nearly all blue 
clay; a little sand 
on rock. Ridge. 
I 
80 1-------- ------------ -------- Yellow and blue 
clay, so: "sand-
40 10 7 rock," 55_ 
- "Sand- - 98 Ycllow clay, 30; 
30 1 _______ _ 
rock_" blue till, 10; re-




brown, soft, 38. 
- 45 Sand, 30; blue soft 
limestone, 10; 
u sandrOCK,7l 16; 
limestone, 70. 
25U _________ __ _________________________ Drift. 1~4: shale, 
46 
no 






+ D i a :01 c t e r , 61 
inches _ 
+ Flows strong 
stream. 
________ Water from sand 
under blue till. 
2~ 8I1ale______ _ 10 Starts in Upper 
Maquoketa shale. 
Galena oJ' -390 
Platteville 
limestone. 
250 Limestone_ -210 
Diameter 6 
incbes_ 
Loess, 10; drift. 
30; shales and 
limestones, 361-
Diameter , 6~ 
inches. 
HilL Yellow clay, 
25; blue till, ?5; 





42 o ____________ do ___________ _ 
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HOWARD COUNTY 
BY O. E. MEINZER. 
TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY. 
The greater part of Howard county shows the gently undulat · 
jng Iowan drift plain, all parts of which have a competent drain-
age, though the streams have not yet cut deep valleys. In the. 
northeast, however, the Iowan drift is aosent and a strong- ero-
sion topography has been developed. In large areas near the 
western border, and especially in Jamestown township, the total 
thickness of glacial drift is more than 200 feet and in certain 
localities it is more than 300 feet; farther east it becomes much 
thinner, and near the northeast corner the valleys al'e incised in 
bedrock whiGh is extensively exposed. Owing to the irregulari-
ties of the rock surface, radical differences in the thickness of 
the drift may be found in wells at poinh; not far apart and at 
practically the same level. 
In the outcrops in the northeast, Devonian limestone is seen 
to rest on the Maquoketa shale, and this in turn on Galena lime-
stone. As the strata are known to dip gently toward the south-
west, it is probable that the Maquoketa and Galena pass to 
greater depths in this direction and that the indurated limestone 
which is everywhere found immediately below the drift is as a 
rule Devonian in age. 
UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCES. 
The water supply is derived from the glacial drift and the 
underlying limestone formations. The bulk of the drift is im-
pervious bowlder clay which yields no water, but at certain levels 
are irregular beds of porous sand or gravel, which are generally 
charged with water under pressure. The limestone is compact 
and impervious, but contains fissures and solution passages that 
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were probably produced by preglacial weathering. These open 
spaces are filled with water, which is delivered freely to wells 
that connect with them. In the areas of deepest drift most of 
the wMls end in sand and gravel, but elsewhere the majority 
enter rock. Many wells end in saturated beds of fine sand that 
persistently rises with the water. In such wells both watef and 
sand should be cased out and the drilling should be carried into 
the limestone if necessary. 
The drilled wells vary widely in depth. , In the area of thick 
drift many good wells are less than 100 feet deep; on the other 
hand, wells between 200 and 300 feet deep are not uncommon. 
In the northeastern part of the county, where the water level is 
depressed by the presence of deep valleys, it may be necessary to 
drill several hundred feet into the rock in order to procure sat-
isfactory supplies. 
FLOWING WELLS. 
In the valley of Upper Iowa river, west and north of the vil-
lage of Chester, a group of 12 or more flowing wells lie near or 
north of the state line. They ., 1'~:ug~ in -depth from 80 to 100 
feet and are supplied from gravel ~.en.eath ,a layer of impervious 
clay. The valley has been cut slightly below the level at which 
the water stands in the drilled wells on the adjoining upland 
plain, but not deeply enough to impair the clay layer in its func-
tion ,as .a confining bed. Hence, ih wells drilled in the valley the 
water.' rises to nearly the same height as in the upland wells or 
slightly above the valley level, thus giving rise to flows which 
range fro~ a mere dribble to 30 or 40 gallons a minute. In-
deed, in several of these Wiells the artesian pressure is so slight 
that the flow is noticeably affected by changes in atmospheric 
pressure. A 65-foot flowing rock well was also reported south-
west of Cresco in the NE. 1.4 sec. 11, T. 98 N., R. 12 W. 
Wherever the drift is continuous and but little diss'ected it 
seems to playa double part, receiving the rain water and in some 
way transmitting it to the deeper porous deposits and ·eventually 
to the crevices of the limestone, and yet ,acting in general as a 
confining bed. Thus, if at ~l1y point in the western part of the 
county a hole is drilled through the dense blue bowlder clay, the 
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, 
underlying sand, gravel, or rock is invariably found to be filled 
with water, which rushes into the drill hole and rises under ar-
tesian pressure. As already stated, entirely different concli-
tions prevail in the northeastern area, where the drift sheet is 
dissected and the upper pervious formations are drained into the 
vallews" thereby giving rise to springs, but at the same time de-
pressing the water level far below the upland surface. This 
difference is well shown along Upper Iowa river as it flows from 
the area of deep drift into a rock valley. That the influence of 
the outcrops is effective as far up as Chester seems to be iucli-
cated by the fact that flowing wells ·are obtained in the valley 
above the village, but that attempts to secure them in the valley 
below the village have generally failed. 
Enough is known in regard to the head of water from the deep 
beds to make it certain that flows can not be obtained by deep 
drilling at Cresco, Lime Springs or Chester and that the water 
would remain far below the surface. Even where large supplies 
are required it does not seem advisable to drill more than a few 
hundred feet into rock. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
Cresco.-The public supply at Cresco (population, 2,658) is 
obtained from two wells drilled into rock, the cne ending at a 
depth of 196 feet and the other at a depth of 396 feet. The water-
works include a standpipe with a rather extensive system of 
. mains. It is est~mated that about 75,000 gallon of water are 
consumed daily. 
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway well is 1,045 feet 
deep, and its curb is 1,298 feet above sea level. It was com-
pleted in 1878, but was aband'oned because no satisfactory supply 
was found. 
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Record, of stratal in Ohicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway wen at Oresco. 
I. Thickness I Depth 
Alluvial deposit and shales ________________________________ __ ______________ -----
Limestone (Devonian, Maquoketa, and Galena) ____ _______________________ _ 
Shale, gray (Decorah) _____________________________________________ -----------
Limestone (Platteville) _______________________________________________________ _ 
Shale, calcifer0.us, gray (Plattcville) __________________________________________ j. 
Sandstone (Samt Petcr) __________________ -'-________________________________ _ 
Limestone (Shakopee) __________________________________ __ _____________ ~ ___ "_ 
Sandstone (New Richmond) ________________________________________________ _ 
Sandstone, calciferous (Oneota) _______________ ~ _________________________ • __ ---j 
Sandstone (Jordan) _____________________ : _________________ ' ______________ -----
'Based on driller's Jog. 
WINNESHIEK COUNTY 
























The important topographic :£ea~ll;r:es of Winneshiek county 
are for the most part dne to the -d€ep iJ;lcision of valleys in an 
ancient uplifted ba e-Ievel of erosion now marked by the gen-
eral accordance of level of the sUIDIJ;lits of the existing ridges 
and divides. The edges of a large number of formations, som(~ 
water bearing and some dry, are thus exposed along the valley 
side. The maximum relief is not far from 600 feet. The Cresco-
Calmar ridge rises to a height of 1,269 feet above sea level, and 
the high ridges north of Upper Iowa river reach a height of 
1,360 f.eet above sea level a short distance west of Hesper. The 
flood plain of Upper Iowa river on the eastern boundary of the 
county descends to 760 feet. 
The divides separating the trunk streams and those interven-
'ing between their tributary valleys are broad-shouldered, well-
rounded ridges, carved by storm water into a multitude of 
branching and rebranching ravines. The summits of the main 
,divides are gently rolling, but as the trunk streams are ap-
proached the incision of the deepening valleys becomes sharp 
and precipitous bluffs mark the outcrop of the stronger strHta. 
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In the western part of the county the drift sheets laid down 
by ancient glaciers are sufficiently thick to mask in ·part the 
erosion topography and to form the gently undulating plain of 
Jackson, Sumner and Orleans townships, in which erosion has 
been least 'and deposition greatest . 
. Although the principal streams of the area have reached ma-
turity, the valley floors have not been widened sufficiently to 
give them importance for -agriculture or as sites for towns. 
GEOLOGY. 
-The geologic formations, from lowest to highest, expos-ed to 
view in the county are the following: 
1. The Jordan sandstone, a coarse soft sandstone, outcropping 
only in the eastern part of the county in small areas at the 
base of the bluffs -along Bear and Canoe creeks. About fifty 
feet of the upper beds of the formation are exposed. 
2. The Prairie du Chien stage, consisting of (a) the Oneota 
dolomite, a body of light buff or whitish dolomite, 150 feet 
thick; (b) the New Richmond sandstone, about 24 feet thick; 
and (c) the Shakopee dolomite, a dolomite resembling the 
Oneota, graduating downward by arenaceous beds into the New 
Richmond and ranging from 50 to 80 feet in thickness. The 
Prairie du Chien stage is exposed only in the northeastern 
parts of the county, forming the country rock over most of 
Highland township and the eastern part of Pleasant township 
and extending up the valley of the Upper Iowa as far as Free-
port. 
3. The Saint Peter sandstone, soft and incoherent, white (ex-
cept where stained with iron 'by infiltrating waters), without 
well-qefined bedding -or lami11'ation, composed of grains of clear 
quartz, well smoothed and rounded. The sandstone comes to 
the surface in a narrow belt along the bluffs of the Upper Iowa 
and its tributaries as far west as Freeport. The thickness of 
the Saint Peter in its outcrops is about 60 feet. 
-4. The Platteville limestone, Decorah shale, and Galena lime-
stone. The lowest of these formations, the Platteville limestone, 
succeeds the Saint Peter sandstone; it includes a basal shal-e (the 
Glenwood shale of the Iowa State Survey), about 15 feet thick 
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and1.n places sandy, forming a transition bed to the Saint Peter 
sandstone, and an upper bed of limestone about 25 feet thick. 
The Platteville is overlain by the Decorah shale, a calcareous 
greenish shale 30 feet thick, containing interbedded limestone 
layers, named from its excellent exposures in the 'Dug-Way" at 
Decorah. The Decorah shale is in turn overlain by the Galena 
limestone, about 225 feet t.hick, which in. this county is mostly 
nondolomitic but which, in counties to the south and east, con-
Rists chiefly or wholly of massive dolomites. These three forma-
tions (Platteville, Decorah and Galena) form the country rock 
from Hesper west to the Howard county line and thence south-
east to Nordness. They cap the ridges lying between Upper 
Iowa river and Canoe creek and those extending south of the 
Upper Iowa from Decorah to Washington Prairie. 
5. The Maquoketa shale, which includes a lower shaly lime-
stone 70 feet thick, a plastic blue shale 15 feet thick. dolomites 
and limestones 40 feet thick, and an upper blue shale 120 feet 
thick. The Maquoketa for the most part outcrops south and 
west of Upper Iowa river. It forms the bedrock over most of 
the southeastern townships, occupies the long spur leading from 
the high Calmar-Ridgeway divide to the Upper Iowa valley, and 
also the ·valley of Turkey river on the western side of this ridge. 
6. The Niagaran dolomite, which occurs in a few small out-
liers in Washington township near the Fayette county line, with 
a maximum thickness of 75 feet. 
7. The Devonian limestone, which forms the surface rock in 
Jackson and part~ of Sumner, Lincoln, Orleans and Fremont 
t.ownships and in a narrow belt capping the Cresco-Calmar 
ridge as far east as Calmar. 
8. Pleistocene deposits, including drift sheets and loess. Two 
drift sheets have been recognized within the county. ' The lowest, 
the Kansan, is a stony clay occurring in patches chiefly on the 
uplands in the eastern part of the county; the upper, the Iowan, 
is a thin stony clay covering the western third. Between these 
two stony clays occurs the interglacial Buchanan gravel. The 
loess, a yellow loam, mantles uplands and valley slopes outsid~ 
Qf the area of the Iowan drift and attains in place.s a thickn'ess 
of twenty feet. 
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UNDERGROUND WATER. 
SOURCES. 
The Wide range of geologic formations exposed within the 
county affords an unusually larg·e number ,of water beds. The 
lowest of these is the Jordan sandstone, from which springs 
rise at Highlandville and elsewhere in the northeastern town-
I-lhips, and to which some of the deeper wells may penetrate . 
. The Saint Peter sandstone is entered by the deeper wens in 
the s,ame townships and affords a pure and plentiful supply, 
~,lthough with a low head requiring a long lift. 
The Galena and Platteville contain very important water 
beds, especially in their lower limestones; which in the Galena 
rest on the Decorah shale, and in the Platteville rest on the 
shale member to 'which the Iowa State Survey has given the 
Harne Glenwood. Over the eastern part of the county they fur-
nish inexhaustible suppHes under a head sufficient to bring their 
water close enough to the surface to be easily pumped by the 
. wind engines commonly employed. 
The limestones of the Maquoketa shale supply some springp 
and wells. The heavy shales of this formation are dry but s,erve 
a most useful purpose in collecting descending ground water 
above their impervious upper surface either in overlying lime-
stones or in the superficial deposits of the drift. 
The different drift -clays with their interbedded sheets of sand 
and gravel and the ' sandy layiers forming · the base of the loess 
afford a supply often sufficient for house wells, and in the south-
western part of the county, where the drift is thickest, f6r stock 
wells also. : :, 
. DISTRIBUTION. 
1 . 
As the water 1;>eds of the county are so numerous and the 
topographic 'relief is so great it is p-ifficult to define any water 
provinces without goi1;lg into e~tensiye detail. Even the town-
ship is too large a unit to permit exact descriptio~n. 
~ r .. . 
In general terms it may be said that on the ridges of the north- ' 
central part of the county, fi'om N ordness to Hesper and to the 
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northeast corner of the county, wells find water at the base of 
the Galena where its waters are held by the underlying Decorah 
shale. Where this supply is not tapped, becaus1e the well may 
fail to strike a water channel, the Saint Peter sandstone, from 
60 to 100 feet deeper, is the next source. Water in the Galena 
has a higher head than the water in the Saint Peter, rising 
within 70 feet of the surface or eVlen nearer, according to the 
local relief. Water in the Saint P€ter rises only a few feet above 
the water bed; its supply, how~ver, is large. 
In the extensive area underlain by the Maquoketa shale water 
is found in the limestones interbedded with the impervious shales 
of that formation. Thus at Calmar, where the drift at the Chi-
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway roundhouse is 65 feet thick, 
water was found at 90 feet in limestone above the first bed of 
shale, and at 160 feet in limestone below the same bed of shale. 
Some water was also struck on the rock at 65 feet. The' Ma-
quoketa waters rise within 100 feet or less of the surface. 
Exceptionally it is necessary to go for large supplies to the 
chief water beds of the Galena above the Decorah shale or even 
to the Saint P eter. First water was reached at Calmar at 520 
feet, and second water at 605 feet below the surface. 
On the high ground between Calmar and Decorah farm wells 
commonly obtain water in the upper limestoneR of the Maquoketa 
at 75 to 10'0 feet below the surface, the snperficial clays here be-
ing from 20 to 40 feet in thickness. Water sufficient for farm 
wells is not now found in the drift and all wells enter rock. 
On the ridges about Ossian some wells find water in the upper 
few feet of the country rock, but many are compelled to go sev-
eral hundred feet deeper to tap the deeper limestones of the Ma-
quoketa, and eveJ;l, exceptionally, to descend to the Galena. The 
diversity and complexity of the conditions are, illustrated within 
the narrow limits of the villag,e of Ossian, where some good house 
wells obtained water within thirty feet of the surface; several 
wells go down for 100 to 300 feet; and Olle reaches a depth of 
. 735 feet. 
In the ravines and in the valleys of the creeks, ground water 
stands naturally nearer to the surface, and where the country 
rock is limestone, may be found in rock wells 35 to 40 f,eet deep. 
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On the plain of Iowan drift in the southwestern townships wa-
ter may locally be found in glacial sands and gravels, although 
not infrequently it must be sought in the underlying Devonian 
limestones. 
SPRINGS. 
Winneshiek county is one of the most favored in the state in 
the number of its springs and in their generous supply of pure 
water. In the eastern part of the county springs are found 
a.long each v'~lley and ravine, furnishing a perennial supply to 
the clear running creeks. The chief source is immediately above 
the Decorah shale. Waters descending by sink holes and 
through the creviced and cavernous Galena limest ones are gath-
ered into definite courses and issue in large springs where these 
waterways are trenched by the ravines. 
Among the best known ' springs from this horizon are Union 
Springs, on the farm of Beard Brothers, west of Decorah. Strong 
springs issuing on both sides of a ravine unite in a swift-flowing 
creek a rod wide, which at one time was utilized to run a feed 
mill. . The August temperature of the water is 47.3° F. 
Mill Spring, on the side of Upper Iowa river at Decorah, is a 
powerful spring with an August temperature of 48°, issuing from 
the summit of the Decorah shale well up the steep valley side, 
thus giVing considerable water power, which in past years has 
been utilized to run a saw mill. At the west of the · present de-
bouchure and about twenty feet above the river a heavy deposit 
of brownish soft porous travertine has been laid down by the 
calcareous waters. Another noteworthy spring from this horizon 
is Cold Spring, a few miles northwest of Bluffton. 
A large cavern, which gives rexit to a characteristic under-
ground stream from the Galena limestone is situated in section 
34, Glenwood township. The mouth of the cave is described as 
a pointed arch forty feet high and sixty feet wide. 
Most 'notable, however, is the Decorah ice cave, formed in 
part by the enlargement of a master joint and in part by the 
creep of the massive Galena over the underlying shale. This 
cavern shows the peculiar phenomenon of ice forming on its 
walls in spring and early' summer and melting in late summer 
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and early autumn, the walls remaining dry and bare in late 
autumn and winter. The solution of this interesting problem 
throws some light on the movements of ground water in the miles 
of crevices in the Galena. The freezing temperature reached by 
the underground air in early winter is maintained until late in 
the summer. Moisture from the surface is ·sealed · out by frost 
during the winter, but ice begins to freeze on the cold walls of 
the cave as soon as the ground thaws enough in spring to permit 
the entrance of water from abov,e. The ice remains until after 
the cold dense air has slowly passed from the great labyrinth of 
underground passages through the opening and has been re-
placed by warmer air. By this time the summer is well advanoed, 
and as the rainfall is slight the walls remain relatively dry until 
the freezing temperature is again reached. 
Another spring horizon is at the summit of the shale forming 
the basal part of the Platteville limestone (Glenwood shale of 
Iowa State Survey), bu:t the springs therefrom are compara-
tively small. 
The Jordan sandstone affiords springs under hydrostatic pres-
sure where it is cut by the valley of Bear creek from Highland-
ville east to the county line. Owing to the local northerly dip 
of the strata the springs occur on the south side of the valley. 
Springs issue also fr,om the limestones of the Maquoketa, as 
in section 1, Jackson township. 
The base of the Niagaran forms a still higher horizop., and 
supplies a number of springs in Washington township. 
CITY AND VILLAGE SUPPLIES. 
Calma1".'-:'-At Calmar (population, 849) the water works are 
owned by the municipality. Water is obtained fr,om a well 364 
feet deep' and distributed, at a pressure of 50 pounds, from an 
elevated tank with a capacity of 2,000 barrels. There are 16 
hydrants, one mile of mains and 75 taps. 
Well No.1 of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway at 
Calmar has a depth of 1,223 feet and a diameter of six inches 
from 70 to 860 feet and five inches to bottom; no casing. The 
curb is 1,261 feet above sea level and the head 150 feet below 
the curb. The pumping cylinder, 3%, inches in diameter, is 374 
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feet below curb. The tested capacity is 80 gallons a minute. 
The well was completed III 1880 by W. E . Swan of Andover, 
South Dakota. 
Record ot st'fata" in cleep well No.1 at O(],Zmar. 
\ Thickness ) Depth 
No record _____________________________________________________________________ _ 
Ordovician: 
Maquoketa shale (146 feet thick; top, 1,191 feet ahove sea leveJ)-Limestone _______________________________ _______________________________ _ 
Sh ale ___________________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Shale, gray ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Galena limestone to Platteville limestone (392 feet thick; top, 1,045 
feet above sea level)-Limestone (Galena) __________________________________________________ _ 
Shale, green (Decorah) _______________________________________________ _ 
Limestone (Platteville) ________________________________________________ _ 
Shale (Platteville) ___________________________________________________ _ 
Saint Peter sandstone (67 feet tbick; top, 653 feet above sea leveJ)-Sandstone ____ ------- ____________________________________ --____ -________ _ 
Prairie du Ohlen stage (325 feet thick; top, 586 feet above sea leveJ)-Limestone (Shakopee) ________________________________________________ _ 
Sand and limestone mixed (New Richmond) _________________________ _ 
Limestone (Oneota) ___________ _______________________________________ _ 
Oambrian: 
Jordan sandstone (120 feet thick; top, 261 feet above sea level)-Sandstone ______________________________________________________ --------
Saint Lawrence formation (103 feet penetrated; top, 141 feet above sea 

















Well No. 2 of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway at 
Calmar has a depth of 365 feet and a diameter of ten inches, 
cased to 66 feet . Its c.urb is 1,252 f,eet above sea level and its 
head 65 feet below the curb. It finds water at 65, 90 and 160 
feet. The pump c.ylinder, 53,4 in'ches in diameter, is set 100 
feet below surface. The tested capacity is 115 gallons a minute 
and the temperature 48.5° F. The well was completed in 1904 
by J. F. McCarthy of Minneapolis. 
The two railway wells are fifty feet apart, and while well No. '2 
'Was being drilled the water of well No.1 was roily. 
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Dl'iller's log of deep well No, 2 at Oalrnal', 
Olay, yellow __ _____________________________ : ______________________ --------------
Olay, blue _________________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, soft _______________________________________________________ _ 
Soapstone, soft ____________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, soft ______________________________________________________ --_______ _ 
Shale ________ '- _____________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, hard _"-__________________ ~ __ ______________________________________ _ 
Shale _______________________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone: hard _______________________ • __________ • _________________________ _ 
Shale ________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Limestone, bard ______________________________________________________ --------

























Decorah.-Decorah (population, 3,592) is supplied from wells, 
The well in common use is situated in the valley of Dry Run, 
about 8 feet above the level of the creek. Its diameter is 15 
feet and its depth 40 fe~t. The water bed is gravel, rock not 
being entered. Water stands 15 feet below the surface and is 
lowered 12 feet by pumping. The maximum yield is 468 gal-
,lons a minute, the water being pumped by a suction pump run 
by electric motor. 
For emergencies there are also used eight four-inch drilled 
wells 30 fteet deep, located on the bottoms of Upper Iowa river, 
about eight feet above water level and pumped by steam. The 
water bed is gravel and the capacity of the wells is 240 gallons 
a minute. Water is pumped to a reservoir and distributed 
under gravity pressure of 110 pounds. There are 60 hydrants 
and 61h miles of mains. The consumption is 160,000 g'allons 
daily. 
The Artesian Well & Wa,ter Oompany's well at Decorah has 
a depth .of 1,600 feet and a diameter of six inches. Its curb is 
877 feet above sea level. It was completed in 1877. This well 
is reported to have struck ,vater at about 28 feet and to hav,e 
held it at that level until the drill reached a depth of 1,600 feet, 
when the water . disappeared and the drill was lost. The COll-
tractors claimed that they were working in granite and aban~ 
doned the well. It is very improbable, however, that crystalline 
rock was struck at the depth mentioned. Those who observed 
the drilling found reason to believe that the rising water was 
carried off laterally through a crevice in a limestone. Certainly 
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the normal head of the deep artesian' water should give at De-
corah on low ground a flow under a giood head. But lateral 
escape would need to be guarded against, both through crevices 
and probably also through the Saint Peter, whose water here 
is under no great pressure. 
The elevation at the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway 
station ~t Decorah is 862 feet above sea level. The green De-
corah shale outcrops in the vicinity and the Saint Peter sand-
stone probably lies within a f,ew feet of the bottom of Upper 
Iowa river. Five or six hundred feet is an ample estimate IOf 
the distance to the Jordan sandstone and the stores of artesian 
water which it contains. Besides, more or less water should 
enter the drill hole through cr'evices and sandy layers of the 
limestones which intervene between the Saint Peter and the J or-
dan. To tap the aquifers of the Dresbach and earlier Cambrian 
sandstones, which supply the wells of McGregor, Lan!::ling, and 
New Albin, a well should be sunk to about 1,200 feet below the 
surfaGe. 
Ossiatn.-At Ossian (population, 749) the well of E. V. Gil-
bert has a depth of 730 feet and a diameter of 8 inches to' 400 
feet and 61/2 inches to bottom. Its curb is 1,258 feet .above sea 
lev1el and its head 300 feet below curb. Water comes from 680 
feet · and lowers 100 feet when pumped about 47 gallons per 
minute. The well was completed in 1903 by J. F. McCarthy, of 
Minneapolis. 
Log of E. V. GiZbert well. 
[Supplied by owner.] 
I Thickness j 
Feet 
Surface, white limestone, blue shale, and blue rock__________________________ 590 Sandstone, dry ________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Unreported _____________________________________________________________________ 90 
So.ndstone, In thin layerR___________________________________________________ 18 SaIidstone, coarse ___________________________________________________________ 7 









The above section, showing the occurence of two sandstones 
at the level of the Saint Peter, is comparable with the .section 
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of the city well at Postville. The upper sandstone falls in place 
with the summit of the S-aint Peter at both Postville and Cal-
mar, but the second, nearly 100 feet below the top of the first, 
is low for the base 'of the Saint Peter. Unfortunately no sam-
ples nor any detailed log exist of this most inter,esting well. 
Minor supplies.-The following table gives statistics of mis-
cellaneous village supplies in Winneshiek county: 









Village N!ltul'c of Supply E E Qi 
.0 
.0 .0 ;l", ",.0 P. P. oj'" 
"' '' "," 
"' "' 
.0 ~ " ~ ~ ~ 
Feet Feet Feet Fe-et Bluffton _________ Open wells and springs____ 15-50 ________ ________ 15 
Oastalia __________ Drilled wells _______________ 175-200 60 _______________ _ 
Oanoe ____________ Open wells and' springs____ 15-85 35 ________ 10 
Conover __________ Drilled wells _______________ 60-145 30 ________ 40 
Frankville ___________ Do. ___________________ 65-200 40 80 
Fort Atkinson,-_ Wells _______________________ 60 ~_______ 10 20 
Freeport _________ Open and driven wells_____ 10-50 ________ £0-30 8 
Hesper ___________ Drilled wells _______________ 85-80 10 25 
Highlandville ____ Springs and drilled wells___ 35-67 15 20 Norclness __________ Wells _______________________ 100-300 50 175 65 
Ossian ____________ Bored and drilled wells nnd 40-500 20 40 
springs. . 











Large nnd small. 
Small. 
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WELL DA:rA. 
The following table gives data of typical wells in Winneshiek 
county: 
Wens in Winneshiek Oounty . 
... 
"" " <> d > 8 il: <5 
Owner 
... 




.0'" 'ti~ 10. s P. ~'" ..... .. 
"''' 
'" '" ""' 
,," ~ A ~ ~ ~<> 
r.lOO N.,R.9W. I Feet. (Burr Oak). Feet In. Feet Feet 
Alvin Rollins 
----
NE. ~ sec. 14 ____ 172 61 12 160 Limestone_ 72 Do. 
-------- -- SE. ; sec. 1L __ . 285 5 13 265 Saint Peter 265 
L. W. Bennett __ NE . a' sec. 13 ____ 70 6 ______ 60 Gravel ____ . 40 
1'.98 N., R.I0W. 
(Lincoln). 
O. O. Rue _______ SW. ~ sec. 36 ___ 96 4 30 90 Limestone 26 15 feet above Turkev 
H . 
on shale. river. 
L. Wernark __ SW. ~ sec; 35 ___ 60 6 
------ ------
Sand ----- ------
- -- -- -- -- ------ -- --- Ridgeway, at 
station. 8u ----_. 45-50 ------ ------------ ------ BIue clay at 211. 




'.1'.99 N.,R.9 W. 
Ridgeway. 
(Bluffton) 
John Sexton _____ Sec. 32 _________ 187 6 50 162 Soft rock_ 50 10 feet above level 
. of Tenmile creek, 167 feet of casing. 
Yields 2~ gallons 
T. Nelson ________ per minute. NW. ?t sec. 20 ___ 276 6 40 270 Llmestone_ ------ 300 feet above One· 
ota river. Low· 
ered 50 feet by 
pumping. Yields 
4 gallons per min· 
ute. Temperature , 
W. E. Hoyt_: ___ _ 50 degrees F. NE. t sec. 28 ___ 100 6 18 95 ------------ 64 remperature , 48 de· 
I grees F. ~'. 98 N.,R.9 W. 
(Madison) 
B. T. Barfoot 
- - SE. l sec. 19 ___ 6 30 80 Do. 
----------







Julius Selmes ____ 3 miles east of li7 6 20 147 Sandstone. 147 
Hesper. 
r. ]00 N., R.BW . 
(Hesper). 
4 miles southeast 224 6 20 194 ____ do .. __ 194 Frank Darington_ 
of Hesper. 
'JharJes Oasterton 4 miles north f 107 6 15 69 • ___ do . ___ 69 
Locust. 
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Wells in Winneshiek County-Continued 
Owner 
1'. Uti N .. It. 9 W. 
(Washington) . 
LocaLion 
____________________ Fort Atkinson _ 
'1'. UO N., R. 8 W. 
(Military) . 
Anthony Bore ___ Ossian 
____________________ ____ Do. 
J:'uiJlic school ________ Do. _______ _ 
___ __ _______________ NE. ~ SE. ~ sec. 
19; 
John Collins _____ SW. 11 SW. ~ 
sec. 8. 
____________________ N;;. ~ NE. ~ ~ee. 
.. 
____________________ NR. ~ NW. ; sec. 
23. 
'1' . 96 N., R . 7 W . 
(Bloomlleld) . 
____________________ S}~. l )IE. ~ sec. 
T.USN.,R.S\\'. 19. 
(Decorah) . 








.c OJ .c 
~ E ~ .. 














(Logs given in feet) 
224 __ _ ____ 60 _________________ _ 
735 __ ==_: - 100- c _____ 
I 






186 _____ _ 
508 6~ 
. t ill, 61; yelJo '.v 
. c1ay, 4; limestone; 
shale; limestone. 
300. 
~~ ====== ============ ---~~-I 
40 ______ Llmestone_ SO Iwater in white lime-
stone underlying 
sha le. 
,10 ______ ____________ 50 Surface clay. 40c 
limestone, 25; l>lue 
shale witlJ lime· 
stone, 124; white 
limestone, 31. 
48 370 J,imcstone_ 330 Yellow clay, 15; blue 
(2 ______ ___________ _ ___ __ _ 
I JO [,00 r UndSIOne- 380 
I 
clay. 33; lime-
stone, 22; shale 
(MaQuoketa) with 
interbedded limp.· 
stone layers, ]]5: 
whito limestone, 
211. 
may, 20; Iin:estone, 
200' Saint Peter, 
70; , "magnesia. I, 
90; Cambrian or 
Oneota, 117; Cam· 
brian sand. 13. 
Water also at 375. 
